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INTRODUCTION

1

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

3

PRODUCING THE HISTORIC
STRUCTURE REPORT

Project Objective
The primary goal of this project was to prepare a historic structure report (HSR) documenting
the contextual history and physical evolution of six deactivated coastal- defense structures on
the peninsula of Fort Point in New Castle, New Hampshire. Each structure was originally
designed and equipped to serve as an integral component of the defenses of Portsmouth (NH)
1
Harbor during a succession of American Defensive Systems. In May 2002, the fortifications
were designated by the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources (NHDHR) as
contributing elements to the previously established Fort Constitution Historic District on the
2
peninsula. The period of significance for this district has been defined as 1808 to 1948. All six
structures are currently owned by the University of New Hampshire (UNH).

Summary of the Structures
The structures are as follows (listed from the earliest to the most recent):

Walbach Tower (Castle Walbach), an
1814 brick casemated Martello- type
tower that survives in a ruined state
HAP Photo

1

See Section 1 of this HSR for definition of the American Defensive Systems.
As will be explained subsequently in “Cultural Resource Data, Period and Context of Significance,”
this date range is used in this HSR, despite the fact that the Determination of Eligibility for the National
Register of Historic Places for the Fort Constitution Historic District gives the period of significance as ca.
1805- 1948.
2

5

Battery Elon Farnsworth, an 1898
Endicott- era concrete battery, originally
equipped with two 8- inch breech- loading
rifles on disappearing carriages
APD Photo

a 1901 mining casemate (firstgeneration mining casemate)
constructed of concrete, flanking and
integral to the battery structure
HABS Photo

a 1920 mining casemate (thirdgeneration mining casemate),
constructed of concrete with 19411942 improvements
APD Photo

a 1921 power plant constructed of
concrete
APD Photo

6

a 1943 observation station,
constructed of concrete on top of
Gun Emplacement No. 1 of
Battery Elon Farnsworth
APD Photo

Level of Investigation
The intent of the HSR was to document each structure from the time of its construction to the
present time, focusing on the period of significance. The report was prepared in accordance
with National Park Service standards for historic structure reports, as defined in the Park
Service’s Cultural Resource Management Guidelines, June 11, 1998.
Project management determined that the level of investigation was to be “thorough.” According
to the guidelines, “thorough” investigation is defined as follows:
For historical studies this means research in selected published and
documentary sources of known or presumed relevance that are readily
accessible without extensive travel and that promise expeditious
extraction of relevant data, interviewing all knowledgeable persons who
are readily available, and presenting findings in no greater detail than
required by the task directive (project agreement).... For architectural
and landscape studies it means nondestructive investigation using all
appropriate technical means (usually in response to a preservation
management objective).3

3

National Park Service, Cultural Resource Management Guidelines (June 11, 1998);
http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/nps28/28chap2.htm.
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Project Background
Participants
The project has involved three principal participants: the National Park Service, the University
of New Hampshire, and the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources. The roles of
each are described subsequently.

National Park Service (NPS)
The National Park Service is the author of the report. Specifically, three offices of its Northeast
Region have researched and written the HSR. Its Historic Architecture Program (HAP) has
been responsible for Part I, and its Architectural Preservation Division (APD) has been
responsible for Part II. The Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation (OCLP) has been
responsible for the period maps and the first draft of their accompanying narratives.

University of New Hampshire (UNH)
The University of New Hampshire is the owner of the structures and the client. UNH’s
Facilities Design & Construction office has overseen the project for UNH.

New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources (NHDHR)
As the State of New Hampshire’s regulatory agency for historic cultural resources, NHDHR has
provided review for compliance under the deed’s historic preservation covenant and federal
Section- 106 legislation, as applicable.

Project Authority
Memorandum of Agreement
The operative authority that permitted the NPS to enter into a contract with UNH for technical
services defined herein is Memorandum of Agreement Number G4520030015 (hereinafter
MOA). It was “entered into by and between” on August 11, 2003, under the authority of the
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 31 U.S.C.§6505, supported by the 1935 Historic Sites Act,
which allows federal agencies to provide technical assistance to other governmental entities.
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Project Agreement
A Project Agreement was “entered into by and between” the National Park Service and the
University of New Hampshire on December 19, 2003, for technical services to culminate in the
production of this HSR.

Contributors
Principal Authors

4

Sharon K. Ofenstein, Technical Writer- Editor, HAP
Part I (Editor)
Introduction: Physical Evolution of the Site, 1806- 2004 (Author of Second Draft)
Section 2: Walbach Tower (Author of Second Draft)
Battery Elon Farnsworth (Author)
1901 Mining Casemate (Author)
1920 Mining Casemate (Author of Second Draft)
1943 Observation Tower (Author)
Glen Williford, Military Historian (avocational), Zionsville, IN
Section 1: Contextual History of the Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point (Author)
Lauren Laham, Architectural Historian, HAP
Part I (IT Support for Formatting Photographs and PDF’s of Draft Submittals)
Introduction: Physical Evolution of the Site, 1806- 2004
(Author of Period Maps and First Draft of Text)
Section 4: CDF’s (On- site Discussion)
Judith Quinn Sullivan, Architectural Conservator, HAP
Section 2: Walbach Tower (Author of First Draft)
1920 Mining Casemate (Author of First Draft)
1921 Power Plant (Author of First Draft)
Section 4: CDF’s (On- site Discussion)

4

Note that the authors for Part I, Section 2, used research and copious research notes previously
compiled by other HAP staff.
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Project Management and Review
Margaret A. Albee, Program Manager, HAP
Project Management for NPS; Content Review
Richard A. Rouleau, Project Manager, UNH
Project Management for UNH; Existing Conditions Maps; Content Review
Elizabeth H. Muzzey, Historian and State Survey Coordinator
James L. Garvin, State Architectural Historian
New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources
Project Historic Preservation Compliance Review; Content Review
Larry Lowenthal, NPS Historian (Retired), Brimfield, MA
Section 1: Contextual History of the Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point
(Scope Development and Content Review, First Draft)
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations have been used in this report:

APD

Architectural Preservation Division, Northeast Region, NPS

ASP:MA

American State Papers: Military Affairs

BOR

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

CDSG

Coast Defense Study Group

CDF

Character- defining Feature

DOE

Determination of Eligibility

FCHD

Fort Constitution Historic District

FWMC

Fort William and Mary Committee

GSA

General Services Administration

HABS

Historic American Buildings Survey, Washington, D.C.

HAP

Historic Architecture Program, Northeast Region, NPS

HCCP

Hartford Paving and Construction Company, Hartford, CT

HSR

Historic Structure Report

KM

Kittery Historical and Naval Museum, Kittery, ME

LC

Library of Congress, Washington, DC

NAB

National Archives Building, Washington, DC

NACP

National Archives at College Park, MD

NARA –
Northeast Region
(W)

National Archives and Records Administration
Northeast Region (Waltham, MA)

NHARBC

New Hampshire American Revolution Bicentennial Commission

NHDAR

New Hampshire Daughters of the American Revolution

NHDARM

New Hampshire Division of Archives & Records Management

NHDHR

New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources

NHDRED

New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic
Development
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NHSP

Documents and Records Relating to New Hampshire, 1623- 1800’s,
State of New Hampshire

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NPS

National Park Service

OCLP

Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation, Northeast Region, NPS

PA

Portsmouth Athenaeum

PS

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Museum

RG

Record Group

SB

Strawbery Banke Museum, Portsmouth, NH

SPNEA

Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities

State Papers

Provincial and State Papers [New Hampshire]

UNH

University of New Hampshire

Inclusion of Glossary of Military Terms
This report contains numerous military terms that may not be readily familiar to the reader.
These terms are explained in a glossary in Section 5. The first time each term is mentioned in
the report, it is highlighted by means of italics.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

General Research Goals
Primary research goals were as follows:
x
x
x

to research the construction and developmental history of the six structures under study;
to create a chronologically arranged file of images for each structure; and
5
to properly cite the research as used.

Secondary research goals were as follows:
x

to create a building file on each structure, with the hope that the research will become
the foundation of a central file on Fort Point – a central file that would be accessible to
future researchers and would have potential for expansion.

Findings by Section
Section 1: Contextual History of the
Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point
Section 1 consists of a brief examination of Fort Point and Fort Constitution’s changing role and
th
significance within a local, regional, and national system of coastal defense, from the 17 century
until the UNH period. It is designed to provide context for the more detail- oriented and
technical chapters that follow in Section 2 of the report. The chapter is arranged according to
recognized eras of military defense, with the dates for each period defined by the author at the
onset of the section.

Qualifications
Section 1 is not meant to be a definitive study of Portsmouth Harbor defenses. The author was
selected because of his broad general knowledge of seacoast defense history. The limitations
imposed by the project objective precluded the author from undertaking significant amounts of
5

Historically, much of the published and unpublished research on Fort Constitution has lacked
footnotes.
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additional research beyond his existing knowledge and data base. The text is not extensively
footnoted as a consequence. It is hoped that this chapter will serve as a foundation for a more
in- depth and scholarly study on the subject in the future. It should be noted that secondary
source material on this subject has been found to contain many discrepancies in dates and facts.
The author sought to resolve these discrepancies wherever they were identified. HAP
acknowledges the possibility of misinformation due to the heavy reliance on secondary source
material and the fact that the text is not comprehensively footnoted.

Results
x

An overview of Portsmouth Harbor defenses and specifically Fort Constitution from a
national, regional, and local perspective

x

Compilation of maps for each system described, illustrating the island, Fort Point, Fort
Constitution, and Portsmouth Harbor defenses for the different systems

x

Photographs of Fort Constitution during different stages of development

Recommendations for Additional Research
Much of the published research on the subject of Portsmouth Harbor defenses is not well
annotated. Consequently, there is considerable unsupported data on the subject that has
become accepted as fact. In addition, it is not unusual to find multiple dates given in the
secondary sources for the same event. A serious scholarly study of Portsmouth Harbor defenses
is long overdue and should be undertaken at some future point. This study would include a
thorough search and fresh analysis of the provincial, state, and federal papers. This research
should be extensively footnoted.

Section 2: Construction and
Developmental History of the Structures
Section 2 is intended to provide the construction history (including appearance at construction)
and subsequent improvements, repairs and alterations for each of the six subject structures,
insofar as archival research allowed. The structures are presented chronologically, with one
chapter devoted to each structure, except for the mining casemates, which are treated in one
chapter. The presentation is as follows: Walbach Tower (Castle Walbach); Battery Elon
Farnsworth; Mining Casemates at Fort Point (1901 Mining Casemate and 1920 Mining
Casemate); the 1921 Power Plant; and the 1943 Observation Station.
Generally each chapter begins with a “General Description” of the existing structure, illustrated
with HABS photographs taken in 2004. This general description is followed by “Background,”
which includes a brief synopsis of the pertinent context provided in Section 1 of the HSR. The
contextual background in some cases is enhanced by additional research that does not appear in
Section 1. The construction history and original appearance is then described under
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“Construction Period.” It is presented in narrative form as thoroughly as the research materials
allowed. The “Developmental History” concludes each chapter, organized according to the eras
of military defense defined in Section 1. Variations from this general outline are discussed
subsequently where pertinent.

General Qualifications
Section 2 of Part I focused on historical research of textual records, photographs, and maps.
(See Section 5, “UNH Fort Point HSR Research Summary by Repository.”) An architectural
field investigation was not undertaken as a component of this work, beyond the level of
identifying the character- defining features. However, architectural field work was a
component of Part II of the HSR in the context of formulating treatment recommendations.
As noted, the level of investigation for this HSR was thorough, which meant that those resources
that “promise expeditious extraction of relevant data” were to be investigated. The National
Archive and Records Administration (NARA) textual documents for the period from the War of
1812 to the 1890’s are not easily accessed, and so would not “promise expeditious extraction of
relevant data.” Most of these earlier records are indexed by volumes. The researcher must
therefore first order the index volume by year, and then review the volume by subject matter.
When a potential record is located, then the researcher must place another order for the record.
NARA has strict restrictions pertaining to the ordering of textual records, which makes the
process even more cumbersome. The research scope of work, as defined in the project
agreement, placed limitations on time and travel. These limitations additionally impacted the
choice of collections and records to be pursued.
Research of World War I and later textual records at the College Park facility of NARA did not
yield construction information on the three structures built during this time period: the 1920
Mining Casemate, the 1921 Power Plant, and the 1943 Observation Station. Its Cartographic
and Architectural Drawings Branch, however, had drawings of both the 1920 Mining Casemate
and the 1921 Power Plant.
The history for all structures is riddled by gaps in the historical research. This is due to the
modest amount of useful research and fragmented data that surfaced at the National Archives
and Records Administration and elsewhere. The location of the field records for Fort
Constitution have remained elusive (if they are still extant), preventing access to detailed
material that would have potential to greatly enhance this study. Photographs of construction
and later improvements for all structures were virtually absent from the records.

General Recommendations for Additional Research
It is recommended that additional research be undertaken at NARA, specifically at the National
Archives Building, Washington, DC, for the years 1813- 1880’s; and the National Archives at
College Park, MD, for the World War I period through 1948. Benefiting the study would be a
greater pursuit of the field papers and the “Fort Book” for Fort Constitution from 1808 to 1948.
The Endicott Period, the Taft Period, and part of the 1915 Board of Review period, as
represented by Entry 103, Record Group 77, were thoroughly researched with the exceptions
noted, but the earlier and latter periods were not.
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In addition, it is recommended that a methodical and thorough analysis of the historical
documentary research in the context of an architectural field investigation be undertaken.
Specifically, this exercise would enable absolute or approximate dates to be applied to each
feature. In regard to Battery Elon Farnsworth, it would be beneficial to undertake both a visual
survey and laboratory analysis of the concrete to determine where the different types of
concrete were placed during construction.
The development of a more complete building typology for batteries, mining casemates, power
plants, and observation stations – in the larger context of the War Department’s seacoast
defense system, within and beyond Portsmouth Harbor – would be a valuable next step in
understanding these structures. This would include the study of similar structures and
prototypes for the building types, along with a review of the pertinent mimeographs, circular
letters, and special orders that prescribed technical details and advancements in construction. A
secondary theme to be pursued would be the military ordnance, equipment, instruments, and
technology associated with the structure types.
Section 4, “Significance,” explores in more detail, by structure, additional themes that would be
worthy of future research and analysis.

Results
Walbach Tower (Castle Walbach)
x

Brief biographical sketch of Colonel John B. Walbach’s career

x

Photographs (and other illustrations) of the tower’s exterior from the 1880’s to the early
th
20 century, which chronicle its original exterior details and their deterioration

x

A cross- sectional profile of the tower drawn in 1820

x

Footprints of the tower, appearing on maps of Fort Constitution; those dating to 1820,
1842, 1865, and 1903 were particularly insightful

x

Written descriptions of the tower from 1816, 1821, 1865, and 1884

x

Correspondence related to the tower’s preservation during the Endicott Period (from
1896, 1898, and 1903)

Battery Elon Farnsworth
x

Photographs of the District Engineers responsible for Battery Elon Farnsworth’s
construction and maintenance – Damrell, Hoxie, Roessler, Fisk, and Taylor

x

Narrative and maps of the General Project for Defense for Portsmouth Harbor, April 30,
1896 – project authorizing construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth and the 1901 Mining
Casemate
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x

Discussion of War Department published guidelines for the 1894 Crozier- Buffington
disappearing carriage (the carriage type that would be installed at Battery Elon
Farnsworth), March 11, 1895

x

Historical overview of the construction history based on extant research documents,
which included the following:
Appropriation and estimate data for the construction period
Construction specifications dating to November 17, 1896
Construction plans for November 17, 1896; December 1, 1896; December 16, 1896;
August 10, 1897; and October 28, 1897
Bid documents and contract award, including a brief biographical sketch of the
contractor, the Hartford Paving and Construction Company
Contract extensions and modifications to the specifications
Rough transcription of the Construction Inspector’s lettercopy book (April 14, 1897,
6
to April 26, 1898), which enabled the compilation of a construction chronology
Maps and correspondence related to other structures that would be impacted by
Battery Elon Farnsworth’s construction
Synopsis of the claim brought by the contractor in 1899

x

Chronicle of proposed improvements, site issues, and maintenance

x

Excerpts from the “Battery Emplacement Book” for Battery Elon Farnsworth

x

Sketches for proposed ventilation, November 4, 1899; proposed lining of magazines,
June 13, 1901 and August 13, 1903; section through Gun Emplacement No. 1, showing
solid rock backstop, May 9, 1903; grading diagram, July 1903; proposed alteration to
concrete to accommodate chain ammunition hoists, November 25, 1903, with
modifications dated December 12, 1904

6

Located in the collections of the Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, NH, this bound volume of the
Inspector’s letter copies is fragile and in many places the ink has faded or is illegible. In addition, it is
hand- written in late 19th- century cursive. Initially, the researcher began to synthesize the data in each
entry. However, it quickly became apparent that the data should be transcribed verbatim because of its
value. The transcription of this volume was not an item in the project budget. The researcher made an
effort nevertheless to copy all entries (the earlier entries were not copied verbatim). The document has
not been proofread or edited, so there may be errors represented in the transcription. A determination
was made to use the data in this HSR, despite its unrefined state, because of its high historical value. It is
imperative that users of this data realize its limitations. It is recommended that the draft transcription
volume be proofread and edited at some future date. Each page of the lettercopy book has a number. The
footnote citations for it have been simplified, as follows: They consist of the name of the principals
involved in the correspondence or the type of report, followed by “Lettercopy Book,” and then the page
of the book; for example, “Walker to Hoxie, Lettercopy Book, p. 495.”
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x

Exterior photographs dating to 1898, 1903, 1908, ca. 1910, and 1950

x

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Gun and Mortar Batteries), Form 1,
corrected to May 20, 1920

x

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Battery Plan), Form 7, corrected to
March 1, 1920

Mining Casemates at Fort Point
As previously mentioned, the two mining casemates have been grouped together for discussion.
They share a common history as mining casemates, although the 1901 Mining Casemate
represents an earlier generation of structure type than the 1920 Mining Casemate. The
arrangement of this chapter differs from that of the other chapters because two structures are
discussed within the same chapter. The chapter commences with a “Brief History of Mining
Development at Fort Point.” Following this, the 1901 Mining Casemate is discussed and then
the 1920 Mining Casemate, with the standard headings: “General Description,” “Construction
Period,” and “Developmental History.”
Brief History of Mining Development at Fort Point
x

A synopsis of submarine mining history as found in Section 1 of this HSR

1901 Mining Casemate
x

Construction plans dated April 10, 1897, and April 22, 1897

x

Chronology of construction extracted from the Inspector’s lettercopy book

x

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures),
Form 2, corrected to May 31, 1919, on which the structure is noted as “Abandoned”

1920 Mining Casemate
x

A historical overview of the construction, with estimates and a discussion of related
correspondence and plans

x

Construction plans dating to March 7, 1918, April 2, 1919 and July 2, 1920

x

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications, (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures),
Form 2, corrected to January 1, 1921

x

Ca.- 1925 photograph of the structure’s façade (blurry)

x

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications, (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures),
Form 2, corrected to December 31, 1927
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x

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications, (Fire Control or Submarine Mine
Structures), Part II, corrected to October 22, 1943

x

Plans and photographs dating to 1993, which show the alterations made by the U.S.
Coast Guard to the structure’s façade

The 1921 Power Plant
Historical overview of electricity for Fort Constitution’s coastal defenses, including batteries,
and submarine mining and fire control structures, from 1896 to 1917. Brief discussion of
electrical requirements and installations at other Portsmouth Harbor defenses, including Fort
Stark and Fort Foster (cost estimate included for the latter).
x

War Department Guidelines pertaining to electricity in coastal defense works, issued in
the form of reports, mimeographs and “circular letters,” as follows:
Mimeographs No. 4 (1896), No. 48 (1903), No. 50 (1903), and No. 116 (1908)
Report of Special Order No. 19 (1900), by Board of Officers
Circular Letter: Electrical Installations in Seacoast Fortifications (1918)
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Battery Plan), Form 7, corrected
to March 1, 1920, showing footprint of the 1921 Power Plant
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5,
corrected to January 7, 1921
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5,
corrected to July 9, 1935

x

Critical contextual historical research including:
Data on the generating set used in the 1921 Power Plant: reference to the 1916
Instruction Book No. 1, for the installation, care and operation of the General
Electric Company’s Type G- 12, 25- kw gasoline- electric generating set; discussion
of a 1917 article by electrical engineer Lorimer D. Miller on the 25- kw gasolinedriven generating set used in the 1921 Power Plant
General background discussion on emplacement power plants: The Coast Defense
Study Group Journal [now The Coast Defense Journal], article by Bolling W. Smith,
1993

x

Brief discussions of engine types proposed for or used in Fort Constitution’s Power
Plant
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x

Site and floor plans of the proposed 1909 “Light and Power Plant”

x

Plans of the structure dating to February 13, 1919 (one sheet showing site plan,
longitudinal section, transverse section, top view, floor plan, and cable diagram);
October 22, 1920 (one sheet showing as- built details, including a longitudinal section, a
transverse section, floor plan, and an electrical connections diagram); November 4, 1920
(approved floor plan); and June 21, 1935 (floor plan showing modifications to that date)

x

Discussion of construction plans and implementation, and equipment installation and
developmental history, based upon the existing historical documentation and the
physical evidence that survives in the structure

The 1943 Observation Station
The chapter on the 1943 Observation Station provides the most basic discussion on this
structure and its history, since no new or significant material emerged during research. A more
aggressive research effort needs to be undertaken. The most informative document collected
thus far on the 1943 Observation Station is the Report of Completed Works, as follows:
x

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures),
Form 2, corrected to March 13, 1943

Section 3. Summary of Preservation History:
1948 to Present
Section 3 may be considered a continuation of Section 1, since it provides contextual history for
the post- significant period. Since the deactivation of Fort Constitution in 1948, Fort Point has
continued to be a multi- use peninsula, and interest in the preservation of its historic resources
has continued to grow. A basic understanding of the history of this period would benefit those
decision- makers responsible for Fort Point’s future.

Qualifications
The subject of this chapter was not a focal point of research for this HSR. The documents used
to write this section have consisted of data found in files researched for other reasons. Enough
data, however, was located during research to provide an overview of this important period.

Results
x

Preliminary discussion of the development of Fort Point over the course of the past 50
years, with an emphasis on its preservation

x

An identification of the principal agencies and people involved with its preservation
22

x

A presentation of the actions leading up to establishment of Fort Constitution (State)
Historic Site; the placement of Fort Constitution on the National Register of Historic
Places; the preparation of a Determination of Eligibility for Fort Constitution Historic
District

x

A description of the land distribution at critical times in the site’s development

x

A discussion of the University of New Hampshire’s contribution to the site’s history and
development

Recommendations for Additional Research
This topic would greatly benefit from a thorough and focused research effort to address the
following themes: (1) land/structure use, ownership and administration; and (2) preservation
history, philosophy, issues, accomplishments, and goals. Detailed research into both land deeds
and local, state, and federal repositories should be undertaken. Highlighted in these
repositories should be the files of the agencies and preservation organizations that have played a
significant part in the development of the site as a “historic site,” and the files of the other
entities that have had rights to the land, particularly the U.S. Coast Guard.

Section 4. Significance and
Character- defining Features
Section 4 has a dual function of (1) describing the significance of the Fort Constitution Historic
District and of the structures under study, and (2) delineating the character- defining features
(CDF’s) for the broad landscape, the general site, and the specific structures. A brief
explanation is provided of how each CDF contributes significantly to the resource. Each CDF is
illustrated.

Significance: Results and Recommendations for Additional Research
The significance chapter focuses heavily on the Determinations of Eligibility approved by the
New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources. It is organized by structure, and includes a
discussion of significance and integrity as well as themes for additional exploration.
Recommendations for additional research on this topic are included within the chapter itself.

CDF’s: Results and Recommendations for Additional Research
The CDF chapter commences with a definition of character- defining feature, followed by a
description of the methodology used for identifying CDF’s. This is followed by a summary of
the physical requirements of the various defensive systems, to aid the reader in better
understanding the historical significance of some CDF’s. The results for the CDF’s section are
described subsequently.
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CDF’s have been grouped into three categories: “Cultural Landscape” (including all structures),
“Structures” (excluding Walbach Tower), and “Ruins” (Walbach Tower).

x

Cultural Landscape CDF’s were grouped according to:
Setting - six CDF’s
Siting - eight CDF’s
Scale/Massing/Elevations - seven CDF’s

x

Structures CDF’s were grouped according to:
Openings - 19 CDF’s
Battery Elon Farnsworth: Parapet, Observer’s Station, and Emplacement
Gun Platforms - five CDF’s
Roof Coverings and Related Elements - six CDF’s
Concrete, Earth, and Workmanship Details - 11 CDF’s
Remains of, or Evidence, for Missing Features and Equipment - 14 CDF’s
Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes - 23 CDF’s

x

Ruins CDF’s were grouped according to two parts: “Walbach Tower as Constructed”
and “Walbach Tower as a Ruin.” Each section was further grouped into the following
categories:
Construction:
Massing and Plan - three CDF’s
Openings - two CDF’s
Parapet and Roof - two CDF’s
Materials and Workmanship - two CDF’s
Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes - four CDF’s
Ruin:
Massing and Plan - three CDF’s
Openings - one CDF
Roof - one CDF
Materials and Workmanship - one CDF
Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes - one CDF

Further analysis of the site and structure’s history in comparison with the existing physical
conditions of the same would enhance the CDF’s.
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Section 5. Glossary and Bibliography
Results
Glossary
x

A glossary of 40 military and fortification- related terms used in this HSR; compiled by
Glen Williford. A bibliography of the sources for his definitions is provided at the end of
the glossary. Note that each term is italicized when it is first introduced in the text of the
HSR.

Bibliography
x

A bibliography of books, articles, and published reports consulted; compiled by Glen
Williford and Sharon K. Ofenstein.

x

A list of additional research sources extracted from Dale E. Floyd’s Defending America’s
Coasts, 1775- 1950: A Bibliography; included are his entries for Portland Harbor, ME, and
Portsmouth Harbor, NH. Not all of these sources were used for this HSR, but the entire
list is included to aid future research.

x

A summary of research undertaken by the NPS/HAP, organized by repository.
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ADMINISTRATIVE
DATA
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NAMES, NUMBERS, AND
LOCATIONAL DATA

The six structures that are the subject of this study are located in Portsmouth Harbor, New
Hampshire, where the Piscataqua River empties into the Atlantic Ocean. They sit on Fort Point,
a narrow peninsula approximately a third of a mile long at the northeast corner of New Castle
Island (now the town of New Castle, Rockingham County, NH). Primary access is from the
access road to the U.S. Coast Guard Station. The tax map/parcel number is 19/3. The UTM
7
Reference Zone is USGS Quadrangle Kittery, scale 1:24 000.
The names and NHDHR inventory numbers of the six structures are as follows:
Battery Elon Farnsworth (including the 1901 Mining Casemate,
the 1921 Power Plant, and the 1943 Observation Station) ........................ NWC0002
Walbach Tower ............................................................................................................ NWC0003
1920 Mining Casemate ................................................................................................ NWC0004

7

“Documentation of Historical Resources at Fort Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire,” by the
Preservation Company, Kensington, NH; transmitted February 28, 2001. Provided to the NPS in package
of project background materials from UNH.
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PROPOSED TREATMENT
OF THE SITE

The University of New Hampshire (UNH) has had a physical presence on the Fort Point
peninsula since 1987. In that year, the university began to plan the conversion of a former
submarine mining structure into a laboratory devoted to coastal marine research. Within two
years, the 1901 Torpedo Storehouse was transformed into UNH’s Coastal Marine Laboratory
(CML). In addition, UNH obtained use of a small outbuilding near the CML building.
UNH subsequently outgrew the current facility, due to the changing and expanding
8
programmatic needs of its Marine Program. UNH wished to maintain its presence on the
peninsula, however, because of the particular marine research conditions available at this
location. Thus in June 2001, UNH acquired a parcel of land at the west end of peninsula from
the U.S. Coast Guard, which maintains an active Coast Guard station at its east end. Earlier the
land (consisting of approximately five acres and an adjacent 600- foot unsound pier) had been
declared surplus to the needs of the Coast Guard.
That same year, UNH applied for and obtained a $14 million grant from the National Oceanic
Administration (NOAA) of the federal government for building a new marine research
laboratory. The laboratory was described in the grant application as containing approximately
23,000 gross square feet. It would house marine science research and technology focusing on
mariculture, fisheries science, and marine biology. The new pier would accommodate various
9
research vessels and also support the activities of the laboratory programs.
The five- acre parcel contained, in addition to the unsound pier, six historic coastal- defense
structures dating from 1814 to 1943. These structures are associated with nearby Fort
10
Constitution, a site listed in 1973 on the National Register of Historic Places. Even though the
six structures were not then within the boundaries of the historic site, a historic preservation
covenant was written into the quitclaim deed transferring the five- acre property from the Coast
8

The UNH Marine Program was established by the New Hampshire General Court in 1975. Its
mission is to provide “the administrative framework for many, but not all, of the University’s marine
research, education and outreach activities. Its goal is to build and maintain an academic base of
excellence in marine- related research, education and service.” The Marine Program is organized into
three centers: Center for Ocean Engineering; Center for Ocean Sciences; Center for Marine Biology.
From the “Narrative Statement for the UNH Research Facility at New Castle, New Hampshire,” provided
in package of background materials from the UNH Facilities Design & Construction to NPS.
9
“Project Agreement Between the University of New Hampshire and the Historic Architecture
Program and Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation, Northeast Region, National Park Service, for
an Integrated Historic Structure and Cultural Landscape Report on Walbach Tower, Battery Farnsworth,
Associated Structures and Environs, Fort Point, New Castle, New Hampshire,” December 19, 2003, p. 6.
10
National Register of Historic Places Inventory – Nomination Form, Fort Constitution and site of
Castle William and Mary, prepared by Charles W. Snell, Survey Historian, Division of History, Office of
Archeology and Historic Preservation, National Park Service, January 11, 1972. Site was entered on July
9, 1973, Entry Number 73000169. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
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Guard to UNH, requiring that UNH “prepare an historic structures report and an itemized list
of photographs documenting the appearance and conditions of the property at the time of the
11
transfer.” Furthermore, all plans affecting the historic structures were to be subject to review
12
and approval by the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources.
This concern was warranted, because in 2002 the NHDHR determined that virtually all of Fort
Point was eligible for listing on the National Register as a historic district. The district would
include the previously listed Fort Constitution, the UNH parcel, and the active U.S. Coast
Guard station. The NHDHR’s Determination of Eligibility specified the enlarged site’s period
13
of significance to be ca. 1808- 1948. As a result, the NHDHR formally ruled in May 2003 that
“complete or partial removal of any of the historic structures on the UNH parcel would not be
14
permitted.”
UNH has determined that at least partial removal of some of the structures would be necessary
in order to construct its originally proposed research facility on the Fort Point parcel. After
reviewing alternative sites for both the laboratory and the pier, UNH now considers the Fort
Point parcel as a possible location for the pier and a support facility of approximately 5,000 gross
square feet.

11

Quitclaim Deed Without Covenant, from the United States of America to the University of New
Hampshire, Durham, NH, June 6, 2001; Historic Preservation Covenant, Paragraph 12 (A), p. 5. Partial
copy of quitclaim deed provided to the NPS in package of project background materials from UNH.
12
Project Agreement, p. 5.
13
Pending additional archeological investigation of possibly earlier resources. Project Agreement, p. 6.
14
Project Agreement, p. 6.
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RELATED RESEARCH AND STUDIES

State- Sponsored Research
There have been two focused efforts by the State of New Hampshire to collect research on the
physical evolution and structures at Fort Constitution. The first was sponsored by the New
Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic Development (NHDRED) in the late
1960’s and early 1970’s. The second was sponsored by the University of New Hampshire in
2001. The latter only encompassed the land and structures under the UNH purview. The New
Hampshire Department of Cultural Resources through its New Hampshire Division of
Historical Resources (NHDHR) maintains an active file on Fort Constitution.

New Hampshire Department of
Resources and Economic Development
Research sponsored by the New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic
Development was undertaken in the late 1960’s in conjunction with the development of a master
plan for the site, and continued in 1974 in anticipation of the Bicentennial of the United States.
The former effort produced copies of site- related maps from London, England, and from the
15
National Archives, Washington, DC. The maps were intended to aid in archeology being
programmed for the site. The latter effort consisted of a NHDRED contract with a local
historian, Harriet Lacy. Ms. Lacy was given two months to “review, analyze and compile the
history, development, military occupation and use, architectural construction and renovations,
etc. relevant to the facility known as Fort Constitution.” Ms. Lacy compiled a report of her
findings and authored an article that was published in Historical New Hampshire in 1974. Her
focus was on the “capture of the fort in 1774.” Ms. Lacy’s research is bound in a three- ring
binder which is housed at the NHDRED office in Concord, NH. She apparently undertook
research at the principal state and local repositories in addition to the National Archives. Her
work at the latter repository seems to have been undertaken by correspondence. Ms. Lacy’s
report, entitled “Fort Constitution,” consists of chronologies that span the years 1631 to 1948.
These chronologies are in some cases supported by photocopies of the referenced documents.
It appears that this was the last NHDRED- sponsored research campaign to collect general
historical materials on the fortifications of Fort Point. Ms. Lacy’s research volume was copied
as a reference for this historic structure report (HSR) and is contained in the project files.

15

It is documented that the state obtained copies of provincial maps from the Public Record Office in
London, England. Where these maps currently reside has not been determined. The copies of the
National Archives maps that were obtained by the state currently reside at the Department of State,
Division of Archives & Records Management, Concord, NH.
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University of New Hampshire
The University of New Hampshire undertook several studies related to the parcel of land and
structures they sought to acquire from the U.S. Coast Guard, including an archeological
reconnaissance (2000) and an inventory of the historic structures (2001). The studies were all
accomplished by New Hampshire firms. The historical research for these studies relied heavily
on the research already compiled by a local military historian (avocational) who was engaged to
write the significance portion of the inventory. The inventory was supported primarily by the
published Secretary of War’s Annual Report for relevant years and the War Department’s Report
of Completed Works for the structures under study, and miscellaneous published articles and
unpublished textual records from the National Archives and Records Administration in the
collection of the historian.
16

The following is a list of the studies undertaken by the University of New Hampshire. All but
the last one were undertaken prior to the university’s acquisition of the property.
x

“Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and Limited Subsurface Investigation,” by R.W.
Gillespie & Associates, Inc, Portsmouth, NH (1999)

x

“Waterfront Inspection and Conceptual Design Study at USCG Cutter Pier,” by
Appledore Engineering, Inc., Portsmouth, NH (2000)

x

“Technical Report –Cultural Resources Reconnaissance – New Castle Coast Guard
Station,” by Victoria Bunker, Inc., Alton, NH (2000)

x

“New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources Inventory of Historic Structures,” by
the Preservation Company, Kensington, NH (2001)

x

“A Determination of the Historical Significance of Battery Elon Farnsworth, Fort
Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire,” by Nelson H. Lawry, Rollinsford, NH
(2001)

x

“Masonry Conditions Report: Battery Elon Farnsworth, Walbach Tower, Mines
Casemate,” by John P. Wastrom, Rollinsford, NH (2001)

x

“Technical Report, Phase 1- B Archeological Survey, New Castle, NH,” by Victoria
Bunker, Inc., Alton, NH (2003)

16

Project Agreement, p. 5.
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New Hampshire Division of Historic Resources
The file maintained by the New Hampshire Division of Historic Resources on Fort Constitution
and New Castle contains documents related to history, inventory, and compliance of the
structures and site. The files were reviewed for this HSR and pertinent articles and materials
photocopied. Most history items are secondary source material. Primary source materials
consist primarily of NHDHR correspondence concerning compliance and inventory. A
newspaper clipping file is extant as well, dating from the 1970’s to the present.

Privately Sponsored Research
Past Research Efforts
Two published compilations of bibliographical sources were particularly useful for articles on
17
Portsmouth Harbor defenses. They are: New Hampshire: A Bibliography of Its History , which is
18
organized by city and town; and Defending America’s Coasts, 1775- 1950: A Bibliography,
prepared by Dale E. Floyd, published in 1997. The latter includes a section on Portsmouth
Harbor, New Hampshire.
Numerous articles have been written on Fort William and Mary. Many of them appeared at
around the time of Bicentennial of the United States. The articles are generally of a popular
nature and without footnotes. Many are cited in the aforementioned New Hampshire
bibliography. As this period is outside the purview of this study, these articles were not pursued
during research.
Articles and books recounting the conditions at Fort Constitution are sparse. One of the earliest
is a pamphlet written by a student at Dartmouth College and published in 1865. Several other
th
articles that discuss the early history of the fort were written in the last quarter of the 20
century. Of note is Arthur P. Wade’s The Defenses of Portsmouth Harbor, 1794- 1821: The First
and Second Systems of Seacoast Fortification.
th

In the last decades of the 19 century, many locally produced articles, books and pamphlets,
focused on New Castle’s picturesque merits. Fort Point and Fort Constitution were generally
highlighted in these publications. The previously mentioned New Hampshire bibliography lists
many of these published works.

17

Thomas D.S. Bassett and John Haskell, Jr., eds., New Hampshire: A Bibliography of Its History, Vol. 3,
Bibliographies of New England History, ed. by John Borden Armstrong (Hanover, NH: University Press of
New England, 1983).
18
Defending America's Coasts, 1775- 1950: A Bibliography. Washington, DC: The Government Printing
Office, 1997.
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Current Research Efforts
Several members of the Coast Defense Study Group (CDSG) have been avid collectors of
information on the historical development of Fort Constitution and the Portsmouth Harbor
defenses over the past several decades. Included in this group are avocational military historians
Glen Williford (author of Section 1 of this HSR), Nelson Lawry (a resident of New Hampshire),
and Peter Payette (author of a website subsequently described). These members have taken an
active interest in the Portsmouth Harbor defenses and have undertaken research at their own
expense. They have all published on the subject. They have been generous with sharing their
research, but their collections are not accessible to the public.
A website managed by Pete Payette offers a history of Fort Constitution and the Portsmouth
forts. The website is updated as new research is forthcoming. It offers a general overview of the
development of the site and of the Portsmouth Harbor forts. The text is not footnoted, but the
illustrations are cited.
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CARE OF MATERIALS
GENERATED BY RESEARCH

The archival original of this historic structure report, and associated research documentation,
will be transferred to the University of New Hampshire Archives. Readers wishing to see larger
versions of the maps and plans contained in this report should contact: Milne Special
Collections and Archives, Dimond Library, University of New Hampshire, 18 Library Way,
Durham, NH 03824- 3592.
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CULTURAL
RESOURCE
DATA
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PERIOD AND CONTEXT
OF SIGNIFICANCE

Period of Significance
The Determination of Eligibility (DOE) for the Fort Constitution Historic District contains the
following information in its Statement of Significance:
[The area around] Fort Constitution is eligible for the National and the
New Hampshire State Registers of Historic Places as a historic district for
its significant history as an important federal coastal defense installation
from ca. 1808 to 1948.19

However, the years “ca. 1805 to 1948” are given as the “period of significance” in the same DOE,
the period of “occupation as a fort.” The ca. 1805 date was originally selected because it was
thought that several years would have been needed to build the 1808 Second- System Fort
Constitution, the first of the defensive fortifications to be considered. However, research for
this HSR indicates that the fort was principally constructed and completed in 1808, so it is
recommended that the start date for the period of significance be changed from ca. 1805 to
1808. The DOE also notes that “unexcavated archeological resources may document periods of
20
significance prior to 1808.”

Context of Significance
Contributing resources in the district include all structures built during the period of
significance, i.e., between 1808 and 1948. Chief among these resources is the structure known as
Fort Constitution, which was listed on the National Register as a historic site in 1973. The 2002
DOE expanded the site to a district, encompassing not only the fort but also the UNH parcel
and the Coast Guard station.
The DOE further stated that contributing resources located on the UNH parcel included
21
Battery Elon Farnsworth, the 1920 Mines Casemate, and Walbach Tower. (The inventory form
for Battery Elon Farnsworth included “three other associated but distinct structures”: the 1901
22
Mines Casemate, the 1921 Power Plant, and the 1943 Observation Station. ) The battery and
19

Statement of Significance, Determination of Eligibility (DOE), Fort Constitution District, approved
June 27, 2002. Copy of this and other associated DOE’s provided to the NPS by the NHDHR.
20
DOE, Fort Constitution District, approved June 27, 2002.
21
The NHDHR Inventory refers to the “mining casemates” as “mines casemates.”
22
NHDHR Inventory Form #NWC0002, January 26, 2001, p. 1. The NHDHR Inventory refers to the
“Observation Station” as “Observation Tower.”
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the mining casemate were also determined to be individually eligible for the National Register.
However, the DOE stated that further study was needed to see if Walbach Tower retained
24
enough integrity to be listed similarly.

23

The significance of the district is based on the fact that its contributing structures collectively
document aspects of the country’s maritime and military history during the period of
significance. They also offer insight into how defensive technology evolved over the period to
25
counter increasingly sophisticated enemy threats. The DOE identified the areas of the
district’s significance as follows: Archeology, Engineering, Exploration and Settlement,
Maritime History, Military, Politics, and Government.
A more complete discussion of the significance of the district and the contributing structures on
the UNH parcel of land is presented in Section 4 of this report, “Significance and Characterdefining Features.”

23

DOE, Battery Elon Farnsworth; DOE, Mines Casemate; both approved June 27, 2002.
DOE, Walbach Tower, approved June 27, 2002.
25
DOE, Fort Constitution District, approved June 27, 2002.
24
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PHYSICAL EVOLUTION
OF THE SITE, 1806- 2004

Introduction
Summary of Site History
Fort Point is a narrow peninsula approximately a third of a mile long at the northeast corner of
New Castle Island (earlier known as Great Island). Its location in Portsmouth Harbor, at the
confluence of the Piscataqua River and the Atlantic Ocean, made the point a desirable site for
coastal defense fortifications as early as 1634. A lighthouse was added in 1771 on a spur of land
extending from the southeast corner of the peninsula. These fortifications increased in
sophistication and extent until 1948, when the reservation was deactivated by the U.S. Army,
along with other nearby forts defending Portsmouth Harbor. The U.S. Coast Guard base at Fort
Point in 1948 remained in operation. The Coast Guard had maintained a post on the peninsula
since 1939, when it assumed the duties of the Bureau of Lighthouses and undertook
responsibility for the Fort Point light (by then in its third form).
In the years since 1948, the land comprising Fort Point has been divided up among a number of
entities. The state of New Hampshire obtained in 1960 from the federal government land at the
east end of the peninsula (approximately 1.75 acres) for use as a state historic site. This area is
the site of the oldest fortifications, and it retains the masonry remains of Fort Constitution (1808
and ca. 1865). The U.S. Coast Guard has expanded its operations, primarily in the middle
portion of the peninsula. The University of New Hampshire obtained in 2001 from the Coast
Guard the west end of the peninsula (approximately five acres) for maritime research purposes.
The UNH parcel contains the highest land on the peninsula, a bedrock outcropping known as
Jordans Rock, which stands at approximately 40 feet above sea level. This point offers
panoramic views of Portsmouth Harbor to the north and the Isle of Shoals to the southeast, and
sweeping fields of artillery fire in all directions. As a result, defensive fortifications were built
here over the years, beginning with the Martello- type tower called Walbach Tower in 1814.
The tower was later joined by the Endicott- era Battery Elon Farnsworth (1898), which also
contained the harbor's first mining casemate (called the 1901 Mining Casemate). The 1921
Power Plant was built behind Battery Elon Farnsworth, for protection, and the 1943
Observation Station was built on top of it, for height. The 1920 Mining Casemate was built into
the northwest side of the outcropping, also for protection.
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Purpose
The purpose of this chapter of the report was to assemble a series of the most informative maps
in chronological order, and to use them to generate a standardized set of GIS maps reflecting the
same information as the originals. The new maps would then be compared in succession to see
how the site developed as a whole over the period of significance, 1808- 1948. This process
would reveal how the different components related to each other at specific points in time, and
how they changed over time in response to new defensive initiatives and other influences. The
information obtained from the process would be evaluated and interpreted in light of other
information gleaned from the written documentation researched for other chapters of this
report.

Mapping Methodology
General periods of interest for Fort Point were identified based on knowledge of the site’s
history, particularly focusing on construction efforts generated by the successive periods of
American seacoast defense. These periods, which are described subsequently in Section 1, are
as follows:
The American First System (1794- 1806)
The Second System (1807- 1815)
The Third System (1816- 1869)
Post- Civil War Developments (1870- 1885)
The Endicott System (1886- 1905)
The Taft System (1906- 1914)
The 1915 Board of Review System (1915- 1939)
The 1940 Program (1940- 1948)
Historic maps were thus sought that summarized the appearance of Fort Point at the end of
these periods. (The maps that were consulted to produce each GIS map are listed next to the
GIS maps themselves; some of them have been reproduced elsewhere in this report.) However,
sometimes the choice of map for a particular system had to be modified according to what was
available and legible. For example, it was intended that the first map would show the site in
1808, after the completion of the Second- System Fort Constitution. No 1808 map was found,
but researchers did have a detailed sketch from 1806, showing the earlier Fort William and
Mary. It was thus decided to start the comparative process with a GIS map based on the 1806
sketch.
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The GIS maps ultimately prepared depict the site at the following points in time, for the reasons
given:
2004: this map depicts the site and its associated structures as they existed at the time
this report was begun, and shows the boundaries of the parcel of land that is the subject
of this historic structure report.
1806: this map shows the site at the end of the American First System. It allows a
comparison to be made between the components of Fort William and Mary (originally
built ca. 1692) and those of the Second- System Fort Constitution, which was built on the
same site in 1808.
1820: this map depicts the site after the War of 1812 and the end of the Second System,
near the beginning of the Third System. The Second- System Fort Constitution has been
completed (1808), and Walbach Tower has been constructed (1814).
1865: this map illustrates the site near the end of the Third System, during the
rebuilding of Fort Constitution and before the significant Endicott period construction.
Of particular note are the depictions of temporary, specialized construction structures
such as derricks.
1904: this map depicts the site near the end of the Endicott period, after the completion
of Battery Elon Farnsworth and the structures needed for Portsmouth Harbor’s first
mining defenses.
1921: this map shows the site following World War I and the end of the Taft System,
well into the Board of Review System. Of note are additional/expanded mining
structures, reflecting the return of the primary mine command to Fort Point after a
sojourn at Fort Stark and the new power plant.
1948: this map documents the site at the time of the military reservation’s deactivation,
and the end of the period of significance.
The preparation of the narratives associated with the maps was based on the classification
26
system contained in the publication Landscape Lines, No. 3, Landscape Characteristics, and was
informed by the extensive documentary research performed for this report by its authors.

26

Landscape Lines No. 3, (Washington, D.C.: Park Historic Structures & Cultural Landscapes, National
Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1998).
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Fort Point Today
Topography
The shoreline and contours of Fort Point today have been shaped by more than 350 years of
maritime activity. Nevertheless, the peninsula still displays the same general topography as
found in 1806, just prior to the period of significance for this report. The terrain can be viewed
as consisting of three distinct areas. The east end of the peninsula is an exposed ledge at
waterside standing at 12 feet above sea level. The main channel into Portsmouth Harbor passes
very near the point, and so this was the location of the earliest coast- defense fortifications,
including the masonry Fort Constitution, built in 1808 and enlarged ca. 1865.
Moving inland, the terrain rises to a large plateau at approximately 20 feet above sea level. This
area has always been characterized by its open spaces, but it has also seen the construction and
removal of a succession of structures primarily in support of the defensive weaponry. The
structures currently in this middle plateau are those of the U.S. Coast Guard Station,
Portsmouth. West of the plateau is the bedrock outcropping known as Jordans Rock, described
previously.

Vegetation
The sweeping views characteristic of the Fort Point peninsula are made possible by a scarcity of
large trees. Woody perennial vegetation on Fort Point primarily consists of shrubs, vines, and
small trees located within the study area, particularly around Walbach Tower and Battery Elon
Farnsworth. Perennial grasses and annual broadleaved plants cover the ground and are only
periodically maintained through cutting. Areas of maintained turf exist within the study area,
including around the ca.- 1970 picnic shelter on the slope southeast of the summit. Mature trees
are concentrated outside of the historic fields of fire for the batteries; these trees are primarily
found at the west side of Fort Point, and include a prominent and very old apple tree toward the
27
west end of Jordans Rock, southwest of Walbach Tower. (See Appendix G- 4 for the findings
of the 2003 archeological study of the study area.)

Access and Circulation
Access to the site today is along the north (river) shoreline via a road running from Wentworth
Road east to a paved parking lot at the head of Mullins Cove. From the parking lot Sullivan
Road runs eastward into the site and continues into the U.S. Coast Guard Station, where it
empties into a large paved lot with a helipad and parking to support current Coast Guard
27

Victoria Bunker, PhD, “Technical Report, Phase I- B Archeological Survey, New Castle, NH.”
Report prepared for Facilities Design and Construction, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH,
April 2003; pp. 8- 9.
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operations. This system was in place prior to 1948, as was another road along the south (ocean)
shoreline called Walbach Road. Walbach Road had been the main entry into the military
reservation since before 1904, but it was removed sometime after 1948.

Structures
The land on the Fort Point peninsula is today divided among three organizations: the University
of New Hampshire, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the State of New Hampshire. (See Appendices
B- 5, B- 6, B- 7, and B- 8 for a chronicle of land acquisitions.)

UNH Parcel
The parcel of land owned by UNH contains six historic structures significant to the defense of
Portsmouth Harbor. Only a ruin remains of Walbach Tower, a brick casemated Martello- type
tower built in 1814. Southeast of the tower is Battery Elon Farnsworth, an 1897- 1898 Endicottera concrete battery containing an early concrete mining casemate within its northeast flank. A
1943 concrete observation tower sits on top of the battery’s southwestern gun emplacement,
and a 1921 concrete power plant is located directly behind the battery, between the two gun
emplacements. A little distance away, northwest of Walbach Tower, is a 1920 concrete mining
casemate with 1942 improvements. A large covered picnic pavilion built by the Coast Guard ca.
1970 is located on the sloping land in front of Battery Elon Farnsworth.

U.S. Coast Guard Station
East of the UNH area, in the middle of the peninsula, is the U.S. Coast Guard Station. The oldest
structures within the Coast Guard parcel are the 1872 light keeper’s house (between the walls of
the 1808 and 1865 fort walls) and the 1877 lighthouse (on the southeast spur of the peninsula).
Most of the structures within the station date to circa 1966. These include a boathouse on the
north shore, two engineering buildings, and a headquarters building/barracks. A very long pier
extends from a point north of Mullins Cove parallel to the north shore of the peninsula. In 1996
this pier was condemned due to structural deterioration, and it is no longer in use.
Two seawalls protect the USCG parcel. One runs along the north shore west of the boathouse;
the other runs along the south shore south of the headquarters building. The latter appears to
be the same one that protected Battery Hackleman in 1948.

New Hampshire Property
At the east end of the Fort Point peninsula is the portion of the old military reservation managed
by the New Hampshire Department of Parks and Recreation. This parcel contains the remains
of the 1808 Fort Constitution, which include: the north and south walls, each measuring
approximately 145 feet long; the west wall with its arched gateway; and a bastion that projects
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from the southwest corner of the fort. Within the fort, nine gun emplacements remain along
the north and west walls, as well as the stone stairway leading up to the southwest bastion (site
of two successive coincidence range finder stations, 1920 and 1942). An 1808 powder magazine
still sits near the northwest corner. Only ruinous foundations remain of any barracks inside the
fort. Between the north wall of the 1808 fort and the north wall of the 1865 fort are the 1901
“Torpedo Storehouse” (mine storage building) and another small building of unknown purpose.
Fort Constitution underwent improvements in the early 1860’s, which were intended to enclose
the 1808 fort in a larger, pentagonal fortification. Only the north, southeast, and south walls of
this effort were completed, and these still stand, as well. The northeast wall consists mostly of a
large gap fronting the exposed edge of the shoreline. Here a series of large rock boulders have
been placed, perhaps to mitigate erosion.
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The Site Circa 1806
Topography and Vegetation
The basic topography of the Fort Point peninsula was the same in 1806 as it is today, with a
waterside ledge at the east end, a central plateau, and a rocky outcropping at the west end.
However, the center and west end of the peninsula were noticeably narrower than today, due to
the north shoreline being more deeply indented and ragged. The east end of the peninsula was
a little narrower, as well; the pre- 1808 fortifications here – Fort William and Mary – did not
extend to the edge of the water.
The vegetation on Fort Point in 1806 is not known, but it probably would have consisted of
grasses and broadleaved annuals, young shrubs, and young trees among the outcroppings of
ledge rock and bedrock. The east end of the peninsula was probably kept clear of mature trees,
to improve lines of sight and cannon fire from Fort William and Mary.

Access and Circulation
No maps show roads and paths on Fort Point prior to 1820. A main road undoubtedly ran
eastward from the Town of New Castle to the fortifications at the eastern tip. One might
suppose it took the easier route along the south shoreline, passing south of the high, rocky
summit of the peninsula. However, the first map to show an access road (dated 1820; Section 1,
Figure CH- 14) depicts the entry road following the north shoreline and crossing over the north
end of the high ground on its way to the central plateau and eastern fortifications. It is likely
that this was the case in 1806, as well.

Structures
The fortifications at the east end of the peninsula in 1806 were a conglomerate of elements
th
th
dating to the 18 and early 19 centuries. Fort William and Mary was constructed here ca. 1692,
and was rebuilt in 1704- 05 and again circa 1760. Major repairs were begun in 1794- 1798 but
not finished by 1806, when then- Captain John B. Walbach assumed command of the fort.
Walbach prepared a map and a written description of the fortifications upon his arrival (see
Section 1; Figures CH- 10, CH- 11).
Walbach’s map shows the east end of the peninsula set off by a board fence with a gate near the
north shoreline. The fort itself is depicted as having three seaward walls of earth and masonry,
and a landward wall of wood with a gate and guardhouse. Unfinished wooden platforms for the
guns lined the interior sides of the north and south walls. Structures within the fort were an old
blockhouse with small frame addition (all used as officers’ quarters), an old store house (used as
a barracks), and a new powder magazine under construction.
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Additional structures sat outside the fort but within the confines of the board fence. These
included the foundation for a new barracks, a carpenter’s shop and married men’s housing, and
a doctor’s house and hospital. A wharf had been built on the north shoreline. Outside the
fenced area, but still within the boundaries of the military ground (as delineated by the War
Department), were a light keeper’s house and the hexagonal wooden lighthouse built in 1803 to
replace the original wooden one dating to 1771. (See Appendix B- 1.)
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The Site Circa 1820
Topography and Vegetation
The topography of the Fort Point peninsula had changed little from 1806. A parcel of land
approximately 1.5 acres in extent had been added to the military reservation in 1807 (see
Appendix B- 2). Cartographic documentation suggests that the area of the central plateau had
been intentionally developed as an open area of circulation, with structures generally ranged
around its perimeter. In the middle of the open area was a section of maintained turf. It is
possible that the landscape within Fort Constitution also consisted of maintained turf, since
later photographs (e.g., Section 1, Fig. CH- 27) show the area used as a parade ground.

Access and Circulation
A map from this time (see Section 1, Fig. CH- 12) shows that the road from New Castle to the
fort followed the north shoreline and crossed over the north end of the high ground. It entered
the west end of the large open area of circulation. There is no indication of any road
approaching the fort along the south, ocean shoreline.

Structures
The most notable change at Fort Point since 1806 was the construction in 1808 of the SecondSystem Fort Constitution, on the site of Fort William and Mary. The new fort was apparently
similar in length to its predecessor, but it was wider, such that the north wall was very close to
the north shoreline. Structures inside included an “Officers’ Quarters” and office, whose
outline resembled that of the old blockhouse and office extant in 1806. (This building was also
referred to as the “Captain’s House.”) Also within the fort were two storehouses, a “Soldiers’
Quarters” (barracks), a privy, two magazines, and a guardhouse at the gate in the west wall.
Outside the fort were a new doctor’s house and hospital, along with other support structures
ranged around the perimeter of the large open space of circulation. Two longer wharfs
extended from the north shoreline.
Another significant addition by 1820 was Walbach Tower, built in 1814 on the rocky
promontory at the west end of the peninsula. It was designed to defend the harbor against
British warships during the War of 1812.
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Interestingly, the map of 1820 shows no light keeper’s house. There is only a small storehouse at
the beginning of the path to the lighthouse. It is probable that the keeper’s duties were at that
time assumed by the troops at the fort. This was the case with the earliest lighthouse here, in
28
1771.

28

Website of the Friends of Portsmouth Harbor Lighthouse (http://www.lighthouse.cc/portsmouth/
history.html, June 29, 2004), p. 1.
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The Site Circa 1865
Topography and Vegetation
Fort Point saw little military activity after the War of 1812 until 1852, when it became a U.S.
Army training camp. As tensions grew in the years leading up to the Civil War, the Army
decided to rebuild Fort Constitution to reflect the latest, “Third- System” principles for the
construction of military coastal fortifications. The primary effect on the topography of the
peninsula was significant land filling along the north shoreline, and the straightening of the
southeast shoreline. Both actions were necessary to accommodate the new, much larger fort.
The primary change in the vegetation on the peninsula was the apparent disappearance of the
section of maintained turf in the large open area of circulation. Instead, structures needed for
the building of the Third- System Fort Constitution were located here. Semi- maintained turf
continued in place within Fort Constitution, based on period photographs (e.g., Section 1, Fig.
CH- 27). A garden is documented as having existed next to a house located south of Walbach
Tower; the historic maps used for this GIS map indicate that the house was then occupied by the
lighthouse keeper.

Access and Circulation
By 1842, a network of town roads had developed west of the peninsula (see Section 1, Fig. CH23). The old main road from New Castle still ran along the peninsula’s north shoreline to Fort
Constitution. However, another access road ran from New Castle along the south shore of the
peninsula, entering the military reservation just south of Walbach Tower.
A map from1865 (see Section 1, Fig. CH- 29) shows that by 1865, both north and south roads
terminated at the boundary line of the Fort Point military reservation. The map depicts the
point where each road reaches the boundary line in similar fashion: with a monument and an
iron bolt on opposite sides of the road, and the boundary line itself shown as a dotted line,
rather than a solid line. However, a new hospital had been built very close to the north
entrance, which would have made it very difficult to reach the interior of the reservation using
the northern route. The south road apparently became the main entrance into the reservation,
and it would remain so for approximately 100 years.
The 1865 map also shows that a transport system had been developed on the peninsula. The
locations of the system’s components, and their relationship to the construction derricks
present at the time, indicate that they were constructed to aid in the building of the new fort’s
walls. One leg of the system began at the pier on the north shoreline and headed south, passing
along the west side of Fort Constitution and stopping just short of the mason’s office. A shorter
leg extended eastward from the main leg, running along the north wall of the new fort. A longer
leg ran both east and west south of the fort; it extended eastward along the fort’s south wall, and
westward past the Stonecutter’s Building (which was flanked by two derricks). The system
probably featured carts on railroad- like tracks.
58

Structures
The most noteworthy structure added to Fort Point between 1820 and 1866 was the new,
Third- System Fort Constitution. The walls of the new, larger fort were built outside the walls of
the 1808 fort. Most of the latter were retained, except for the wall of the northeast bulge, which
was demolished in 1866. However, the Third- System fort became obsolete before it could be
finished, so the section of wall was never rebuilt.
Many more buildings stood on the central plateau by 1856. Most continued to be ranged
around the perimeter of the open area here as in 1820. However, two large structures related to
the construction of the new fort intruded into the open area. One was a building for a “mortar
machine” and lime storage, with an attached carpenter’s shop, near the entrance to Fort
Constitution. The other was a building for the stone cutters. The pier on the north shore had
also been rebuilt to accommodate the delivery of materials for the new fort, with hoisting
devices to lift heavy loads from boats onto the transport system.
The 1865 map also indicates that the light keeper had returned to the reservation by that time.
An unlabeled house appears on the 1820 map south of Walbach Tower; the same house on the
1865 map is labeled “Light Keeper’s House,” complete with barn and garden. Other new houses
were beginning to appear along the network of New Castle roads west of the reservation.
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The Site Circa 1904
Topography and Vegetation
The general topography of Fort Point underwent several major changes between 1865 and 1904.
In 1885 the U.S. government began a re- examination of many of the nation’s coastal defense
fortifications, including those at Fort Point. A governmental board called the Endicott Board
was convened to assess these military stations and to recommend improvements.
The board’s recommendations for Portsmouth Harbor included barbette batteries of four 1229
inch guns and four 10- inch guns, and Portsmouth Harbor’s first mine defense. The board also
directed that two cove- like indentations in the north shoreline of the peninsula be infilled to
30
create a much straighter shoreline and additional ground for building at the small site. This
occurred in 1897, and provided space primarily for mining support structures. (The reservation
was further expanded in 1902, when an adjacent 8.15 acres of land was purchased at the west
end of the peninsula – see Appendix B- 2).
However, no work was done until 1896, when a “General Project for Defense” for Portsmouth
Harbor was issued in April (see Fig. CH- 37 and Appendix A- 2). This project specified
somewhat different armament than the original Endicott report. Fort Point was to get a new
battery of eight- inch guns and a new battery of six- pounder rapid- fire guns. The reservation
would also be equipped to control one of the two minefields envisioned for Portsmouth Harbor.
The eight- inch battery was built in 1897- 1899 on the high rocky ground southeast of Walbach
Tower, in conformance with U.S. Army specifications for battery construction. Much earth and
ledge in this area had to be excavated so that the battery and its service road could be recessed
into the hill. In addition, the land in front of the battery (to its southeast) had to be sculpted to
conceal the battery by creating the appearance of a natural hillside. This area was sodded and
probably allowed as well to develop its own ground cover to enhance its “disguise,” but this
cover would have been kept low to maintain sightlines (see Section 2, Fig. BF- 42).
It is likely that the area within Fort Constitution had lost its maintained turf by 1904, as a result
of the pre- 1820 barracks and parade ground here being replaced with a much larger U- shaped
barracks. The historic maps also indicate that a large area of marshy land existed northwest of
Walbach Tower, at the head of Mullins Cove. It is probable that the marsh existed well before
1904, but was not noted on earlier maps.

29

House of Representatives Executive Document no. 49, 49th Congress, 1st Session (Washington D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1886; hereinafter Endicott Report), pp. 19- 27 and p. 174.
30
Endicott Report. Cited in Bunker (2003), p. 13.
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Access and Circulation
The old road along the north shoreline seems to have disappeared by 1892, based on a survey of
“Newcastle Village” of that year (see Appendix B- 3). The newer road along the south shoreline
was the only access into the military reservation; it extended well into the reservation. Once
past Battery Elon Farnsworth, the road split. One branch ran eastward along the south shore of
the peninsula, ending near the new site of light keeper’s house (moved to allow the construction
of Battery Farnsworth). The other branch ran north, and split again. One branch ran eastward
to the gate of Fort Constitution. The other branch circled north and west around the rear of
Battery Farnsworth, ending at the west end of the battery.
The specialized transport system evident in 1865, for the construction of the Third- System fort,
was gone by 1904. A new transport system was in place by 1904 to serve the new mining
operation at Fort Point, which is described subsequently. A new stone walkway extended from
the administration building and ran south, terminating short of Walbach Road. Approximately
halfway down this walkway, another stone walkway headed directly east and ended near the
ordnance store house. The path to the lighthouse may have been reconstructed, as well, based
on its route shown in Figure CH- 42.

Structures
The most significant addition to the landscape between 1865 and 1904 was the large concrete
Endicott- era battery later named Battery Elon Farnsworth. It had two emplacements for 8inch guns, and was situated just southeast of Walbach Tower, on the rocky eminence known as
Jordans Rock. This location was determined to be the best (possibly only) site for the battery,
but a great deal of work was needed to make it suitable. As explained previously, much ledge
rock had to be blasted and excavated to allow the battery to be sunk into the hillside for
protection and concealment. A wooden fire- control tower was built northwest of the battery,
to aid in the aiming of its guns.
The work also affected numerous existing structures around the battery’s site. Some demolition
occurred at Walbach Tower, both deliberate and accidental. A group of buildings along the
northern edge of the site, including the hospital extant in 1865, were removed. Several
structures southeast of the site were relocated closer to Fort Constitution. Among these were
the light keeper’s house and its barn, which had been built in 1872 on the site of an older house
that predated 1820; an Engineer’s Office; and an Ordnance Storehouse.
The Endicott Board called for a submarine mining system to be established at Fort Point, as well,
which required the construction of a variety of specialized structures. A “first- generation”
mining casemate to control the system was incorporated into the left flank of Battery Elon
Farnsworth as it was being built. Support structures added circa 1901 included a large new
wharf with mine tramway for the mine- planting boats, a “Torpedo Storehouse” (mine storage
building), and a “Cable Tank,” in which the electrical cables could be immersed and tested. The
latter structure was built partially on land created by filling in one of the two indentations in the
north shoreline.
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The rapid- fire battery specified in the 1896 “General Project for Defense” was built in 1904
(Appendix A- 2). It mounted two three- inch guns, to protect the minefield controlled from
Fort Point, and was later named Battery Hackleman. Ironically, the site chosen for the threeinch battery was the same location to which the light keeper’s house and barn had previously
been moved to make way for Battery Elon Farnsworth. These structures had to be moved once
again to make way for Battery Hackleman.
The exact date of Battery Hackleman’s construction is unclear. Planning for the battery started
in March 1903, and the completed battery was transferred to the Artillery Corps on December
31
31, 1904. However, a map dated July 1904 (see Section 1, CH- 42) does not show the battery,
and the light keeper’s house and barn have not yet been moved. The GIS map included in this
HSR for the 1904 time period was based on Figure CH- 42.
As explained by Glen Williford, consulting military historian (avocational) for this report, there
are two possible explanations for the discrepancy. The first is that all site and construction work
for the battery occurred August- December 1904, after the 1904 map was drawn. This would
have been possible, given the relatively small size of the three- inch battery. The second is that
July 1904 map erred in not showing battery site and construction work underway at that time.
This is also possible, given the frequent practice of selectively updating earlier maps for later
purposes.
In addition to the construction of new batteries, increased military activity at Fort Point was
evident in the replacement of the pre- 1820 barracks and storehouses within the walls of Fort
Constitution with a large U- shaped barracks. The smaller of the two 1808 powder magazines
was removed, as were a number of the 1808 gun emplacements. The larger 1808 powder
magazine, in the northwest corner of the fort, survived.
Two seawalls had been added along the peninsula shoreline by 1904. One, along the north
shore just west of the pier, protected one of the two areas filled to create new land in 1897. The
second seawall was located on the south shore of the peninsula, directly in front of the site
where Battery Hackleman would be built. It appears that this seawall was introduced to protect
the new battery.
Other changes that occurred between 1865 and 1904 were the replacement of the wooden 1803
lighthouse in 1877 with one of cast- iron, on the same site, and the construction of additional
houses along the roads of New Castle west of Jordans Rock.

31

Section 1, p. 86.
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The Site Circa 1921
Topography and Vegetation
The topography of the Fort Point peninsula changed little between 1904 and 1921, based on
cartographic evidence. No areas of maintained turf were created during the years 1904- 1921.
The large area of marshy land northwest of Walbach Tower, at the head of Mullins Cove, was
still extant. Maps from this period are the first to show vegetation; woody vegetation is seen to
have existed around the north and west sides of Jordans Rock. An area of large trees probably
existed at the west end of the peninsula, around the residential structures. Such trees appear in
this location in an aerial photograph taken in 1944, when the area supported the same type of
residential neighborhood as existed in 1921.

Access and Circulation
The only access to the Fort Point reservation in 1921 continued to be the road along the south
shoreline, which branched out inside the reservation to serve various areas. However, a new
path was created that ran westward from the structures along the north shoreline, extending all
the way out to new structures along Wentworth Road. This path, which appears on the maps as
being smaller than the roads shown, passed just south of the marshy area at the head of Mullins
Cove.
The path was needed because the residential neighborhood along Wentworth Road and Ocean
Street changed from primarily private ownership in 1904 to a more developed area of military
housing. This change had been made possible by the federal government’s purchase in 1902 of
all the land between the old reservation boundary and Ocean Street (Appendix B- 2).

Structures
The most noteworthy changes at Fort Point between 1904 and 1921 involved structures (see
Appendix C- 1). The largest addition was the site’s second Endicott- era battery, Battery
Hackleman, completed in 1904. It was located close to the south shoreline, just west of the
southwest bastion of the 1808 Fort Constitution. A coincidence rangefinder station was built on
top of this bastion in 1920, to better direct the fire of the battery. It is believed that the masonry
stairway extant here was constructed at this time to provide access to the station.
The site of Battery Hackleman was the same site to which several structures (including the light
keeper’s house) had previously been moved to allow the construction of Battery Elon
Farnsworth. The light keeper’s house was thus moved again, to a site south of the 1808 fort.
The rest of the structures in the vicinity appear to have been removed.
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A new casemate to control the Portsmouth Harbor mine fields was built in 1920 on the north
side of Jordans Rock. This was a heavily fortified “third- generation” casemate, replacing a
wooden “second- generation” casemate at Fort Stark that had controlled the mines from 1907 to
1920. New support structures were built for the mining operation, as well: a Service Dynamite
Room and a Loading Room (both 1907) near the Torpedo Storehouse, and an enlarged Cable
Tank (1920). The mine wharf extant in 1904 appears to have been lengthened by 1921.
Another new structure added since 1904 was the 1921 Power Plant, built to provide auxiliary
electrical power to the reservation’s key military installations. The Power Plant was located
directly behind Battery Elon Farnsworth, for protection. The battery had been deactivated by
this time, and its wooden 1904 fire- control station had been reused as an observation station for
the 1920 Mining Casemate.
In addition to the expanded military housing structures at the west end of the reservation, the
U- shaped barracks inside Fort Constitution was enlarged somewhat, by the construction of a
connector and a small extension.
Two seawalls were extant in 1921. These were in the same locations as the two 1904 seawalls –
along the north shore just west of the pier, and along the south shore directly in front of Battery
Hackleman. However, both appear to have been rebuilt as straight lines.
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The Site Circa 1948
Topography and Vegetation
The marshy area at the head of Mullins Cove was gone by 1948, having been filled in to make a
parking lot to support the greatly expanded circulation system described subsequently. Woody
vegetation continued to flourish on the high ground north and east of Battery Elon Farnsworth.
Curiously, there was strong interest early in the decade in beautifying the Fort Constitution
military reservation with improved plantings. Sidney N. Shurcliff, a prominent landscape
architect, was hired by the Army’s Constructing Quartermaster, Harbor Defenses of
Portsmouth, to prepare a report and specifications for a planting plan for Fort Constitution,
along with that of Fort Foster, Fort Stark, and Camp Langdon (see Appendix C- 3). The report
entitled “Report and Specifications to Accompany Camp Development Plans” was completed
August 1, 1941. There is no documentary evidence that any of the plan’s recommendations
were undertaken, quite likely due to the U.S. entrance into World War II four months later.
However, Shurcliff's report contains much information about conditions at the reservation as
they were in 1941, including a detailed map showing existing trees, shrubs, and buildings. He
also offers information on related issues such as climate and topography.

Access and Circulation
The primary difference between Fort Point in 1921 and 1948 was the greatly expanded
circulation system, including a new main entrance. Walbach Road continued to run into the
reservation along the south shoreline. However, a wide new access road was built leading from
Wentworth Road into the new parking lot described previously. The new road continued out of
the parking lot and ran eastward along the route of the 1921 path here. It terminated in the
center of the reservation, where a large, open, paved area had been constructed. This area
extended northward to the shoreline and eastward to Fort Constitution, with roads running
north and south of the 1808 fort, and down its center.

Structures
The years between 1921 and 1948 saw many structures built and torn down on Fort Point.
Appendix C- 1 documents construction activity up to 1938, and Appendix C- 2 is a highly
informative record of structures extant in 1941.
The new circulation system caused the demolition of numerous structures. Among these were
most of the units of military housing along Wentworth Road; a group of structures west of
Battery Hackleman; and two structures north of the Cable Tank. Battery Hackleman remained
active during World War II, and its 1920 coincidence range- finder station (atop the fort’s
southwest bastion) was rebuilt to include a battery commander’s station.
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By 1948, mining operations at Fort Point had caused the pier to be rebuilt in a large T- shape; a
boathouse was built next to it in 1926. The old wooden mining observation station continued to
exist, but its function was taken over in 1943 by a concrete mining observation station built on
top of Battery Elon Farnsworth’s southwest gun emplacement.
World War II activity at the reservation had included the replacement of the 1904 U- shaped
barracks within Fort Constitution with four separate barracks buildings. These would be gone
by 2004.
Three seawalls protected the peninsula in 1948. The one existing in 1921 along the north shore
32
of the peninsula, west of the dock, had been rebuilt in 1938. The one existing in 1921 along the
south shoreline, in front of Battery Hackleman, had been extended both eastward and westward
and was no longer a straight line. A third seawall had been added at Town Beach, southwest of
Battery Farnsworth.
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“History of Fort Constitution, The Defense of Portsmouth Harbor, 1631- 1948, Part 1: 1631- 1890,”
p. 1. From Fort Constitution State Historic Site, an official website of the New Hampshire State Parks
Department (http://www.geocities.com/Fort_Constitution/history.html), p. 5.
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SECTION 1.
CONTEXTUAL HISTORY
OF THE
COASTAL FORTIFICATIONS
AT FORT POINT

By Glen Williford

With Sharon K. Ofenstein,
Historic Architecture Program, NER/NPS
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BACKGROUND
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Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and its sister community of Kittery, Maine, have been important
commercial and naval ports since their settlement in 1623. Located on opposite sides of the
Piscataqua River, they have thus had a long historical association with colonial and American
seacoast defense. Forts, towers, and batteries have defended the entry to the river and the
seaport just upriver for more than 350 years. Many remains of these defenses exist today. Of
these, the most extensive – representing the broadest period of time – are found on the northeast
corner of New Castle Island, on a rocky outcropping known as Fort Point (Fig. CH- 1).
The Piscataqua River empties into the Atlantic Ocean between New Hampshire and Maine in an
excellent harbor. The channel is generally deep; even prior to dredging and blasting of rocks, a
well- defined channel at least 24 feet deep was available. This channel leads to the city of
Portsmouth, about 2 miles upriver, and it passes several large islands that became shipbuilding
th
sites in the 17 century, and later the site of an American naval shipyard, established in 1800.
Just outside the harbor, the deep- water channel passes relatively close to the northeast shore of
New Castle Island (earlier known as Great Island, sometimes Newcastle Island). Then it
abruptly turns west around Fort Point (Fig. CH- 2) on its way upriver. This point is only 300
yards from the center of the channel, and on the other side of the river − 900 yards away − rises a
bluff. On these two sites were built Forts Constitution and McClary, respectively − two key
defensive locations used together for more than a century. Over the years, additional defenses
were added to Fort Point outside of Fort Constitution, to its southwest. Portsmouth Harbor
clearly had strong physical assets to assist the plans of seacoast defenders.
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Table CH- 1. SUMMARY TABLE OF FORTIFICATIONS AT PORTSMOUTH HARBOR, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Fort
Constitution

Isles of Shoals
Fort McClary

Fort Stark

Fort Sullivan

82

Fort
Washington
Fort Foster

Camp Langdon

Fort Dearborn

Pulpit Rock
Military
Reservation

On northeast tip of New Castle Island, at Fort Point. Formerly called Castle Fort, Fort William and Mary, Fort Castle.
Original work built 1631- 1632. Major reconstructions in 1650’s, 1692- 94, 1704- 05, 1757, 1794- 96, 1808, 1863- 1866.
Defensive tower (Walbach Tower) built nearby in 1814. New Endicott batteries and mining casemates 1897- 1920.
Served continuously until deactivated in 1948.
Small stone fort built on Star Island, Gosport Harbor, Isles of Shoals, in 1653. Apparently abandoned by 1680’s- 1690’s,
but briefly repaired and rearmed with 9 guns in 1745 (King George’s War). Called Fort Hancock during the Revolution.
On Kittery Point across the Piscataqua from Fort Point. Formerly called Fort William. First work proposed by local
Maine residents 1715, work done 1719- 1721. Rearmed and renamed after capture by American colonists in
Revolutionary War. Massachusetts ceded land in 1808 for federal work done in 1808- 1809. Reconstructed 1844- 1846
with distinctive new blockhouse. Major new work started in 1863, suspended unfinished in 1868. Mounted temporary
guns in 1898. Disarmed in 1918, transferred to the State of Maine for park purposes in 1924.
On southeast tip of New Castle Island, at Jerry’s Point. Formerly called Fort Cumberland. Battery for 9 guns built 17451746. Rebuilt 1774- 75 by New Hampshire for Revolutionary War service. Battery repaired by state in 1794; regarrisoned
in War of 1812. Land purchased by federal government in 1873 for a new battery; work started but not finished.
Temporary battery installed in 1898. New Endicott batteries built 1900- 1905. New Harbor Defense Command Post built
in 1942. Deactivated 1946.
Earthwork battery built 1775 by New Hampshire militia on south shore of Seavey’s Island, northwest of Fort Point.
Rearmed and new garrison in War of 1812. Also new armament and earthwork during Civil War (1861- 1863).
Earthwork battery built 1775 by New Hampshire militia on Peirce’s Island, west of Fort Point. Rearmed and new
garrison in War of 1812.
On southwest corner of Gerrish’s Island, east of Fort Point. Land acquired by federal government in 1873 for a new
earthen and concrete battery, started but not finished. New Endicott batteries built 1898- 1905. Used through Second
World War, when a new mining casemate and gun battery were constructed. Deactivated in 1946.
On east coast of New Castle Island, south of Fort Point. Formerly called the “New Reservation” and the New Castle
Military Reservation. Land acquired by federal government in 1907- 1909 for a garrison post serving the harbor defenses
of Portsmouth. Anti- aircraft guns installed in 1918, followed by searchlights. Deactivated in 1948.
On mainland south of New Castle Island, encompassing Frost Point and Odiorne’s Point, Rye, NH. Colonial defensive
works at both points. Land acquired by federal government in 1941- 1942. Site of temporary 155- mm. battery in 1942
and new 1940’s Program batteries in 1943- 1944. Deactivated in 1948.
A small post just south of Fort Dearborn equipped in 1943 with a battery of 90- mm. guns to defend against swift surface
craft such as “torpedo boats.” Deactivated in 1946.

Table includes only reservations that contained or were intended for defensive gun batteries, not other local military facilities.
Sources: material provided by the Coast Defense Study Group, 2001; Frost, History of Fort Constitution; New Hampshire State Papers; World War
II Records, Portsmouth Public Library; James Garvin, NHDHR.

Table CH- 2. MAJOR DEFENSIVE STRUCTURES AT FORT POINT,
NEW CASTLE ISLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Fort at Fort
Point
The Castle

Fort William and
Mary

1631 - 1634

Earthen redoubt for four brass guns

1666- 1667

Rebuilt by Sir Robert Carr, Geo. Cartwright, and Samuel Maverick. Wooden palisades and timber
blockhouse added. Described as 100- foot- square work with 8- foot- high wooden walls. Used
10 French iron guns moved here from Boston
Major reconstruction: stone curtain walls 7 feet high, 14 feet thick, with embrasures; earth
rampart, wooden gun platforms. 19 cannons sent by King William. Breastwork extensively
repaired 1697
Major reconstruction by Col. William Romer and Col. J. Redknap. Extensive use of stone; new
platform for 30 guns, two west bastions built; first well dug. Storm damage repaired in 1705
Repairs directed by engineer John Henry Bastide. Fort now held 800 men and 16 guns
Major repairs completed: southwest bastion torn down and rebuilt; parts of the south battery wall
reconstructed; new interior buildings. Reported to have 67 guns of various sizes
New powder magazine built
American colonists change name and make minor repairs for the Revolutionary War
Major First- System repairs: earth fort with masonry facing; separate magazine, barracks, shot
furnace, and palisades; designed for 7 heavy cannons and 6 lighter guns; additional repairs and
new construction (including a barrack) in 1798
New American name for fort first used
Reconstructed and enlarged according to Second- System principles; new earth and stone
parapet walls with one southwest bastion; designed for 37 guns, but could accommodate 10 more
Modernization: scarp walls raised, granite replaced wood for gun platforms; new magazine and
storerooms (source: Lacy, “Fort Constitution,” p. 18)
Construction started on totally new, larger Third- System fort. Only partially completed when
work suspended. Part of 1808 fort wall destroyed in process
Martello- type tower built atop Jordans Rock, southwest of Fort Constitution
8- inch Endicott battery built adjacent to remains of Walbach Tower
Endicott (first- generation) Submarine mining casemate built inside northeast flank of
Battery Elon Farnsworth
3- inch Endicott battery built adjacent to 1808 fort’s southwest bastion
Board of Review (third- generation) Submarine mining casemate built into the back side of
Jordans Rock, west of Battery Elon Farnsworth
Built behind Battery Elon Farnsworth for protection; provided auxiliary power to Battery
Hackleman and mining operations
Built on top of Battery Elon Farnsworth’s southwest gun emplacement; housed observation and
plotting activities for primary mine command for Portsmouth Harbor

1692- 1694, 1697

1704- 1705
1744
1757- 1760

Fort Castle
Castle Fort

1772
1775
1794- 1796, 1798
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Fort Constitution

1801
1808
1840- 1844
1863- 1866

Walbach Tower
Battery Farnsworth
Mining Casemate

Power Plant

1814
1897- 1898
1897- 1898
(transferred 1901)
1903- 1904
1918- 1919
(transferred 1920)
1921

Observation Station

1943

Battery Hackleman
Mining Casemate

84
FORT
DEARBORN

CAMP LANGDON

Figure CH- 1. Map of Portsmouth Harbor. Though dating from 1909, the channel and most major islands have remained the same since
colonization in the 1600’s (Isles of Shoals and Pulpit Rock off the map.)

Fort Washington

Fort Sullivan

Figure CH- 2. The proximity of the main channel of the Piscataqua River to the Fort Point peninsula is
evident in this early- 1960’s postcard view.
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THE BRITISH HERITAGE

Artillery, Forts, and Garrisons
Security was an important consideration for the earliest settlements in the New World. Colonial
outposts in both North and South America needed defense not only from hostile natives, but
also from pirates and especially from rival European nations. New France in the north and the
Spanish dominions in the Caribbean saw the construction of sophisticated fortifications, many
as large and expensive as those in the home countries. The British colonies were less heavily
fortified. This was due in part to the dominance of British naval forces, but it was also due to the
nature of British colonies. Unlike the state- sponsored efforts of most other nations, British
colonies tended to be founded for reasons of commerce, religion, or political asylum. Few of
the new companies establishing North American settlements had military contingents, or even
trained military engineers as colonists. Even rarer were financial resources sufficient to build
large masonry fortifications. Only a few settlements enjoyed the protection of a major
fortification erected by the crown.
If the typical British colony built anything, it tended to be a simple water battery. Such forts
usually consisted of simple earthen parapet walls, sometimes protected by rocks. Behind this
parapet was a flat wooden platform on which four to six naval- type cannons were placed. The
cannons were usually mounted on naval small- wheeled truck carriages or standard wheeled,
wooden field carriages, such that they could be moved around. In addition, guns could be freely
added to, or subtracted from, a post. Thus, a single fort typically contained guns of many
different sizes and types.
All of the cannons were made of either bronze (particularly for the smaller weapons) or cast
iron; they were muzzle- loaded and fired solid shot. Gun size was measured by a system of
weight of shot, giving rise to terms such as 9- pounder, 24- pounder, etc. However, since shot
was spherical and made of iron, the weight measurement could easily be converted to a diameter
measurement. Thus, a 9- pounder had a barrel 4 inches in diameter, a 24- pounder had a barrel
5.8 inches in diameter, and the heaviest guns – 32- pounders – had barrels of 6.6 inches in
diameter. The heavy shot was stacked close to the guns, but the gunpowder was usually stored
in a separate magazine.
The early forts tended to operate alone. If other armed positions happened to be situated so
that they could provide crossfire on an enemy ship or fleet, it was a bonus; the communications
and tactics of the day were too rudimentary to actually plan such coordinated actions. Aiming
was performed by each individual gun’s crew. These were usually part of the volunteer militia of
the local town. The colonial water batteries were manned only in time of need. In times of
peace, often only a single caretaker would be on site.
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COLONIAL DEFENSES IN
PORTSMOUTH HARBOR

Portsmouth was settled fairly early in the colonial period. English navigator Martin Pring was
the first modern European to reconnoiter and report the natural port in 1603. Land grants were
made for both the later New Hampshire and Maine coasts in 1622 to Sir Ferdinando Gorges and
John Mason. The first settlement was made in 1623 by David Thompson at Odiorne’s Point
th
th
near Little Harbor on the mainland. The city grew progressively through the 17 and 18
centuries. It attracted a variety of commercial industries. The abundance of good building
lumber, particularly white pine for masts, close to the harbor prompted the early establishment
1
of a shipbuilding industry. In fact, the first British warship (the frigate HMS Falkland) built in
North America was constructed by a private contract in Portsmouth in 1690, and several other
large warships were built there over the next 100 years. While never the size of Boston,
Newport, or even Portland, Portsmouth was an important commercial center for shipbuilding
and coastal traffic, as well as a good harbor of refuge.
The first seacoast defense erected in Portsmouth Harbor was a small water battery built about
2
1631. In that year, a London merchant sent four brass cannons to Portsmouth for the defense
of the Piscataqua River. Captains Walter Neal (or Nele) and Thomas Wiggins were charged
with identifying “the most convenient place” to build a small earth and timber fortification to
house the guns. They chose the northeast neck of New Castle Island, which they called “Fortpoynt.” The area chosen by Neal and Wiggins included “a grete high rocke whereon was
3
intended in time to set the principall forte.” This was probably the ledge outcropping later
known as Jordans Rock.
As explained previously, Fort Point was an ideal location for cannons to fire on enemy vessels:
not only did the channel pass nearby, but the bend it made around the point required that sailing
ships slow down here to negotiate the turn. It should be noted that this work and its armament
were provided at the expense and labor of the merchants involved, primarily to provide
protection from pirates. The British government would not exhibit any interest in defense
works for Portsmouth for another 60 years.
4

The guns were removed from the fort by the end of the decade, and the earthworks
5
disappeared. The next defense against pirates and other threats during the first Anglo- Dutch
War was a small stone fort built in 1653 on Star Island, Gosport Harbor, Isles of Shoals, 10 miles
out from Portsmouth Harbor.
1

Cradle of American Shipbuilding (Portsmouth, NH: Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, 1978), p. 5.
J. Belknap, History of New Hampshire, Vol. 1, pp. 10, 427. The testimony of Richard Vines and
Henry Jocelyn, 1633.
3
Belknap, Vol. 1, pp. 10, 427.
4
Nathaniel Adams, Annals of Portsmouth (Hampton, NH: Randall, 1971; reprint of 1825 ed.), p. 399.
5
Harriet Lacy, “Fort Constitution: Report of Historical Research undertaken for the bicentennial
celebration of the capture of the fort in 1774” (Division of Parks, NH Department of Resources and
Economic Development, May 27, 1974), p. 1.
2
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A three- man crown commission arrived in Portsmouth in 1655, having been instructed by the
Privy Council in London to direct the erection or improvement of the regional harbor defenses
against the Dutch. In 1666, a palisaded wooden fort with a timber blockhouse was built at Fort
6
Point. The 10 guns installed here were formerly French iron cannons stored in Boston.
Sometime around the middle of the century, area residents began to call the fort “The Castle.”
In 1692, the Governor’s Council ordered that “the Forte- house on Great Island be repaired and
wheels and carriages be made for mounting the great guns sent by the King. Nineteen guns to be
7
mounted.” Honoring the source of the armament, the fort was renamed Fort William and
8
Mary. Breastworks for the guns were begun in 1693. At that time, the fort was described as a
rampart of earth about 3 feet high, upon which a battery of guns were mounted en barbette on
wooden platforms behind a stone wall 7 feet high and 14 feet thick with embrasures cut out of it.
In 1693, Great Island became the fifth incorporated town in New Hampshire, taking its name •
New Castle • from the new fort. Figures CH- 3 through CH- 5 show the fort in 1699.
Throughout the colonial period the fort was subjected to a repetitious cycle of decline, repair,
and subsequent decline – being repaired during times of threat, and neglected once the threat
had passed. Its earthen berms, wooden platforms and palisades, and soft lime mortar needed
attention approximately every 10 to 20 years. In 1699 the king’s Dutch engineer, Colonel
Wolfgang Wilhelm Romer, was sent to Portsmouth and Pemaquid, Maine, to determine the cost
9
of building more substantial forts there, to protect against French and Indian attacks. The work
at Portsmouth, accomplished in 1704, included the extensive use of stone in the walls of the fort,
the introduction of two bastions on the western land front, and the sinking of the garrison’s first
10
well, outside the south wall. The water was pumped into the fort. The work, including repairs
to extensive storm damage during the winter of 1704- 1705, was completed by Colonel J.
Redknap. Figures CH- 6 and CH- 7 show the fort after rebuilding.
Romer’s work was reportedly deteriorated by 1742, even though there were now about 40
cannons on the site. The General Assembly sent engineer John Henry Bastide to evaluate the
fort for repairs. In the autumn of 1744, visitor Dr. Alexander Hamilton described the fort as
“almost a triangle…the side next the town is about 200 feet long, built of stone, having a small
bastion at each end. The other two sides next the water are each about 300 feet long, and consist
11
of turf ramparts, erected upon a stone foundation, about seven feet high and ten feet thick….”
Repairs were made and guns added to the armament in 1748.
The final remodeling of Fort William and Mary occurred in 1757- 1760. New Hampshire
Governor Benning Wentworth ordered significant repairs. The southwest bastion was found to
be in a poor state, and it was torn down and rebuilt. The adjacent section of south wall was also
6
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extensively rebuilt. The work provided an opportunity to construct several new buildings
12
within the fort itself. In 1772 • just prior to the American Revolution • a new masonry powder
magazine was constructed at the fort.
In 1771, a wooden lighthouse was erected under the administration of Governor John
th
Wentworth. It was the 10 of 11 light stations established in the colonies before the American
Revolution, and the first lighthouse north of Boston. It was shingled, with a copper- roofed
13
lantern. The keeper of the light was, for all intents and purposes, the commandant of the fort.
No other sites in Portsmouth Harbor were nearly as well or consistently armed as Fort Point
during this period. At the bluff on the Kittery shore (actually in a district of Massachusetts at the
time, eventually to be in the State of Maine), a small earth and stone battery named Fort William
was constructed. It was named for William Pepperell, an influential businessman and
community leader and father of Sir William Pepperell, who commanded the expedition to
Louisbourg 30 years later. It appears to have been authorized in 1715 as a breastwork for six
th
guns, but was not consistently manned during most of the 18 century. Curiously, its main
purpose was to keep New Hampshire officials from interfering with Massachusetts shipping,
14
rather than to prevent enemy attacks.
Also, a battery of nine guns was built in 1746 at Jerry’s Point, on the southeast tip of New Castle
Island. Its role was to protect Little Harbor, to the south of New Castle Island. At least three
additional sites are known to have had defensive fortifications at various times. One was on the
Isles of Shoals, about 10 miles east- southeast of Portsmouth Harbor; one was on the mainland
south of New Castle Island, near Frost Point (across Little Harbor from Jerry’s Point); and one
15
was farther south along the coast at Odiorne’s Point.
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Figure CH- 3. Map of “The Great Island,” 1699.
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Figure CH- 4. Fort William and Mary, New Castle Island, plan and section by J. Dudley, 1699.

92
Figure CH- 5. Drawing of the fort at Fort Point, 1699.

93
Figure CH- 6. Profile of “the Picket lyne,” Fort William and Mary, 1705.

94
Figure CH- 7. “Prospect Draft” of Fort William and Mary, 1708.

THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR
Fort William and Mary was not in good repair at the start of the American Revolution (Fig. CH16
8); Captain John Cochran and five soldiers composed the entire British garrison there. On
December 13, 1774, Paul Revere rode from Boston to Portsmouth to warn the local militia that
the British were confiscating powder and fortification sites in Newport, and forbidding the
supply of any powder to America. Four hundred local patriots from Portsmouth, Rye, and New
Castle under Major John Sullivan and Captain John Langdon attacked the fort at noon on
December 14. Overwhelming the small garrison, the patriots made off with almost 100 barrels
of gunpowder. There was some firing, but no injuries were reported on either side. A second
raid the following night led to the capture of 16 small cannons and some stores. British
Governor John Wentworth sent for help, and two warships • the HMS Canceaux and the HMS
th
th
Scarborough • arrived from Boston on the 17 and 19 , respectively, to restore British control
17
over the town. While not a large conflict, this encounter is one of the first organized, overt acts
of the Revolution. It preceded the battle at Lexington and Concord by some four months, and is
18
a significant event in the history of Fort Point’s Fort Constitution site.
The control provided by the warships lasted less than a year. In May 1775, the revolutionaries
took over the small Fort William at Kittery, its eight cannons being valuable additions to the
19
American forces. Three months later, Wentworth and his family, who had retired to Fort
William and Mary for safety, evacuated to Boston. By this time all of the remaining heavy
cannon and stores had been removed from the fort. The fort was then occupied by the New
Hampshire militia under the command of General John Sullivan. However, its lack of guns
made it quite useless. It saw little action during the remainder of the war, and was manned only
20
intermittently.
Portsmouth’s defenses during the Revolutionary War were two new earthen forts at the
Narrows: Fort Washington on Peirce’s Island (the principal fort), and Fort Sullivan on Seavey’s
Island. There was a boom between them, and “fire rafts ready above.” The town of New Castle
was defended by a third fort, named Fort Hancock, at Jerry’s Point south of Fort Point. The
21
colonial battery here had been rebuilt, and a small barracks added.
All of these works were constructed by local labor and paid for by the province of New
Hampshire. These fortifications were essentially abandoned after the war’s end, and they were
allowed to deteriorate.
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As in 1631, a redoubt may have been envisioned for the summit of Jordans Rock – the future site
of Walbach Tower. On November 1, 1775, General Sullivan ordered:
Colo Wingate is to call upon Doctr Hall Jackson to layout a Redoubt upon
the Summit of the Hill upon the North part of Great Island, who will
mark out the same agreeable to the directions given him.... 22

It is not known if this redoubt was ever constructed.
With the fort at Fort Point not consistently manned, the adjacent Portsmouth lighthouse was
apparently not active as a beacon from 1774 to 1784. However, in the latter year it was
23
renovated and relit. In 1791 the State of New Hampshire ceded 1.75 acres on the neck of Fort
24
Point to the new federal government for use for both fortification and lighthouse purposes.
(See Appendices B- 1, B- 2.) This area included the fort and the 1771 lighthouse. Two years
later, President George Washington ordered that the light be maintained continuously, with a
25
keeper living on site. Presumably a keeper’s dwelling was built about this time: one such
structure was extant in 1806 (see Fig. CH- 10).
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Figure CH- 8. Plan of Piscataqua Harbor, 1774.

THE EMERGENCE OF
AN AMERICAN DEFENSE TRADITION

The colonial need for coastal defense became even more important for the new American
nation. The lack of strong military forces – both naval and land – and the importance of
maritime trade dictated an early appreciation of defense. Over the ensuing 150 years America
adopted coast defense as a key military criterion perhaps more than any other nation. In fact,
some of the primary elements represented by coast defense appealed strongly to prevailing
attitudes and capabilities. Harbor defense is patently defensive. Forts cannot be moved like
navies or armies; they cannot be used to threaten or entangle a nation with other foreign states.
America desired through much of its early history to remain apart of European affairs, and to be
known as a peaceful, nonthreatening nation; these sentiments fit nicely with coastal defense. In
addition, it was relatively inexpensive to build fortifications and maintain them for readiness;
more defensive military capability could be purchased per dollar spent on seacoast fortifications
than almost any other tactical organization. This was an attractive option for a new nation with
limited means and substantial need for internal development. Finally, Congress and Americans
in general disdained, and were wary of, a large professional military and its potential threat to
democratic processes. Seacoast fortifications and armament could be built in advance and
maintained by small caretaker units, being manned by voluntary militia only during times of
danger. As time passed, the level of technology increased and the requirement for
professionally trained defenders grew, but even as late as the Second World War, a significant
amount of troop strength for coastal defense came from National Guard units.
Still another theme is evident throughout the various generations of coastal defense. This was a
widespread belief that the nation’s strong defenses could effectively deter war itself. Time and
again, Congress authorized new systems of defense in the hope of convincing foreign powers
that an attack on the United States would not be productive. As explained previously, for almost
150 years “defense” meant – or at least included – an extensive network of seacoast defenses
covering the important ports, rivers, and harbors of refuge of the nation’s coastline.
Preparedness was not only a prudent and economical means of confronting potential threats,
but might also lead to preventing a conflict itself. The authorization reports for virtually all of
th
the 19 - century systems contain specific references to deterrence as a primary rationale for the
investment in coastal defense.
American seacoast defenses can be divided into fairly distinct historical periods. Major
government efforts to authorize funds and construction tended to occur when either a likely
foreign threat or a significant change in military technology emerged. Congress generally
enabled a new generation of defensive works for the nation about every 20 years or so. Since the
1850’s, historians have tended to describe these initiatives as “systems” of coastal defense.
While definitions vary, commonly a “system” would start with a comprehensive survey or some
type of report by a military fortification board. This report would outline a priority list of sites
to be defended; make an initial estimate of costs; and define the types of engineering
construction to be used, the types of weapons intended to be emplaced, and the organization of
ground troops to garrison the posts. (The types of weapons specified might even include
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supporting weapons such as mines, obstructions, or floating defenses.) Several years of
appropriations and work would follow, generally along the lines of the recommendations, but
often the specifics of sites and expense would stray significantly from the initial report. New
technical innovations, tactical opportunities, and even changes in priorities caused by newly
acquired coastlines were layered onto existing programs. There are seven fairly consistently
recognized historical systems, and one incomplete period (that of the post Civil- War era). The
use of these systems as standards in other recognized historical treatments of American coastal
defense, and the fairly regular time periods defined by them, make the systems a convenient way
to organize this historical overview of the defenses of Portsmouth Harbor and the site
26
development of Fort Point.
Subheadings in the following report consist of both a descriptor (usually the name of the major
coastal- defense system of the time) and a date range. The date ranges are meant to indicate the
span of chronological events referenced in the text, and do not necessarily correspond to the
beginning or end dates of the system. These systems or periods are:
The American First System (1794- 1806)
The Second System (1807- 1815)
The Third System (1816- 1869)
Post- Civil War Developments (1870- 1885)
The Endicott System (1886- 1905)
The Taft System (1906- 1914)
The 1915 Board of Review System (1915- 1939)
The 1940 Program (1940- 1948)

26
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AMERICAN
DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS,
1794- 1950’s
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THE AMERICAN FIRST SYSTEM
(1794- 1806)

The National Context
Not too many years after independence, the new American republic was again faced with the
possibility of war. Potential conflict again with the British in 1794 led Congress to address a
systematic solution to national coast defense. It was the first time the national government
prescribed a major national program.
In January 1794 Congress appointed a committee to investigate the needs of coastal
fortifications. The committee reported back in February, and on March 20, 1794, Congress
approved the recommendations and funding. Twenty- one ports were to receive fortifications,
and garrisons were approved using federal troops and pay (quite a variance from the previous
practice of utilizing state militias for this role). The locations selected for artillery defenses
appear to have been mostly based on where past experience had indicated a need. The forts
were to be built primarily of earth: they were intended to protect against a surprise raid, rather
than a full- scale invasion. Earthen forts would also be cheaper and faster to build, given the
threat of imminent war with England. The guns to be utilized were those already available.
Schools in the United States were not yet producing any military engineers, so Secretary of War
Henry Knox recruited a number of foreign engineers to supervise the design and construction
of forts. Frenchman Etienne Bechet de Rochefontaine received a commission to supervise such
work in the northeast from New London, CT, to Portland, ME. A new Corps of Artillerists and
Engineers was formed by the Act of May 9, 1794, specifically to build and garrison the
27
anticipated new posts.
Even though this system is called a national program or system, aside from the fact that it was
funded by a single enabling act, there was little relationship between one port’s defense and
another’s. The regional engineers designed the works themselves. For example, Rochefontaine
decided to build small redoubts of sod and stone, each mounting 10- 14 guns. It is arguable as to
whether some of these should even be called “forts” – at the time they were described as
“narrow redoubts.” Since most of the land and a substantial part of the armament used came
from the various states, the supervising engineers were careful to get review and approval of
their designs from governors and other state officials. Beyond Congress’ limitations on expense
and its desire to use earthen works for speed of construction, there was no overall design or
specifications for the emplacements. In truth, the system was a simultaneous construction of
about 40 independent defensive works. Perhaps half a dozen colonial or Revolutionary War
27
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forts were found in good enough condition to be repaired or enhanced, rather than destroyed
28
and replaced.
Most of the guns used in the forts remained from the Revolutionary War, and constituted the
same mixture of types, sizes, and ages described previously. In many cases the states turned over
part of their inventories of cannon to be installed in the federal forts. The 24- and 32- pounder
sizes were preferred for fortifications, but there were far too few of these for every fort to get
them. One focus of effort was to replace expedient naval gun carriages with new wooden
“traveling” carriages, many of which were fabricated at the fort locations themselves. Another
goal was to build furnaces at the major posts for heating shot, since an effective technique of the
day was to fire hot shot at water level to embed in and ignite the wooden hulls of enemy ships.
Soon after the work was commenced the threat of war with England diminished. However, just
four years later (in 1798), the United States entered into the Quasi- War with France, and efforts
29
were again begun to reinforce coastal defenses. Since this work consisted mostly of enhancing
and completing the earlier works, it is generally considered a second phase of the First System,
rather than a separate generation. Congress approved another $115,000 in funding in late 1797
to continue work. In 1798 the Navy Department was created, and in 1800 the first six federal
navy yards were designated. Among the six was a construction yard in Kittery, adding
considerably to the importance of defending Portsmouth then and thereafter.

The First System in Portsmouth Harbor
The Act of May 9, 1794, listed Portsmouth Harbor (Fig. CH- 9) as one of 21 ports to be
protected. It recommended that the harbor be defended by one work for 15 guns, for a cost of
$2,946 (soon scaled back to nine guns and a cost of $2,527). The plan was to construct at Fort
Point a new fort of masonry and sod with quarters for a garrison and a shot furnace. No other
forts were recommended for Portsmouth Harbor, but it was recognized that militia- type
earthen batteries could supplement the new forts, as happened during the Revolutionary War.
The surviving records are not clear on how much of the form or material from Fort William and
30
Mary was utilized in the construction of the new fort.
Major Rochefontaine built the new work soon after money became available. He obtained the
funds directly from Joseph Whipple, the local customs collector in the port. Secretary of War
Thomas F. Pickering reported the work completed by the beginning of 1796. It consisted of a
fort of earth with masonry facing, which included a separate magazine, barracks, shot furnace,
and palisades. It was designed for seven heavy cannons and six lighter traveling guns. The
peacetime garrison was to be one subaltern (junior lieutenant) and 24 men. In 1798, the funding
28
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from the second phase became available. Another $1,000 was appropriated for repairs and
additional construction at the fort. The first federal garrison arrived at the post in 1799 – part of
the 2nd Company of the Corps of Artillerists and Engineers under Captain Amos Stoddard. The
name “Fort Constitution” was first used by Secretary of War Henry Dearborn in
correspondence dated December 8, 1801, although the exact naming authority and date have
not been located. Fort Constitution remained the official name of the Army post on Fort Point
until the fort was deactivated after the Second World War. A long brick barracks (20 by 62 feet)
31
was begun adjacent to the gun battery in 1801, but was not completed until 1806. A total of
32
$18,594.48 was spent on the fort during the years 1794- 1805.
Adjacent to the fort, a new hexagonal wooden lighthouse 85 feet high was built in 1803 about
100 yards south of the 1771 lighthouse. The lighthouse was shortened in 1854, but it remained
operational and a Portsmouth landmark until replaced by a cast- iron tower on the same site in
33
1877.
A remarkable commander arrived at Fort Constitution in 1806, and he had a significant role in
the development of the fort until his departure in 1821. John de Barth Walbach was a French
soldier (Alsatian by birth) who had joined the American Army in 1799 as a lieutenant of light
34
dragoons. Despite his lack of training as an engineer, he found himself posted to the command
of the Portsmouth defenses in 1806. Walbach had a very long, successful career in the U.S.
Army. After he left Portsmouth in 1821 he was promoted to Colonel, and eventually rose to
brevet Brigadier General. When he died in 1857 he was the oldest officer on active duty at age
93. Walbach was generally well- liked in the Portsmouth community, and he applied energy and
35
enthusiasm to his military appointment.
Figure CH- 10 is a sketch of Fort Constitution drawn by Captain Walbach shortly after he
arrived there in the summer of 1806. He also prepared a key to the structures shown on his
sketch (Fig. CH- 11). He sent both in a letter to an unnamed colonel, describing the fort and its
many shortcomings. “By this you will see, Colonel, how we are cramped up here, and that the
36
works, laid out on a mere oblong square, are neither fit for Defense or offence [sic]….” The
sketch indicates that the fort was “54 paces” long by “25 paces” wide. The sketch also suggests
that the north, east, and south walls of the fort were masonry “parapets”; the landward west
wall, facing the access road to the fort, was a wooden palisade. Within the fort was a
“commenced” powder magazine in the northwest corner; a “Frame Store house at present
outfitted as Barracks” in the southwest corner; an unfinished well along the south wall; and a
structure “called a Block House, at present occupied by the officers” along the east wall.
Outside the fort next to the gate in the west wall was a guard house. One the other side of the
gate was the foundation of the large brick barracks started in 1801, “some what damaged having
been left uncovered.” The key page showed it as containing four rooms each measuring 14 by
18 feet. West of the barracks foundation was a carpenter’s shop, the light keeper’s house, and a
“Doctors Quarters & Hospital.”
31
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Figure CH- 9. “Plan of the Town of Portsmouth Including New- Castle, or Great Island,” by Phineas Merrill, 1805.
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Figure CH- 10. Sketch of Fort Constitution by Captain Walbach, July 1806.
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Figure CH- 11. Key to 1806 sketch (Figure CH- 10).

THE SECOND SYSTEM
(1807 – 1815)

The National Context
Increasing tensions with the British also initiated the Second System. Desperate British efforts
to blockade Napoleonic France resulted in the abuse of American seamen, the Chesapeake/
37
Leopard affair of June 22, 1807, being a prime example. Congress began discussions on new
fortifications in late 1807, leading to a new appropriations act in January 1808. The $1 million
specified in this act was the single largest appropriation yet made by the United States for any
38
purpose. This reflected the fact that American planners had a comparatively large number of
ports, rivers, and roadsteads to defend. A European power might have a dozen or fewer ports
needing defensive resources, but the Second System had to be designed to cover no fewer than
30 locations. The authorizing act stipulated which ports were to be protected (assigning a rank
of either high or low priority), and projected size and expense for each planned work.
Additional acts addressed the raising of garrison units and a modest start to new cannon
production.
Not surprisingly, this system had much in common with its immediate predecessor. Many of
the new works were modifications of the forts and sites begun in the First System, but enlarged
for more guns and equipped with better troop accommodations. Most of the new works that
were started were still small and built of earth and masonry materials, as dictated by constraints
of both time and money.
One significant difference with the Second System was its reliance on engineers born and
trained in America, as opposed to foreign officers. The establishment of the new engineering
academy at West Point in 1802 produced expertise in military architecture soon sufficient to
meet the need. In addition, several construction techniques are notable for this period. First,
the use of more durable masonry facing to protect outer walls became more prevalent. Second,
designers often used semicircular or elliptical traces for at least part of the exterior – particularly
for the gun- armed walls facing the channel or water. Finally, the engineers began
experimenting with all- masonry casemated forts, i.e., tiered layers of guns firing out of
embrasures. While only a few of these “castles” were begun in the Second System, they paved
39
the way for much more extensive employment in the subsequent generation.
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The armament used was, to a large extent, again a mixture of new and old cannons on hand.
However, significant efforts were made to standardize defensive armament to fewer gun types
and sizes. Brass was dropped in favor of cast- iron construction for all large seacoast cannon.
New large guns were introduced, including almost 60 powerful 42- and 50- pounders
specifically intended for Castle Williams in New York Harbor. American ordnance experts
introduced a new type of gun capable of firing both solid shot and explosive shell called the
Columbiad. Finally, most forts had guns equipped with traversing seacoast carriages designed
specifically for fortification use, though the carriages were still of nonstandard wooden
40
construction and often built locally at the fort itself.
Work on the new system’s forts was pursued aggressively between 1808 and 1812, when most
routine funding stopped. Approximately 24 forts had been completed, and another 32 lesser
enclosed works or batteries were mostly ready. Altogether they were designed to hold about
41
750 guns. The seacoast defense program was mostly complete when war next came in 1812.

The Second System in Portsmouth Harbor
Portsmouth Harbor, now the site of an operating dockyard producing capital ships for the U.S.
Navy, was among the priority sites to be defended in the Second System. Money was approved
for a major modernization of Fort Constitution. Expenditures for the fortifications at Fort
42
Constitution amounted to $64,428 for the period 1806 to the end of the War of 1812.
Additionally, it was determined that a second major post in Portsmouth Harbor was needed.
The sites preferred for this post were all in New Hampshire, but authorities could not get good
terms for the land needed. Instead, a site on the Kittery shore in Maine was secured on March
12, 1808. The Maine location would be a good complementary position to Fort Constitution,
providing fire down the channel towards entering ships.
In April 1808, Secretary of War Dearborn directed that work be started on the fort, and
construction began quickly. An additional $4,000 was granted the next year to complete
43
improvements at both forts. The Kittery fort was named Fort McClary. In the fall of 1809, it
was described as an enclosed elliptical battery built of stone, brick, and sod, with a wooden
44
palisade to the rear. The curved water battery mounted 10 guns of 18- and 24- pounder size
carried on plank platforms. There was a barracks for 50 men and two officers, a hot- shot
furnace, and a separate brick magazine. The ramparts extended 54 yards, were 13 feet thick,
and were faced with a masonry revetment wall 6 feet high. The battery stood 63 feet above low
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water. By 1811, both forts were essentially built, armed, and only in need of a wartime- sized
garrison to perform their defensive duties.

The Second System at Fort Constitution
Repairs to the First- System Fort Constitution began in 1806, under the command of Captain
Walbach. That year the fort received $4,000 to complete the first brick barracks and start a
second. The next year, New Hampshire ceded additional adjacent property to the federal
government. Following the Chesapeake incident, Washington issued orders to mount the dozen
cannon on hand at Fort Constitution. Then, on February 29, 1808, orders were issued by
regional engineer Joseph G. Swift (incidentally, the first person ever to graduate from West
Point) to begin construction on the “new” Fort Constitution. Most of the structural work
seems to have been accomplished rapidly, since it was reported at the end of 1808 to be mostly
46
complete. Additional funds were received later that year to build a hospital outside the fort, on
the approach land to the west, and to move the light keeper’s house so it would not interfere
47
with the gun batteries.
The Second- System Fort Constitution was apparently similar in shape to – but somewhat larger
than – the First- System work, based on a comparison of Figure CH- 10 and later maps (e.g.,
Figure CH- 18 from 1820). The “new” fort continued to display a generally rectangular shape
(Fig. CH- 12) that occupied most of the peninsula’s east end. However, it also included a large
semicircular bastion at its northeast corner that covered the outermost rocky point, which had
been outside the earlier fort. This was the site of the most critical, channel- facing battery. The
new fort also had at its southwest corner a smaller bastion to provide flank firing along the
western gorge wall. The scarp walls were finished to a height of 14 feet, and the interior and
exterior of the walls were finished with either brick or stone in mortar. The exterior perimeter
of the fort measured 340 yards, the walls at the parapet were 8 to 11 feet thick, and the crest of
the parapet measured 38 feet above low water. The main gate (sally port) faced west, and was
protected with a heavy porticullis and a guard house. Two smaller sally ports in the north and
south walls led to the dock in use at that time, and to the fort’s only well, respectively.
The fort was designed for 37 cannon, but with room for 10 more if needed. All of the cannon
were mounted “en barbette” – they were placed atop the ramparts, firing over earth and
masonry parapets. Walbach built his own gun carriages here, with wood and tools partly
supplied by the Navy Yard.
The interior of the new fort contained a parade ground, quarters, a mess room, two magazines,
and a furnace. Accommodations were built for 150 men, though usually the partial company
assigned here amounted to no more than 40- 50 soldiers. A large house sat at the east end of the
parade ground; Figure CH- 12 labels it the “Captain’s House.” A house of identical shape is seen
on Captain Walbach’s sketch of 1806, and it may be the same building. The brick quarters for
45
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officers and men also seem to be those built in 1801- 1806 – outside the walls of the First- System
fort, but inside the walls of the larger, Second- System fort. On the grounds outside the fort to
the west were additional buildings for officers and men, a hospital, quarters for the surgeon, and
open storehouses.
It was remarked at the time that the whitewashed walls, red brick, and bright granite made a
48
beautiful contrast from the distance. Figure CH- 13 is an early but undated drawing of the west
side of the fort; it appears to show the main sally port, and whitewashed walls, red brick, and
“bright granite” cited by Weaver. Figure CH- 14 shows the rear of the sally port.
On July 4, 1809, a terrible accident occurred at the fort. The firing of guns for the Independence
Day celebration went awry. Gunpowder to be used was spread on the terre plein to dry prior to
use (a common practice), and it accidentally ignited. Seven people were killed, including
celebrating civilians. Walbach’s residence – the Captain’s House, at the northeast end of the fort
49
– was damaged, though he and his family were not injured. The house was later repaired, but it
50
burned completely in 1861.

The War of 1812 and Walbach Tower
The outbreak of the War of 1812 found the two federal works completed and at least partially
garrisoned by professional soldiers. In addition, battery sites remaining from the Revolutionary
51
War were regarrisoned by state militia. A militia company occupied the Revolutionary
earthwork battery at Jerry’s Point and manned the nine 6- and 9- pounders mounted there.
Forts Washington and Sullivan, in the inner harbor were also reoccupied.
No threat immediately materialized. However, in 1814 a British naval expedition captured the
American Fort Sullivan at Eastport, Maine, and fears of that force continuing down the New
England coast were justified. Only 30 guns were defending Portland, Maine, at the time.
Portsmouth Harbor had 50, of which 30 were at Fort Constitution. Walbach, reinforced with
militia, commanded a total force of about 2,500 men.
At the height of this alarm, Walbach began constructing an additional defensive work for Fort
Point. Over the summer of 1814 he used military personnel and citizen volunteers to construct a
tower 210 yards west of Fort Constitution. It was placed on a rocky eminence known as Jordans
52
Rock, and was designed to provide cannon coverage of the landward approach to the fort, and
of Town Beach to the south and the river to the north. It was described as a circular tower about
53
20 feet tall with an exterior diameter of 58 feet, and an interior dimension of 50 feet. It was
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entered through a low doorway on the northeast side, and contained three small casemates with
54
embrasures for 4- pounder guns. The wooden roof was supported by a masonry pillar, and was
encircled by a scarp wall with six embrasures in it. Mounted on the roof was a single 32pounder traversing cannon borrowed from a naval ship, which could fire through any of the
embrasures. The tower was constructed mostly of brick, and held a small magazine for use by its
defenders. Its appearance is described more fully in Section 2, “Walbach Tower.”
Apparently the work was a local expedient of Captain Walbach’s, rather than a planned element
of the Second System. The role of the War Department (if any) and the source of funding are
55
not known. A romanticized poem written in 1884 says that the tower was built in a single night.
The size of the tower makes it clear that this was not the case; this account probably refers to the
56
repair of existing forts in Portsmouth Harbor in 1813. In recognition of its creator, militia
Brigadier General John Montgomery issued an order on October 2, 1814, to name the structure
“Castle Walbach.”
Towers had long been used in coastal defense as an inexpensive way to protect an isolated, lessimportant port, or to augment a larger work. Towers of the type built by Walbach were called
Martello towers. The name came from a French tower at Martella Point, Corsica, that easily
repelled an assault by British warships in 1794. Impressed, the British built almost 200 such
th
towers around the globe in the early 19 century. With a little variation in spelling, these became
known as Martello towers.
A large number of these towers were built in Canada, for land as well as seacoast defenses. (See
Appendix D- 2.) The United States had far fewer. The first such tower was built in Newport,
Rhode Island, in 1801. A second was built in 1809- 1810 at Fort Warburton (now Fort
Washington), Maryland. The outbreak of the War of 1812 caused a third to be built in 18121813 at Fort Stevens, Hallet’s Point, New York. Another four towers were started between 1829
57
and the early 1860’s, all on the southern coastline, but not all were completed or manned.
There was no standardized design for American Martello towers. A true Martello tower had its
entry on a raised, second floor, and its heaviest guns mounted on the roof. The tower at Fort
Constitution was shorter than most of the British towers, and had its entry through a shortened,
ground- level door. Unfortunately, no plan survives of the Fort Constitution tower, but we have
written descriptions, and significant portions of the tower survived long enough to be
photographed (e.g., Fig. CH- 15).
The war ended in 1815, without the arrival of enemy forces at Portsmouth; the defenses thus
went untested. The militia went home, and the forts were again allowed to deteriorate due to
the weather. However, the success of the British raid on the District of Columbia and the
burning of Washington left a distinct impression on military planners and Congress alike. Plans
were made almost immediately to build – over time – a very strong, permanent system of defense
for the American coastline.
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Figure CH- 12. Plan of Fort Constitution, built 1808- 1809.
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Figure CH- 13. An early undated drawing of the main sally port of Fort Constitution. Aspects of the
drawing − including the design of the sally port, the very light- colored walls, the lack of a northwest
bastion, and the brick buildings − indicate that it depicts the Second- System Fort Constitution.
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Figure CH- 14. The back side of the old sally port and its portcullis, shown in a
photograph from the early 1900’s.
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Figure CH- 15. View of Walbach Tower., 1898, looking north toward Kittery, Maine.

THE THIRD SYSTEM
(1816 – 1869)

The National Context
Artillery Defenses
Secretary of War James Monroe reported to Congress in 1816 that the losses suffered by
American troops during the War of 1812 were directly related to the relative weakness of the
coastal defenses. Within a year after the Treaty of Ghent in 1815 ending that war, Congress
moved decisively to remedy the situation. The goal was to mitigate losses in future wars, or even
to prevent them altogether, by making the coast as impregnable as practical. Recognizing the
need for technical expertise and political neutrality, Congress authorized in November 1816 the
formation of a special board, the Board of Engineers for Fortifications. It was to be comprised
of professional Army officers, Navy representatives, and – when necessary – local engineers,
augmented by a hired “skillful assistant.” The latter turned out to be a French engineering
expert, General Simon Bernard. Over the next several years this Board of Engineers for
Fortifications made strenuous efforts to thoroughly analyze the defense situation and formulate
recommendations. Compared to the first two systems it was broad in scope, including not only
coastal fortifications but also floating batteries, interior lines of communications (highways and
canals), land defense of forts, and military organization. Defenses were analyzed not just for
their tactical advantages, but also as mutually supporting strategic strong points. Generally local
engineers actually designed the new forts and works, though with important oversight, approval,
and sometimes fairly specific suggestions from the engineering experts on the board – mostly
58
General Bernard and American Colonel Joseph Totten.
The board initially made some regional reviews and, in February 1821, submitted a
comprehensive report prioritizing defense construction. Recommended defenses were
classified in three priorities – those most urgent for commercial and naval harbors, those for
cities of secondary import or at least already somewhat protected by previous works, and those
that could await completion and not endanger the safety of the nation.
In its earliest years the board reported regularly to Congress, and funding was made annually in
the military appropriations bill. The War Department and the Army Corps of Engineers decided
where to spend what on the national plan. In subsequent years, the board became more or less
institutionalized, and reporting was done through the Corps’ Chief of Engineers or the Secretary
of War, rather than directly to Congress. Also, appropriations were increasingly made for
specific sites or works, rather than as general- purpose funding. In more recent history, this
58
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generation has been referred to as the Third System; however, at the time it was referred to as
the Permanent System. The term “permanent” reflected two aspects of the system: its forts were
large and built of masonry, not earth; and they were expected to meet the nation’s defense needs
indefinitely. This system lasted almost 50 years, and it has left us with nearly 60 large masonry
works as evidence of its comprehensive scope.
Several different styles and types of works were constructed, due to the length of time the
system was active and the large number of engineers ultimately involved. Some overall
generalities can be made. Almost every one of the works involved considerable amounts of
masonry, often reflecting what building materials were available: granite in the northeast,
sandstone in the mid- Atlantic, and brick in the south. Extensive use was made of casemated
batteries, and – starting in the late 1840’s – several impressive multi- layer forts (tower bastions)
were built at constricted sites where the maximum number of guns had to be located. Bastions
to provide flanking fire were used in most locations. Exterior batteries were frequently used to
augment the forts; towers, blockhouses, and redoubts were occasionally added, as well. Some
sites even included elaborate European- style landward defensive outworks, including redoubts
and subterranean mining galleries.
The funds required to complete such a system were enormous for an emerging economy like
that of the United States. Some forts would take more than 20 years of work to complete. Even
after 50 years, places on the original list remained undefended, although new locations were
added in major revisions of 1826, 1836, and 1851. In order to enhance defense at some locations
not scheduled to receive a new work, the board began in 1838 an extensive program of upgrading the best of the Second- System works still useful. This effort continued through the
59
1840’s, and in this way, about 20 existing forts were incorporated into the Third System.
This time period also saw a significant effort by the Army’s Ordnance Department to
standardize and improve the armament available to the American military. As early as 1818, a
board was formed to establish a permanent system of artillery for land service. This board
evolved through several editions, and progressively the quality and quantity of seacoast artillery
improved. New patterns of heavy 24- and 32- pounder seacoast cannons went into production
starting in 1819.
Another new generation of 8- and 10- inch Columbiads became available in the 1840’s. (The
nomenclature of these guns reflects the fact that around this time, cannon started to be classified
by the diameter of their bore, rather than the weight of their shot.) Then, in the 1860’s came the
most advanced version of the smoothbore, muzzle- loading, cast- iron gun – the Rodman
cannon. Available in 8- , 10- , and 15- inch sizes, it was a very powerful weapon and destined for
60
extensive use in the Civil War and the subsequent generation.
However, despite efforts to increase production, there were never enough cannons to fill all of
the specified locations in forts. Throughout the later years of the Third System, the cannon
61
deficit was about 2,000 individual guns. Admittedly, guns were somewhat mobile, and
production could be increased faster than new forts could be constructed. Still, the situation
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would have been unacceptable if the Civil War had been with a European power possessing a
strong fleet.

The Civil War and the Submarine Mining Experience
The Civil War caused much technological progress in weaponry. In the area of coastal defense,
new and very powerful types of guns made their debut. These included the heavy modern
Rodman and Dahlgren types of cast- iron smooth- bore guns, and the temperamental but even
more potentially dangerous rifled cannon such as the Parrott rifle. Their longer range and
increased destructive power presented problems for the seacoast defenders. Effective use of
these guns by an enemy could achieve the rapid destruction of masonry forts. As a
consequence, the Civil War was the last period that American engineers would extensively build
large, exposed masonry defensive structures. Defenses such as the new Fort Constitution and
the upgraded Fort McClary became obsolete during their construction. Steam- driven warships
added another challenge: coastal defenders could no longer rely on slow sailing ships having to
stop to change tack and negotiate a channel bend, such as that on the Piscataqua River.
Finally, the successful application of electrically fired submarine mines was another important
technology to emerge from the war. Mines that detonated upon contact had been in use since
the Revolutionary War. However, the electrical firing of mines was a new wartime
62
development. It appears that electrically fired mines were first used in an actively planted
minefield in the Crimean conflict of 1854- 1855. The Russians planted a field of galvanic ground
mines near Yenikale, but ground forces overran the nearby control station before a suitable
target vessel approached. The Austrians at Venice had attempted an elaborate system during the
Austrian- French conflict of 1859. Submerged iron containers holding 400 pounds of guncotton
were connected by insulated cables to land stations. Since the French never attacked the harbor
during the war, the system was never used. This system was redeployed in modified form again
during the Austrian- Prussian- Italian War of 1866, but again, no detonations were ever
attempted. Confederate forces in the Civil War made by far the most extensive, and successful,
63
attempt to apply mining technology.
Famed hydrographer Matthew Fontaine Maury, who resigned his U.S. commission in April
1861 to serve in the Confederate forces, was responsible for early efforts in the field. Maury
championed the use of submarine mines fired by electricity as an inexpensive way of protecting
the long southern coastline in the absence of a competitive navy. Maury was more than just a
persuasive advocate, however; he conducted trials to determine the best system, and
participated in the operations of the Submarine Battery Service that he had created. During the
war, galvanic systems were deployed in the Mississippi River, at Randolph Bluffs above
Columbus, KY; along the coast, at Charleston, Mobile, Savannah, and Wilmington (NC); and in
the St. John’s River in Florida and most extensively in the James River in Virginia. In some
places the mines used were very large, including Charleston, where in 1863 a few former steam
62
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boilers filled with 3,000 pounds of gunpowder were placed at key locations, to be detonated by a
man from an observation station on shore. On April 7, 1863, the Union ironclad USS New
Ironsides anchored not far from Fort Sumter, directly over one of the mines, but efforts to
detonate the mine failed. Later it was discovered that the cable – which ran across the beach –
had been severed by a wagon passing over it. An opportunity for a significant success was barely
missed; the New Ironsides was one of the world’s most powerful warships at the time. Usage in
the James River did finally bear fruit. On May 6, 1864, the Commodore Jones was lost with
almost 40 men below Drewry’s Bluff.
The technical outfitting of these systems presented major problems. The South’s lack of
industrial manufacturing capability, and the urgency to deploy mines, limited the defenders’
access to mine cases with sufficiently watertight seals. Time and again, the barrels, pots, boilers,
and other random containers pressed into service to hold the explosives allowed water to leak in
and either spoil the electrical connection or wet the powder itself. Attempts to detonate mines
frequently produced nothing but frustration when the electrical circuit was closed. Other
problems included getting the right cables, and – to a lesser extent – batteries and fuses. The
Confederates’ difficulties were not lost on the Union Army. Clearly, a successful submarine
mining defense required that preparations and equipment be secured in advance of any actual
64
conflict.

The Third System in Portsmouth Harbor
The recommendations of the Board of Engineers for Fortifications in 1821 put Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, into the second grouping of priorities (along with eight others). It was ranked
seventh on another list of American ports to be defended, due to the importance of both its
commercial and naval interests (Fig. CH- 16). The board’s report called for a single new fort.
This work was estimated to cost $500,000 (out of an initial total estimate of about $8 million). It
was to need 1,000 men at wartime strength, but only 100 in peacetime garrison. The work was to
be at Fort Point, essentially replacing the Second- System Fort Constitution. Figures CH- 17
65
through CH- 19 show the older fort at this time. Judging by the recommendations for a single
work, the new fort was intended to be the only national defense for Portsmouth Harbor.
The actual construction schedule turned out to be much different than might have been
expected, given the site’s relatively high priority and the language of the board’s 1821 report.
No immediate funding for any new work in Portsmouth Harbor was forthcoming, either from
the early general appropriations, or from the specific congressional appropriations that
followed. The same was true for a number of other ports where a reasonably powerful older
66
work already existed. While not explicitly stated anywhere, this seems to have been an
unofficial way of extending limited resources.
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In the late 1830’s some attention was finally directed toward the works in Portsmouth Harbor.
Chief of Engineers Colonel Joseph Totten in his report of December 1838 advocated the
repairing of old forts at important harbors where new works had not been started. Generally
that meant the replacement of decaying wooden gun platforms with granite ones, mounting of
newer models of seacoast guns and carriages, and some other repairs and modifications to
garrison buildings. This initiative benefited the Second- System Fort Constitution, as will be
explained subsequently, but it also had even more impact on Fort McClary, across the river in
Kittery. The 1821 board report had not slated any improvements for Fort McClary, but the
upgrade initiative caused this fort to be extensively rebuilt, as well. Interest in both forts was
undoubtedly enhanced by increased tensions with British Canada in 1844.
In the early 1840’s, Fort McClary’s earthen gun battery was strengthened, and the reservation
itself was substantially expanded to about 15 acres via the purchase of a new plot of land in
October 1846. The most striking enhancement, however, was the construction of a new
blockhouse. This consisted of a hexagonal (18 ½ feet on a side) granite first story topped by a
second story and roof of logs. The walls of the lower story were pierced with musket
“loopholes,” and the upper story had six cannon embrasures and additional musket ports. Two
small brick houses for riflemen were built on the ledge above and behind the water battery (Fig.
67
CH- 20).
The next decade saw a plan develop for the permanent replacement of Fort McClary. Initially a
small new work for a dozen guns was proposed for the bluff facing the Piscataqua (just half a
mile northeast of Fort Constitution), but eventually a complete rebuilding of Fort McClary was
68
adopted as the most practical plan. This new design was to be a pentagonal enclosed work
built of granite (Fig. CH- 21). The two fronts facing the river would be at a shallow angle;
joining them would be a small caponier (a projecting, small bastion usually meant just for rifle
fire) sweeping the curtain walls and accessible by a stairway and short tunnel from the parade.
The three remaining fronts would provide land defense, and had small bastions each for four
flanking howitzers. Work was begun in 1863, and considerable progress was made, but
69
construction stopped almost as fast as it began and never resumed (Fig. CH- 22). The site was
garrisoned and armed for most of the war, but it never saw action.

The Third System at Fort Constitution
The Second- System Fort Constitution (Fig. CH- 23) had a garrison about one company strong
st
from the 1820’s through the 1840’s. Company I, 1 U.S. Artillery, was posted here from 1821 to
1828, until its transfer to Fort Monroe in Virginia. A local militia company of artillery,
musicians, and artisans (about 50 men altogether) was then posted here until 1852. Among these
67
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was Captain Robert Parker Parrott, noted ordnance inventor and member of a prominent
70
Portsmouth family, who served at the fort as a lieutenant from 1829 to 1831. After 1852,
economic constraints reduced the garrison to a single Army caretaker and occasional training
visits by militia units. Walbach Tower was no longer used defensively, but for several years
71
powder was stored in it, as a sort of auxiliary magazine.
In the 1840’s, the fort itself was upgraded. Less work was done here than at Fort McClary, but it
was in better condition than McClary. The revetted scarp wall was relatively well- maintained,
and the location of the curved wall along the river channel was still satisfactory. Between 1840
and 1844, the scarp wall was raised and coping was placed along the tops of the parade and ramp
walls. The wooden gun platforms were replaced with new ones made of granite blocks. The
armament remained relatively unchanged: an 1842 map (Fig. CH- 24) shows emplacements for
72
41 guns along the barbette tier, and one more in the southwest bastion. However, when the
Civil War started in 1861, only 25 pieces of artillery were actually mounted at the fort. These
consisted of several 32- pounder seacoast guns and 100- pounder seacoast Parrott rifled
73
cannons.
The modernization of Fort Constitution did not derail the Engineer Board’s 1821 recommendation to replace it completely. The plan, first drafted in 1851 (Fig. CH- 25), provided for a fivesided fort – not a regular pentagon, but more like a truncated hexagon, with the longest rear
gorge wall protected by small demi- bastions on its flanks. The adjoining curtain walls were
without bastions, thought unnecessary since the fort occupied virtually all of the peninsula
point. No fewer than three tiers of casemated guns would be topped by the usual barbette
battery behind an earthen parapet. The new fort was to be occupied by 149 guns – 37 on the
barbette layer facing seaward, 10 on the landward barbette, two flanking howitzers (one in the
74
lower casemate of each demi- bastion), and the balance in the casemated gun rooms. The final
design (Fig. CH- 26) is unique to this location, but is fairly typical of late Third- System
casemated tower forts. Forts similar in design and age can be found in New England on the
Kennebec River and in Casco Bay, Maine, as well as in New Bedford, Massachusetts.
Figure CH- 27 shows the interior of the fort in 1862, after the Captain’s house at the northeast
end had burned down, but prior to the start of construction of the Third- System fort. Work on
the new fort was begun by engineer Colonel Henry H. Benham, who was soon succeeded by
Captain Paine and Colonel Macomb. Local contractor William Mathes was authorized to begin
on November 16, 1862. The first work undertaken was the building of the first tier of casemates
of the waterfront curtain walls. Actually, only three of the walls were started; construction of
the northeast wall would require the destruction of the old curved channel- front battery of the
Second- System fort, and this was kept fully armed (Fig. CH- 28) to provide some level of
protection during the critical early years of the Civil War. Figures CH- 29 and CH- 30 show
conditions in 1865. Work slowed when Union progress in the war reduced the level of threat,
and it stopped altogether in 1866. At this point, the first tier of casemates was nearly finished,
though lacking roofs (i.e., the floors of the second tier). The scarp had been raised about 15 feet
in most areas. The embrasures on the most critical eastern and southern fronts were completed,
with functioning doors, and with pintles and traversing rails for the gun carriages. Four of the
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fort’s existing 100- pounder Parrott seacoast cannons were moved to the new wall, where they
remained for decades (Fig. CH- 31). In 1866, the old northeast wall of the Second- System fort
was demolished so that construction could start on its replacement casemated wall, to match the
other three walls. However, all construction ended before the replacement wall could be built.
As indicated previously, construction on the new Fort Constitution coincided with defensive
efforts in Portsmouth Harbor during the Civil War, which included arming and garrisoning
existing fortifications. The seceding southern states did not have a competitive navy, but threats
from raiders (some did visit the New England coast in 1863, with much commotion) and the
possible interference of European navies did prompt action. When war broke out in 1861, a
local militia company of 25 men under the command of Josiah G. Hadley was rushed to man the
vacant fort. A 150- man detachment of the Home Guards and the Portsmouth Volunteer Corps
arrived at the fort soon afterwards. A 42- pounder naval gun from the nearby naval shipyard
75
was emplaced in the southwest bastion. The Hampton Volunteers (or Winnacunnet Guards)
rd
were posted here from May until August 1861. They later became Company D, 3 New
76
Hampshire Volunteer Regiment, which was transferred to the front at Hilton Head, SC. In
1863, the governor suggested that a specific company of volunteer artillery be raised to man the
st
post, and this was done: Battery A, 1 New Hampshire Heavy Artillery, was stationed here from
July 1863 to May 1864, when it was sent to the defense of Washington, D.C.
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Figure CH- 16. Map of Portsmouth Harbor, August 1816, showing the town of Portsmouth, the naval shipyard, and its
defenses. These include old Fort Sullivan on the south shore of Seavey’s Island, Fort Constitution on “Great or New
Castle Island,” and Fort McClary on Kittery Point.
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Figure CH- 17. Map of Great Island, circa 1820, showing the Second- System Fort Constitution and the location of Walbach Tower.

Figure CH- 18. Plan and sections of Fort Constitution, 1820, showing the fort, support buildings outside
the fort, and the location of Walbach Tower.
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Figure CH- 19. Detail of Figure CH- 18.
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Figure CH- 20. A distant view of Fort McClary; on the fort’s central rise can be seen the blockhouse, one of the two brick riflemen’s
houses, and the brick powder magazine.
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Figure CH- 21. Plan and section of the Third- System fort designed for the Fort McClary reservation. As at Fort Constitution,
its progress was interrupted by the Civil War and never completed.
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Figure CH- 22. Recent aerial photograph taken of Fort McClary in 2002, showing the early (1840’s) Third- System blockhouse
surrounded by the outer walls of the late (1860’s) Third- System fort.

Figure CH- 23. Map of New Castle Island, March 1842, showing the Second- System Fort Constitution
on Fort Point. Note: this map was apparently reused and amended at a later date, since it refers to Fort
Stark, not so named until 1900.
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Figure CH- 24. Plan of Land at Fort Constitution, August 1842, showing the 41 gun embrasures of the Second- System Fort Constitution,
and the six embrasures of Walbach Tower.
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Figure CH- 25. Plan showing proposed location of new Third- System Fort Constitution, superimposed over the dotted outline of the SecondSystem fort, 1851. Note that the latter’s curved channel- front battery extends out past the new fort’s northeast wall.
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Figure CH- 26. Plan, sections, and elevations for the new Third- System Fort Constitution, 1861.
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Figure CH- 27. Photograph of the interior of the Second- System Fort Constitution, 1862. Four light artillery pieces are behind
the men, on the former site of the Captain’s House. Hundred- pounder Parrott rifles are in the right background, on center- pintle
mounts, and 32- pounders are on the left wall on front- pintle mounts. Ordnance storehouse and laundry buildings are at right.

Figure CH- 28. Photograph taken in 1861 or 1862, showing some of the guns mounted on the 1808
channel- front northeast wall, which was retained during Third- System construction to provide
protection during the work.
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Figure CH- 30. Photograph of the interior of Fort Constitution, 1865, showing the casemates of the first tier
under construction.

Figure CH- 31. Photograph of the interior of the incomplete Third- System Fort Constitution, 1886.
Only the first tier of the fort was ever finished, but four of its casemates nevertheless received 100pound Parrott rifled cannons, as a gesture of defense.
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POST- CIVIL WAR DEVELOPMENTS
(1870 – 1885)

The National Context
The immediate postwar period saw some continued spending on fortifications. Several key
works had been started during the war but needed completion. In addition, many of the
southern works dating to the Third System needed repair and refitting after the hard- fought
conflict. However, these expenditures were due more to Army institutional inertia than with
any particular endorsement of the types of fortifications being funded. In the late 1860’s, most
Army discussions of fortification were conducted by a standing Corps of Engineers board –
aptly named the Board of Engineers for Fortifications. This board was composed of four career
Army engineers; it interfaced directly with the Chief of Engineers and, at appropriate times, with
the General in Command of the Army, the Secretary of War, and congressional military and
appropriations committees.
The board was directed by the Chief of Engineers in 1869 to address two tasks: to conduct
experiments for iron shields in older casemated works, and to develop recommendations for a
national system of seacoast defense. After receiving the board’s initial conclusions, the Chief of
Engineers and Secretary of War instructed the board to submit more detailed plans for the
following efforts:
•
•
•
•

continued examination into iron shields for scarps and casemates
development of specific projects for additional barbette batteries
development of specific projects for new mortar batteries
development of specific plans for the application of submarine torpedoes for seacoast
defense, and the conduct of trials leading to the perfection of such systems
• preparation of projects for floating obstructions and entanglements

This was done, and the resulting report was forwarded under cover letter of Secretary of War
77
William Belknap on May 7, 1870. The report reflected the fact that the board had no
representation from the Ordnance or Artillery Corps or the Navy. Also, while it described the
system of defense to be used, the report did not contain harbor- by- harbor recommendations.
These were being prepared at the time; they were to be presented as part of each year’s
appropriations requests (which contained amounts for each harbor) and approved internally by
the Army. Thus, the report contained no “master list” of desired posts or batteries, or even
ultimate cost estimates.
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House of Representatives Executive Document no. 271, 41st Congress 2nd Session, May 11, 1870
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1870).
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Artillery Defenses
The general concept for defensive works was described in the board’s report. This represented
a major shift away from the Third System’s emphasis on large, exposed masonry fortifications.
Gun batteries were to be entirely of barbette type – guns on simple platforms being fired over an
appropriate parapet wall. The guns were mounted on traveling gun carriages, so called because
their wheels rode on circular traversing rails. This allowed the carriages and their guns to rotate
easily from side to side when following or changing targets. Usually the guns were emplaced in
pairs on immediately adjacent platforms, with earthen berms (traverses) on either side. The
standard 15- inch Rodman cannons would have 34 feet between them, though in constricted
locations this could be reduced several feet by overlapping the guns’ traversing rails. The berm
on either side of the dual emplacement would protect the guns and crews from enemy fire; in
addition, one would contain the service magazine for the powder needs of the battery. The
batteries followed the local terrain, and attempts were made to blend the sites into the local
geography so as to inhibit their identification from sea. In place of stone or brick, the plans
incorporated the use of concrete – its first widespread application in American defenses.

Mine Defenses
The Army plans for submarine mining in the 1870’s grew directly out of the Civil War
experience. Being on the receiving end of such devices was traumatic. Far too many vessels –
the vast majority of them Federal – had been lost in the war due to torpedoes and submarine
mines. Even more than the physical losses were the psychological implications. Tactical ship
usage and even entire strategic campaigns were constrained and even neutralized by the
presence of a few of these inexpensive devices. The Army rapidly adopted the Confederate
defensive technique as its own, and within a few years had turned the mining expedient into a
fairly well- developed system. The 1870 report of the Board of Engineers for Fortifications had,
as one of its five major initiatives, the use of submarine mines. The first task was to establish a
technical school of submarine mining; this was done at Willets Point, New York – the home of
the engineer battalion – under the direction of Major Henry L. Abbot. Also needed were the
laboratories and equipment necessary for evaluation. Abbot pursued the technical questions
with real energy. A significant pamphlet on the application of electricity for submarine mining
was published in 1873, and a new Instruction Manual for Submarine Mining was completed by
late 1876. The system described would essentially direct coast- defense mining operations for
many years to come. Further revisions of the manual were issued later, and it became the
handbook for use during the Spanish- American War.
Submarine mines would either rest on the seafloor or, more commonly, float on anchor.
Twenty- one mines would comprise a “group,” and would be controlled from a protected,
specially built torpedo casemate, or mining casemate. In the casemate would be the detonating
switches or keys, and electrical power supplied by a galvanic LeClanche- type battery. The
charge was 100 pounds of dynamite for the most commonly used smaller devices (32 inches in
diameter). Usually mines were spaced 50 feet apart, the group of three arranged as points of a
regular triangle, with one mine in front and two in back. This system is basically the same as
later specified for the early Endicott mining projects of the 1890’s. The only improvements
made in the next 15 years related to batteries and electrical equipment. As with the later
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systems, much of the deployment of the mines, junction boxes, and cables was to await the crises
of war itself. Satisfactory experiments were made in placing mines for many years, but it was
recognized that peace- time deployment would jeopardize not only the mining equipment but
also friendly traffic through a channel. Some of the equipment could be acquired on short
notice, such as the mine cases themselves; gunpowder or dynamite; and boats to place the
78
cables, boxes, mines, and anchors.
The original board endorsement had called for the development of mining plans for the nation’s
three primary harbors – Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. However, only the Philadelphia
(Delaware River) and New York defenses were funded. Planning and experimentation began
slowly in 1871- 1872, but Congress withheld much of the money until its members saw a
sufficient number of the engineers’ experiments develop into practical applications. This did
happen, so the Fortification Act of February 21, 1873, included $300,000 for “torpedoes for
79
harbor defenses, and preservation of the same.” This money was intended to accelerate the
mining development in the individual harbor defenses. However, the program was soon
curtailed due to lack of funds. At the end of work in 1876, new mining casemates and cable
galleries in New York and Philadelphia harbors were only partially complete. A dozen other
sites had been awarded board- approved but unfunded projects. One of these was Portsmouth
Harbor, with the major mining operations base to be at Fort Constitution.

Post- Civil War Construction in Portsmouth Harbor
Plans to install the new types of barbette battery defenses at Portsmouth Harbor were approved
in the early 1870’s (Fig. CH- 32). New fortification sites were needed, due to the increased range
of the guns of the age: it was important to keep enemy ships armed with the new guns out of
range of the important city and naval dockyard areas. In 1873, the Army formally acquired two
new reservations. One was on Jerry’s Point, at the southeast tip of New Castle Island. (This
reservation would later become Fort Stark.) Jerry’s Point had been armed with earthen militia
batteries periodically for many years, but until 1873, it was not part of the federal coastaldefense system. The point was a good location for batteries firing directly to the east and
northeast, covering the major approach to Portsmouth Harbor. Also, light guns placed here
could easily protect Little Harbor, immediately south of New Castle Island. The other
reservation was on the southwest tip of Gerrish’s Island in Maine, on the north side of the river.
(This site would later become Fort Foster.) Batteries emplaced here, operating in conjunction
with their counterparts on Jerry’s Point across the channel, would provide a key defensive
position at the mouth of the Piscataqua River.
Construction of earthen and concrete barbette batteries was underway in 1873 on both of these
new reservations. The work at Jerry’s Point was to include the removal of six low parapets of
earth remaining from the War of 1812 militia battery here, and the construction of a two- armed
linear battery capable of supporting 12 15- inch Rodman cannons. Soon the plan was scaled
back to a smaller, eight- gun battery (Fig. CH- 33). Gerrish’s Island was to get a single L- shaped
battery for 12 such guns. Most of the structural work for the magazines and foundations was
78

A partial description of the working elements of the 1870’s mining system can be found in
correspondence from Feb. 22, 1874, pp. 80- 87; Entry 59; RG 77; NAB.
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Annual Report for 1873, Report of the Secretary of War, “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” p. 25.
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completed before work was stopped due to the small appropriations made in fiscal years 187480
1876 for these batteries. However, none of the original intended armament was ever mounted.
Both sites were reused for later defensive works, so virtually all of the 1873 structures were
either destroyed or buried, and only some fragments remain at Jerry’s Point.
At Fort Constitution a plan was approved for a similar type of defensive work. Two barbette
batteries were to be located on the narrow peninsula south of Fort Constitution, joined at their
north ends to form a large V (Fig. CH- 34). The arm facing north was designed to have six guns,
while the arm facing south was to have eight guns. Congress never provided any funds for the
project, however, so it was never built.
The years between 1870 and 1895 were fairly quiet at Fort Constitution (Figs. CH- 35 and CH36). Only a small caretaker detachment – often just a single ordnance sergeant – was stationed
there. In 1874 the smaller of the two brick magazines within the old Second- System fort was
destroyed; it was replaced with a temporary emplacement for two smooth- bore 15- inch
Rodman guns on wooden platforms, probably used mostly for training. In 1877, the current 4881
foot- high, cast- iron tower was built on the same foundation as the 1803 wooden lighthouse.
Four of the original 100- pounder seacoast Parrott rifles continued in use at Fort Constitution.
In 1889, an inspection report revealed that the four were badly rusted. The single ordnance
sergeant at the post could not keep vandals out of the post: it was not fenced, with only a
crumbling rock wall separating the reservation from adjacent property. The muzzle tampions of
82
the guns were stolen or driven into the bores, and rubbish was inside all four gun tubes. By
1896 the post was reporting six dismounted 15- inch Rodmans (but only one carriage), and the
four mounted (but rusted) Parrotts.
Fort McClary fared no better; the old wooden and brick buildings served but slowly
deteriorated. In 1894, local health officials became alarmed when the daughter of the sergeant’s
housekeeper came down with diphtheria. The Ordnance Department ordered the sergeant to
get rid of his unsanitary pigpen on the post. Actually, McClary was listed as having more
surviving ordnance than Fort Constitution at this time – nine Rodmans and two 300- pound
Parrotts – but most of the guns were unmounted and lying near the dock.
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Reports of the Chief of Engineers, 1873- 1876; in Annual Reports of the War Department
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office).
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Website of the Friends of Portsmouth Harbor Lighthouse, pp. 3- 4. The new lighthouse was actually
assembled inside the old one, which was then removed.
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Figure CH- 32. Map of Portsmouth Harbor, 1866, adapted in 1872 to show the angles of fire of proposed new batteries.
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Figure CH- 33. Plan of a battery built at Jerry’s Point circa 1872. Note: this plan is dated 1892, when it was used to depict the existing, preEndicott defenses at the site. Most of this arrowhead- shaped battery for eight guns was constructed, but later destroyed or buried during
construction of the Endicott batteries in the early 1900’s.
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Figure CH- 34. Plan and sections of battery proposed for Fort Constitution but never constructed, March 1872.
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Figure CH- 35. Plan showing pre- Endicott defenses at Fort Constitution, 1892.

Figure CH- 36. View of Fort Constitution, looking east, circa 1890.
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THE ENDICOTT SYSTEM
(1886 – 1905)

The National Context
The mood in the country and Congress towards military expenditure began to change in the
early 1880’s. This change coincided with some significant technological advances, and with the
comprehension that the country was becoming a true international power. The U.S. Navy was
reborn with its first steel, steam- powered ships in 1883 and, in an act of March 3, 1885,
Congress authorized the creation of a new board to recommend a system of coastal defense for
the United States. This board was chaired by Secretary of War William C. Endicott, and
consisted of two engineers, two ordnance officers, two naval officers, and two civilians. Its
recommendations and subsequent generation of works have become known as the Endicott
System.
The board presented its report to Congress in January 1886. As with previous efforts, it both
described the type of defenses needed, and contained a priority list of recommended locations.
No new type of emplacement design was specifically designated; the principal features of the
abortive 1870’s generation continued in use. Forts were to consist of individually dispersed
batteries. The use of armored turrets, armored casemates, and barbette batteries with earth on
concrete parapets were advocated. Mortars were to be extensively deployed. The board spent
considerable effort in describing floating defenses. At the time it was thought best to utilize the
Navy for offensive purposes. However, heavy floating batteries and swift torpedo boats were
advocated as reasonable elements of the defensive plan, and hundreds of such were
recommended. Finally the use of submarine mines was reinforced and fully integrated into the
plan. Recognizing the changes in gun technology, the board endorsed the development of steel
high- powered cannon for the defenses. It even went so far as to weigh in positively on the issue
83
of building a federal gun foundry.
More detail was contained in the site recommendations. These included a prioritized list of
American ports needing defense, based once again on an evaluation of commercial port status
(for both international and coastal trade), and on the presence of naval facilities. The passage of
time and wholesale technology changes had rendered the older works completely obsolete. No
mention was made of retaining or modernizing these remnants at any location, though many of
their reservations were still useful as sites for new batteries. Twenty- seven locations were
ranked, although one “location” combined the Great Lake defenses for Detroit, the Saint
Lawrence River, and Lake Champlain. After the program got underway, a few locations were
dropped, but two others were added. In the end, 26 harbor defenses received new seacoast gun
batteries during the Endicott System.
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House of Representatives Executive Document no. 49, 49th Congress, 1st Session (Washington D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1886). Hereafter Endicott Report.
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In contrast with previous systems, there was a substantial time gap between the time Congress
received the recommendations and when it funded the work. This was partially due to the
length of time needed to perfect the new gun and carriage types required for the Endicott
System. The Army had not yet adopted new types of steel, breech- loading guns, much less the
strong carriages needed to mount these powerful weapons. Several years of work by the
Ordnance Department were required to perfect the guns and then finalize the design of the
emplacements needed to carry them. The first appropriation for fortifications within the
system’s guidelines came in 1888, but it was restricted to restarting the submarine mining
project, which had been largely abandoned since the mid- 1870’s. The first major appropriation
to construct batteries did not come until 1892, and the busiest period in terms of work occurred
from 1897 to 1902. Meanwhile, the development of modern weapons progressed significantly,
so what was actually emplaced differed considerably from what the board had envisioned in
1886.

Artillery Defenses
The guns used for the Endicott System were steel, breech- loading rifles of 8- , 10- , and 12- inch
84
size, designed and manufactured in the United States. Smaller guns of 3- inch, 4.7- inch, 5inch, and 6- inch size were also produced or purchased during the Endicott period. A few of the
large guns were emplaced on barbette carriages. These were large, relatively simple devices that
kept the gun at a fixed height as it fired over a concrete parapet. A more innovative design was
the disappearing carriage. Perfected by a pair of Army ordnance officers, this carriage elevated
the gun for firing over the parapet by dropping a weight. After firing, the recoil would depress
the carriage back into a protected position behind the parapet for reloading. Though the
mechanism was relatively complex, a well- trained gun crew could often fire two rounds per
minute with such a mount. Smaller- sized guns – used to protect minefields, the flanks of larger
batteries, and lesser channels – were usually placed on quick- traversing pedestal carriages,
though types of disappearing or masking carriages were used for some combinations. Mortars
were always mounted as high- angle guns, sacrificing range for the ability to drop projectiles
85
onto the relatively vulnerable decks of opponent warships.
The emplacements developed to hold these weapons were also much more complex than the
types formerly used. Large guns were usually emplaced in sets of two or three, in basically a
two- story structure. The lower level would contain the powder magazine and shell room, using
either cranes (in the earliest designs) or mechanical lifts to move the heavy shells to the loading
platform. Other lower rooms were used as guardrooms, storerooms, motor generator rooms,
etc. On the upper level, each gun would rest in its own pit or station, being separated from the
next by a large traverse made of concrete. That traverse would usually cover the overhead of the
magazine, giving it and the side of the gun protection. The earth slope would be brought up to
the front of the battery, so the direction from which enemy shells would most likely approach
would be protected by both concrete and earth. Most emplacements were designed to
withstand bombardment by the heaviest naval guns of the age, primarily the 12- inch size.
84

A single 16- inch gun was also produced.
A technical overview of Endicott guns and carriages can be gleaned from period teaching manuals
such as Frank T. Hines and Franklin W. Ward, The Service of Coast Artillery (New York, NY:
Goodenough & Woglom Co., 1910), Chapter V, Armament, pp. 107- 244.
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Smaller rapid- fire batteries were essentially reduced versions of the larger emplacements,
though they usually dispensed with mechanical ammunition handling (shells were light enough
to hand- carry). Mortars were arranged in pits of four mortars each, and were just a single layer,
with magazines and support rooms being on the flanks or in front of the pits. All of this was
carefully spelled out in Corps of Engineer publications and circular letters made available to
local engineers. While specifications were fairly explicit, the local engineer designed most of the
batteries, though with approval and oversight from his division commander and the Chief of
Engineers in Washington, D.C. Funds were dispersed, structures designed, contracts let, names
assigned, and records kept by individual battery. These became the lowest common units of the
86
Engineer and Artillery Corps, rather than “forts.”

Mine Defenses
Submarine mining formed an integral part of the Army’s plan when fortification expenditures
resumed in the late 1880’s. The Endicott Board specifically recommended that American ports
should be defended with both heavy batteries and submarine mines – going as far as to state that
mines were not accessories of the defense, but an essential feature. Most of the 27 harbors to be
defended were provided with a recommendation for both the numbers of mines and the
controlling mining casemates required. Portsmouth Harbor was to receive a total of 161
submarine mines and two operating rooms (casemates). Even at this relatively early stage, the
value of searchlights was recognized, particularly for discouraging the enemy’s removal of the
mines at night. Portsmouth Harbor was also to receive eight of these new devices.
Unlike with the guns of the system, the technology of the mines and even the procurement of
the necessary materials had been well worked out from 1870 to 1886. The short- lived 1870’s
system had produced specifications for the mines, firing devices, casemates, operating
equipment, and tactical doctrine, which were in large part available for use at the start of the
Endicott program. While the first funding for new heavy gun batteries largely awaited the
development of new rifled steel ordnance and disappearing carriages, money could be spent
immediately on the submarine mining defenses. The first substantial financial authorization by
Congress on September 22, 1888, was for mining projects, and more followed in 1889- 1891. In
approximately 12 years almost 50 mining casemates were authorized and constructed as part of
the Endicott harbor defenses. Since these were to control specific minefields in different
channels, the number of casemates varied from one to five per harbor.
The mines that had been endorsed were of two types, buoyant and ground. Buoyant mines were
floating round or cylindrical steel cases, tethered by cable to an iron anchor weighing 1,000 or
2,000 pounds. The mines would be set at the depth necessary for contact or for the most
effective explosive effect under a ship’s bottom. Ground mines, as the name indicates, were laid
on the bottom of the body of water to be protected. Both types could either be judgment- fired
(detonated by completing an electrical circuit from the casemate) or automatic- fired.
While continual improvements were made in specific aspects of the mining equipment, general
practices remained the same for many years. Mines usually came in two sizes – spherical cases
86

Colonel Eben Eveleth Winslow, Notes on Seacoast Fortification Construction (Washington D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1910).
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either 32 or 40 inches in diameter, capable of holding anywhere from 100 to 400 pounds of
explosives. The 1870’s saw the use of gunpowder; a switch to dynamite was made in the 1880’s.
Trinitrotoluene (TNT) became the explosive of choice in 1912, and remained so throughout the
rest of the mining period. Guncotton was most often used as the priming charge. Mines were
planted in groups of three, with these groups being connected in larger groups of seven, such
that 21 mines comprised what was called a grand group. This arrangement was dictated in the
early years by the maximum number of electrical lines available in the necessary cable. Around
1905, cable became available that carried 19 separate electrical wires, and this led to new grand
groups of 19 mines.
Normally a set of specific buildings would be associated with a mining defense. The mines
would be detonated from a room in the casemate, often called the operating room. In the late
1890’s, it consisted of a single room, containing a coal- oil (kerosene) engine used to generate
electrical current, a storage battery to hold the charge, a switchboard to direct the current to the
proper cables, a detonating switch or key, and the terminus for the electrical cables. The latter
extended out through the floor or wall into a tunnel or gallery leading outside to the shore and
thence on to the mines. The mines and cables would not be deployed until actually needed, and
until then were kept in storage locally. There were different storage buildings for the different
components. The torpedo storehouse would house empty mine cases; the cable tank would be
used to test the heavy, insulated electrical cables immersed in water; the dynamite room would
keep the explosives protected; and the loading room was a covered building where the mines
would be filled with dynamite just prior to planting. Preferably these rooms would be
connected by a tramway using small, wheeled cars to transfer the heavy mines and cable to a
dedicated mining wharf. At the wharf would be the Army vessels used to actually plant the
mines. Sometimes the smaller vessels (mine yawls, mine launches, and distribution- box boats)
would be protected in a mine boat house. Larger vessels, known as mine planters, were scarcer;
they were sometimes shared between several harbors, or permanently located only at the larger
87
defenses.
The outbreak of the Spanish- American War in April 1898 caught the mine service in a mixed
state of readiness. Procedures had been adopted, a significant number of mining casemates had
been constructed, and mining equipment had been procured. Few supporting structures (e.g.,
mine storehouses, explosive storage rooms, and Army boats) existed but, in the emergency,
temporary buildings and leased vessels would be adequate. On the other hand, the technicians
responsible for operating the mine system were lacking in both numbers and training. At this
time, harbor mining operations were conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; not until
about 1901 would this duty fall to the local Artillery garrison.
Fear of Spanish Admiral Cervera’s squadron appearing off the eastern seaboard of the United
States approached panic in the spring of 1898. Many of the Endicott gun batteries were not
completed, and some that were had no armament or ammunition for the guns that were
mounted. Perhaps because of this, the Corps of Engineers moved to deploy immediately the
minefields according to pre- approved plans. Almost all of the major, and several minor, ports
on the Atlantic coast were equipped with mine fields in April and May 1898. Ultimately the
enemy fleet went directly to the Caribbean, and the Army coast defense minefields never had
the chance to demonstrate their effectiveness. However, the military’s ability to deploy this
asset under difficult conditions and incomplete construction still remains impressive.
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The Endicott System in Portsmouth Harbor
Portsmouth Harbor was ranked priority number 22 (out of the initial 27 ranked geographical
defenses) in the original 1886 Endicott board report. Although at this time the city’s population
was less than 10,000, it supported considerable fishing and coastal trade, as well as the Navy
Yard. The object of the defense was to hold the port as a refuge for naval and commercial
traffic, and to protect the town and Navy Yard from bombardment. Recommendations were for
88
barbette batteries of four 12- inch guns and four 10- inch guns, at a cost of about $800,000. A
submarine mine project was also specified for the harbor defenses. The delays in implementing
the entire system, and Portsmouth Harbor’s relatively low priority, combined to absorb a full
decade before final plans were set and serious efforts made to start work.
A sweeping “General Project for Defense” for Portsmouth Harbor was formulated in April 1896
(Figure CH- 37 and Appendix A- 2). By this date a more realistic appraisal of the number and
type of guns was available. No new posts were considered necessary: the three outer
reservations (Fort Point, Gerrish’s Island, and Jerry’s Point) were still considered adequate for
the emplacement of guns, although the latter’s increased range meant that they would face the
open sea approaches, rather than cover the river channel. This project’s recommendations for
armament were as follows:
Fort Point
(Fort Constitution)

two 8- inch disappearing guns
two 6- pounder rapid- fire guns

Gerrish’s Island

three 10- inch disappearing guns
16 12- inch mortars

Jerry’s Point

three 12- inch guns (disappearing if development successful)
two 5- inch rapid- fire guns
two 6- pounder rapid- fire guns

Two minefields, an inner field protected by Fort Constitution, and an outer one protected by
Jerry’s Point and Gerrish’s Island, were also included.
89

The Secretary of War approved the recommendations on May 20, 1896. This plan, with some
modifications – particularly to the emplacement of the lighter weapons – provided the basic
blueprint used for the construction that occurred over the next 10 years.
Implementation of the plan proceeded according to the usual process of the day, which was
generally as follows: The Chief of Engineers would notify the local engineer that funds were
available for constructing a given battery. That individual would then actually design the
emplacement and produce a cost estimate and send it back for approval. After the design was
either approved or modified, funds were deposited and work began – either directly by the
engineers, or by a local contractor. At the appropriate time, the Ordnance Department would
supply the armament and ammunition and supervise its installation. When complete, the
engineers would transfer administratively the battery to the Artillery troops, who would then be
88
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responsible for it. Later modifications could be made by the Artillery Corps (if minor), or by the
90
Engineer Corps. After completion, the batteries were usually officially named by War
Department General Order, often for war casualties or decorated Army officers.
The expansion of the defenses at Portsmouth Harbor was complicated by the relatively small
size of the government reservations there. Gerrish’s Island was a large reservation, about 40
acres, but the site was remote – no good roads or bridges yet existed, and it could be reached
only by boat. Jerry’s Point was a cramped, rocky location of slightly less than 10 acres, and Fort
Point was even smaller. In the Endicott System, the batteries themselves housed only the
armament, not the garrison. Quarters, mess halls, kitchens, hospitals, recreation facilities,
stables, storehouses, ordnance work shops, mining facilities, etc., all needed to be built on land
close to the batteries. The Endicott System used many fewer actual guns at Portsmouth Harbor
than did previous systems, but the guns’ increased complexity of operation and servicing needs
prevented a substantial reduction in personnel. Even as construction started, the question arose
as to how and where to quarter the garrison when the batteries were ready to be turned over to
the Artillery units that would man them.

Fort Foster
The military reservation on Gerrish’s Island was named Fort Foster, for Civil War General John
G. Foster, on April 4, 1900. The site amounted initially to about 40 acres. The eastern part was
quite swampy, and the lack of bridges kept it a true island accessible only by boat for many years.
Also, no good wells were available, and the lack of potable water precluded the housing of a
large garrison here. Indeed, Fort Foster was treated as a subsidiary post until the Second World
War. A small detachment was designated to man the guns and facilities, but it was normally
quartered on one of the reservations at New Castle Island; generally just a small security unit
under a noncommissioned officer actually lived on the post. The guns were not normally fired
in practice, and the site did not host the annual militia training events. Thus, the fort never
acquired the usual collection of quarters or barracks, nor more than a minimal number of
support buildings.
The major gun battery located here was Battery Henry Bohlen. The battery’s construction plans
were submitted in August 1898 and approved the following month. Funds for its construction
came from the Fortification Act of July 7, 1898. The new battery was located directly on top of
the incomplete 1874 battery, and necessitated the complete destruction of that work. It was
completed in early 1901 at a cost of $158,000, and was transferred to Artillery troops on
December 16, 1901. It was named for Brigadier General Henry Bohlen, U.S. Volunteers, who
was killed at Freeman’s Ford in Virginia in 1862. Battery Bohlen was armed with three 10- inch
model- 1895 guns carried on model- 1896 disappearing carriages. In May 1903, designs were
submitted and approved for a battery of rapid- fire guns located northwest of Bohlen, close to
the beach. This unit was named for Brigadier General Edward P. Chapin, U.S. Volunteers, killed
in action at Port Hudson, Louisiana, in 1863. It cost $15,213.09 to build, and it was turned over
to the Artillery Corps on December 31, 1904. The battery consisted of two 3- inch model- 1902
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guns and pedestal mounts. Both Bohlen and Chapin were fairly representative of plans for these
91
types of batteries, and there are many surviving examples of them in the United States.

Fort Stark
The military reservation at Jerry’s Point was named Fort Stark, honoring New Hampshire
Revolutionary War General John Stark, also on April 4, 1900. The battery begun here in 1873
but never finished was briefly used in 1898- 1899 to carry two 8- inch guns during the SpanishAmerican War. These were quickly removed after the war, and the tubes were sent to Portland,
Maine, for use in a new battery on Great Diamond Island.
In January 1900, a plan was submitted for a battery of 5- inch guns at Jerry’s Point, but they were
not approved. The Corps of Engineers office in Washington, D.C., wished to postpone approval
of the battery’s site plan until the exact location was selected for the 12- inch battery slated for
this fort. Eventually a battery of 6- inch guns (Battery Kirk) was substituted for the 5- inch
battery proposal.
Planning for a large battery containing two 12- inch guns was started in March 1901; plans were
finalized and approved in May 1901. Work started almost immediately, to take advantage of the
rather short building season. Also, the construction of the new stone dry dock no. 2 at the Navy
Yard increased the need to protect that facility with heavier guns. The battery was placed right
behind the 1873 defenses; its construction, along with other nearby work, caused the almost
complete burial of the earlier work. By late summer of 1902 the battery was ready to receive its
armament. Eventually it was named Battery David Hunter, for Major General David Hunter,
U.S. Volunteers, who was a Civil War cavalry officer. The battery was armed with two model1895 12- inch guns on model- 1897 disappearing carriages. Transfer was made on December 31,
1904, at a total cost of $109,000.
Three smaller batteries were worked into the gun line at Fort Stark. In March 1903, plans were
submitted for a battery containing two 6- inch disappearing guns. This battery was constructed
immediately on the left flank of Battery Hunter in 1903- 1904. It was named Battery Edward
Kirk, for the U.S. Volunteers Brigadier General who died of wounds received at Stone River,
Tennessee, in 1862. The battery was armed with two 6- inch model- 1903 guns and carriages; it
cost $40,000. Transfer was made on December 31, 1904.
Two batteries of two pedestal guns each were also constructed here in 1904. Originally one was
to be placed here, and the second at the old Fort McClary reservation, but it was ultimately
decided to place both at Stark. One continued the left flank of Battery Kirk; it was named for
Brevet Major General Alexander Hays, who died in 1864 during Civil War service. The other
was located southwest of Battery Hunter, so it could fire back across the mouth of Little Harbor.
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It was named for Brigadier General William Lytle, U.S. Volunteers, who died from wounds
received at Chickamauga in 1863. Each mounted two 3- inch model- 1902 guns on pedestals.
Together they cost $26,955.20, and both were transferred on April 3, 1905.
The Fort Stark reservation is only 9 ¾ acres in size, most of that being the rocky point itself. The
reservation was never expanded in size, and this post – carrying the most armament in the
harbor defenses until the Second World War – was particularly cramped. In fact, the site is
virtually covered with batteries, with only a small open parade to the rear. Support buildings
were indeed constructed here, since there was no choice, but many were in locations highly
vulnerable to enemy shot passing immediately over the defending gun batteries.

Omission of the Mortar Battery for Portsmouth Harbor
One major gun project proposed for Portsmouth Harbor was never implemented. It had
originally been thought that a mortar battery would have been useful to counter any ships
penetrating the river’s entrance on the way to the Navy Yard. In addition, its all- around fire
capability could assist land defense, and reach the far flanks of the water defense where the
disappearing guns could not reach. Plans for the mortar battery had changed frequently since
the early 1890’s, but usually placed it on the north (Maine) shore of the Piscataqua – frequently
in the Fort McClary location, or further south along Sagamore Creek in New Hampshire.
However, the battery was not one of the first projects to be started, and toward the end of the
Endicott System, funds again became scarce. This battery would have been expensive; either an
entirely new reservation of land would need to be purchased, or considerable repairs would
have to be made at Fort McClary. During concurrent discussions concerning a proposed threeinch battery at that location, the engineers commented that the site was in poor repair, would
need a new wharf and trestle to allow construction, and that all of the garrison buildings were
inadequate. Thus, the mortar battery was never built.

The Endicott System at Fort Constitution
Fort Constitution was the first fort of the three in Portsmouth Harbor to get new armament
under the Endicott System. This was not surprising, since the reservation had been in federal
possession since the First System in the 1790’s. As was the case in 1630, 1705, 1760, 1794, 1808,
and 1863, the site was an ideal location for guns aimed at marine traffic trying to enter the
harbor. However, the original post comprised less than 2 acres, and another 1½ acres was added
in 1807. (See Appendix B- 2.) Figure CH- 35 shows the site prior to the Endicott- period
construction. Work started in 1896 on this tiny parcel, but the federal government’s purchase in
1902 of an adjacent 8.15 acres of land (Figure CH- 38 and Appendix B- 2) brought the total
92
contiguous reservation to about 12 acres. This was still a very small post, made even more
difficult by the rocky nature of the ridges that ran west from Jordans Rock. In addition, land
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had to be allocated for the small lighthouse reservation, and the combined Second- and ThirdSystem forts occupied the graded land near the peninsula’s point.

Battery Elon Farnsworth
Funding for a battery of two 8- inch guns at Fort Constitution was included in the Fortification
Act of June 6, 1896. Eight- inch guns were one of the standardized sizes envisioned for the
Endicott generation, and early in the system it was the first large- caliber gun and carriage
readily available. All of the earliest disappearing batteries were initially intended for the 8- inch
gun, even though some were later completed with 10- inch weapons.
The 8- inch batteries emerged in four general waves of design and authorization. Three very
early batteries were designed between 1891 and 1894. Eleven more were funded from late 1894
to mid- 1897, and can be called “early- standard” designs. Twelve more advanced designs came
specifically out of the Spanish- American War emergency funding, and six later ones from 18981900 completed the initial deployment. The unit for Portsmouth Harbor was of the second, or
93
“early- standard,” design.
The District Engineer responsible for Portsmouth Harbor – Lieutenant Colonel Andrew N.
Damrell – was asked to furnish a plan and cost estimate for the new battery, which was to be
located on the high ground just southeast of Walbach Tower (Fig. CH- 39). Damrell submitted
his design and specifications on November 17, 1896 (see Figure BF- 27 and Appendix E- 1). It
was a fairly conservative plan very similar to the design for Battery Bowyer, Fort Morgan,
94
Alabama, which he had completed two years earlier. The two circular loading platforms for the
guns were not connected to each other in any way. The magazine spaces were at the lowest level
to the right side of each platform, and a gallery to hold solid shot followed the course of the
block in semicircular form at an intermediate level. The final ammunition- handling system (in
addition to required cranes and davits) was a simple elevating lift on the right flank of each
emplacement. This was hand- operated through use of a winch located in a small adjacent
alcove. At the surface of the loading platform the shaft opened into a trapdoor. The intent was
to thus carry a loaded shell cart up and down with the “elevator” for the primary means of
ammunition supply. The lift was a curious sort of dumbwaiter – an earlier design than the
95
balanced platforms then being installed in other batteries.
Revisions to the original plan made by Damrell at the request of the Chief of Engineers included
the incorporation of a “storage battery room” for the gun battery (see Fig. BF- 28). This was
intended to hold a primitive battery – employing big glass jugs of liquid acid – to provide
electricity for lighting and powered ammunition hoists. However, electrification was never
approved for the battery, so no storage battery was ever installed here.
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Revised plans were completed, and bids let to contractors for construction in the latter half of
1897. The basic cement specified for construction was natural cement. This was the most
common (and most affordable) cement then in use for large concrete structures, being mined in
many American locations. Portland cement was much superior, but at this date mostly imported
and thus more expensive. As it turned out, the 8- inch battery was the only emplacement in
Portsmouth Harbor to be built partly of natural cement; all subsequent batteries there were built
of Portland cement. Natural cement (often known at the time as Rosendale cement, after the
major producing location in New York State) had a number of limitations, and was not as
durable structurally.
Much excavation of earth and ledge rock had to be accomplished before the battery could be
built. Figure CH- 40 shows Fort Point after the excavation for Battery Elon Farnsworth was
finished. The final completion of the battery was somewhat delayed by the slow delivery of
materials by the ironwork supplier. However, the armament was hurriedly mounted when war
broke out in the spring of 1898. The two 8- inch guns (model 1888) and two disappearing
carriages (model 1894) were received in March and mounted in May. The battery cost $65,000,
and was transferred on July 23, 1898. It was named in December 1904 for Brigadier General
Elon J. Farnsworth, U.S. Volunteers, who was killed at Gettysburg in 1863. Figure CH- 41 is an
aerial photograph taken in 2001 that shows the entire battery.
When finished, Battery Elon Farnsworth suffered from conditions common to the early
batteries: poor communications between emplacements, cramped loading platforms, primitive
hand- operated platform ammunition hoists, no latrines, and no electrification. All of these
deficits could be remedied, albeit at some cost, and indeed were remedied in other batteries that
had been built during same period as Farnsworth. However, Farnsworth showed a propensity
to leak and be very wet from the very beginning, which mitigated against the Army’s efforts to
correct the battery’s deficiencies.
Dampness was not an uncommon problem in early Endicott batteries – numerous technical
publications discussed ways of avoiding and remedying the obvious problems posed by
moisture around steel, iron, and gunpowder. The situation at Battery Elon Farnsworth seems to
have equaled, if not exceeded, the problems experienced by any other reported location. As
early as November 1899 (barely a year after completion), engineer Major Walter L. Fisk
(Damrell’s recent replacement) reported significant dampness in the magazines. He
recommended that vent holes be cut through the concrete wall between the shell rooms and the
powder magazines, as will be explained in greater detail in Section 2, “Construction and
Developmental History of the Structures.” This was done using local funds and labor.
A year later it was reported that this solution was only partially successful. In 1901, recently
arrived Captain Harry Taylor realized that the problem was more than damp air and poor
circulation; water was percolating through the rock and into the concrete forming the walls,
floors, and ceilings of the magazines. He proposed to hang slabs of concrete lined with sheet
metal on the walls and ceilings, and to provide a new sloped floor with subfloor drains to draw
off condensation and seepage. The report concluded that “as they are now, the magazines are
useless for any purpose whatsoever.” Consequently, powder was removed from the magazines,
and the 24 charges of brown prismatic powder for the 8- inch guns were moved and stored in
the 1808 brick magazine that remained from the Second- System fort here.
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The first extensive project to mitigate the water problem at Battery Elon Farnsworth was the
installation of the new sloped floors and subfloor drains recommended by Taylor. In 1902, the
lower floors in the battery (i.e., those in the shell rooms, powder magazines, and adjacent
passageways) were demolished, and a thick layer of crushed stone was laid as a base for new
96
floors. Drains were added in the four ammunition storage rooms, with connecting drains
between them, and the drain pipes to the exterior were relaid with a greater exit pitch.
In the winter of 1902- 1903, the ceilings and walls of the magazines were lined with sheets of
copper attached to wood planks. (Taylor had reworked his proposal to use wooden planks
instead of concrete slabs, to reduce costs). The work was described by Taylor on March 26,
1903, in a letter to the Chief of Engineers (items 1- 3).97
The new copper linings in the magazine improved the moisture situation only temporarily. The
engineers recognized that the entire battery was built on rock that was more or less full of seams.
The moisture problem could only be solved by digging up all of the floors, and replacing the
rock below with broken stone and drainage lines. The Chief of Engineers office balked at
98
approving such extensive remedial action.
While discussions continued between Portsmouth Harbor engineers and Washington on how to
handle the leakage, some other improvements were made to the battery’s design. As built, the
parapet was not high enough to fully cloak the guns from view in a retracted or lowered
position. In 1903 a concrete cap was placed on the surface of the parapet in front of the guns; 10
inches of new Portland cement was added to these surfaces. Communications between battery
emplacements were also improved, by reducing the height of the pyramid- shaped earthen berm
piled against the concrete traverse between the guns to loading- platform level. This allowed a
narrow walkway to be built connecting the two emplacements, allowing personnel and
ammunition to be moved from one gun to another without having to go down through the lower
level. Previously, there was no way to walk directly between the two guns.
Additional changes, however, were stymied by the chronic dampness problems. These were
never corrected. An interesting picture of the battery’s fundamental inadequacy can be gained
from a review of the routine reports concerning the defenses at Fort Constitution. Some
significant samples of those reports follow:
1903: “This battery is one of the very earliest modern type
constructed, and lacks most of the facilities of the later- type
emplacements and many of the elements now judged to be almost
essentials [e.g., electric lighting, chain ammunition hoists, and wider
loading platforms]. It has considerable value, however, for defensive
purposes, and is believed to be worth keeping in as good a condition as
possible for small expenditures.”99
1904: List of batteries having obsolete balanced platform hoists that
should be replaced by newer chain hoists. For Fort Constitution (no
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battery name yet), table simply says, “Rebuilding intended. No chain
hoists recommended.”100
1905: “The battery is one of the earlier types, is in need of extensive
repair if not entire reconstruction, and the Board considers it a matter of
ultimate economy and necessary to the proper defense to demolish the
present battery and reconstruct it on the site of the present old fort.”101
1913: “Battery Elon Farnsworth is an 8- inch battery, among the
earliest of those of a modern type. Its condition has long been admitted
to be unsatisfactory and estimates have been made for its reconstruction,
but funds have not yet been available. While the battery is not regarded
as being worth expensive efforts to better its condition, it is a valuable
element of the defense and should not be discarded until something
better can be provided….”102
1915: “Battery Elon Farnsworth…not worth expenditures for
repairs.”103

The chronic problems with dampness and the growing obsolescence of the emplacement soon
led to a de facto abandonment of the battery. The Army’s Battery Record Book (essentially a
lifetime log of inspections, modifications, and specifications) dutifully records the last firing of
104
the two guns in the battery during a practice firing on October 18, 1905.
Interestingly, the construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth almost caused the destruction of
Walbach Tower, which was located behind and above it on Jordans Rock (Fig. CH- 42). A 1903
inspection by post commander Major C.D. Parkhurst, Artillery Corps, had led to the conclusion
that the tower’s continued existence could potentially endanger the battery’s crew while in
action. Specific concerns were the tower’s prominence, which could serve as a landmark for
enemy firing; the fragility of its brickwork, which could shatter and throw shards if hit by a shell;
and the rocky outcrop on which it sat, which could do the same. Parkhurst used direct language
in his report: “in my opinion the emplacement is a first class death trap.” He recommended
removing the tower and grading the right flank of the battery. Within two years it was also
noted that the view from the newly built fire- control station of the battery was seriously
blocked by the tower – another reason for demolishing Walbach’s legacy. During the exchange
of letters, however, it was discovered that in 1898 the local chapter of the National Society of
Colonial Dames of America had strenuously agitated for the tower’s survival as a historically
significant landmark. Eventually the Secretary of War became involved and rejected the tower’s
destruction. The lack of funds for its removal was partially responsible, but the local
community’s affection for the structure also appeared to have had an effect on the Army.
Curiously, in early 1905 the Secretary of War decreed that the tower could be removed 14 days
prior to the actual outbreak of hostilities, without explaining how that foresight could be
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obtained.
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Battery Hackleman
The second battery built at Fort Constitution proved much more successful in service. The 1896
“General Project for Defense” for Portsmouth Harbor had recognized the need for a light
rapid- fire battery at the point, primarily to protect the minefield that would be controlled from
the fort. On March 6, 1903, Washington requested specific plans and cost estimates, which
Major Taylor supplied on May 9. An amount of $16,500 was made available from the Act of
March 3, 1903, to build a standard two- gun 3- inch battery outside of, but close to, the bastion
of the old Second- System work (Fig. CH- 43). Construction was fairly straightforward and
accomplished in a year, at a final cost of $16,654.70. The battery was armed with two shielded
3- inch guns (model 1903) on pedestals, and was transferred to Artillery troops on December 31,
1904. It was named for U.S. Volunteers Brigadier General Pleasant Hackleman, who was killed
in action in 1862 at Corinth, Mississippi. The four remaining mounted 100- pounder seacoast
106
Parrott guns were then removed from the old fort, and scrapped in 1905.

The First Mining Casemate and Facilities at Fort Constitution
The relatively low priority of Portsmouth Harbor in the national scheme delayed the approval
for its first mining casemate until the Fortification Act of 1897. The mining plan called for a
defensive minefield to be placed athwart the main shipping channel running between New
Castle Island and Gerrish’s Island. The ideal location for the controlling casemate would
therefore be at the existing military reservation of Fort Constitution. The Chief of Engineers
sent a letter on March 30, 1897, to Lt. Colonel Damrell, directing him to design detailed plans
and estimate costs for a torpedo casemate and cable gallery there. Damrell’s response on April
10 described a casemate 16 feet square accessed by a narrow entryway positioned on the left
flank of the soon- to- be- constructed 8- inch gun battery (the future Battery Elon Farnsworth).
Directly in the center of the room was to be a trapdoor entryway to a lower- level cable gallery –
107
essentially a concrete- lined tunnel 3 feet square.
This was similar to the standard type of designs for this first generation of mining casemates.
Based on the 1876 Submarine Mining Manual, these were generally single small rooms, heavily
protected with concrete and earth. (In fact, the specifications called for protection equaling 50
feet of earth or sand, usually translated in the designs to 10 feet of unreinforced natural cement
and 30 feet of earth.) At Fort Point, this protection was achieved by building the mining
casemate inside Battery Elon Farnsworth. The casemate had no windows, vents, or access
except for the single entry doorway and the hatch down to the cable gallery. A galvanic
LeClanche- type battery provided electricity to detonate the mines; illumination came from one
or two oil lamps hung in niches in the wall. Undoubtedly the casemate – like its contemporaries
– was dark, damp, and often noxious with the vapors emanating from the primitive chemical
battery.
Placing the casemate within the protection of a battery was not entirely unique; it had been done
in two or three other locations where room on a reservation was at a premium. The one real
106
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advantage to Damrell’s design was its low cost: the construction estimate was only $425, and
even with a few adjustments to the entryway position, it eventually cost only $1,000 beyond the
108
cost of the battery. The plan was approved on April 16, 1897, and authority was granted to use
the same contractor that was building Farnsworth. The structural work was done quickly, at a
109
listed cost of $3,833.60. However, the constructing engineers did not transfer the casemate to
the Artillery Corps until 1901. This illustrates the fact that transfers were not made until the
receiving troops were ready to accept them, which often came years after physical completion of
the structures.
Due to the problems described previously, this 1876 design for casemates was becoming
obsolete. Engineers for other harbors began recommending casemates of larger dimensions,
having windows for light and ventilation in the wall facing away from enemy fire. In fact, one of
the other four mining casemates funded by the same Fortification Act of 1897 incorporated
these new features; this was at Fort Adams in Newport. By 1903, the formal specifications were
rewritten to include these and other design changes. It is interesting to note that Lt. Colonel
Damrell’s designs for both Battery Elon Farnsworth and the Fort Constitution mining casemate
were not as advanced technically as most of their contemporaries.
The experience for Portsmouth Harbor is fairly representative of what happened in many other
locations. From 1871 to 1901, the development, deployment, and operation of defensive
submarine mines were entrusted completely to the Corps of Engineers. Unlike the gun
batteries, which were constructed under the Corps’ supervision and then turned over to
Artillery troops to garrison and operate, the mining system would be operated by separate
Engineer troops. This would change in 1901, when the mines would also be transferred to
Artillery personnel, but the old system was still in place during the Spanish- American War.
Portsmouth Harbor did not rate the permanent assignment of an Army mine planter. A large
quantity of heavy equipment – the mine anchors, distribution boxes, buoys, and a host of other
equipment – were initially stored wherever room could be found, or sometimes just stacked
110
outside under a rough cover. After the Spanish- American War, the mines were stored in the
old blacksmith shop at Fort Constitution, but when that became too decrepit they were simply
piled on the mine dock at the fort. Anchors and distribution boxes were stored at Fort McClary.
Very soon the lack of adequate storage prompted authorization to build more, permanent
warehouse space. In addition, the 1901 mine casemate was suffering from both its cramped,
111
dark design, and from the same moisture problems afflicting Battery Elon Farnsworth. An
1899 inspection listed it as unsuitable for storing its electrical equipment, some of which was
found to be rusting, or even plagued by swelling and mold, in the case of the wooden
switchboard.
In 1900 work was approved for building a new torpedo storehouse at Fort Constitution (Fig.
CH- 44). This was a large brick building with slate roof, built on the north side of the fort
between the 1808 and 1863 outer walls. It measured 32 by 70 feet, and was equipped with a
heavy 5- ton traveling crane. At the same time, a new cable tank was built nearby, in front of the
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1808 fort’s gate. It was of wood with asbestos roof shingles, and had a 4- ton traveling crane. It
housed tanks of water, in which the reels of heavy, insulated electrical cables were immersed
and tested. A small pier was also built on the northwest side of the Fort Point peninsula, to serve
as both the post’s mine wharf and quartermaster wharf. A tramway 525 feet long connected the
two buildings with the wharf. Two small platform cars were hand- pushed along the 3- footgauge rails, carrying the prepared mine cases and reels of cable to the mine- planting boats at the
wharf. This “mining depot” was augmented by the completion in 1907 of a loading room and a
service dynamite room. Located in front of the torpedo storehouse about 90 feet northeast of
112
the wharf, these also were wooden buildings with sheet- steel roofs.

Relocation of the Mining Casemate to Fort Stark
Until this time, all of the important elements of Portsmouth Harbor’s mine defenses had been
concentrated at Fort Constitution. While it made sense to have the mine cases, their explosive,
the cables, and other equipment convenient to the wharf and boats needed to transport them to
their fields, it was unnecessary to have the operating casemate at the same location. Just five
years after its construction, the original casemate on the flank of Battery Elon Farnsworth
needed replacement. Its design was clearly inferior to the new designs recommended in the
Engineering mimeograph of October 1903. Also, this casemate had severe dampness problems
due to its construction and location. This situation was not unique to Fort Constitution –
virtually all of the original casemates built between 1889 and 1898 would soon be completely
reconstructed or replaced. A joint Artillery- Engineer board for submarine mining – named the
Murray Board, after Chairman Brigadier General Arthur Murray – conducted a survey of
existing mine defenses in 1904. They found the Fort Constitution casemate to be “dark, damp,
and poorly ventilated.” The board recommended that a new casemate be built at Fort Stark
according to the new mimeograph. This was done in 1906- 1907. Compared to the previous
design, it was much simpler – basically wooden walls plastered with cement covered by a tin
roof. Measuring 52 by 32 feet and containing five rooms, it was a much better structure for both
equipment and personnel. With the transfer of function to this station, the Fort Constitution
mining casemate was essentially abandoned; its damp state precluded its use even for
113
miscellaneous storage.

The Spanish- American War
The Spanish- American War occurred just as work to defend Portsmouth Harbor had
commenced. In terms of the artillery emplacement, only the 8- inch battery at Fort Constitution
had been started, and it had received its armament just barely a month prior to the outbreak of
the war. Enhancements to the city’s defenses were needed. Even the three old Rodman 15- inch
114
guns at Fort McClary were quickly remounted and entered into emergency service.
Fortunately, two modern 8- inch breech- loading guns became available for installation on the
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old, unfinished 1870’s battery at Jerry’s Point. The Ordnance Department had 21 new model1888 guns on hand, but without carriages. As an expedient they were mounted on specially
reinforced older 15- inch Rodman carriages and dispersed singly or in pairs to East and Gulf
Coast forts. Two of these were allocated to Jerry’s Point. Since the earlier emplacements there
had been built for 15- inch Rodman carriages, little modification was needed. The work was
authorized on April 27, 1898, with $6,000 allotted from the recent emergency National Defense
Act. The emplacement was completed by late summer, but by then the crisis had passed.
In terms of the mine defenses, the submarine mining casemate at Fort Constitution was just
completed and not yet fully equipped when called upon to enter operations. During the war the
mining operations for Portsmouth Harbor, and the minor defenses of the Penobscot and
Kennebec rivers in Maine, were under the command of the district engineer in Portland – in
1898, Major Richard Hoxie. As the probability of war increased in late March, he was
authorized to purchase the dynamite needed for mines for the four harbors he supervised. On
April 29 an allocation of $10,000 was received from the new Act for National Defense for his
submarine mining projects, $1,800 of which was earmarked for Portsmouth Harbor. The very
next day he published navigation regulations locally, warning fishermen and commercial traffic
of the closing of the channel due to its mining.
It would appear that the mines were laid in the harbor before the mining casemate at Fort
Constitution was ready to fire them. The mines were deployed in late April and early May 1898,
according to the annual report of the Chief of Engineers. However, it was not until May 24 that
the Chief of Engineers reported in an indorsement that “Portsmouth Harbor, N.H. has been
115
provided with a torpedo defense....”
The newly completed mining casemate contained a storage battery, testing outfit, switchboard,
engine, and dynamo. Originally it was manned by five civilian employees – a senior electrician,
two engine tenders, and two dynamo tenders. However, in June 1898, Major Hoxie’s former
assistant Lt. George P. Howell was “engaged in instructing enlisted men from the Engineer
116
battalion in that work, in order to replace the civilians.” Engineer troops of the battalion were
used for the technical tasks of loading and planting, but local boats and crew were hired for sea
operations. All of the cable for the district was being stored at Forts Preble and Scammel in
Portland, and the amount needed at Portsmouth Harbor had to be shipped there. Probably a
single grand group of 21 mines was used, but the exact number is not certain. Each contained
100 pounds of dynamite. Extra equipment was temporarily stored in the open at Fort McClary,
or in the old blacksmith shop of Fort Constitution, due to the lack of suitable storehouses. The
mines used were all automatic set. That means that they were not fired or detonated by
117
command from observations, but rather exploded on contact after being struck by a vessel.
There appear to have been few problems with the field’s operation, and it was picked up soon
after its deployment, in July 1898, after the defeat of the Spanish fleet in Cuban waters.
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The Garrison
nd

Battery K of the 2 U.S. Artillery, commanded by Captain Curtis, was based at Fort Constitution
th
from 1898 to 1900. It was succeeded by a 20- man detachment from Battery M, 4 U.S. Artillery,
th
based at Fort Strong in Boston. The 124 Company, U.S. Coast Artillery Corps, was assigned to
118
Fort Constitution from 1902 to 1907, then transferred to Fort Andrews in Boston.
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Figure CH- 37. Map of Portsmouth Harbor: Sheet B of the “General Project for Defense” proposed by the Board of
Engineers, April 30, 1896.
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Figure CH- 38. Plan of land at Fort Constitution, showing 1902 land purchase.
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Figure CH- 39. Plan of Fort Constitution, December 26, 1896, showing proposed location for
Battery ElonFarnsworth.
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Figure CH- 40. Map of Fort Constitution, December 1897, during construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth.

171
Figure CH- 41. Photograph showing Battery Elon Farnsworth from the rear, 2001. The narrow
entrance to the first mine casemate, in the left flank of the battery, can hardly be seen;
the same is true of the fort’s power house, next to the central section.
However, the Second World War mine observing station on the
No. 1 gun emplacement (at right) stands out clearly.
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Figure CH- 42. Map of Fort Constitution, July 1904. The position of the Walbach Tower is clearly indicated, but the details of
Battery Elon Farnsworth have been deleted for security purposes. Construction of
Battery Hackleman has not yet been started.
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Figure CH- 43. Plan for Battery Hackleman, November 1904.

Figure CH- 44. The Fort Constitution Torpedo Storehouse, erected in 1901. The spherical mine cases
were stored here until events warranted their loading onto mine carts for transportation to the boats
that would lay them. Note the rails for the mine carts leading into the building.
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THE TAFT SYSTEM
(1906 – 1914)

The National Context
Twenty years after the initial Endicott Board report, President Theodore Roosevelt
commissioned a re- examination. The board was originally named the National Coast Defense
Board, but it soon became known as the Taft Board: its members were Secretary of War (later
President) William Howard Taft and the usual professional officers. Unlike previous reviews,
this one was not prompted by a sense of disappointment or inadequacy in the defenses built by
the preceding (Endicott) system. In fact, more than any other system, it focused on improving
the serviceability of existing posts and weaponry. It was formed in January 1905, and it made its
report to the Secretary of War, the President, and Congress on March 5, 1906. Two primary
needs were addressed – additional defenses at several new ports, and the challenges presented
119
by new technology that had emerged or been perfected in the intervening 20 years.
The board reviewed the defenses of all American ports. At several locations, new batteries were
needed or existing batteries needed to be relocated. At two locations an entirely new defense
was needed. The range of the new guns and the proposed creation of an artificial island made it
possible to consider defending the entrance to Chesapeake Bay for the first time. Also, Los
Angeles had emerged as a commercial port since the Endicott period, and now needed defenses.
The most urgent need, though, was to build defenses at new sites America had acquired since
1886. The Taft Board recommended defenses for Guantanamo; San Juan; Kiska, Alaska; Pearl
Harbor and Honolulu; Guam; Manila and Subic Bay; and both the Atlantic and Pacific entrances
to the Panama Canal (then under construction). Although several of these were later eliminated,
the major legacy of the Taft System is found outside the continental United States.
As a consequence, many existing posts and defenses underwent upgrading and modernization
during the Taft period, but few saw new construction of the batteries that were proposed for
them. Likewise, although every harbor was recommended for a full set of artillery fire- control
structures, the full system was constructed in only half a dozen continental locations.
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Artillery Defenses
Guns continued to increase in range and power. One focus of the Taft Board was on building
larger, more powerful weapons to offset the mounting of such weapons on battleships. A new
14- inch gun had been developed for the Ordnance Department; the Taft Board recognized its
utility and recommended its selective deployment, particularly in new harbor defenses.
Another primary goal of the Taft Board was to incorporate newly acquired information into the
designs for constructing new Taft batteries and improving older Endicott ones. Some of the
earlier batteries suffered from poor construction materials or techniques, and Army engineers
th
had learned valuable lessons trying to remedy their defects. At the same time, the early 20
century saw substantial improvements in electrical and mechanical technology, and in the use of
structural concrete. Indeed, the Corps of Engineers was in the forefront of such developments.
Typically an idea or improvement would surface, be proved and evaluated by a standing
Engineer board (either the Board of Engineers, or the multi- branch Board of Ordnance and
Fortifications), and – if approved – be codified in an Engineer mimeograph distributed to the
various Engineer districts and regions. The Ordnance Department had a similar process for
updating guns and carriages, and the Coast Artillery branch issued circulars and general orders
for gun servicing, target practice, drills, etc. It is, however, the engineering changes that still can
be seen and interpreted today at the surviving fortification structures.
As explained previously, existing forts and batteries were not replaced by the Taft System, but
rather fully integrated and modernized where needed. Almost $1 million was sought to
modernize batteries, by installing ammunition hoists, widening loading platforms, and
improving ventilation. Most of the large Endicott disappearing- carriage and barbette batteries
were improved accordingly. It took some time to achieve widespread installation of better
hoisting equipment to bring shells and powder from the lower magazines to the loading
platforms. Platform hoists had started to be incorporated in battery designs from 1896. These
platform hoists were generally replaced with early Hodges chain hoists from about 1902. These
were superseded by Taylor- Raymond hoists beginning around 1904. Even these improved
hoists and their shafts had to be widened in 10- and 12- inch batteries beginning in 1912 to
allow the use of a new, improved, longer shell. Separate powder hoists were used in some
batteries between 1900 and 1910, but they were all ordered to be removed in 1911; it had been
found that powder charges were light enough to use the same hoists as the shells, or they could
easily be hand- carried. Most of the loading platforms were physically extended on large
disappearing- carriage batteries starting in 1903- 1904. Latrines and battery commander’s
120
stations were added to many large Endicott batteries from 1907- 1908.
It took as much as a decade to complete some of these modifications. Much discretion was
allowed local engineers to determine which batteries should be improved, the priority for their
completion, and many of the exact details of how the change was implemented. Similarly, the
weapons – including disappearing carriages, mortars, and rapid- fire guns – also underwent
improvements in performance. Even more progress was made in developing a system of fire
control, to accurately spot and calculate range settings for both new and existing guns. New
stations, instruments, communications cables, and plotting rooms were needed in the defenses.
A systematic deployment of searchlights for both night fighting and protection of minefields was
120
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recommended. Clearly, forts were becoming more and more dependent on electricity for use at
the guns and in the new systems. Recommendations for the construction of secure power plants
were thus integral parts of the board’s plan.

Mine Defenses
The Taft Board basically consolidated the specialized mining recommendations of the Murray
Board into its general financial request. One of the final requirements needed to complete the
original mining defense was a better system of fire control. Second- generation mining
casemates were to be supported by dedicated observation stations with sophisticated rangefinding optical telescopes, to more accurately coordinate the judgment firing of mines with the
position of enemy vessels.

The Taft System in Portsmouth Harbor
Artillery Defenses
The Board of Engineers issued a new “General Project for Defense” for Portsmouth Harbor on
May 25, 1905 (Fig. CH- 45). Although it might seem odd that such an elaborate plan was devised
at the end of the Endicott System, it was just one of the periodic updates that all harbor defenses
underwent. This plan included a mortar battery, emplaced at Fort McClary, to cover the inner
harbor at Portsmouth. A similar battery had been proposed by the 1896 project but never
funded. The Taft board endorsed the idea of constructing a mortar battery in the harbor; it
called for an eight- gun emplacement at Salter’s Island, at a cost of $416,000. However, as
explained previously, new Taft Board construction occurred primarily at newly acquired sites,
and Portsmouth Harbor never received the mortar battery. Likewise, although Portsmouth
Harbor was slated for about $200,000 worth of artillery fire- control structures, these were never
forthcoming. All in all, the Taft System had a relatively limited impact on Portsmouth Harbor’s
forts. The harbor continued to be protected with Endicott- era gun batteries and support
121
buildings.
All three of the large- gun batteries at Portsmouth Harbor retained their Endicott- era hoists for
lifting ammunition up to the gun level. Fort Constitution’s Battery Elon Farnsworth had been
built in 1898; although platform hoists were just starting to be incorporated in battery designs at
that time, Farnsworth received only the primitive wire rope- lifted ammunition “dumbwaiters.”
Battery Bohlen, built at Fort Foster in 1901, was originally equipped with early Hodges chain
hoists, which began replacing platform hoists about 1902. Battery Hunter, built at Fort Stark in
1904, was originally fitted with the final generation of Taylor- Raymond hoists being installed
about that time. As stated previously, most of the loading platforms were physically extended
on large disappearing- carriage batteries starting in 1903- 1904. This was done at Bohlen and
Hunter, but not at Farnsworth.
121
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As was the case elsewhere, local engineers in Portsmouth largely determined which existing
batteries would be updated. Battery Hunter at Fort Stark and Battery Bohlen at Fort Foster
were deemed important enough to receive the changes, but the smaller and problem- plagued
Battery Elon Farnsworth was often overlooked. With each modernization step withheld, the
battery became more and more obsolete, and lower on the priority list for the next step. By
1910, Farnsworth began to be listed for either abandonment or ultimate reconstruction, and no
122
further requests were placed for any modernization.

Modernizing the Portsmouth Harbor Mine Defenses
The mining defenses at Portsmouth Harbor received a better system of fire control during the
Taft System. In 1907, the harbor’s mine command was moved from Fort Point to a new,
second- generation mining casemate at Fort Stark. This was a lightly constructed wooden
building designed to avoid the moisture and ventilation problems inherent in the first generation
of heavily fortified casemates (such as the one built at Battery Elon Farnsworth). In addition,
two dedicated mining observation stations were built in 1909. These were two- story, towerlike structures also of wood. The primary station was located at Fort Stark; it contained an
upper observation room and a lower plotting room. The secondary station was built at Fort
Foster; it contained only an observation room. Observing telescopes at both stations would
“sight” on the same target and report their data to the plotting room, where the range would be
calculated using essentially simple mathematical triangulation. This system of fire control –
using a horizontal base line – was used for both large gun batteries such as Bohlen and Hunter,
and for mine batteries. Figure CH- 46 is a sketch of Portsmouth Harbor showing the location of
the mine system’s submarine cables and terminals in 1908, and the sites proposed for the two
observation stations soon to be built.
Although the mine command moved to Fort Stark, the mines themselves continued to be stored
at – and deployed from – Fort Point. The dedicated mine company at Fort Constitution was one
of the most permanent assignments in the Portsmouth Harbor defenses. Except in the very
leanest periods, there was in residence a small contingent trained and available to deploy the
123
th
124
mines. From 1907 to 1924, it was the 156 Company (Mines), U.S. Coast Artillery Corps.
Annual exercises and performance evaluations were held for the local company. Each year a
large mine planter would arrive from Portland or Boston, and the local company would practice
deploying and operating a minefield. Exercises in 1912 revealed deficiencies in boat work,
which led to the recommendation that a small boat be kept here permanently for practice
purposes, even if it could not carry an entire complement of mines. A 1913 material inspection
provides insight into the amount of equipment involved. Available were 136 of the standard 32inch buoyant mine cases (no larger ones or ground mines were on hand), 166 anchors of two
sizes, the necessary casemate equipment, and a set of emergency mine- planting equipment to be
used to outfit a commercially leased boat if necessary. As World War I approached, the 1916
exercises saw the entire field of approximately 160 mines planted and raised over a one- week
period. Figure CH- 47 illustrates the typical placement of mines, while Figure CH- 48 shows a
122
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typical operating board – the essential piece of equipment in a mining casemate. Each group of
19 mines had its own board, which bore a testing and detonating switch for every mine
connected to it.
In addition, the regular mine company sometimes had to “double” as gunnery instructors. The
Artillery commands also underwent regular exercise. In 1909, four companies of New
Hampshire’s Coast Artillery National Guard came to Fort Stark to practice fire the 12- inch
guns, and the mining contingent had to be hastily trained to act as instructors. Nevertheless, the
training was reportedly a success.

Quarters for the Portsmouth Harbor Garrison
Another issue that re- emerged during the years preceding the First World War was the lack of
good accommodations for the garrisons of the Portsmouth Harbor defense posts. As previously
mentioned, the two most vital and accessible forts – Constitution and Stark – were very small
and lacked the physical room for barracks and supporting structures. The reorganization of the
Army, and creation of the separate Coast Artillery branch in 1907, seems to have provided the
necessary impetus to deal with the situation. The Artillery Bill of September 20, 1907, requested
that a new garrison post be found for Portsmouth Harbor capable of housing two full Coast
Artillery companies. This included the two company barracks, four lieutenants’ quarters, four
captains’ quarters, one field officers’ quarters, and seven NCO quarters, along with a mess,
storage, garage, stables, workshops, etc. Some of the units in Portsmouth Harbor were to be
quartered on their reservations, like the mine company at Fort Constitution. However, the
posts could only hold so much, and the overflow would need new land and facilities. A local
board had already been constituted in March 1907 to select a site. A study of locations and land
prices near Constitution and Stark was able to identify a suitable parcel almost equidistant
between them, on the eastern shore of New Castle Island. After negotiations with landowners,
about 22 acres were secured in 1909 (later expansion enlarged it to 32 acres), and work started
on buildings at the new “Military Reservation, New Castle Island.” This post – renamed Camp
Langdon in 1941 – provided needed space for quarters, mobilization, and training up through
the Second World War. It was a valuable component of the harbor defenses, even if it never
125
contained gun defenses.
th

Figure CH- 49 shows the relationship of the five federal reservations in use during the early 20
century. The number dropped to four in 1924, when Fort McClary was taken out of service and
126
transferred to the state of Maine.
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Figure CH- 45. Map of Portsmouth Harbor, showing “General Project for Defense” proposed by the Board of Engineers,
May 25, 1905.
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Figure CH- 46. Sketch plan of Portsmouth Harbor, showing location of submarine cables and terminals for the
mining system, 1908.
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Figure CH- 47. Drawing showing the typical deployment of defensive mines. The mine (left center) is held at the correct
depth by an anchor, and is connected by electrical cable to a distribution box and eventually to the mining casemate.

Figure CH- 48. Photograph showing a typical operating board.
Similar boards would have been used in both the first and
second mining casemates at Fort Constitution.
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Figure CH- 49. Map showing the five reservations used for federal army activities in the early 20th century.

THE 1915
BOARD OF REVIEW SYSTEM
(1915 - 1939)

The National Context
th

The technology available to the world’s navies continued to advance rapidly in the early 20
century. One of the most important innovations was the use of progressively larger guns on
capital ships. The 12- inch standard of 1900 quickly grew to 15 and even 16 inches. The
potential for damage caused by such large shells hitting near the emplacements was a concern.
However, the real worry was the vastly increased range of these guns, particularly at a higher
angle of elevation. By 1914, even the largest American coastal guns could easily be outranged by
almost any large, modern warship. The Coast Artillery Corps saw its huge investment in forts
being made instantly obsolete by this new development – as happened with Third- System
defenses decades earlier. Two responses were forthcoming: an immediate effort to increase the
range of many of the existing guns, and a more permanent solution – the creation of yet another
127
generation of guns and batteries designed to cope with the new menace.
The Secretary of War formed a new board in 1915 to survey the coastal defense needs of the
United States and its possessions. Functioning as a board of review, it was sometimes referred
to as the Scott Board for its chairman, Army Chief of Staff Major General Hugh L. Scott. The
board was entirely staffed by Army officers, with representatives from the War College, the
Coast Artillery, the Corps of Engineers, and the Ordnance Department. Its report was made on
November 26, 1915, and forwarded to Congress by the Secretary of War. The report’s primary
focus was on long- term solutions to the range problem. A secondary recommendation was that
key aspects of the Taft System that Congress had not funded sufficiently at that time be
completed. These aspects were mainly nonbattery systems such as fire control, searchlights, and
the generation of electricity.

Artillery Defenses
One way the Board of Review met the need for longer- range guns was through the modification
of existing armament. The standard large weapon employed in 1910 was the 12- inch gun
mounted on a disappearing carriage capable of 10 degrees of elevation. For the most abundant
128
type, the model- 1895 35- caliber gun, the maximum range was 13,200 yards. The Army’s
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Ordnance Department found that an additional 5 degrees of elevation could be obtained by
modifying the carriage; this was accomplished by replacing the elevation arms and relocating the
attaching elevating band on the standard gun tube. These modifications could be made at the
forts themselves, so for a relatively small expense (the Army estimated $2,500 per gun), a 12inch gun could be given an additional 4,100 yards of range. A change of this magnitude required
that the Ordnance Department receive specific funding from Congress, and then the
modification “kits” had to be manufactured. The process took several years, the actual
129
alterations taking place between 1916 and 1918. Most of the existing 12- inch guns were so
upgraded, as were the newer but much fewer Taft- generation 14- and 16- inch guns. The same
alterations were contemplated but rejected for 10- inch guns, for economic reasons.
The second, preferred solution was the installation of new, very heavy 16- inch guns at posts
where their use could be justified. These fully matched the performance of the largest planned
shipboard guns. They were also the largest- size gun that could realistically be built and
handled. The board also endorsed 16- inch mortars to be used in certain locations. These
mortars were actually more like howitzers, with a shorter barrel and able to fire at very high
angles. However, few of these existed: only five 16- inch seacoast mortars were ever produced
for the U.S. Army. As a stopgap measure, some regular 12- inch gun barrels were mounted on
specially constructed, high- angle barbette carriages (termed BCLR – barbette carriage, longrange). With the aid of these carriages, the 12- inch guns could lob a shell more than 30,000
yards, and their plunging fire on relatively thin deck armor could reproduce the devastating
impact of actual mortars of the same size.
The report went on to recommend the number and locations of batteries. Only a very few of the
16- inch batteries were constructed, and – as always – funding was an issue. After a good start
during World War I, the program was sharply curtailed in size and extended over many more
years after the war. The last of the projected 16- inch works were not completed until the mid1930’s. However, the new long- range 12- inch batteries were built in most of the recommended
locations, both within the continental United States and in the possessions, including the
Panama Canal. Many Endicott System ports received just one or two of these new batteries –
enough to give them at least some capability to engage an enemy at long range. However, at least
a dozen ports did not even rank high enough for this consideration; they had to soldier on with
what they already had emplaced.
The designs of the fixed seacoast batteries of the Board of Review period were strikingly simple.
Few gun types had been selected, and the battery designs were themselves limited in variety.
Both the 12 and 16- inch batteries were emplacements for two guns, separated by some distance.
While the guns were on open platforms (which allowed all- around fire, but left camouflage as
the only defense from direct naval or aerial hits), the magazine and battery support structures
were well protected under massive layers of concrete and earth. For the first time, the need for
protection from aerial bombardment influenced the structural designs.
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Construction of Power Plants
Another feature of the defense preparations in this period was the progressive improvements in
providing power and communications. Batteries and mining casemates constructed at the
beginning of the Endicott period generally lacked electrical service. The disappearing carriages
were mechanical devices, being raised, lowered, and traversed with kinetic energy, not electrical
energy. The mining casemates did use an electrical circuit to test and fire its mines, but that
circuit did not power any other mechanical equipment or light fixtures.
However, the inclusion of electrical service in emplacements and support buildings became
widespread as the Endicott period continued. In addition, searchlights were part of the early
plans for the mining defenses; they later were recommended for use with night firing of gun
batteries as well. They were thought to be particularly useful in discouraging nocturnal attempts
to sweep or neutralize the minefields.
Finally, the forts had their dedicated communications network. From almost the beginning of
the Endicott period, the forts were equipped with telephones and telegraphs. These were more
than a convenience: the fire- control system developed at the turn of the century required
instantaneous transmission of data on the location of enemy vessels, and obviously fort and
battery commanders had to be in direct contact with their gun commanders and aiming crews.
Forts received special fire- control switchboards and sometimes telephone exchanges.
The increased demand for electrical power to service the batteries, the searchlight units, and the
growing number of post buildings soon created a need for the construction of generating
facilities. Forts near major cities were initially supplied from the commercial network; posts that
were geographically isolated received dedicated power plants. However, back- up or emergency
power access was a concern. It was not difficult to foresee the flow of power to these sites being
interrupted by bombardment damage or even sabotage in the event of battle. After the First
World War, efforts were made to see that each major fort had its own emergency electrical
generation. In the Second World War, the concept was expanded to each major battery having
its own emergency power plant.

The Advent of Anti- Aircraft Defenses
A new type of weapon not specifically part of the 1915 program was also embraced and
emplaced during this generation. The First World War was demonstrating in a most dramatic
way the importance of aircraft in modern warfare. For the first time, the Coast Artillery had to
think about the need to protect not only harbors, but also harbor defense installations, from
aerial bombardment. It would be many more years before aircraft would have the range and
payload to threaten American ports from bases in foreign countries, and ship- borne aircraft
were still in their infancy. Nonetheless, 1916 saw the introduction of anti- aircraft guns to
coastal defense reservations.
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As early as November 1915, the Ordnance Department began asking Congress for funds to
provide dozens of fixed 3- inch anti- aircraft guns for emplacement in American forts.
Ultimately 159 of the model- 1917 3- inch anti- aircraft guns were provided by the same
fortification acts that authorized the other Board of Review requests. These weapons were
usually organized in batteries of two guns placed in close proximity. (Many were expanded to
three guns within a few years as gun production increased.) This new type of service needed an
appropriate home within the Army’s structure. The Coast Artillery Corps became the
overseeing branch for anti- aircraft artillery, since that branch of the Army had the most practice
at tracking and firing at moving targets at considerable range.

The Coast Artillery Corps
The garrison units manning the coastal defenses themselves experienced large changes in
organization and population during this period. They underwent at least five different schemes
of organization during the modern era (roughly 1895- 1948). The Artillery branch of the Army
first garrisoned the guns and posts until the Coast Artillery Corps was organized as a separate
branch in 1907. That organization went through phases of organizing its troops at times around
“Districts,” then subsequently around “Harbor Defenses.” The batteries remained the basic
sub- units, but at times these were organized into numbered Coast Artillery companies (from
1901), then grouped after the First World War (1924) as Coast Artillery regiments. Finally, late
in the Second World War, the regiments were deactivated and the crews of the batteries
reported directly to the Harbor Defenses. It is beyond the scope of this work to provide a
history of these units.

The First World War
The coastal defense forts were fairly well prepared and manned prior to the First World War,
and they rose to a high level of readiness when hostilities started. However, the sense of
imminent danger experienced in 1898, and to be experienced again in 1941, was absent. The
threat to the United States from a conventional naval attack in 1917 was virtually nonexistent.
While the Germans had a considerable submarine fleet, their surface fleet was bottled up in its
North Sea ports. Thus, the primary focus of the United States was to create a trained and
equipped expeditionary force and deploy it on the front in northern France before our allies ran
out of time and resources. One of the plans that emerged in early 1917 was to take excess or
underutilized coastal artillery guns and convert them for mobile use in France.
Less than one month after America’s declaration of war in April 1917, discussions were held
between a visiting French military delegation and the Army’s chief of staff. At that point it was
decided that the threat of an enemy attack was so remote that a number of guns could be taken
not only from spare inventory but also from mounted batteries that were deemed unnecessary.
Coastal artillery guns of 10 inches, 8 inches, 6 inches, and 5 inches could be placed on simple
railway carriages or wheeled field carriages and made available to the expeditionary forces.
Eventually some 12- inch guns, 12- inch mortars, and even some excess naval gun tubes were
conscripted into this effort. The 1915 Board of Review had coincidentally already listed some
batteries as excess or unnecessary, providing a good starting point for identifying the source of
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these weapons. For active batteries, it was thought that the tubes were only being “borrowed”
for the effort; their original carriages were left in place for the day the guns were eventually
130
returned to them. It was expected that the removal of the guns would produce a reduction in
the strength of the Coast Artillery regiments trained to operate the batteries.
Due to the absence of threat from the German Navy, only partial efforts were made in the field
of submarine mining. Nevertheless, at this time another significant change was decreed for the
mining casemates. The earliest casemates had been heavily protected against bombardment.
The subsequent generation of casemates consisted primarily of brick or wooden buildings that
depended on the surrounding terrain for protection. However, the philosophy on their proper
construction continued to evolve, arriving back at the original point. New proposals in 1917
recommended that all newly built mining casemates be substantially protected structures, and
that existing stations be modified with new cover.

The Interwar Years
The Coast Artillery branch experienced the same dramatic reduction in size as the rest of
America’s armed forces after the end of the First World War, it being “the war to end all wars.”
In the early 1920’s several harbor defenses were abandoned altogether, and other posts were
partially closed or placed entirely in the hands of caretakers. The number of Coast Artillery
units was decreased, and many of those remaining were seriously under strength. Very few new
weapons were produced, and those went to only the most important strategic locations.
However, what did evolve helped determine the nature of armament for the final generation of
harbor defense.
The fixed seacoast batteries of the Board of Review period had been strikingly standardized in
design. They featured magazines and battery support structures well protected from aerial
attack under massive layers of concrete and earth. Then, during the late 1930’s, a few newly
begun 16- inch batteries carried the design even further. The two guns were placed within
massive reinforced- concrete casemated “gun houses” at either end of the magazine complex. A
central corridor ran from gun house to gun house, connecting magazines, the power plant, and
various required storage, tool, and equipment rooms. A heavy steel shield surrounded even
what little of the gun was exposed in its casemate. These batteries (two completed in the San
Francisco defenses, and several just started on the East Coast) paved the way for the ultimate
design in American seacoast defense architecture.

The 1915 Board of Review System
in Portsmouth Harbor
The Board of Review did not recommend any new long- range batteries for Portsmouth Harbor.
Its attitude was apparent from a comment referring to that harbor in a working document of
September 1915: “existing armament adequate.” However, the 12- inch battery among the
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defenses at Portsmouth Harbor – Battery Hunter at Fort Stark – was included in the effort to
modify the carriages of 12- inch guns to fire at higher elevations. This was done in 1916. By this
time, the two smaller guns at Battery Elon Farnsworth were obsolete, and the emplacement itself
had problems and had not been modernized. Battery Bohlen at Fort Foster was still considered
useful in a supporting role, and for close- in defense, but the relative gap between its
performance and that of Battery Hunter increased. From this point until well into the Second
131
World War, Battery Hunter was the indispensable defensive battery for Portsmouth Harbor.
Although Portsmouth Harbor did not receive any new long- range batteries, the port did get one
battery of 3- inch anti- aircraft guns. These were part of the 159 anti- aircraft guns provided by
the same fortification acts that authorized the other Board of Review requests. The battery was
constructed in 1918 on the new reservation located on New Castle Island, halfway between
Forts Stark and Constitution. It consisted only of simple circular gun blocks to hold the gun
mount and a short concrete apron, and was never named. Like most such batteries, this one was
armed for only a short while, the guns and high- angle carriages usually being kept on the
reservation in storage until the time of need, to protect them from the weather.
Portsmouth Harbor also benefited from the Board of Review’s desire to obtain funding for
certain elements of the Taft System not adequately funded during that previous system. The
Board of Review’s final report requested $153,591 for fire control, searchlights, and
electrification at Portsmouth Harbor. Also included was funding for the port’s submarine
mines. The full fire- control scheme for Portsmouth Harbor was never funded, but several of
the 3- inch batteries did receive new stations for coincidence rangefinders. Among these was
Battery Hackleman, whose new station was built in 1920 on top of the southwest bastion of the
1808 Second- System fort. The deployment of searchlights was likewise only partially
implemented. The funds for mining improvements were used to build a new mining casemate at
Fort Constitution, as described subsequently.

Wartime Disarmament in Portsmouth Harbor
The May 1917 order to secure 40 10- inch gun tubes for use as railcar- mounted artillery
specified that 30 of these were to come from actively serving batteries. Five of these were to be
from the northeast district – the two guns of Battery Kendrick at Portland’s Fort Levett, and the
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three model- 1895 tubes of Battery Bohlen at Fort Foster in Portsmouth Harbor. These orders
were duly implemented, but it is not clear how far the tubes traveled. It does not appear that the
three guns from Bohlen ever made it onto railway mounts; ordnance records indicate that they
may have had a short stay at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds, but were returned to Fort Foster in
late 1919. Their disappearing gun carriages had been left in place and actively maintained for
possible reuse. By 1921, the battery had indeed been returned to active status, and the guns were
remounted on their original disappearing carriages. Some updates were made to the battery as
well. It was given new Taylor- Raymond chain hoists in place of its older Hodges ammunition
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hoists (installed in 1901), and it was modified to use the new long- point shells. Bohlen would
133
continue in defensive service for another 20 years.
The Army also wanted 8- inch tubes for use as railcar- mounted artillery. In Portsmouth
Harbor, the two guns of Battery Elon Farnsworth at Fort Constitution were removed in the
summer of 1917. (See Appendix E- 10.) As already chronicled, the unmodified and poor
structural condition of the battery at this point made the guns’ removal quite understandable. It
appears that the two guns did eventually leave and were mounted on railcars, where they
remained even after the war. As at Bohlen, the disappearing gun carriages were left in place for a
short time, and were actively maintained for possible reuse. However, even before the war
ended it became obvious that Battery Farnsworth would never be rearmed. The carriages were
dismounted in June and July 1918, the pieces being sold for scrap. During the early 1920’s, the
Ordnance Department removed as much useful material as possible from Battery Farnsworth,
and it was transferred to the Quartermaster Corps in 1929 simply as a miscellaneous structure.
Even 6- inch tubes were included in the railcar- mounted artillery project. No less than 95 6inch gun tubes were targeted for removal and mounting on wheeled railway gun carriages being
specially constructed at the works of Morgan Engineering in Alliance, Ohio. A smaller number
(28) of slightly smaller carriages for the 5- inch model- 1897 gun were also being built. At
Portsmouth Harbor, the 6- inch Battery Kirk at Fort Stark was disarmed in the summer of
134
1917. No tubes were ever returned to Kirk, and its wheeled carriages were scrapped in the
early 1920’s. After Battery Kirk’s guns were shipped away, the entire defense of Portsmouth and
its important naval dockyard depended on the large, relatively modern 12- inch guns of Battery
Hunter (just then being modified to increase their elevation for improved range), and the four
small 3- inch rapid- fire batteries covering the minefields.
While little of this expedient armament ever made it to France, the concept of mobile coast
artillery did have an impact on the Army’s thought process. After the war, the Army had large
quantities of excess material in relatively good condition. Hundreds of 155- mm guns had been
acquired from France, or from domestic producers manufacturing the gun in accordance with
its French license. Many of these were turned over to the Coast Artillery Corps to use as mobile
guns. A good number of the 12- inch mortar and 8- inch railway guns on rail cars were similarly
organized into new, separate Coast Artillery regiments. Though they didn’t usually replace fixed
artillery batteries, it seemed a good idea to have a strategic reserve of such material, to rush to
either an endangered coast or geographical region. Between the early 1920’s and the late 1930’s,
this material was mostly kept in storage, but some did go overseas to the Philippines, Hawaii,
and the Panama Canal. Portsmouth Harbor did not see any of these units until the tense days
just prior to the Second World War.
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The New Mining Casemate at Fort Constitution
Portsmouth Harbor was again planted with mines in 1917. However, the second- generation
mining casemate for the harbor – located at Fort Stark – was rapidly becoming obsolete. This
casemate had problems that typified the shortcomings of the second generation of casemates.
In addition to its light construction, it was quite vulnerable to hostile fire due to its proximity to
existing gun batteries; it was just a few feet behind Battery Kirk. Additionally, the mine battery
had experienced the premature tripping of its automatic firing switches due to concussion when
135
the guns at the fort were fired. A new casemate was definitely needed, and the latest thinking
was that it should be heavily fortified. After debating alternative sites at the New Castle
reservation and even Fort Foster, it was finally decided to again locate the casemate at Fort
Constitution. The site favored by the Chief of Coast Artillery was ultimately chosen – behind
(west of) Battery Farnsworth, just below the hill under Walbach Tower. The new concrete
building (Fig. CH- 50) was constructed in 1918- 1919, being transferred to Coast Artillery troops
on December 28, 1920. Electrical cables ran from here to a “cable hut” (junction box) at Fort
Stark. From there, one cable for each “group” of mines entered the water and ran to yet another
junction box underwater; lines from here connected with each individual mine.
The new mining casemate needed a primary mining observation station nearby to observe and
plot the position of its targets. Instead of building a new structure for that purpose, the Army
reused the nearby two- story wooden tower that had built in 1904 to direct the firing of Battery
Farnsworth (by then disarmed). About the same time, the old cable tank was remodeled to have
a much larger capacity, and transferred in October 1920. Once again, all of the primary elements
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of the submarine mining defenses for Portsmouth Harbor were concentrated at a single post.

Electrification Efforts and the Fort Constitution Auxiliary Power Plant
At Fort Constitution, the early Endicott- era Battery Elon Farnsworth was designed to
accommodate a storage battery for electricity. However, no storage battery was ever installed.
(In gun batteries that did receive storage batteries, the latter were charged by means of a
portable engine brought to it.) However, heavy batteries built later in the Endicott period had
electric lights, motor- driven ammunition hoists, telephones, and eventually electrically fired
and retracted guns. Among these were the crucial Battery Hunter (at Fort Stark) and Battery
Bohlen (at Fort Foster), followed by the smaller rapid- fire batteries.
The installation of searchlights for the mining defenses and night firing of gun batteries had
begun in 1908, when Fort Stark received a 36- inch portable light. In 1912, Fort Foster and Fort
Constitution received a 36- inch and a 24- inch light, respectively. More substantial 60- inch
General Electric units were supplied to most American forts over the subsequent years. One
arrived at Fort Stark in 1919 and was kept on a flatcar at the end of the wharf; another went to
Fort Foster, placed on a track off the right flank of Battery Bohlen. Finally, in 1921, a 36- inch
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light on a trailer was issued to the New Castle reservation for use in association with the anti137
aircraft battery there.
Finally, as elsewhere, the Portsmouth Harbor forts had their dedicated communications
network. At Fort Constitution, for example, the Quartermaster Corps had built a new woodframe building behind Battery Elon Farnsworth in 1918 as a switchboard room. (This was later
taken over in 1931 by the Coast Artillery.)
The Portsmouth Harbor forts were able to obtain sufficient electricity to power all of the new
devices from the New Hampshire Gas & Electric Company, beginning around or soon after
1900. However, concern remained for a supply of back- up or emergency power. At Fort Stark,
a small auxiliary plant with a 50- horsepower, four- cylinder gasoline engine and generators
were installed in 1909 in a small room in the lower level of Battery Hunter. The original engine
was replaced with a newer model in 1918. A similar type of plant was added at Fort Foster’s
Battery Bohlen in 1910.
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Fort Constitution was the last Portsmouth Harbor fort to receive such a plant. Completed in
1921, it was a rather substantial auxiliary plant made of concrete and situated just northwest of
the disarmed Battery Farnsworth. This location was directly behind the battery’s central
traverse, which meant that the earthen berm originally here had to be removed before the plant
could be built. The building consisted of two rooms, one 14 feet 6 inches by 16 feet 10 inches,
and the other 8 feet by 16 feet 10 inches. Inside were two sets of gasoline engines, 25- kilowatt
generators, mufflers, and radiators. Immediately outside were two buried gasoline tanks to feed
the engines. As will be explained subsequently in “The 1921 Power Plant,” electrical cables ran
from this auxiliary plant to Battery Hackleman and its battery commander’s station, the Cable
Tank, the Torpedo Loading Room, and the Torpedo Storehouse. Final cost of the plant to the
139
date of transfer was $8,124.

Quarters for the Garrisons
It is important to remember that the forts for coastal artillery were active, densely populated
posts (Figures CH- 51, CH- 52, and Appendix C- 1). The surviving structures today are mostly
just the massive concrete structures of the batteries, casemates, and protected support
structures. Long gone are the myriad of wooden and sometimes brick or concrete- plaster
buildings that crowded the posts of the Portsmouth Harbor defenses. Older reservations like
Forts Constitution and McClary had whole generations of elaborate wooden quarters for
officers and NCOs. Very large buildings for enlisted men’s quarters, plus storehouses and
workrooms, were also sprinkled on the reservation landscape. During the Endicott period,
regulation- sized barracks, quarters, storerooms, chapels, bakeries, messes, stables, coal and oil
sheds, ordnance workshops, hospitals (Fig. CH- 53), and other facilities were constructed at
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most of the forts. At Fort Constitution, wooden barracks were erected on concrete piers inside
the old fort during World War I. These housed the battery gunners, as well as serving as the
140
receiving quarters for new National Guard troops until 1945. Almost all of these are gone
today.
The garrison units themselves experienced major changes in organization and population
during the Board of Review period. Some of the prominent units that saw service in the
th
th
Portsmouth Harbor defenses were the 124 Coast Artillery Company (1901- 1917), the 155 and
th
156th Coast Artillery Companies (1907- 1917), and the 8 Coast Artillery Regiment, based in
Portland, Maine. The latter unit supplied maintenance personnel for the Portsmouth Harbor
posts after they were placed in caretaker status after the war. Battery E of that regiment manned
141
Fort Constitution from 1922 until 1940.

The Arrival of the U.S. Coast Guard
In 1939, responsibility for the care of the Fort Point lighthouse passed to the U.S. Coast Guard.
This was due to the closure of the Bureau of Lighthouses (better known as the U.S. Lighthouse
Service), and the transfer of its duties to the Coast Guard. Figure CH- 54 is a 1915 map revised
to 1938. It shows the old lighthouse tract, as well as two additional parcels of land requested by
the Coast Guard prior to its arrival at Fort Point.
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Figure CH- 50. Fort Constitution’s second mining casemate was built in 1918- 1919 against the rocky eminence known as Jordans
Rock. This photograph shows the casemate after its original façade was covered by a “bombproof” concrete façade in 1942- 43.
Battery Farnsworth can be seen at upper left; on top of the hill are the remains of Walbach Tower (circled).
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Figure CH- 51. Map dated February 1920, showing cramped conditions at Fort Constitution (at right), and the new military reservation
created on New Castle Island circa 1909 to alleviate crowding (at left), named Camp Langdon in 1941.
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Figure CH- 52. Plan of Fort Constitution, January 14, 1915, revised to February 11, 1921. This shows the cramped conditions in the
small reservation, crowded with various batteries, buildings, and quarters. Note also the new power plant built
behind Battery Elon Farnsworth.

Figure CH- 53. Hospital at Fort Constitution, 1919.
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Figure HC- 54. Plan of Fort Constitution, January 14, 1915, revised to June 20, 1938, showing the old lighthouse tract, as well as two additional
parcels of land requested by the Coast Guard prior to its arrival at Fort Point in 1939.

THE 1940 PROGRAM
(1940 – 1948)

The National Context
The final generation of American coastal defense began in 1940, inspired by global tensions
leading up to America’s entry into the Second World War. The specific impetus was the fall of
France in June 1940, with the prospect of America having to confront all of Europe as an enemy.
Even worse scenarios • the potential fall of England, and the British fleet passing into enemy
hands • accelerated the complete overhaul of American coastal defense. The basic mission for
the Coast Artillery did not change. However, for the first time since the 1880’s, a system of
defense was envisioned that replaced virtually all of the older guns and batteries with newer
weapons.
A special War Department board issued recommendations on harbors and new construction
projects in the summer of 1940. Local boards then met to review the proposals, adopting or
modifying the Washington recommendation for their particular sites. While most batteries were
to be located on existing reservations, the longer ranges of the new weapons meant that new
locations could be used to advantage that had not been considered previously. A considerable
number of fort sites were purchased under this program. Also needed were sites for the
extensive fire- control network required by such long- range weapons. Suitable locations were
identified and either purchased or leased from landowners; this was usually not difficult, given
the level of popular support once the war began. Ultimately, 33 harbors in the U.S., its
possessions, and even some British locations were slated to receive these new fortifications.
Planned armament originally included 41 new 16- inch batteries, 89 new 6- inch batteries, and
more than 100 90- mm batteries. New units were formed and trained to man coastal defenses,
this time organized into Coast Artillery regiments usually dedicated to the defense of just one
harbor.
At the same time, the program listed a number of older posts and batteries for immediate
closure. Their guns were to be scrapped, or else made available for transfer to allies; the battery
crews were to be deployed to newly constructed batteries. Many others batteries were marked
142
for retention pending the completion of the more modern batteries.
Congressional funding commenced soon after the board presented its final recommendations
on September 11, 1940. Initial appropriations covering part of the construction of five 16- inch
batteries were included in the fiscal- year 1941 budget, with authority to start 16 more in fiscal
year 1942. A 16- inch battery was projected to cost an average of $1.25 million, while a smaller
6- inch battery was estimated at $250,000. These numbers applied only to the structure itself,
excluding both the land under it and the armament on it.
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Artillery Defenses
The standard heavy battery would be built according to plans based closely on the experimental
designs of the late 1930’s. Engineers were not allowed nearly as much flexibility in adapting
plans to local conditions as had been the case in the earlier generations; they were basically told
to build “this” plan at “that” place.
The 16- inch program was made possible primarily by the Army’s access to a ready stockpile of
guns. The Washington Naval Treaty of 1922 had led to the premature scrapping of a dozen
American capital ships under construction. Many of the 16- inch main battery guns intended
for these ships had already been completed, and the rest were in varying states of assembly.
Stored for several years by the Navy, they eventually were transferred to the Army. While not
quite as powerful as the Army’s own recently developed 16- inch gun, they could be mounted
relatively easily on the same type of barbette carriage. These guns were an immense windfall for
the rearmament program, enabling it to avoid the long lead- time required for heavy gun
manufacture. The carriages could elevate these powerful weapons to more than 47 degrees, and
at maximum range could propel a one- ton projectile a distance of 45,150 yards (26 miles).
The second standard emplacement for this generation was designed for two 6- inch guns. In
some ways it resembled a smaller version of the 16- inch battery, with magazines, power room,
and plotting and switchboard room all under thick overhead cover. The guns themselves were
not casemated, though, but rather placed on open platforms at either ends of the magazine.
They were protected by heavy cast- iron shields that wrapped around the gun and essentially
covered everything except the exterior portion of the barrel. These batteries were designed to
provide intermediate capability and engage secondary targets. A newly designed 6- inch gun
was to be used, but production priorities forced many of these batteries to be armed with the
older model- 1903 and model- 1905 6- inch guns – those removed from disappearing batteries in
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1917. The carriages used with these guns gave the latter a range of 27,100 yards (15 miles).
A small number of 8- inch batteries were also recommended, mostly for noncontinental
locations. Additionally, most of the 1915 program’s 12- inch long- range and 16- inch heavy
batteries were modified and incorporated into the new program. Typical modifications
involved building the massive gun houses over existing gun locations, and otherwise bringing
the facility up to date. Smaller 6- inch guns on barbettes, and many of the surviving 3- inch
rapid- fire batteries, were still useful to cover minefields and aid in the defense of narrow
channels, so many were retained under the program.
In 1942, the final type of armament for seacoast use was emplaced: the Army’s new highperformance 90- mm anti- aircraft gun. This gun was developed as an anti- aircraft gun, and it
saw extensive use in this capacity. However, the Coast Artillery realized that the weapon could
also defend against swift surface craft such as torpedo boats. It was usually deployed in one of
two types of mounts. The first type was a fixed emplacement, with the gun behind a rather
bulky splinter- proof shield mounted on a simple concrete gun block. The second type was a
mobile mount, which allowed the guns to be towed for redeployment if necessary. Generally
two guns of the stationary type were paired with two guns on mobile mounts. A program
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authorized in 1943 added these batteries throughout American- defended territory. They were
usually known as “AMTB” batteries, the acronym representing “anti- motor torpedo boat.”

Mine Defenses
Little change occurred in mining defense between the two world wars. It was affected by the
general reduction of personnel and readiness experienced by all of the other harbor defenses, of
course, but its support buildings and technical materiel remained mostly the same as in 1918.
This changed as the nation began preparing for war in the late 1930’s.
Mines were planted using a small fleet of boats. It is important to remember that these were
144
always Army boats, not Navy ones. Each harbor with an active mining project had a small
flotilla, used to drop the distribution boxes, run out the cables, and actually plant or lay either
the ground or buoyant mines. An established mine field would need constant care and
attention, since cables and connections became snared or damaged by commercial anchors or
fishing gear, separated by storms, and affected by saltwater corrosion. The largest Army boats
were the mine planters, but there were never enough of these for every harbor to have one.
The Army’s new Mark IV ground mine was finally available in mid- 1943, and most harbors that
were shallow enough to use ground mines had their existing mine fields replaced with this
much- improved device. This “ultimate” mine was a huge ground mine, 90 inches in diameter.
It was loaded with 3,000 pounds of TNT and could use its own magnetic detector to alert the
crew in the mining casemate of a ship’s approach. Most minefields were actively maintained
until the end of the European conflict in March 1945. The mine material itself was then placed
in inventory, but the crews trained to maintain the mining system were quickly discharged or
dispersed following the war

Radar and Control Posts
The Coast Artillery began to use radar during the 1940’s. Next to radar’s use to warn of air
attack, coastal defense was one of the Army’s first practical applications of radar. Two types of
sets were used extensively. One type was for general surveillance; most harbors received one
such set to help monitor naval and ship traffic. This was often located at the Harbor Entrance
Control Post, where it would augment the joint Army- Navy tracking of ship movements.
The other type of radar was fire- control radar for the seacoast batteries. These sets initially
augmented the existing optical- observation systems. As time passed and familiarity with the
new tool increased, the Army began to rely exclusively on radar to direct its gunnery.
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Concurrent attempts were made to integrate more closely all of the elements of harbor
protection. Each defense was to get a Harbor Defense Command Post that would facilitate
communications and coordinate efforts between all the defensive elements. Most ports also
received Harbor Entrance Control Posts, to monitor marine traffic in and out of their harbors.
These two facilities were often combined in a single structure, as at Fort Stark in Portsmouth
Harbor.

The 1940 Program in
Portsmouth Harbor and at
Fort Constitution
The wartime “Harbor Defense Project” for Portsmouth Harbor describes a two- fold mission:
1) to deny enemy ships access to, or use of, Portsmouth Harbor; and
2) to support the defense against landing attack within range of the harbor defense
145
weapons.
Recommendations for Portsmouth Harbor were included within the original scope of the 1940
Program. New 16- inch and 6- inch batteries were envisioned at several sites. The harbor at that
time was protected primarily by the two big Endicott batteries, 12- inch Battery Hunter at Fort
Stark (Fig. CH- 55) and 10- inch Battery Bohlen at Fort Foster. Both of these were to be
dismantled at the completion of this work. However, the four rapid- fire 3- inch batteries from
the Endicott period would continue to serve: Battery Chapin at Fort Foster, Batteries Hays and
Lytle at Fort Stark, and Battery Hackleman at Fort Constitution (Fig. CH- 56). And – as with the
earlier generations of coastal defense – a host of ancillary buildings were constructed with war
appropriations.

Artillery Defenses
Camp Langdon
As early as July 1940, a new 16- inch battery and a new 6- inch battery were planned in the
vicinity of the “Military Reservation on New Castle Island,” which had been established in 1909.
(The reservation was renamed Camp Langdon in 1941.) However, it was ultimately decided not
to proceed with these, but rather focus on a new reservation on the south side of Portsmouth
Harbor.
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The New Post of Fort Dearborn
After some uncertainty on the part of the site board, it was decided to acquire a new reservation
on the south side of Portsmouth Harbor at Frost Point in Rye, New Hampshire. Here would be
emplaced a new 16- inch battery, and one of the new 6- inch batteries. The new reservation was
eventually named Fort Dearborn, in honor of early Secretary of War Henry Dearborn, by War
Department General Order on May 21, 1943.
The 16- inch battery here was funded and started under the simple name Battery Construction
No. 103. (Numbers started with No. 101 in Portland and proceeded clockwise around the
continental U.S.). Most of the batteries of this generation were in fact never given names, but in
this case the emplacement was eventually named Battery Seaman (for Colonel Claudius M.
Seaman) in August 1942. Structural work was begun on April 8, 1942, and completed late in the
summer of 1943. It cost $1,474,506, and was transferred to Artillery troops in 1944. It was of
typical design, except that the gun houses were angled outward slightly to allow a wider field of
fire. A separate protected plotting/spotting/radio room was also constructed.
The new 6- inch battery (Battery Construction No. 204) was built nearby at Odiorne’s Point the
same year, and transferred at the same time as its bigger neighbor. Both batteries were fully
armed and equipped, although the steel shields of Battery Seaman were not installed until 1946.
After proof- firing, the emplacements went quickly into caretaker status, though with careful
attention to readiness maintenance.
While these permanent works were being constructed, two small batteries were emplaced on
the coast southeast of Fort Dearborn. One, at Odiorne’s Point, housed four 155- mm. guns from
the World War I era. They used a new type of emplacement developed by the Coast Artillery
called a Panama mount, because it had been first devised in the Panama Canal defenses. This
was basically just a center pivot with a circular track to hold the gun and wheeled carriage. The
other small emplacement was located still farther south along the coast, at Pulpit Rock; this was
a typical 90- mm AMTB battery (No. 951) constructed and armed in 1943.

Fort Foster
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A new 6- inch battery was built at Fort Foster, on the north side of the harbor. Construction
of Battery No. 205 continued from November 1942 until mid- 1943. The battery was located
east of the existing batteries, and required the purchase of a new parcel of land in August 1941.
Although the battery was completed structurally, the power room was outfitted, and the shields
and carriages were delivered, it never received its gun tubes, and never experienced armed
147
service.
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Fort Foster received a battery commander’s station for the new 6- inch battery, a new
searchlight installation, and one of the new 90- mm AMTB batteries (No. 952).
As specified in the authorizing instructions, the older batteries began to be dismantled as the
newer emplacements neared completion. Battery Bohlen was the first to go: the salvage of its
guns and material and subsequent abandonment of the emplacement was ordered on December
15, 1942. The local command did continue to use the magazines of the battery to store the 90mm ammunition for the AMTB battery on the post.

Fort Stark
The 3- inch guns from the Endicott- era Battery Lytle were moved onto new blocks in a new
position, at the east end of the reservation. The Endicott- era Battery Kirk – whose 6- inch
disappearing guns had been removed and not replaced during World War I – was overbuilt with
an elaborate, multi- room Harbor Entrance Control Post (HECP) and Harbor Defense
Command Post (HDCP). This was a joint Army- Navy observation and command center,
designed to regulate control of the shipping channel, nets, mines, and fixed defenses. This
operation started functioning on a 24- hour schedule in September 1941, but the elaborate new
building was not completed until late in 1944.
Battery Hunter, which had served as the primary long- range armament for the defenses of
Portsmouth for fully 40 years, finally saw the authorization for its removal on December 21,
1944, when Battery Seaman was completed at Fort Dearborn.

Fort Constitution
With regard to artillery defenses, relatively little was done at Fort Constitution. The 1920
coincidence rangefinder (CRF) station for Battery Hackleman, constructed on top of the
southwest bastion of the old 1808 fort, was given additional concrete protection in 1942, to
serve as a combination coincidence rangefinder station and enclosed battery commander’s
148
station (Fig. CH- 57).

Changes to the Rapid- Fire and Anti- Aircraft Batteries
The smaller, 3- inch batteries experienced a shuffling of armament in 1942. Numerous changes
were made in an attempt to place the guns in the best locations, and to balance out barrel wear.
In 1942, the guns of Battery Hackleman (Fig. CH- 58) were sent to Fort H.G. Wright, located on
Fishers Island in Long Island Sound. Hackleman was rearmed with guns taken from Battery
Lytle at Fort Stark, which was in the process of being relocated to a different site on the same
reservation. The relocated battery (New Lytle) was armed with guns taken from nearby Battery
Hays, which was not rearmed. Only Fort Foster’s Battery Chapin seems to have ended the
Second World War with its original armament.
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The 3- inch batteries remaining at the end of the war – Hackleman, New Lytle, and Chapin –
were disarmed soon after the surrenders that ended the war – either late in 1945, or in the first
149
half of 1946. The 90- mm batteries at Fort Foster and Pulpit Rock probably had their guns
moved to storage for protection from the weather at the end of the European war. The batteries
themselves may not have been finally closed until 1946 or even 1947; neither had much to
abandon, in any event. That left only the two batteries of the 1940 Program – the 16- inch
Battery Seaman and the 6- inch Battery No. 204, both at Fort Dearborn – still armed at the end of
the defense project.

Fire- Control Stations
The extensive range of the new guns (Fig. CH- 59) meant that the area protected by the
Portsmouth Harbor batteries actually overlapped the areas protected by similar batteries around
Boston and Portland. The new generation of weapons received the most extensive and
elaborate system of fire control yet. The initial program specified a series of base- end stations to
be built along the coast north and south of Portsmouth Harbor (Fig. CH- 60). Each battery
would have a number of dedicated stations. A 6- inch battery usually had about six station
positions; a 16- inch could have a dozen or more. A small crew in the station (usually three men)
would man optical instruments capable of determining readings on enemy vessels. When this
information was combined with that from other stations (and information on tides and
meteorological conditions) in the battery’s plotting room, the proper range and azimuth settings
for the gun could be calculated.
One of the range- finding instruments employed measured the distance to a target using the
known height of the scope and the angle to the target. It was called a depression position finder.
For visibility, and for the effective use of this type of depression instrument, the stations needed
to be elevated. This required, on the low coastal shores of New England, the construction of
towers. Most frequently these were 10- foot square buildings more than 60 feet high, but
impressive efforts were made to disguise some as lighthouses, cottages, and even windmills.
(Many of these towers still exist today, in private ownership). The overlapping range of the new
guns meant that towers could be shared by stations for several batteries on the same harbor, or
even for stations of batteries in different harbors.

Mine Defenses
The 1940 Program for Portsmouth Harbor envisioned more extensive use of minefields in the
harbor. Three lines of ground mines would be used (Fig. CH- 61). Two of these were placed in
the outer harbor, outside of Whaleback Light, in the same general location as earlier minefields.
Together they contained seven groups, with 13 mines in each group; they were controlled from
the 1920 casemate at Fort Constitution. The third line of mines was placed outside the other
two. It also consisted of seven groups, with 13 mines in each group. It was controlled from a
new mine casemate built at Fort Foster.
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The existing mining observation stations at Fort Constitution and Fort Foster were replaced
with new concrete stations, one at each post. These were short towers designed to allow their
crews to observe and plot the position of enemy vessels for each of the harbor’s mine batteries.
The tower at Fort Foster was located behind Battery Bohlen, giving it an excellent view of the
harbor. The tower at Fort Constitution was built on top, and slightly to the right, of the old no. 1
gun emplacement (at the southwest end) of the abandoned Battery Farnsworth (see Figure CH41).
The Fort Constitution observation station was a box- like structure two stories high. At each
level was one room 12 feet square; the upper one had a wide observation slit. Work was
completed to allow transfer to the Coast Artillery on March 13, 1943, at a construction cost of
$4,061. The upper room, like its counterpart at Fort Foster, housed a single depression- finding
optical instrument that “sighted” on enemy vessels. The lower room contained the plotting
room for the entire Portsmouth Harbor mine defense. Data collected by the observation room
above, and by the station at Fort Foster, was processed here and relayed by dedicated telephone
line to whichever of the two mining casemates controlled the mine to be exploded.
It appears that the upper room also functioned initially as Harbor Defense Observation Post No.
2, although documentation is not conclusive. Its crew would thus have been responsible for the
general observation of both friendly and unfriendly maritime traffic. By May 1943, this role had
been transferred to the newly completed Harbor Entrance Control Post at Fort Stark. The
Harbor Defense Project states that four men were the usual complement assigned to each of the
stations.
The Fort Constitution mining casemate was strengthened in 1942- 1943 with additional
concrete on its exposed northwest side, to protect against hostile fire. Also, due to concern that
the key control stations of the defenses might be exposed to gas attack, the casemate was given
gas protection at this time. That mostly consisted of installing an airlock chamber at the
entrance and filters on the ventilation ducts. The modernization work cost almost $11,000, and
150
was completed by the middle of 1943.
The Coast Artillery began laying mines off Portsmouth Harbor in the fall of 1941, but the full
complement of mines was not placed until February 1942. Portsmouth Harbor appears to have
never ranked high enough to get a permanently assigned Army boat as a mine planter; it planted
its World War II mine field by borrowing the 172- foot Brigadier General Baird from the Harbor
Defenses of Boston. On August 1, 1941, it was reported that the following mine yawls were
stationed at the Fort Constitution wharf: one 24- footer and three 26- footers (the M- 227, M320, M- 321, and M- 348, respectively). It was also noted that the port was expecting delivery of
the L- 50. The latter was a larger 64- foot “distribution box boat.” Most of these boats could
handle any of the tasks assigned; it was simply a matter of capacity and speed.
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Radar in Portsmouth Harbor
At Portsmouth Harbor, a Signal Corps Radio radar set (SCR- 682) was installed at Fort Stark in
the combined entrance and command post, the housing for the antenna sitting on the roof of the
observation station. Apparently it was active and in use by early 1944. The major 6- and 16inch gun batteries each received their own fire- control radar. This was an SCR- 296 set that
could be used as an alternative to the optical spotting system already used by the base- end
stations. The set was placed on a tall steel framework tower, and purposely built to resemble a
water tank. The three modern batteries of Portsmouth Harbor each had their tower built and
151
equipped in 1943.

The Portsmouth Harbor Garrison
The threat of World War II caused new units to be formed and trained to man coastal defenses
nd
primarily at just one harbor, as explained previously. Portsmouth Harbor received the 22
Coast Artillery Regiment (Harbor Defense). This unit was mobilized on February 1, 1940, at
Fort Constitution; it manned virtually all of Portsmouth Harbor’s coastal artillery during the
war. The only exception was the 155- mm battery at Odiorne’s Point, which provided
protection while the two new permanent batteries were being constructed at nearby Fort
st
Dearborn in 1942- 1943. This was manned by the 241 Coast Artillery Regiment (a
152
Massachusetts- based mobile unit).
nd

The headquarters of the 22 Regiment moved to Camp Langdon in November 1940, but the rest
of the batteries and troops remained where they were. Battery A of that unit was assigned to
Fort Constitution. It provided not only the personnel to plant and operate the mines, but also
the gun crews that manned the light 3- inch guns that protected the minefields, and support
staff.
Another massive generation of standard wooden buildings was built during the Army’s
expansion in 1940- 1941. Camp Langdon on New Castle Island, Fort Constitution (Fig. CH62), Fort Foster, and Fort Dearborn all received a large number of buildings that replaced or
expanded their garrison quarters. Except for a few brick buildings at Constitution and Stark,
almost all of these are gone today.
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Figure CH- 55. Map showing the field of fire for the 12- inch disappearing guns of Battery Hunter
at Fort Stark. Their range of 17,300 yards effectively covered Portsmouth Harbor; they remained the
heaviest weapons of the defense until well into the Second World War.
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Figure CH- 56. Plan of Endicott- period defenses at Portsmouth Harbor, 1938, showing how the area’s
three forts – Constitution, Stark, and Foster – could cross- fire over the main shipping channel.
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Figure CH- 57. Photograph showing the 1942 coincidence rangefinder station for Fort Constitution’s Battery
Hackleman, erected on top of the southwest bastion of the old Second- System fort. It was one of various
command, observation, and fire- control stations built at the harbor posts.

Figure CH- 58. Crew of 3- inch gun at Battery Hackleman.
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Figure CH- 59. Map showing the various “fields of fire” for the guns of the Portsmouth defenses
during the 1940 Program. The largest circle represents the range of the new, 16- inch guns at Fort
Dearborn, which covered a long stretch of both the Maine and Massachusetts coasts.
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Figure CH- 60. Map showing the locations of the numerous base- end stations
constructed along the New England coast as part of the optical rangefinding system for the new long- range weapons.
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Figure CH- 61. Map showing the intended locations of the major minefields to be placed across the main
channel at the mouth of the Piscataqua River during the Second World War. Map dated late 1943,
updated to mid- 1944.
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Figure CH- 62. View of Fort Constitution, looking northwest, circa 1950; light keeper’s house in foreground, World War II barracks
(inside the Second- System fort) in the background.

THE END OF AMERICAN
COASTAL DEFENSE

The National Context
It is difficult to pinpoint the end of both the strategic philosophy and the tactical organization
that comprised seacoast defense. As early as late 1942, some construction projects of the 1940
Program were successively deferred or eliminated outright. By early 1943, the favorable course
of the war indicated that bombardment by heavy enemy battleships was unlikely to occur.
American resources (dollars, scarce strategic materiel, and trained manpower) could be better
spent on offensive, mobile weapons rather than on fixed, defensive batteries. Additionally, new
military technology such as aircraft, and the ability to land troops away from docks on open
beaches, meant that it was unwise to protect only harbors. As this became apparent, the
construction of new batteries slowed. Troops were withdrawn from Coast Artillery units and
assigned to anti- aircraft units, and eventually to the general pool of replacement manpower.
Finally, in July 1950, the Coast Artillery was formally merged into the Artillery Corps of the
Army, ceasing to be a separate Army Corps.

The End of Coastal Defense at
Portsmouth Harbor and
Fort Constitution
With the exception of old Fort McClary (which had been transferred to the State of Maine in
1924), all of the original federal forts of Portsmouth Harbor served through the Second World
153
War. However, they, too, were becoming obsolete. In February 1944, the primary defensive
nd
unit, the 22 Coast Artillery Regiment, transferred away much of its strength. In June of that
year, the 16- inch guns of Battery Seaman were proof- fired, and almost immediately went into
nd
caretaker status. The 22 was officially disbanded on October 7, 1944, with the Harbor Defense
of Portsmouth assuming all responsibility for the port’s defense. In March 1945, orders were
issued to pick up and abandon the submarine minefields; the buildings that supported the mine
154
service were either abandoned or adapted for other uses.
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In April 1945, the final batteries were deactivated and all of the coastal artillery posts in
Portsmouth Harbor essentially became caretaker posts. As early as August 1945, some of the
fire- control sites were put up for sale back into civilian ownership. From then until 1948, the
last of the guns were sold off for scrap, and even the posts began to be divested. In 1948, the
Army deactivated Fort Constitution, along with the rest of the nearby forts defending
155
Portsmouth Harbor.

Postwar Fate of the Fort Constitution Reservation
For a while in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, most of the old coastal artillery reservations
served other military purposes. Camp Langdon remained a Navy and Marine Corps reserve
center, and Fort Dearborn became an Air Force radar site. At Fort Point, the U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG) continued to operate the lighthouse reservation, but most of the former U.S. Army land
(8.3 acres: 8.17 actual land and .13 in three easements) had been transferred to the U.S. Navy by
1952. (See Appendix B- 5.) Fort Constitution was used by the National Guard from 1951 until
th
1958. Figure CH- 63 shows the main gate in 1954, when it was occupied by Service Battery, 737
AFA Battalion, Military Police Company of the New Hampshire National Guard.
As military usage of Fort Point ceased over time, the U.S. Coast Guard presence grew. As
described previously, the Coast Guard came to Fort Point in 1939, when that service assumed
responsibility for the lighthouse reservation. The Coast Guard asked in 1938 that it be given two
additional parcels of land – a large one between Batteries Farnsworth and Hackleman, and a
smaller one along the north shoreline, next to the mine wharf. Coast Guard personnel were
quartered in the light keeper’s house, and an Army barracks was converted to a recreation
center.
Coast Guard operations at Fort Point continued to expand after World War II. The Portsmouth
Harbor Lifeboat Station – also a Coast Guard facility – was relocated here from Wood Island in
1948. Figure CH- 64 shows the Coast Guard property in 1957. The fire- control station for
Battery Hackleman (atop the southwest bastion of Fort Constitution) was used as a Coast Guard
lookout station, until it was replaced with a steel- frame tower. The larger of the two parcels
requested in 1938 was paved, and could accommodate helicopter landings.
In 1965, the U.S. Navy transferred 8.3 acres to the Treasury Department (acting for the U.S.
Coast Guard, now the U.S. Coast Guard Station, Portsmouth). That same year, Battery
156
Hackleman was demolished to make way for a USCG administration building and dormitory.
Figure CH- 65, taken in the early 1960’s, shows the battery disarmed but still intact. Figures
CH- 66 and CH- 67, taken a few years later, show the battery demolished and the new building
in its place. Figure CH- 68 depicts the building on the day of its dedication, August 24, 1967.
The current pier paralleling the north shoreline was built in 1969- 1970; the older T- shaped pier
was retained at that time. More recently, a new USCS engineering building was completed in
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2004; it was located next to the existing engineering building, near the dock on the north
157
shore.
State and local officials and Congressional representatives were also interested in the old
Portsmouth Harbor forts, as possible historical parks. The ruins had long been sites for
recreation by the local populace (Fig. CH- 69). Eventually, all of the major forts did become
state or local parks. The park status of the sites has aided in the survival of their historic
structures (Fig. CH- 70). A few batteries have been removed; others were partially buried to
limit access, such as Battery Bohlen at Fort Foster. Nevertheless, much remains of the
fortifications built on these sites from 1808 to 1945.
At Fort Point, in 1959 the Navy declared 1.75 acres (most of the 1808/1865 Fort Constitution) to
be excess, and it transferred the parcel to the federal General Service Administration (GSA) for
disposal. New Hampshire sought and obtained the parcel from the GSA the next year for the
purposes of establishing a state park. (See Appendix B- 6.) In 1967, the state received from the
Coast Guard ownership of the southwest bastion of the 1808 fort, completing the state’s
ownership of the entire fort. (See Appendix B- 7.) Subsequent preservation treatments were
funded by both local groups and the state. For example, the 1808 fort’s portcullis was replaced
in kind in 1974 with funds raised by the Daughters of the American Revolution. The south sally
port was restored by the state in the early 1980’s.
The Coast Guard continued to pare down its holdings. It transferred 1.85 acres to the Town of
New Castle in September 1999; in June 2001, it transferred approximately 5 acres to still another
interested party, the University of New Hampshire. This parcel will be discussed in greater
detail in subsequent sections of this report.
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Figure CH- 63. Main sally port of Fort Constitution, displaying signage indicating use of the fort by the
New Hampshire National Guard, circa 1954. Use of the name “Fort William and Mary” recalls the site’s
Revolutionary- War significance.
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Figure CH- 64. Plan of U.S. Coast Guard property, November 1957.
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Figure CH- 65. Aerial photograph of Fort Constitution, looking northeast in the early 1960’s. At top is the rectangular
outline of the Second System fort within the pentagonal outline of the Third System fort. At bottom is the asphalt
helicopter pad built by the Coast Guard. At middle right is the disarmed Battery Hackleman, with old mine cases
stored behind it. At upper right is the light keeper’s house, and at upper left is the 1901 Torpedo Storehouse.
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Figure CH- 66. Aerial photograph of Fort Constitution, looking northeast in the mid- 1960’s. Battery Hackleman has
been demolished to make way for a new Coast Guard administration building. At bottom is Battery Elon Farnsworth,
with the 1921 Power Plant centered behind it, and the old mine cases from Battery Hackleman stacked nearby.
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Figure CH- 67. Aerial photograph of Fort Constitution, looking west, December 1967.
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Figure CH- 68. Fort Constitution Coast Guard administration building on the day of its dedication, August 24, 1967.

Figure CH- 69. Picnickers at Fort Constitution, no date.
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Figure CH- 70. Fort Constitution Bicentennial celebration, October 12, 1974.

SECTION 2.
CONSTRUCTION AND
DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
OF THE STRUCTURES
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WALBACH TOWER
(CASTLE WALBACH)
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Walbach Tower was built on
the highest point of land at
Fort Point (fig. WT- 1), to
obtain maximum height and
thus range for the guns of the
tower. This point was a rocky
outcropping known as
Jordans Rock, located 210
yards west of Fort
Constitution. The tower
provided protection for the
vulnerable landward
approach to the west of the
fort. Its cannon and other
guns could also cover the
water approaches to the north
and south (Town Beach).

Existing Conditions, HAP Map

Today, Walbach Tower is a ruin. The west elevation (Fig. WT- 2) is the most intact, illustrating
the stone foundation and brick walls used for the tower. The other three elevations have lost
almost all of their upper portions, with the south elevation being mostly reduced to rubble
(WT- 3). However, the east elevation (Fig. WT- 4) displays an arched opening (Fig. WT- 5, WT6) that leads into the powder magazine (Fig. WT- 7). This magazine was at a lower level than the
vaulted gun embrasures, and so has survived longer. It is unlikely that the opening seen today is
original, since no such opening appears in the early photographs. The opening was probably
created when the exterior wall of the magazine deteriorated, exposing the arched roof of the
powder magazine.
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Figure WT- 1. Aerial view of Battery Elon Farnsworth, looking east, October 2001, showing remains of Walbach Tower (circled).

Figure WT- 2. Ruins of Walbach Tower, west elevation, with scale.
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Figure WT- 3. Ruins of Walbach Tower, south elevation, with scale.
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Figure WT- 4. Ruins of Walbach Tower, east elevation, adjacent to entrance to Battery Farnsworth’s
Gun Emplacement No. 1, with scale.
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Figure WT- 5. Ruins of Walbach Tower, east elevation, with scale.
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Figure WT- 6. Ruins of Walbach Tower, detail of Figure WT- 5.
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Figure WT- 7. Ruins of Walbach Tower, looking through arched opening in east elevation into
powder magazine (photograph taken with a fish- eye lens).
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BACKGROUND

Overview
Walbach Tower was built during the Second System of American seacoast defense, which dated
from 1807 to 1815. The system was initiated in response to British naval attempts to blockade
Napoleonic France, which led to the impressment of American seamen into the British Navy. As
tensions rose between the United States and Britain, Congress began discussions about the need
to improve seacoast fortifications. In January 1808, an appropriation of $1 million was approved
for the building of new defensive works, and for the improvement and modification of existing
works. Work on this Second System of seacoast defense was pursued aggressively between
1808 and 1812. The Second System identified some 30 ports needing defensive resources. As
Williford notes, “Many of the new works were modifications of the forts and sites begun in the
1
First System, but enlarged for more guns and equipped with better troop accommodations.”
Portsmouth Harbor was identified among the priority sites to be defended in the Second
System, and money was approved for a major modernization of Fort Constitution. An
unprecedented $64,428 was expended on the fortifications at Fort Constitution during the
2
period of 1806 to the end of the War of 1812. The construction of the new fortifications at Fort
Constitution coincided with the arrival of a new commander – Captain John B. Walbach.
Walbach arrived at Fort Constitution in 1806 and played a significant role in the development of
3
the fort until his departure in 1821.

The War of 1812 and Portsmouth Harbor
Concern in 1813
Fort Constitution was structurally complete and garrisoned by at least a partial company of
soldiers at the beginning of the War of 1812. However, Revolutionary- War forts and battery
sites in the Piscataqua River had not been maintained. These included the small earthworks
named Fort Sullivan on Seavey’s Island and Fort Washington on Peirce’s Island.
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Although Portsmouth Harbor was not immediately threatened, British warships sailed
continually along the coast, and the populace was worried. On May 20, 1813, the Portsmouth
community met in town meeting to address concerns about the safety of the town from a hostile
naval attack. It was voted to appeal to the state legislature for assistance to address the “exposed
4
situation of that town and harbor....” At the same meeting, Daniel Webster made a stirring
speech, proposing that
every man who wants these forts, aye, the town of Portsmouth, defended,
appear on parade ground tomorrow with pick- axe, spade, and shovel,
and that they go to the Islands, and repair the forts.

They did, and “in a few days the defenses were completed, and forts Washington and Sullivan
5
were repaired.”

Alarm in 1814
Portsmouth’s concern was well- founded: in the spring of 1814, the British instituted a naval
blockade along the shores of New England, and a British expedition captured and occupied the
towns of Castine and Eastport, Maine. A rumor sprang up that the British had also landed at
York Harbor, Maine, although this proved to be untrue. This triggered great alarm in the
6
region and galvanized both the civilian and military populace to action.
As described in an 1865 account,
The town [New Castle] became greatly excited, and many of the citizens
who were at church [on Sunday] left the meeting and repaired to the Fort
[Constitution]. Col. Walbach selected the site of the Tower bearing his
name, upon the eminence adjacent to the garrison, and preparations
were then immediately made in consequence of the alarming rumor, for
excavating to prepare the foundation.7

Captain John B. Walbach, commander of Fort Constitution at the time, responded to the alarm
by directing the construction of a Martello- type tower on the high ground just west of the fort.
The tower was intended to provide cannon coverage for the landward approaches to the west of
the fort, and also for Town Beach to the south.

4
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It is not known what, if any, preparations had been made by Captain Walbach for building such
a tower prior to that spring Sunday in 1814 when the citizenry descended upon the fort to help.
Work on the tower seems to have been carried out during the summer of 1814 by many
members of Walbach’s garrison at Fort Constitution. In addition,
Capt. Marshall’s Company [of 60 men] was ordered here from the Fort
on Jaffrey’s [Jerry’s] Point at the entrance of Little Harbor, to assist many
of the citizens who volunteered their services in its erection, several of
whom are yet living on the Island.8

The citizens of Portsmouth and New Castle remained involved in all aspects of Portsmouth’s
defenses. On September 6, 1814, the New Hampshire Gazette reported that
a committee of safety was chosen [at town meeting]...The fortifications,
which are not so already, are to be put into a complete state for defence,
and new ones are to be erected...by the voluntary aid of the citizens.9

A week later, the newspaper stated that
Volunteers, from this and the neighboring towns, have offered in great
numbers, to labor on the forts; and the works there continue to be daily
strengthening and improving.10

Another local newspaper, the Portsmouth Oracle, reported on September 17 that:
We are happy in being able to state that the fortifications &c. in this place
are now in complete order.11

Presumably this included the Martello Tower at Fort Point.

Design Precedent: The Martello Tower
Walbach Tower is a Martello tower – a type of coastal- defense structure used widely by the
th
British in the early 19 century (see Appendix D- 2 for precedence in Canada), but much less so
by the American military establishment. It was built in 1814 to help defend Portsmouth Harbor
from the threat of a British naval assault during the War of 1812.
Towers had long been used in coastal defense as an inexpensive way to protect an isolated port
or to augment a large fortification. The Martello tower, however, was a specific type of tower. A
classic Martello tower had its main entry on a raised, second story (accessed by a movable
12
ladder), and its heaviest guns mounted on the roof.
8
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As explained by Glen Williford:
The name came from a French tower at Martella Point, Corsica, that
easily repelled an assault by British warships in 1794. Impressed, the
British built almost 200 such towers around the globe in the early 19th
century. With a little variation in spelling, these became known as
Martello towers.13

The construction of just 10 Martello towers has been documented in the United States, and
several of these were never completed, as indicated on Table WT- 1 following this narrative.
Figures WT- 8 through WT- 10 provide information about two of these towers. No plans for
Walbach Tower have been found, but it differed from the classic form by having its main entry
14
at ground level. It did have its heaviest gun on the roof – a 32- pounder borrowed from a naval
15
ship, mounted on a center- pivot carriage so that it could fire 360°. Additionally, three 416
pounder cannons on the main level fired out through embrasures in the walls.
As mentioned previously, the site for Fort Point’s Martello tower was chosen by Captain
Walbach. It is highly likely, as will be explained shortly, that he prepared the design for the
tower, as well.

John B. Walbach
John B. Walbach (Fig. WT- 11) was born in 1764 in the Munster Valley of St. Gregory, Upper
17
Rhine, Germany. He was the third son of Baron Joseph de Bartha Walbach and received his
military education at Strasburg. Walbach was a lieutenant in the Lauzin Hussars in Austria from
1786 to 1792. From 1793 to 1798 he was a captain in the Huzzars de Rohan in the German army.
In 1798 he traveled to America to visit his father, who had moved to Philadelphia at the
beginning of the French Revolution. The young man found that his father had died and that his
estate had been sold. At this point, Walbach decided to join the American Army. Beginning as a
lieutenant in the cavalry, in less than a year he had risen to become an aide- de- camp to General

13

Section 1, p. 37.
Letter from Lt. Horace C. Story, reporting upon the defenses and the conditions of the works under
his command, March 31, 1816. War Department, Book Corp. of Engineer Reports. Internal Revenue
Office, Portsmouth, NH. Correspondence with Washington D.C. Lighthouse, Fort Constitution, Vol. III,
Bound Volumes with Transcribed Documents at Portsmouth Athenaeum (F44.N6MS Ref OV), p. 151.
15
Section 1, p. 36.
16
Frost, p. 6.
17
It is recommended that additional research be undertaken on the life and career of John B. Walbach
and a more intensive look at his name. His name is most often spelled and pronounced as “Walback “ in
official records, according to the following source: Internal Revenue Office, Portsmouth, N.H.
correspondence with Washington, D. C., Lighthouse, Fort Constitution, Vol. III, “The Brick Tower at
New Castle,” p. 136- A. In the record of the Church of St. Ignatius, Baltimore, MD, (the church from
where he was buried) his name is given as John Baptiste de Bartha Baron de Walbach. In other sources,
he is referred to as John de BarthWalbach. An abbreviated version of Walbach’s name is used in this
report: John B. Walbach. For additional information on Walbach see “Incidents in the Life of John
Baptiste de Walbach(k?) and his Death in Baltimore in 1857 – Age 91,” by J. L. Meloon, Archives of the
Town of New Castle.
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18

Alexander Hamilton. The following list of appointments outlines the postings of Colonel
Walbach from the time that he joined the American Army up to his appointment to Fort
Constitution in 1806.
On Jan. 10, 1799 was aide de camp to Gen. Alexander Hamilton; in May
was Asst. Adjutant General to Gen. Wm. North; in September and
December was assigned to the staff of Gen. Chas. C. Pinckney whom he
assisted in preparing reorganization of the cavalry. In Feb. 1801 he was
made 1st Lieut. In the Regt. of Artillerists and Engineers, and on Oct. 25th
following he was appointed Aide de Camp to Gen. James Wilkinson. He
was retained in April 1802 as 1st Lieut. of Artillery and he became
Adjutant Dec. 1, 1804. He was promoted Captain Jan. 31, 1806, made
Asst. Deputy Quartermaster General in March 1812.19

Several sources indicate that he was identified as a military engineer, so his military training in
Strasbourg, Germany, must have included some basic engineering knowledge. He was
appointed “First Lieutenant of Artilleries and Engineer” in 1801 by President Thomas Jefferson
and given charge of the coast defenses from Rhode Island to New Hampshire. Upon arriving at
Fort Constitution in 1806, Walbach was assigned the engineering task of renovating the old fort
and expanding it into a more modern facility.
In 1821, Walbach was promoted to Colonel and placed in command of Fort Independence in
Boston Harbor. He rose to the rank of Brevet Brigadier General and presided over Court
20
Martials in Baltimore until his death in 1857.

18
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Table. WT- 1. U.S. SEACOAST MARTELLO TOWERS
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Figure WT- 8. Plan of Martello tower at James Island, Charleston, SC.

Figure WT- 9. A Martello tower located on Tybee Island, Georgia, and constructed circa 1814- 1815.
Stereoscopic view, circa 1900. Note circular form, entry doors on ground level and
upper level, and embrasures and gun terreplein at the top of the tower.
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Figure WT- 10. Martello tower at
Tybee Island.
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Figure WT- 11. John B. Walbach, who directed the 1814 construction of Walbach Tower.
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CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

Location and Design
A map from 1820 (Fig. WT- 12) shows the location of Walbach Tower relative to Fort
Constitution. It is thought that then- Captain John B. Walbach was the designer of the Martello
tower at Fort Point in 1814. Although no original plans for the tower have been found, a
compendium of local reminiscences published in 1987 stated that drawings for a Martello tower
existed in Walbach’s papers. The book maintained that
Among Walbach’s 1809 papers were drawings he had made of a Martello
tower, a circular fort of masonry originating in Corsica, which had
interested him. However, he did nothing about building such a structure
at Fort Constitution at this time.21

These drawings have not been located, but the book suggests that Walbach had sketched or
drawn an existing Martello tower from his personal observations. The resulting sketch may
have served as the design for the tower at Fort Constitution.
th

Walbach may have had the help of an engineer, as well. A 19 - century history of the fort
reports that improvements to the fort made between 1806 and 1808 were carried out under the
22
superintendence of “Engineer Lebaron.” It is not known whether Engineer Lebaron remained
at Fort Constitution and was there to help design and oversee the construction of the tower.

Materials
The foundation of the tower consisted of random- split local ledge stone and granite, from a
23
cliffside quarry on Leachs Island. The central pillar was likewise of split stone and lime mortar.
24
The brickwork of the walls and vaults was of water- struck brick and lime mortar. Exterior
walls were laid up in the common- bond pattern (three stretcher courses between each header
course). Mortar samples of the brick and stone tower were taken in 2001 for UNH by John B.
Wastrom, a local restoration mason and preservationist. A basic mortar analysis was performed.
The ingredients of the mortar were the same throughout the tower. These were lime putty,
21

Helen St. John, From Mrs. Tredick’s Inn, More Reminiscences of New Castle, NH. (Portsmouth, NH:
Peter E. Randall Publisher, 1987), pp.54- 56. Note: the 1809 records are not cited, so their location is
unknown. This book is not considered to be a scholarly source, according to local historians.
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Frost, p. 3.
23
John B. Wastrom, “Masonry Conditions Report, Battery Farnsworth, Walbach Tower, Mines
Casement” (report completed for the Facilities Design and Construction Division, University of New
Hampshire, March 2001), p. 2.
24
Wastrom, p. 2.
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beach sand, and clay. The sand samples from the tower matched samples taken from nearby
25
New Castle beach.
Despite the apparent haste with which Walbach Tower may have been built, it was still a large
construction project. Interior brick walls formed a barrel vault with walls three courses thick.
The interior brick barrel vault would have required a wooden form to support the new masonry.
There were probably at least 60,000 - 70,000 bricks used to build the tower above the stone
26
foundation. A brief inspection of loose bricks in and around the tower did not find any
identifying brick maker's mark. The average dimension of these bricks is 7 inches long, 3 inches
wide, and 2 inches thick. The source for the brick could have been any one of the many
th
brickyards located along the Piscataqua by the early 19 century. The exterior and interior walls
27
were whitewashed with a mixture of lime putty and water.

Construction
Little is known of the actual construction process for Walbach Tower. It apparently went up
quickly, being started sometime in the spring of 1814 and finished by September of that year.
One main reason for the haste was the concern of Portsmouth’s citizens over a British attack. As
reported by Lt. Horace C. Story in 1816,
The anxiety of the citizens of the town for its completion prevented Col.
Walbach from constructing it to the height he intended....28

Appearance
Lt. Story’s letter included the following description of the tower as it appeared two years after its
completion:
During the summer of 1814 Col. Walbach constructed a small tower on a
rocky eminence about 250 yds. from the fort commanding it & flanking
one of its faces. It is about fifteen feet high on one side, and twenty- five
on the other. The anxiety of the citizens of the town for its completion
prevented Col. Walbach from constructing it to the height he intended,
and he is now desireous of building it up. It contains a magazine and
rooms for its defenders. The entrance to it however is immediately from
the ground. The expence in erecting it was about three thousand five
hundred dollars – and it is calculated that fifteen hundred more would
raise it to its proper height.

25
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A more thorough description, though containing different height measurements, was recorded
in 1821 (see Appendix D- 1):
A Round- tower has been raised at the distance of 214 yards westward &
landward [from Fort Constitution] so as to occupy a rocky elevation
which screened the ground beyond from the view of the fort: it will at the
same time take in near all attacks upon the land front of the fort....
The Tower is 58 ft exterior diameter: its height varies from 11 to 16 feet
according to the inequalities of the surface of rock upon which it stands
& the interior diameter is 50 feet. In the center is a pier of masonry of 7
feet thickness which sustain[s] a platform of timbers & planks. This
platform supports an earthen parapet behind which a gun traverses upon
a center pivot. The thickness of this parapet varies from 9 to 12 feet; and
the interior diameter of the tower at this platform is 33 feet. The crest of
the parapet is 64 feet 9 inches above low water & commands the fort
from 8 ft 3 in. to 8' 9" – There is within the tower a little powder
magazine, four embrasures for guns – This Tower is very well contrived
in its general plan and in all its details.29

Early maps add information to these accounts. The 1820 map includes a cross- sectional view of
Walbach Tower (Fig. WT- 13). It shows the central pillar, surrounded by a (presumably)
circular passage, with casemates extending from the passage to embrasures in the exterior walls.
An 1842 map (Fig. WT- 14) indicates that the earthen parapet around the rooftop gun platform
had six embrasures in it, through which the 32- pounder cannon could fire in any direction.
Historical photographs provide much information about the tower, as well. They clearly show
the existence of three embrasures, roughly facing northwest (Fig. WT- 15), northeast (Fig. WT16), and south (Fig. WT- 17). These embrasures would have corresponded to three barrelvaulted casemates inside the tower. Guns within the casemates would thus have been able to
cover the Piscataqua River to the north, the harbor channel to the east, the Atlantic Ocean to the
south, and Town (Sandy) Beach to the southwest. However, the 1821 account seems to have
erred in the matter of a fourth casemated embrasure. No such embrasure is seen on the west
elevation – facing the landward approach to Fort Point – in the early photographs.
Furthermore, two later descriptions clearly state that there were only three casemated
30
embrasures.
The 1814 description states that the doorway was at ground level. An 1865 account describes
31
the doorway as “a small door on the north, requiring a stooping posture when entering....”
Early photographs suggest it was located more on the northeast side of the tower. Figure WT18 (dated 1875) clearly shows an arched opening at ground level here; Figure WT- 19 (from
1883) also shows the opening, but less clearly. The doorway probably led to a passage, which is
thought to be represented in the 1820 cross- section (Fig. WT- 13) by a rectangle at the lowest
level of the tower, running underneath and at right angles to the north casemate.

29

Portsmouth Defenses, 1821 Description. Reports of the Board of Engineers Relating to Fortifications
and Defenses, 1821- 1834; Entry 223; RG 77; NAB.
30
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31
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Historic maps, photographs, and accounts provide additional information about the interior of
Walbach Tower. The 1820 cross- section discussed previously does not show any stairways.
32
However, the 1865 account states that “the way to the top is circuitous” – probably a circular
stairway along the outside wall. (This design is seen in other Martello towers.) The central
stone pillar is seen in a photograph from 1896 (Fig. WT- 20). A photograph from 1945 (Fig.
WT- 21) presents essentially a “cutaway” view of the interior, due to the collapse of sections of
the exterior walls. It shows two vaulted casemates, the arched opening into the powder
magazine still extant today, and the north embrasure. Finally, one of the HABS photographs
(Fig. WT- 7) provides much information about the powder magazine.
Based on all of these sources, the Martello tower at Fort Point featured the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an exterior diameter of 58 feet
an interior diameter of 50 feet
height that varied depending on the uneven ground level, from 11 feet at the west to 16
feet at the east
brick walls 4 feet thick
three barrel- vaulted brick casemates, leading to granite- framed embrasures facing
south, east, and north
a small barrel- vaulted brick powder magazine at the lowest level, having two rooms
a low doorway at ground level, on northeast side
a center stone pillar 7 feet thick, which supported a gun platform built of planks on
timbers, which also served as a roof for the tower
an interior diameter of 33 feet for the gun platform
earth parapets surrounding gun platform that varied from 9 to 12 feet thick (suggesting
that the top of tower was a little smaller than the bottom)
possibly an interior circular stairway on the outside wall

Name Designation
Shortly after the tower’s completion, it was named for Captain Walbach. On October 2, 1814,
Brigadier General John Montgomery (district commander) announced from headquarters that
“The castle recently erected near Fort Constitution, will hereafter be known by the name of
33
Castle Walbach.” Subsequent usage altered the name to Walbach Tower.

32

Frost, p. 6.
Brig. Genl. Commanding, Brigade Major, Head Quarters, Portsmouth. Orders. Orderly Book of the
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Portsmouth. Mss. volume in the New Hampshire Historical Society; photocopy in Town of New Castle
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Commission.
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Figure WT- 12. Map of Fort Constitution, 1820, showing the location of Walbach Tower and a crosssectional profile.
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Figure WT- 13. Cross- section of Walbach Tower (detail of Figure WT- 12).
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Figure WT- 14. Plan of land at Fort Constitution, August 1842, showing the six rooftop embrasures of Walbach Tower.

258
Figure WT- 15. Walbach Tower, northwest elevation, circa 1900.
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Figure WT- 16. Walbach Tower, northeast elevation, circa 1896, as seen through the main gate of Fort Constitution.

Figure WT- 17. Walbach Tower, south elevation, as seen from Town Beach (label is incorrect).
Battery Elon Farnsworth is barely visible to the right of the tower.
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Figure WT- 18. View
of east elevation,
showing probable
location of entrance.

Figure WT- 19.
View of east
elevation, showing
probable location
of entrance.
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Figure WT- 20. Walbach Tower, looking northwest, 1896; shows central pillar that supported the roof deck and its heavy cannon.
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Figure WT- 21. Walbach Tower, looking southwest, April 1, 1941; shows stone framing of north embrasure and remains of vaulted interior spaces.

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
The Tower During the
Third System (1816- 1869)
Fortunately, the enemy never materialized in Portsmouth Harbor during the War of 1812, and
Walbach Tower was never tested as to its usefulness in battle. The guns apparently remained in
34
place until 1850, when they and the 1812 guns of Fort Constitution were sold. The 1865
history of Fort Constitution states that powder was stored in the tower:
For several years prior to the building of the Magazines at the Fort, this
Tower was used as a store house for powder, and kept in excellent order.35

From the 1820’s through the 1840’s, the Second- System Fort Constitution usually had a
36
garrison about one company strong (about 50 men altogether). Improvements to the fort were
made between 1840 and 1844: the scarp wall was raised, and coping was placed along the tops of
the parade and ramp walls. The wooden gun platforms were replaced with new ones made of
granite blocks. Nevertheless, after 1852, economic constraints reduced the garrison to a single
army caretaker and occasional training visits by militia units.
Walbach Tower received even less attention than the fort. Abandoned as a strategic element of
the fortifications, and left to the elements with little or no maintenance, the tower slowly fell
into disrepair and then to ruins. U.S. military engineers actually threatened to destroy the tower
in 1863- 1865, during the construction of a new, Third- System fort at Fort Constitution (Fig.
37
WT- 22), but they reconsidered. The 1865 history of the fort documents this development as
follows:
It [the tower] now presents a ruinous appearance. The bricks having
become loosened, many of them have fallen and now lie scattered at its
base. As the razing of this structure is at present under consideration, it is
advisable that all who wish to examine it should soon do so, as a visit to
38
the Tower is well worth the time spent in its examination.

As suggested by this last sentence, the crumbling Walbach Tower was beginning to be viewed as
a picturesque local attraction.

34
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Walbach Tower

Figure WT- 22. Plan of land at Fort Constitution, 1865, showing the location of Walbach Tower.

Post- Civil War Developments
(1870 – 1885)
Work on the Third- System Fort Constitution ceased before it was completed, in 1867, because
that type of fortification had become obsolete during the course of the Civil War. The years
between 1870 and 1895 were quiet at the fort. A plan for a new defensive work was indeed
prepared: two barbette batteries were to be located on the narrow peninsula south of Fort
Constitution, and joined at their northeast ends to form a large V (see Fig. CH- 34). The plan
shows that the battery facing north would have six guns, while the battery facing south would
have eight guns. The complex was never built, however, because Congress never provided any
funds for the project. An inspection report of 1889 reveals that Fort Constitution was in a
seriously deteriorated condition. Guns were rusted, ordnance had been stolen, and defensive
39
walls were crumbling.

Images in the Popular Literature
Walbach Tower’s status as a romantic, patriotic landmark continued to increase during the
Post- Civil War period. Its romantic appeal was augmented by patriotic sentiment stemming
from the nation’s Centennial in 1876.
By the 1880’s, the tower had become even more ruinous and picturesque (see Figs. WT- 23
through WT- 27.) Poetic descriptions of the site began appearing in the local tour books. A
guidebook to Portsmouth dating to 1884 includes the following description of the tower:
The Martello Tower, a little west of the Fort and the lighthouse, is the
most picturesque object in New Castle. It is built on the ridge of a high
ledge, anciently called Jourdan’s Rocks. Artists have painted it, and poets
love to relate its story, relying upon each other for imaginary
embellishments. Its date is so recent and its history so small, that it is
almost necessary to invent some facts, in order properly to celebrate so
rare a ruin. One feels that if it has not a legend it ought to have.40

The guidebook also notes that “The tower is difficult of access now, as the entrance is
41
obstructed by fallen bricks and mortar.”
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A poem titled “The Legend of Walbach Tower” was published in the same year, 1884. The
following is a portion of the poem reflecting the sentimental emotions evoked by the
deteriorated tower.
With sea- weed draperies that float or fall,
As sells or sinks the lonely, restless wave.
There just above the shore, is Walbach Tower,
Its crumbling parapet with grass and weeds
O’ergrown, and peaceful in its slow decay.
Old people always tell strange tales to us,
A later race – always old tales are strange.
And seems the story of this ancient tower
A marvel, though believing while I hear,
Because who tell it do believe it true.
Three English ships lay under Appledore,
And men in groups stood on the rocks, intent
If they the fort could mean to cannonade,
Or land along the coast and inland march
To sack and burn the wealthy Portsmouth town.
The morning dawned and twice again it dawned,
And still the hostile ships at anchor swung,
But now a rumor ran they meant to land;
At once brave Walbach was resolved to build
A tower which all the beaches should command,
And mount thereon his sole tremendous gun.42

Although poetic license was clearly taken with historical fact, the poem stands as an example of
the patriotic and nostalgic sentiment that became associated with the tower.

42

Chester B. Curtis, ed. Bi- centennial Souvenir, 1693- 1893, New Castle, New Hampshire (Concord,
NH: The Republican Press, 1893), p. 19.
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Figure WT- 23. Walbach Tower, sketch of south elevation, showing south embrasure, published in 1884.
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Figure WT- 24. Walbach Tower, west elevation, showing main gate of Fort Constitution in background. Photograph probably
August 1885, due to similarity with Figure W- 27.
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Figure WT- 25. Walbach Tower, southwest elevation, circa 1880’s, showing south embrasure at right and light keeper’s dwelling.
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Figure WT- 26. Sketch of Walbach Tower, circa 1880’s, probably done using the photograph shown as Figure WT- 25.

Figure WT- 27. WalbachTower, west elevation, August 1885.
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The Endicott Period (1886- 1905)
Portsmouth Harbor was among the 27 harbors recommended to receive modern defenses by
the Board of Fortifications appointed by President Grover Cleveland in 1885 under the
leadership of William C. Endicott, Secretary of War. The harbors were ranked in order of
importance, and Portsmouth was listed relatively low at no. 22. Thus, little change occurred at
Fort Constitution in the early years of the so- called Endicott period.

Revered Tower
By the early 1890’s, Walbach Tower had achieved a hallowed place in the hearts of the locals.
Reflecting this reverence, the tower was featured on the front cover of the Town of New
Castle’s bicentennial publication titled Bi- centennial Souvenir, 1693- 1893, New Castle, New
43
Hampshire (Fig. WT- 34). Throughout the remainder of the Endicott- system Period, Walbach
Tower continued to be a subject of local photography and visitation, as evident in Figures WT28 through WT- 40.

43

Curtis, cover and p. 18.
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Figure WT- 28. Walbach Tower, southwest elevation, circa mid- 1880’s, showing south embrasure with fallen sill stone.
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Figure WT- 29. Walbach Tower, south elevation, July – September 1888, showing south embrasure with fallen sill stone.

Figure WT- 30. Walbach Tower, north elevation, late 1880’s, showing north embrasure.
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Figure WT- 31. Walbach Tower, southeast elevation, early 1890’s, showing south embrasure with fallen sill stone.
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Figure WT- 32. Walbach Tower, south elevation, early 1890’s, showing south embrasure with fallen sill stone.
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Figure WT- 33. Sketch showing east elevation of Walbach Tower, and south and east embrasures, 1893.
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Figure WT- 34. Walbach Tower, northeast elevation, 1893, showing east and north embrasures.
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Figure WT- 35. Walbach Tower, northeast elevation, early 1890’s, showing east and north embrasures.
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Figure WT- 36. Walbach Tower, east elevation, circa 1896 (enlarged detail of Figure WT- 16); battery construction has not yet started.
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Figure WT- 37. Walbach Tower, southwest elevation, 1896; fallen sill stone of south embrasure has been removed, but light
keeper’s dwelling is still in place.
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Figure WT- 38. Walbach Tower, southwest elevation, circa 1896; fallen sill stone of south embrasure has been removed, but
light keeper’s dwelling is still in place.
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Figure WT- 39. Walbach Tower, southwest elevation, 1896; fallen sill stone of south embrasure has been removed.
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Figure WT- 40. Walbach Tower, southeast elevation, circa 1896; battery construction has not yet started.

Protection of Walbach Tower During
Construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth,
1897- 1898
The relatively sleepy era at Fort Constitution came to an end in 1896, when U.S. Army engineers
arrived in Portsmouth armed with the Endicott Board’s recommendations and plans to improve
the artillery defenses of Portsmouth Harbor. The primary addition to Fort Point was to be a
battery containing two 8- inch guns and a mining casemate. The original plan for the 8- inch
battery, submitted by the District Engineer to the Chief of Engineers on November 17, 1896,
showed the northwest corner of the battery encroaching on Walbach Tower (Fig. WT- 41). The
proposed location would also impact the 1872 light keeper’s house adjacent to the tower (see
Fig. WT- 37).
Apparently the Chief of Engineers wanted the tower to be preserved. He wrote to the District
Engineer on December 4, 1896, as follows:
From measurements made in this office, it appears that the two 8- inch
gun battery at Fort Constitution will encroach upon the site of the old
tower located upon the reservation.
It is desired, so far as possible, to preserve these old land marks, provided
it can be done without sacrifice of any material interests attending the
construction and service of the new works.
You are requested to examine into the matter and to report whether the
demolition of the tower is rendered necessary by the new battery as
projected, and, if so, whether the location of the battery now [chosen?]
be changed so as to preserve the tower.44

There is no specific record of District Engineer Damrell having responded to this request.
However, the Chief of Engineers had a revised plan within the month showing the battery
moved away from Walbach Tower. This plan was not found, but it is known to have been sent
by the Chief of Engineers to the Light House Board on December 23, with a request to find a
45
location to which the light keeper’s house could be moved. On December 26, the Lighthouse
Board sent to the Chief of Engineers a copy of the map (Fig. WT- 42), marked up to show the
46
proposed new location for the light keeper’s house.
At some point, the plan for the new battery was reworked to round the corner of the battery
near the entrance to emplacement no. 1. This alteration is seen in a drawing done by Col. Hoxie
dated August 10, 1897 (Fig. WT- 43).
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The proximity of the new battery to Walbach Tower continued to be an issue, however. On
June 11, Construction Inspector Joseph W. Walker wrote to District Engineer Col. Hoxie as
follows:
I have the honor to state that the location of the emplacements at Fort
Constitution being the finished line of the corner formed by the road
way, and entrance to magazine to emplacement No. 1, under the
foundation of the old tower.... Here we have a cutting of 26 ft. and the
character of the ledge, will require for this depth a batter of, at least, 3 ft.,
thus necessitating going back under the tower 4 ft. for the top slope line
and 3 ft. extra to give room for drilling.... I desire, therefore to ask
authority to remove a section of the old tower necessary to make the
ledge excavation, as originally designed, and has been thus far
executed.... The ledge at the site of the tower has open seams, running at
right angles to each other, and when blasted this foundation will be
considerably shaken, which may cause portions of the tower to fall, that
will not be necessary to remove for the drilling.47

The last part of this message highlights a second serious threat to Walbach Tower during the
construction of the new battery – i.e., dynamite was being used to remove ledge right next to the
old tower. The shaking of the ground caused by the explosions was exacerbated by the fact that
the ledge contained natural seams that promoted movement.
The situation was made still worse by the attitude of the contractor’s superintendent. On June
12, Walker wrote to Hoxie:
I have the honor to state that in carrying out instructions continued in
your communication of the 14th ultimo, relating to preserving the old
tower, Mr. Kaufmann objects to exercise the proper care in blasting the
ledge near this structure.
Enclosed please find a sketch showing method of blasting to save from
injury if possible the existing tower, drawn to a scale of 10 ft. to an inch. I
have represented on this sketch 12 drill holes; 5 in red ink drilled to a
depth of ref. 20.5 ft., and of 7 in black ink, drilled to depths from ref. 22
ft. to ref. 28 ft. On the 10th inst. Late in the P.M. Mr. Kaufman wanted to
fire the 12 holes at one time, to which I objected, considering the result of
so heavy [a] blast injurious to the tower, and consented to the exploding
of the five holes represented in red ink, which was done without injury to
the tower. I have numbered in the order they were drilled, directly
adverse to the order requested, and as a result three of the holes (in the
black ink) were lost, by the top sliding on a substratum, at about 7 ft
depth, through the force from the five holes fired.
To prevent if possible any damage to the tower it seems from
examinations made during the progress of the work, that the excavation
must be made on such lines as to give the ledge, where blasted, all the
freedom possible to break from its bed with the least shock to the tower,
by opening a face on the front of the structure, and keeping the corners
free.48
47
48
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Nevertheless, damage did occur. On July 5, Walker wrote:
I have the honor to report in relation to the old tower adjoining the
emplacement for new battery at Fort Constitution, that from the outside
face of the wall small pieces of masonry have crumbled and fallen off at
the amount of about one cubic yard. This is due to the blasting shaking
the foundation ledge, which contains natural open seams, easily
moved....49

The continuing solicitude of the Chief of Engineers and the District Engineer for the
preservation of Walbach Tower may have been at least partly due to pressure exerted by the
local chapter of the National Society of Colonial Dames of America, who objected to the
removal of any part of Walbach Tower. The documentary record does not include any activity
by this group until September 15, 1898 – near the end of the construction of Battery Elon
Farnsworth. However, on that date the group sent a formal letter of protest to the Secretary of
War concerning the government’s “reported decision” to remove the historically significant
tower. It is possible that the Colonial Dames had been lobbying for the preservation of the
tower prior to this time. The 1898 letter to the Secretary of War is strongly worded, as follows:
Whereas, it has come to the knowledge of the National Society of
Colonial Dames of America, in the State of New Hampshire, that the
United States Government, in the progress of its operations, at Fort
Constitution in Portsmouth Harbor, contemplates the removal of the old
Martello Tower, in the rear of that fortification, erected in 1812 and
known as Walbach Tower, therefore, be it Resolved, by the National
Society of the Colonial Dames of America, in the State of New
Hampshire, that we earnestly deprecate such action which would deprive
this locality of an historical landmark of the greatest interest and that we
pledge ourselves to put forth all the influence in our power to cause the
United States Government to reconsider its reported decision.50

This letter elicited swift action on the part of the Secretary of War, R. A. Alger, who apparently
anticipated the effectiveness of the group’s ability to lobby successfully for their cause. Alger put
the matter in the hands of the Chief of Engineers, who received assurances from District
Engineer Major Hoxie that no plans to demolish the tower were being considered. The
response letter to the Society of Colonial Dames is dated October 5, 1898, and was written
personally by Alger himself. It read in part:
The removal of the Martello Tower referred to has never been
contemplated. On the contrary, all care has been exercised to preserve it
as far as possible during the construction of the 2- gun battery at Fort
Constitution. This work is now practically completed and there is no
reason why the old ruin should not remain as it is.51

49

Walker to Hoxie, Lettercopy Book, pp. 104- 105.
File 28381 (September 15, 1898); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB and File 483452; Oversize Document File,
1805- 1917; Box No. 257; Entry 13; RG 94; NAB.
51
File 28381- 1 (October 5, 1898); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
50
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Figures WT- 44 through WT- 47 show Walbach Tower in the months during and after the
construction of the battery. Figure WT- 44 is dated May 1897 – one month after construction
started. Figure WT- 45 shows the north elevation ca. 1900; the completed and armed battery is
clearly seen to the left of the tower, whose east side is almost completely missing. Figure WT46, which shows the south elevation, is presumably a little later (ca. 1900- 1905) than Figure
WT- 45; this is based on the presence of a wooden frame atop the tower, perhaps part of a
signaling system. Figure WT- 47, showing the southwest elevation, is thought to be
contemporaneous with Figure WT- 46, due to the wooden frame.
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Figure WT- 41. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Emplacement for 2 8 in. D.L.R. Buffington- Crozier Carriage Model of
1894,” by A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Colonel of Engineers, November 17, 1896.
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Figure WT- 42. Map of Fort Constitution reservation by Engineer, First Light House District, showing proposed
move of light keeper’s dwelling away from site of new battery.
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Figure WT- 43. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Battery for Two 8 inch B.L. Rifles, Buffington and Crozier Disappearing Carriage Model of 1894, 5"
Depression,” August 10, 1897, by R.L. Hoxie, Major of Engineers.
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Figure WT- 44. Walbach Tower, southeast elevation, May 1897 – a month after construction started on the adjacent
Battery Elon Farnsworth.
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Figure WT- 45. Walbach Tower, north elevation, circa 1900. Completed and armed Battery Elon Farnsworth can be seen at left;
left side of Walbach Tower is largely missing.
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Figure WT- 46. Walbach Tower, south elevation, circa 1900- 1905; wood frame has been erected atop tower.
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Figure WT- 47. Walbach Tower, southwest elevation, circa 1900- 1905; wood frame is visible atop tower. Railings of completed
Battery Elon Farnsworth loading platforms can be seen just to the left of the tower.

Post- Farnsworth Proposals to Raze the Tower
As constructed, Battery Elon Farnsworth had quite a lot of rocky ledge behind it, as well as the
ruins of Walbach Tower. By spring 1903, this situation was beginning to worry the Artillery
officers in command of Battery Elon Farnsworth. One report from this period describes the
problem succinctly, as follows:
FORT CONSTITUTION, N.H.
...The 8- inch battery is tactically well placed, except that there is in rear
thereof a veritable backstop for projectiles. It consists of a ragged rocky
ledge surmounted by an old Revolutionary tower, called the Walback
[sic] Tower, which would stop every projectile passing immediately over
the crest of the battery and would have disastrous effect upon the
detachments serving the guns. This tower should be razed and the ledge
graded....52

Apparently the commanding officer of the post was asked to comment on the situation, because
on May 9, a report was submitted by “C.D. Parkhurst, C.O., Major, Artillery Corps,
53
Commanding Post.” The report included a sketch through Gun Emplacement No. 1, showing
the rocky “backstop” (Fig. WT- 48). In addition, six photographs showing the conditions were
located during research. These photographs are stamped on the back as having been received
by the “Dep’t East” on June 8, 1903; the Office of Chief of Engineers on June 16, 1903; and the
Office of Chief of Artillery on July 20, 1903. These photographs are annotated on the back with
detailed descriptions of the relative heights and deleterious situation identified by Parkhurst in
his report of May 9. Figures WT- 49 through WT- 51 are from that group of photographs.
Captain Harry Taylor, District Engineer for Portsmouth Harbor, also argued for the demolition
of the tower on May 29, as follows:
The “Walbach Tower” forms a first- class landmark by which to locate
the position of the 8- inch gun emplacements and to enable a fire to be
concentrated thereon, and moreover, it is in such close proximity to the
battery that a shell striking it would probably be exploded by it and
throw a shower of fragments of the masonry and shell back upon the
detachment serving the gun nearest to it.54

52

File 47268- 41 (Artillery Inspection Report made between May 16 and June 5, 1903); Entry 103; RG
77; NAB.
53
File 47196- 4 (May 9, 1903); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB . (All of the File 47196- 4 can be found in the
following Record Group as well: File 483452; Oversize Document File, 1805- 1917; Entry 13; RG 94;
NAB.)
54
File 47196- 1 (2nd Indorsement, May 29, 1903); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Taylor acknowledged that Walbach Tower had been previously saved for “sentimental reasons,”
but that upon the outbreak of hostilities it should “be leveled to the ground with the least
practicable delay.” Furthermore,
As the material could be used to such great advantage at the present time,
it does not seem to me that the sentimental reasons should outweigh the
practical reasons.55

On July 6, Captain Taylor stated his case again, but tempered it with a nod to the concerns of
those hoping to preserve the ruins. He wrote:
It does not seem to me that there is any chance for a difference of
opinion as to the danger to which the armament and gun detachments
would be subjected, from projectiles striking the ledge in rear of the
battery, nor as to the conspicuousness of the “Walbach Tower” as a
target. The urgency of the removal of ledge and tower at the present time
is more a matter of opinion and while it would no doubt be better to do
the work now it is something that can be delayed without any great
danger, as a very few days would suffice for the demolition of the tower
and the removal of the top of the ledge. As sentimental reasons appear to
have had considerable influence in saving the old tower when the battery
was constructed, they perhaps should still have some consideration.56

With his report, he included a plan of the area recommended for grading (Fig. WT- 52). The
total cost of the work was estimated at $18,000.
A July 10 indorsement to Parkhurst’s report was sent by the Acting Chief of Engineers to the
Secretary of War, authorizing the removal of approximately 5,000 cubic yards of ledge and the
old tower and using the debris as fill for the parapet wall. The indorsement noted that “Much
57
sentimental opposition on the part of colonial and other historical societies may be expected.”
Despite the extensive authorization process, the project did not go forward. By August 1903, the
Chief of Engineers Office realized that Battery Elon Farnsworth needed wider loading platforms
58
and a walkway connecting them to make the battery sufficiently modern for continued use.
Detailed plans and estimates for this work were submitted in January 1904. They have not been
th
found, but they were referenced by the Chief of Engineers in a 12 indorsement dated January
28, 1904, excerpted as follows:
2. Detailed plans and estimates have been made, showing that to modify
the battery to accord with the views of the Chief of Artillery a cost of
closely $30,000 will be involved. To practically rebuild the work all
except the parapet, and to remove the ledge and tower, will cost closely
[sic] $60,000.

55

2nd Indorsement, May 29, 1903.
File 47916- 4 to 12 accompg. (2nd Indorsement, July 6, 1903); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
57
File 47196- 4 (6th Indorsement, July 10, 1903); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
58
File 47196- 4 (5th Indorsement, August 18, 1903); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
56
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3. At present, the funds remaining in the hands of the Chief of Engineers
from the last appropriation are insufficient to permit undertaking either
of the above improvements.59

As a consequence, the Chief of Engineers formally recommended that the battery and tower be
left in its current condition until Congress appropriated additional funds for the work “if that
60
course be then deemed to be desirable.” The final word appears to have come from the War
Department on February 29, 1904, through the office of the Chief of Artillery, who concurred
that “It is recommended that no further Q. M. construction be made at Fort Constitution, N.H.,
61
other than absolutely necessary repairs….”
Less than one year later, in December 1904, Captain Benton of the Artillery Corps at Fort
Constitution requested permission to remove the tower again. The condition of the tower at
this point was described as follows:
There is an old work called the Walbach Tower built in or about 1808 but
now in utter ruin and nearly obliterated. There are no rooms in it and the
walls are rapidly disintegrating. This tower stands in the way of the
Primary Station and obstructs the view of the battery. It is also a distinct
danger to the personnel of the battery as if struck by a shell would send
distructive [sic] fragments of rock etc. into the emplacements.62

Captain Benton’s request was rejected with the short explanation that “no Engineering use will
63
be made of the old structure; there are no Engineer funds now available for its removal.” A
further command was forwarded to the Commanding Officer at Fort Constitution in February
1905, specifying that the tower could be removed only in the event of hostilities that involved
the services of the 8- inch battery located adjacent to the tower.
The Secretary of War approves the removal of this old tower fourteen
days prior to the time when the Commanding Officer shall determine
that actual hostilities will take place at Fort Constitution which will
involve the services of the 8- inch battery located at that post.64

Even this curious command did not stop Captain Benton from trying to remove the tower once
again in August 1905. However, Walbach Tower remained untouched except by wear and
weather.

59

File 47196- 4 (12th Indorsement, January 28, 1904); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
12th Indorsement, January 38, 1904.
61
File 47196- 4 (19th Indorsement, February 25, 1904); RG 94; NAB.
62
File 47196- 88 (December 26, 1904); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
63
File 47196- 88 (7th Indorsement, January 26, 1905); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
64
File 47196- 88 (9th Indorsement, February 1, 1905); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
60
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Figure WT- 48. “Sketch of Section through Gun Emplacement Number 1 Gun, Showing Solid Rock Backstop,” May 9, 1903, by C.D.
Parkhurst, C.O., Major, Artillery Corps.

Figure WT- 49. View of Walbach Tower, looking southwest, 1903. Emplacement of Battery Elon
Farnsworth’s no. 1 gun and gangway behind the battery are seen at left and center.
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Figure WT- 50. Close- up view of Walbach Tower, looking southwest, 1903.
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Figure WT- 51. View of Walbach Tower, looking southwest, 1903. Emplacement of Battery Elon Farnsworth’s no. 1 gun is seen in foreground.
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Figure WT- 52. “Plan of a portion of the Reservation at Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, N.H., showing area recommended
for grading,” July 1903, prepared under the direction of Captain Harry Taylor, Corps of Engineers.

Post- Endicott Military Years
(1906 – 1948)
Fort Constitution received the earliest Endicott- System battery in Portsmouth Harbor (Battery
Elon Farnsworth, 1898, with two eight- inch guns). However, soon thereafter other reservations
around the harbor also received Endicott batteries that were bigger and better (Battery Bohlen
at Fort Foster, 1901, with three 10- inch guns; and Battery Hunter at Fort Stark, 1904, with two
12- inch guns). As a result, Fort Constitution became increasingly less important to the defense
of Portsmouth Harbor. Several improvements were carried out at Fort Constitution to maintain
nd
a presence there, but by October 1944, the 22 Coast Artillery Regiment was disbanded, and the
defenses of Fort Constitution were disarmed and put into caretaker status.
th

Photographs from the early decades of the 20 century show Walbach Tower much as it was
immediately after the construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth. Figure WT- 53 confirms that
the east side was almost completely demolished during that work; a map from 1915 (Fig. WT54) even depicts the tower as a C- shape, rather than a circle. However, the west side remained
largely intact (Fig. WT- 55), and the south elevation fairly much so (Figs. WT- 56 through WT58). However, the south elevation appears to have deteriorated rather quickly thereafter.
Figures WT- 59 and WT- 60 show the whitewashed brick wall to the east of the south embrasure
failing circa 1920. Figure WT- 61 is a close view of the brickwork of the southwest elevation and
stonework of the south embrasure.
There is some thought that the deterioration of the tower was hastened by human action.
Victoria Bunker stated that “the top of the aging tower was considered hazardous so it was
th
65
pushed in and filled during the 20 century.” John Wastrom surmised that the tower was
partially demolished during World War II because it was considered to be too conspicuous a
66
landmark. Photographic evidence suggests further reduction in wall height and deterioration.
Whether this was due to natural or human action cannot be said. Figure WT- 62, taken in the
early 1940’s, shows a fair amount of masonry remaining above the north embrasure. Figure
WT- 63, drawn in 1943, suggests that virtually all of that masonry is gone. A companion drawing
(Fig. WT- 64) indicates that the south embrasure was still recognizable at that time. However,
Figure WT- 65 shows that the lintel stone of that embrasure had fallen by circa 1945.

65

Victoria Bunker, PhD, “Technical Report, Phase I- B Archeological Survey, New Castle, NH” (report
prepared for Facilities Design and Construction, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New
Hampshire, April 2003), p. 10. (Original source not given.)
66
Wastrom, p. 3.
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A New Hampshire Division of Historic Resources inventory form includes the following
description of current conditions.
The Walbach Tower is a ruin, at least with respect to its above- ground
portion. The magazine at the bottom of the tower remains, and is
covered by the top of the ruin. This magazine retains substantial original
brickwork, including a barrel vaulted ceiling and at least one arched
opening (photo P6- 2). The exterior stone foundation walls, however,
are relatively intact, and the brick superstructure above retains sufficient
integrity to reveal at least two different kinds of brick. Given its exposed
location, it will continue to experience natural deterioration, but no
other threats are anticipated.67

67

New Hampshire Division of Historic Resources Inventory Form #NWC0003, sheet 4.
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Figure WT- 53. Walbach Tower, north elevation, circa 1905- 1910. East side is largely missing.
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Figure WT- 54. Plan of Fort Constitution, January 15, 1915, revised to February 11, 1921; shows Walbach Tower as an incomplete
circle, reflecting its missing portion.
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Figure WT- 55. Postcard view of Walbach Tower, west elevation, circa 1910’s- 1920’s.

Figure WT- 56. Postcard view of Walbach Tower, south elevation, circa 1910’s- 1920’s.
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Figure WT- 57. Postcard view of approach to Fort Constitution reservation, circa 1910’s- 1920’s,
showing how trees were trimmed to provide a view of Walbach Tower.
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Figure WT- 58. Postcard view of Walbach Tower, south elevation, circa 1910’s- 1920’s.
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Figure WT- 59. Postcard view of Walbach Tower, south elevation, circa 1910’s- 1920’s.
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Figure WT- 60. WalbachTower, south elevation, April 1919.
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Figure WT- 61. Walbach Tower, portion of southwest elevation, showing south embrasure, n.d.
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Figure WT- 62. Walbach Tower, north elevation, early 1940’s.
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Figure WT- 63. Walbach Tower, sketch of north elevation, 1943.

Figure WT- 64. Walbach Tower, sketch of south elevation, 1943.
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Figure WT- 65. Walbach Tower, southwest elevation, circa 1945, showing fallen lintel stone of south
embrasure.
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BATTERY
ELON FARNSWORTH
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A battery of two 8- inch guns was built in 1897- 1898 on New Castle Island in the harbor of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Located on Fort Point, within the Fort Constitution military
reservation, the emplacement was named Battery Elon Farnsworth in 1904. The battery was a
product of the sweeping, nationwide system of concrete coastal defenses known as the Endicott
System (1886- 1905). This program was undertaken in response to two factors. One was the
growing awareness on the part of the American public and Congress that the United States was
becoming a true international power and needed to defend itself as such. The other factor was
1
the significant improvements that were occurring in the technology of naval weaponry.
One of the most distinctive aspects of Endicott- era batteries was the way in which they were
concealed and protected by massive amounts of earth, landscaped to resemble ordinary
hillsides. Earth was readily available; it could absorb the force of bombardment well; and
features made of it were easily repaired. The other noteworthy aspect of these batteries was the
use of concrete to construct them. Earlier fortifications were constructed of stone and brick,
but concrete • a material new to American engineers • became the material of choice for
2
Endicott- era engineers.
Battery Elon Farnsworth
is an excellent example of
both earthen concealment
and early concrete
construction. It is located
on the southeast slope of
the high, rocky ground at
the west end of the Fort
Point peninsula. It thus
faces southeast, toward
the main entrance to
Portsmouth Harbor. It
was transferred to the
Artillery Corps prior to its
completion on July 23,
1898.

Existing Conditions, HAP Photo

1

Section 1 of this report, “Contextual History of the Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point,” by Glen
Williford, p. 150. Hereinafter Section 1.
2
Victoria Bunker, PhD, “Technical Report, Phase I- B Archeological Survey, New Castle, NH” (report
prepared for Facilities Design and Construction, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New
Hampshire, April 2003), p. 14.
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The long, low concrete battery is virtually invisible from the water, because it was built into the
ground, and additional earth was piled up against its front wall to the level of the flat roof,
creating the appearance of a gradual hillside (Fig. BF- 1). The guns of these batteries were
mounted behind and below the front wall parapet on “disappearing carriages,” which raised the
loaded guns above the parapet to fire, and then allowed them to drop back behind the parapet
for reloading.
The true form of Battery Elon Farnsworth is best seen from above and behind (Fig. BF- 2). Flat
concrete slabs cover most of the roof. Two low concrete semicircles protrude from the back
(northwest) side of the battery (Fig. BF- 3). These are the battery’s emplacements, a term that
refers to a single gun within a battery and the provision of services necessary to its functioning.
The flat roofs of the semicircles are known as the platforms. The center of each platform (Figs.
BF- 4, BF- 5) is the lowest point; this was where Battery Elon Farnsworth’s two guns on their
disappearing carriages were mounted. The southwest (right) emplacement (Fig. BF- 6) held the
no. 1 gun, while the northeast platform (Fig. BF- 7) held the no. 2 gun. The outer rim of each
platform is higher; these were the Loading Platforms. The curved design of these platforms
allowed the gun crews to service the breech- loading guns even when the latter rotated to follow
a target. The wall along the right side of each Loading Platform contains an opening to a shaft
that housed a hoist for the ammunition (Fig. BF- 8).
The concrete rear wall of the battery originally had three large earth berms up against it (Fig.
BF- 9), edged by low concrete retaining walls (Fig. BF- 10). These were located at either end and
along the central traverse – i.e., between the two semicircular emplacements. Each of the three
berms contained doorway openings formed by heavy concrete lintels. The rightmost doorway
(see Fig. BF- 10) pierced the berm to the right of the no. 1 gun emplacement; the center doorway
(Fig. BF- 11) entered the berm between the emplacements. (Much of this berm was removed for
the construction of the 1921 Power Plant.) The leftmost doorway led to the fort’s first mining
casemate, built inside the battery’s left side. This structure will be discussed subsequently.
The two original linteled doorways led to identical corridors (Fig. BF- 12) extending through the
berms into the lowest level of the battery. Off the right side of each corridor are doorways to the
Powder Magazine and the Shell Room. Off the left side of the corridor is an open space or lobby
(Fig. BF- 13). A doorway in the northwest wall of this lobby leads to the Relocating Room, an
3
early plotting room for the battery’s fire- control system. A short stairway in the lobby’s north
corner (Fig. BF- 14) leads up to a similar lobby (Fig. BF- 15) at the middle level of the battery.
This level consists of a semicircular corridor, following the curve of the gun emplacement’s back
wall (Fig. BF- 16), which contains a room for the storage of shot, a room for guard duty, and a
store room. The store room in Gun Emplacement No. 1 was the designated location of the
battery’s electrical storage battery. Next to the stairway are the vertical shaft for the ammunition
hoist and an adjacent alcove for the hand- powered winch. This placement meant that the
platform of the hoist could be lowered to the lower level to receive a cart loaded with shells, or
to the middle level to receive a cart full of shot. The selection depending on the best
4
ammunition for a particular target.

3

Nelson H. Lawry, “A Determination of the Historical Significance of Battery Elon Farnsworth, Fort
Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire” (February 15, 2001), p. 5.
4
Lawry, p. 5.
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Both shells and shot were transported to the “hoist lobby” at their respective levels by means of
trolley rails attached to the ceiling (of which only the mounting studs remain today). The shells
or shot were loaded onto a cart that was rolled onto the hoist platform. The platform was then
raised by the hand- operated winch to the opening in the right side of each Loading Platform
(Fig. BF- 17). Members of the gun crew on the top level – the Loading Platform – rolled the cart
full of ammunition out and over to the breech- loading gun. At first the same method was used
to raise the gunpowder from the magazines to the Loading Platform, but the danger of doing so
was soon recognized. Members of the ammunition crew began carrying the powder on wooden
5
litters up the outside stairways.
The rear exterior wall of the battery had 10 additional doorways as originally constructed – five
each in the two semicircular emplacements. Because there was no berm behind the
emplacements, one could walk directly through these doorways into the emplacement. The
rightmost doorway led to the middle- level hoist lobby. The three doorways arranged along the
curving back wall of the emplacement led into the Shot Room, the Guard Room, and the Store
Room. The center doorway of these three was originally framed by a double cast- iron stairway,
whose two flights of steps followed the curved surface of the wall. They converged directly
above the center doorway at the level of the Loading Platform, giving the gun crews the most
direct ascent to their stations. The leftmost of the five entrances passed under the Loading
Platform and ended at the foot of a stairway (Fig. BF- 18) that led up to the gun level, four steps
below the Loading Platform (see Fig. BF- 5). Mounted on the edge of the Loading Platform
above each emplacement’s two end doorways were davit cranes, used to help transfer
ammunition from a delivery wagon or truck to storage areas within the battery. They could also
be employed to raise ammunition to the Loading Platform – albeit slowly – if the emplacement’s
6
internal hoist failed.
At the extreme right end of each emplacement was an iron ladder attached to the outside wall,
both of which have disappeared except for their holding brackets. Each ladder led to a Battery
Commander’s Observation Post located at the right rear of each gun emplacement (see Fig. BF7, top right). Thus, the post for the no. 1 gun sat on the battery’s far right flank, and the post for
gun no. 2 was at the left rear corner of the battery’s central traverse. These posts were nothing
more than recesses in the concrete wall. The post for gun no. 2, being more centrally located,
was the primary post occupied by the battery commander during action. If this position became
7
untenable, or if gun no. 2 was disabled, the commander would move to the post for gun no. 1.
Running behind the battery was a flat “gangway,” or access road (Fig. BF- 19). On the other side
of the gangway was the rocky wall formed when the area for Battery Elon Farnsworth was
excavated.

5

Lawry, p. 5.
Lawry, p. 5.
7
Lawry, p. 6.
6
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Figure BF- 1. Aerial view of Battery Elon Farnsworth, looking north, showing how the front of the
battery was virtually invisible from the water.
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Figure BF- 2. Aerial view of Battery Elon Farnsworth, looking southeast, showing the rear of the
battery and its two gun emplacements.
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Figure BF- 3. View eastward along rear of Battery Elon Farnsworth, showing the two semicircular gun
emplacements, and the 1921 Power Plant between them.
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Figure BF- 4. View of Loading Platform of Gun Emplacement No. 1, looking south.
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Figure BF- 5. View of Loading Platform of Gun Emplacement No. 1, looking northeast.
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Figure BF- 6. View of northwest (rear) elevation of Gun Emplacement No. 1.
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Figure BF- 7. View of northwest (rear) elevation of Gun Emplacement No. 2.
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Figure BF- 8. View of opening to hoist shaft at right side of Gun Emplacement No. 2.
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Figure BF- 9. View of Gun Emplacement No. 1, showing earth berm at right end of battery.
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Figure BF- 10. View of earth berm at right end of battery, showing entrance to lower level of Gun
Emplacement No. 1.
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Figure BF- 11. View of earth berm near center of battery, showing entrance to lower level of Gun
Emplacement No. 2.
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Figure BF- 12. View looking down corridor into lowest level of Gun Emplacement No. 2.
Closest doorway in right wall leads to Powder Magazine; doorway beyond leads to Shell
Room. Doorway in left wall leads to hoist lobby.
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Figure BF- 13. View from lowest level of Gun Emplacement No. 1, looking out corridor toward entrance. Doorway at center leads to
Relocating Room; stairway at right leads to middle level of the battery.

Figure BF- 14. View of northeast wall of hoist lobby at lowest level of Gun Emplacement No. 1.
Stairway at left leads up to middle level of the battery, where Shot Room is located.
Immediately to the right of the stairway is the hoist shaft. Alcove at right held
the hand- operated winch that raised and lowered the hoist platform.
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Figure BF- 15. View of hoist lobby at middle level of Gun Emplacement No. 1. Curved wall of
Shot Room is visible at left.
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Figure BF- 16. View of Shot Room at middle level of Gun Emplacement No. 1.
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Figure BF- 17. View of hoist- shaft opening at Loading- Platform level of Gun Emplacement No. 2.
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Figure BF- 18. View of open stairway leading from middle level of Gun Emplacement No. 1 up to
Loading- Platform level.
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Figure BF- 19. View of flat “gangway,” or access road, running behind the battery.
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CONSTRUCTION
PERIOD

Initial Planning
The Endicott System
The Endicott System was a major effort initiated in 1885 to construct fortifications for seacoast
defense. Following his election in 1884 with a mandate for reform, President Grover Cleveland
appointed a board, hereinafter called the Endicott Board, after the then- Secretary of War Hon.
William C. Endicott, to
examine and report at what ports fortifications or other defenses are
most urgently required, the character and kind of defenses best adapted
for each, with reference of armament...[and] the utilization of torpedoes,
mines, or other defensive appliances.13

Twenty- seven locations were considered in the original 1886 Endicott Board report, including
nd
Portsmouth Harbor, ranked 22 in importance. While the city had fewer than 10,000
inhabitants, it supported the naval yard, as well as a sizeable fishing and coastal trade. The
Endicott Board envisioned a defense that would keep the port secure as a refuge for naval and
commercial traffic, and that could protect the city and the naval yard from bombardment. To
this end, it recommended spending about $800,000 to build barbette batteries armed with four
14
12- inch guns and four 10- inch guns. A submarine mine project was also specified for the
harbor defenses. Delays in implementing the system absorbed a full decade before final plans
were set and serious efforts made to start work at Portsmouth Harbor. Nevertheless, the
15
batteries here were among the first to be constructed.

13

House of Representatives Executive Document no. 49, 49th Congress, 1st Session (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1886), p. 5. Hereafter Endicott Report.
14
Section 1, p. 154.
15
Howe, p. 58.
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Corps of Engineers Chain of Command
During the Endicott- System Period
The U.S. Army’s Corps of Engineers oversaw the construction of harbor defenses during the
Endicott- System period. A clear chain of command existed within the Corps, extending from
the national level to the divisional (regional) level to the district (local) level. However, the
organizational chart at the divisional and district levels was frequently modified during the
period, as responsibility for harbors in the region was aligned and realigned under different
district offices. In addition, the Corps’ policy was to regularly rotate and promote officers at all
levels. This movement of offices and officers presents a special challenge for the researcher.
The following represents the organizational system in 1896, when the Project for the Harbor
Defenses of Portsmouth Harbor was initiated.

National Level
Persons at this level were responsible for policy development, orders, and approvals. They
were:
The Secretary of War – Hon. Daniel S. Lamont, in Washington, D.C.;
the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army – Brig. Gen. W. P. Craighill, Washington, D.C.; and
President of the Board of Engineers – Colonel Henry M. Robert, Army Building, New
York City

Divisional Level
Corps officers at this level were responsible for broad management, recommendations,
inspections, and approvals. The Northeast Division included the Portland (Maine) District,
which consisted of Portland and Portsmouth Harbors. The Division Engineer for the Northeast
Division in 1896 was Colonel John M. Wilson, stationed in Washington, D.C.

District Level
Corps officers at this level were responsible for the development, design, and supervision of
projects, and maintenance. In 1896, the Supervising District Engineer for the Portland District
was Lieut. Colonel Andrew N. Damrell (Fig. BF- 20), stationed in Portland. It was Lt. Col.
Damrell who designed and prepared specifications for the 8- inch gun battery at Fort
Constitution, and who conducted the contracting bid process. Lt. Col. Damrell was replaced
two weeks after construction began, however, and most of the construction of the battery was
supervised by his successor, Major Richard Hoxie (Fig. BF- 21). Major Hoxie was replaced very
near the end of the construction period by Major Solomon W. Roessler (Fig. BF- 22).
Subsequent District Engineers were responsible for post- construction improvements to the
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battery. These included Major Walter L. Fisk (Fig. BF- 23), Captain Walter (Harry) Taylor (Fig.
BF- 24), and Colonel W. S. Stanton.
The following table provides the names and tenures for the district officers for the Portsmouth
Harbor defenses during the Endicott- System period. In addition, it shows the district office
16
under which they served.

ENDICOTT SYSTEM
DISTRICT ENGINEERS
FOR
PORTSMOUTH HARBOR DEFENSES
DISTRICT

ENGINEER

RANK

BEGIN DATE

END DATE

Portland

Andrew N. Damrell

Lieut.
Colonel

October 20,
1895

April 27,
1897

Portland

Richard Hoxie

Major

April 28,
1897

October 15,
1898

Portland

Solomon W. Roessler

Major

October 16,
1898

August 2,
1904

Portsmouth Walter L. Fisk

Major

September 30,
1899

December 15,
1900

Portsmouth Walter (Harry) Taylor

Captain

December 16,
1900

August 31,
1903

Boston

Colonel

June 1,
1901

June 16,
1906

W. S. Stanton

16

This information was provided by Michael J. Brodhead, Ph.D., Historian, Headquarters, Office of
History, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alexandria, VA.
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First Attempt to Modernize Portsmouth Harbor Fortifications
On April 11, 1895, the Board of Engineers received correspondence from a Captain C.F. Palfrey,
Corps of Engineers, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He stated that its Examining Board had assigned
Portsmouth Harbor to him as the subject of a fortification project. (The specific nature of the
project is not identified.) Over the next six weeks, Captain Palfrey obtained from the Board of
Engineers drawings, descriptions, and plans concerning the old works of fortification in
Portsmouth Harbor, including Forts McClary and Constitution and the batteries on Jerry’s
17
Point and Gerrish’s Island. Unfortunately, no documentation as to the outcome of his effort
was located in the research.

The Project for the Artillery Defense of Portsmouth – April 30, 1896
The beginning of 1896 saw heightened interest in a project for the defenses of Portsmouth
Harbor generated at the national level. On January 11, the Chief of Engineers wrote to Col.
Robert, president of the Board of Engineers, directing that
projects for artillery defense of the following ports, which are included in
the list submitted by you Dec. 20, 1895, be prepared as soon as
practicable, in the order in which they are named, viz: New Orleans, La.,
Portsmouth, N.H., Cumberland Sound, Georgia and Florida, Kennebec
River, New Bedford, Penobscot River, and the Lake Ports.

To expedite the preparation of this report, the Chief of Engineers requested that a general map
showing only the proposed positions of the guns and mortars be submitted. He further stated
18
that other maps might be required, but that these would be asked for at a later date.
Col. Robert subsequently solicited the necessary surveys, including one of the topography and
hydrography of Portsmouth Harbor within a 3- mile radius of “Whales Back Lighthouse.” He
also requested armament reports for a number of localities, including the Portsmouth Harbor
defenses at Fort Constitution, Fort McClary, Jerry’s Point, and Gerrish’s Island.
Each project was to come before the board in the order specified by the Chief of Engineers,
according to a note by Col. Robert dated January 30. This note also indicates that Col. Wilson,
Division Engineer for the Northeast Division, was initially tasked with developing a plan.
Referring to order calling for projects for defense of various points,
which was read at last meeting of Board; notices it calls for them in a
certain order which places Portsmouth, N.H., second in list. Asks to be
informed 5 or 6 days in advance, so as to call Board together, when Col.
Wilson will be prepared with a scheme for the defense of that place. ~
Will try to remember to appoint meeting on Monday as requested by
Col. Wilson.19
17
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However, Col. Wilson requested that
the local Engineer, Lt. Col. Damrell, may be directed to prepare a project
for the defense of Portsmouth harbor and submit it at the earliest
practicable date, to the Board of Engineers through the Div. Engr. of the
N.E. Division for consideration. ~ I am of the opinion that projects of
this character should emanate from the local engineers who are not only
in direct charge of all engineering operations in their districts but have a
well equipped office force of surveyors, draughtsmen &c., at their
command.20
21

The Office of the Chief of Engineers endorsed the transfer of responsibility on February 1.
Thus, it was District Engineer Damrell who prepared the “Project for the Artillery Defense of
Portsmouth Harbor Submitted to the Chief of Engineers by the Board of Engineers” dated April
30, 1896. (See Figures BF- 25, BF- 26 and Appendix A- 2.) The actual submittal process required
that Damrell send the plan through Division Engineer Wilson to the Board of Engineers. The
Board of Engineers in turn recommended it to the Chief of Engineers. “The object of the
defense,” says the report, “is to hold the port as a refuge for our naval and commercial marine
and to protect the town and navy yard from bombardment.”
The project included the following:
•

Fort Constitution was to receive two eight- inch rifles on disappearing carriages – the
22
standard for the time – and two 6- pounder rapid- fire guns.

•

Gerrish’s Island was to receive three 10- inch guns on disappearing carriages and 16 12inch mortars.

•

Jerry’s Point was to receive three 12- inch guns, on disappearing carriages, if the
development of ones sufficiently large proved successful; two 5- inch rapid- fire guns;
and two 6- pounder rapid- fire guns.

•

The capability of laying two minefields in the harbor – an inner field covered by Fort
23
Constitution, and an outer one covered by Jerry’s Point and Gerrish’s Island.
24

The Secretary of War approved the project on May 20, 1896. This plan, with some
modifications – particularly to the emplacement of the lighter weapons – provided the basic
blueprint used for the construction that occurred over the next 10 years. Funds were made
available to build Battery Elon Farnsworth under the Fortifications Act of June 6, 1896. Thus,
Fort Constitution was the first fort of the three in Portsmouth Harbor to get new armament
under the Endicott System.

20
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Figure BF- 20. Lieutenant Colonel Andrew N. Damrell, District Engineer for Portsmouth Harbor
1895- 1897.
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Figure BF- 21. Major Richard Hoxie, District Engineer for Portsmouth Harbor 1897- 1898.
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Figure BF- 22. Major Solomon W. Roessler, District Engineer for Portsmouth Harbor 1898- 1904
(an early photograph).

352

Figure BF- 23. Major Walter L. Fisk, District Engineer for Portsmouth Harbor 1899- 1900.
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Figure BF- 24. Captain Walter (Harry) Taylor, District Engineer for Portsmouth Harbor 1900- 1903.
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Figure BF- 25. Map of Portsmouth Harbor: Sheet A accompanying report “General
Project for Defense,” April 30, 1896.
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Figure BF- 26. Map of Portsmouth Harbor: Sheet B accompanying report “General Project for Defense,” April 30, 1896.

Factors Affecting the
Ultimate Design of Battery Farnsworth
Requirements of the Ordnance
The 8- inch batteries emerged in five general waves of design and authorization. Thirty- two
were authorized, according to Williford:
Three very early batteries were designed between 1891 and 1894. Eleven
more were funded from late 1894 to mid- 1897, and can be called “earlystandard” designs. Battery Farnsworth is among these. Twelve moreadvanced designs came specifically out of the Spanish- American War
emergency funding in March 1898, and seven later ones completed the
initial deployment.25

The Project for the Artillery Defense of Portsmouth Harbor dated April 30, 1896, specified that
Fort Constitution would receive two eight- inch rifles on disappearing carriages. The carriages
were to be 1894 Crozier- Buffington Disappearing Carriages (see Appendix E- 10). Eight- inch
guns were the smallest of the sizes of large- caliber guns envisioned for the Endicott System, and
these guns were the first ones readily available to the program. They were usually mounted on
disappearing carriages, which provided excellent protection for the guns. As explained by Glen
Williford, “Perfected by a pair of Army ordnance officers, this [type of] carriage elevated the gun
for firing over the parapet by dropping a weight. After firing, the recoil would depress the
26
carriage back into a protected position behind the parapet for loading.”

War Department’s Published Guidelines
The March 11, 1895 Report
The Crozier- Buffington Disappearing Carriage needed to sit on concrete platforms especially
designed for them. The Chief of Engineers issued official drawings of the carriage design dated
to February 28 and August 1, 1894. Similar official drawings for platforms and emplacements
27
were referenced in a report approved by the Chief of Engineers on March 11, 1895. The two
drawings showed “(1) the platform proposed for an 8- inch service high power gun mounted on
a Crozier- Buffington disappearing carriage, and (2) the emplacement therefore....the latter
drawing is intended as a guide for completing emplacements already partially constructed to
receive this class of gun, and also for the construction of new emplacements as well.” Fort
Constitution fell under the latter category. The lengthy and detailed instructions contained in
the March 11 report illustrate the many calculations and considerations necessary to design
such a gun emplacement.
25
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Calculation of Weights
As explained previously, the “disappearing carriage” was so- called because it lifted the gun
above the parapet wall after loading, and allowed the gun’s recoil after firing to drop it behind
the parapet wall for protection while reloading. Tremendous loads were involved, given the
weight of the gun, the carriage, and the counterweight needed to raise the gun, and these had to
be carefully calculated to achieve the proper ratio between “the moment of stability and the
overturning moment” of the carriage.
During the recoil the gun and counterweight, of sensibly equal weights,
are supported on the chassis at equal distances from the horizontal pivot
axis....Hence for the total moment of stability of gun, counterweight,
carriage, and concrete platform we have 515 plus 720 foot- tons, or 1235
foot- tons.28

Effect of Concussion
Another consideration was the force exerted on the platform and parapet wall by the firing of
the gun. The report acknowledged that a long period of continuous firing might cause the soil
under the line of rotation (the lower rear edge of the concrete platform) to yield, such that the
concrete platform might drop and crack.
A thickness of five feet is adopted as the minimum requisite to prevent
the shocks in firing from cracking the concrete....As however concrete is
not a material well suited to resist heavy and repeated shocks it is
recommended that only good hard rock be used, and that special care be
observed in the mixing and ramming to secure as perfect a monolith as
possible....
The Board does not regard an iron sheathing to the counterweight well
as necessary. If bordered by about 6 inches of the granolithic surface
used to protect the top of the parapet against the blast of the gun, all
requirements will be met. This well should be thoroughly drained as
indicated on the drawing.

Aluminum bronze was originally specified because it resists corrosion and has superior tensile
strength, but on May 28, 1895, the Chief of Engineers changed this recommendation to steel.
Dimensions of Platforms
The March 11 report offered the following information:
The dimensions of the carriage, and the angle of depression called for at
the site in question, establish the difference of level between the crest and
the bed plate, traverse circle, and loading platform....
The platform proper consists of a nearly semi- circular disc of concrete
about 14 feet in diameter and 5 feet thick, with a raised projection in
front for the base ring, counterweight well, etc. Its cubical contents are
about 70 yards. An additional amount of about 85 yards is required for
28
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the loading platform, etc. making a total of about 155 yards of concrete
for completing the emplacement....
To serve the gun rapidly and effectively a raised platform is essential for
the cannoniers engaged in loading the piece. Ordnance officers who
have had experience with this [disappearing ] carriage, consider that this
platform should be of masonry with a width of at least 12 feet in rear of
the breech in its loading position....

Concern was also given to limiting the exposure of the men near the breech.
By reference to the drawing and remarks below, it will be seen that
delivery of the ammunition to the foot of the loading platform is
performed under the full protection height of 18 feet as originally
intended; and also that a very important use has been made of this
platform for storing projectiles. Its rear vertical wall is 9 feet high, and by
a recess at its base safe storage room is provided for about 350 loaded
shell, thus transferring the handling of heavy weights from the magazines
and largely increasing the capacity of the battery for receiving
ammunition.

Storage and Communication Issues
The report addressed these as follows:
Two recesses have also been provided under the breast- height wall, one
near the magazine for receiving charges of powder for prompt delivery to
the gun as needed; and the other for the use of the cannoniers in storing
tools, etc. They are not absolutely essential and should be omitted where
the construction is already so far advanced as to require excavation in
concrete.
Special attention has been given to ready communication between all
parts of the battery, as is sufficiently shown by the drawing. Ammunition
may be served from the magazine, either through the upper passage
opening upon the terreplein or by the rear passage way and ramp – both
leading to the shot cranes on the loading platform near the magazine.
Powder and loaded shell may be delivered by either route; but it is
probable that the latter will usually be stored in the long shot recess
under the loading platform, in which case they will be wheeled to the
cranes on shot trucks over routes protected by the full height of the
parapet (18 feet). Two sets of these shot cranes are provided, one at each
end of the loading platform, to facilitate the service at any position of the
gun.
If more convenient, powder may be served by hand from the powder
recess or magazine by stairways leading from the upper exit to the level
of the traverse circles, and thence to either end of the loading platform,
according to the position of the gun.
A ladder reaching to the interior crest is placed in the gun recess to afford
an outlook from the level of the top of the parapet. The drawing exhibits
these details so fully as to require no further explanation.
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The May 11, 1896 Memorandum
On May 11, 1896, further information was disseminated to the Corps of Engineers in the form of
a memorandum entitled, “Memorandum. Confidential. Mimeograph No. 4. Printed as
mimeograph (except portions on pp. 2- 4, as to magazine space, marked as omitted), Distributed
29
to Corps of Engrs. (Active) May 11/96.” It contained “Essential requirements for the
construction of emplacements for high- power guns, prepared by The Board of Engineers in
compliance with letter of February 11, 1896 (14131) from the Chief of Engineers.” Headings
included: Cover, Command, Magazine Space, For the 12" gun, For the 10" gun, For the 8" gun,
Field of Fire, Observing Stations, Drainage, Lighting, and General Remarks.
Presumably Lt. Col. Damrell had the March 1895 report and the May 1896 mimeograph
available to him when he designed the new battery at Fort Constitution.

Choice of Materials and Technology
Battery Elon Farnsworth was built at the beginning of a period of technological innovation and
30
change in the use of structural concrete. The Endicott Board’s report recommended the use of
structural concrete and earth for virtually all of its coastal batteries, designed to shelter and
support modern steel armament, as follows:
The shore batteries may be armored turrets revolving or fixed, armored
casemates, and emplacements in barbette. The materials used in
construction for the armor might either be iron or steel, although the
latest experiments indicate the superiority of forged steel plates. While
the Board is of opinion that forged steel plates should be used, it also
recommends that immediate experiments be undertaken to determine
the most suitable armor for turrets and casemates. Earthen parapets and
traverses, sometimes arranged with a core of concrete or rubble masonry
to gain resistance to shot, are generally used for barbette batteries.31

Earth was to be used in the embankments, to absorb the force of bombardment and to conceal
the concrete emplacements from enemy sight. The physical properties and application of these
materials had a significant impact on design. Both materials were relatively fluid and expansive,
enabling the engineers to build massively.
Employing concrete for the emplacements was a very ambitious plan, however, since concrete
construction had seen limited application in American architecture prior to 1900. This was due
primarily to the economics of cheap wood and stone, as well as the limited availability of reliable
32
engineering data for concrete structures. To complicate matters, a major shift from the use of
natural cement in favor of Portland cement was occurring at the same time. Both types of
cement were used to build Battery Elon Farnsworth.
29
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The building of Battery Elon Farnsworth represents a critical point in the development of the
use of structural concrete by American architects and engineers. Unfortunately, the lack of solid
technical knowledge – and the simultaneous use of both natural and Portland cement by the
33
battery’s builders – led to critical flaws and failures of materials and design.

Site Considerations
An important factor in the design of the battery was the lay of the land where it was to be built.
The primary concern in site selection, of course, was to obtain the necessary field of fire for the
battery. A secondary concern was to find a location that would enable the battery to be
camouflaged from enemy eyes. However, the small size of the military reservation at Fort Point
and its narrow configuration severely restricted where the new Endicott battery could be built.
The Chief of Engineers wrote the following on December 23, 1896: “Owing to the small size of
the reservation and its configuration, the choice of a site for the battery is extremely limited.
34
The proposed and only suitable location is indicated upon the accompanying tracing.” This
location was on the high, rocky ground toward the west end of the peninsula, just south of
Walbach Tower.
Col. John M. Wilson, Division Engineer for the Northeast Division, made an inspection on
August 19, and his subsequent report to the Chief of Engineers was as follows: “As the condition
of Forts Constitution and McClary have been repeatedly reported by the District Engineers, and
as there is no work in progress upon these defenses, I have only to report that my personal
inspection fully satisfied me that the sites selected for the batteries are well adapted for the
defense of Portsmouth Harbor. These works are in charge of Lt. Col. A. N. Damrell, Corps of
35
Engineers.”
The choice of location for the new battery had several consequences. First, large amounts of
ledge rock would need to be excavated to construct the battery. Second, despite the craggy
terrain, the area was already occupied by a number of structures that would be affected by the
construction work. Most of these could be moved away or altered. However, Walbach Tower
directly abutted the site, and a desire to preserve this landmark would influence both the design
and construction of the battery.

Experience of the Designing and Supervising Engineers
During the 1890s, the engineer in charge of a particular harbor designed and laid out the
seacoast gun and mortar batteries, pursuant to the approval of the office of the Chief of
Engineers, and he subsequently supervised their construction. For Fort Constitution, this was
Corps of Engineers Lieutenant Colonel Andrew N. Damrell, who had prepared the project for
36
the defense of the whole harbor in 1896. According to the April 30, 1896, proposal, “Local
33
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details should be determined by the constructing officer. He should prepare the detailed
drawings of the different works, reference being made to the typical drawings and
37
memorandum of general information concerning the construction of emplacements.”
Lt. Col. Damrell was experienced in building batteries, including one that was very similar to
38
Battery Elon Farnsworth – the first emplacement of Battery Bowyer at Fort Morgan, AL. He
also had more latitude in designing Battery Farnsworth than did the designers of the batteries
built after the turn of the century, e.g., Battery Kirk at Fort Stark and the four 3- inch rapid fire
39
batteries in Portsmouth Harbor. This was because Battery Farnsworth was built relatively early
in the Endicott period, before battery designs became highly standardized toward the end of the
period.
However, Damrell had a heavy workload in 1896. At the same time he was designing Battery
Elon Farnsworth, he was also was responsible for defensive fortifications at Portland, the other
harbor in his district. Also, the Corps of Engineers’ rotational scheme did not help establish
continuity. Damrell designed the battery, but was reassigned just as construction started. His
successor, Major Richard Hoxie, had to supervise the construction according to plans and
specifications he had not prepared. Hoxie himself was reassigned before construction was
completed, and his successor, Major Solomon Roessler, had to resolve final details for a project
into which he had no input.

Plans and Specifications
Development of Plans and Specifications
On August 6, 1896, the Acting Chief of Engineers wrote to District Engineer Lt. Col. Damrell in
Portland, Maine, informing him that it was “proposed to construct emplacements for two 840
inch guns on disappearing carriages, model 1894, at Fort Constitution, N.H.” Damrell, as the
engineer in charge of such works in the Portland district, was asked to submit as soon as
practicable plans and estimates in detail for the construction of the two proposed
emplacements, as a basis for an allotment and for authority to begin work.
Since the work was to be performed by contract, Damrell was requested to have the plans ready,
so that when begun, the project would move forward without delay. The Acting Chief of
Engineers noted that it was expected the appropriations would be pledged during the next
session of Congress, and that the work would be completed by the end of calendar 1897.
To assist Lt. Col. Damrell in this endeavor, he was provided with a copy of the approved project
for the artillery defense of Portsmouth, a map that showed the approximate site of the battery,
and a copy of a typical plan of emplacement for 8- inch guns. The Chief of Engineers noted that

37
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additional information concerning the storage and service of ammunition would be sent as it
became available.
A month later, on September 11, Lt. Col. Damrell was informed by the Chief of Engineers that
“the Secretary of War is desirous of letting contracts for fortification work before the next
session of Congress. To this end it is necessary that specifications and detailed plans be
41
submitted to this office as early as possible.” When submitting his specifications he was asked
to recommend whether contracts should be let for each battery (his office was also designing the
Great Diamond Island battery in Portland) as a whole, or separately for materials and labor. In
addition it was stated that “provision should be made in the specifications for guarding against
any undue publicity in the plans. The lines of the work should be laid out by the Engineer
officer in charge, and all drawings kept in his possession with provision for consultation by the
contractor under proper rules and regulations.”
Lt. Col. Damrell received a telegram on October 28 from the Chief of Engineers, asking when
the plans and specifications would be ready for the contract work for Portland and Portsmouth
42
Harbors, as they were urgently needed. Damrell replied by telegram that these would be ready
on November 15.
The following day, October 29, another telegram from the Office of Chief of Engineers directed
Damrell to “push plans and specifications for contract work on fortifications with utmost
43
rapidity.” An explanation for the “urgency” was given in a letter to Damrell from the Acting
Chief of Engineers. The urgency was driven by appropriations, as noted:
For reasons of policy, it is considered absolutely necessary that contracts
shall be let, or at least the bids be received, for the fortification work
authorized by the contract clause of the act of June 6, 1896, before
Congress assembles in December. Unless it can be shown that provision
has been made for the disposition of the very large sum appropriated for
fortifications in that act, good appropriations for fortifications can not be
hoped for at the approaching session of Congress.

He stressed that the plans and specifications “must be pushed with the utmost expedition,
working overtime if necessary,” since the Secretary of War had ordered that they must be
submitted in time for the contracts to be let or bids received before December 1, 1896. The
letter concluded that the “period to intervene between first publication of advertisement and
opening of proposals must be made sufficiently short to insure compliance with the orders of
44
the Secretary of War in this matter.”
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Submittal of Plans and Specifications
Lt. Col. Damrell forwarded a plan (Fig. BF- 27) and specifications (Appendix E- 1) for the two
emplacements at Fort Constitution on November 17, two days later than promised. In a brief
cover letter to the Chief of Engineers, he included an estimate of $60,000 for the cost of
construction of the two emplacements and their platforms. He also included a copy of the
advertisement inviting sealed proposals for constructing gun emplacements at Fort
Constitution, which he sent to the Chief Clerk of the War Department on the same day.
The result of Lt. Col. Damrell’s extended work was a fairly conservative design that included a
number of concepts that he had used two years previously in the design for Fort Morgan,
Alabama. Chief among these was the semicircular form of the emplacements and their threelevel plan. Storage for powder and shells was at the right side of each emplacement, at the
lowest level; a semicircular gallery to hold shot and support activities curved around each
emplacement at the middle level; and the two semicircular Loading Platforms for the guns were
on the top level. These were not connected to each other by any walkway or similar feature.
Damrell’s plan was reviewed by the Office of the Chief Engineers during the following two
weeks, and shortcomings were found. The office’s comments took the form of “indorsements”
appended to Damrell’s November 17 submittal. (The term “indorsement” is found frequently in
the documentation, referring to any type of comment upon a report, proposal, letter, etc.; it does
not mean an endorsement.) Areas of concern were the thickness of the concrete at front of the
parapets and the magazines; the design’s lack of several specific spaces (early plotting rooms
called Relocating Rooms, a room for the battery’s electrical storage battery, and latrines); and
45
the lack of internal ammunition hoists. Damrell quickly prepared revised plans showing the
addition of the requested rooms (Fig. BF- 28) and internal hoists (Fig. BF- 29).
The request for a storage battery room reflected the transitional nature of the period during
which Battery Elon Farnsworth was built. The earliest Endicott batteries were designed to
operate without electric power, using coal- oil (kerosene) lamps for illumination and kinetic
means to load, aim, and fire the guns. However, experiments and provisions for the use of
electricity began to appear as early as 1895. Apparently the Office of the Chief of Engineers
began to realize that soon all gun batteries would need electricity, at least for lighting and hoists.
Thus, new gun batteries were to be designed to include (at a minimum) space for a storage
battery, even before authorization was granted to install the batteries themselves or the electrical
46
devices they would run.
The storage batteries of the day were very large and cumbersome, relying on the use of big glass
jugs containing liquid acid. They maintained enough charge to run the lights for a limited
47
period, and could be recharged by means of a portable engine brought from battery to battery.
A better solution was to install an “electric light plant,” which included a direct- connected
engine and dynamo with a boiler. The plans for similar 8- inch batteries at Fort Columbia and
Fort St. Philip, submitted by their local engineers in one case only two months after the plans for
Battery Elon Farnsworth, called for electric light plants integral with the gun battery.
45
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Two efforts were made to outfit Battery Elon Farnsworth with an electric light plant for lighting,
one during the planning stages and one near the end of the construction period for the gun
48
battery. However, neither effort met with success, judging by later documentation showing
that Battery Farnsworth never received any electrification, either from storage batteries or
electric light plants.
The lack of internal ammunition hoists in Damrell’s original plan was less understandable.
Hand- operated internal hoists were commonplace at the time, and a new, improved type of
hoist called the balanced platform was starting to be incorporated into battery designs. Without
internal hoists, both shell and shot had to be raised to the Loading Platforms solely by cranes
and davits located at the rear of the platforms. The Office of the Chief Engineer required that a
simple elevating lift and shaft be added on the right side of each emplacement. Damrell
responded by revising his design to include only the earlier, “dumbwaiter” style of ammunition
hoist. This type of hoist was hand- operated, using wire rope and a winch located in a small
adjacent alcove at the lowest level of the emplacement. The hoist shaft extended up to the
Loading Platform, where it ended at a trap door. The hoist itself was large enough to
accommodate a cart, which could be loaded with shells at the bottom level, or shot at the
49
intermediate level, and then raised to the level of the Loading Platform.
None of these plans included the early concrete mining casemate that was built at the same time
as the battery, inside the battery’s left flank. The first mention of this structure was in a letter
dated March 30, 1897, from the Chief of Engineers to Damrell, directing him to design detailed
plans and estimate costs for the “torpedo” casemate and cable gallery that would be needed for
50
the new minefield envisioned for Portsmouth Harbor. Damrell’s response on April 10
51
included a tracing of details of a torpedo casemate and cable gallery. The casemate first
appears in a plan submitted on August 10, 1897 (Fig. BF- 30). This structure is discussed in a
subsequent portion of this report.

Approval of Plans and Specifications
On December 8, 1896, the Chief of Engineers telegraphed Damrell, requesting that he report on
the exact status of “new work” as of November 30, especially concerning the platforms.
Damrell telegraphed back the next day as follows:
Fort Constitution, N.H. Plans have been prepared, specifications issued,
and proposals invited by public advertisement for the construction of
emplacements for two 8- inch guns at Fort Constitution, Portsmouth
Harbor, N.H., the bids to be opened December 10, 1896. This is the first
of the modern works for the defense of Portsmouth Harbor.52
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See the subsequent chapter “1921 Power Plant” for additional information.
Files 16183- 6 (Nov. 17, 1896), 16183- 26 (Aug. 10, 1897), and 16183- 35 (Mar. 21, 1898); Entry 103;
RG 77; NAB.
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File 20138- 10 (March 30, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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File 20138- 1 (April 10, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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File 16183- 10 (December 9, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Lt. Col. Damrell wrote the Chief of Engineers on January 18, 1897, requesting information as to
whether the plan for the proposed emplacements forwarded in his indorsement of December 16
was approved. He wanted to start preparing the details for use by the contractor. He also asked
whether the platforms were to be designed for disappearing carriages of the Model 1896 or
53
Model 1894. On January 20, 1897, Damrell was notified that the “plan for emplacements Fort
54
Constitution forwarded by your indorsement December sixteenth [is] approved.” In
correspondence dated the following day, the Office of the Chief of Engineers confirmed that
“the two emplacements for 8- inch guns to be constructed under contract at Fort Constitution,
Portsmouth Harbor, N.H., are to be designed for disappearing carriages of the model 1894,
55
L.F.”

Preconstruction Modifications to the Specifications
Some modifications to specifications were made prior to commencement of construction. One
concerned the design of the cranes. On January 9, 1897, Andrew MacKenzie, the Acting Chief
of Engineers forwarded to Lt. Col. Damrell a January 6 letter from the Yale and Towne
Manufacturing Company, with two catalogs on the subject of chain blocks. Mackenzie told
Damrell that the Board of Engineers was “now engaged in the preparation of a design for a crane
consisting of a simple mast with arm carrying at its end a triplex block...which will take the place
of the winch.” He stated that the mast of the crane would be placed close against the platform.
Damrell was requested to substitute a crane of this general style in his design for the new battery.
He was further notified that the board’s design would be sent to him as soon as it was received
56
by that office. (The enclosures are missing from the file.)
Lt. Col. Damrell contacted the Hartford Paving and Construction Company on March 22, in
response to a March 19 letter from the company. He told the company that the number of
cranes had been reduced to four, and that the wrought- iron steps to the observing station
would be omitted.
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File 16183- 18 (January 18, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 16183 (January 20, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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File 16183- 18 (January 21, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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File 16183- 15 (January 9, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Figure BF- 27. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Emplacement for 2 8 in. D.L.R. Buffington- Crozier Carriage Model of 1894,” by A.N.
Damrell, Lieut. Colonel of Engineers, November 17, 1896.
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Figure BF- 28. “Sketch of Two Gun Emplacement at Fort Constitution, N.H., Showing changes in the rooms,” by A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Colonel of
Engineers, December 1, 1896.
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Figure BF- 29. “Sketch of Two Gun Emplacement at Fort Constitution, N.H., Showing Ammunition Lifts,” by A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Colonel of
Engineers, December 16, 1896. NACP, Cartographic Record, RG 77, Drawer 16, Sheet 38- 3.
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Figure BF- 30. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Battery for Two 8 inch B.L. Rifles, Buffington and Crozier Disappearing Carriage Model of 1894, 5"
Depression,” August 10, 1897, by R.L. Hoxie, Major of Engineers.

Appropriations and Estimates
Sources of Funding
Two acts of Congress provided the funds to build the battery at Fort Constitution. The first was
the “Fortifications Appropriations Act of June 6, 1896 (Public—No. 183),” and the second was
an “Act of Congress, approved March 3, 1897 (Public—No. 126).”
Details of the Fortifications Appropriations Act are as follows:
FORTIFICATIONS APPROPRIATIONS ACT
Public—No. 183
57
June 6, 1896
Making appropriations for fortifications and other works of defense, for the armament thereof, for the
procurement of heavy ordnance for trial and service, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the sums of money herein provided for be, and the same are hereby, appropriated, out of
any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be available until expended, namely:
For construction of fortifications, two million five hundred
Gun and Mortar Batteries
thousand dollars; of which sum not exceeding one hundred
thousand dollars may be expended for the construction of
necessary buildings connected therewith;
Provided; That contracts may be entered into, under the
direction of the Secretary of War, for materials and work for
construction of fortifications, to be paid for as appropriations
may from time to time be made by law, to an additional sum in
the aggregate not to exceed two million five hundred
thousand dollars.

Details of the 1897 “Act of Congress” are as follows: 58

Gun and Mortar Batteries

57
58

For materials and work for construction of fortifications, to meet
contracts authorized by the fortification appropriation Act [sic]
approved June sixth, eighteen hundred and ninety- six, two million five
hundred thousand dollars.

Information in chart extracted from File 15519- 1 (June 6, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
Information in chart extracted from File 16183- 13 (March 27, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Estimates
Initial Estimates
The “Project for the Artillery Defense of Portsmouth Harbor Submitted to the Chief of
Engineers by the Board of Engineers” and dated April 30, 1896, included the very rough estimate
59
of $100,000 for the 8- inch battery at Fort Constitution.
Following surveys of the site, Damrell prepared a revised estimate of the cost of the two gun
emplacements. He included this with the plan and specifications he submitted on November 17,
1896, to the Chief of Engineers.
Preliminary Estimate for
Two Emplacements and Their Platforms
Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, N.H.
Submitted by Lieutenant Colonel A.N. Damrell to Chief of Engineers, U.S.A.
60
November 17, 1896
ITEM
Excavation, Earth
Excavation, Ledge
Embankment, Earth
Concrete
Beams, Trolleys, Lighting Plant,
etc.

QUANTITY
100 cubic yards @ 50¢
9,000 cubic yards @ $1.50
6,800 cubic yards @ 50¢
7,250 cubic yards @ $5

ESTIMATED COST
$
50.00
$13,500.00
$ 3,400.00
$35,125.00
$ 4,000.00

Sub- Total
Contingencies
TOTAL

$56,075.00
3,925.00
$60,000.00

Note that the estimate does not cover the first mining casemate, which had not yet been
considered. It would be constructed in the left flank of the battery.
On December 22, the Chief of Engineers asked Lt. Col. Damrell how much of the appropriated
monies should be set aside to cover all expenditures under the contract for the two
emplacements at Fort Constitution. In addition, he requested that Damrell submit an estimate
of the “cost of engineering, superintendence, and office expenses incident to the construction of
61
these emplacements.”
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File 15084- 0 (April 30, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
Information in chart extracted from File 16183- 6 (November 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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File 18510 (December 22, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Damrell responded two days later, noting that $52,050 should be set aside to cover all
expenditures for the 8- inch disappearing guns at Fort Constitution. He broke down this figure
to show the costs for the contract itself, and the costs for contract, inspection, and office
expenses.
Estimate for
Contract Work and Contingencies
Construction of Two Emplacements for 8- inch Disappearing Guns
Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, N.H.
Submitted by Lieutenant Colonel A.N. Damrell to Chief of Engineers, U.S.A.
62
December 24, 1896

QUANTITY

ITEM
For work under contract
For six months inspection

@ $175.
(1 Inspector @ $100.)
(1 Sub Inspector @ $75.)

For office expenses,
engineering, and
traveling expenses

ESTIMATED COST
$50,000.
$1,050.

$1,000.

TOTAL

$52,050.

On March 27, the Office of the Chief of Engineers sent two separate letters to Lt. Col. Damrell,
63
notifying him that he had been allotted the entire amount, as follows:
Allotments for
Construction of two 8- inch Gun Emplacements at Fort Constitution, N.H.
Authorized by the
Fortifications Appropriations Act of June 6, 1896
ALLOTMENT
$50,000.

$ 2,050.

62
63

APPROPRIATION

USE

Gun and Mortar Batteries
Act of March 3, 1897
Public—No. 126
Gun and Mortar Batteries
Act of June 6, 1986
Public—No. 183

Applied solely in meeting payments earned by
the contractor, with a separate money
statement rendered for this allotment.
Applied to engineering, supervision, and
office expenses in connection with the
construction, by contract.

Information in chart extracted from File 16183- 13 (December 24, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
Information in chart extracted from File 16183- 13 (March 27, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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August 1898 Revised Estimate
By late summer of 1898, Major Hoxie knew that the costs of building the battery had increased
to the point where additional money would be needed. He thus submitted to the Chief of
Engineers on August 29 a “detailed estimate of the minimum amount of funds not heretofore
allotted which will be required for completing fortification work under my charge...at Fort
64
Constitution....” At that time, almost $41,000 had been obligated to the contract.
Estimate for
Two Emplacements and Their Platforms
Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, N.H.
Submitted by Major R.L. Hoxie to Chief of Engineers, U.S.A.
65
August 29, 1898
ITEM
Work paid for under contract
Reserved percentage, payable

QUANTITY

TOTAL
For completion of work:
Earth excavation
Embankment
Natural Cement Concrete
Portland Cement Concrete
Steel beams, channels, cranes,
lifts, ladders, doors, trolleys, etc.
Mounting guns and carriages
Waterproofing

300 cubic yards at 35¢ per cubic
yard
8,000 cubic yards at 70¢ per cubic
yard
1,700 cubic yards at $4.65 per
cubic yard
1,200 cubic yards at $5.74 per
cubic yard

ESTIMATED COST
$36,856.82
$ 4,095.21
$40,952.03
$ 105.00
$ 5,600.00
$7,905.00
$6,888.00
$4,155.48

5,000 square feet at 32¢ per foot
TOTAL

Contingencies and office
expenses
TOTAL
Allotments heretofore made
Additional allotment required

$1,000.00
$1,600.00
$68,205.51
$1,000.00
$69,205.51
$53,150.0066
$16,000.00

Based on this revised estimate, the Office of the Chief of Engineers approved on September 2 an
additional allotment of $16,000 from the appropriation provided by the Act of March 3, 1897,
“to be applied to the completion of the two emplacements for 8- inch guns on disappearing
67
carriages at Fort Constitution, N.H.” This brought the total of allotments to $69,150.
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File 26497- 34 (August 29, 1898); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
Information in chart extracted from File 26497- 34 (August 29, 1898); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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An additional allotment of $1,100 was made to cover the expenses of moving the keeper’s dwelling.
The $1,100 came from the Fortifications Appropriations Act of June 6, 1896. See in this chapter: “Effect
on Existing Structures, Light Keeper’s Dwelling and Carpenter’s Shop, Keeper’s Dwelling” for further
discussion of the use of this allotment.
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File 26497- 34 (2nd Indorsement, August 29, 1898); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Contracting
Solicitation of Bids and Contract Award
Advertisement Inviting Proposals
When Lt. Col. Andrew N. Damrell transmitted the plans and specifications for the gun
emplacements at Fort Constitution on November 17, 1896, he included “a copy of an
68
advertisement inviting proposals, with request for authority to print and publish.” The
advertisement was prepared by the U.S. Engineer Office, 537 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Damrell noted that “the date of opening the bids has been left open with a view to specifying
such date as the Department may deem desirable.”
Presumably, the printed advertisement was released shortly thereafter, as the advertisement
contained the date November 17, with Lt. Col. Damrell as the issuing officer. The advertisement
stated that sealed proposals would be received until 3 p.m. on December 10, 1896, at which time
they would be publicly opened. In addition to containing the specifications, the advertisement
included a three- page printed form for bidders to complete, entitled Proposal for Constructing
Gun Emplacements at Fort Constitution, N.H.
The following notice was published in select newspapers. The NewYork Times was added to the
list as an afterthought.
“U.S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 537 Congress St., Portland, Me.,
Nov. 17, 1896. Sealed proposals for constructing gun
emplacements at Fort Constitution, N.H., will be received here until
3 P.M., December 10, 1896, and then publicly opened. Information
69
furnished on application.” A.N. DAMRELL, Lieut. Col. Engrs.

Opening of Bids and Abstract of Proposals
As specified in the advertisement, the sealed proposals were opened at 3 p.m. on December 10
by Lt. Col. Damrell. (Details of the bid opening process were not discovered during the
research for this report.) Twelve companies, geographically distributed among the states of
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire,
submitted proposals and bids (see Appendix E- 4). The bidders also identified contract start
and end dates that spanned a period of four months at either end of the project. The highest bid
of $98,661.25 was submitted by William Morgan, Trenton, New Jersey, and the lowest bid of
$55,372.52 was submitted by the Hartford Paving and Construction Company, Hartford,
Connecticut. Hartford’s start and end dates were April 15 and October 15, 1897, respectively.
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File 16183- 6 (November 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 18510- 1 (Received December 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Selection of Contractor
On December 15, 1896, Lt. Col. Damrell submitted to the Chief of Engineers an abstract of bids
opened by him on December 10 (see Appendix E- 4). These consisted of handwritten “spread
sheets” comparing the different bids. He enclosed with the abstract a copy of the advertisement
and specifications under which they were invited. Damrell stated that the Hartford Paving and
Construction Company’s bid of $55,372.52 was the lowest, and he recommended that its
70
proposal be accepted. He added that he regarded the bid as reasonable. Although Hartford’s
start date of April 15 was the latest start date provided by any of the bidders, its end date of
October 15, 1897, was among the earliest. However, the bid seems to have been principally
accepted because of its lowest cost. The Office of the Chief of Engineers informed Damrell on
71
December 18 that his choice of contractor was approved. Information about the Hartford
Paving and Construction Company is contained in Appendix E- 5.

Contract Execution
As District Engineer, Lt. Col. Damrell, “for and in behalf of the United States of America,”
entered into contract on December 30, 1896, with the Hartford Paving and Construction
Company, for the construction of the two 8- inch gun emplacements at Fort Constitution. The
contract was not found during research for this report, although a record of its transmittal was –
along with pertinent bond documents sent on January 6, 1897, by Damrell to the War
72
nd
Department. This document’s 2 indorsement offers the Judge Advocate General’s review of
the contract papers, noting that “the enclosed contract and bond are properly executed,
assuming that the persons who executed them for the Hartford Paving and Construction
Company [the president and secretary] had authority to do so. … The surety to the bond
73
(Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland) has qualified to become such surety.” Damrell
was asked to submit further evidence that the signatories were indeed the president and
secretary of the company. He presented suitable evidence on January 27, and the Chief of
Engineers approved the contract on February 1.

Contract Extensions and Modifications
By August 1897, it became apparent that the contract work was taking longer and costing more
than estimated. Adjustment had to be made to the funding for the project, and the completion
date for the contract had to be extended.
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File 18510 (Received December 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 18510 (December 15, 1896 Letter Cover); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Contract Extension to December 1, 1897
On September 11, 1897, a month before the Hartford Paving and Construction Company’s
contract was to expire on October 15, company secretary Charles Crawford applied to Major
74
Hoxie for an extension of this date to August 1, 1898. Crawford referenced a meeting he had
had with Hoxie the previous Thursday. Crawford set forth the Hartford Paving and
Construction Company’s plan, as follows:
It is our plan to work this fall until – say December the 1st, and to provide
sufficient cement to last until as near as may be to that date, while
avoiding the necessity of carrying any natural cement delivered at Fort
Constitution – say from March 1st to the 15th, 1898, so as to enable us to
commence concreting about April 15th, after allowing sufficient time for
the testing period of the cement. The delivery of this cement could be
made earlier if you desire to have it so.

Major Hoxie recommended in a September 13 indorsement to Crawford’s letter that the time of
completion be extended to August 1, 1898. He stated that in his opinion, “the contractors have
not pushed this work with the degree of energy which might have been reasonably expected
under their contract, but the interest of the United States will best be served by granting the
75
extension desired.”
The Chief of Engineers responded on September 17, stating that “approval is being given for an
extension to December 1, 1897, on or before which date should further extension be advisable,
Major Hoxie will submit reasons in detail why the present contract time should be further
76
extended.”

Modification to Specifications – September 28, 1897
The most significant modification to the original specifications came on September 28, 1897.
The original specifications called for the use of three different mixes of concrete in specific
locations. As work on the new battery progressed, the benefits of using Portland cement in the
place of Rosendale (natural) cement became increasingly clear. Major Richard Hoxie thus
wrote to the Hartford Paving and Construction Company on September 28, directing the
contractor to use Portland concrete (“No. 2 concrete”) in many places where Rosendale
77
concrete (“No. 1 concrete”) had originally been specified.
The Hartford Paving and Construction Company complied with Hoxie’s directive, but it was
costly. Of the 7,025 cubic yards of cement originally required by the specifications, only 165
78
cubic yards were to be the more expensive Portland cement. By the time the battery had been
completed, a total of 3,653.97 cubic yards of Portland cement had been used – i.e., 3,488.97 cubic
yards more than the contractor had anticipated. The extra cost incurred would cause the
Hartford Paving and Construction Company to file a claim in 1899 for compensation beyond
74
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the original contract price. The company had other grievances, as well, including having
removed ledge outside of the arbitrary lines shown on the excavation plan (Fig. BF- 31). Full
details of the claim can be found in Appendix E- 7.
79

80

The differences between Hoxie’s modifications and the original specifications were as
follows:
Recommendations for Laying Concrete
Major Hoxie to The Hartford Paving and Construction Company
September 28, 1897
Modification: No. 1, concrete will be used in the main body of the work including parapet and traverse,
and generally for interior filling or other work not specially designated as No. 2 concrete.
Original Specifications: No. 1 concrete will be used in the main body of the work. … In the parapet and
traverse, … All faces of walls and floors of magazines and passageways and all exposed surfaces of walls
made from this concrete shall be covered to the depth of one inch with number 3 concrete; and this shall
be put in place simultaneously with the number 1 concrete and in such manner as to insure a perfect
bond.

Modification: No. 2, concrete will be used for all work below the reference of 23 (2 feet above the roof
of magazine) excepting parapet and traverse, and for two feet in thickness of all exposed faces and
slopes.
Original Specifications: Number 2 concrete will be used on exposed horizontal and slightly inclined
surfaces of the platforms, parapet, and traverse, for sills, jambs and lintels of doorways, for steps, etc.,
and will generally be 5 inches in depth, thoroughly rammed and finished with 1 inch of number 3
concrete and smoothed by the skilful use of the trowel.

Modification: No. 3, concrete will not be used at all unless under special instructions.
Original Specifications: The number 3 concrete shall be laid upon the number 2 concrete before the
latter is set so as to form a perfect bond.
Additional Direction: Forms will not be moved until the concrete is thoroughly set, and the latter must
show a smooth face. There are various methods of obtaining this result, but the best is probably to keep
on hand a small quantity of freshly mixed sand and cement of the same proportions as used in the
concrete, but without the broken stone, to interpose between the wooden form and the concrete
material when deposited in place before ramming. Plastering of the work after the forms are removed
will not be permitted.
Concrete mixers will be given 20 revolutions, and the concrete material, after mixing, will be so handled
as not to separate the ingredients.
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Water enough, only, will be used to moisten the concrete sufficiently to show a film of water upon the
surface after hard ramming; but rubber hose with sprinklers connected with the water supply pipe will
be located so as to cover every part of the work, or hand sprinklers in sufficient number will be used in
place of hose. The sprinklers will be kept in constant use saturating all surfaces immediately after
ramming is completed, and to keep the exposed surfaces moistened.
The use of grout is prohibited. Clean water will be used for moistening the concrete and used freely
before applying new to old work.

After receiving this letter, Charles Crawford, secretary of the Hartford Paving and Construction
Company, called on Major Hoxie in Portland and objected to what the contractor saw as a “very
sweeping change being made at such a late date” in the season, and also on account of the
increased cost of Portland cement. Crawford withdrew his objections when Major Hoxie
assured him that in the construction of the Portland cement concrete, Hartford Paving would
not be bound by the specification requirement of 1 part cement:2 parts sand:4 parts granolithic,
81
but could use such an amount of stone as the mortar would “flush.” Ultimately, however, the
extra cost of this modification would cause the contractor to file a claim against the government
82
in 1899.

Supplemental Agreement – October 8, 1897
An agreement was made and executed between the Hartford Paving and Construction
Company and Major Hoxie, for and on behalf of the United States Government, on October 8,
1897, for modifications of plan. This agreement related to the introduction of 12- inch vitrified
sewer pipe, and the construction of certain additional centering for concrete work. Neither
feature was included in the original contract, so the October 8 agreement was needed to
establish a price for their inclusion, as follows:
Agreement, supplemental to Articles of Agreement entered into December 30, 1896
between Lieut. Colonel A. N. Damrell, Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army
for and in behalf of the United States of America,
of the first part and the Hartford Paving & Construction Company, of Hartford,
in the County of Hartford and State of Connecticut, of the second part
83
for constructing gun emplacements at Fort Constitution, N.H.
ITEM

QUANTITY

12- inch vitrified sewer pipe, laid complete as
prescribed for 8- inch pipe in paragraph 11 of the
classification of work in said contract
All centering required by the modification of
plan of construction, complete in place

90¢ per lineal foot

COST

$99.60 in sum

On November 23, 1897, the supplementary contract was approved by the Acting Secretary of
84
War.
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Contract Extension to June 30, 1898
On November 18, 1897, the Hartford Paving and Construction Company submitted another
application for further extension of the time limit on the gun emplacement contract for Fort
85
Constitution beyond the extension to December 1 already granted. Its representatives did not
offer a specific completion date, but rather instead expressed their intention to prosecute
operations as long as winter weather permits, and to push work rapidly in the spring. The
request included the company’s schedule of work for both the battery and mining casemate.

Charles Crawford specifies the progress made, as follows:
We desire to state that the excavation for the emplacements and the
mining casemate is complete with the exception of an inconsiderable
amount of earth at the parapet. We have on hand an amount of broken
stone which is estimated to be sufficient for the entire work in
connection with the deflectors we understand you propose to use, about
1500 tons of sand for concrete, 1650 barrels of Rosendale cement, which
we understand has passed your tests, cars, tracks, hoister and mixer for
mixing concrete, and arrangement of pump and tanks for water, and all
the lumber required for framing. We also have all the beams, channels,
anchor bolts and plates required for the work. We are expecting 500
barrels of Portland cement within the next day or two, as per my letter
enclosed herewith.

Major Hoxie recommended in a November 20 indorsement that an extension be granted to
86
June 30, 1898. He offered the following explanation, anticipating that the Chief of Engineers
would request one as he did for the December 1897 extension:
After personal inspection of the work, I am of the opinion that whatever
may have been the degree of energy displayed at the inception of it, the
contractors are now pushing it with vigor, and with ample appliances for
a satisfactory progress while the weather permits. The statement of fact
is substantially correct, and the time has been lost without apparent fault
on the part of the contractors by the necessity for condemning a very
large quantity of cement after its receipt and storage. Unless an
exceptionally severe winter and late spring should prevent, the work
ought now to be completed within the present fiscal year....
87

The Chief of Engineers approved the extension on November 27, 1897.
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Extra Work – March 8, 1898
Major Hoxie forwarded to the Chief of Engineers on March 8, 1898, supplemental articles of
agreement with the Hartford Paving and Construction Company “on account of extra work
88
required in connection with their contract.” He noted that at the time the contract was
awarded, the electric lighting was omitted and partial provision was made
for putting in ammunition lifts not provided for in the contract. In
contemplation of the ultimate construction of such lifts, and the
installation of an electric lighting plant, it is necessary that certain minor
details should be built into the work during construction.

These items were covered by the supplemental agreement. He stated that the aggregate cost
would be about $205. The Chief of Engineers approved the “mutual agreement between the
contracting parties for the extra work” on March 17. However, he noted that the work
contemplated was “more properly classified as extra work provided for by paragraph 71 of the
89
specifications.”

Proposition for Extra Work – April 2, 1898
District Engineer Hoxie submitted to the Chief of Engineers on April 2, 1898, a proposition of
the Hartford Paving and Construction Company for extra work not provided for in their
90
contract. He recommended that the contractor’s proposal be accepted, and that the work be
accomplished under a supplemental agreement or as extra work under paragraph 71 of the
specifications, “as the Department directs.”
The company proposed to furnish all labor and material for the following:
two ammunition lifts, shown on the War Department’s plan #200- 33,
each equipped with a winch, for a sum of $650.00 per ammunition lift
two sets of stairs and railings to observing platform, shown on the War
Department’s plan #200- 31, for the sum of $155.00 per set of stairs and
rails. [Hoxie noted that the stairs and railings to the observing platform
should be installed.]91

Hoxie explained to the Chief of Engineers that “the lifts might possibly be dispensed with,
relying upon the 4 cranes which are to be erected, but the service of the guns would then be
unsatisfactory.” He added that the contract called for eight cranes but the approved plan only
shows six, and it has been understood that only four would be installed. Major Hoxie
commented that cranes would cost $130 each, including “suitable hoists of a pattern approved
by the Engineer.” He concluded that “it would be cheaper to put in the four extra cranes,
making four for each emplacement, but their efficiency as compared with the lifts is
questionable.”
88
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The Chief of Engineers authorized the extra work on April 7, which was to be added to the
92
specifications under paragraph 71. He expressed confusion, however, over Major Hoxie’s last
comment about the number of cranes. Hoxie responded on April 11, stating that he called this
to the attention of the Chief of Engineers because it was not clear whether the change from six
to four had been authorized. Hoxie felt that four cranes was ample equipment for the
93
ammunition authorized. He was subsequently authorized – with the written consent of the
contractors – to reduce the number from six to four. Such written consent was obtained by
94
April 30 and placed on file in the U.S. Engineer Office, Portland.

Contract Extension to July 31, 1898
The Hartford Paving and Construction Company applied to Major Hoxie on June 17, 1898, for a
95
further extension of their contract beyond June 30. The company had been experiencing
difficulty in getting prompt delivery of iron work from the New Jersey Foundry & Machine
Company. (Interestingly, this company later filed a claim against the Hartford Paving and
Contracting Company; see Appendix E- 6.) Company secretary Charles Crawford affirmed that
the concrete work at the Fort should be completed by the 25th inst; the
embankment is daily being constructed; all the iron work, with the
exception of the trolley system, has reached the Fort and we are
expecting a shipping notice of the trolley system by every mail.

Major Hoxie explained in a first indorsement that
The contract for this work was awarded December 23 [actually
December 30], 1896, and approved by the Chief of Engineers February 1,
1897, the work to be completed December 1, 1897, extended to June 30,
1898.
The masonry of this work is completed excepting a small portion of the
parapet on the left flank. The work is now delayed as other work in this
district has been delayed by the failure of the New Jersey Foundry &
Machine Company to deliver the iron work to the contractors. It will be
advantageous to the United States to extend the time for final completion
and such extension is recommended to July 31, 1898.96

The Chief of Engineers approved the extension on June 29, 1898.

92
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Request for Authority for Extra Work – December 12, 1898
Major Hoxie asked the Chief of Engineers on December 12 that extra work “not expressly
provided for in the contract” be approved under paragraph #1 of the specifications forming a
part of the said contract, as follows:
APPROVAL FOR ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN CONTRACT WITH
THE HARTFORD PAVING AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
DATED DECEMBER 20, 1896
98
Approval Given December 16, 1898, by Chief of Engineers
ITEM
Elevator rope
Machinist
Helper
Extra hangers for rolling doors
not shown on working plan
Rail posts (not shown on plan
given to manufacturers) made
to order
Extra door for cable gallery
Bending bolts (to pass manholes
leading to sump) and setting
TOTAL

QUANTITY
290 feet @ 9¢
26 hours @ $3.50
26 hours @ $2.50

COST
$ 26.10
$ 9.10
$ 6.50

12

$ 7.80

8

$ 11.20

1

$ 4.70
$ 12.40
$ 77.80

Contract Cost of Battery and Mining Casemate Construction
Consolidated Report of All Work Completed
A consolidated report of all work accomplished under the contract with the Hartford Paving
99
and Construction Company was prepared by a U.S. Inspector on January 9, 1899. The report
covers the time period April 1, 1897, to October 31, 1898, and states that “the requirements of
th
the contract are complied with, and the work completed.” On the same day, an 11 and final
payment on the main contract was made to the Hartford Paving and Construction Company in
the amount of $8,696.62. This payment included $7,857.86 for “Gun and Mortar Batteries,
Emplacements for two 8" guns, Fort Constitution, N.H.,” and $838.76 for “Torpedoes for
100
Harbor Defenses, Mining Casemate &c., Fort Constitution, N.H.”

98
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100
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Consolidated Report of Work Done at Fort Constitution, N.H.,
Under Contract with the Hartford Paving and Construction Company,
101
From April 1, 1897 to October 31, 1898
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

101

DESCRIPTION
Excavation, Earth, measured in place
Excavation, Ledge, measured in place
Embankment, measured in place
Natural Cement Concrete, laid
Portland Cement, Concrete, laid
Steel beams, channels, etc. in place
Anchor bolts for each platform, complete
Trolleys, hoists, etc., in place, complete
Doors single, in place, complete, number
Doors double in place, complete, number
Brick masonry, laid, thousand
Twelve- inch vitrified sewer pipe, laid, complete
Four- inch cast iron pipe, laid, complete
Basin head, and gratings, in place
Cranes with differential pulleys, set up, complete, number
Railing to each emplacement, in place complete
Iron ladders to each emplacement, in place complete
Iron stairs with railing to each platform, in place, complete
Speaking tubes, in place
Galvanized iron pipe ¾ inch diameter
Placing quarry stone in concrete mass
Centering as required for original modification of plan, approved
November 23rd, 1897
Centering for 16 foot arch approved May 25th, 1898
Ammunition lifts, in place, number
Door sills
Anchor bolts
Cast iron chock bolts
3" x ½" bent steel
4- inch channel 2 ½ feet long, with attachments
Lumber for cable tubes for lifts, and white pine for wiring
attachments
Elevator rope
Labor by machinist
Labor by machinist helper
Extra hangers for single doors not shown on working plan, number
Extra rail posts made to order, No. 8, not shown on plan, number
Extra door for cable gallery—temporary use, number
Bending anchor bolts – to pass around manhole leading to sump,
No. 4

QUANTITY
2050.15 cubic yards
7677.07 cubic yards
7039.70 cubic yards
4563.71 cubic yards
3653.97 cubic yards
37736 pounds
2 sets
2 sets
10
8
1 15/100
288 lineal feet
236 lineal feet
1697 pounds
4
2 sets
2 sets
4 sets
100.5 lineal feet
215 lineal feet
1381.70 cubic yards

2
6
18
6
2 pieces
8 pieces @ 52 pounds
521 ft. B.M.
290 lineal feet
26 hours
26 hours
12
8
1
4

Information in chart extracted from File 18510- 59- 60 (January 9, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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I, J.W. Walker, certify that the above is a true statement of the total quantities of work done at Fort
Constitution, N.H., under contract with the Hartford Paving and Construction Co., from April 1st, 1897,
to Oct. 31st, 1898, and that the same is correctly, and truly set forth in my detailed reports for the same
period; and that the requirements of the contract are complied with, and the work completed.
J.W. Walker, Inspector, Fort Constitution, N.H., January 9th, 1899.
I certify that the above stated quantities are correct.
A.C. Both, Asst. Engineers, January 9th, 1899.

Post- Construction Claims by the Contractor
The contracting process did not end with the January 9 final payment, however. The Hartford
Paving and Construction Company filed a claim of $8197.70 against the United States
102
Government on January 26, 1899. The largest part of the claim stemmed from the contract
modification requested by Major Hoxie on September 28, 1898, which caused the company to
use 1,938 more barrels of Portland cement than they had anticipated. This claim was disputed
throughout 1899. The construction company offered a revised claim on May 2, at which time
they expressed a strong desire to settle out of court. The matter was settled by a decision made
December 4 by the Comptroller of the United States.
Painful as this claim process may have been for the federal government and the contractor, it
was a bonus for researchers. Many documents were assembled to contest the claim – some of
which were not found elsewhere – and they survive collectively in Record Group 77, File 18150.
Among the documents are a report prepared by the U.S. Inspector, J.W. Walker, of actual work
performed; correspondence that identifies changes made to the specifications; testing data
relative to the concrete; and lists of payments for specific work. The claim process is described
in detail in Appendix E- 7.

102
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Final Costs
After the resolution of the contractor’s claim, the final cost of the new 8- inch battery and the
mining casemate within it was as follows:
LIST OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS
BATTERY ELON FARNSWORTH AND MINING CASEMATE
103
(Believed to be an Accounting of Actual Costs)
DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY
Earth excavation
2,050.15 @ 35¢
Ledge excavation
7,314.31 @ 74¢
Embankment
7,039.70 @ 70¢
Natural cement concrete
4,563.71 @ 4.65
Portland cement concrete
3,336.87 @ 5.74
Quarry stone
1,381.70 @ .59
Twelve- inch vitrified pipe
288 lin. ft. @ .90
Bricks
1,150 @ 12.
Four- inch cast- iron pipe
236 ft @ 54¢
Basin head and gratings
1,697 @ 3¢
Beams &c.
37,736 @ 3 ½
Anchor bolts
2 sets @ 155.
¾" pipe
215 ft @ 13 ¢
Speaking tubes
100.5 ft @ 10¢
Centering
61.64 + 99.60
Lumber
521 ft @ 12¢
4" channels
52 lbs @ 15¢
Cranes
4 @ $78
Ladders
2 sets @ 30.25
Iron steps
4 sets @ $95
Door sills &c.
Trolley
2 sets @ 497
Doors
10 @ 9.50
Doors
8 @ 12.16
Railing
2 sets @ $23
Ammunition lifts &c
Sub- total
Monthly tabulation (not clear of its purpose,
but it is subtracted from total)
Sub- total
Ladders accounted in original talley as $30.35, rather than $115 each
$230 - $60.50 =

TOTAL
$

717.55
5,412.59
4,927.79
21,221.25
19,153.63
815.20
259.20
13.80
127.44
50.91
1,320.76
310.00
27.95
10.05
161.24
62.52
7.80
312.00
60.50
380.00
90.00
994.00
95.00
97.28
46.00
1,377.80
58,052.26
696.67
57,355.59
169.50

TOTAL

$57,525.09

Paid
New Voucher
TOTAL PAID

50,587.08
6,938.02
$57,525.10

103
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS
BATTERY ELON FARNSWORTH AND MINING CASEMATE
(Based on Assumed Actual Costs)
DESCRIPTION
Battery Farnsworth
Mining Casemate
Contractor’s Claim
TOTAL

COSTS
$57,525.10
3,833.60
3,089.62
$64,445.32

Colonel G.S. Gillespie, Division Engineer, Northeast Division, submitted an inspection report
on April 13, 1900. The report was based on an inspection made by the District Engineer, Major
S.W. Roessler, on April 11. Interestingly, Col. Gillespie included the following statement related
to the excessive costs incurred during the construction of the Portland harbor defenses:
All the works of this harbor begun after the commencement of the
Spanish war have cost more than was originally estimated. For this there
are many reasons. They were hastily begun when the ground was
covered with ice and snow, and, of necessity, a great deal was left, at the
start, to the judgment and discretion of subordinates whose inexperience
in such matters led them naturally into errors, resulting in excessive
expenditures. Some of the sites are isolated and had originally no
communication with Portland, and materials were landed at first on the
beach and moved by hand up the rocky slopes. Apparently an effort was
made to push the work without regard to cost. The difficulties of
arranging landing wharves and working plant, and of excavating the
rock, and of arranging for the number of men that could be employed
economically, and disposing of the debris, were so much underestimated
that it is not surprising that the cost of construction exceeded the
estimates. Inexperience in this character of construction and lack of
judgment as to administration on the part of the subordinates, isolation
of the sites, the absence of wharves, and the high price of labor, and
materials, are, in my opinion, the main causes of this result.
There is ample evidence to show that every one worked energetically and
faithfully without regard to personal sacrifices, and considering the
conditions under which the works were started, I am of the opinion that
it will not be just to give official censure to any one at this time.104
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Figure BF- 31. “Fort Constitution N.H., Plan for Excavation,” October 28, 1897, by R.L. Hoxie, Major of Engineers.

Effect on Existing Structures
Structures Addressed During the Planning Process
Two structures clearly threatened by the new battery were addressed during the planning of the
project. They were Walbach Tower and the light keeper’s dwelling. The consequences for a
carpenter’s shop and an ordnance storehouse were also considered.

Walbach Tower
The Office of the Chief of Engineers’ review of the plan submitted by Damrell on November 17,
1896, noticed that Walbach Tower was overlapped by the proposed battery near the entrance to
the magazine area of Emplacement No. 1 (see Fig. BF- 27). The Chief of Engineers wrote
Damrell on December 4, stating the office’s position on the tower as follows: “It is desired, so
far as possible, to preserve these old land marks, provided it can be done without sacrifice of any
material interests attending to the construction and service of the new works.” He asked
Damrell to determine if the battery would indeed encroach on the tower, and– if so – to try to
105
relocate the battery “so as to preserve the tower.” As explained in the discussion of Walbach
Tower, there is no specific record of District Engineer Damrell having responded to this
request. However, the Chief of Engineers had a revised plan by the end of December showing
the battery moved away from Walbach Tower.

Light Keeper’s Dwelling and Carpenter’s Shop
Keeper’s Dwelling
Damrell himself realized early in the planning process that the house of the light keeper (Fig.
BF- 32) also stood within the site for the new battery, and he alerted the Chief of Engineers. On
December 23, the Chief of Engineers wrote to the Light- House Board, asking it to “take the
necessary steps to secure the removal of the Light keeper’s house to some other part of the
106
reservation.” (The Fort Constitution reservation was under the joint control of the Secretary
107
of War and of the Light- House Board of the Treasury Department. ) The Chief of Engineers
included a “tracing” (map) of the reservation in his letter for use by the board.
The reply by the Engineer Secretary of the Light- House Board on December 26 was agreeable.
It stated that the First Light- House District Engineer in Boston (Major Livermore) had been
asked “for an early report with recommendations as to a new site and the cost of moving the
108
keeper’s dwelling to it.” However, it appears that the Engineer Secretary’s reply included a
copy of the map that had been sent to him, already marked up by Major Livermore with a
105
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proposed new location for the house (Fig. BF- 33). In any case, the first indorsement (on
109
January 8, 1897) recommended forwarding the plan to Lt. Col. Damrell to get his opinion. The
correspondence suggests that Damrell approved the site selected. A third indorsement stated:
“As the removal of the light- keeper’s dwelling and outbuilding is necessary for accommodation
of the gun battery, the cost of such removal would seem to be chargeable properly to the
appropriation for erecting the battery. The new site for the building selected by the LightHouse Engineer, and shown in red on the accompanying tracing, is satisfactory to this
110
Department.” On January 28, the Engineer Secretary of the Light- House Board wrote to the
111
Chief of Engineers, authorizing the removal of the keeper’s dwelling as of that date.
Lt. Col. Damrell was subsequently directed to take the necessary steps to effect the removal of
112
the keeper’s dwelling to the site “selected by the Light- House Engineer.” He requested two
sums to cover expenses; the money was to come from the “Guns and Mortar Batteries” section
113
of the Fortifications Appropriations Act of June 6, 1896, as follows:
To cover removal of the light- keeper’s dwelling to selected site
$1,000
To cover expenses incident of inspection, and to provide for payment of
accounts for advertising and printing specifications under which bids for
constructing the emplacement were invited
$100

By March 8, Damrell had prepared specifications and invited bids for moving the keeper’s
114
dwelling to the new site and “there establishing it in perfect order.” The lowest bid, offered by
115
contractor W.A. Hodgdon, was accepted at $985. On April 14, the first day of construction,
Inspector J.W. Walker responded to a letter from Damrell about the location of the light
keeper’s dwelling, telling Damrell that “the contractor, Mr. Hodgdon, is willing to place the
116
house at the changed location without any additional expense to the government.”
The moving of the light keeper’s dwelling and its outbuildings was finished to Walker’s
satisfaction by May 29. Walker wrote to Hoxie, “...I have this day examined the work, in moving
the Light Keepers dwelling, and out- buildings...said work has been done in a manner
117
satisfactory with the terms of the specifications....” A drain pipe had been laid exiting the
wrong corner of the cellar, but Walker found that this location was preferable to the one
118
specified, and he asked that it be approved.”
109
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Carpenter’s Shop
Moving the light keeper’s dwelling and outbuildings to the new site impacted an existing
carpenter’s shop (Fig. BF- 34). Part of the shop sat where the house was to go, and another part
had to be removed in order to get the dwelling on the new site. On March 1, Lt. Col. Damrell
119
requested authority to move a portion of the carpenter shop. A week later, Damrell notified
the Chief of Engineers that when he reviewed the proposals for moving the shop, he agreed that
“portions of the carpenter’s shop are to be torn down, the material placed inside the remaining
120
portion and the opening boarded up.” On March 11, the Chief of Engineers approved the
121
removal of parts of the carpenter shop.

Engineer Office Building
The office building also needed to be moved (see Figs. BF- 33, BF- 34). Inspector Walker
reported on the poor condition of the building’s sills, and noted what was necessary to move the
building. He also commented that “the windows of the building on the north side have been
122
damaged from blasts while protected with 1 inch boards.” W.A. Hodgdon was engaged to
123
repair the sills, and the building was ready for moving by June 7. It is not known who actually
did the moving, but on June 29, the office building was moved to its new site about 175 feet away
124
and placed on blocking, awaiting its underpinning. The “Office Building work” by contractor
125
Hodgdon was completed on July 16. The work had consisted of renewing decayed sills,
clapboarding over the same, repairing corner boards, and giving the new finish work a prime
coat of paint.

Removal of Ammunition from Ordnance Storehouse
District Engineer Lt. Col. Damrell’s letter of March 8, 1897, also alerted the Chief of Engineers
that 112 boxes of fixed ammunition were stored in an ordnance storehouse about 75 feet east of
126
the proposed location of the new battery (see Fig. BF- 34). Damrell recommended removing
the ammunition, since it was very likely that dynamite would be used in the excavation of ledge.
On March 11, the Chief of Engineers informed the Chief of Ordnance of the situation, telling
him that “the site of the battery is a granite ledge in the excavation of which high explosives will
probably be used. It is suggested that for the safety of all the interests concerned, it would be
127
advisable to remove the ammunition to a safe locality.” On March 26, the Chief of Engineers
authorized Damrell to move the “Ordnance property” (i.e., the ammunition) to the new site that
128
had been selected for it.

119
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Structures Addressed During the Construction Process
The primary source of documentation for this section is a “lettercopy” book kept by Joseph W.
Walker, the U.S. Inspector assigned to the project. Walker reported directly to the District
Engineer – first Lt. Col. Andrew Damrell, and then Maj. Richard Hoxie. He oversaw the dayto- day construction process, and interacted directly with the contractor’s representative. His
lettercopy book contains a day- by- day record of construction during the period April 14, 1897,
to April 26, 1898, as well as correspondence written by various parties.129

Boat House and Pier
On April 27, 1897, the contractor’s superintendent asked Lt. Col. Damrell if his firm could move
the boat house, “now located near pier, about 50 ft. east of its present location and north of the
old fort.”130 Inspector Walker concurred, noting that the boat house could always be moved
back to its original position after the new battery was constructed.131 On May 1, the
superintendent made the same request to Major Hoxie – probably as a result of the replacement
of Damrell by Hoxie at that time. 132
It appears that the boat house was moved away from the pier but not moved back after Battery
Farnsworth was finished. Figure CH- 29, dated 1865, shows the boathouse along the northeast
side of the pier. Figure BF- 41, dated 1898, shows the completed battery but no boathouse
anywhere.
Apparently the pier needed work as well. Walker reported on April 30 that “The planking and
133
floor sills to pier are being removed; the timbers are worthless.” His July 1 report stated the
following: “Repairing pier without expense to the United States by putting on new cap, and
floor timbers, and covering with 3" plank. Guard piles were spliced out from mean high tide to
134
top of pier.”
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Walbach Tower
Despite the actions undertaken by the Chief of Engineers in December 1896 to assure that the
new battery not overlap Walbach Tower, the proximity of the two structures remained a
problem. Inspector Walker informed Major Hoxie on June 11, 1897, that excavation as per the
plan would require
going back under the tower 4 ft. for the top slope line and 3 ft. extra to
give room for drilling.... I desire, therefore to ask authority to remove a
section of the old tower necessary to make the ledge excavation, as
originally designed, and has been thus far executed....135

The same letter contained a warning by Walker of the damage that would result from the use of
dynamite to excavate ledge next to the old tower. The shaking of the ground caused by the
explosions was exacerbated by the fact that the ledge contained natural seams that promoted
movement. For example, on July 5, Inspector Walker wrote to Hoxie that small pieces of
136
masonry totaling about one cubic yard had fallen off Walbach Tower due to the blasting. The
situation was made even worse by the contractor’s superintendent, who “...objects to exercise
the proper care in blasting the ledge near this structure,” despite Walker’s efforts to devise a
137
program that would minimize the damage done to Walbach Tower.
More information about the impact of Battery Elon Farnsworth’s construction on Walbach
Tower is contained in Section 2, “Walbach Tower, The Endicott Period (1886- 1905), Protection
of Walbach Tower During Construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth, 1897- 1898.”
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Figure BF- 32. Light keeper’s house on the site of Battery Elon Farnsworth, circa 1896.

394
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Figure BF- 33. Map of Fort Constitution reservation by Engineer, First Light House District, showing proposed
move of light keeper’s dwelling away from site of new battery; included in a letter to the Chief of Engineers dated
December 26, 1896.
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Figure BF- 34. Plan of Fort Constitution, early 1897, showing how proposed location for light keeper’s house impacted
the existing carpenter’s shop.

Emplacement Construction:
Materials, Labor, Technology, and Practices
Introduction
Battery Elon Farnsworth was constructed of 8217.68 cubic yards of concrete. Natural cement
was used in 4563.71 cubic yards of the concrete, while Portland cement was used in 3653.97
138
cubic yards of the concrete. The battery was protected by sod- covered earth/ledge
embankment walls totaling 7039.70 cubic yards. Metal (steel, cast iron, and wrought iron),
masonry (brick, mortar, and vitrified pipe), and wood were used for structural and finish details.
Although only a few different types of materials were involved, the use of concrete and earth
presented challenges during construction, principally because the application of concrete as a
monolithic building material was not fully understood at the time. Limited practical experience
was available to guide and guarantee successful results. Variables in material selection,
preparation, and application were many, even though the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers by this
time had performed the empirical work to provide their cadre of field engineers with concrete
mix recommendations and guidelines on use.
Further compromising control over the construction of the two 8- inch gun emplacements at
139
Fort Constitution was the fact that it was performed by contract. The contract administration
fell to the District Engineer (Lieutenant Colonel Andrew N. Damrell, who was succeeded by
Major Richard L. Hoxie, and then by Major Solomon W. Roessler). The Corps of Engineers
also assigned a U.S. Inspector to the project, who oversaw the day- to- day construction, and
140
who interacted directly with the contractor’s representative. His name was Joseph W. Walker.
141
Inspector Walker requested an assistant in July 1897, when the excavation was fully advanced.
It appears that he was not immediately granted one, since a month later, Walker asked District
Engineer Hoxie if James W. White could temporarily assist him. White had been assigned to
142
work on the Little Harbor, NH, breakwater, but the project had not yet commenced. The final

138

Note that the cubic yardage for the earth construction was about 1,000 cubic yards greater than the
concrete construction, measured in place. Also note that the natural cement laid was 910 cubic yards
greater than the Portland cement laid, measured in place. According to the modifications of September
28, 1897, primarily two mixes of concrete were to be used. One mix was to contain natural cement and
ordinary broken stone, and the other was to contain Portland cement and granolithic sand. The
placement of the different mixes of concrete has not been identified in situ. A visual survey, coupled with
laboratory analysis, would be a sensible next step in understanding the concrete from a historical
perspective.
139
The supervisory officers expressed security concerns, such that the conveyance of working
drawings to the contractor appears to have been controlled.
140
Lettercopy Book, pp. 120- 121, notes that Inspector Walker was born in Brooksville, Cinnock Co.
(illegible), ME, Cumberland County, First Congressional District and was compensated $100 per month.
The handwriting for this entry is not very legible. The information provided in this footnote should be
subject to further scrutiny.
141
Walker to Hoxie, Lettercopy Book, p. 128.
142
Walker to Hoxie, Lettercopy Book, p. 167.
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consolidated report of work done, prepared on January 9, 1899, includes the name of another
143
assistant engineer, A.C. Both.
Along with the District Engineer(s) and Inspector Walker, the third principal involved in daily
decision- making was the contractor’s on- site representative. The contractor was the Hartford
Paving and Construction Company (Appendix E- 5), and its superintendent in charge of the
works was initially H.E. Kaufmann, replaced by David O’Connor in July 1897.

Historical Resources
The following discussion of the materials and technology employed in the construction of
Battery Elon Farnsworth is based chiefly on textual documents and five plans located for this
work. The historical correspondence and a lettercopy book kept by Inspector Walker
repeatedly refer to working drawings being provided to the contractor. These working
drawings appear to have been extensive, although none have been located. Inspector Walker’s
lettercopy book includes a request by him to be provided with a camera so that he could
144
document the work progress on a regular basis. No construction photographs have been
located, either. Thus, the primary source materials used were specifications, the lettercopy
book, correspondence, and plans.

Specifications
•

•

•

For Constructing Gun Emplacements (Battery Elon Farnsworth) at Fort Constitution,
145
Prepared by A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Col. Engrs., Portland, Maine, November 17, 1896.
Referred to herein as 1896 Specifications (reproduced as Appendix E- 1)
For Concrete Mixer, Stone Crusher, Engine and Boiler, Hoisting Engine, Trolley, Dump
Cars, Rails, and Wire Rope, Prepared by A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Col., Engrs., Portland,
146
Maine, March 31, 1897. These specifications are for Fort Preble, Maine (reproduced
as Appendix E- 2)
For Furnishing Portland Cement and Sand, Prepared by W.L. Fisk, Maj., Engrs.,
147
Portsmouth, NH, February 21, 1900 (reproduced as Appendix E- 3)

143

File 18510- 60; Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
Walker to Hoxie, Lettercopy Book, p. 62.
145
File 16183- 8 (November 17, 1986); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
146
File 14250- 55 (March 31, 1897); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
147
File 31840- 15 (February 21, 1900); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
144
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Inspector J.W. Walker’s Lettercopy Book
This volume contains the letters that Inspector Walker sent, primarily to the District Engineer
148
for Portland Harbor, arranged chronologically in a bound volume. Referred to in this HSR as
a lettercopy book, it covers the time period from April 14, 1897, to April 26, 1898. The
construction project continued for six months beyond the last date represented in the book, so
it is not a complete accounting of the construction. Presumably, there was a second volume.
The lettercopy book contains a wealth of information about the day- to- day construction
operation, plus accounts of materials delivered, workmen on site, tasks accomplished, and
problems with labor, site, materials, and construction. It also includes detailed summaries of the
various cements tested. Appendix E- 8 contains scanned examples of Walker’s detailed reports
and Appendix E- 9 contains reports of the force employed by the contractor, tallied monthly.
Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book has been roughly transcribed, and significant information is
presented in subsequent sections entitled “Emplacement Construction Activity, 1897” and
“Emplacement Construction Activity, 1898.”

Correspondence between U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Contractor, and
Vendors
The correspondence provides data on contract modifications and claims, material testing,
delivery of materials, status of work, and change orders. This correspondence is primarily from
the National Archives and Records Administration, National Archives Building, Washington,
D.C., RG 77 (Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers), Entry 103 (Correspondence File,
Chief of Engineers 1894- 1917).

Plans
Five construction plans and sketches offer site plans, some sections, and an excavation plan.
These are reproduced as Figures BF- 27 through BF- 31.

148

This volume is in the collections of the Portsmouth Athenaeum, Call No. S- 691; 498 pages. The
volume was obtained at auction. See “Introduction, Research Findings and Recommendations, Findings
by Section, Section 2…, Results, Battery Elon Farnsworth,” fn. 6, for qualifications related to the use of the
data in this volume.
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Materials and Their Placement
The following chart summarizes the materials specified in constructing the gun emplacements at
Fort Constitution (see Appendix E- 1 for a facsimile of the specifications and a transcription
with actual quantities identified). Notes in the last column are actual amounts as recorded in the
historical documents, particularly the Consolidated report of work done at Fort Constitution,
st
N.H., under contract with the Hartford Paving and Construction Co., from April 1 , 1897 to Oct.
st
149
31 , 1898, signed by Inspector J.W. Walker and Asst. Engineer A.C. Both on January 9, 1898.

1897- 1898 Gun Emplacements at Fort Constitution
Materials Specified and Used in Construction
Component
SITE WORK
Excavation

Materials/Spec

Earth and Ledge
1896 SPECS, Sec. 52: Excavations made at or near
the site of the emplacements believed to be ledge
covered with earth. Earth to be removed and piled
in some convenient place outside the limit of the
work. Ledge excavated may be, if approved by the
Engineer, broken to make the different grades of
broken stone used in the concrete. Also a part of it
may be placed in the bottom of the embankment at
the discretion of the Engineer.

Embankment: in
front of and on
sides of concrete

Earth, Sand and Ledge Stone

Slopes

Sod

1896 SPECS, Sec. 53: To be built up in successive
layers not exceeding 6 inches in thickness and each
layer thoroughly rammed.
All slopes shall be finished off with one foot of good
loam measured at right angles to the slope lines. The
surface of the soil to be brought to exact line, slope,
and grade, and neatly finished and raked.

1896 SPECS, Sec. 54: Superior Slopes to be seeded.
The exterior slopes to be sodded with good fresh
sod at least 4 inches in thickness.

149

File 18510- 60 (January 9, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Actual

Removed by Blasting
Earth Removed
(2,050.15 cu yds)
Ledge Removed
(7,677.07 cu yds)

See Fig. BF- 31: “Fort
Constitution N.H., Plan for
Excavation,” October 28,
1897, by R.L. Hoxie, Major of
Engineers.

(7,039.70 cu yds)

Drainage:
in passageways
and all gun and
loading
platforms; two
sumps for each
emplacement

Vitrified Sewer Pipe; Cast- Iron Pipe; WroughtIron Pipe
Brick Masonry, 1896 SPECS, Sec. 66: Laid in
mortar composed of 1 part natural cement and 2
parts sand. Face joints to be carefully and well
pointed up with a trowel.

12- inch Vitrified Pipe
(288 lineal feet)
4- inch Cast- iron Pipe
(236 lineal feet)
¾ - inch Galvanized
Wrought- iron Pipe
(215 lineal feet)

MONOLITHIC STRUCTURE
Main Body,
including parapet
and traverse;
platform; walls
and ceilings of
magazines,
passageways,
rooms, galleries,
floors; sumps

Concrete
(Details described in charts on American Natural
and Portland Cements, which follow in the
discussion on Cement and Concrete.)

Two grades of Cement:
Natural
(4563.71 cu yds laid)
Portland
(3653.97 cu yds laid)
Sand from Plum Island, MA
(total quantity unknown)
Broken Stone(as required and
1,381.7 cu yds quarry stone)
Water
(total quantity unknown)

STRUCTURAL DETAILS
Underside of
Roof Slabs
(Ceiling) and
Support of
Trolley

Steel I- Beams, Channels and Bolts

(37,736 pounds)

1896 SPECS, Sec. 57: Beams to be carefully set in
place on the forms of the ceiling. Lower flanges of
beams to be drilled with holes and fitted with bolts,
to support trolley rails. Beams to be painted before
being set with two coats of best red lead paint.

4- inch Channel 2- ½ feet long,
with Attachments
(8 pieces @ 52 pounds)

Base Ring
anchoring (Base
Rings furnished by
the U.S.): Anchor
Bolts, Anchor
Plates and Nuts;
Other Misc.
Metalwork and
Bolts (see Specs)

1896 SPECS, Sec. 49: Anchor bolts are to be of soft
open hearth structural steel. Anchor plates are to
be of tough gray cast- iron structural steel.
Anchor nuts square and one- half inch thicker than
United States standard, of best quality of wroughtiron, hot- pressed, smooth- forged.

Base Ring Anchoring
(2 sets)

FINISH DETAILS
Railing: rear of
each platform;
Ladder on the
inner face of the
parapet at each
platform

Pipe Railings; Wrought Iron Ladders
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Railing for platforms of each
emplacement
(2 sets)
Iron ladders for each
emplacement
(2 sets)

Iron Steps: two
flights of steps,
with hand rails
built in the rear
of each shot
chamber and one
flight of steps to
the observation
station

Wrought- iron Steps, with Hand Rails

Iron steps to platforms:
(4 sets)
Iron steps to observing station:
(1 set)

Doors

White Pine

Doors, single
( 10)
Doors, double
( 8)

1896 SPECS, Sec. 60: Two thicknesses; well
seasoned, clear, selected white pine boards, tongue
and grooved, and 1- 1/2 inches thick and four inches
wide; nailed with galvanized wrought iron nails;
faces of doors to be dressed and painted with three
coats of best paint; fitted with brass hinges,
gudgeons, hasps, locks, etc.

(wood type not identified;
possibly cypress, according to
UNH)150

Conveying
Equipment:
trolleys;
ammunition lifts;
cranes; speaking
tubes

1896, SPECS, Sec. 59: Trolley—overhead trolley
rail to be secured to ceiling I- beams; 5 trolleys to be
supplied for each emplacement; each trolley to have
an iron differential pulley- hoist capable of raising
1,200 pounds. Sec. 61: Cranes—crane masts of
medium forged steel, to be fitted with suitable
hoists. Sec. 65: Speaking Tubes—1- 1/4 inch
galvanized wrought iron pipe; all fittings to be with
sleeves and red lead; a whistle with porcelain
mouthpiece to be fitted to each end of the tube.

Trolleys, hoists
(2 sets)
Ammunition Lifts, in place
(2)
Cranes, differential pulleys
(4)
Speaking tubes
( 100.5 lineal feet)

Electrical
Lighting: several
magazine rooms
and passageways
to be lighted by
incandescent
electric lights

1896 SPECS, Sec. 62: Lights to be of 16 candle
power; storage batteries to be placed in storage
battery room; each battery to have sufficient
capacity to run the lights in the magazines, rooms
and passageways for at least 24 consecutive hours;
storage batteries and lights are to be connected by
wires of approved size and character, secured to a
strip of white pine 6 by 2 inches, painted with 3
coats of white paint.

No electric plant or storage
batteries

150

Definitive wood identification would be possible through microscopic analysis by a laboratory that
specializes in such analysis.
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Earth, Quarry Stone, and Sod
The two principal themes in the design of Endicott batteries were concealment of and
protection for the artillery. The battery’s guns and support facilities were to be concealed from
the enemy, to make it harder to attack them. Then, if enemy fire were to occur, the intent was to
slow the speed of projectiles so that the defenses would suffer minimal damage. The Endicottperiod engineers felt this could best be achieved by building an embankment wall out from the
concrete mass with earth, sand, and broken rock. The slope would then be finished with sod, so
that from the sea no part of the battery would be visible – the mass would give the impression of
151
a flat line or a horizontal crest and a natural land formation.
Earth was readily available, easily repaired, and able to absorb the force of ordnance, so it was a
152
logical choice for protecting the concrete defense. In fact, the placement of earth for each
battery was quantified by the amount of earth necessary to resist penetration, and calculated in
terms of number of feet placed before the concrete. The August 10, 1897, plan for Fort
Constitution prepared by District Engineer Major Hoxie (Fig. BF- 30) includes several sections
showing the relationship of the earth embankment to the concrete structure. The face of the
fortification from the sea was designed to be solidly packed earth and quarry stone, finished
153
with sod. The dimensions of both embankment and concrete fortress are obtainable from the
drawing.
Several entries in Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book refer to the contractor desiring to make
arrangements with the New England Dredging Company, then working at Little Harbor, NH,
154
“to obtain dredged material to be used in the embankment” at Fort Constitution. This appears
to have occurred. In the same entry dated July 9, 1897, Walker stated that the
total amount of excavation earth removed and to be recovered will be
about 1100 cu yds which is to be used in building the slopes. The amount
already excavated 710 cu yds will make good material for finishing off the
slopes, and that to be excavated seems to be equally as good.

When work commenced in March 1898 after a winter hiatus, Inspector Walker informed his
superior of the method the contractor wanted to use in building the embankment. The District
Engineer had provided the Inspector in July 1897 with the proportions of earth, sand, and stone
to be used in the embankment’s construction. Walker stated:
The stone, the contractor intends to use, is that excavated from the site of
the emplacements, and is piled by itself, not mixed with earth or sand.
His plan is to handle the stone and earth in separate conveyances, at the
same time, combining them at the embankment. On account of voids the

151

Joe C. Freeman, AIA, et al., Seacoast Fortifications Preservation Manual, Golden Gate National
recreation Area, San Francisco, California (NPS and KLEA Environmental, Golden Gate NRA, San
Francisco, CA, July 1999), p. xvii: “horizontal crest: a coastal fortification term that refers to the desire of
the designers to keep the highest part of a gun battery, particularly those for guns mounted on the
disappearing carriage, flat and unmarked by any object that could be used to identify the location of the
battery from the sea.”
152
Freeman, p. 46.
153
Bunker (2003), p. 14.
154
Walker to Hoxie, Lettercopy Book, pp. 106- 107.
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stone contains; measuring the material in conveyances with accuracy,
will be difficult; and the contractor seems willing to accept the
measurement in place. 155

Sand, Ordinary Broken Stone, Granolithic Stone
Sand and three stone- type aggregates were used in the concrete for the 1897- 1898 battery at
Fort Constitution. The stone aggregates included quarry stone (large boulders used as
deflectors), ordinary broken stone (crushed stone), and granolithic stone. It seems that the
differences were based on size and appearance. The largest was quarry stone, the next largest
was ordinary broken stone, and the smallest was granolithic stone, which gave a finished
appearance of small stones embedded in concrete to create a granite- like appearance.
The following represents the three different mixes identified in the 1896 specifications for
156
constructing the gun emplacements at Fort Constitution (Appendix E- 1). Note the parts of
sand, ordinary broken stone, and granolithic stone recommended. The natural- cement mix
contained the larger “ordinary broken” stone, with the Portland cement being mixed with more
refined “granolithic” stone on the “exposed horizontal and slightly inclined surfaces of the
platforms, parapet, and traverse, for sills, jambs and lintels of doorways, for steps, etc.”
No. 1 concrete
1 part = natural cement by volume
2 parts = sand
4 parts = ordinary broken stone
No. 2 concrete
1 part = Portland hydraulic cement by volume
2 parts = sand
4 parts = granolithic stone
No. 3 concrete
1 part = Portland cement by volume
3 parts = sand
The September 28, 1897, modification to the specifications essentially eliminated No. 3 concrete
from the work.
Sand
“Section 43, Sand,” of the 1896 specifications stated that “Sand must be clean and sharp, free
157
from all clay, loam or rubbish, and otherwise subject to the approval of the Engineer.” The
sand, a beach sand, was obtained from Plum Island, Massachusetts. The engineers at the time
did not realize that they could be compromising the concrete by using beach sand with its high
salt content. Contemporary thought was that salt would strengthen concrete and would lower
155

Walker to Hoxie, Lettercopy Book, page 403.
File 16183- 8 (November 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
157
File 16183- 8 (November 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
156
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158

the freezing point during cold- weather construction. An incomplete account of the
shipments of sand delivered to the Fort Constitution wharf is found in Inspector Walker’s
lettercopy book. He also included the results of sand tests performed as part of the cement
testing protocol.
Broken Stone and Granolithic Stone
“Section 44, Broken Stone,” of the 1896 specifications (Appendix E- 1) read as follows:
Broken stone for concrete will be of two sizes, the ordinary and
granolithic. Both must be clean, hard and durable, thoroughly screened
and otherwise subject to the approval of the Engineer. Ordinary broken
stone must be of such sizes as to pass in any direction through a ring 2½
inches in diameter.
The granolithic stone must pass through a ring ½ inch in diameter, and
must be free from dust.
In the preparation of the material the contractor may use the stone
excavated from the site of the emplacements if it meets the approval of
the Engineer.159

Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book provides a weekly tally, as the work proceeded, of the stone
of all types quarried, crushed, and placed, and any problems associated with the same. Test
results associated with the cement testing protocol are included as well.
In addition, the Inspector’s lettercopy book contains several references to deflectors and
granolithic stone. Deflectors were large boulders used in the construction of the embankment
and monolithic concrete structure. The boulders were added to deflect projectiles. In July
1897, District Engineer Major Hoxie advised the contractor of “the necessity for preserving
suitable stone for use as deflectors. All stone suitable for concrete material, is suitable for
160
deflectors if taken out of suitable size.” A month later, in a weekly report Inspector Walker
161
noted that “but few stone found in the excavation to be suitable for deflectors.”
Granolithic stone is mentioned in the April 1898 discussions related to the finishes of “the two162
foot circular walls in back of the guns,” at the Loading Platforms. The contractor requested
that concrete walls be laid with granolithic- sized aggregate rather than the ordinary broken
163
stone, which he identified as “regular stone with mortar faces.” District Engineer Hoxie
replied that

158

William B. Coney, AIA, Preservation Briefs #15 – Preservation of Concrete: Problems and General
Approaches, Historical Overview (Washington, D.C.: Technical Preservation Services, National Park
Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, September 1987), “Causes of Concrete Deterioration; Materials
and Workmanship,” http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/TPS/briefs/brief15.htm.
159
File 16183 (November 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
160
Hoxie to the Hartford Paving and Construction Company, Lettercopy Book, pp. 125- 126.
161
Walker to Hoxie, p. 155.
162
Crawford to Hoxie, April 19, p. 491; Hoxie to Crawford, April 20, p. 492; Walker to Hoxie, April 26,
p. 498. All from Inspector Walker’s Lettercopy Book.
163
Crawford to Hoxie (April 19, 1898), Lettercopy Book, p. 491.
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There is no objection to the exclusive use of small stone in these walls
provided the use of such stone does not increase the cost. If you find it
more convenient to exclude the large stone you may do so, but the
concrete will be measured as No. 2.164

A week later Inspector Walker wrote to Hoxie, expressing his belief that the contractor was
seeking to
avoid making the face of the mortar the same proportions as used in the
concrete, as suggested in your letter of Sept. 28, 1897. To use the stone of
granolithic size, and form the face of the concrete as mixed.165

This was the last entry in Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book. It is not known whether there
was further communication on this issue.

Cement and Concrete
Concrete in its working state – with the property of plasticity – and in its finished state – with the
property of strength – was the material of choice for the Endicott- period batteries. The
batteries would have to be large, to support the massive disappearing carriages and guns, and
concrete seemed the most suitable material for building on this scale.
The use of concrete in constructing the 8- inch emplacements at Fort Constitution was
challenging, because the technology was in a developmental stage. Practical experience was
limited, leaving much room for variation in the preparation (storing, mixing, testing) and
application (placing and finishing) of the material. In addition, the emplacements were
constructed at a transitional time, when the industry was undergoing a shift toward favoring
Portland cement over the traditionally used natural cement. The Army engineers were aware of
this transition, and the new battery at Fort Constitution is a reflection of this growing interest in
Portland cement. The 1896 specifications called for two “grades” (types) of cement to be used:
American Natural Cement (a naturally occurring hydraulic cement first mined in Rosendale,
NY, in 1818) and Hydraulic Portland Cement (a hydraulic cement made by burning limestone
and clay, with a greater compressive strength than natural cement). Both cements were
requested and specified to accomplish different tasks, depending on their physical properties
and performance as understood at the time. Included as Appendix E- 3 is a 1900 specification
for “Portland Cement and Sand” to be furnished to Gerrish Island, ME, and Jerrys Point, NH,
along with bid and test information. This document is included because it shows how much
better the Army engineers understood Portland cement only four years after Battery Elon
Farnsworth was begun.
Not only did the Fort Constitution battery- construction project occur during a transitional
period between the types and grades of cement used, but it also happened during a time when
reinforcing materials were just starting to be added to concrete. A year or so prior to the
development of a design for the gun emplacements at Fort Constitution in 1896, the Army
introduced rudimentary steel I- beams for the reinforcement of battery roofs. Lt. Col. Damrell
included this technology in his battery design, by placing the beams in select ceilings and
164
165

Hoxie to Crawford (April 20, 1898), Lettercopy Book, p. 492.
Walker to Hoxie, p. 498.
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openings. The quasi- structural beams also served as a support for the trolley rails. As the
understanding of concrete as a monolithic building material evolved during this period, so did
the recognition that reinforcement was necessary, and the technology to support this need
advanced swiftly.
Two charts follow that describe the two grades of hydraulic cement used in constructing the gun
emplacements at Fort Constitution: natural cement and Portland cement. Pertinent data
concerning the placement of the concretes in the battery’s construction is included after each
chart. This data was obtained from the 1896 specifications, the record of the District Engineer’s
modifications, the contractor’s claim against the government after the project was done, and the
Inspector’s lettercopy book.

American Natural (Rosendale) Cement
1897- 1898 Gun Emplacements at Fort Constitution
American Natural Cement Used in Construction
Cement as Specified in
Cement Types, Delivery and
Actual Laid
166
1896 Specifications
Tests
1896 SPEC, Sec. 56 Concrete:
• hydraulic
• uniform in quality, fresh, dry,
finely ground, free of lumps
• put up in good sound barrels,
each barrel to weigh not less than
300 pounds, net
• a sample submitted for test, and
the entire quantity must be fully
equal to the sample
• cement must not set within 20
minutes
required to withstand the following tests
• briquettes made of neat cement
must have a tensile strength per
square inch of not less than 60
pounds after exposure to the air
for 24 hours; kept 1 day in air and
6 in water, not less than 100
pounds; and kept 1 day in air and
27 in water, not less than 180
pounds
• at least 90 per cent, must pass
through a sieve of 2,500 meshes to
the square inch

Types and Documented
Deliveries:
Commercial Rosendale
August = 2400 bbls
(condemned for expansion); stored
in Stone Cutter’s Building No. 1 on
a 2- inch floor supported by 6 by 6
inch timbers
Hoffman Rosendale
August = 2400 bbls
October = 1650 bbls; “cement
furnished in what seems to be the
original barrels, which are strong
and substantial, paper lined and
plainly marked with the barrel and
the number of mills and state of
manufactory;” (that tested meets
requirements of the specs)

4563.71 cu yds laid,
measured in place
(originally specified
6,860 cu yds)
Rosendale Cement
used by the
contractor cost
$91.02 per barrel,
delivered along the
wharf at Fort
Constitution.

Beachs Rosendale
March = 1804 bbls;
April = 800 bbls
(makes a better tensile strength than
when first tested); stored in the
Stone Shed

166

Information in chart extracted from threes sources. First column – File 16183- 8 (Specifications
submitted November 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB. Second column – Inspector’s Lettercopy Books.
Third column – File 18510- 60 (January 9, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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1896 Specifications, Section 56, identifying placement of Natural Cement Concrete:
•

No. 1 concrete
o one part by volume of natural cement
o two parts of sand
o four parts of ordinary broken stone
used in main body of the work
o thoroughly mixed either by hand or machinery
o laid immediately after being mixed
o in layers of not more than 6 inches in thickness
o then well rammed with iron concrete- rammers
o top surface of each layer, before another is added, must be moistened and have
spread over it a thin layer of grout made of cement and water
used in parapet and traverse
o pieces of quarry stone
o uniformly distributed through the concrete mass
o furnished by the U.S. or taken from that gained by the excavation if available and
pronounced suitable by the Engineer in charge
o concrete laid around and over the stone so placed and thoroughly rammed so as to
make a good bond
o surface of quarry stone to be clean and well moistened before concrete is laid around
them
faces, walls and ceilings of magazines, passageways, rooms, galleries, and all vertical
or nearly vertical surfaces
o built against wooden forms to be furnished and built by the contractor
o interior faces to be of dressed lumber laid with close joints to insure a smooth surface
o built with a sufficient number of sills, studs, plates, brackets, etc. to insure them
against movement and all wall faces shall be plumb and other surfaces true to line
o forms not to be moved until concrete is thoroughly set and the latter must show a
smooth surface
all faces of walls and floors of magazines and passageways and all exposed surfaces
of walls
o made from this concrete shall be covered to the depth of one inch with number 3
concrete laid simultaneously with number 1 concrete to insure a perfect bond

Modifications of 1896 Specifications Affecting Use of Natural Cement:
No. 1, concrete to be used in the main body of the work including the parapet and traverse, and
generally for interior filling or other work not specially designated as No. 2 concrete.
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Portland Cement
1897- 1898 Gun Emplacements at Fort Constitution
Hydraulic Portland Cement Used in Construction
Cement as Specified in
Cement Types, Delivery,
Actual Laid
167
1896 Specifications
and Tests
1896 SPEC, Sec. 56 Concrete:
• first- class quality, finely ground,
free of lumps, so that not less than
95 per cent will pass through a
No. 50 sieve
• put up in sound, tight barrels,
each barrel of cement weighing
not less than 400 pounds
required to withstand the following tests:
• briquettes made of neat cement
kept one day in air must have a
tensile strength of not less than
175 pounds to the section of 1
square inch; and kept one day in
air and 6 in water, not less than
400 pounds;
• the cement must be slow setting

Portland Cement
delivered to the site between
10.29.97 and 6.27.98 = 6690
barrels; at project end there were
38 barrels on hand; total of 6652
bbls in construction
Types and “Documented”
Deliveries:168
Iron Clad
October 1897 = 200 bbls
(condemned; “rejected as they
showed a decided increase in
volume both in briquettes and
pats made of neat cement”; for
expansion); notified contractors
on 11.4.97 that all cement
shipped by Commercial Wood
and Cement Co. would be
hereafter refused

3653.97 cu yds laid,
measured in place
(originally specified
165 cu yds)
Portland Cement used
by the contractor cost
$2.0474 per barrel,
delivered along the
wharf at Fort
Constitution.
6652 barrels of cement
used; 6637 barrels more
than what was specified

Dragon
November 1897 = 550 bbls
(condemned)
Atlas
November 1897 = 500 bbls
April 1898 = 2400 bbls; another
1000 bbls recorded as being on
way from Boston
(that tested meets requirements
of the specs)
Noted that Portland Cement was
stored in “Old Building for
Mortar Machine and Lime
Storage.”

167

Information in chart extracted from: 1st column – 16183- 8 (Specifications submitted November 17,
1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB. 2nd column – Inspector’s Lettercopy Books. 3rd column – File 18510- 60
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1896 Specifications, identifying placement of Portland Cement:
•

No. 2 concrete
o one part by volume of Portland hydraulic cement
o two parts of sand
o four parts of granolithic
exposed horizontal and slightly inclined surfaces of the platforms, parapet, and
traverse, for sills, jambs and lintels of doorways, for steps, etc.
o
o
o
o

•

will generally be 5 inches in depth
thoroughly rammed
finished with 1 inch of number 3 concrete
smoothed by the skillful use of the trowel

No. 3 concrete
o one part Portland cement by volume
o three parts sand
laid upon the number 2 concrete before the latter is set
o
o

so as to form a perfect bond
horizontal and slightly inclined surfaces will be marked off into squares

In mixing these concretes, sufficient water will be used so that when the concrete is laid and
rammed the surface will be slightly flushed with water.

On September 28, 1897, Major Hoxie issued a “Modifications of 1896 Specifications Affecting
Use of Portland Cement” that changed the use of concrete as follows:
No. 2, concrete will be used for all work below the reference of 23 (2 feet
above the roof of magazine) excepting parapet and traverse, and for two
feet of thickness of all exposed faces and slopes.
No. 3, concrete will not be used at all unless under special instructions.169

Contractor’s 1899 Claim Regarding Use of Portland Cement
As previously discussed, the contractor submitted a claim for additional compensation
170
following the construction of the emplacements (Appendix E- 7). This claim provides some
valuable data on the proportions of materials used in the work and the conditions of the work.
The District Engineer’s rebuttal implies that the contractor was deficient in his understanding of
concrete technology and performed substandard work.
In summary, the contractor felt that he was justified for compensation because he was required
to undertake work that was not specified. He claimed that a modification to the specifications
168

The deliveries documented here are only those that were recorded in the extant historical research.
Presumably, there were additional deliveries whose documentation is missing from the records
researched.
169
File 18510- 84 (September 28, 189); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
170
File 18510- 61 (January 26, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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on September 28, 1897, “changed the character of the work to such an extent that the amount of
Portland cement concrete actually returned to us under your final measurement is 3653.97 cubic
yards, in the construction of which we are prepared to submit evidence that we have used 6652
171
barrels of Portland Cement.” He reported that the District Engineer (Major Hoxie)
responded to his concerns by assuring him that the company would not be bound by the
original 1- 2- 4 specifications, but could use such an amount of stone as mortar would “flush.”
However, Inspector Walker continued to restrict the contractor to the small amount of stone
allowed under the 1- 2- 4 specification, such that only 14.831 cubic feet of concrete could be
made from one barrel of cement, using more cement than anticipated.
Major Hoxie answered the complaint by stating that the contractor agreed to the conditions.
Hoxie also added the following:
It is well known to engineers who are familiar with concrete work that
the proportion of voids to be filled by the mortar varies greatly and is
dependent upon the average and relative sizes of the broken stone and
their relation proportion. If the company have failed to realize their
expectation it is because they have failed, either to thoroughly
understand the problem, or to take the necessary pains in performing the
work.
…It might appear from the letter of the contractors herewith that
something further had been insisted upon than the flushing of the voids
in the stone, but this is absolutely incorrect. The reports of the inspector
who was constantly on the work and my own observation during
frequent inspections establish the fact that the stone was in excess and
the voids were not properly filled. This is confirmed by the fact that
upon completion the concrete was so porous and leaky that I hesitated
for some time to accept the work, rain water flowing through it as if
through a sieve.172

The contractor claimed hardship for work delays in the fall 1897 associated with providing 6,377
barrels of Portland cement in addition to the amount originally specified (165 cubic yards). He
stressed that the timing was late in the fall, when the manufacturers of Portland cement were
faced with a demand greater than their supply could meet. He continued that because his
company was given orders to concentrate his men on the actual gun platform (because of the
war), they were not able to use cement in other locations for fear that they might run out of
173
cement for the gun platforms.
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Construction Technology and Process
During the 19 months of construction – from April 1, 1897, to October 31, 1898 – the site for the
th
8- inch gun emplacements at Fort Constitution was home to an array of late 19 - century
construction techniques and machinery, some more sophisticated and tested than others. The
following offers a summary of the major operations and technology that the contractor
employed to construct the massive battery fortifications with concrete and earth.
It should be noted that construction materials and armament were generally delivered by water.
At Fort Constitution, these were landed at a wharf that was not designed for the massive loads of
sand, cement, and lumber that were arriving. Inspector Walker’s report for the week ending
March 17, 1898, addressed this fact. He informed Major Hoxie that the contractor was
expecting more cargoes of cement and sand, and the “condition of the wharf will not warrant
174
increasing the load it now carries.” The two 8- inch guns had previously been unloaded on the
wharf, and he suggested that they be moved to a suitable place “in the distance of 100 ft.”

Working Plant
th

The term “working plant” in the late 19 - century referred to any assemblage of machinery used
to enhance the productivity of a construction operation. There could be more than one
working plant on site, if the functions were separate in location and/or task. Concrete
construction particularly lent itself to the working plant concept, because there were so many
tasks and materials involved in its preparation, quality control, and use.
A set of specifications for a working plant for concrete construction was found during research
for this report, and it is included in this report as Appendix E- 2. This plant was not associated
with Fort Constitution. However, the specifications were prepared by Lt. Col. Damrell for
another battery he was building elsewhere in the Portland district, at Fort Preble, ME. (As
District Engineer, Damrell was actively involved with numerous construction projects for his
district, which included Portland and Portsmouth Harbors.)
The battery work at Fort Constitution was awarded to a contractor, the Hartford Paving and
Construction Company. As a result, working plant specifications were not prepared by Army
engineers; it was the contractor’s responsibility to determine the methods for getting the work
done. Nevertheless, the Fort Preble specifications are important, because they offer insight into
a contemporary working plant, one probably similar in level of technology to those set up by the
contractor at Fort Constitution.
The Fort Preble working plant specifications, dated March 31, 1897, contain a detailed
description of the machinery, which included a concrete mixer, stone crusher, engine and
boiler, hoisting engine, trolley, dump cars, rails, and wire rope. (See Figures BF- 35 through BF37 for examples of the type of machinery present at the Fort Constitution construction site.)
The day- to- day account of work on the Fort Constitution battery affirms that much of the same
type of machinery was present on that site. The only missing elements in the Fort Constitution
accounts appear to be the trolley and rails.
174
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The operations of drilling, crushing stone, mixing concrete, and moving materials around the
site appear to have been aided by machinery. In all cases the laborer and the machinist were an
important component of the work. In Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book, he included monthly
(and often weekly) lists of “Force Employed by Contractor.” These lists identified the type of
labor, the number of men, and hours given to the task (see Appendix E- 9).
Further insight into the type of working plant machinery and equipment at Fort Constitution
can be gleaned from the contractor’s first request for a contract extension, dated November 18,
175
1897. The contractor’s representative referred to the status of the work by reporting that the
following materials and equipment had been assembled at the site:
about 1500 tons of sand for concrete, 1650 barrels of Rosendale cement,
which we understand has passed your tests, cars, tracks, hoister and
mixer for mixing concrete, and arrangement of pump and tanks for
water, and all the lumber required for framing.

Excavating Earth and Ledge
As previously mentioned, the design of the massive concrete Endicott- period batteries generally
required that substantial earth be moved. This was necessary so that the battery could be
nestled into the landscape, to resemble just another topographical feature. Blasting with
dynamite was generally the way this excavation was done, especially where significant ledge
rock was present. Inspector Walker in his lettercopy book confirms that blasting was used at
Fort Point, where large rock outcroppings had to be trimmed and molded to eventually accept
the voluminous amounts of concrete and earth.
Other significant tasks related to the excavation work included the breaking down of rock, and
the transport of the materials from one place on the site to another. Steam drills, derricks, a
stone crusher, and dump carts aided in this work, along with a large force of laborers. Earth
excavation is distinguished from ledge excavation in all the accountings of the project. (See
Appendix E- 8 for examples of the detailed method used to document and measure the
excavation.) The accounts include cubic yards of earth and ledge excavated, and stone crushed
for later use in the embankment and concrete mass.
On the morning of April 22, the first blast was made to the ledge excavation “by letting off six
176
holes in road way abreast emplacement site number two.” The force employed by the
contractor for excavation of earth included 11 laborers, one driver, and two carts. The force for
ledge excavation included two drill runners and two helpers; two steam drills and five pieces of
excavation machinery, etc. According to the specifications, it was thought that the excavation
would be of ledge covered with earth. Inspector Walker identified on April 26 the first layers of
177
blasted ledge as “soft laminated stone not suitable to use in concrete.” Concurrently, he
provided to the contractor a map designating where the excavated material without potential
reuse could be deposited. By July 9, 1897, Inspector Walker noted that the total amount of
178
excavated earth to be removed and recovered will be about 1100 cubic yards.
175
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The historical documentation for Fort Constitution offers little insight into the blasting
technology, other than it appears that the contractor could have used more control in his
blasting attempts. The District Engineer suggested that some of unnecessary removal of rock
beyond the limit of excavation might have been prevented had the contractor “took more care
179
and more moderate charges of dynamite.” The contractor had filed a claim for reimbursement
for this added removal, but it was not granted. Inspector Walker also refers to neighbors
180
complaining about wayward stone flying from the blasts; of having to make repairs to
181
government buildings due to damage by blasting; and the loss of a cubic foot of Walbach
182
Tower. Regarding the former, Walker reported that he promptly directed the contractor to
183
cover the blasts with timber.

Crushing Stone
On the day the contractor broke ground, April 14, 1897, for the project at Emplacement No. 2, a
184
derrick, stone crusher, and boiler with engine arrived on site. Ten days later the contractor is
reported as having started the stone- crushing operation. He had 38 men on site, two steam
185
drills running, and two dump carts. Inspector Walker noted that the stone- crusher, called the
Champion Rock Crusher, was a “jaw crusher” type. He further identified the crusher as being
186
manufactured by the American Road Machine Co., of Kennett Square, PA (see Fig. BF- 35).
The stone crusher was used to crush stone that could later be used in the construction of the
battery’s embankment or concrete mass. Inspector Walker reported on April 27 that
About ten yards of stone has been crushed, breaking up in all shapes, the
greater part being cubical pieces, and some oblong pieces, and while all
have passed through a ring 2 ½ inches in diameter, quite a percentage
could not pass through in any direction as called for in the Specification
Sec. 44. 187

Inspector Walker’s report for the week ending October 25 described the crusher as “set to break
a large percentage of stone smaller than 2 ½ inches and all sizes run out together, screening out
188
the dust only.”
The stone crusher labored long and hard, such that it broke down on occasion, delaying the
work. An example of this extensive use is found in a letter dated May 11, 1897, in which
Inspector Walker stated that the stone crusher ran about 16 hours and crushed 100 cubic yards
189
of stone. Accounts of the amount of stone crushed were recorded in Inspector Walker’s
weekly and monthly reports.
179
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Moving and Staging of Stone and Materials
Stone appears to have been moved around the site by either dump carts or derricks. According
the historical record, two dump carts were delivered to Fort Point on April 14, 1897 – the first
day of work – and another two dump carts of 2.5 yards’ capacity were registered as being
delivered in November. As many as eight carts were recorded as being on site during the height
of the excavation work between August and October 1897. The historical documentation does
not indicate if the carts moved on rails. However, the contractor’s representative referred to
190
“cars, tracks” when requesting an extension of the contract’s completion date. The capacity of
these dump carts is the same as that of the carts used later at Fort Preble, which did move on
trolley rails (Appendix E- 2).
Derricks were installed to assist in moving and stocking the excavated and/or crushed stone. On
July 10, 1897, Inspector Walker informed District Engineer Hoxie that the contractor had asked
permission to erect a derrick to remove quarried stone, to replace the slower process of
191
handling it in dump carts. Major Hoxie replied on July 13, noting that “permission is not
required to erect derricks, or to put in any other plant which maybe needed during the progress
192
of the work.” On July 21, the contractor had completed the erection of a derrick for use in
193
stocking stone suitable for deflectors. Still another derrick was installed in October 1897 to
supply materials to the concrete mixer, according to Inspector Walker’s October monthly
194
report. Figures BF- 38 and BF- 39 shows derricks in use at Fort Constitution. Although Figure
BF- 39 postdates the construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth, it is included to illustrate the type
of derrick that would have been used in its construction.
Finding sites for storing the materials was a constant concern for the Inspector and the
contractor. For example, at one point the contractor requested that he be able to dump “waste
quarry stone in front of emplacements, over the bank, keep the surface of waste bank, to
conform with the elevation of the present bank.”195

Cement Testing
The 1896 specifications for the construction of the concrete emplacements required that the
cement be tested. Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book offers detailed information on not only
the testing equipment and where it was purchased, but also on the tests themselves. The tests
were designed to evaluate the following properties of the cement: fineness, time of setting,
tensile strength, and soundness. In addition, the Plum Island sand and crushed stone was tested.
It is not known which of the buildings on the reservation housed the cement- testing operation.
Testing was performed by Inspector Walker on a select group of cement barrels from each
shipment. Ultimately, the following cements were condemned based on their performance in
the tests: Commercial Rosendale, Iron Clad Portland, and Dragon Portland.
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By June 1897, Inspector Walker was engaged in setting up a cement- testing operation. The
operation required the purchase of specialized equipment, including a Fairbanks cement tester
196
No. 3184, capacity 1,000 pounds, with six brass molds. The following month, Inspector
Walker wrote to Hoxie requesting additional testing apparatus required to test cement
according to Section 41 of the 1896 specifications.
Estimates for this equipment were provided by the A.P. Wendell and Co., Portsmouth, as
follows:
1 Sieve, No. 50
1 Sieve, of 2500 meshes to the inch.
1 Quart measure – dry, cost 15 cents
1 Quart measure - liquid, cost 15 cents
1 Gill measure – liquid, cost 12 cents
3 Galvanized Iron Pans, 26" long 14" wide, 3" deep @ 75 cents
2 – 3 Gal. Galvanized Iron Buckets @ 40 cents
1 Small Masons Trowel @ 62 cents
1 Pane of glass 20" x 28" – ¼" thick $2.50.197

On August 3, Inspector Walker recorded receiving by express “Fairbank Platform Scales, with a
198
capacity of 1000 pounds.” Four days later, the following articles arrived on site. He notes that
199
they were made by the Williams Globe Wire Works, 55 Fulton St., New York.
Cement Test Sieves
No. 50 Sieve, 2500 meshes to the sq in 6" in diameter
No. 74 Sieve 5476 meshes to the sq in 6 ½ in diameter
No. 100 Sieve 10,000 meshes to the sq in 7 in diameter
Sand Test Sieves
No. 20 Sieve, 400 meshes to the sq in 7 ½" in diameter
No. 30 Sieve, 900 meshes to the sq in 8" in diameter
All of brass wire cloth, and tin frames.

“Briquette Moulds” (12 No. 3194) were obtained from E. and T. Fairbanks and Co. of St.
200
Johnsbury, Vermont, in November.
On January 1, 1898, Inspector Walker informed Major Hoxie that he had located a “stove
201
suitable for heating the room containing the cement testing apparatus.” This was a secondhand stove in good condition, being sold by Thomas Rand of New Castle. Walker noted that a
pipe and zinc would cost a few additional dollars.
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Concrete Mixing
The 1896 specifications state that the concrete was to be thoroughly mixed, either by hand or by
machinery. It seems that the majority of it was mixed by machine. The working plant for
concrete mixing included a concrete mixer, a double hoisting engine, a Worthington steam
pump, a derrick, and a water tank. Figure BF- 36 depicts a double hoisting engine, and Figure
BF- 37 shows a Worthington steam pump, although it is not known if the machinery used at Fort
Constitution exactly matched the models in these illustrations. The frame was erected during
202
the week of October 23, 1897. Inspector Walker’s report for that month stated the following:
“erected frame for cement mixer, and derrick for supplying the materials to the mixer to be
203
operated by steam hoist.” During the week of November 13, the concrete mixer was
204
delivered. On November 17, the contractor commenced laying concrete. The concrete mixer
broke down in March 1898, requiring that the concrete be mixed by hand until the defective
parts were received and installed.
Machine Mixing
A detailed description of the concrete mixer used at Fort Constitution was not found during
research. However, the Fort Preble specifications for a working plant (Appendix E- 2) provide a
thorough description of the concrete mixer used there. Described as “a cubical box five feet on
each side, inside measurement; it will be provided with a door 30 inches square, and will be
rotated by a shaft 6 inches in diameter.” It was probably similar to the one used by the
contractor at Fort Constitution, at least in dimensions, judging by a comment made by Inspector
Walker in testimony before the board investigating the post- construction claim of the
contractor. Inspector Walker stated that the contractor used at Fort Constitution
a 5- ft. cubical mixer, that a batch consisting of two barrels of Portland
cement, 15 cubic feet of sand and 30 cubic feet of stone produced, as
measured in the finished work, 31 cubic feet; or, in other words, that a
cubic yard of concrete measured in place would require 1.742 barrels of
cement.205

In a modification to the 1896 specifications, initiated by the District Engineer and dated
September 28, 1897, it is stated that the “concrete mixers will be given 20 revolutions, and the
206
concrete material, after mixing, will be so handled as not to separate the ingredients.”
Hand Mixing
207

By March 16, 1898, the work of laying concrete was ready to resume after the winter hiatus.
Unfortunately, the concrete mixer broke down about that time; Inspector Walker told District
Engineer Hoxie that the concrete would have to be mixed by hand for about a week until new
parts could be obtained for the mixer.
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An account of the hand- mixing operation was provided by Inspector Walker, as follows:
The concrete is prepared by spreading out the sand on a platform made
of boards. The cement is then spread over the sand and the materials are
well mixed. After which the mixed sand and cement are spread on the
platform, and the crushed stone spread over them as uniformly as
possible, at the same time wetting them with the necessary measure of
water. The materials are then mixed by men with shovels, at first
working from the outside of the heap to the centre. They then work back
to the outside, but in opposite direction until the whole mass is turned.
The heap is turned over a second time, and the ingredients are thus
thoroughly incorporated. The concrete is then placed in the work in
which it is to be used.208

Supplying Water
A 4,000- gallon water tank was constructed by the contractor to supply water to the concrete
mixer, and to keep exposed concrete surfaces moistened after ramming, according to Inspector
209
Walker’s report for the week ending October 16, 1897. However, he does not say where it was
located. The supply pipe for the tank was connected to a pump that took salt water directly
from the harbor. Section 55 Water Supply of the 1896 construction specifications (Appendix E1) required that the contractor “provide the plant necessary to provide water for mixing the
210
concrete. Salt or fresh water may be used.” The engineers did not realize at the time that they
were compromising the concrete by using salt water in their mixes.

Placing and Finishing Concrete
The placing and finishing of concrete – especially for structures having the vast cubic yardages
of batteries – was a complicated process, with success being dependent on numerous factors.
Mix content, method of placing, conditions on placing and drying, and finishing practices
would impact both the immediate and long- term success of the material from both a visual and
a physical standpoint.
Concrete, being a fluid material, needs a mold to give it shape, a process to consolidate it, a
means to strengthen it, and proper conditions to protect it from failure. The following offers
some insight into the practices used in the construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth.
Form Work
Wood was the chosen material for form work. The contractor’s force included a carpenter and,
at times, one or two assistants. Inspector Walker in his weekly report for August 16, 1897,
211
records that 78,000 feet of lumber arrived at the wharf. According to the 1896 specifications
208
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(Appendix E- 1), all vertical or nearly vertical surfaces were to be built against wooden forms,
furnished and built by the contractor. The interior faces were to be of dressed lumber laid with
close joints to insure a smooth surface. They were to be built with a sufficient number of sills,
studs, plates, and braces to prevent movement, with all wall surfaces plumb and other surfaces
true to line. The forms were not to be removed until the concrete was thoroughly set. The latter
was to show a smooth face.
District Engineer Hoxie’s September 28, 1897, modification to the 1896 specifications added the
following in regard to the setting and finishing of the concrete:
There are various methods of obtaining this result (smooth face), but the
best is probably to keep on hand a small quantity of freshly mixed sand
and cement of the same proportions as used in the concrete, but without
the broken stone, to interpose between the wooden form and the
concrete material when deposited in place before ramming. Plastering of
the work after the forms are removed will not be permitted.212

The contractor commenced building the forms in November, employing one carpenter and two
213
assistants. Inspector Walker was alarmed by the contractor’s approach to the work. Walker
informed Major Hoxie on December 14 of his concerns, as follows:
I have suggested to the contractor at different times the necessity, as I
considered, of completing these forms before building the walls, that all
may be carried up together in the concrete work. This could have been
done by putting more carpenters at work at the beginning. As it is now
the concrete will be built in a heap instead of layers. Holes made by
sinking nail- heads beyond the surface of the facing are not puttied, and
in fact no special care taken to insure a smooth surface to the face walls.
The material is dumped from a car 18 ft. above the elevation of the
magazine floor.
The lumber forming the facing has been dressed on one side, but in many
places rough surfaces remain. I do not believe a perfectly smooth finish
upon the exterior faces of the walls will be accomplished by the present
method, and have so stated to the contractor. It seems to me in order to
secure the quality of work desired, these walls should be built in layers—
regular throughout without any offsets, stepping up, on vertical joints, all
connecting wall should be built together. I desire, very respectfully to ask
that I be instructed whether right or not in this matter.214
7

Form work was recorded by Inspector Walker as being “1- /8 inch lumber, dressed face with
215
exposed nail heads and holes.” He included in his lettercopy book a sketch “showing the
amount of wooden forms erected, and their location.” (See Appendix E- 8, “Sketch and letter of
complaint concerning the erection of wooden forms for the concrete.”)
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The lack of a sufficient force of carpenters to prepare and install forms seemed to be a recurring
216
problem, such that the work was at times delayed.
Steel Reinforcing
The steel I- beams, meant to reinforce the roof of the emplacements and to provide a support
for the trolley tracks, were presumably set in the forms prior to placement of the concrete.
Placing Concrete
The historical documents imply that the concrete was poured from carts and derricks into the
forms. In addition, it was rammed with iron concrete- rammers. Each kind of concrete,
whether it was “No.1” or “No. 2” concrete, required a different placing practice. Details of this
work are provided in the charts for both natural and Portland cements presented previously in
this chapter.
It was known that rapid drying would weaken the concrete. District Engineer Hoxie
expounded on his preferred method for keeping it moistened after pouring, in his modification
to 1896 specifications dated September 28, 1897, as follows:
Water enough, only, will be used to moisten the concrete sufficiently to
show a film of water upon the surface after hard ramming; but rubber
hose with sprinklers connected with the water supply pipe will be located
so as to cover every part of the work, or hand sprinklers in sufficient
number will be used in place of hose. The sprinklers will be kept in
constant use saturating all surfaces immediately after ramming is
completed. And to keep the exposed surfaces moistened.217

The 1896 specifications (see Appendix E- 1) also addressed the importance of not placing
concrete during freezing weather. Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book records a discussion he
had with the contractor’s representative on this subject. It seems the contractor commenced
placing the concrete on November 24, with a temperature of 12 degrees Fahrenheit. Inspector
Walker wrote to the District Engineer on that date, explaining that he showed the contractor’s
representative “Section 67, Frost” of the 1896 specifications, which stated that the “concrete and
masonry [was] not to be laid during freezing weather, and all new work shall be carefully
218
protected when there is danger of frost or freezing.” He added that they were using salt water
in mixing their concrete, and because of that they would be able to work at a temperature of 2526 degrees Fahrenheit. The latter, at the time, was thought to be beneficial to the laying of
concrete – another indication of the early misconceptions concerning salt’s effects on this
material.
Several entries in Inspector Walker’s lettercopy book offer insight into how the concrete was
protected from the elements. The first entry dates to December 1897. He noted that the
concrete appeared in good condition, and its surface was “protected by covering with brush,
219
and the side of the parapet facing earth embankment is covered with earth.” The next month,
216
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he described the concrete work as being protected from the weather “by covering with cedar
220
and spruce.”
Finishing Concrete
Details on the practices employed in finishing the concrete surfaces and the problems
encountered at Fort Constitution may be gleaned from the following sections of this report:
“Chronology of Emplacement Construction: Activity in 1897” and “Chronology of
Emplacement Construction: Activity in 1898.” The visual quality of the concrete’s finish was a
product of the following: the grade of cement used; the actual concrete mix; the type of
aggregate and how it was mixed; the wood form’s construction, placement and finish; the
practice for placing the concrete; the finish tooling, if any; and the environmental conditions for
mixing, placing and drying.
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Figure BF- 35. Drawing of a “Champion Rock Crusher,” 1893.

422

Figure BF- 36. Drawing of “Bacon’s ‘Special’ Hoisting Engine,” 1893.

423

Figure BF- 37. Drawing of a “Worthington Pump,” 1893.

424

Figure BF- 38. View of Walbach Tower, 1898, showing construction derricks for
Battery Elon Farnsworth.

425

Figure BF- 39. Construction scene at Fort Constitution, circa 1900, showing the type of derrick used to
build Battery Elon Farnsworth.
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Chronology of Emplacement Construction:
Activity in 1897
Summary
The contractor’s primary activities in the spring and summer of 1897 were the excavation of
earth and ledge rock where the battery was to be located. The removal of earth occurred in
April and May; the removal of ledge began in May and continued throughout the year. Some of
the rock was crushed and saved for making the concrete. “Suitable” – presumably large – pieces
of stone were salvaged for use as deflectors.
On August 13, shipments of cement and sand began arriving at the construction site. The work
of removing ledge continued, but Inspector Walker spent much of his time thereafter testing the
cement. This process continued for quite awhile, since much of the cement received turned out
to be of poor quality and had to be rejected and replaced. The actual laying of concrete began
221
on November 17 and continued until the weather became too cold to work.

April
The project began without incident on April 14. The contractor broke ground at Emplacement
No. 2 at 1 p.m. with a crew of seven men. A derrick, a stone- crusher, and a boiler with engine
attached arrived on site. Inspector Walker completed laying out the work and taking cross
222
sections of the same. Two days later, he located the benchmark at the fort. It was a copper
bolt in ledge, which was covered with about an inch of soil. He reported the reference of 15 feet
above mean low tide, corresponded with the reference of the “casemate floor” (specific
223
casemate not identified) 16 feet above mean low tide. Inspector Walker recorded that the first
blast of the ledge excavation was made in the morning of April 22, “by letting off six holes in
224
road way abreast emplacement site number two.”
Ten days later, the first of the stone being excavated was crushed. “The contractor started the
stone crusher to day. The stone crushed is hard, and breaks with sharp angles, or edges. Total
number of men employed to day is 38; two steam drills running, and two dump carts. Made full
225
time during the work, with an average number of 21 men.”
On April 26, the excavated stone was found to have some shortcomings. Walker reported “the
ledge being excavated is soft laminated stone not suitable to use in concrete. ~ To aid in
complying with Sec. 52 of the specifications I have prepared a sketch [not located] showing part
of the U.S. Land, on site of emplacements, drawn to a scale of 25 ft. to an inch…I might add if
221
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there is not other use for this material it might be deposited at either of the places represented by
226
letter A and B....”
The entry for the next day was as follows: “The style of crusher the contractors are using is a jaw
crusher, manufactured by the American Road Machine Co., and called the Champion Rock
Crusher. ~ About ten yards of stone has been crushed, breaking up in all shapes, the greater part
being cubical pieces, and some oblong pieces, and while all have passed through a ring 2 ½
inches in diameter, quite a percentage could not pass through in any direction as called for in the
227
Specification Sec. 44.”
On the same day – April 27 – Lt. Col. Damrell was replaced by Major Richard Hoxie, CE, as
District Engineer. The reason for this action was not explained. It simply may have been due to
228
the Army’s normal rotational scheme.
This change seems to have caught Inspector Walker by surprise. Because the project had just
started, Walker was unsure as to what format would be needed for the monthly reports he
would have to submit to the District Engineer. Thus, on April 30, he included in his weekly
report the following question: “...In making my monthly report shall I follow the form used in
dredging? ~ I have plotted cross sections of the excavation, and can send them along as a check
229
if desired.” However, he sent this message to Lt. Col. Damrell—three days after Damrell had
been replaced. Not surprisingly, he did not get a timely response. On May 8, Walker
230
transmitted to Col. Hoxie his monthly report for work done during April. He explained that
he was late sending this report because he had been waiting for an answer from Lt. Col. Damrell
231
to his letter of April 30.
Walbach Tower was not the only structure in the area to suffer from the blasting of ledge in the
spring and summer of 1897. In his April 30 letter, Walker stated: “The citizens make some
complaint of small stone flying from the blasts to adjoining property. I have called the
contractors attention to their responsibility, and directed them to cover the blasts with
232
timber.”

May
May began badly with a premature blast on May 3 that injured some of the laborers, who sued
233
the contractor in June (see entry for June 23 and Appendix E- 6). Also, the project had already
begun to run behind schedule. On May 11, Walker wrote: “...the amount of material excavated
is about one ninth of the amount canvassed in the bids and the contractor has been about one
226
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234

seventh of the time he specified in his proposal.” In some cases, the amount of work was
greater than had been anticipated. Walker’s April 30 letter read in part: “The earth excavation at
235
emplacement No. 2 is greater than expected, extending down to grade (16.5) in some places.”
Labor relations seemed to be a problem, as well. On May 19, Walker wrote: “The contractor has
increased his force with 20 men of another nationality – Poles – and desires separated sleeping
quarters for them. I desire very respectfully to recommend that he have authority to occupy the
236
part of the carpenter shop asked for.” Two days later, “This morning the contractors men
went on a strike, excepting the mechanics and three drill runners. ~ There will be no work done
tomorrow. On Monday the 24 the contractor expects to have a new force of laborers, and
237
renew operations, as he has just stated.” This did happen. On May 25, Walker reported “The
contractor resumed work this morning. Forty men arrived last night, and about one half of
238
them are at work this morning.”
Another problem for the contractor was an apparent lack of plans for needed components. On
May 24, the Hartford Paving and Construction Company wrote to Hoxie, seeking tracings of
cranes, iron stairs, trolley tracks, and special castings that they were told were not available
239
through the War Department.
Walker’s monthly report for May (dated June 1) included the amounts of earth and ledge
excavated; the amount of stone broken for concrete; the fact that the light keeper’s dwelling had
been moved; and mention of the construction of “Fifty feet of new fence including larger and
240
small gates, at south west corner of reservation....”

June
Inspector Walker wanted to document the construction work. On June 7 he wrote: “I desire,
very respectfully, to ask permission to take photographs of the work here at Fort Constitution,
with a view of having a record showing the progress of the same. Photographs to be taken at the
end of each month, or oftener if circumstances justify. The camera I will use will be a 5" x 8"
241
picture.” No photographic record has been found.
At about the same time, Walker began to acquire the equipment he would need to test the
cement to be used to construct the battery. On June 8, he acknowledged “the receipt of a
Fairbanks cement tester No. 3184, capacity 1000 pounds, with six brass moulds, in good
242
condition.”
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Walker’s report for the week ending June 12 contained the first mention of a problem that
would crop up repeatedly in the future: “The stone crushers did not run for 5 days in succession,
243
waiting on dies.”
The same report stated that blasting for Gun Emplacement No. 1, adjacent to Walbach Tower,
began on June 7. Walker’s June 19 report for the following week comments on the results of
that action:
Walbach Tower. Blasts have been made at site of magazine chamber
No. 1, which slightly opened up the natural seams to ledge at foundation
of old tower. At present the conditions indicate, that the ledge near the
tower, must be removed without the use of explosives, to preserve the
tower.244

Yet another impediment to the construction of the new battery occurred on June 23, when local
authorities attempted to secure the contractor’s property against a lawsuit. Inspector Walker
wrote: “I have the honor to report that M. M. Collis Dep. Sheriff, of Rockingham Co., N.H. has
placed a keeper at Fort Constitution, to guard the property belonging to the contractor, by
virtue of a writ of $40,000.00 damage brought by the laborers injured on May 3rth 1897 from a
245
premature blast. Mr. Crawford of the contract company is here.” The ensuing conflict was
described in Walker’s report for the week ending June 26, sent to the District Engineer.
On the 23rd inst H.M. Collis Dep. Sheriff of Rockingham Co., N.H. placed
a keeper on the reservation to guard attached property belonging to the
contractors. Sergt. Cahill ordered the keeper off the reservation, but he
refused to recognize military authority. On the 24th inst the following
received by telegram was given to Dep. Sheriff Collis viz. Notify Dept
Sheriff Collis that he is unlawfully obstructing the operation of the United
States in the construction of fortifications upon a military reservation, and
his agent is a trespasser upon the reservation. Request the immediate
withdrawal of the keeper George L. Collis, this notice was served on the
Dep. Sheriff at 3:15 P.M. On the 26th inst the Dep. Sheriff placed
Ambros Card of New Castle on the reservation as light keeper to relieve
George L. Collis. ~ At 1:30 P.M. the contractors notified their Supt. Mr.
Kaufmann that they would give no bond as required by the civil
authorities of Rockingham Co., N.H. 246

The Deputy Sheriff removed the two keepers on July 2.
be found in Appendix E- 6.
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More information about the claim can

July
Walker’s monthly report for June – sent July 1 – mentioned the repair of the pier (“without
expense to the United States”), and the moving of the office building “about 175 ft. to its new
site, where it sits on blocking.” More importantly, it again raised the issue of the slow progress
of the work:
Stone crusher lost 7 days waiting on dies to arrive from the
manufactory....
The monthly rate of progress will not complete the contract by October
15, 1897. Already 5/12 of the time has passed, and but 2/9 of the
excavation completed, and 1/7 of the stone crushed for natural cement
concrete.248

On July 7, Col. Hoxie notified the Hartford Paving and Construction Company as follows:
It is noticed that the rate of the work up to the present time is not such as
will complete your contract within the time limited.
You are earnestly requested to expedite the excavation, and it is my duty
to call your attention to the fact that no unusual difficulties have been
encountered justifying delay, and an extension of time under your
contract, will have to be at your own expense as to cost of
superintendence etc., if such extension be granted.249

Inspector Walker continued to accommodate various modifications to the original drawings.
th
On July 9, he acknowledged the receipt of a blue print “No. 10, dated July 6 , 1897.” Comparing
the new with the old drawings No. 1 and 4, he noted the following changes:
1st. The Winch Room increases the area of the (13) excavation, but no
measurement given in reference to the longitudinal and transverse axis of
the emplacement.
2nd. The old drawings represent excavation in Shot Room at (13) while
the new drawing calls for a depth of (18).
3rd. The old drawings give width of magazine back from longitudinal axis,
of emplacement to be 18 feet, while the new drawing has 18 feet 3 ½ in.
The width of magazine in front of the longitudinal axis is not given on the
new drawing.
I have prepared, and herewith enclose a sketch which I have represented
in red ink the changes made, interrogating the above measurements.
Will the north emplacement be changed the same as this, the south
emplacement?
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I desire, very respectfully, to ask that the enclosed sketch be retained
[returned?] with the desired information, as the changes necessitated relaying out of this part of the excavations.250

The same day, Walker informed Hoxie of a proposal made by the contractor, as follows:
The contractor desires to provide for material, for embankment other
then that excavated from the site of the emplacements. ~ The total
amount of excavation earth removed and to be recovered, will be about
1100 cu yds which is to be used in building the slopes. The amount
already excavated 710 cu yds will make good material for finishing off the
slopes, and that to be excavated seems to be equally as good. ~ The
specifications, sec. 53, mention earth, sand, and stone in such
proportions as the Engineer may direct. ~ The contractor represents a
desire to make some arrangement with the New England Dredging Co.
working at Little Harbor, N.H., whereby he may get material dredged
there from during the time the dredge is at work, to the amount required
for the embankment at this place. The amount of stone to be used will be
piled, as it comes from the excavation, in a convenient place. . ~ I desire,
very respectfully to ask for instructions as to the proportion of earth,
sand, and stone to be used in making the embankment.251

Col. Hoxie apparently approved the contractor’s request to get material dredged from Little
Harbor to use in the battery’s embankment. On July 12, Walker reported the following
concerning New England Dredging Company’s scow No. 34: “Capacity of scow #34. Filled to
252
top of slope 68.2 cubic yards. Filled to top of [illegible] 100.4 cubic yards.”
The storage of quarried stone was discussed on July 10, when the contractor asked permission
to erect a derrick for stacking quarried stone in the rear of the magazine and road at the right
253
flank of battery near the “old tower.” Walker had apparently pointed out to contractor
representative Kaufmann the advantage in removing quarried stone by derricks erected in the
254
rear of the works, over the slower process of handling it in dump carts.
The excavation process was also producing large quantities of waste stone, which was becoming
an issue. The contractor wrote to Col. Hoxie as follows: “We ask your permission to [dump?]
waste quarry stone, in front of emplacements, over the bank, keep the surface of waste bank, to
255
conform with elevation of present bank.” Back on April 26, Inspector Walker had identified
two places for this stone to go, and had marked both on a sketch. The sketch has not been
located, but his report of that date stated: “I might add if there is not other use for this material it
might be deposited at either of the places represented by letter A and B by building out on an
elevation of about 15 ft. above mean low tide except in where the road to magazine is located in
256
area A.” On July 10 Walker gave the sketch to Col. Hoxie, stating that “On this sketch two
places are marked A and B as suitable and convenient for dumping wasted material. Material
250
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has been dumped at both of these places, to the advantage of the contractor, owing to the short
257
haul, and much more can be deposited.”
Walker’s report for the week ending July 10 (submitted on July 12) indicated that the pace of the
work had not improved: “Stone- crusher lost 5 hrs. by reason of repairs....The amount of work
258
done is in proportion to the progress for work during June 1897.”
On July 13, Col. Hoxie responded favorably to the contractor’s inquiries about erecting derricks
and the disposition of waste stone. However, he also took the opportunity to encourage the
contractor to speed up the project, as follows:
1. A suitable dump for waste material will be indicated by the Inspector,
and will be selected with a view to the material interests of yourself and
the government.
2. Permission is not required to erect derricks, or to put in any other
plant which maybe needed by you during the progress of the work.
3. The plans for the iron work for the right flank of the battery will be
slightly modified as indicated to you when you were last in Portland.
Detailed plans for the lifts will be sent to you.
I am glad to know that you are about to double up your working force.
This is necessary for the requisite progress.
In this connection, I desire to invite your attention to the necessity for
preserving suitable stone for use as deflectors. All stone suitable for
concrete material, is suitable for deflectors if taken out of suitable size.259

Walker later reported that the contractor “completed erecting a derrick to be used in stocking
260
stone suitable for deflector” on July 21.
On July 14, the crew began working 10 hours a day. However, Walker’s report for the week
ending July 17 states that even so, “The progress at ledge excavation is in proportion with the
261
June estimate.”
Inspector Walker began to order additional equipment to test the cement and sand when it
arrived, as prescribed in section 41 of the specifications. On July 14, he wrote to Col. Hoxie, “If
it is desired to know that a barrel of cement weights [sic] not less than 400 lbs. It will be
262
necessary to have a pair of scales of that capacity.” At the same time, his services were
increasingly needed at the job site. On July 16, Walker requested an assistant. “The work of
excavation is now advanced to where it becomes necessary to frequently give lines, and levels, in
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addition to other work, and the services of an assistant acquainted with the use of engineer’s
263
instruments will be beneficial to the work.”
Northeast Division Engineer Col. John M. Wilson had reviewed the work as part of his annual
inspection on May 13, but he did not issue a report until July 20. It included the following
observations: “The site has essentially a rock foundation, and excavation for the platforms was
in progress. A stone crusher was installed for converting the excavations into small stone for
264
concrete....”
Inspector Walker continued to receive alterations concerning designs and materials, as he was
the principal conduit between the War Department District Officer and the contractor’s
representative on site. It was not unusual to have modifications to the plans on a project of this
scale. On July 30, he received a blueprint and a list of steel beams, which “supersedes all former
265
266
lists.” He gave one copy to David O’Connor, the new superintendent for the contractor.
On the same day, Walker submitted his monthly report for July. It included the following
information:
A derrick was erected for stocking stone, taken from the excavation
suitable for deflectors, only about 15 cu yds of this classification has been
reserved, notwithstanding the stone excavated is suitable for deflectors.
About 4/7 of the ledge, and ½ of the earth excavation is completed. The
work so far as advanced is in good condition.267

Walker also recapitulated the work for the period April –July, as follows:
710.79 cubic yards of earth (removed in April and May);
3989.29 cubic yards of ledge (removed May- July); and
and 2,000 cubic yards of crushed stone suitable for concrete (crushed May- July).

August
Additional equipment for testing cement and sand began arriving. On August 3, the Inspector
received a “Fairbank Platform Scales, by express, capacity 1000 pounds. To be used in testing
268
cement.” On August 7 came “3 sizes of Cement Test Sieves and two sizes of Sand Test
269
Sieves.”
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By August 10, Hoxie thought it necessary to prepare and transmit to the Chief of Engineers a
revised blueprint (Fig. BF- 30). This plan was accompanied by a transmittal letter including the
following explanation:
Successive modifications of the original plan have made it desirable to
redraw the plans for this battery, adding a few minor details not shown in
the original. Some slight modifications of detail have been necessary, but
no change affecting the general plan or the cost of the work.270

The first delivery of cement occurred on August 13. Walker noted that “The contractor
commenced to unload a cargo of 2400 barrels of Commercial [brand] Rosendale Cement this
271
morning.” Walker’s entry for August 16 appears to refer to the same shipment.
Arrived at the wharf, and unloaded 78,000 ft. lumber and 2400 bbls
cement, for No. 1 concrete work. This cement is stored in Stone Cutter’s
Building No. 1 on a 2 inch floor supported by 6" by 6" timbers.272

Also received was one cargo of 150 tons of Plum Island sand.
A sample of 50 barrels was weighed, and all were found to hold less than 400 pounds, ranging
from 294- 320 pounds. Inspector Walker was unfazed. “With but few exceptions the barrels are
in good condition, and the indications are that the shortage in weight is due to the cask not
273
having been well filled at the factory.”
Walker then began testing the quality of the sand and cement, as required by the specifications.
On August 21 he reported: “I am making tests of this cement every day and thus far find it to
274
have a tensile strength as required in the specifications.” The tests also involved “Experiments
with cement, sand, broken stone, and concrete to determine their qualities, and combinations
275
for constructing gun emplacements....”
By the end of August, the work was progressing well. Walker’s weekly report noted that “Both
the Excavation Ledge, and crushing stone have progressed, during this week, at a greater rate
than at any time during the season. I am told by the Superintendent that a night force will be
276
added on the 30th inst.” He reiterated his satisfaction in his monthly report for August (dated
September 1), as follows: “During the last part of the month the rate of progress has been better
277
than at any time.” The same report stated that he was continuing to test the cement and sand,
“as required by the specification.” It also included totals for all of the work done through that
month: 5,857.07 cubic yards of ledge, 710.79 cubic yards of earth, and 3,752 cubic yards of
crushed stone suitable for concrete.
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September
Inspector Walker’s report for the week ending September 4 contained the following
information:
The contractor put on a night force of 17 men and 2 carts on the night of
Aug. 30th, and worked five nights during the week....Stone crusher broke
down on the morning of the 3rd inst causing a delay of two days....278
279

The stone crusher broke down again on September 7.

Walker's weekly report submitted September 13 indicates that a change occurred in the
excavation process.
Output of stone suitable for concrete is about 150 cu yards and 350 cu
yards of excavation ledge. From now on the work of ledge excavation
will consist in tresing [?] to grade the road in rear of guns, slopes, and the
foundations to magazines, and mining casemate. (Received during the
week two 50 [probably 150] ton cargos of Plum Island sand for concrete
work.)280

A problem concerning the excavation arose a few days later.
Excavation on September 17 for emplacement No. 1 found a stratum of
shale rock full of intersecting seams, a large portion of it sufficiently loose
to be removed with a pick.
…In examining this material its soundness does not seem to be equal to
what natural rock should have when occupying the position this
does….In view of the above facts I desire, very respectfully, to ask if I
shall cause this material to be excavated?281

Further work revealed the following:
Immediately in front of magazine to emplacement No. 1 is a stratum of
shale rock having intersecting seams, a large portion of it sufficiently
loose to be removed without blasting. The power of this material to
resist force must be considerably less than the adjacent ledge.282

On September 24, Walker received blue prints showing the plan of steel beams and the framing
283
of steel roof beams. He reported that the excavation for the mining casemate, and that at
Emplacement No. 2, was mostly completed by September 27. He also stated that the testing of
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cement continued, and that “The tests of the cement shipped here by the contractor have thus
284
far met the requirements of the specifications.…”
At the end of September, Walker sent to Hoxie a full report on the results of his testing of
cement, sand, and crushed stone:
I have the honor to submit the following report of tests on Commercial
Rosendale Cement, shipped here by the contractor on Aug. 16th, 1897 for
concrete work in constructing gun emplacements at Fort Constitution,
N.H.285

For the cement, Walker noted there were 2,400 barrels, each with a gross average weight of 305
pounds. Samples of the cement were sifted, and pats were made out of the coarsest and finest
grades of sifted cement. After 48 hours, microscopic examination showed that the grains of the
coarser remained unaltered, while those of the finer seemed completely attached, and the rate of
settling and hardening was much greater than with cement not sifted.
The time of setting was tested, i.e., how soon could cakes of neat cement resist being damaged
by a wire and a needle bearing weight. Tensile strength was tested by making briquettes that
were exposed to different periods of time in the air and under water before being broken.
Soundness was checked by making small cakes and subjecting them to the same conditions as
the briquettes used for tensile tests. They were examined daily to see if they became contorted,
or if cracks showed at the edges. The observations continued for a month, and no cracks or
distortions appeared. The Plum Island sand was also tested for fineness with sieves.
Finally, the crushed stone obtained from the excavations was tested for the degree in to which it
could be compacted when mixed with cement and sand.
One cu ft of cement, two cu ft sand, and four cu ft ordinary broken stone
well mixed when dry weighed 605 lbs, and when mixed with water and
rammed into a box, occupied a space of (4.2) four and two tenths feet.
Another experiment with the same proportions but wetting the stone
before mixing with sand and cement, where rammed into a box occupied
a space of (4.1) four and one tenth feet. In the last case the material
weighed in the box, when completed ramming, 663 lbs and after
remaining in the moulds three weeks the sample weighed 618 lbs or 150
lbs per cu ft.
The cement was proportioned by weight – 80 lbs – for a cu ft. In both
cases the voids seemed completely filled as to exclude the water from the
interior of the mass.286
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Inspector Walker’s monthly report for September contained a great deal of information.
Highlights were as follows:
Time lost to stone crusher by reasons of repairs to machinery 60 hrs.
Excavation Ledge is about completed. Received during the month three
cargos of 150 tons each, Plum Island sand.
Tests have been made of the Rosendale Commercial Cement neat, also
with sand proportioned as stated in the specifications, under the various
conditions as required in the specifications.
[Total] Amount of stone crushed suitable for concrete cu yds 5500.00287

Modification to Specifications – September 28, 1897
As work on the new battery progressed, the benefits of using Portland cement in the place of
Rosendale cement were became increasingly clear. Major Hoxie thus wrote to the Hartford
Paving and Construction Company on September 28, 1897, asking for a modification to the
288
original specifications. The changes he requested have been detailed previously in this report
in a chart in the narrative “Contracting, Contract Extensions and Modifications, Modifications
to Specifications – September 28, 1897.” Essentially, Hoxie directed the contractor to use
Portland concrete (“No. 2 concrete”) in many places where Rosendale concrete (“No. 1
289
concrete”) had originally been specified.
The reaction of the Hartford Paving and Construction Company to these modifications was
recorded in a claim filed by the company on January 26, 1899 (see Appendix E- 7). Charles
Crawford, secretary of the company, called on Major Hoxie in Portland and objected to what he
saw as a “very sweeping change being made at such a late date” in the season, and also on
account of the increased cost of Portland cement. The contractor explained that the price of
Portland cement had materially advanced subsequent to signing the contract. Crawford said
that he withdrew his objections when Major Hoxie assured him that in the construction of the
Portland cement concrete, Hartford Paving and Construction Company would not be bound by
the 1:2:4 specification, but could use such an amount of stone as the mortar would flush.
Crawford further referenced a letter from Major Hoxie dated October 15, 1898, in which Hoxie
acknowledged the contractor’s “right to object to the changes called for in his early letter and
290
the correctness of their understanding of the consideration for which their claim was waived.”
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October
Work was progressing well, judging by a plan of completed excavation as of October 1 (Fig. BF31), prepared by Major Hoxie on October 28. Also, Inspector Walker’s report for the week
ending October 9 stated the following:
Crushed stone four days during the week.
Excavating ditches for drain pipe, and dressing up grade to emplacement
No. 1.
Received during the week 200 bbls Iron Clad Portland Cement; 1650
Hoffman Rosendale Cement, and 300 tons of sand.
Tests of these cements are being made as required in the specifications.
The Portland Cement is stored in the old building for mortar machine
and lime storage.291

However, apparently Walker’s cement testing showed that the Commercial brand Rosendale
cement had a tendency to expand when processed. On October 11, he acknowledged receiving
a letter from Hoxie asking about the “increase of volume of the briquettes mentioned in my
report.” He replied:
This increase was first noticed from briquettes not easily entering the
clips of the machine. This increase was so [s]light I could not measure it.
In a few cases briquettes would not enter the clips of the machine, then I
would use emery cloth to reduce the size. I made the cakes of neat
cement, as stated in my report, thinking the most common, and
dangerous causes of unsoundness are discovered by the ordinary tests,
and these cakes made on glass plates adhere to the glass firmly without
having cracked or scaled in any way, both in water as well as in air.
These cakes thus far indicate in no way a tendency to disintegration, and
I shall continue tests to more fully determine this quality of the cement.292

The same day, Walker expressed confusion over details of the drain pipes:
I desire, very respectfully, to ask for instructions on the following subject
for Fort Constitution.
The specifications do not state whether the joints of the drain pipe be
made tight or open.
The excavation of the mining casemate is so well advanced, that the
information called for in my letter of the 13th ultimo is much needed, as
the contractor desires to complete blasting before laying concrete.
If brick masonry or the use of brick is required as specified in sec. 66 of
the specifications, what part of the construction will it form.293
291
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The size of the manholes for the drains was an issue on October 15.
In referring to blue print No. 11 for diam. To man holes of 12" drain
pipe, I find it is not given, and do not feel justified in scaling it from a blue
print and desire, very respectfully, to ask to be informed of the diameter
of the man holes to 12" drain pipe.294

However, an even greater problem concerned the quality of the Portland cement being
delivered by the Hartford Paving and Construction. Walker wrote Hoxie on October 15:
I have the honor to make the following report on the 200 bbls Iron Clad
Portland Cement, delivered here on the 8th inst by the Hartford Paving
and Construction Co., contractors 40 bbls were sampled. Average weight
406 lbs. A residue of .054 per cent was left on a No. 50 sieve.
Out of the 24 briquettes made of neat cement, but 3 of them would enter
the testing machine. Six briquettes one day in open air, and 5 in water
two entered. Six briquettes one day in air and four in water would not
enter, and six briquettes in air one day, one of them entered, breaking at a
tensile strain of [missing] observed in the briquettes, no other tests have
been made, considering this would be sufficient for rejection.
Awaiting instruction.295

Apparently Hoxie authorized Walker to reject the 2,400 barrels of Commercial brand Rosendale
cement delivered in August, since Walker’s report for the week ending October 16 included:
2400 bbls Commercial Rosendale Cement condemned on account of the
expansion observed in briquettes, as per your letter of the 12th inst. 296

In addition, he reported, “Tests made of the Iron Clad [brand] Portland Cement show a decided
increase in volume both in briquettes, and pats made of neat cement.”
Another section of that report sheds some light on why there was so much salt in the cement of
Battery Elon Farnsworth:
The contractors have built a tank of 4000 gal capacity for supplying water
to concrete mixer, and keeping exposed surface moistened after
ramming is completed. The supply pipe of this tank will be connected to
a pump taking [salt] water from the harbor.

Walker’s report for the week ending October 23 reveals the impact that the poor- quality
Portland cement was having on the work:
The progress of the work depends on the prompt delivery of cement
capable of standing the tests and required by the specifications....The
2400 bbls Commercial Rosendale and 200 bbls Iron Clad Portland
293
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cement condemned, leaves on hand, but 1650 bbls Hoffman Rosendale
subject to inspection.297

On October 25, he wrote to Hoxie: “I have the honor to inform you as I have already orally
explained, that the Commercial Rosendale, and Iron Clad Portland cements is condemned for
298
expansion, and have to request its removal from the reservation.”
The president of the Commercial Wood and Cement Company, a Mr. Peverley, obtained Major
Hoxie’s permission to examine the cement. Inspector Walker apprised Hoxie of the results on
October 25 as follows:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 22nd inst
directing me to give Mr. Peverley necessary facilities to make a personal
investigation of the cement recently condemned, and explain to him the
defects noted in the same.
Mr. Peverly did not come, but sent a representative Mr. Warta who spent
Saturday the 25th inst in making his inspection.
After explaining the tests made, and the result of the observations noted in
the cement, he made of neat cement six briquettes from samples of each of
the three brands stored here, and 2 pats from each of the condemned lots of
cement. One half of the briquettes he placed in water before the end of set
[emphasis added] and the remaining half left in air. The pats he left in air
requesting me to place of each kind in water at the end of 24 hrs. I have done
this and each pat shows cracks, as in former tests.
Mr. Warta gave as a reason for wishing to do this, that should the briquettes
refuse to enter the testing machine, after in air, or water, for a few days, to see
if they would go back in the mould in which they were made, each briquette
given the same number as the mould. I have followed closely his suggestions,
and Mr. O’Connor the contractors Supt., has been present and in each case
where the briquettes of the Commercial Rosendale, and Iron Clad Portland
cement would not enter the testing machine it would not fit the mould in
which it was made.
Briquettes made of Hoffman cement thus far show no increase in volume.299

Apparently Hoxie had questions as to how Walker was selecting the samples of the cements for
testing. On October 26, Walker responded:
Your favor of the 22nd inst referring to the method of selecting cement for
tests received. In reply thereto I would respectfully state, that the cement for
testing is selected, by taking, from each of 25 to30 well- distributed barrels in
each 200 bbls received, (about one in eight) sufficient cement to make about
30 briquettes; these portions after being thrown together, and thoroughly
mixed is assumed to represent the average of the whole 200 barrels.
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To determine the tensile strength of the cement, three batches of six
briquettes each are made, and placed under the conditions required in
the specifications, and the remaining quantity is used to determine the
fineness, initial and hard set, soundness and other tests [emphasis added].
By making separate tests of each barrel sampled in order to detect each
defective barrel, it will be necessary to have a number of small tin boxes
for holding separately samples taken from each barrel while the cargo is
being discharged.
This increases the number of briquettes to be made in the same length of
time, as the specifications for tensile strength requires the cement to be
tested under three conditions in the form of briquettes.
In view of the above I desire, very respectfully, to ask to be supplied with
twelve moulds needed to make these tests thoroughly and rapidly.300

Walker’s correspondence to Hoxie on October 28 suggests that he was becoming annoyed.
I am informed by the contractor that 450 bbls of Iron Clad, and 550 bbls
of Dragon Portland cement was shipped on the 16th inst from Long Island
City, N.Y. for this place by vessel. It has not arrived yet, and in case any
further shipment of Iron Clad from the same lot, that the 200 bbls already
condemned were taken, would the refusal to have it discharged seem
arbitrary when to avoid the trouble, and delay of testing a barrel which
on the face of it appears entirely unfit for the work.301
...Received telegram requesting answer to communication of 23 inst
directing me to ascertain whether the anchor bolts are stamped with the
melt number and how many melts represented, select, and mark bolts for
testing, and hold them subject to further orders.
Bolts have not arrived.302

On October 29, Walker sent Hoxie “a letter from Mr. Peverley Pres. Commercial Wood and
Cement Co., New York, with my reply thereto, and to ask that I may receive any instructions
303
that you may deem necessary in this case.”
Walker’s report for the week ending October 30 included the following:
Screened dust from about 50 cu yds of granolithic stone.
Erected frame for cement mixer, and derrick for supplying the materials
to mixer to be operated by steam hoist.
Ledge excavation for cable gallery 12" drain pipe completed.
The anchor bolts referred to in your communication of the 23rd inst have
not arrived. They were shipped on the 22 ultimo.
The materials are all on the ground to lay drain pipes waiting on the test
of Rosendale Cement. 304
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Inspector Walker’s report for the month of October (submitted November 11) reveals that the
project was progressing despite the furor over the poor- quality cement.
Work Done.
Up to the 15th the stone crusher crushed [unclear] 489 cu yds material
suitable for concrete; this makes a total amount of crushed stone on hand,
convenient to the site, of 5989 cubic yards.
The last part of the month the stone crusher has been sifting the granolithic
stone, which during season was separated from the ordinary stone with the
dust.
No excavation earth [emphasis added] during the month.
Estimate for excavation ledge [emphasis added] includes quantity removed
during the month of Sept and Oct 1897 on account of reducing the cross
sectional area, affecting particularly the quantities for those months, which
amount to 1818.67 cu yds.
Received during the month 1650 bbls Rosendale cement and 200 bbls
Portland cement, the latter condemned.
Plum Island sand 273 tons.
Steel Roof Beams for both emplacements.
Double Hoisting Engine.
Worthington Steam Pump.
Erected frame for mixer, and derrick for supplying material to mixer.
The work has advanced slow during the mo. But the contractor has the
materials for making good progress with the concrete work excepting
cement.
Material removed during the season.
Excavation Ledge
Total quantity removed to date cu yds 7675.74.
Excavation Earth
Total quantity removed to date cu yds 973.85
Amount of stone crushed suitable for concrete cu yds 5989. And sand on
hand 1023 tons.305

November
On November 4, Walker reported that
a cargo of 1000 bbls Portland cement, consisting of 450 bbls Iron Clad
and 550 bbls Dragon [were] received at this place to day.
I have good reasons to believe the Iron Clad is of the same lot which was
represented by that already condemned and it will not be unloaded as
directed in your letter of the 29th ultimo.
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The captain of the vessel told me the Dragon cement came from another
place by rail to the wharf where he loaded. The Dragon is being
unloaded, and every eighth barrel sampled. I have, in accordance with
your letter of the 29th ultimo, notified the contractors, that hereafter all
cement shipped by the Commercial Wood and Cement Co will be
refused.306

The next day, Walker began testing the Hoffman- brand Portland cement. He wrote Hoxie:
I have the honor to submit the following report of tests on part of the
Hoffman Rosendale cement shipped here by the contractors on the 7th
and 8th of Oct. 1897, for concrete work in constructing gun emplacements
at Fort Constitution.
Number of barrels 320 sampled one in eight.
Average weight per barrel gross 219 lbs
Fineness
2500 meshes
5476 meshes
10000 meshes
to one square inch
97 ½ per cent
92 ½ per cent
86 per cent
Time of setting
2 lbs on 1/12 in diameter wire 65 minutes
1 lbs on 1/10 in diameter wire 115 minutes
Temperature of water about 65 degrees. Percentage of water by weight
22 to 24.
Tensile strength
No of
Briquettes
Tested
18

Average
Strength
Lbs per sq in
91

Maximum
Strength
Lbs per sq in
113

Minimum
Strength
Lbs per sq in
58

18

121

149

102

18

201

231

172

Remarks

Neat Cement, Briquettes
in air 24 hours
Briquettes in air 24 hrs and
6 days in water
Briquettes in air 24 hrs and
27 days in water

Tests for Soundness
Made several pats of neat cement, and placed them under the same
conditions as the briquettes for tensile strength. No cracks or distortions
appear and the briquettes when placed in the testing machine show no
increase in volume.
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The cement is furnished in what seems to be the original barrels, which
are strong and substantial, paper lined, and plainly marked with the
barrel of the number of mills and state of manufactury [sic]. A sample
has been taken from each 8 barrels to determine the quality of cement.
Thus far the cement meets the requirements of the specifications, and the
remaining portion will be tested in time for the contractor to use and
required by your letter of the 26th of Sept. From this cement already
tested the contractors have taken a sufficient amount to lay part of the 12
inch drain pipe.307

Also on November 5, Walker stated that
the schooner Hazel Dell, Capt. Francis Cousins has discharged the 550
bbls Dragon cement, and taken on the condemned 200 bbls Iron Clad
with that already on board, and will go to Portland, Maine, to take on the
condemned Iron Clad at Fort Preble, as soon as weather permits.308

The Glens Falls Portland Cement Company – presumably the maker of the Iron Clad brand of
Portland cement – sent a letter to Walker which he forwarded to Hoxie:
November 6
I have this day received the enclosed letter from The
Glens Falls Portland Cement Co, to which I make no answer. The Iron
Clad, as stated in my letter of yesterday, has been loaded on the schooner
Hazel Dell. The sample of cement referred to in this letter was sent from
Fort Constitution by Mr. Warta, and their understanding of the causes of
failure must have been through him. I might add that the writer has
taken upon himself a questionable task where he enters upon the work
proposed in the last sentence of his letter.309

Walker’s report for the week ending November 13 offered the following information:
Work Done.
Completed repairs to Gov. buildings.
Making wooden forms for shaping concrete walls.
Received cement mixer.
Anchor iron bolts have not arrived yet.
Completed brick work to man holes.
The ledge excavation is practically completed.310

Finally, on November 17, concrete work began on the battery itself. On the following day,
Walker informed Hoxie of this: “I have the honor to report that the contractor commenced
laying concrete in Rosendale, in the exterior of the parapet, on the right and left flank of battery
th
311
on the 17 inst.”
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Walker went on to ask Hoxie for direction in a dispute he was having with the contractor’s
representative:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of the
16th inst referring to your letter of the 28th of Sept. 1897.
I desire, very respectfully, to state, that from conversation had with Mr.
Crawford in the 11th inst. I am to believe he understood your directions in
respect to the making of concrete, as well as myself from your letter to
me dated Oct. 5th 1897, but we differed as to the proportion of stone to
mortar, he stating, the stone must be a greater proportion than four parts,
and I considered it a matter to be decided while the work was being done
to secure the best results.312

Walker then began to test the Dragon brand Portland cement delivered by the Hartford Paving
and Constructing Company earlier in the month.
November 19 ...Number of barrels delivered. 550 barrels. Number of
barrels sampled 68.
Three pats cracked and scaled while in water during one day, one while
in water during three days, and one after the fifth day.
I have 30 samples from which I have made no tests, considering the
above results sufficient for condemning the entire lot of 550 barrels
which are stored in the building formerly used for lime storage.313

The bolts for the gun platforms, cited in Hoxie’s letter of October 23, finally arrived.
November 19 - I have the honor to report that the bolts for gun
platforms referred in your letter of the 23th ultimo, are now in
Portsmouth.
I have selected one bolt from each size for testing and worked them with
a cold chisel.
The bolts are stamped G 1209. The 1 ¾" bolts are 79 ½" long, and the 1
½" bolts are 64 ½" long under nuts, having one heavy nut on one end, and
one medium and one light nut on the other.314

Walker’s report for the week ending November 20 informed Hoxie that the concrete work was
well underway.
Work Done.
Commenced laying concrete on the exterior of the parapet, on the right
and left flank of battery, using Hoffman Rosendale cement, on the 17th
inst Earth Excavation [emphasis added] about 245 cu yds.
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Received 120 tons Plum Island sand, bolts for gun platforms, and two
dump cars of 2.5 yds capacity.
On the right flank of the battery the embankment is being built up with
the concrete work.
The earth excavation in front of emplacement No. 1 has been carried to
ref. (18') and in some places, small in area, the elevation of ledge, will be
two to three feet lower.
On account of this increase of depth, over that represented in blue print
11 dated August 10th1897, the base of the parapet will be several ft wider,
to give the batter of one on one referenced from the top of parapet, as
the line representing foot of concrete slope states approximate.315

However, by November 24, cold weather was beginning to affect the progress of the work.
I have to report that the contractors commenced to put in concrete this
morning with a temperature of 12 degrees Far. I called their attention to
Par. 67, of the specifications, and stated to them I should hold them
strictly to the requirements of the paragraph. The contractors are using
salt water in mixing their concrete, and on that account work might be
done at a temperature of 25 degrees or 26 degrees, Far. Will you please
instruct me in regard to this matter if any change in the wording of the
part of the specification can be made. The contractors expected to start
the mixer to day.316

Inspector Walker’s monthly reports contained his running tally of the amount of ledge
excavated by the contractor. However, apparently he had made a mistake.
November 26 – I have the honor to submit herewith, statement of crosssectional areas representing “excavation ledge” at this place during the
season. This estimate has been checked by Mr. Davis, and the total
quantity is 1.33 cu yds greater than that contained in my last sworn
statement, and will be accounted for in my report for this month.
Enclosed in a separate package 8 cross section sheets, and Mr. Davis’
notes.317

Testing of the newly arrived bolts for the gun platforms was held up due to lack of information.
On November 27, Walker wrote Hoxie:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 23rd inst.
with memorandum of the specifications for the new bolts for the gun
platform.
I selected the bolts with a view to obtaining the poorest of the lot. All the
bolts have the same mark, but we do not know the meaning of it. The
contractor has written the manufacturer for an interpretation of the
mark. As soon as this is satisfactorily explained I will ship the bolt by
freight and notify you at once.318
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Walker’s report for the week ending November 27 revealed that work was continuing despite
the colder temperatures.
Continued laying concrete using Hoffman Rosendale cement on the
exterior of the right and left flank of the parapet.
Lost 3 hrs, by reason of cold weather.
Received 120 tons Plum Island sand.
The contractors have a cargo of 500 bbls. “Atlas” Portland cement at the
wharf to be unloaded on the 29th inst. when it will be tested.
The earth excavation in front of emplacement No. 2 is considerably
greater than at first estimated.319

Walker’s monthly report for November 1897 was transmitted to Hoxie on December 1.
Work Done.
Ledge excavation – quantity omitted in Oct. 1897 estimate 1.33 cu yds
Earth excavation during the month. 5852.7 cu yds
Laid in natural cement concrete 31 lineal ft vitrified pipe 12 inches inside
diameter of standard thickness in lengths of two ft using Natural Cement
Concrete 26.8 cu yds
Laid Natural Cement Concrete in the exterior of the parapet. 300.25 cu
yds.
Quarry Stone in concrete mass. 41.50 cu yds.
Laid 1150 brick, in natural cement mortar, in constructing three catchbasins to main drain, as shown in blueprint dated October 21st 1897.
Commenced laying concrete on the 17th inst. The size and variety of
stone used permits the proportion, in No. 1 concrete, of one part of
cement, two of sand, and 4.7 of stone thoroughly flushing, on being
rammed.
Blue Print No. 22 dated November 1897 is submitted herewith and
represents the concrete work done during the month.
Received during the month 550 bbls Portland cement, condemned, and
500 bbls. Atlas Portland cement being inspected. Plum Island sand 240
tons.320

December
Happily, the Atlas brand Portland cement proved to be acceptable. On December 2, Walker
reported that
I have the honor to report that the “Atlas” Portland cement passed the 24
hour test for fineness and deformation.... The contractor will begin
laying concrete made of this cement this P.M.321
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However, he was concerned about possible omissions in the plans.
The plans of the battery, thus far received, do not indicate the position of
the counter weight well to the left shaft. If there are any details not
shown in blue print No. 1, dated August 10th, 1897, they will be of service
at the present time.322

Hoxie had sent Walker one such blueprint, showing the location of ring bolts.
December 4 ~ I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your
communication of the 1st inst. containing blue print showing location
prescribed for ring bolts to be built into the emplacements at Fort
Constitution, N.H. The bolts have been received, and the contractor is
willing to place them in position, and make no charge to the United
States.323

Walker’s report for the week ending December 4 indicates that use of the Atlas Portland cement
was delayed by a few days:
The contractor expects to begin concrete work in “Atlas” cement at
magazine to emplacement No. 1 during the coming week.324

Other information in the report was as follows:
Continued laying concrete using Hoffman Rosendale cement on the
exterior of the left flank of the parapet.
Lost by reason of cold weather, 24 hrs.
The 500 bbls. Atlas Portland cement passes the 24 hr test and test for
fineness and deformation.
Received ten ring bolts to be set in the parapet as shown on blue print
No. 20, dated Nov. 3 of 1897.
The weather during the week has been unfavorable for concrete work.325

On December 7, Walker transmitted a consolidated report of work done on the new battery
through November 1897.
Earth removed during the month cu yds 585.27
Previous estimates cu yds 973.85
Total quantity removed to date 1559.12
Ledge removed during the month cu yds 133
Previous estimates 7675.74
Total quantity removed to date 7677.07
Natural Cement Concrete laid cu yds 327.05
Placed quarry stone in concrete mass cu yds 41.50
Twelve inch vitrified sewer pipe, laid, completed lineal feet 181
Bricks in cement masonry, laid, number 1150326
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Walker’s report for the week ending December 11 noted that “Considering the time of year the
weather has been very favorable for concrete work, the contractor has on hand 700 bbls
Rosendale and 400 bbls Portland cement.” Other information conveyed was as follows:
Continued playing concrete on the interior of the parapet, using
“Hoffman” Rosendale cement.
Laid floors to magazine of battery No. 1, using “Atlas” Portland cement.
Wooden forms are being built for walls and partitions of this magazine,
as located on plan No. 11, dated August 10th, 1897, but the only details
relating to the doors are given on drawing No. 7, scale ½" to 1' which
calls for a 3 inch door closing flush with the wall with a 2 ½" lap.
Drawing No. 7 is without date or signature, titled “Details of magazine
showing doorways etc.”
Time lost by reason of cold weather one day.327

Another worry for Walker arose in mid- month. On December 14, Walker wrote Hoxie:
I desire, very respectfully, to bring to your notice for the purpose of
receiving instructions on the subject of the class of material to be used in
filling the space caused by excavating ledge beyond the “line of limit” in
rear of the 5 ft wall of magazine No. 1.
As I remember you orally explained to me on your visit to this place Oct.
14th, that these spaces at the end and in front of the magazine will be
filled with natural cement concrete using suitable quarried stone as
deflectors. Blue Print No. 22, dated Nov. 1897, submitted on the 6th inst
will show the area of the space above referred to. The contractor is
erecting wooden forms for concrete work at magazine No. 1. Received 5
blue prints No. 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28, showing position of gudgeons, door
jams etc.328

That same day Walker complained about the quality of the wooden forms being built by the
contractor.
I enclose herewith a sketch showing the amount of wooden forms
erected, and their location. The building of these forms was begun on
11th inst by one carpenter, and two men to assist him. I have suggested to
the contractor at different times the necessity, as I considered, of
completing these forms before building the walls, that all may be carried
up together in the concrete work. This could have been done by putting
more carpenters at work at the beginning. As it is now the concrete will
be built in a heap instead of layers. Holes made by sinking nail- heads
beyond the surface of the facing are not puttied, and in fact no special
care taken to insure a smooth surface to the face walls. The material is
dumped from a car 18 ft above the elevation of the magazine floor.
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The lumber forming the facing has been dressed on one side, but in many
places rough surfaces remain. I do not believe a perfectly smooth finish
upon the exterior faces of the walls will be accomplished by the present
method, and have so stated to the contractor. It seems to me in order to
secure the quality of work desired, these walls should be built in layers –
regular throughout without any offsets, stepping up, on vertical joints, all
connecting wall should be built together. I desire, very respectfully to ask
that I be instructed whether right or not in this matter.329

Another communication on December 14 concerned the bolts that had arrived on November 19
with insufficient information to permit their being tested.
Referring to your letter of Nov. 23, 1897 concerning dimensions of
anchor bolts, nuts, and plates, I have the honor to report the
measurements of these articles check with the memorandums of the
specifications.
Enclosed please find a letter hand[ed] me by Mr. Crawford, signed by the
Pres. of the Iron Bridge Co. manufacturers of the bolts, stating the bolts
are from one melt as I understand it.
I have selected a bolt from the larger size for testing, with a view of
obtaining the poorest of the lot in appearance, and shipped it by freight
to- day to Major Reilly as directed.330

Walker apparently did some research on one of the issues he cited on December 14, concerning
blueprint no. 22 and the type of cement to be used to fill the spaces at the end and in front of the
magazine. On December 16, he wrote Hoxie:
I have the honor to return herewith in a separate roll estimate sheet for
concrete No. 22, for Nov. 1897, with precise height written thereon,
checking to the original amount 300.25 cu yds Natural Cement
Concrete.331

Walker’s report for the week ending December 18 showed the construction progressing well:
Work Done.
Walls of powder and shell room to Emp. No. 1 about one half completed.
Forms for shaping the walls of magazine to Emp. No. 1, about one half
built. Rosendale cement concrete used outside the prescribed lines
“limit of excavation.”
Time lost by reason, nailing on frame work for forms 6 hrs.
Time lost by reason of rain 10 ½ hrs.
Time lost by reason of cold weather 5 hrs.
The weather has been favorable for concrete work during the week.
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The contractor has on hand about 425 bbls Rosendale and about 300 bbls
Portland cement which he hopes to use before closing for the winter.
Received iron grating and thimble for three catch basins for main drain,
and sockets for doors to magazine No. 1.332

The following week’s report, for the week ending December 25, cited the following:
Work Done.
On the 22nd and 23rd inst the laborers were excavating earth at site of
parapet between emplacement No. 1 and No. 2.
The carpenters making forms for walls and ceilings of magazines,
passageways, and rooms to emplacement No. 1.
No concrete work done on account of cold weather.
Time lost by reason of cold weather 43 hrs.
The work is in good condition, and the contractor will work at earth
excavation during the coming week.333

The inspector’s monthly report for December reviewed the following:
Work Done.
Four- inch Cast Iron Sewer Pipe, laid 60 linear feet in Portland concrete.
Basin Heads and Gratings, set in place, over Catch.
Basins to twelve inch drain, total weight 981 lbs.
Rosendale Cement Concrete, cubic yards laid 439.55
Previous estimate 327.05
Total quantity to date cubic yds laid 766.60
Portland Cement Concrete, cubic yards laid 166.40
Quarry Stone placed in concrete mass, cu yds 119.6
Previous estimate cu yds 41.5
Total quantity to date cu yds 161.1
Portland and Rosendale concrete composed of one part of volume of
cement, two parts of sand, and 4.7 parts of ordinary broken stone,
thoroughly flushing on being rammed.
Time lost by reason of cold weather 12 days
Time lost by reason of storms 9 hrs.
The concrete appears to be in good condition, the surface is protected by
covering with brush, and the side of parapet facing earth embankment is
covered with earth.
The contractor has on hand about 370 bbls Rosendale and about 300 bbls
Portland cement.334
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Chronology of Emplacement Construction:
Activity in 1898
January
After several months of weather favorable for the laying of concrete, colder temperatures set in.
On January 1, Inspector Walker wrote Major Hoxie:
In obedience to instructions contained in your letter of the 1st ult. I have
the honor to report, after making several inquiries for a stove suitable for
heating the room containing the cement testing apparatus, that Thomas
Rand of New Castle, has a second hand stove for sale at a price of
[amount unclear], without pipe. The stove is in good condition, but little
used, and for sale on account of having put in a hot water heater. The
pipe and zinc will cost about $2.00.335

Walker’s report for the week ending January 1, 1898, reflected the curtailed activity:
Work Done.
Set Base- heads and gratings, over catch- basins to 12: drain – number 3;
total weight 981 lbs.
Continued building forms to walls at magazine, emplacement No. 1.
Put in concrete part of two days completed some excavation earth and
some embankment, but too small to justify an estimate.
Time lost by reason of cold weather 4 days. On hand 370 bbls Rosendale,
and 300 bbls Portland cement.
The contractor has not removed the “Dragon” Portland, or the
“Commercial” Rosendale cement from the store houses.336

On January 5, Walker reported on further testing for soundness of the Atlas brand Portland
cement:
I have the honor to make the following position, the “Atlas” Portland
cement delivered here Nov. 29th, 1897 by the Hartford Paving and
Construction Co., contractor for constructing gun emplacements at this
place.
Number of barrels delivered 500
Number of barrels sampled 62
Average weight, gross, lbs 399
Percentage passing No. 50 sieve 99
Percentage passing No. 74 sieve 96
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Percentage passing No. 100 sieve 94
Number of briquettes moulded 91
Briquettes in air twenty four hours
[in air 24 hours and six days in water]...
In accordance with instructions contained in your communication, dated
Dec. 1st 1897, the contractor was permitted to use the “Atlas” cement
after obtaining the above results from the 24 hour test and the test for
fineness and deformation.337

Walker’s report for the week ending January 8 stated that some concrete was being laid, and that
forms were being built for future pouring:
Work Done.
Put in natural cement concrete on the 6th and 7th inst using 90 bbls
Hoffman cement, and 28 cu yards of quarry stone, in parapet in front of
magazine to emplacement No. 2.
On the 9 inst made some excavation earth and embankment.
The embankment is built against that part of the concrete slope of the
parapet completed.
The remaining earth excavation to be done at site of parapet is between
sections 53 S.W. Emp. No. 2 and 43 S.W. Emp. No. 1.
Building forms for shaping walls, rooms, and passageways of dressed
lumber.338

Walker’s report for the week ending January 15 indicated activity similar to that of the previous
week:
Work Done.
On the 12th and 13th put in concrete at a temperature from 37 degrees to
50 degrees Fahr using 58 bbls. Hoffman cement, and 32 cu yds quarry
stone in parapet at emplacement No. 1.
The remainder of the week has been occupied in making earth
excavation at site of parapet to emplacement No. 1.
Concrete work protected from the weather by covering with cedar and
spruce brush.
The contractor has on hand about 200 bbls. Hoffman Rosendale , and
300 bbls Atlas Portland Cement.
Carpenter at work making wooden forms for shaping walls, ceilings, and
passageways of concrete.339
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Work came to a halt toward the end of the month. On January 24, Walker wrote:
I have the honor to report that no work has been done at Fort
Constitution, N.H. during the week ending January 22nd, 1898, excepting
by one carpenter at work on forms, and making repairs to machinery.
At no time during the week has the weather been suitable for mixing
concrete.
The contractor has about 14 men quartered in the building, and one
carpenter at work in the carpenter shed. On the 18th inst the Supt and
Overseers left for Hartford, Conn. Your communication requesting the
Hartford Paving and Const. Co., to remove the condemned cement was
received and handed to their representative on the 18th inst.
Yesterday at 12- 50 M. we had a tide of 12'8, just covering the gratings to
man holes of 12 inch drain.340

Despite the slow pace of the new battery’s construction, it looked as if the emplacements would
be ready before the guns and carriages for it were available. On January 28, 1898, Major Hoxie
notified the Chief of Engineers that “neither carriages nor guns are yet available for the
battery…at Fort Constitution…and it is thought that these emplacements will be ready before
341
either carriage or gun will be received.”
The next day, Hoxie transmitted to the Chief of Engineers a memorandum of tests made of the
steel anchor bolts furnished by the contractor for the battery, along with other data. The bolts
342
failed the requirements for tensile strength, so Major Hoxie rescinded their acceptance.
The weather continued to be a problem. Walker’s report for the week ending January 29 stated:
I have the honor to report that no work has been done at this place
during the week ending January 29th, 1898, on account of unfavorable
weather.
Please send me the 8 cross sectional sheets showing the excavation done,
that I may add the work reported completed, during January 1898.343

Walker submitted his monthly report for January on the last day of the month:
Work Done.
Rosendale Cement Concrete, cu yds 166.4
Rosendale Cement Concrete to previous estimate 766.6
Total quantity laid, to date 933.0
Quarry stone placed in concrete mass, cu yds 73.4
Previous estimates 161.1
Total quantity to date 234.5
Excavation Earth cu yds 311.23
340
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Previous estimate 1559.12
Total quantity removed to date 1870.35
Laid no concrete since the 15th inst.
The contractor has on hand about 200 bbls Hoffman Rosendale and 300
bbls Atlas Portland Cement.
Since the 17th inst the Carpenter has been engaged in making wooden
forms, repairs to derrick and machinery assisted by 14 men and the
blacksmith.
The work is in good condition.…344

February
Construction on the battery came to a standstill.
I have to report that there was no work done by the contractors during
the week ending Feb. 5th, 1898.
On the 4th inst. I receive a letter from the contractors, dated in Hartford,
Conn saying they expect to remove the condemned cement during the
week.345

On February 12, Walker contacted Hoxie as follows:
I desire very respectfully to ask for leave of absence beginning on the 17th
and ending on the 28th inst.
At present there is no work being done at this place, and the contractor
will do none during the remainder of the month excepting to remove the
condemned cement and discharge a cargo of about [amount illegible]
bbls of Rosendale ready for inspection.346

Walker’s report for the week ending February 12 was similar. “I have to report, no work done at
th
347
this place by the contractors during the week of Feb. 12 , 1898.”
[here a number of handwritten pages in Walker’s letter- copy book were too light to be
transcribed]
The sinking of the U.S. battleship Maine in Havana Harbor on February 15 dramatically
escalated the growing tensions between America and Spain over the situation in Cuba. The fears
of Spanish Admiral Cervera’s squadron appearing off the eastern seaboard of the United States
348
approached panic in the spring of 1898. Pressure mounted to complete as many Endicott
batteries as possible as quickly as possible. Inspector Walker and Major Hoxie undoubtedly felt
this pressure as they tried to push the work on the new battery at Fort Constitution.
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March
The Hartford Paving and Contracting Company finally began to remove the barrels of cement
that had been condemned the previous fall, and to replace them with new cement. Walker
reported on March 6 that:
The contractors are now loading a vessel that will carry 1500 bbls of the
condemned cement, one half the whole amount condemned.349

The removal of the condemned cement was finished by March 10, and new cement was
delivered:
I have to report that the contractors completed shipping the condemned
cement from this place this A.M. viz: 2400 bbls. Commercial Rosendale
and 545 bbls Dragon Portland Cement. On the 7th inst they discharged
1804 bbls Beach’s [Rosendale] Cement which is being tested. This
cement is stored in the stone shed.350

Although construction work had still not yet resumed, Major Hoxie requested on March 7 that
a “templet [sic] for setting bolts for platform for 8" B.L.R.” be sent to him at Fort Constitution
for use in construction of two gun batteries there. A first indorsement to that letter, dated
351
March 9, requests that such a “templet” be sent to Hoxie.
The following day, Major Hoxie forwarded to the Chief of Engineers supplemental articles of
agreement with the Hartford Paving and Construction Company “on account of extra work
352
required in connection with their contract.” He noted that at the time the contract was
awarded, the electric lighting was omitted and partial provision was made
for putting in ammunition lifts not provided for in the contract. In
contemplation of the ultimate construction of such lifts, and the
installation of an electric lighting plant, it is necessary that certain minor
details should be built into the work during construction.353

These items were covered by the supplemental agreement. He stated that the aggregate cost
would be about $205. The Chief of Engineers approved the “mutual agreement between the
contracting parties for the extra work” on March 17. However, he noted that the work
contemplated was “more properly classified as extra work provided for by paragraph 71 of the
354
specifications.”
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By March 18, the base rings and traverse circles for the emplacements for the 8- inch guns had
been delivered to Fort Point, but Hoxie noted that “an additional segment of traverse circle is
355
required.” This request would not be answered until April 1.
The first gun carriage arrived on site on March 11. Walker reported: “I have to report the arrival
of one 8" disappearing gun carriage in charge of Alfred Sorensen, now unloading at the wharf.”356
The arrival of the carriage was again noted in his report for the week ending March 12, as
follows:
The Hartford Paving and Const. Co. removed 2400 bbls condemned
Commercial, and 545 bbls condemned Dragon cement from this place,
and discharged 1804 bbls Beach’s cement. Making forms for shaping
walls and passageways. The weather during the week has been moderate,
no frost or freezing since the 10th inst.
Alfred Sorensen has landed one 8" disappearing gun carriage on the
wharf, and returned to Portsmouth with the lighter for the second
carriage. He states his contract requires him to place these carriages 150
ft clear of the wharf, which makes the location near the entrance to the
old fort.357

Walker also reported that the weather was improving, and construction work was to resume
quickly. However, the concrete mixer was broken. On March 15, Walker informed Hoxie as
follows:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 14th inst in
relation to the commencement of the work upon the gun emplacements
at Fort Constitution, which work will be commenced to- morrow,
weather being favorable. I would state however, that it will be necessary
to mix the concrete by hand, as the mixer is broken, and the parts
required, I am told cannot reach here before the last of this week.
The repairs of building which you authorize will be made at once. I can
half complete the repairs before proposals can be obtained. With regard
to the mixing of concrete by hand as required and enforced, I very
respectfully submit the following; viz. The concrete is prepared by
spreading out the sand on a platform made of boards. The cement is
then spread over the sand and the materials are well mixed. After which
the mixed sand and cement are spread on the platform, and the crushed
stone spread over them as uniformly as possible, at the same time wetting
them with the necessary measure of water. The materials are then mixed
by men with shovels, at first working from the outside of the heap to the
centre. They then work back to the outside, but in opposite direction
until the whole mass is turned.
The heap is turned over a second time, and the ingredients are thus
thoroughly incorporated. The concrete is then placed in the work in
which it is to be used.358
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Updated drawings were exchanged as the work resumed. On March 18, Walker wrote Hoxie:
“The drawings sent to the Hartford Paving and Const. Co. were received and handed to them
359
yesterday P.M.” The next day he sent the following message:
I have the honor to forward in a separate roll, a tracing of the elevations
of site for battery at Fort Constitution, and desire very respectfully, to ask
to be furnished with two blue prints, from this tracing to aid in giving the
information required of the progress of concrete work at the end of each
month.
I would also ask that this tracing be returned with the blue prints, that
additional information may be added from month to month as the work
progresses.360

On March 19, Walker sought advice from Hoxie on the subject of measuring material.
The specification under the description of embankment, Sec. 53,
provides for measurement of material in “conveyances whose cubic
contents have been previously determined.”
The proportions of earth, sand, and stone as authorized in your letter of
July 10th, 1897 is noted. The stone, the contractor intends to use, is that
excavated from the site of the emplacements, and is piled by itself, not
mixed with earth or sand. His plan is to handle the stone and earth in
separate conveyances, at the same time, combining them at the
embankment. On account of voids the stone contains; measuring the
material in conveyances with accuracy, will be difficult; and the
contractor seems willing to accept measurement in place.
By determining the amount of material actually in place from cross
sections secures the accurate measure of the combined materials and I
would, very respectfully, as permission to make my estimate of
embankment by the cubic yard measured by cross- section in place.361

On March 20 Major Hoxie sent the Chief of Engineers the following statement relative to the
condition of the work at Fort Constitution:
Contract work at Fort Constitution on battery for two eight- inch guns is
well advanced: excavation completed, material on hand and the
platforms should be rapidly completed. I have started the work there.362

The two 8- inch guns and two disappearing carriages arrived on March 21. Major Hoxie
reported to the Chief of Engineers that “The property was received in good condition, but dirty
363
incident to transportation.” Three days later, though, Inspector Walker reported that work
had stopped again due to a lack of Portland cement.
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Walker’s report for the week ending March 17 noted that although the two guns for the battery
had arrived, they were still on the wharf, and had to be moved before additional deliveries of
cement and sand were made.
Work Done.
On the 16th inst. the contractor resumed work on the gun emplacements.
The amount of concrete put in the work during the week is about 90 cu
yds.
Repairs to building by hired labor two thirds completed.
The two 8 inch have been unloaded on the wharf.
During the coming week the contractor expects cargoes of cement and
sand and the condition of the wharf will not warrant increasing the load
it now carries.
These guns can be moved from the wharf to a suitable place in the
distance of 100 ft.364

Walker now had to give careful attention to details of the work. On March 18, he sought
clarification on the doorway sills:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 18th inst. and
blue print 200 No.38, which explains the setting of the base rings for the
8- inch guns at this place. I desire, very respectfully, to ask if it is desired
to give sills to doors Nos. 3, 8, 9 and 10, a grade to aid in carrying off
storm water.365

Four days later, he had additional questions:
In looking over the blue prints relating to the doors, 200. No. 27
represents door No. 4 to be double while on 200 No. 24, and 200 No. 25,
the same is shown to be single. I take the blue print 200 No. 25 to be
correct. Will one kind of wood be preferred to another in making the
wood strips for supporting wires, and switches as shown on blue print
200 No. 32? We are just completing the ref (18') floor to Emp. No.1.
Referring to your letter of Dec. 8th, 1897, subject of anchor bolts for the
guides of the lift, and channels to support the sheaves &c. I desire, very
respectfully, to state that the concrete work around the lift shaft is now
ready to be built, and the contractor should have the iron work belonging
to the same. I judge from the note on blue print 200 No. 23, that the
contractor is to furnish the iron work.366

[Editor’s note: the remainder of pages in Walker’s letter- copy book were very faded and hard to
transcribe.]
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The inspector was also vexed about the contractor’s inability to provide sufficient Portland
cement:
Work is suspended for want of Portland cement. A cargo of 500 bbls of
Atlas has just arrived. I desire very respectfully to ask if you can
authorize the permission to use this cement as in your letter of Dec. 1st
1898, dating to a former cargo.
Mr. Crawford has had ample time to get this cement. Concrete work
from the first has been held back for want of proper material.
With a proper organization and amount of material Emp. No. 1, can be
made ready for the platform plate by the 7th and Emp. No. 2, by the 20th of
next month….367

Major Hoxie received direction from the Chief of Engineers on March 25 to make arrangements
“a.s.a.p.” for mounting the newly received ordnance; he was told that completing the platforms
368
should be given precedence over everything else.
Walker continued to have problems with the contractor’s work. A message to Hoxie on March
26 included the following:
The contractors are locating the anchor bolts for emplacement No. 1 as
shown on blue print 200 No. 38- for an arc of 180 degrees. On account
of the liability of these bolts being forced from the true lines by ramming
the concrete against them, an iron pipe 3 inches diam held in position by
proper wooden frames will be placed around the bolts. When the
concrete work is done there will be a space between bolt and pipe
sufficient to bring the bolt to its true place. After putting the plates in
position the space between the pipe and bolt will be filled with grout.
The three inch pipes will rest on the anchor plates. This is the method
proposed by the contractors, and by reason of the wording of Sec. [?] of
the specifications. I desire, very respectfully, to ask if this method will be
satisfactory.
The five bolts, nuts and plates for the 30 degree traverse circle segment
are desired.
In looking over the articles desired at the same time with the 8"
disappearing gun carriages, I do not find the 30 degree circle for
emplacement No. 2.369

Walker’s report for the week ending March 26 indicated that a newly received shipment of Atlas
Portland cement tested out as acceptable, but that the work was delayed due to an insufficient
number of carpenters to build forms for the concrete.
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Laid 124 lin ft 4" iron drain pipe.
Laid magazine floor to emplacement No. 2.
Floor ref. (18') at emplacement No. 1 completed and wooden frames are
being placed [to?] form walls to rooms.
Floor to cable gallery laid.
At emplacement No. 1 the concrete is built up to ref (21).
Received during week 500 bbls Atlas Portland cement.
After passing the twenty four hour test and the tests for fineness, and
deformation the contractors were permitted to use of this shipment.
Received one cargo of sand.
Made repairs to mixer.
During the past week the work has been held back by not having a
sufficient force of carpenters to put up forms where and when needed.
Lost by reason of waiting on cement 2 ½ days.370

On March 28, Major Hoxie asked that the Ordnance Department send him “one or two 30- ton
jacks, with necessary blocking, skids, heavy blocks & tackle, etc. for mounting the carriages and
371
guns at shot point.”
The next day, the Hartford Paving and Construction Company contacted Hoxie with a proposal
to “furnish all labor and material to erect two ammunition lifts and two sets of stairs and railings
372
to observing platform.” Hoxie transmitted this proposal to the Chief of Engineers on April 2.

April
More Portland cement arrived on April 5, some of which would be used to construct the gun
platforms.
I have to report a cargo of 300 bbls of Portland Atlas cement has arrived
and is being discharged. This will be sufficient to place the concrete
work at Emp. No. 1, where the traverse circle, and plate can be set. In
view of your telegram of the 24th ultimo, I will make twenty four hour
tests of this cement, and if satisfactory, permit the contractor to go ahead
with the work. The twenty four test will require until 9- 00 A.M. tomorrow—the 6th inst.373

That same day, Walker had to inform Hoxie of an error:
I have to report that a mistake was made when locating the bottom of the
sump and 4- inch drain pipe to emplacement No. 1. The elevation given
in blue print 200 No. 1 is ref (23'- 5) and as now put in it is ref. (22'). This
mistake was made by taking the figures from the plan view, instead the
section when locating the 4- inch drain pipe.
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The concrete work is about one foot above the arch of the sump, and the
anchor bolts being on each side of it make it difficult to remove the
concrete from around these forms.
The drain pipe, sump, and counterweight will have the same relative
position with each other, and are made as called for with the above
exception, and I desire, very respectfully to ask if it is considered
necessary to remove such portion of this work to correct the mistake.
I might add that the excavation at emplacement No. 2 will permit
building there parts as now located at emplacement No. 1.374

Also on April 5, Major Hoxie transmitted to the Chief of Ordnance a list of materials he would
require for mounting the guns at Fort Constitution. The third indorsement to this list, dated
April 14, states that only the jacks could be supplied; Hoxie was to purchase the other items
375
necessary for mounting the guns.
The next day, Walker wrote the following concerning the ongoing assembly of the gun carriages:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 4th inst.
inclosing letter of Captain Frank Baker, with reference to direction plates
on chassis of 8- inch disappearing carriage No. 22.
I find the plates can be fitted as suggested by Capt. Baker, and when we
mount the gun carriages I will see that the change is made. Though if
desired I will arrange for its accomplishment at once.376

Walker reported on April 7 the results of testing the new brand of natural cement – Beachs
Rosendale Cement – received at the site on March 7. The shipment consisted of 1,804 barrels, of
an average gross weight of 326 pounds per barrel. The cement passed the fineness tests and the
tensile tests, but took longer than desirable to harden. Walker explained:
I am unable to give any reason for the slow process of this cement gaining
strength after the seven days test. I have 54 samples kept in water at
about 64 degrees temperature, to be tested from the 12th to 19th inst and
desire to make these before deciding on the cement.
The cement is very slow setting. It does not increase in volume, as
observed with placing the briquettes in the testing machine.377

In addition, the project was once again short of Portland cement. On April 8, Walker noted:
378
“Work at Fort Constitution is suspended for want of Portland Cement.” Hoxie was
apparently annoyed. The next day, Walker told Hoxie:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 8th inst. in
relation to the tests of Rosendale cement, and present requirements for
pushing the work.
374
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I trust it is not necessary for me to say that every effort has been, and will
be used to expedite the work here. My reports have stated fully the
progress of work, and where. At the two emplacements, magazine No. 2,
and cable gallery, also force employed. Much more might have been
accomplished by having a sufficient amount of cement always on hand.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 8th inst,
relating to changes made in mining casemate, and blue print 200 No. 39,
substituted for blue print 200 No. 17, which is inclosed in a separate
roll.379

Walker’s report for the week ending April 9 showed that the work was progressing, however:
Work Done.
Laid concrete at emplacement No. 1 and 2; and walls [unclear] to
magazine No. 1.
Put in anchor bolts for base ring and traverse circle at emplacement No.
1.
Completed monolithic floor ref. (18') to emplacement No. 2.
Completed emplacement No. 1, back to the steps leading to loading
platform, ready for base ring, and traverse circle after further hardening.
Laid 53 feet 4- inch drain pipe completed.
Carpenter work is about up with the concrete work.
Received on the 6th inst 300 bbls Atlas Portland Cement, and accepted
after satisfactory tests.
Received one 150- ton cargo of sand.
Time lost by reason of bad weather 10 hrs.
Time lost waiting on cement to work with 26 hrs.380

The battery was approaching the point when its guns could be emplaced. On April 11, Walker
wrote:
Since receiving your letter of the 29th ultimo relative to mounting
carriages and guns as soon as either of the emplacements are ready. I
have given the work some [?], and can say that there is a practical
machinist living here, accustomed to moving and erecting large
machinery, and at the present not employed. As yet I have not
mentioned the matter to him, waiting for further orders before
attempting to engage a force for the work.
As stated in my last weekly report emplacement No.1 is ready for the
base ring, and traverse circle. The contractors state that these parts are
much larger, and more difficult to set, than they judged, at the time of
bidding, and appear to feel that they might be excused from doing this
work.
In this connection, I beg to state, very respectfully that inasmuch as there
is [great?] necessity to push the work, and the fact that the contractors –
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judging from the past – are no more than equal to this necessary, the
United States might not be a loser by [relieving?] them of this work.
A cargo of Atlas cement arrived yesterday. We have been putting in
concrete to- day. This cargo contained 750 bbls and another cargo is
expected daily containing 500 bbls.381

Back on April 6, the Acting Adjutant General had contacted the Chief of Engineers, asking that
the latter respond by telegraph with the “Height above sea level of line of interior crest of each
382
battery requiring emergency type Lewis depression range finder.” Major Hoxie responded to
this request, and also sent a number of other telegrams during the week preceeding April 21. On
April 15, he telegraphed the Chief of Ordnance regarding the extra segment of traverse rail he
383
had requested back on March 18. On April 17, he contacted the Chief of Engineers, telling
him that “All ordnance material required for mounting guns at Portland, where mounting of
384
guns is complete. Temporary use of this material is requested.”
Walker’s report for the week ending April 16 included the good news that the Beach’s
Rosendale cement was performing better in additional testing.
Work Done.
Laid concrete at emplacement No. 2; walls to magazine No. 1, and cable
gallery.
Walls to magazine No. 1, are at ref (21'), emplacement No. 2 at ref. (24'),
cable gallery completed, and concrete for mining casemate laid up to ref.
(13')
Emplacement No. 1 is ready for base ring and traverse circle.
Laid 12 feet 12- inch drain pipe above the arch to cable gallery, crossing
the same at an angle of about 45 degrees.
Put in anchor bolts to emplacement No. 2.
Used during the week about 950 bbls Atlas, and 75 bbls Hoffman cement.
Received during the week 1150 bbls Atlas cement and 150 tons sand.
Time lost by reason of bad weather 9 hours.
Worked during the P.M. on the 10th inst.
During the coming week it is proposed to make emplacement No. 2
ready for base ring and traverse circle, build the walls to magazine No. 2,
and mining casemate.
The contractors have on hand 200 bbls Atlas and 1800 bbls Beachs
cement, and about 1000 bbls Atlas is now on the way from Boston, Mass.
All tests of the Atlas cement are satisfactory.
The Beachs cement now being tested for 28 day tensile strength makes a
better showing than at first.385
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Hoxie apparently prepared new drawings for the doors. On April 18, Walker wrote: “The
package containing blue prints 200 #24, and 200 #34 showing details of doors has been received,
386
and I returned the old prints to you in a separate roll.”
Several design issues arose on April 19. Walker asked Hoxie the following:
I desire, very respectfully, to ask if it is intended to build iron beams in
the roof, over door No. 2, and the recess for tank at mining casemate. As
viewed from blue print 200 No. 39 these parts are flat ceilings as at door
No. 1, where iron beams “T” and “U” are located. We are putting in the
walls and arches to mining casemate to- day.387

Also, Hartford Paving representative Crawford gave Walker a letter, which the latter forwarded
388
to Hoxie. In the letter, the contractor wrote:
It may be desirable to make the two foot circular walls back of the guns of
a concrete in which all the stone are of granolithic size instead of using
regular stone with mortar faces. Will you kindly let us know whether this
is allowable under your letter of September 28, 1897.389

Hoxie replied to Crawford as follows on April 20:
I have your letter of the 19th instant referring to concrete in circular walls.
There is no objection to the exclusive use of small stone in these walls
provided the use of such stone does not increase the cost. If you find it
more convenient to exclude the large stone you may do so, but the
concrete will be measured as No. 2.390

Walker encountered another problem on April 22.
I have to report that the five extra anchor bolts 1 ½ " diam for traverse
circle to emplacement No. 2 were 1 ¾ " diam. This was discovered when
taken out to locate them, and to avoid delay to the work. I had them
taken to Portsmouth, and their upper end turned down, and new nuts
fitted to them. The enclosed bills represent the expense of the above
work, viz:
G.B. Chadwick and Co.
$5.40
W.P. Meloon
$3.00.391
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The next day, however, brought good news:
I have the honor to report that the scow sloop Ajax arrived yesterday
noon with blocking and rigging for mounting guns at Fort McClary and
this place.
We have commenced to mount the smooth bore at Fort McClary, and
the 8- inch guns at this place....
No. 1 emplacement for 8- inch gun is not yet ready for the carriage but
expect it to be in a day or two.392

Walker’s report for the week ending April 23 includes the statement that “The contractors have
made better progress during this week than at any, since the laying of concrete.”
Lost by reason of bad weather 5 hours.
Elevation of concrete work over magazine No. 1 is ref (25'), at magazine
No. 2 it is ref. (21').
Base ring and traverse circle at emplacement No. 1 have been set,
Emplacement No. 2 about completed.
The two foot circular walls back of two shot rooms have not been built at
either emplacement.
[?] to mining casemate completed.
Received during the week 1000 bbls Atlas cement, and 150 tons of sand....
During the coming week it is proposed to continue work at magazine and
mining casemate, place base ring and traverse circle to emplacements No.
2.
The contractor has on hand about 500 bbls Atlas and 1500 Beachs
Cement.
A cargo of 800 bbls Beachs Cement is at the wharf to- be discharged.
Tests of Atlas cement are satisfactory, and the briquettes of Beachs
cement develop a greater tensile strength than at first obtained.
Work done by hired labor.
Commenced to move 8- inch disappearing gun carriage from its position
at entrance to old fort, to emplacement No. 1.393

The last entry in Walker’s letter- copy book was dated April 26. He commented on the earlier
exchange between Crawford and Hoxie concerning the size of the stone to be used in the 2- foot
circular walls in back of the guns:
Referring to the contractors letter of the 19th inst. I find the change to
granolithic size referred to, due to a desire, to avoid making the face of
mortar of the same proportions as used in the concrete, as suggested in
your letter of Sept. 28, 1897. To use the stone of granolithic size, and
form the face of the concrete as mixed.394
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Major Hoxie notified the Chief of Engineers on April 26 that:
At Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, one of the 8- inch gun
platforms is completed and the work of mounting the gun has been
commenced. The other platform will be completed this week. The old
fort has only a very small antiquated armament but troops should be put
in possession of the site. They could assist in mounting the 8- inch
guns....395

On April 28, the Northeast Division Engineer Col. G.L. Gillespie made his annual inspection of
the site. His account of the inspection was issued the next day. It stated in part:
The District Officer reports one platform in the two gun battery (8- inch
H.P.) completed and the carriage mounting, and that the other platform
will be ready for its carriage by the 30th instant or 2nd proximo. This fort
should have a garrison of 50 men.396

May
The first half of May saw an exchange of correspondence regarding the fire- control (aiming)
equipment needed by the guns. On May 9, the Chief of Ordnance wrote to the Secretary of War,
397
sending him a list of stations and heights for the Lewis range and position finders. The Chief
398
of Engineers relayed his comments about the range finders to the Secretary of War on May 12.
The Chief of Engineers was anxious to know when the first gun would be mounted at Fort
399
Constitution. On May 18, he telegraphed Major Hoxie for this information. Hoxie responded
the same day as follows: “First gun is already mounted at Fort Constitution and ready for
service, second will soon follow.... All mines planted except Penobscot where I am now at
400
work.”
On May 26, the last gun was mounted at Fort Constitution. Major Hoxie notified the Chief of
Engineers of this on May 27, and stated that “for purposes of military administration and
responsibility these works are ready to be turned over to the Artillery, although the
401
emplacements at Fort Constitution are not completed.”
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June
Col. John M. Wilson made a pointed comment about the construction of the new battery in a
June 10 indorsement to an unidentified letter. Wilson, formerly the Division Engineer for the
Northeast Division and now the Chief of Engineers, wrote:
The attention of the constructing officer has been called to the subject of
the levels of the base rings and traverse rails, with instructions to remedy
the same as far as practicable. The delays in the completion of this
battery are unavoidable under the contract system, which has proved a
disappointment in its application to fortification work.402

The delays continued. On June 17, the Hartford Paving and Construction Company asked
Hoxie to extend the deadline of their contract beyond June 30. The company’s application
noted that:
the concrete work at the Fort should be completed by the 25th inst.; The
embankment is daily being constructed; All the iron work, with the
exception of the trolley system, has reached the Fort and we are
expecting a shipping notice of the trolley system by every mail.403

In a first indorsement dated June 22, Major Hoxie supported the company’s request:
...the contract for this work was awarded December 23, 1896, and
approved by the Chief of Engineers February 1, 1897, the work to be
completed by December 1, 1897, extended to June 30, 1898.... The
masonry of this work is completed excepting a small portion of the
parapet on the left flank. The work is now delayed as other work in this
district has been delayed by the failure of the New Jersey Foundry &
Machine Company to deliver the iron work to the contractors. It will be
advantageous to the United States to extend the time for final completion
and such extension is recommended to July 31, 1898.404

On June 18, the Engineer Board transmitted to the Chief of Engineers tracings on the general
405
designs for towers and shelters for the Lewis Depression Range Finder.
All of the battery’s concrete work was indeed completed by June 30, according to monthly
th
th 406
vouchers, “Having placed 7108 cubic yards between March 15 and June 30 .”
A status report was sent by the Chief of Engineers to Secretary of War Alger on June 28, which
ended by recommending that the transfer process be started for the battery:
one of the two 8- inch guns on disappearing carriages at Fort
Constitution, N.H., both batteries being for the defense of Portsmouth,
402
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N.H., are now so far completed as to be ready for transfer to the troops
for use and care. The disappearing gun battery at Fort Constitution still
lacks certain unessential details, mainly grading and some iron work,
which will not interfere with the service of the battery.... It is
recommended that the necessary instructions be issued for the transfer
of the two batteries named to the Commanding Officer of Fort
Constitution for use and care under A. R. 1486.407

This information was communicated by the Assistant Adjutant General to the Commanding
408
General, Department of the East, at Governor’s Island, New York, on July 1. On July 2, the
409
Adjutant General’s letter was forwarded to Major Hoxie.

July
410

Finally, on July 23, 1898, the new battery was transferred to the Artillery Corps. Ironically, this
same month saw the defeat of the Spanish fleet in Cuban waters. The crisis that had driven the
hasty completion of the new battery had passed. Figure BF- 40 shows the battery probably
around the time of transfer, since the Loading Platforms have not yet received their iron railings,
and a wooden ladder and other temporary bracing can be seen next to the iron “double” ladder.

August
Despite the transfer, work still was needed on the fire- control equipment. On August 3, the
president of the Board of Engineers submitted to the Chief of Engineers detailed drawings and
estimates for towers and a shelter for range finders.
411

The battery was proof- fired – i.e., test fired – on August 25 and 26. This was performed by
none other than Major William Crozier, U.S. Volunteers, one of the inventors of the
Buffington- Crozier disappearing carriage. Major Crozier was very highly regarded. As Lawry
explains, “After the war ended, Crozier reverted to his regular rank of captain, but upon the
retirement of General Buffington, Captain Crozier was advanced over all field grade ordnance
412
officers to the rank of brigadier general and appointed the new chief of ordnance.”
Major Crozier reported that the garrison at that time consisted of two batteries, K Battery of the
nd
st
2 Artillery and B Battery of the 1 Massachusetts Artillery. B Battery had been stationed at the
battery during the summer; K Battery had only arrived the night before the inspection. Under
these circumstances, Crozier “conducted the inspection and firing with B Battery at the guns,
requiring the officers and non- commissioned officers of K Battery to be present for observation
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and instruction.” Major Crozier found that several adjustments needed to be made, and that
413
one shot truck needed “rectification.”
On August 29, Major Hoxie submitted to the Chief of Engineers a revised estimate of the
414
additional funds needed to complete the fortification work at Fort Constitution. According to
his estimate, almost $41,000 had been obligated for the contract.

October
On October 15, Major Hoxie was replaced as District Engineer by Major Solomon Roessler, CE,
as part of the normal rotational scheme. As noted by Nelson Lawry, this was exactly one year
after the construction of the new battery was to have been finished. By that time, “the battery
415
had for the most part been completed, with its ordnance mounted and proof- fired.”
Interestingly, Major Hoxie apparently wrote a letter to the Hartford Paving and Construction
Company on the same day. This letter would be referenced in an 1899 claim made by the
company for additional compensation, based on changes Hoxie had made to the specifications
on September 28, 1897. Charles Crawford, secretary of the company, stated that Hoxie’s
October 15 letter “acknowledges both our right to object to the changes called for by his letter of
September 28, 1897, and also, the correctness of our understanding of the consideration for
416
which our claim was waived.”
The contract work was apparently finished by the end of October 1898. This is based on an
accounting prepared by Inspector Walker on January 9, 1899, as part of the claim- settling
process. The accounting was a consolidated account of all work done from April 1, 1897, to
417
October 31, 1898. It contained the following notation: “the requirements of the contract are
complied with, and the work completed.” The full account is included in this report in the
portion titled “Contracting.”
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Summary of Constructed Battery
A Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications was prepared for each coastal- defense
work in the United States, containing the structure’s vital statistics. The report is a standardized
form, usually accompanied by a plan. The forms were periodically updated and corrected. The
418
following information was extracted from the form for the new battery.
Cost to Date of Transfer
Connected to Water Supply
Connected to Sewer
Type of Latrine
Type of Data Transmission
Sources of Electric Current
Max. kw. Required for Lights
Max. kw. Required for Motors
How Ventilated
Hoists

$65,000
No
No
None
None
None
Not Wired
Not Wired
No Ventilators or Ventilating Doors
Equipped with Platform Ammunition Lifts Operated by Hand

Figures BF- 41 through BF- 44 show Battery Elon Farnsworth after construction.

418

The form on record for Battery Elon Farnsworth was “corrected” to May 20, 1920, but it still
provides good information about the form of the battery as constructed.
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Figure BF- 40. Battery Elon Farnsworth, very early photograph of Gun Emplacement No. 1.
Probably dates to circa July 1898, based on the lack of railing around Loading Platform,
and the presence of temporary wooden scaffolding.
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Figure BF- 41. Plan of land at Fort Constitution, 1898, showing the new battery, its support buildings,
and areas that had to be filled during construction.

475
Figure BF- 42. View looking north at Walbach Tower, with the lower profile of recently completed
Battery Elon Farnsworth at right.

476
Figure BF- 43. Battery Elon Farnsworth after completion, circa 1900, looking north.

477

Figure BF- 44. Battery Elon Farnsworth after completion, circa 1900, looking southeast. The central berm can be seen at left;
no walkway connects the two emplacements.

Armament
Introduction
Most of the information in the following two sections, “The Guns” and “The Carriages,” comes
from Nelson Lawry’s report “A Determination of the Historical Significance of Battery Elon
Farnsworth, Fort Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire” (February 15, 2001). Appendix
E- 10 consists of copies of pertinent pages from the Emplacement Book for Battery Elon
Farnsworth. The Emplacement Book is a record book that contained the detailed information
on the type, use, and care of the guns and carriages used for the 8- inch battery at Fort
Constitution.

The Guns
Battery Elon Farnsworth was constructed to house two 8- inch breech- loading rifles Model
1888MII, serials 38, 43 (Fig. BF- 45). The Model 1888 steel guns represented the first standard
production model of large breechloading rifles. These were manufactured by both the Army
Gun Factory at Watervliet Arsenal, NewYork, and the Bethlehem (PA) Iron Company, the
419
Army’s primary contractor for big guns (8 inches and larger) at the time. The guns emplaced at
Battery Farnsworth were made at the Watervliet Arsenal.
The ordnance components at Farnsworth exhibited the level of technology typical of the early
420
Endicott- period batteries. Nelson Lawry describes the operation of the guns as follows:
The gun had more steel hoops than became necessary in later- model BL
[breechloading] rifles, and it was equipped with the older- configuration
translating roller breech mechanism. This mechanism, although
certainly a vast improvement on muzzle loading, required the turning of
not one but two cranks to open and close the breechblock, so:
(1)
A crew member turned the upper crank, rotating the
interrupted- screw block so that the threaded portions of the block were
now aligned with the blank spaces in the breech recess.
(2)
At that point, another crew member turned the lower crank to
translate the block, i.e., extract the block rearward onto its carrier, which
was then rotated by hand out of the way, in order that the powder
chamber could be swabbed out to extinguish live embers, and the gun
then reloaded.
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(3)
To close the block, the gun crew performed the reverse
procedures. The advent of the Stockett breech mechanism in the models
1895 and later seacoast rifles permitted all three operations– rotation,
translation, and swiveling of the carrier about the crank axis – to be done
with a single crank mounted on the right- hand side of the breechlock.421

The Carriages
The eight- inch guns at Fort Constitution were mounted on Buffington- Crozier disappearing
carriages Model 1894, serials 23, 22. They were made by the Providence Steam Engine
422
Company. (See Appendix E- 10 for a drawing this type of disappearing carriage.) “The model
1894, unlike later models of the Buffington- Crozier carriage, was of the so- called front pintle
type,” explains Lawry, “reflecting parlance used with the earlier muzzle- loading gun
423
carriages.”
What this design amounted to was a front swivel point about the
counterweight well, with the traverse of the gun achieved by a rearward
extension equipped with wheels that followed an arced rail outside of the
swivel point….Such arrangement restricted the carriage traverse to 140°
in most instances. The models 1896 and later disappearing carriages
were of the center pintle type, which utilized a larger swivel area about
the centrally located counterweight well, and permitted a traverse 170° or
greater.
Both the model 1894 and later model disappearing carriages operated by
an alternating expenditure of kinetic energy in bringing the gun up and
down. When the gun fired, it recoiled backward and downward on a pair
of heavy level arms, and the kinetic energy of the reaction raised the
massive lead or iron counterweight vertically upward in its well. At the
top of the shaft, the weight was locked into place by pawls. After the
breech of the gun had been serviced, the throwing of a trip lever released
the counterweight, which in plummeting downward produced kinetic
energy that lifted the loaded gun upward and forward into firing
position, to begin the cycle anew. 424
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Figure BF- 45. Photograph of an 8- inch, model- 1888 gun on a model- 1894 disappearing carriage. Battery Elon Farnsworth was armed with
two such units. While not taken at Fort Constitution, the photograph shows the complexity of the carriage apparatus, designed to raise the
barrel over the parapet for firing, but to retract it upon recoil to allow reloading.

DEVELOPMENTAL
HISTORY

Post- Construction
Endicott- System Period
(1899- 1905)
Designation of Battery Name
In late 1904, a list was compiled “of seacoast batteries in the Department of the East to which
309
official names might now be given.” Three batteries were included for Portsmouth Harbor,
NH, as follows:
Fort Foster, 3 10- inch guns on disappearing carriages
Fort Constitution, 2 8- inch guns on disappearing carriages
Fort Stark, 2 12- inch guns on disappearing carriages
Subsequently, the Chief of Artillery submitted to the Military Secretary, Washington, D.C., a
310
number of recommended names for military reservations and seacoast batteries. He noted
that “the naming of the individual batteries is in accordance with the policy approved by the
Secretary of War, Nov. 12, 1901, and will greatly facilitate correspondence relating thereto, as
well as the system of fire direction and control.”
Fort Constitution was included among the seven forts with name recommendations.
Interestingly, this list included mostly harbor forts and reservations in Portland, ME, and
Portsmouth, as follows: Fort Williams, ME; Fort Preble, ME; Cow Island, ME; Fort
Constitution, NH; Fort Stark, NH; Fort Foster, ME; and Middle Point, WA.
At Fort Constitution, the battery of two 8- inch guns was named Battery Elon Farnsworth, in
honor of Brigadier General Elon J. Farnsworth, killed at Gettysburg on July 3, 1863. At the same
time, a name was given to a battery of two 3- inch rapid- fire guns that had been built at Fort
Constitution in 1904, primarily to protect the harbor’s mine field. This battery was named
Battery Pleasant Hackleman, in honor of Brigadier General Pleasant A. Hackleman, who was
killed in action at Corinth, MS, on October 3, 1862.
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The Military Secretary concluded his letter with the following direction from the Chief of Staff:
that the information herein given be regarded as strictly confidential and
that it be not communicated to any one not directly concerned in the
care, management, and preservation of the various fortifications.

The War Department issued General Orders, No. 194, in 1904, which included the newly
designated names for the Fort Constitution batteries, as follows:
ON THE FORT CONSTITUTION, NEW HAMPSHIRE, MILITARY
RESERVATION. Battery of two 8- inch B.L.R., “Battery Elon
Farnsworth”; Battery of two 3- inch R.F. guns, “Battery Pleasant
Hackleman.”311

Shortly thereafter it is likely that the wood sign identifying the battery as “Elon Farnsworth” was
installed at the battery’s rear.

Early Recognition of Dampness
As early as August 1899, inspectors were reporting that Battery Elon Farnsworth and the mining
casemate within its left flank were quite damp, particularly in the Shell Rooms and Powder
Magazines (i.e., at the lowest levels). Extensive efforts were made throughout the Endicott
period to remedy the problem.
On August 21, the Division Engineer for the Northeast Division, Col. Robert G.L. Gillespie, filed
312
a report on his inspection of Fort Constitution on August 8. It included the following:
Fort Constitution – Two 8- inch H.P. Guns.
Battery completed and guns mounted.
Battery Concrete and Conditions. Concrete of superior slope badly
cracked, and seams filled with asphalt. Walls of north half of battery
generally damp—water on floor does not drain well to drains. Mining
casemate in north flank has damp walls also. The District officer was
advised to correct floor levels, and to diminish water percolation by
laying bare roof concrete where it has earth covering and applying water
proofing.

Judging by the number of technical discussions and publications issued by the Army concerning
the effect of moisture on steel, iron, and gunpowder, dampness was not uncommon in Endicott
batteries. The earliest batteries were the worst, due to the use of relatively porous natural
cements and insufficient understanding of the need for drains, vents, floor slopes, and air
313
spaces. In addition, Battery Elon Farnsworth was built on ledge containing seams through
which moisture could move readily.
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Another “Report of Inspection of batteries ... for quarter ending September 30 , 1899,” was filed
314
on October 17. It found the following:
The two 8" B.L.R. are in good condition as are the ammunition chests,
shot wagons, trolleys, &c.
Magazines’ Conditions. The magazines are unventilated and damp and
although drains are provided in the corridors they are not at the lowest
points and the water does not all run off. No measures have been taken,
to my knowledge, to remedy this.

On September 30, 1899, Major Walter L. Fisk replaced Major S.W. Roessler as District Engineer.
Fiske began to address the dampness in the magazines as early as November 4, 1899. Fiske sent
a letter of that date to the Chief of Engineers, proposing an inexpensive solution that would use
“ordinary chimney draft” to circulate outside air within the magazines. Figure B F- 46 is a sketch
that accompanied the letter. It shows two sets of vent holes cut through the concrete wall
between the Shell Room and the Powder Magazine: two 6- inch holes near the ceiling, and two
8- inch holes near the floor. The opposite wall of the Powder Magazine contained an opening
for an electric fan connected to a vent pipe up to the surface. Most of this work was done and
paid for out of the appropriation for “Preservation and Repair of Fortifications,” Fort
315
Constitution, N.H.” However, as will be explained shortly, the electric fans do not appear to
have been installed at this time.
Dampness continued to be an issue in at least some areas of Battery Elon Farnsworth. On July
12, 1900, Major Fiske asked for the following:
Iron Beams. The iron beams of the 8" emplacements at Ft. Constitution
are very badly rusted and should be cleaned and painted.... It is estimated
that this will cost $150.316

The Acting Chief of Engineers approved the action on July 20.

317

On July 19, the Division Engineer reported on a July 11- 15 inspection as follows:
Fort Constitution.
Two 8- in. H.P. guns.
Battery Water Problems. This battery is very damp, due both to
condensation and percolation. The floor levels are irregular and do not
drain water that falls upon them. Remedy of these defects is proposed by
the District Officer.318
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Fiske apparently continued to endorse the installation of electric fans, which he had first
proposed in November 1899. His report for October 1900 on completed batteries, sent to the
Chief of Engineers on November 9, 1900, included the following:
The magazines are very damp but it is proposed to remedy this by the
installation of two electric fans which are now being purchased. The
electric light and power plant has not yet been installed....319

Once again, however, the District Engineer was replaced before his solution could be
implemented. Toward the end of November 1900, Major Fisk was succeeded by Captain Walter
(Harry) Taylor.
Captain Taylor doubted from the outset that the fans would “accomplish the desired end,” so he
delayed their installation from month to month while he observed closely the conditions inside
320
the battery. By June 1901, he was certain that fans were not the answer. Because the entire
battery was built on rock that was riddled with seams, water was able to seep through the seams
and into the concrete roofs and walls of the Shell Rooms and Powder Magazines. Numerous
cracks in the concrete made the problem worse, even after they were patched with tar.
Apparently the Chief of Engineers had come to the same conclusion: in a letter to Taylor dated
June 10, he suggested that “some form of inside structure or lining” in the magazines would be a
321
better solution. On June 13, Taylor responded with a proposal and sketch (Fig. BF- 47) to line
322
the roof and walls of both magazines with slabs of reinforced concrete. The roof slabs would
be waterproofed by a covering of three to four layers of tarred paper, such that any water
dropping onto the tarred paper would run off the edges and down the old sides of the room,
behind the wall slabs. A new floor would be laid sloping from back to front to drain any water
that might get into the rooms. Taylor acknowledged that such work would reduce the size of
the magazines, but noted that “as they are now, the magazines are useless for any purpose
whatever.”
Taylor’s proposal was subsequently debated in a series of indorsements, but no work was done.
On October 23, Taylor sent a letter to the Chief of Engineers, in which he stated that “more
323
radical measures than were first recommended would be necessary to remedy the trouble....”
As he noted,
The magazines and shell rooms are not provided with any drains
whatever. There is a drain underneath the passageway leading to the
magazine and shell room....The drawings do not indicate that there was
any attempt whatever at subdrainage under the rooms, nor as there any
drainage provided at the outer toe of the concrete... The concrete slab
construction which was first recommended would have no effect on
keeping out the water which now comes in through the floors of the
rooms, and in the present condition of the drains there would be no
means of getting rid of the water behind the slabs. It is therefore
necessary to dig up the floors and lay new drains.
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Division Engineer Suter concurred with Taylor that much of the blame for the problems should
be placed on the original design and construction. He observed in an indorsement that “This
battery seems to have been built without the most ordinary precautions to ensure proper
324
drainage and prevent leakage….”
Taylor’s letter included a long list of recommendations designed to mitigate the water problem.
The floors in the Powder Magazines, Shell Rooms, and adjacent passageways were to be
demolished, and the rock underneath excavated. New drains were to be laid in the four
ammunition storage rooms, with connecting drains between them. The existing passageway
drains to the exterior were to be relaid to have a greater pitch. The space around the drains was
also to be pitched and filled with broken stone to provide a subdrain. A new concrete floor was
then to be laid over the crushed stone. Ventilating openings were to be added above the rooms.
On the exterior, cracks were to be dug out and filled with concrete fitted with caulked
expansion joints. The concrete surfaces were to be soaked with hot oil, and then painted with
325
an oil paint. It was estimated that this work would cost a little more than $4,000.

Efforts to Improve Drainage, 1902
Correspondence indicates that some of this work was done in 1902, but not necessarily all of it.
On September 12, 1902, District Engineer Captain Taylor wrote to the Chief of Engineers as
follows:
FORT CONSTITUTION, N.H. The magazines and shell- rooms in the
two eight- inch emplacements at Fort Constitution are all wet, there
being much percolation, as well as condensation. The work done on this
battery during the past year has, I believe, materially reduced the amount
of percolation, and it has provided good slopes to the floors and ample
drainage, so that any water which finds its way into the battery is readily
carried off. To prevent condensation and percolation, the shell- rooms
and magazines must be lined, and a few minor general repairs are also
required.
Estimate
Lining 2 magazines and 2 shell- rooms,
to prevent condensation and percolation,
at $250 each,
General repairs,

$1,000.00
200.00
$1,200.00

The low estimates reflect the fact that Captain Taylor had apparently modified his thinking
about the nature of the lining materials to be used. Instead of concrete slabs, wood planking
would be used with the sheet metal.
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Lining and Waterproofing the Magazines, 1902- 1903
Captain Taylor’s request of September 12, 1902, was approved on September 18.326 In the winter
of 1902- 1903, the ceilings and walls of the magazines were lined with sheets of copper attached
to wood planks. The work was described by Taylor on March 26, 1903, in a letter to the Chief of
Engineers (items 1- 3).327 Items 5- 11 of his letter explain how he planned to deal with dampness
in other batteries in his district:
5. Allotments have heretofore been made [to] me for lining all magazines
for 8, 10 and 12- inch emplacements in this district for the purpose of
keeping out the water which percolates the concrete and preventing
condensation, and the work for which the allotments were made is now
nearly complete.
6. The method which has been followed in this work has, generally, been
to put in a copper lining, holding this in place with wood inside of the
copper. In some of the magazines a lining of a non- conducting material
has been placed inside of the wood. In one magazine “Magnesia
Lumber” was used, in another “Transite,” which is a material similar to
the “Magnesia Lumber,” and in a third asbestos millboard.
7. During the past three weeks the weather has been unusually warm for
this season of the year and there has been heavy condensation in the
emplacements where they have not been lined. All of the magazines
which have been lined, however, have appeared to be perfectly dry.
There has been no apparent difference between the magazines in which
the non- conducting materials were used on the wood and where the
wood was left bare.
8. In placing the lining in the magazines the planks which are to hold the
ceiling copper in place are placed on trestles at a convenient height above
the floor of the magazine, say about 4 feet. The copper forming the
ceiling is then placed over the planking and carried down the sides of the
room about one foot. In this position the sheets are all thoroughly
soldered. After the ceiling copper is soldered the ceiling is jacked up into
place. The copper for the sides of the room is then soldered in place, the
side sheathing planks placed and joists nailed lengthwise of the room to
the upper part of the side planking to hold the ceiling in place. This
leaves the room clear and only takes about 2 inches from each side of the
room.
9. In some magazines, where there was only little percolation, the
wooden lining was backed with “Paroid” paper instead of copper. This
lining was supported by means of bolts which were set in the wall. Holes
were drilled in about 6 inches, the bolts set and grouted in place.
Wooden strips, 2 x 4 inches, were then fastened to the wall by means of
bolts. The strips which were fastened to the top of the room have a
thickness of 2 inches at the center and a slope of 1 inch to the foot toward
the sides of the room. The “Paroid” paper was first tacked on to the
326
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strips in the same manner as shingles are put on, so that there were at
least two thicknesses of the paper everywhere, and then tongued and
grooved ceiling of either cedar or California redwood was fastened to the
strips over the paper. The wooden ceiling supports and holds in place
the “Paroid” paper. This method is somewhat cheaper than the method
where the copper is used and appears to be equally efficient. The
wooden strips which are fastened to the walls by the bolts are exposed to
any water which percolates through the walls or which condenses upon
them, and to preserve these strips they should be protected by
“Carbolineum Avenarius” or some other preservative.
10. No attempt has been made to damp- proof any of the rooms or
passages in the emplacements except the magazines. As a rule the other
rooms and passages in all of the older emplacements in this district are
subject both to percolation and condensation.
11. Of the new batteries which were built last year the magazines of one
were lined with a porous brick, and the 12- inch battery at Fort Stark was
lined throughout with a special form of hollow book tile. No
condensation has ever been noticed in the magazines which were lined
with the “Shawnee” porous brick or in any part of the battery at Fort
Stark which was lined with the book tile. As well as can be told at the
present time both of these methods are entirely successful in preventing
condensation, but neither battery has been built long enough to make the
observations taken thus far conclusive.

Taylor depicted his lining method in a sketch prepared later in the year, on August 13, 1903 (Fig.
BF- 48). It was apparently regarded as not only successful, but also as a model for dampproofing other batteries. On April 4, Frederick V. Abbot, Major, Corps of Engineers, Office of
the Chief of Engineers, issued a Confidential Mimeograph No. 61, by command of Brig. Gen.
Gillespie. Major Abbot stated that the extract was taken from a report of Capt. Harry Taylor,
Corps of Engineers, “regarding the methods of dampproofing used in the Boston District, and
the success attained thereby, is published for the information of officers in charge of modern
fortifications.”328 He had used items 5 through 11 of Captain Taylor’s report.
However, Captain Taylor acknowledged in his item #10 that none of the other rooms or
passages in the battery except for the magazines had been damp- proofed. He acknowledged
that “As a rule the other rooms and passages in all of the older emplacements in this district are
subject both to percolation and condensation.” Moreover, the 1902- 1903 modifications did not
solve the problem for long; water infiltration cannot be stopped by treating only the interior
surface of masonry walls. Painting the exterior of the battery did help to keep water out of these
surfaces, in the same way that the lime whitewash on Fort Constitution and Walbach Tower
protected those structures. Unfortunately, there was no way to stop water infiltration where the
329
concrete walls were poured against or on the surrounding ledge. At the end of 1903, it was
reported of Battery Elon Farnsworth that “...it leaks badly, and is thoroughly unfitted for the
330
purpose of defense.”
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Concerns About Walbach Tower, 1903
As constructed, Battery Elon Farnsworth had quite a lot of rocky ledge behind it, as well as the
ruins of Walbach Tower. The ledge severely limited the amount of activity that could take place
behind the battery; the tower, as explained in Section 1, was regarded by Artillery officers as a
potential hazard to the battery in the event of enemy bombardment. It appears that the
commanding officer of the post was asked to report on the situation, because on May 9, 1903, a
331
report was submitted by “C.D. Parkhurst, C.O., Major, Artillery Corps, Commanding Post.”
The report included a sketch through Gun Emplacement No. 1 (Fig. BF- 49), showing the
“rocky backstop” (Fig. WT- 48). In addition, six photographs showing the conditions were
located during research (Figs. BF- 50 through BF- 55). As explained in “Walbach Tower,
Developmental History, The Endicott Period,” these photographs were taken prior to June 8,
1903, and are assumed to be contemporaneous with the report.
Additional concern over Walbach Tower was contained in “Notes of Inspection made by Major
Geo. F.E. Harrison, Artillery Corps, Artillery Inspector, in Company with the Department
Commander of 28 Artillery Posts in this Department between May 16 and June 5, 1903.”332 It
read in part as follows:
FORT CONSTITUTION, N.H.
...The 8- inch battery is tactically well placed, except that there is in rear
thereof a veritable backstop for projectiles. It consists of a ragged rocky
ledge surmounted by an old Revolutionary tower, called the Walback
[sic] Tower, which would stop every projectile passing immediately over
the crest of the battery and would have disastrous effect upon the
detachments serving the guns. This tower should be razed and the ledge
graded. As there are many holes and depressions on the reservation
which need filling up the above removal would answer two purposes.
No B.C. or F.C. stations. Fire direction is had by means of horizontal
base, one end at Fort Constitution and the other just off the Foster
reservation on the opposite side of the channel.
No Cable. Communication by flag only.
Ammunition supplied to guns by platform lift, hand power; should be
replaced.
No power plant at post.
Target practice can be held at moving targets. Reserve ammunition on
hand stored in service magazine. No peace magazine.
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There is a mining casemate built in 1898 in the east end of 8- inch battery
16 x 16; there are no lights of any kind; it leaks badly, and is thoroughly
unfitted for the purpose.
Fort Record and Emplacement Books were kept.
No search lights on post.

In early July, District Engineer Captain Taylor directed the preparation of a plan “showing area
recommended for grading” (Fig. BF- 56). At least part of the ledge in this area was indeed
removed, judging by later photographs. However, as detailed in Section 1, the Secretary of War
prevented the destruction of Walbach Tower.

Raising the Superior Slope, 1903
A plan was presented to the Chief of Engineers in 1903 to add two feet of concrete to the
exposed top concrete surface of the battery. It was thought that the superior slope, or parapet in
333
front of the guns, needed to be raised somewhat to better conceal them from the water. The
plan was not found in the historical records; its details are known only through the subsequent
indorsements to the plan, and from a report that District Engineer Harry Taylor made to the
Chief of Engineers on August 11.
In a July 29 indorsement, the Acting Chief of Engineers recognized that the additional concrete
might help to prevent water from entering the battery. He specifically asked Captain Taylor to
submit
estimates and plans for raising the superior slope of this battery as much
as consistent with the degree of depression which is required to properly
cover the water swept by this battery. With the superior slope and tops
of the traverses and all other related planes should be suitably modified.
This may afford a chance of satisfactorily water- proofing this work.334

Taylor apparently investigated the waterproofing possibilities and replied to the Acting Chief of
335
Engineers on August 11. His report contained the following information:
At the present time the top of the muzzle of gun No. 1 rises 4 inches
above the interior crest when the gun is in the loading position at zero
elevation and 8 inches when the gun is at 12º elevation; the top of the
muzzle of gun No. 2 rises 5 inches above the interior crest at zero
elevation and 9 inches at 12º elevation. In order, therefore, to entirely
cover from sight the muzzles of the guns when they are at 12º elevation, it
will be necessary to raise the parapet at least 9 inches.
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Captain Taylor noted that there would be little difference in cost, whether the parapet was
raised 3 inches or 10 inches. He recommended raising the entire surface of concrete 10 inches,
at a cost of $8,000. His argument is as follows:
A depression of 1º will be sufficient to permit a shot striking the water
level at a range as short as will ever be desired … the concrete raised 10
inches … will entirely shield from sight the guns when in the loading
position at maximum elevation and still permit a depression of a degree.

Taylor expressed the opinion that there would be no particular advantage in changing the plan
of the upper surface of concrete, recommending instead that the concrete be raised uniformly
across the upper surface of the battery. He additionally recommended that a waterproof layer
be introduced between the new and old concrete, suggesting that a layer of sheet copper be
introduced as “the most certain and permanent method of waterproofing.” He concluded that
it would unquestionably prevent water percolating through the concrete from the top, but not
correct the problems of water entering the magazines from the side walls.
Taylor continued at length to present his reasons for the water problems associated with the
magazines, as follows:
…it is my opinion that the concrete is laid up against the original rock
without anything to prevent the water which filters through the seams of
the rock, of which it is full, percolating through the concrete from the sides,
and thus reaching the magazines. The rock at the right flank of the battery
is considerably above the level of the top of the battery and gradually slopes
to the north or left flank of the battery. Magazine No. 1 has always been
noticeably wetter than magazine No. 2. The most reasonable explanation
of this is that more water finds its way through the seams of the rock into
the side of the concrete and thence into the magazine.

The August 11 report ended with a note that he had not submitted a new plan, since the top
surface was already shown on the “earlier tracing” (presumably included with the July 6
proposal), and that “the only change would be to add .83 of a foot to the elevations marked
thereon.”
The Division Engineer’s indorsement of August 14 stated that he concurred with the opinion of
the District Engineer
as to the advisability of raising the entire top surface of the concrete 10
inches above the present reference, the new work to be at least two feet
thick. I also think that a waterproof covering should be placed under this
new work in the usual manner and of the materials generally used. I do not
think the importance of the work would justify the extra expense of using
copper for this purpose, especially as it is very doubtful, for the reasons
stated by Captain Taylor, whether such covering would cut off the most
serious leakage.336

Figures BF- 54 and BF- 55 show the 10 inches of concrete added to the top of the parapet at this
time.
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Additional Improvements Proposed
Chain Hoists
By September 1901, the Board of Engineers had decided to install power- driven chain hoists for
the ammunition in all extant batteries, including those having the older “balanced platform”
hoists, those without any hoists, and those with single lifts, as was the case at Battery Elon
337
Farnsworth. The need for this improvement was explained by the President of the Board of
Engineers in an indorsement dated September 13, which included the following statement:
The Board consider [sic] that no feature of our seacoast defense is of
greater importance than that of the rapid and reliable supply of
ammunition to the guns and that such service should be accomplished by
means which are safe, simple and not liable to be deranged or disabled in
the hands of the ordinary enlisted man or in the hurry and confusion of
an action....338

Lt. Col. Raymond, Division Engineer for the Northeast Division, was asked on September 23 to
investigate and report, with detailed plans, on the cost of changing all of
the shot lifts in his district, not chain hoists, also the cost of providing all
of the older batteries, if any, which are without ammunition lifts or hoists
with suitable chain hoists of the adopted type.

Raymond made an inspection of the batteries in his district on October 1- 17, and issued a
report on November 4. In it, he expressed doubt that Battery Elon Farnsworth was worth
improving, as follows:
FORT CONSTITUTION:—
The 8" battery at this place was found in very bad conditions, with an
inch, or so, of water on the floors of magazines and passages and all
drains stopped up. This work was built by contract, poorly designed, and
poorly constructed, and is practically useless in its present shape.
Captain Taylor has received the sanction of the department to certain
obvious improvements which will probably mitigate some of the worst
defects, but I do not feel over confident as to their entire success....339
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Apparently not all (if any) of the batteries in the Northeast District were outfitted with powerdriven chain hoists in 1901, because the issue resurfaced in Captain Taylor’s “waterproofing”
letter of March 26, 1903, as follows:
4. Allotments have already been made [to] me for the replacing of all
platform lifts in my district by chain hoists and for installing chain hoists
in all emplacements where there are neither lifts nor hoists, with the
exception of the two 8- inch emplacements at Fort Constitution
[emphasis added]. No estimate has heretofore been submitted for the
replacing of these lifts by chain hoists. The lifts in this battery are single
and the design of the battery is such that it will be a very difficult matter
to replace the lifts with chain hoists. This matter will be studied,
however, and as soon as a satisfactory plan can be devised an estimate
will be prepared and submitted.

Taylor may have been too busy with his 1903 waterproofing efforts to devise a plan for installing
chain hoists at Battery Elon Farnsworth, since no such plan has been found. However, the
Acting Chief of Engineers prodded Taylor on August 18, 1903, to submit “a statement as to the
probable total cost” for the following:
to put waterproof lining in all the magazines and rooms of this battery;
to install Taylor- Raymond shot hoists; and
to provide all the width of loading platform, and communications
between the different emplacements, needed to make this a thoroughly
efficient modern battery.340

Taylor began to respond to the Acting Engineer’s request, but he did not have time to submit an
estimate: his duties as District Engineer were assumed by Col. W.S. Stanton on September 1,
1903, due to a reorganization of Corps of Engineers districts. Col. Stanton was asked to
complete the task on January 4, 1904, “at his convenience.”341
Col. Stanton quickly submitted detailed plans and estimates. These have not been found, but
th
they were referenced by the Chief of Engineers in a 12 indorsement dated January 28, 1904,
excerpted as follows:
2. Detailed plans and estimates have been made, showing that to modify
the battery to accord with the views of the Chief of Artillery a cost of
closely $30,000 will be involved. To practically rebuild the work all
except the parapet, and to remove the ledge and tower, will cost closely
$60,000.
3. At present, the funds remaining in the hands of the Chief of Engineers
from the last appropriation are insufficient to permit undertaking either
of the above improvements.
4. The armament of the battery consists of model 1894 carriages, which
are not of the best type of disappearing carriage, and 8- inch guns, model
340
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1888, which are inferior to the later guns of the Ordnance Department
manufacture.
5. The Chief of Engineers recommends that this battery be put “out of
commission,” and be left as it stands till such time as further
appropriations by Congress may permit the work of modification to be
undertaken, if that course be then deemed to be desirable.
6. If thought best, the Engineer Department can cheaply and effectively
keep the ordnance material in good order, without the presence of an
Artillery garrison.
7. In its present state the horizontal fire available for the defense of
Portsmouth is believed to be sufficient to deter most fleets from an attack
upon that place, and when the mortar battery at Fort McClary is
completed it is believed that the two 8- inch guns at Fort Constitution
may perhaps be eliminated or replaced by high- power 6- inch guns
without serious weakening of the defense.342

On or shortly after February 27, 1904, a list was issued of all 23 8- inch batteries in the nation,
343
arranged in the order in which they should receive the newer chain hoists. The battery at Fort
Constitution, which had not yet been named, was listed next to last; no hoists were specified,
and under “Remarks” was the note “Rebuilding intended.”
Nevertheless, the battery was still being considered for the receipt of new hoists 8 months later.
On October 25, 1904, the Engineer Department apparently issued a letter requiring the submittal
344
of plans for installing chain hoists in 12- inch and 8- inch batteries. Col. Stanton complied
with this directive, submitting a plan (Fig. BF- 57) and estimate for “the installation of two
Taylor- Raymond ammunition hoists in the two emplacements for eight- inch guns at Fort
Constitution, N.H.” on December 22, 1904.345 Taylor noted that “the hoists are of the reardelivery type, and the length of chain required for each is 43 feet.” The estimate was as follows:
Removing old concrete for both hoists, including cutting out I beams,
580 cu. ft., @ $1.00 per cu. ft.
$ 580.
Two new concrete delivery tables
20.
New trolley beams, in place
50.
Two new hoists, installed, including doors,
2980.
Engineering expenses, 10 per cent,
363.
$3,993.

Stanton’s estimate was included on a typescript list titled “Plans for installing 12- inch and 8346
inch chain ammunition hoists called for October 25, 1904 (53113).” This list appears to have
been marked up over time to reflect ongoing activity in the effort to replace the chain hoists in
all the batteries listed. However, no new hoists were ever installed at Battery Elon Farnsworth.
A second typescript list titled “8- inch Chain Hoists” accompanied the first list; it also appears to
have been annotated over time to reflect ongoing activity. It has two entries for Fort
342
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Constitution – presumably referring to the two hoists at Farnsworth; both are crossed out, with
the word “omit” written beside them. After the entries is the penciled note “Drawings to EDC,
9/23/05.” (See Appendix E- 11.)

Loading Platforms and Walkways
The Acting Chief of Engineers’ August 1903 concern about increasing the width of Battery Elon
Farnsworth’s Loading Platforms, and about improving communications between the two
emplacements, reflected a major nationwide modification being made around this time to the
dimensions and shape of the Loading Platforms. As explained by Glen Williford,
The original designs for major- caliber disappearing batteries had
featured a semicircular platform surrounding the gun block, raised to
facilitate loading the gun. It was soon found that these were too small,
the loading crew having insufficient room to swiftly handle the loading
and ramming operations and freely maneuver the ammunition trucks.
Also, extending the platforms allowed access between adjacent
platforms. Most early batteries had no connection between
emplacements at the loading level, making transfer of ammunition and
personnel on this level impossible. Extending the platforms to the rear
(and loading covered ammunition hoist- lobbies on the flanks of the
emplacement) made it possible to connect the guns with open galleries.347

Captain Taylor began to act on the Acting Chief of Engineers’ request, but he didn’t know how
much wider the Loading Platforms should be. On August 21 he wrote to the Chief of Engineers,
asking “what width is now deemed necessary for loading platform for an 8- inch
348
emplacement?” Apparently Taylor was not alone in his ignorance: his request precipitated the
issuance of a Confidential Supplement to Mimeograph No. 25. Subject: Width of loading platform
349
of 8- inch emplacement. The supplement, issued on October 15, 1903, consisted of
correspondence that was intended to offer guidance to the constructing officers.
Used as an example in the Supplement was a response from Fort Caswell, NC, in regard to
Battery Swift and its four emplacements, as follows:
The platforms in rear of the ammunition lifts of the three 8- inch
emplacements first built at this post are only 8 feet wide, but this was
found to be too narrow and the fourth one was made 10 feet wide which
I think is sufficient with the present platform lifts.
The width of loading platform of No. 1 Gun, Battery Swift, is 16 feet from
face of breech, when gun, is from battery [sic], to the outer edge of
loading platform, or 32 feet from centre of pintle to outer edge of loading
platform; and this is found to be sufficient. A disappearing carriage,
model 1896, is mounted in this emplacement.
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Another mimeograph (Mimeograph No. 78) issued on November 9, 1903, addressed the
enlargement of the Loading Platforms for 10- and 12- inch gun emplacements.
As previously explained, Captain Taylor was replaced by Col. W.S. Stanton on September 1,
1903, and it was Stanton who prepared the formal estimates required by the Chief of Engineers.
The latter, in a January 28 indorsement of the estimates, recommended
that this battery be put “out of commission,” and be left as it stands till
such time as further appropriations by Congress may permit the work of
modification to be undertaken, if that course be then deemed to be
desirable.

A second supplement to Mimeograph No. 25 was issued on March 1, 1904, apparently requiring
the submittal of plans to increase the width of Loading Platforms of 8- inch guns. Col. Stanton’s
response to the Chief of Engineers, dated March 29, noted that the only 8- inch emplacements
in the district were those at Fort Constitution. He explained that he did not submit an estimate
for the enlargement of the platforms at that time because of the battery’s “out of commission”
status. Stanton continued that the change “will be embodied in the proposed modification of
the battery when the plans are resubmitted as required by E.D. indorsement of January 18, 1904
(47196- 40).”350
Since “the proposed modification” of Battery Elon Farnsworth was never funded, the Loading
Platforms there were never enlarged. However, a narrow walkway was built along the rear of
the central traverse, to connect the Loading Platforms of the two emplacements. No date for
this work has been found in the documentation, but it is thought to have been done in 1903 or
shortly thereafter. This is based on the official interest at the time in improving communications
between emplacements, and on a comparison of construction drawings, early photographs, and
present- day conditions. The original approved design for the battery showed a sloped earth
berm against the full height of the back wall of the central traverse, and no walkway. A ca.- 1900
photograph (Fig. BF- 40) shows that this design was built. However, photographs taken 8- 10
years later (Figs. BF- 59 through BF- 60) show the top half of that berm gone, and a walkway
connecting the two emplacements. The walkway appears to have had an iron frame and railing
and wooden deck.

Electric Lighting
The autumn of 1903 saw a lively debate on the amount of lighting that was desirable on the
Loading Platforms of batteries. The debate was stimulated by a report issued by none other
351
than Major S.W. Roessler on October 24, 1903. A number of indorsements followed, with no
consensus appearing. A plan for “Electric Firing and Control and Gun Platform Lighting” at
Battery Elon Farnsworth was submitted to the Chief of Engineers by Col. Stanton on November
25, 1903. Stanton apparently altered his plan (Fig. BF- 58) after he had received a letter of
December 12.

350
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File 47196- 67 (March 29, 1904); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 43814- 30 (October 24, 1903); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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However, no electric plant was installed, according to a report prepared by Stanton “For the
period ending December 31, 1904.”352 This report was prepared by Stanton on January 27, 1905,
and revised to February 24. The report included the following observations:
Fort:
Battery:

FORT CONSTITUTION, N.H.
Battery Elon Farnsworth.

Condition:
The electric plant has not yet been installed.
Walls and ceilings of magazines lined and dry.
Floors unlined and damp.

352

File 49447- 7 (January 27, 1905); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Figure BF- 46. “Sketch of part of emplacement For 2 8 in. B.L. Rifles, Fort Constitution, N.H., Showing
Proposed System for Ventilation,” November 4, 1899, by W.L. Fisk, Major, Corps of Engineers.
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Figure BF- 47. “Fort Constitution N.H., Section Through Magazine Showing Proposed Lining,” June 13, 1901, by
Harry Taylor, Captain, Corps of Engineers.
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Figure BF- 48. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Sketch showing Method of Lining Magazines,” August 13, 1903, by Harry Taylor, Captain, Corps of
Engineers.
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Figure BF- 49. “Sketch of Section through Gun Emplacement Number 1 Gun, Showing Solid Rock Backstop,” May 9, 1903, by C.D. Parkhurst,
C.O., Major, Artillery Corps.

Figure BF- 50. View behind Battery Elon Farnsworth, looking southwest; shows berms with retaining
walls at left, gangway and ruins of Walbach Tower at center, and rock backstop at right.
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Figure BF- 51. View behind Battery Elon Farnsworth, looking southwest; shows top of central traverse
at far left, Loading Platform and ammunition crane of Gun Emplacement No. 1 at left, ruins of
Walbach Tower at center, and rock backstop at right.
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Figure BF- 52. View looking west, showing part of gun no. 1 and its Loading Platform in foreground,
with ruins of Walbach Tower at left and rock backstop at center.
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Figure BF- 53. View looking northwest, showing parapet wall and gun no. 1 in foreground, with ruins
of Walbach Tower behind.
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Figure BF- 54. View looking southwest, showing parapet wall and gun no. 1 in foreground, with rocky
ground behind.
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Figure BF- 55. View looking northeast, showing gun no. 2 at left, and parapet wall at right.
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Figure BF- 56. “Plan of a portion of the Reservation at Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, N.H., Showing area recommended for
grading,” July 1903, prepared under the direction of Captain Harry Taylor, Corps of Engineers.
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Figure BF- 57. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Sketch Showing Changes in Concrete to Receive Chain Ammunition
Hoists,” December 22, 1904, by W.S. Stanton, Colonel, Corps of Engineers.
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Figure BF- 58. “Electric Firing and Control and Gun Platform Lighting, Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor,” November 25, 1903, altered
according to letter of December 12, 1903; by W.S. Stanton, Lt. Col., Corps of Engineers.

The Taft- System Period
(1906- 1914)
Despite efforts to make Battery Elon Farnsworth suitable for upgrading, by the end of the
Endicott period, the documentation indicates that official sentiment was beginning to favor a
complete reconstruction. On May 20, 1905, the following opinion was offered:
The battery is one of earlier types, is in need of extensive repair if not
entire reconstruction, and the Board considers it a matter of ultimate
economy and necessary to the proper defense of [?] demolish the present
battery and reconstruct it on the site of the present old fort.353

There is a dearth of records for Battery Elon Farnsworth during the years 1906- 1907. A letter
dated August 25, 1908, from the District Engineer to the Chief of Engineers references several
pieces of correspondence written earlier that year:
Battery Elon Farnsworth. Conditions have not changed since the reply
of the Chief of Engineers, dated January 27, 1908, in which he stated:
“This battery is in poor condition and its reconstruction has been under
consideration several times, and if it is to be rebuilt it is advisable not to
install any wiring in the battery in its present condition. If it should be
needed suddenly for any purpose, temporary wiring could be quickly
installed.” In letter from this office dated July 30, 1908, an estimate
covering practically the reconstruction of this battery, at a cost of
$43,827, was submitted. There are no funds at present available.354

Figure BF- 59 shows the gun emplacements in 1908.
On January 6, 1910, District Ordnance Officer Bunker wrote to the Armament Officer at the
Watertown (MA) Arsenal as follows: “On hand in this district are 13 charges of 8- inch rifle. As
these 8- inch guns will not be fired in the near future, if ever, the recommendation is made that
355
these charges be turned in.” This offer was rejected at the higher levels of command.
Nevertheless, “the battery’s arrested state was fully recognized, and the battery remained in a
356
much reduced level of maintenance, little if ever trained upon.” Security – the need to keep
the battery concealed from unauthorized view – was certainly not an issue; a circa- 1910
postcard view (Fig. BF- 60) clearly shows one of the battery’s guns and carriage.
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An inspection of a number of batteries was made August 2- 4, 1913, by the “Asst. to Inspector,
Gordon G. Heiner, Inspector General’s Office, Headquarters Eastern Department, Governors
Island, New York City”; his report was issued August 29.357 The report included the following:
(21). Battery Elon Farnsworth, very damp magazines and galleries.
Water leaking badly at east end of gallery of No. 2 emplacement.

Apparently this part of the report was forwarded to the District Engineer, Lieut. Colonel W.E.
Craighill, for comment. On December 26, 1913, Craighill wrote to the Chief of Engineers as
follows:
An extract containing Par. 21 of the inspection report, dated August 29,
1913, was sent to me for remark from Headquarters, Eastern
Department, October 6, 1913. My reply was as follows:
“Battery Elon Farnsworth is an 8- inch battery, among the earliest of
those of a modern type. It was constructed under contract 1897- ‘9 [sic].
Its condition has long been admitted to be unsatisfactory and estimates
have been made for its reconstruction, but funds have not yet been
available. While the battery is not regarded as being worth expensive
efforts to better its condition it is a valuable element of the defense
and should not be discarded until something better can be provided
[emphasis added]. An examination was recently made in an effort to
locate the particular leak referred to above with a view to correcting the
trouble if within the limits of reasonable expense. It appears, however,
that the trouble is general. The only thing I can suggest to help
conditions is as free ventilation as possible.358

The Acting Chief of Engineers in turn forwarded “Par. 21” to the Chief of Ordnance on
359
December 30.
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Figure BF- 59. Battery Elon Farnsworth, photograph of gun emplacements, 1908.

Figure BF- 60. Postcard view of Battery Elon Farnsworth, circa 1910. Postcard was postmarked
October 3, 1910 (last digit is blurred) and mailed to Tilton, NH, with the note, “Just a silent
apostle of Preparedness.” The curved pole at the mid- right of the photograph is an
ammunition davit used for emergency raising of shot and shell from the lower
magazine level to the Loading Platform. The use of the telephone - like pole
to the left is unknown.
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The 1915
Board of Review Period
(1915- 1939)

The Pre- War Years
A report dated October 13, 1915, detailed the findings of an “Inspection made September 9- 11,
1915, by Lieut. Colonel D. Skerrett, Assistant Inspector, Inspector General’s Office,
Headquarters Eastern Department, Governors Island, New York City.”360 The report included
the following observations:
Irregularities and deficiencies observed during the inspection …
(10) Battery Elon Farnsworth, (8" R. on D.C.) not worth further
expenditures for repairs.

On October 22, Captain E.J. Wallace, Coast Artillery Corps, Headquarters Coast
Defenses of Portsmouth, Fort Constitution, N.H., replied to the October 13 report of
irregularities noted during the September inspection.361
10. Concurred in. The Engineers have announced that no further
expenditures will be made on these emplacements.

Later in the year, an unidentified officer made the following statement:
Farnsworth two 8 inch guns. No report is submitted. It is old and of but
little value. It is my opinion that no money should be spent on it other
than absolutely necessary until [it] can be replaced by more modern
batteries.362

Removal of the Guns during World War I
After America’s entry into World War I on April 6, 1917, the Ordnance Department decided to
take 40 10- inch gun tubes for use as railcar- mounted artillery for the American Expeditionary
Force. A similar decision was made for 8- inch tubes. Among those selected for removal were
the two guns of Battery Elon Farnsworth.
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An inspection report dated June 5, 1917, addressed the results of an inspection made May 31June 2 by Colonel Warren P. Newcomb, Department Inspector to the Commanding General,
Northeastern Department.363
General Remarks.
The condition of this post as to inadequacy and poor condition of
practically all buildings has been repeatedly reported and is well known.
There is no question but that these defenses are important and necessary.
It is understood that authority has been given and funds allotted for the
construction of temporary buildings to supply present needs. For future,
permanent use, permanent and suitable buildings should unquestionably
be constructed and Forts Constitution (or Stark) and Foster equipped in
accordance with a well considered plan. As any such work is out of the
question at the present time, the many deficiencies alluded to are not
mentioned under ‘the results of inspection.’
The armament is also inadequate. There are water areas not reached by
any of the armament, available for hostile ships. A mortar battery would
appear to be very necessary, as well as an increase in the major armament,
which now comprises two 12" and three 10" guns.

Battery Elon Farnsworth’s guns were removed in the early summer of 1917, and it appears that
these guns did indeed leave Fort Constitution and were converted for use on rail cars. The
disappearing gun carriages were left in place and maintained in case the need arose to remount
guns upon them. However, the gun carriages were dismounted in June and July 1918, and the
364
pieces were sold for scrap. (See Appendix E- 10.)
A Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications was prepared for each coastal- defense
work, containing the structure’s vital statistics. The report is a standardized form, usually
accompanied by a plan. The forms were periodically updated and corrected. The Report of
Completed Works for Battery Elon Farnsworth and its accompanying drawing are included here
(Figs. BF- 61; BF- 62). They are thought to date to May 31, 1919, corrected (i.e., updated) to
May 20, 1920.

Role as Protection for 1921 Power Plant
Even without its armament, Battery Elon Farnsworth remained a formidable feature at Fort
Constitution. Thus, when the Army finally constructed a power plant at the reservation in19201921, the new building was built directly behind and close to the northwest (rear) wall of Battery
Elon Farnsworth, for protection from bombardment. Indeed, an earlier, unbuilt design for the
plant actually showed the structure built against the existing masonry of Battery Farnsworth; the
only entrance to the plant was a doorway to be cut through the side wall of the existing corridor
leading to the magazine area for Battery Farnsworth’s no. 2 gun. However, the constructed
version was freestanding but right next to the battery, and it had two entrances leading directly
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from the outside. The 1921 Power Plant is described more fully in a subsequent section of this
report.
This placement of the Power Plant required that more than half of the earthen berm behind
Battery Elon Farnsworth’s central traverse be removed. The original knee wall was retained to
form an enclosure for the new structure (see Fig. BF- 3). By this time, the iron walkway between
the two emplacements was gone.
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Figure BF- 61. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Gun and Mortar Batteries),
Form 1, corrected to May 20, 1920.
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Figure BF- 62. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Battery Plan), Form 7, corrected to
March 1, 1920.
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The 1940 Program Period
(1940- 1948)
Role as Base for 1943 Observation Station
Even after it was deactivated as a gun battery, Battery Elon Farnsworth continued to play a role
in the Fort Constitution defenses. The structure’s large size and solidity was used as a shield to
protect the Power Plant built in 1921, as explained previously. Its height also proved valuable
for observation purposes in World War II.
The first mine command for Portsmouth Harbor was located at Fort Constitution. It did not
appear to have any dedicated observation station associated with it. The primary mine
command was transferred in 1907 to Fort Stark, when a new, second- generation mining
casemate was built there. This mining casemate was supported by two wooden observation
stations, one at Fort Stark and one at Fort Foster, which worked together to calculate the range
of approaching vessels.
The primary mine command was transferred back to Fort Constitution after the construction of
the 1920 Mining Casemate. The command needed an observation station on the peninsula to
work with the Fort Foster station. A suitable building already existed close at hand. This was a
wooden, two- story structure northwest of Walbach Tower that had been built in 1904 as a firecontrol tower for Battery Elon Farnsworth. In 1921 it became the primary mining observation
365
station for the harbor.
The 1940 Program for Portsmouth Harbor recommended that an additional minefield be added
to the harbor. At the same time, it was realized that mining observation stations needed to be
366
more strongly built. In 1943, new concrete observation stations were built at both Fort
367
Constitution and Fort Foster. The station at Fort Constitution was built into the corner of the
old no. 1 gun emplacement (at the southwest end) of the otherwise abandoned Battery Elon
Farnsworth. The station thus covered over the original hoist- shaft opening for the
emplacement.
Figure BF- 63 shows several aspects of Battery Elon Farnsworth’s evolution, including:
•

a rough imprint on the rear wall of the central traverse, left by the removal of the top part
of the earth berm here when the walkway between emplacements was added circa 1903;

•

the 1921 Power Plant, seen directly behind the berm; and

•

the 1943 Observation Station, atop Gun Emplacement No. 1.

The 1943 Observation Station is described more fully in a subsequent section of this report.
365
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The Post- Military Period
(1949 to Present)
No reuse or other activity occurred at Battery Elon Farnsworth after the U.S. Army relinquished
its ownership of the Fort Point military reservation.

520

521
Figure BF- 63. View of rear of Battery Elon Farnsworth, looking south, circa 1950.

THE MINING CASEMATES
AT FORT POINT
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BRIEF HISTORY OF
MINING DEVELOPMENT
AT FORT POINT
Introduction
The following introduction has been extracted for the most part from Glen Williford’s Section 1
of this HSR: “Contextual History of the Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point.” In Section 1, the
submarine mining history is interspersed with the larger coastal defense history. It is hoped that
the presentation of a continuous narrative on the subject, placed as a preface to the more
specific construction and developmental histories of the two mining casemates at Fort Point,
will enhance the reader’s understanding of the specific structures’ histories. Citations are
limited due to this extensive borrowing from Section 1.

* * * * *
th

One of the most effective weapons for coastal defense since the late 19 century has been
minefields. In the early years, individual mines in a minefield were connected by electrical
cables to a control room, called a mining casemate. Equipment in this room could send out an
electrical charge that would detonate the mines, whether they were floating or lying on the
seabed.
There are two historic mining casemates at Fort Point, an early one dating to the turn of the 20
century and a later one dating to 1920.

Existing Conditions, HAP Map
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th

1901 Mining Casemate, APD Photo

1920 Mining Casemate, HABS Photo

The earlier one was built inside the left flank of
Battery Elon Farnsworth at the time the battery was
constructed in 1897- 1898. It became operational in
May 1898. However, since it was not officially
transferred from the Corps of Engineers to the
Corps of Artillery until December 1901, this
structure is known as the 1901 Mining Casemate. It
represents the first generation of mining casemate
construction. This gap between the completion of
construction and official transfer to the Corps of
Artillery illustrates the fact that often transfers were
made years after physical completion, since they
depended as much on the preparedness of the
receiving troops as on the engineering completion.

Although constructed in 1918- 1919, the later
mining casemate at Fort Point was transferred to
Coast Artillery troops and made active on
December 28, 1920, and therefore will be referred
to throughout this report as the “1920 Mining
Casemate.” Situated about 200 feet northwest of
Emplacement No. 1 of Battery Elon Farnsworth, it
is built against the rocky prominence called
Jordans Rock, below Walbach Tower. The 1920
Mining Casemate represents third- generation
thinking of how such a casemate should be
designed. Historically the structure was identified
by a location code, as follows: 147, Site IC.
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The Endicott- System Period (1886- 1905)
General Information
The success of Confederate submarine mining experiments during the American Civil War
prompted the U.S. Army to develop extensive plans for mining in the 1870’s. The Board of
Engineers for Fortifications issued a report in 1870 that listed the use of submarine mines as one
1
of its five main initiatives. The Fortification Act of February 21, 1873, included $300,000 for
2
“torpedoes for harbor defenses, and preservation of the same.” However, as explained by Glen
Williford,
the program was soon curtailed due to lack of funds. At the end of work
in 1876, new mining casemates and cable galleries in [top- ranked] New
York and Philadelphia harbors were only partially complete. A dozen
other sites had been awarded board- approved but unfunded projects.
One of these was Portsmouth Harbor, with the major mining operations
base to be at Fort Constitution.3

However, nothing was accomplished here until the Endicott- System period.
Submarine mining formed an integral part of the army’s plan when fortification expenditures
resumed in the late 1880’s. The Endicott Board specifically recommended that American ports
should be defended with both heavy batteries and submarine mines – going as far as to state that
4
mines were not accessories of the defense, but an essential feature.
In approximately 12 years almost 50 mining casemates were authorized and constructed as part
of the Endicott harbor defenses. Since these were to control specific minefields in different
channels, the number of casemates varied from one to five per harbor.
Fears of the approaching Spanish- American War and the Spanish Admiral Cervera’s squadron
appearing off the eastern seaboard of the United States prompted panic in the spring of 1898.
Many of the Endicott gun batteries were not completed, and some that were had no armament
or ammunition for the guns that were mounted. Perhaps because of this, the Corps of Engineers
moved to deploy immediately the minefields according to pre- approved plans. Almost all of the
major, and several minor, ports on the Atlantic coast were equipped with mine fields in April
and May 1898. Ultimately the enemy fleet went directly to the Caribbean, and the army coast
defense minefields were never used.

1

Section 1 of this report, “Contextual History of the Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point,” by Glen
Williford, p. 142. Hereinafter Section 1.
2
Annual Report for 1873, Report of the Secretary of War, “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” p. 25.
Cited in Section 1, p. 143.
3
Section 1, p. 143.
4
Section 1, p. 152.
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Design and Technology
The Endicott Board’s report recommended both the numbers of mines to be deployed, and the
number of mining casemates that would be required to control them in most of the 27 harbors
to be defended. The short- lived 1870’s system had produced specifications for the mines, firing
devices, casemates, operating equipment, and tactical doctrine, which were in large part
5
available for use at the start of the Endicott program.
The mines either rested on the seafloor (ground mines) or floated on anchor (buoyant mines).
Both types were connected by electrical cables and junction boxes that ran all the way into the
mining casemate, which contained equipment to detonate them. Mines were originally planted
in groups of three, the number being limited by the capacity of the cables, and would be
detonated as a group.
The room in a mining casemate that contained the detonating equipment was often called the
operating room. In the late 1890’s, mining casemates consisted of only this room. It contained a
coal- oil (i.e., kerosene) engine used to generate electrical current, a galvanic LeClanche- type
storage battery to hold the charge, a switchboard to direct the current to the proper cables, a
detonating switch or key, and the terminus for the electrical cables. The latter extended out
through the floor or wall into a subterranean gallery leading outside to the shore and thence on
6
to the mines.
The mines and cables would not be deployed until actually needed, and until then were kept in
storage locally. There were different storage buildings for the different components. Torpedo
storehouses would hold empty mine cases; cable tanks would be used to test the heavy, insulated
electrical cables immersed in water; dynamite rooms would keep the explosives protected; and
loading rooms would provide covered space where the mines would be filled with dynamite just
prior to planting. Often these structures were connected by a rail system so that small cars could
be used to transfer the mines and cable to the mining wharf. The Army vessels used to actually
plant the mines would be at the wharf. Sometimes a mine boat house protected the smaller
vessels (mine yawls, mine launches, and distribution- box boats). The larger vessels known as
mine planters were few in number; they were sometimes shared between several harbors, or
7
permanently located only in the larger defenses.
The earliest, or first- generation, mining casemates exhibited many problems, stemming
primarily from their heavy protection by an earth and concrete covering. The ceiling design
tended to be an arch, which limited headroom inside the casemate. There were no window
openings and few vents; the only openings to the exterior were the single entry doorway and the
hole to the cable gallery. Lighting was provided by one or two oil lamps hung in niches in the
wall. These earliest mining casemates were universally dark, damp, and often noxious with the
vapors emanating from the primitive chemical batteries of the day.

5
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Mining Operations at Fort Point
Portsmouth Harbor was ranked priority number 22 (out of the initial 27 ranked geographical
defenses) in the original 1886 Endicott Board report. The harbor was to receive a total of 161
8
submarine mines and two operating rooms (casemates). Two minefields, an inner field
protected by Fort Constitution, and an outer one protected by Jerry’s Point and Gerrish’s
9
Island, were also included. Delays in implementing the national system and Portsmouth
Harbor’s relatively low priority combined to postpone work for a full decade before final plans
10
were set and serious efforts made to start work.
The 1901 Mining Casemate was typical of the earliest, or first- generation, mining casemates,
consisting of one small room heavily protected by a covering of earth and concrete. It was not
only poorly ventilated, but also damp. When the interior was dried out by a kerosene stove,
however, the warm air within the casemate deteriorated in quality. Also, the older- style
galvanic batteries and testing galvanometers used in the early casemates were fairly dangerous to
11
operate. To make matters worse, the 1901 Mining Casemate shared Battery Elon Farnsworth’s
problems of excessive water infiltration. It may have been used for a brief while after its
completion in the summer of 1898, but its role was taken over in August 1907 by a new mining
casemate at Fort Stark.
The 1901 Mining Casemate was only one of a number of structures associated with the first
mine command at Fort Constitution (Fig. MC- 1 and Appendices C- 1, C- 2 for information on
the mining casemate’s support structures). A Torpedo Storehouse was built in 1901, between
the north walls of the 1808 and 1865 fort walls. It was used to house the empty mine cases, and
was equipped with a heavy 5- ton traveling crane. A Cable Tank was built at the same time, in
front of the 1808 fort’s gate (Fig. MC- 2). It housed tanks of water in which the electrical cables
were immersed and tested. According to Glen Williford, it had a 4- ton traveling crane. A pier
on the northwest side of the Fort Point peninsula apparently served as both the post’s mine
wharf and quartermaster wharf. A tramway 525 feet long connected the two buildings with the
wharf. Two small platform cars were hand- pushed along the 3- foot- gauge rails (Fig. MC- 9),
carrying the prepared mine cases and reels of cable to the mine- planting boats at the wharf.
The number of rooms in the standard mining casemate had increased to four by the end of the
st
period. Mimeograph No. 48, in its 31 Supplement dating to 1905, shows a four- room mining
casemate (Fig. MC- 4). The structure is housed in a bombproof shell, separated by an air space.
The rooms are designated as follows: Storage Battery Room, Engine Room, Operating Room,
and Cot Room.

8
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The Taft- System Period (1906- 1914)
General Information
The outbreak of the Spanish- American War in 1898 interrupted the further development of
improvements to most military reservations. However, the spatial, ventilation, lighting,
moisture, and odor problems of heavily protected mining casemates prompted a design change
th
in the early 20 century to freestanding, wood- frame mining casemates. This was the second
generation of mining casemates. Illustrated in Figures MC- 5 through MC- 8 is a secondgeneration mining casemate dating to ca. 1912. The floor plan is similar to that illustrated in
Figure MC- 4, except that the Cot Room is now called the Dormitory.

Mining Operations at Fort Point
Funds were appropriated in 1905 to build a new, second- generation mining casemate for
Portsmouth Harbor. It was decided to locate this structure at Fort Stark, rather than at Fort
Constitution. The lightly built casemate was erected in August 1907 directly behind Battery
Kirk, replacing the one at Fort Constitution. In addition, two wooden, two- story observation
stations dedicated to mining operations were built in 1909; they housed optical instruments that
helped target enemy vessels.
Although the Portsmouth Harbor mine command was moved to Fort Stark, Fort Constitution
retained the responsibility for storing and deploying the mines. The group of support structures
present in the early 1900’s was augmented in 1907 with a loading room and a service dynamite
12
room (Fig. MC- 3 and Appendices C- 1, C- 2). Located in front of the torpedo storehouse
13
about 90 feet northeast of the wharf, these were wooden buildings with sheet- metal roofs.

The Board of Review Period (1915- 1939)
General Information
In 1915 the Secretary of War formed a new board to survey the coastal defense needs of the
country. This board is sometimes known as the Scott Board for its chairman, Army Chief of
Staff Major General Hugh L. Scott. The board’s primary focus was on how to deal with the
danger posed by progressively larger (and longer- ranged) guns mounted on battleships. The
12
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board met the challenge with three distinct responses: (1) the modification of existing armament
to longer- range guns; (2) the creation and installation of yet another generation of guns and
batteries designed to cope with the new realities; and (3) the funding of prior uncompleted
14
recommendations, particularly regarding the generation of electricity.

Design and Technology
Thinking had changed again on the design of mining casemates, back to being heavily protected
by earth and concrete – a third generation of mining casemates. However, the newer design
expanded on the advancements in both technology and interior arrangement found in the
second generation of mining casemate. Also, improvements in electrical cable now allowed for
15
19 separate electrical wires in a single cable, and thus for “grand groups” of 19 mines.

Mining Operations at Fort Point
The second- generation mining casemate at Fort Stark was replaced in 1920 by a thirdgeneration casemate located at Fort Constitution. The new mining casemate needed a primary
mining observation station nearby to observe and plot the position of its targets. Instead of
building a new structure for that purpose, the Army reused a nearby two- story wooden tower
that had been built in 1904 to direct the firing of Battery Elon Farnsworth (by then disarmed).
The old Cable Tank was remodeled to have a much larger capacity, and transferred in October
1920. A “mine shop” was also added to the mining complex.

The 1940 Program Period (1940- 1948)
The 1940 Program for Portsmouth Harbor envisioned three lines of mines: two in the outer
harbor, in the same general location as earlier minefields, and one outside the other two (Fig.
CH- 61). The two inner lines together contained seven groups, with 13 mines in each group, and
were controlled from the 1920 Mining Casemate at Fort Constitution. The third line of mines
also consisted of seven groups, with 13 mines in each group, and was controlled from a new
mine casemate built at Fort Foster. The wooden mining observation stations at Fort Point and
Fort Foster were replaced with new concrete observation stations, one at each post.
The primary mine command for Portsmouth Harbor continued to operate out of the Fort Point
nd
complex for the duration of World War II. A new unit, the 22 Coast Artillery Regiment
(Harbor Defense), was mobilized at Fort Constitution on February 1, 1940; it manned virtually
all of Portsmouth Harbor’s coastal artillery during the war. Battery A of that unit was assigned
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to Fort Constitution. It provided the personnel to plant and operate the mines, and to man the
16
light 3- inch guns that protected the minefields.
Figure MC- 10 shows the men of Battery A gathering mine cable on the wharf to load onto a
mine planting boat. Figure MC- 11 shows the Brigadier General Baird, borrowed from the
Harbor Defenses of Boston to lay the Portsmouth Harbor mine fields in 1941- 1942. Figure
MC- 12 shows the L 95, a “distribution box boat” used at Portsmouth Harbor. Figure MC- 13
shows the mine planting crew on the deck of the Baird. Figure MC- 14 depicts a mine being
lowered into the water. Figure MC- 15 shows a mine exploding. Figure MC- 16 shows the
“powder” (presumably trinitrotoluene, or TNT) being removed from a mine after its retrieval
from the harbor.
In 1943 a new ground mine (the Mark IV) was created. This mine was 90 inches in diameter;
loaded with 3,000 pounds of TNT; and had its own magnetic detector to alert the crew in the
17
mining casemate of a ship’s approach. It appears that these simply replaced the earlier mines in
18
the existing minefields.
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Ca. 1901 Mine Wharf and Tramway

1901 Cable Tank

1901 Torpedo Storehouse

Figure MC- 1. Submarine mining structures transferred to the Artillery Corps in 1901.
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Figure MC- 2. Site sketch and details of Cable Tank, 1898.

1907 Service Dynamite Room (later Tool Room)

1907 Mine Loading Room

Figure MC- 3. Submarine mining structures transferred to the Artillery Corps in 1907.
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Figure MC- 4. Signal Corps arrangement of apparatus in typical mining casemate. Thirty- first Supplement to Mimeograph No. 48, 1905.
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Figure MC- 5. Floor plan of typical second- generation mining casemate, circa 1912.

Figure MC- 6. Photograph showing “Motor Generators and Transformers” in a typical secondgenerating mining Operating Room, circa 1912.
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Figure MC- 7. Photograph taken in the same Operating Room as Figure MC- 5, showing “Door to be replaced by window.”
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Figure MC- 8. Photograph taken in the same Operating Room as Figure MC- 5, showing “panel, boards, motor- generators, and
transformers.”

Figure MC- 9. Transporting mine to boat on mine railway.
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Figure MC- 10. Men of Battery A gathering mine cable on the wharf to load onto a mine planting boat, ca. 1943.
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Figure MC- 11. The Brigadier General Baird, borrowed from the Harbor Defenses of Boston to lay the Portsmouth Harbor mine fields
in 1941- 1942.
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Figure MC- 12. The L 95, a “distribution box boat” used at Portsmouth.
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Figure MC- 13. Mine planting crew on the deck of the Baird.

Figure MC- 14. A mine being lowered into the water.
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Figure MC- 15. A mine exploding.

Figure MC- 16. “Powder” (presumably trinitrotoluene, or TNT) being removed from a mine after its
retrieval from the harbor.
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THE 1901
MINING CASEMATE

General Description
An opening in the earth berm at the northeast end of Battery Elon Farnsworth (Figs. MC- 17
through MC- 20) provides access to the 1901 Mining Casemate. This entrance leads into a
corridor (Fig. MC- 21) that ends with a 90- degree turn to the southwest, which would act as a
baffle against exploding shells. The corridor then enters the Casemate, a single concrete room
16 feet square (Figs. MC- 17, MC- 22). Most of the ceiling is arched, which was standard design
for this first- generation casemate. However, a section of the northeast wall rises straight up, to
a flat section of ceiling (Figs. MC- 23, MC- 25). The purpose of this feature is not known. There
is an opening in the ceiling at the southeast end of the room for a ventilator pipe. A vertical well
(Fig. MC- 24) is situated in the floor of the room; it drops down to a tunnel that runs out to
below the waterline in the harbor. This tunnel, called the Cable Gallery, housed the electrical
cables that ran from the operating panel in the Casemate out to the mine fields in the harbor. It
is not known to which wall the operating panel was attached; the straight section of northeast
19
wall seems a likely location. The corridor and the room doorways were fitted with doublethick wood doors (Fig. MC- 25).

19
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Figure MC- 17. Plans of the 1901 Mining Casemate. At top, Mining Casemate in plan in relation to
Battery Elon Farnsworth; at bottom, Mining Casemate floor plan.
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Figure MC- 18. View of entrance to 1901 Mining Casemate, looking south; shows its position in
relation to the rest of Battery Elon Farnsworth.
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Figure MC- 19. View of entrance to 1901 Mining Casemate, looking east; shows its position in relation
to Battery Elon Farnsworth’s Gun Emplacement No. 2.
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Figure MC- 20. View of entrance to 1901 Mining Casemate, looking southeast.
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Figure MC- 21. View into corridor leading to 1901 Mining Casemate, looking southeast.
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Figure MC- 22. View inside 1901 Mining Casemate, looking south; shows vent hole in ceiling and
entrance to Cable Gallery in floor.
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Figure MC- 23. View inside 1901 Mining Casemate, looking north; shows doorway
to entrance corridor at back, and entrance to Cable Gallery in floor.
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Figure MC- 24. View of Cable Gallery leading out to harbor.
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Arched niche in
Casemate wall

Salvaged doors in
Casemate

Figure MC- 25. Existing- conditions details of 1901 Mining Casemate.
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Construction Period
Planning
Portsmouth Harbor – ranking only 22nd out of 27 sites reviewed by the Endicott Board – did not
receive the approval for a mine field and casemate until the Act of Congress, approved March 3,
1897 (Public—No. 126). The plan prepared at that time envisioned the minefield being placed
across the main channel where the latter passed between New Castle Island and Gerrish’s
Island. The “torpedo” casemate that would control the firing of the mines needed to be nearby,
20
and so was to be located at the existing military reservation of Fort Constitution.
Planning was already well underway by that time for the construction of the new 8- inch battery
at Fort Constitution that would become Battery Elon Farnsworth. Lt. Col. Damrell’s first
designs for the battery, dated November 17 and December 1, 1896, naturally did not include a
mining casemate (see Figs. BF- 27 and BF- 28). However, on March 30, 1897, the Chief of
Engineers sent a letter to Damrell in Portsmouth, directing him to design detailed plans and
21
estimate costs for a torpedo casemate and cable gallery.
Damrell responded on April 10. His plan (Fig. MC- 26) showed a casemate 16 feet square
located within the left flank of the soon- to- be- constructed 8- inch gun battery. The casemate
was accessed by a narrow entrance in the side wall of the corridor leading to the stairway to the
loading- platform level of Emplacement No. 2. A trapdoor in the floor in the center of the
casemate’s floor led to the cable gallery – as described by Glen Williford, “essentially a
22
concrete- lined tunnel 3 feet square.” A detail of Figure MC- 26 shows how the gallery
extended out to below the high- waterline.
Damrell’s design reflected the typical approach to building the nation’s first generation of
mining casemates, as outlined in the 1876 Submarine Mining Manual. Casemates were usually a
single small room heavily protected with concrete and earth. The specifications went so far as to
mandate protection equaling 50 feet of earth or sand. Most casemate designs achieved this
amount of protection by using 10 feet of unreinforced natural cement and 30 feet of earth.
Damrell achieved sufficient protection for his casemate simply by placing it within the new
battery. This approach had already been used in two or three other locations where space on a
reservation was limited. It also saved money. Even with additional work and payments to the
contractor who built the structures, the total cost of Damrell’s casemate and cable gallery was
23
only $3,833.60.
The design was approved on April 16, and use of the same contract workforce that was building
Farnsworth was authorized. However, as with Lt. Col. Damrell’s original plan for Battery Elon
Farnsworth, changes had to be made immediately. Figure MC- 27 shows a revised plan
submitted on April 22, 1897, and approved on April 27. This is based on a handwritten notation
on the April 10 plan, stating that it was “Superseded by plan approved April 27, 1897.” A
20
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comparison of the two plans shows two major differences. First, the entrance was moved to the
opposite side of the casemate and connected directly to the exterior by a short corridor, which
included a 90- degree turn for protection.) Second, the cable gallery had to be redesigned to
descend steeply enough to end below the low- water line, rather than below the high- waterline.
The revised plan was incorporated into the construction of the battery, which began in April
1897. However, more than 20 years had passed since the first mining- casemate guidelines were
issued in 1876. During this time, the shortcomings of the early, heavily protected design had
become apparent; these included lack of space, poor ventilation, and inadequate lighting. Even
as the casemate for Fort Constitution was being designed, engineers working at other harbors
were recommending larger mining casemates with windows for light and ventilation (albeit in
the walls facing away from enemy fire). Indeed, these features were incorporated into the
design of Fort Adams in Newport, RI – one of the other four mining casemates funded by the
same 1897 appropriations act as the Fort Constitution casemate. By 1903, the new approach was
24
reflected in the formal specifications, giving rise to a “second generation” of mining casemates.

24
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Figure MC- 26. “Mining Casemate at Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, N.H.,” April 10, 1897, by
A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Col. of Engineers.
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Figure MC- 27. “Mining Casemate at Fort Constitution, Portsmouth Harbor, N.H.,” April 22,
1897, by A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Col. of Engineers.
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Activity in 1897
It would appear that excavation for the 1901 Mining Casemate occurred as part of the general
excavation for the new battery. U.S. Inspector Joseph W. Walker made no specific mention of
the casemate in his 1897- 1898 lettercopy book (bound volume which contains copies of daily
25
construction correspondence) until September. This is understandable, since the excavation
of ledge started at the southwest end of the battery (Gun Emplacement No. 1), and the 1901
Mining Casemate was located at the opposite end of the battery.

September
On September 13, Inspector Walker requested instructions from Major Hoxie on the subject of
the location of the cable gallery associated with the mining casemate.
The note in section I- II- III- IV of plan 11, dated August 10th, 1897 [Fig.
BF- 30], provides for a slope to open below low water level.
Is it intended for the gallery to open in water at mean low tide, or to
extend to a point where the outlet may be submerged at extreme low
tide. Beyond high water level can the grade be broken to conform with
the slope of the shore?26

The same day, Major Hoxie informed the Chief of Engineers that the “Contractor offers to place
12- inch drain pipe [for the mining casemate] for 90 cents a linear foot.” Hoxie noted that the
st
price was reasonable and requested that payment be authorized. This was done in a 1
indorsement dated September 18. However, the fact that the drain piping had been left out of
the original plans and specifications foreshadowed future construction problems concerning
the mining casemate’s drain system.
Walker's weekly report submitted September 13 indicates that a change occurred in the
excavation process.
Output of stone suitable for concrete is about 150 cu yards and 350 cu
yards of excavation ledge. From now on the work of ledge excavation
will consist in tresing [?] to grade the road in rear of guns, slopes, and the
foundations to magazines, and mining casemate. (Received during the
week two 50 [probably 150] ton cargos of Plum Island sand for concrete
work.)27

On September 16, Inspector Walker sent to Hoxie a sketch “showing location of mining
casemate in reference to back cove Fort Constitution, N.H. representing the vicinity prior to
28
April 1897, and at the present.”

25
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October
On October 8, Major Hoxie entered into an agreement with the Hartford Paving and
Construction Company for the previously approved 12- inch sewer pipe and centering of
29
concrete work. The latter is for the mining casemate.
As mentioned previously, the mining casemate’s drains and manholes would be a source of
continuing confusion, apparently due to a lack of information provided in the plans and
specifications. On October 11, Inspector Walker wrote to Hoxie as follows:
I desire, very respectfully, to ask for instructions on the following subject
for Fort Constitution.
The specifications do not state whether the joints of the drain pipe be
made tight or open.
The excavation of the mining casemate is so well advanced, that the
information called for in my letter of the 13th ultimo [September 13] is
much needed, as the contractor desires to complete blasting before
laying concrete.
If brick masonry or the use of brick is required as specified in sec. 66 of
the specifications, what part of the construction will it form.30

The size of the manholes was an issue on October 15.
In referring to blue print No. 11 for diam. To man holes of 12" drain
pipe, I find it is not given, and do not feel justified in scaling it from a blue
print and desire, very respectfully, to ask to be informed of the diameter
of the man holes to 12" drain pipe.31

Walker’s report for the week ending October 16 included the following comment:
Received blue print showing details of mining casemate dated Sept 30th
1897, and return herewith the original, dated April 22nd, 1897 [Fig. MC27].32

On October 18, Major Hoxie was again compelled to contact the Chief of Engineers regarding
33
the 12- inch pipe and additional centering required for the mining casemate and cable gallery.
Walker’s report for the week ending October 23 included the following comment: “Continuing
34
ledge excavation for cable gallery to mining casemate and trench for 12" drain pipe.”
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On October 28, Inspector Walker wrote to Hoxie with more questions about the drain pipes:
In the blue print of tracing No. 11 dated August 10th, 1897, the alignment
of the 12"drain pipe deflects, from line parallel to read, about 42 degrees
to the left and crosses cable gallery as located in detailed plan No. 17,
dated September 20th 1897 at an elevation (flow line) of 8.82, 81.5 from
longitudinal axis of emplacement, which gives about one ft. of concrete
between drain pipe and [crown?] of arch to gallery.
As the details to cable gallery have been changed since the date of the
general plan, and as the original show the two independent of each other,
I venture to ask if I shall follow the alignment of drawing No. 11 or
deflect it (drain pipe) sufficient to keep its concrete walls free from those
of the gallery.
The excavation of the cable gallery is completed, and the ledge has been
blasted for open trench outside. The work now is practically at a
standstill, waiting on cement....35

Walker’s report for the week ending October 30 included the following: “Ledge excavation for
cable gallery 12" drain pipe completed.” His report for the following week stated:
Laid drain pipe down to trench for Cable Gallery...
Excavating cable gallery trench....36

November
On November 18, the Hartford Paving and Construction Company asked Hoxie for an
extension, not specifying any particular date. At that time, company secretary Charles Crawford
stated that
The excavation for the emplacements and the mining casemate is
complete with the exception of an inconsiderable amount of earth at the
parapet.37

Walker’s monthly report for November 1897, transmitted to Hoxie on December 1, included
the following information about components of the mining casemate:
Work Done.
...Laid in natural cement concrete 31 lineal ft vitrified pipe 12 inches
inside diameter of standard thickness in lengths of two ft using Natural
Cement Concrete 26.8 cu yds
...Laid 1150 brick, in natural cement mortar, in constructing three catchbasins to main drain, as shown in blueprint dated October 21st 1897.38
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Activity in 1898
As explained in the discussion of the construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth, work on the
battery and mining casemate slowed and then stopped during the winter of 1897- 1898,
resuming in the spring of 1898.

March
Inspector Walker’s report for the week ending March 26 reported that the floor of the cable
39
gallery had been laid.

April
On April 11, the Hartford Paving and Construction Company sent to Hoxie a proposal to
furnish all labor and material – and to erect a center – for the 16- foot arch for the casemate
ceiling. The documentation suggests that Hoxie noted, perhaps in an endorsement, “They have
40
ordered a center for the 16 ft. arch for mining casemate.”
Walker’s report for the week ending April 16 showed that the mining casemate was being
constructed in tandem with the battery:
Work Done.
Laid concrete at ... walls to magazine No. 1, and cable gallery.
Walls to magazine No. 1, are at ref (21), emplacement No. 2 at ref. (24'),
cable gallery completed, and concrete for mining casemate laid up to ref.
(13')....
Laid 12 feet 12- inch drain pipe above the arch to cable gallery, crossing
the same at an angle of about 45 degrees. 41

Several design issues arose on April 19. Walker asked Hoxie the following:
I desire, very respectfully, to ask if it is intended to build iron beams in
the roof, over door No. 2, and the recess for tank at mining casemate. As
viewed from blue print 200 No. 39 these parts are flat ceilings as at door
No. 1, where iron beams “T” and “U” are located. We are putting in the
walls and arches to mining casemate to- day.42
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May
The mining casemate must have been nearing completion, because on May 20, Major Hoxie
telegraphed the Chief of Engineers as follows: “Fort Constitution is now supplied with engine
43
and storage battery. Please authorize power switch board immediately.” That same day, the
Chief of Engineers telegraphed the School for Submarine Mining at Willets Point, NY: “Send
44
casemate switchboard to Major Hoxie, Fort Constitution, as soon as practicable.”
This was the time, of course, that tension was greatest concerning a possible attack by the
nd
Spanish fleet during the Spanish- American War. On May 24, the 2 indorsement by the Chief
of Engineers reported with relief: “Portsmouth Harbor, N.H., has been provided with a torpedo
45
defense, and navigation is subject to special rules approved by the Secretary of War.”
The newly completed mining casemate contained a storage battery, testing outfit, switchboard,
engine, and dynamo. Originally it was manned by five civilian employees: a senior electrician,
46
two engine tenders, and two dynamo tenders. In June 1898, however, Major Hoxie’s former
assistant, Lt. George P. Howell, reported that he was “engaged in instructing enlisted men from
47
the Engineer battalion in that work, in order to replace the civilians.”
Not everyone was impressed with the newly constructed mining casemate. On May 27, Captain
William Langfitt, of the School for Submarine Mining at Willets Point, NY, submitted a report of
an inspection he had been asked to make of the submarine mine defenses of Portland and
Portsmouth. Concerning the facility at Fort Constitution, his report read:
...The casemate here is but recently completed and is 16' x 16' – In two
points, it differs from the ideas of the new manual: the side walls are not
vertical for sufficient height and the entrance is in side wall instead of
middle of rear wall—Neither of these variations are found to be
advisable. While a testing outfit is on hand here, it has never been set up
and no testing of the mines was done—Good cable has been used at least
in part but it is probably defective, mines or faults exist—The mines are
poorly automatic—The casemate being so recently occupied, still needs
much work to bring it to final state...48
st

The Chief of Engineers added the 1 indorsement to the report, asking Major Hoxie to have his
rd
former assistant, Lt. George P. Howell, respond to Langfitt’s report. In the 3 indorsement to
th
the report, Howell stated that he had tested the firing system himself. The 4 indorsement came
49
from Hoxie, in support of Howell’s rebuttal of Langfitt.
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Contractor’s 1899 Claim Against the Government
As already explained in the discussion of the construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth, the
Hartford Paving and Construction Company filed a claim of $8197.70 against the United States
government on January 26, 1899 (see Appendix E- 7). The most expensive part of the claim
stemmed from the contract modification requested by Major Hoxie September 28, 1898, which
caused the company to use 1,938 more barrels of Portland cement than it had anticipated. Some
of this additional Portland cement had been used for the mining casemate. In addition, one of
the other four items was a claim for an additional $939.40 due for extra excavation for the
mining casemate’s cable gallery. Apparently, the company had to excavate deeper for the gallery
than it had expected. In part, its claim read:
This excavation for the cable gallery went to an elevation of about 40
[feet], or say five feet below high water. It was not shown on the plan
under which our bid was made, and the circumstances under which the
rock had to be moved were such as of necessity greatly increased the cost
of handling it over anything covered by our contract.1

Major Hoxie agreed with the company, and this part of the claim was settled in favor of the
company. The additional Portland cement used for the casemate and gallery remained a part of
the larger claim, which was also settled in favor of the company in December 1899.

Final Cost of the 1901 Mining Casemate
COMPARISON OF CONTRACT PRICE AND ACTUAL COSTS
FOR THE 1901 MINING CASEMATE
2
(Believed to be an Accounting of Actual Costs)
DESCRIPTION
Ledge Excavation
* Natural Cement Concrete
Portland Cement Concrete
* Steel Beams &c.
* Doors, Single
* 12 ft. arch
* 16 ft. arch
Centering for Gallery
* Galvanized Pipe
* Pine for Wiring
* Temporary Door

QUANTITY
ACTUAL ?
362.76 cu yds @ $3
$ 1,088.28
24.16 cu yds @ $4.65
112.34
317.10 cu yds @ $7.50
2,378.25
154 lb. @ 3 ½¢
5.39
2 @ $9.50
19.00
1 Centre
99.60
1 Centre
61.64
2,200 ft. B.M. @ $25.
55.00
40 ft. ¾” @ 13¢
5.20
35 ft. B.M. @ 12¢
4.20
1
4.70
$ 3,833.60
TOTAL
* Covered by contract or agreements for extra work.
The temporary door also had been included as “extra work.”

1
2
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CONTRACT PRICE
$ 268.44
112.34
1,820.15
5.39
19.00
99.60
61.64
5.20
4.20
4.70
$2,400.66

Developmental History
Tensions associated with the Spanish- American War drove the construction of the first mining
casemate at Fort Constitution, and the casemate apparently was used to control the mines laid in
the spring of 1898, even though it may not have been fully equipped. However, the mine field
was picked up almost immediately in July 1898, after the defeat of the Spanish fleet in Cuban
waters. The casemate saw little action thereafter. It was apparently completed, being
transferred to the Corps of Artillery on December 16, 1901. But the lack of any subsequent
military threat meant that no mine fields were deployed, and no activity occurred in the mining
casemate.
During the same period of time, inspection reports continually cited the wetness of the 1901
casemate and the adjacent battery. Typical of these was an August 21, 1899, report that stated:
Mining casemate in north flank has damp walls also. The District officer
was advised to correct floor levels, and to diminish water percolation by
laying bare roof concrete where it has earth covering and applying
waterproofing....

The obsolescence of the 1901 Mining Casemate was made clear by the Engineering mimeograph
of October 1903, which included radically new (wood- frame) designs for mining casemates.
Just five years after its construction, the casemate in the flank of Battery Elon Farnsworth
needed replacement. (This situation was not unique to Fort Constitution: virtually all of the
original casemates built between 1889 and 1898 would soon be completely reconstructed or
replaced.) A joint Artillery- Engineer board for submarine mining – named the Murray Board,
after Chairman Brigadier General Arthur Murray – conducted a survey of existing mine defenses
52
in 1904. They found the Fort Constitution casemate to be “dark, damp, and poorly ventilated.”
While it made sense to have the mine cases, their explosive, the cables, and other equipment
convenient to the wharf and boats needed to transport them to their fields, it was unnecessary to
have the operating casemate at the same location. Thus, the board recommended that a new
53
casemate be built at Fort Stark according to the new mimeograph. This was done in 1907.
Nothing was done with the 1901 Mining Casemate at Fort Constitution after 1907. In 1912, the
District Artillery Engineer requested authority from the Chief of Ordnance to drop the 1901
Mining Casemate from the “Return of Submarine Property,” stating that
… this casemate has been abandoned as a casemate, and all of the
equipment removed and placed in service in “Casemate” at Fort Stark,
N.H. It is built into the left flank of “Battery Farnsworth,” Fort
Constitution, N.H., of reinforced concrete covered by earth, and is in
reality a part of the battery.54
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A request from the Chief of Engineers Office in February 1928 for information about the old
mining casemate offers the following information:
The old mining casemate structure at Fort Constitution is not now
equipped or used and the copy of Form 2 of May 31, 1919, describing it,
on file in this office, has, under “permanent or temporary installation,”
the word “abandoned,” which correctly indicates its present status.55

It was officially abandoned sometime before 1917, based on the 1919 Report of Completed Works
– Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures), Form 2, corrected to May 31, 1919
(Fig. MC- 28).
No known changes have occurred to the 1901 Mining Casemate since it was built, except for the
removal of its equipment, and it was never used for any purpose thereafter.
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Figure MC- 28. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures),
Form 2, corrected to May 31, 1919.
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THE 1920 MINING CASEMATE

General Description
The 1920 Mining Casemate is a single- story structure built into the north side of the stone
outcropping that dominates the site (MC- 30). It consists of an inner building constructed of
red sand- struck brick laid in Portland cement, surrounded by a shell of reinforced concrete
(Fig. MC- 29). Between the two is an air space wrapping around the sides, back, and top of the
inner building. The air space is an original feature, representing an attempt to prevent the
buildup of moisture and condensation on interior walls that had plagued the heavily protected,
first- generation casemates. At the north (front) façade the concrete shell directly abuts the
brick wall. At both ends of this concrete wall, triangular wing walls extend beyond the building,
diminishing in height down to the ground level (Figs. MC- 31 through MC- 34). These function
as retaining walls for the earthen embankments into which the casemate was built. (For exterior
details see Figures MC- 35, MC- 36.)
The original concrete north façade is almost completely covered by a narrow, reinforcedconcrete addition added in 1942 to render the casemate bombproof (Figs. MC- 33, MC- 34).
However, the original wing walls were left exposed on either side of the addition at that time.
These deteriorated, which led to the removal of approximately 10 feet of each wing wall in 1993,
creating the shorter and more gradually sloped profile (Figs. MC- 32) seen today.
The 1942 addition’s exterior surface is a smooth concrete plane, interrupted only by a single
projecting “belt course” cast into the concrete and running around the upper wall zone of the
façade. A doorway at the east end of the north façade (Figs. MC- 34, MC- 36) provides the main
access to the casemate. Another doorway in the narrow west wall (Figs. MC- 35, MC- 36) also
leads into the addition. There are no windows.
The interior of the mining casemate contains the corridor- like 1942 addition across the front
(Fig. MC- 37 through MC- 41); the original air space between the concrete shell and the inner
brick building (Figs. MC- 54 through MC- 56); and four rooms and a narrow service core (all
original) in the inner brick building (Fig. MC- 29). From east to west, the four original rooms
are the Storage Battery Room (Fig. MC- 42); the Engine Room (Figs. MC- 43, MC- 44); the
Operating Room, with a trap leading down into the cable space (Figs. MC- 47, MC- 48); and the
Dormitory for the crew (Figs. MC- 49 through MC- 51). The service core is located between the
Engine Room and the Operating Room. It contains, from north to south, a single- toilet lavatory
(Fig. MC- 45) and two storage closets, one opening to the Engine Room (Fig. MC- 46) and one
opening to the Operating Room.
Partition walls are of yellow refractory brick, also laid in Portland cement. Ceilings are covered
with hollow terra- cotta tiles attached in a running bond pattern. Painted concrete floors are
extant in the Storage Battery Room, the Engine Room, and the closets. The Operating Room,
toilet room, and Dormitory had wooden floors on wooden joists; these are now missing,
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exposing the cellar. Doorways near the north end of all of the partitions provide
communication between the rooms and the toilet room. In addition, the Dormitory has a
doorway in its exterior wall, leading to the air space surrounding the inner brick building. Most
single doorways contain five- panel wooden doors (Fig. MC- 46).
The interior of the 1942 addition is divided into three sections. The longest is a hallway running
from the east end of the building more than halfway along it. The hallway (Fig. MC- 37)
contains the main doorway to the exterior, a tank pit, the original exterior doorway into the
Engine Room (Fig. MC- 38), a buried oil tank, and a doorway to the next section (Figs. MC- 39,
MC- 40). The hallway floor includes two steps down between the tank pit and the original
exterior doorway. The next section is a small room containing the original exterior doorway to
the Operating Room (Fig. MC- 41). The last section is an entry area at the west end of the
addition. This latter space has the narrow doorway to the exterior, and an original doorway that
provides access into the air space between the outer and inner portions of the original casemate.
All walls and floors are of concrete. (For interior details see Figure MC- 53.)

Figure MC- 29. Floor plan of 1920 Mining Casemate, 2004. Note that the “Operations Room” is
incorrectly labeled; it should read “Operating Room.”
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Figure MC- 30. Aerial view of 1920 Mining Casemate.
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Figure MC- 31. View of north façade, showing remains of original façade as a horizontal line in the
earth above the 1942 façade.
.
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Figure MC- 32. View of north façade, showing 1942 addition flanked by 1920 wing walls.
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Figure MC- 33. View of north façade, looking southwest; shows east wing wall retaining earth
embankment.
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Figure MC- 34. View of north façade, looking southwest; shows main doorway into addition and
projecting “belt course.”
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Figure MC- 35. Doorway in west end wall of 1942 addition.
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Ventilator housing

Narrow form lines for 1920 concrete

Side doorway and plywood form marks

Front doorway and belt course

Wing wall; front doorway and belt course

Figure MC- 36. Miscellaneous exterior details of 1920 Mining Casemate.
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Figure MC- 37. Interior of 1942 corridor, looking east. Exterior doorway is at far left;
tank pit and steps are at center; doorway to Engine Room is at right.
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Figure MC- 38. Interior of 1942 corridor, looking south at original exterior doorway of
Engine Room.
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Figure MC- 39. Interior of 1942 corridor, looking west at doorway to middle section
(door open).
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Figure MC- 40. Interior of 1942 corridor, looking west at doorway to middle section
(door closed).
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Figure MC- 41. Interior of 1942 middle section; at left is original exterior doorway to
Operating Room.
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Figure MC- 42. Interior of Storage Battery Room, looking south; shows original brick walls and
terra- cotta ceiling tiles.
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Figure MC- 43. Interior of Engine Room, looking northwest; shows (left to right) original doorway to
closet, original doorway to toilet room (door leaning against adjacent wall), and original exterior
doorway.
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Figure MC- 44. Interior of Engine Room, looking south; shows concrete equipment bases and original
doorway to closet.
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Figure MC- 45. Toilet room, with missing floorboards.
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Figure MC- 46. Doorway to storage closet off Engine Room.
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Figure MC- 47. Interior of Operating Room, looking northwest; shows (left to right) missing wood
floor, original doorway to Dormitory, and original exterior doorway.
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Figure MC- 48. Interior of Operating Room, looking southeast; shows (left to right) original doorway
to toilet room, missing wood floor, and original doorway to closet.
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Figure MC- 49. Interior of Dormitory, looking north toward original façade; shows missing wood
floor.
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Figure MC- 50. Interior of Dormitory, looking southwest toward doorway to interstitial air space
and salvaged five- paneled door; shows missing wood floor.
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Figure MC- 51. Interior detail view of radiator and lamp in Dormitory.
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Painted brick walls and ceiling

Former window of 1920 façade

Painted brick walls and trim

Cable access

Stenciled signs

Figure MC- 52. Miscellaneous
wall features of 1920 Mining
Casemate.
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Fluorescent light fixture

Incandescent light fixture

Radiator

Toilet fixtures

Figure MC- 53. Miscellaneous fixtures
and hardware used in 1920 Mining
Casemate.
Door Hardware
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Figure MC- 54. Interior of original air space between inner brick and outer concrete walls,
adjacent to Dormitory, looking south from 1942 addition.
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Figure MC- 55. Interior of original air space between inner brick and outer concrete walls,
adjacent to Dormitory, looking north towards 1942 addition.
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Figure MC- 56. Interstitial air space between ceiling and roof.
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Construction Period
The 1907 Fort Stark casemate served the mining needs of Portsmouth Harbor until World War
I. After the war, a third- generation mining casemate was proposed for Portsmouth Harbor, and
“the latest thinking was that it should be heavily fortified.”56
The Board of Review did not recommend any new long- range batteries for Fort Constitution,
but the reservation did receive $153,591 for fire control, searchlights, and electrification
(elements of the previous Taft System that had not been adequately funded). Some funds for
57
mining operations were also allocated.
After some initial disagreement over the location of a new casemate – Fort Foster versus Fort
Constitution – it was decided that the Fort Constitution location was a better choice both
58
strategically and topographically. The site chosen was against the north side of Jordans Rock,
north and west of Battery Elon Farnsworth (Fig. MC- 30). The 1920 Mining Casemate at Fort
Constitution would be typical of the third generation of mining casemates – heavily protected
and concealed by earth and concrete, and containing four rooms.
An estimate for the new casemate at Fort Constitution was prepared and submitted on
November 24, 1917.59 The estimate is as follows:
In compliance with department indorsement dated September 4, 1917,
(E.D. 24950/431) the following estimate is submitted covering the cost of
the construction of a bomb- proof type of mining casemate at Fort
Constitution, N.H.:
Excavation, 175 cu. yds., @ $3
Concrete, 730 cu. yds., @ $15
Concrete floors, 175 sq. yds., @ $2
Reinforcing, 5 tons, @ $90
Chimneys and ventilators
Waterproofing, etc.
Doors, windows, and hardware
Wood floors and interior finish
Plumbing and sewer
Electric work and ducts
Cable hut
Sand fill, 2,300 cu. yds., @ $2
Transportation
Engineering, office, and supervision
Total

56

$ 525.00
10,950.00
350.00
450.00
150.00
500.00
350.00
425.00
600.00
500.00
750.00
4,600.00
500.00
3,350.00
$24,000.00

Section 1, p. 192.
“Report of the Board of Review of the War Department on the Coast Defenses of the United States,
the Panama Canal and the Insular Possessions,” 64th Congress, 1st Session (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1916).
58
File 24950- 446 (March 10, 1917); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
59
File 24950- 440 (November 24, 1917); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
57
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A subsequent indorsement from the Office of the Chief of Engineers to the District Engineer
dated January 2, 1918, noted that the design did not adequately address the problem of
condensation within the casemate. It identified condensation as a significant problem and
suggested the following solution:
Exclusion of condensation moisture from the mining casemate is
essential. Under conditions at Portsmouth, N. H., it is believed to be
necessary to design an independent interior structure, surrounded on all
sides and overhead by air space.60

A copy of a casemate design under construction at Fort Story in Virginia, which reflected the
type of “interior structure” referenced by the Chief of Engineers, was sent with the indorsement
as an example of how to adapt the initial design for the casemate. In addition, the Chief of
Engineers requested that the casement have an operating room of standard size. Clearly the
former suggestion was taken under advisement; by March 1918 the U.S. Engineer Office in
Portland was able to report to the Chief of Engineers:
A new design has been prepared covering an independent interior
structure surrounded on all sides and overhead by air spaces. This
design differs from the Fort Story type in that a dead air space has been
provided. It is believed that the type of air space provided in the Fort
Story design would not be suitable for this climate.61

The design was submitted for approval by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on March 7, 1918.
All aspects of the design were contained on one sheet (Fig. MC- 57) – a location map, a rear
elevation, a section running east to west through the Operating Room, a floor plan, and a plan
shown from above.
The estimate for the adapted design was $29,000, a difference of $5,000 from the initial estimate.
In examining the estimate, the increase seems largely due to the additional excavation necessary,
the additional concrete and reinforcement thereof, and the new reinforced concrete ceilings.
The addition of brickwork for the interior structure also added considerable cost to the project
($1,380).
The new estimate is included below and represents the as- built conditions of the new 1920
Mining Casemate:
Excavation, 350 cu. yds., @ $4.
Concrete, 810 cu.yds. @ $14.
Concrete floors and sidewalk, 200 sq. yds., @ $2.
Reinforcing, 8 tons, @ $90.
Chimneys and ventilators
Waterproofing, etc.
Doors, windows, and hardware [same]
Wood floors and interior finish [same]
Plumbing and sewer [same]
Electric work and ducts [same]
Cable hut [same]
60
61

File 24950- 440 (2nd Indorsement, January 2, 1918); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 24950- 440 (3rd Indorsement, March 7, 1918); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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$ 1,400.00
11,340.00
400.00
720.00
200.00
750.00
350.00
425.00
600.00
500.00
750.00

Sand fill, 2,300 cu. yds., @$20. [same]
Transportation [same]
Roadway [new]
Brick work, 23,000, @ $60. [new]
Ceiling, 47 cu. yds. reinforced concrete, @ $20. [new]
Engineering, office, and supervision
Total

4,600.00
500.00
500.00
1,380.00
940.00
3,645.00
$29,000.0062

The final cost, as recorded on the Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire
Control or Torpedo Structures), Form 2, would be $31,415.23 – $2,415.23 more than the
estimated cost.
63

The plan was recommended and approved on October 17, 1918, and funds for the project were
made available on February 27, 1919. A letter from the Chief of Engineers to the District
Engineer, Portland, Maine, reads:
For the purpose of building the structure above described, the sum of
$29,000 is hereby allotted from the appropriation for “Casemates,
Galleries, etc., for Submarine Mines, Act June 15, 1917.”64

A drawing submitted and approved by the U.S. Engineer’s Office in Portland, Maine, is dated
April 2, 1919 (Fig. MC- 58) – shortly after funds were appropriated. The drawing is one of two
sheets submitted. (The second sheet has not been located.) It contains significant information
concerning construction details for the casemate, including window details, a floor framing
plan, a steel reinforcement diagram, a foundation plan, an electric lighting plan, and a detail of
the steel doors accessing the air space. The general floor plan and configuration of the main
elevation are not included, but extrapolating from the foundation and electric plans, they appear
to be unchanged from the design of March 7, 1918.
By the following November, the mining casemate was complete. A letter from the District
Engineer, Boston, Massachusetts, to the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, documents the
completion:
1.

The mining casemate at Fort Constitution has been completed and is
ready for transfer to the Artillery.

2.

A tracing showing the structure as built is being forwarded in a
separate roll, today. Authority is requested for its transfer to the
Artillery.65

The tracing was actually dated July 2, 1920, and is included here as Figure MC- 59. The tracing
includes a floor plan, a drainage plan, an electric light plan, and two sections.

62

File 24950- 440 (March 7, 1918); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 24950- 446 (16th Indorsement, October 17, 1918); Entry 103, RG 77, NAB.
64
File 663A (February 27, 1919); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
65
File 663A (November 29, 1920); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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The mining casemate was transferred to the Coast Artillery on December 28, 1920. Upon
receiving custody of the “new Mining Casemate” the Commanding Artillery Officer for the
Coast Defenses of Portsmouth documented that:
The condition of this work is as follows: Excellent.
The suitability of this work is as follows: Excellent.66

A Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures), Form
2 exists for the 1920 casemate, corrected to January 1, 1921 (Fig. MC- 60). This report described
the casemate as a permanent and not conspicuous installation, consisting of a brick building
concealed and protected by a bombproof superstructure and reinforced concrete roof. The
structure contained a frost- proof latrine and standard lighting, which was generated by a
67
central plant of 1.1- kw. The cost of the casemate was documented as $31,415.23.
No major changes are apparent in a comparison of the three early design drawings. Figures
MC- 57 through MC- 59 therefore represent the as- built design of the 1920 Mining Casemate.
The exterior appearance of the casemate is further documented by a ca.- 1925 photograph (Fig.
MC- 61); the interior plan is further documented by a floor plan included on the 1921 Report of
Completed Works (Fig. MC- 60).
The northwest rear elevation of the casemate was flanked by battered wing walls that sloped
from a height of approximately 16 feet to ground level. This elevation featured four doorways
and six windows. All openings were simple rectangular openings in the masonry. Figure MC61 suggests that the area containing the doorways and windows was slightly recessed from the
plane of the wall, but the drawings are not clear on this point. Two of the doorways were at
either end of the facade; they accessed the air space along the northeast and southwest sides of
the inner structure. The other two were the double doorway leading to the Engine Room, and
the single doorway leading to the Operating Room. The six windows were distributed as
follows: one in the Storage Battery Room, one in the Engine Room, one in the toilet area, two in
the Operating Room, and a double- wide window in the Dormitory. Window openings held
six- over- six double- hung sashes and were protected with iron- bar grills.
Few additional specifics of the construction have come to light during the course of research.
However, several details were found in period documents. A log book from the Office of the
Chief Engineer includes an entry in 1919 for “standard lighting fixtures needed for the new mine
casemate.” These included 20 ceiling lamp fixtures with shades, one portable hand lamp, seven
68
snap switch boxes, three junction boxes, cable, plug boxes, couplings and a service box.
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File 663A (December 28, 1920); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
67
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures, Form 2,
Corrected to January 1, 1921. Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified,
1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
68
File 663A (April 29, 1919); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified,
1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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Likewise, some brief specifications for reinforcing the concrete used in the exterior structure
were found. On May 12, 1919, the Office of the Chief Engineer gave the District Engineer in
Portland approval of the following:
Alternate bars of the main reinforcement should be turned up into the
mass of the concrete, approximately at quarter points of the span.... This
will require that half the rods be about 32 feet long.
It is considered desirable that longitudinal reinforcement be placed,
about as indicated in yellow on the blueprint; to consist of ½ inch (or 3/8
inch) rods, about 2 feet apart.69

69

File 663A (May 12, 1919); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified,
1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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Figure MC- 57. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Mining Casemate,” March 7, 1918; shows site plan, rear elevation, section, and floor plan.
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Figure MC- 58. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Mining Casemate,” April 2, 1919; shows electric lighting, foundation, steel reinforcement, window
and sill details, and floor framing.
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Figure MC- 59. “Fort Constitution, N.H., Mining Casemate,” July 2, 1920; shows sections, drainage, floor plan, and electric lighting.
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Figure MC- 60. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire control or Torpedo Structures), Form 2, corrected to January 1, 1921.

610
Figure MC- 61. Photograph of 1920 Mining Casemate, showing original north façade, ca. 1925.

Developmental History
Post- Construction Board of Review Period
(1921- 1939)
Although the casemate was transferred to the Coast Artillery Corps on December 28, 1920, War
Department correspondence indicates that it took two years for all of the necessary equipment
to be installed in it. A used 5- kilowatt gasoline generator already “on hand” at Fort
Constitution was installed in the Engine Room in the summer of 1922; it had a rating of 40
70
amperes and 120- 125 volts. The cost of the installation was not to exceed $560. The estimate
included installing the gasoline tank, digging a trench for pipes, building a base, installing the set,
71
testing, transporting items, and engineering and supervision.
Apparently the cooling water tank needed for the new casemate’s generator was taken from the
old mining casemate at Fort Stark. This is based on an inspection made of the mine command
and mine apparatus at Portsmouth Harbor by its Coast Defense Commander in November 1923.
Part of the commander’s report read as follows:
About a year ago the Engineers installed a five K.W. gasoline set in the
new casemate and it was necessary to use the cooling water tank from the
old kerosene engine at Stark.... 72

However, the new casemate was still not operational, based on the commander’s statement that
the old mining casemate at Fort Stark has been partly dismantled and
moved to the new casemate at Constitution....This condition leaves the
defenses without means of firing a mine.73

The commander recommended that all of the “apparatus, cable, etc. now in the old mining
casemate at Fort Stark be moved and installed in the new bombproof building at Fort
Constitution.” However, he warned that
If the apparatus is to be moved from the old to the new casemate... it will
be necessary to requisition and install a new battery.74
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File 663A (August 1922); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified,
1918- 45; RG 77; NACP.
71
File 663A (July 13, 1922); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified,
1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
72
Report, Office of Chief of Engineers to Commanding General, 1st CA District, Boston, Mass.,
November 30, 1923; File 663A; Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified,
1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
73
Report, November 30, 1923.
74
Report, November 30, 1923.
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The main impediment to equipping the new mining casemate was the question of which branch
of the army was responsible for providing the funds for the work – the First Coast Artillery or
the Army Corps of Engineers. On January 28, 1924, the Corps’ District Engineer set out the case
succinctly in a memorandum to the Commanding General, First Coast Artillery, as follows:
The statement of November 30, 1923, by the Coast Defense Commander
of Portsmouth, N.H., as to the situation respecting the mining casemate
at Fort Constitution, agrees with the understanding and information of
this office. A new bombproof mining casemate was constructed at Fort
Constitution and was turned over to the Artillery in December, 1920. At
that time it was expected that the Artillery would make the transfer of the
apparatus. Paragraph 13, A.R. 100- 20, however, states that the Engineer
Department will erect all necessary structures and install the equipment
required therein for submarine mine systems.75

The District Engineer offered the following compromise at the end of the memorandum:
I think the casemate equipment should be assembled at the new casemate
at Fort Constitution, connected up, and put in working order. The work
of the Engineer Department in installing the equipment will cost, it is
estimated, $700, all for labor and incidental expenses connected
therewith. In the meantime, the Artillery should requisition for a new
storage battery, and for any other items of equipment which need to be
replaced.76

Thus, the Corps of Engineers would move the old equipment from Fort Stark to Fort
Constitution and install it, and the Coast Artillery would requisition and pay for the necessary
new storage battery.
However, the District Engineer then claimed that he had no funds in his budget for this, and he
stated that the Artillery would have to appeal to the Chief of Engineers for the money. The
requests and discussions continued into the spring of 1924. Finally, an Artillery requisition
order dated March 1, 1924, was approved, listing one battery (storage type E- 7), a chloride
accumulator, anchors, screws, wire, and lumber among the articles “to be used for installing
77
apparatus in casemate.” When the installation actually occurred was not found. Funding
78
continued to be problematic, delaying the installation.
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File 663A (January 28, 1924); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
76
File 663A (January 28, 1924); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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File 663A (April 21, 1924); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified,
1918- 45; RG 77; NACP.
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File 663A (April 21, 1924); Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defenses, Geographic Files, Unclassified,
1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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The work is documented by a Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire control or
79
Torpedo Structures), Form 2, corrected to Dec. 31, 1927 (Fig. MC- 62), and a sheet dated
January 23, 1928, titled “Major item of maintenance and Repair work since July 1923” for the
new mining casemate.80 The latter included the following information:
Fiscal Year
1924

Cost
$700.00

Item
Installation of apparatus.

Little documentation concerning the 1920 mining casemate is found in records in the 1930’s,
reflecting the general decline in military activity nationwide. Williford explains that following
the First World War, “the Coast Artillery branch experienced the same dramatic reduction in
81
size as the rest of America’s armed forces.”

The 1940 Program Period
(1940- 1948)
The last major work by the U.S. Army on the 1920 mining casemate occurred in 1942, during
World War II. The 1920 mining casemate was “bomb- proofed and splinter- proofed”
(strengthened) by the construction of a long, narrow reinforced- concrete addition along its
exposed north elevation. It was also made more resistant to gas attack. New gas protection
included the installation of an airlock chamber at the entrance, placing filters on the ventilation
ducts, and the replacement of original Engine Room and Operating Room doors with “gas
82
proof” doors. Work was completed by August 30, 1942.
Two sources provide information about the improvements. One is a Report of Completed Works
corrected to October 22, 1943, which includes a data sheet (Fig. MC- 63) and a drawing (Fig.
MC- 64). In the same Harbor Defense file as the report is a sheet that lists the improvements as
follows:
Fiscal Year
1942

Cost
$10,678.00

Item
Bombproof front of Structure
Gasproof and Install Collective
Protector: Install Steam Boiler, Heat
Exchanger, and circulating air heating
system.83
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Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire control or Torpedo Structures), Form 2,
corrected to December 31, 1927; File 662 (Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense
Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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File 662 (Portsmouth), Vol. II (January 23, 1928); Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files,
Geographic Files, Classified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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Section 1, p. 189.
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Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Submarine Mine Structures), Part
II, corrected to October 22, 1943; File 662 (Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense
Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Submarine Mine Structures), Part
II, Corrected to October 22, 1943; File 662 (Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense
Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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As part of the work, all of the windows in the original north façade were infilled. The same was
true of the narrow doorway at the east end of the façade, leading to the air space. The double
doorway to the Engine Room was retained, as was the single doorway to the Operating Room,
and the narrow doorway at the west end of the façade, also leading to the air space. All interior
doorways were kept, and a new one was created in the west wall of the Dormitory. This
doorway led to the air space, which connected to the 1942 addition and its exterior doorway.
The only other information from this period is a requisition in January 1945 for racks in the
mine casemate for the proper storage of firing devices. The estimated cost for the racks was
84
$875 ($500 in materials and $375 in labor). The request for 18 firing- device storage racks was
approved in March 1945, and funds were available to accomplish the project. A revised
85
estimated cost of $916 was allocated for the project.
The storage racks may have been installed. However, in the same month (March 1945),
Williford states that “orders were issued to pick up and abandon the submarine minefields and
the buildings that supported the mine service were either abandoned or adapted for other
86
uses.” In April 1945 the last batteries were deactivated. In 1948 the Army deactivated Fort
87
Constitution, along with the other forts of the Portsmouth Harbor defense.

The Post- Military Period
(1949 to Present)
The 1920 Mining Casemate was abandoned. No reuse was established for the building.
Deterioration of the concrete and other building materials advanced through neglect. By 1992
the Coast Guard (stationed at the fort since 1939) was concerned about the danger posed by
displaced sections of the mining casemate wing walls. In a letter to the State Historic
Preservation Officer, the Coast Guard outlined its plans to mitigate the dangers posed by the
deteriorating structure. The main safety issue it saw was “the imminent danger and concern that
a portion of the concrete wall will fall to the ground.” The following work was proposed:
a.

Demolish and remove the portions of the wall above the major crack
on the northeast and northwest wing walls.

b. Cut the walls at a 30 degree angle from the horizontal and excavate
the earth behind the removed section.
c.

Cap off the top of the wall with concrete.88
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File 471.88 (January 19, 1945); Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 19181945; RG 77; NACP.
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File 471.88 (April 18, 1945); Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 19181945; RG 77; NACP.
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Section 1, p. 217.
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Section 1, p. 218.
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Commanding Officer, United States Coast Guard, Civil Engineering Unit, to the SHPO, Division of
Historical Resources and State Historic Preservation Office, June 3, 1992. Mines Building- Fort
Constitution File; NHDHR; Concord, NH.
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The letter included three schematic drawings of the proposed alterations, one of which is
reproduced here as Figure MC- 65.
The Coast Guard proposals sparked discussions at the state and federal level as to the structure’s
eligibility for National Register status and drew attention to the need to better investigate and
document this portion of the fort. At the time (summer 1992) no formal study had yet been
done through New Hampshire’s Division of Historical Resources (NHDHR). The Coast Guard
assumed that “the planned action will have no significant adverse impact on the historic value of
89
the involved structures (s).” However, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in
Washington, D. C., disagreed. A memorandum to the Commanding Officer of the U.S. Coast
Guard’s Civil Engineering Unit stated:
The Council received your determination that the referenced project would
not adversely affect properties included in or eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places. We are unable to accept this finding for
the following reasons.90

The letter went on to explain that there was not a clear understanding of the nature of the
historic properties involved and until there was a clear understanding as to whether the
structures were eligible for listing on the National Register (or until more documentation was
91
available for the structure) any demolition would constitute an adverse effect on the resource.
Over the next several months the U.S. Coast Guard and the NHDHR worked towards an
acceptable agreement concerning the proposed work at the mining casemate. Some
documentary research was conducted and options for mitigation considered. By February 1993,
the NHDHR had determined that the mine casemate was eligible for listing on the National
Register and the Coast Guard concurred with the finding.
A letter documenting the process to that date read:
Through telephone consultation with Mr. Gary Hume and Mr. James Garvin
of your staff it has been concluded that the mine casemate is eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
We recognize the adverse effect that demolition will have on the mine
casemate structure. Our initial proposal to stabilize the wing walls takes this
effect into account. After all, if only engineering aspects were considered, we
would totally demolish the casemate as a deteriorating, unused structure that
is a serious safety hazard. By removing only those sections of the wing walls
that are in imminent danger of collapse, the structure’s position and
relevance in the Historic Coastal Defense System is preserved.92
89

Memorandum of planned action, Commanding Officer, Coast Guard, Civil Engineering Unit, to the
Director, Division of Historical Resources and State Historic Preservation Office, June 3, 1992. Mines
Building- Fort Constitution File; NHDHR; Concord, NH.
90
Director, Eastern Office of Project Review, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Washington,
D.C., to Commander R. E. Cox, U.S. Coast Guard, Civil Engineering Unit, November 13, 1992. Mines
Building- Fort Constitution File; NHDHR; Concord, NH.
91
Director, Eastern Office, to Commander Cox, November 13, 1992.
92
Commanding Officer, United States Coast Guard, Civil Engineering Unit, to the Director (SHPO),
Division of Historical Resources and State Historic Preservation Office, February 26, 1993. Mines
Building- Fort Constitution File; NHDHR; Concord, NH.
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Although reconstruction/restoration of the wing walls was discussed, the Coast Guard felt
strongly that this treatment posed a problem, and that any preparation and installation of new
concrete material would actually cause more damage to the remaining original concrete wall.
A Memorandum of Agreement between the U.S. Coast Guard Civil Engineering Unit and the
New Hampshire State Historic Preservation Office was signed on March 16, 1993. The
agreement acknowledged the eligibility of the 1920 Mining Casemate for inclusion on the
National Register as a contributing element to the thematic Coastal Shore Defense System. The
following stipulations were outlined for implementation:
1.

The mine casemate wing walls will be demolished and reconstructed
only to the extent necessary to remove the displaced sections that are
in danger of collapsing and to stabilize the remaining newly exposed
surfaces.

2.

Prior to any demolition work the exterior existing façade of the mine
casemate will be documented through the photography which will
meet SHPO standards.

3.

SHPO will be notified at least one week in advance of the scheduled
date on which demolition will begin so as to afford the opportunity
to observe and photograph the demolition.93

The Memorandum of Agreement contained several enclosures, including sketches of proposed
wing- wall removal and a topographical site plan. As stipulated, documentary photographs (e.g.,
Figs. MC- 65 through MC- 67) were completed by the Coast Guard by May 25, 1993, and
delivered to the NHDHR. The work on the casemate was carried out during the summer of
1993.
With the exception of the October 1995 removal of two 50- gallon below- ground fuel tanks
situated in a vault within the casemate building, no other documentation of work on or changes
to the mining casemate was discovered in the course of the research for this project.

93

Memorandum of Agreement, March 16, 1993, between U. S. Coast Guard, Civil Engineering Unit,
and New Hampshire State Historic Preservation. Mines Building- Fort Constitution File; NHDHR;
Concord, NH.
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Figure MC- 62. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire control or Torpedo Structures),
Form 2, Corrected to December 31, 1927.
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Figure MC- 63. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Submarine Mine Structures), Part II, Corrected to
October 22, 1943.
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Figure MC- 64. Mining Casemate, Section A- A, October 22, 1943, showing new bombproofing of casemate and
alterations to original structure.
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Figure MC- 65. Partial demolition of deteriorated casemate wing walls proposed by U. S. Coast Guard in 1992.

Figure MC- 66. North façade prior to U.S. Coast Guard alterations to wing walls, 1993.
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Figure MC- 67. North façade prior to U. S. Coast Guard alterations to wing walls
(west wing wall at top and east wing wall at bottom), 1993.
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THE 1921 POWER PLANT
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Power Plant is a single- story, two- room rectangular structure built of reinforced Portland
cement. It was constructed in 1920 (during the Board of Review System), but not transferred to
1
active status until 1921, so it is known as the 1921 Power Plant. The building’s design and
details were guided by its utilitarian function as an auxiliary power plant.
An auxiliary power plant functioned as a reserve source of electric power in the event the
primary source of power (either obtained by a central power plant or commercially) became
disabled in action or otherwise. Fort Constitution lacked a central power plant; its electric
power was commercially generated.
The building measures 22 feet by
16 feet, and is located directly
behind and close to the
northwest wall of Battery
Farnsworth (figs. PP- 1, PP- 2,
PP- 3). Siting the structure in
this location was done as a
protective measure and required
the removal of a substantial
portion of the earthen berm
behind Battery Farnsworth’s
central traverse. The berm’s
concrete knee wall was
preserved to provide additional
protection and give definition to
the Power Plant site (figs. PP- 4,
PP- 5).

Existing Conditions, HAP Map

The interior rooms of the Power Plant were designed to house specific functions and are named
accordingly: Engine Room and Radiator Room. Two gasoline tanks connected with the
structure’s use were installed below ground, outside the southwest (end) wall and within the
knee wall enclosure of the Power Plant site. Although most of its generating equipment has
been removed, its plan and architectural details have not been significantly modified since
construction.

1

The electric power plant was called various names during planning and construction, including the
“Light and Power Plant” (1909 plans – not executed); “Protected Power House” (1919 plans – not
executed); “Electric Power House” (1920 plans – as built); and “Electric Power Plant” (Nov. 1920 plan – as
built). Since the November 1920 drawing accompanied the Report of Completed Works – Seacoast
Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5, corrected to January 7, 1921, the appellation “Power Plant” has
been chosen as the official name for the 1921 structure in this HSR.
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Figures PP- 1 through PP- 15 show the Power Plant’s current appearance. For a more detailed
description of the Power Plant’s existing appearance and condition see Part II of this HSR,
prepared by S. Elizabeth Sasser, AIA, and Naomi Kroll.
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1943
Observation
Station
Gun
Emplacement
No. 2

Gun
Emplacement
No. 1

1921 Power Plant

Battery
Elon Farnsworth

Figure PP- 1. View from Battery Elon Farnsworth, looking northeast. Flat roof and southwest end of
Power Plant are visible at left.
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1943
Observation
Station
Gun
Emplacement
No. 2

Gun
Emplacement
No. 1

1921 Power Plant
Figure PP- 2. View of Power Plant, looking south. Northwest façade of structure
is visible, surrounded by elements of Battery Elon Farnsworth.

Gun
Emplacement
No. 1

1921 Power Plant

Figure PP- 3. Southwest end of Power Plant, looking northeast.
Battery Elon Farnsworth’s Gun Emplacement No. 1 is at right.
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Exterior Elements
(see Figs. PP- 4 through PP- 8)

Materials and Roof
The exterior of the building is very plain, with smooth reinforced concrete walls that were
2
poured into forms made with 7- inch boards (Figs. PP- 4, PP- 7, PP- 8). The walls contain
openings finished with wood trim and metal details. No other exterior embellishment or finish
is apparent. The roof of the Power Plant has a very slight pitch, with an 8- inch overhang on all
sides (Figs. PP- 4, PP- 5, PP- 8).

Northwest Façade
The northwest façade features two doorways, each leading to one of the Power Plant’s two
rooms (Figs. PP- 6, PP- 7). The doorway in the left half is a double doorway that leads into the
Engine Room. This doorway is flanked by two rectangular windows. The doorway in the right
half is a single doorway that leads to the Radiator Room. There are no windows west of the
Radiator Room doorway. All doorways and windows of the façade feature raised “lintels” that
extend beyond the openings in both directions. The two windows have raised sills, as well.
Lintels and sills are constructed of cast- in- place concrete.

Southwest (End) Elevation
The southwest elevation of the structure contains two rectangular window openings (Figs. PP4, PP- 5, PP- 8) and two holes for former exhaust pipes, which connected to mufflers that hung
from the south end of the wall under the overhang. The windows do not have raised lintels, but
do feature raised concrete sills similar to those on the building’s façade.

Other Elevations
The southeast (rear) and northeast (end) elevations of the structure are without openings and
any other exterior embellishment, due to their close proximity to the exterior walls of Battery
Elon Farnsworth (Figs. PP- 4, PP- 5). The rear wall exhibits a circular hole for a 6- inch vitreous
pipe chimney that originally vented the Engine Room. This hole is situated under the overhang,
adjacent to the internal partition wall.

2

Existing- conditions field measurements used herein are taken from Part II of this HSR, “Existing
Conditions Survey and Assessment, Treatment Recommendations and Cost Data, and Preservation Plan.”
Hereinafter “Part II.”
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Scar of removed berm
Note concrete
roof with slight
slope and 8inch overhang

Knee wall
(former
retaining
wall)
Figure PP- 4. Views of Power Plant, looking east.
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Scar of removed berm

Note holes for
exhaust pipes, and
that end windows
do not have raised
lintels

Knee wall
(former
retaining
wall)

Figure PP- 5. Views of Power Plant, looking east, showing northwest façade and southwest (end)
elevation. Rear wall of Battery Elon Farnsworth is seen at right; retaining knee wall for the berm
originally here is seen in foreground.
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Scar of removed berm

Engine
Room
window

Engine
Room
doorway

Engine
Room
window

Radiator
Room
doorway

Knee wall cut to make
entrance to Power
Plant site

Figure PP- 6. Views of Power Plant, northwest façade. Note that the retaining knee wall was cut at the
entrance to the Power Plant to enable access to the Power Plant site.
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Raised lintels and sills

Engine
Room
doorway

Engine
Room
window

Radiator
Room
doorway

Striated finish of reinforced concrete
wall, created by placing concrete in 7inch wood forms

Figure PP- 7. View of Power Plant, northwest façade; shows window and doorways with
cast- in- place lintels and window sills.
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Concrete roof
with slight slope
and 8- inch
overhang

Radiator Room
window

Radiator Room
window

Remains of
Sliding
Shutters

Striated finish of reinforced
concrete wall, created by
placing concrete in 7- inch
wood forms

Raised sills

Muffler remains

Figure PP- 8. View of Power Plant, southwest elevation; shows Radiator Room windows with cast- inplace sills.
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Interior Elements
The floor plan of the building consists of two rooms – the Engine Room to the northeast, and
the Radiator Room to the southwest (Fig. PP- 9).

Southeast elevation

Southwest end

Northeast end

Northwest façade

Figure PP- 9. Current floor plan of Power Plant.
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Engine Room
(see Figs. PP- 9 through PP- 12)

Plan, Walls and Ceiling
The Engine Room is relatively square in plan and the larger of the two rooms. Its interior
measurements are 16 feet, 6 inches long by 14 feet 5 inches wide by 8 feet high. Its walls and
floor are constructed of reinforced concrete. The ceiling is finished with hollow terra- cotta tile
laid in a running bond. There is a 6- inch chimney hole in the back wall, 12 inches from the
south corner (Fig. PP- 11). The lower portions of all walls are painted to a height of 3 feet 2
inches from the floor, simulating a wainscot.

Openings
The room can be entered through two doorways: an exterior double doorway on the northwest
(front) wall, and an interior single doorway on the southwest wall, leading from the Radiator
Room. The exterior doorway has a wood jamb, which bears marks indicating that it held
inward- swinging doors, undoubtedly also of wood (Fig. PP- 10). The interior doorway has a
wood jamb; marks left by a missing iron track above the doorway indicate that it once had a
sliding door (1920 plans indicate that the door was five- paneled). There is a window opening
on each side of the exterior doorway. Both retain their wooden casings, whose design and
remains reveal that they once held double- hung sashes (Fig. PP- 10).

Flooring and Equipment
The floor of the Engine Room has cast- in- place concrete bases for the two 50- hp gasoline
engines and 25- kw electrical generators that were formerly in this room (Fig. PP- 10). The iron
bolts that held the equipment to the bases remain. The floor also features a shallow trench for
gasoline and water pipes that runs from the locations of the engines into the Radiator Room.
This trench is covered in some areas with steel plate. Along the rear wall of the Engine Room is
a cable pit through which ducts carried electrical cables out of the Power Plant. The
switchboard for the electrical cables is on the back wall at the south corner (Figs. PP- 11, PP12).
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Ceiling:
hollow terracotta tile, laid
in running
bond

Applied wood trim at doorways
and windows

Painted wainscot

Pipe
trench

Concrete bases
for engines

Figure PP- 10. Interior view of Engine Room, looking west.
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Track for sliding door
and five- paneled door
(not installed)

Switchboard
Sliding
shutter
Cable pit

Painted
wainscot

Concrete bases
for engines
Pipe
trench

Figure PP- 11. Interior view of Engine Room, looking south.
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Figure PP- 12. Interior of Engine Room, showing electric switchboard on southeast wall.
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Radiator Room
(see Figs. PP- 9, PP- 13 through PP- 15)

Plan, Walls and Ceiling
The Radiator Room is the smaller of the two rooms in the Power Plant and rectangular in plan.
Its interior measurements are 16 feet, 6 inches long by 8 feet wide by 8 feet high. It has walls and
floor of reinforced concrete; the ceiling is covered with hollow terra- cotta tile laid in a running
bond. As in the Engine Room, the lower portions of the walls are painted to a height of 3 feet 2
inches, to resemble a wainscot (Fig. PP- 13).

Openings
The room can be entered through two doorways: an exterior doorway on the northwest wall,
and an interior doorway on the northeast wall, leading from the Engine Room. The exterior
doorway has a five- panel sliding wooden door. The interior doorway, as explained previously,
had a sliding door that is now missing. Its wood jamb is extant. The southwest wall of the
Radiator Room has two window openings, each featuring three- panel sliding wood shutters
that hang on a track on the interior wall. (These shutters are now badly deteriorated; see Figs.
PP- 11, PP- 14, PP- 15.)

Flooring
The floor has two cast- in- place concrete bases aligned with the two windows in the southwest
wall (Fig. PP- 13). Each base carried a radiator equipped with a motor- driven blower. The
radiator bases are larger than those for gasoline engines. The shallow trench described in
connection with the Engine Room runs from that room to the radiator bases, and to the former
location of the gasoline tanks which were buried just outside the southwest exterior wall of the
building.
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Ceiling:
hollow terracotta tile, laid
in running
bond

Track for
sliding
shutters

Painted wainscot

Concrete bases
for radiators

Muffler
remains

Trench for gasoline and water
pipes (covered originally with
quarter- inch steel plate)

Figure PP- 13. Interior of Radiator Room, looking south. Southwest- wall windows are
seen at right, with the remains of their sliding shutters in open position.
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Sliding shutters
in open position

Track for
sliding
shutters

Figure PP- 14. Interior of Radiator Room, looking southwest. Windows shown with the
remains of their sliding shutters in open position.

Sliding shutters in
closed position

Track for
sliding
shutters

Figure PP- 15. Interior of Radiator Room, looking southwest. Windows shown
with the remains of their sliding shutters in closed position.
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BACKGROUND

Overview
The following background is provided to place the 1921 Power Plant in historical context.
Consequently, its focus is on the history of providing electrical power to Fort Constitution’s
critical defense structures by auxiliary means. The proposals to outfit Battery Elon Farnsworth
with a power plant are an integral piece of this history. The reader should understand at the
outset of this discussion that the history of illuminating the larger Fort Constitution reservation
is not a factor in this context and therefore has not been included.
* * * * *
The 1921 Power Plant was designed to provide auxiliary electrical power to Fort Point’s most
critical defensive structures at that time. These included Battery Hackleman and its fire- control
station atop the southwest bastion of the 1808 fort, the Cable Tank, the Torpedo (mine) Loading
Room, and the Torpedo Storehouse. (See Figures PP- 19 and PP- 21 for the location of these
structures.) The 1808 southwest bastion and the 1901 Torpedo Storehouse are the only ones of
these that remain today. The reservation’s main source of electricity was the New Hampshire
3
Gas & Electric Company, beginning around or shortly after 1900. However, even when a
military reservation could obtain primary electrical power from a local utility, small auxiliary
power plants were considered desirable to ensure an uninterrupted supply to its vital defenses
during storms and possible hostile attacks. After the First World War, increased efforts were
4
made to provide emergency electrical generation at each major fort. The 1921 Power Plant was
a product of this effort.
The history of Fort Constitution’s Power Plant presented here actually begins 25 years prior to
the plant’s transfer to the Artillery Corps in 1921. It commences with the issuance of a Board of
Engineers Mimeograph (No. 4, February 1896), which promoted electric light for use in the
Endicott- System emplacements for high- power guns then being built. One such battery of 8inch guns on disappearing carriages was proposed for Fort Constitution (it would later be
named Battery Elon Farnsworth). The idea of electrically lighting the proposed battery was
discussed as the structure was being designed, and continued as specifications were written and
bids negotiated. Ultimately, this battery was never wired or electrified. Over the course of the
next quarter century, however, the electrical needs for key fire control and torpedo structures
and batteries at Fort Constitution would continue to be discussed, proposed, and planned, and
would finally be realized in the 1921 Power Plant. Ironically, Battery Elon Farnsworth was
abandoned by the time the Power Plant was built. The battery’s massive concrete and earthen
edifice, however, would be utilized as a protective shelter for the plant.

3

Section 1 of this report, “Contextual History of the Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point,” by Glen
Williford, p. 193. Hereinafter Section 1.
4
Section 1, p. 187.
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Electrical Power Adapted to Coast Defense Purposes
The War Department’s Corps of Engineers – responsible for design, maintenance, and
operation of its coast defense works – actively kept abreast of current technology. When
electricity was introduced on the national scene, its possibilities were seen by these engineers
and adapted to the coastal defensive needs of a nation. Electricity quickly became the preferred
means for illuminating the interiors of often dark and dank “protected” structures, especially
magazines and passages. However, the technology was expanded within a decade of use to aid
in other essential military activities: maneuvering and firing disappearing guns, operating
ammunition hoists, powering searchlights, detonating submarine mines, and enhancing
communications between the fire control commander, battery commander, and gun operators.
(Electrically powered communication devices would include telephone, telegraph, and
telautograph systems). In addition, electricity was a boon to the general needs of a garrisoned
5
reservation.

Standardization of Power Plant Design and Equipment
The Power Plant at the Fort Constitution reservation must be studied in the context of the larger
history of powering the fundamental works and fortifications of the War Department’s coastal
defense system with electricity. This structure type underwent an evolutionary history,
beginning with the Endicott System’s first interest in adapting the technology for use in its
massive concrete batteries, culminating in the proliferation of somewhat standardized and often
freestanding electric power plants in the Board of Review system era. Review of the
documentation leading up to the construction of the 1921 Power Plant shows that this history
reflects the patterns and trends current at any point of time in the larger context. During this
period D.C. power continued as the preferred electric current type; the generating plants would
evolve from using steam to coal- oil (kerosene), followed by gasoline and eventually some
limited use of diesel fuel.
Power plant siting, design, materials, and equipment increasingly became more functional as the
20th century progressed. Each detail – such as size, placement and treatment of openings – of
the generic power plant would be designed to accommodate specified equipment. By World
War I, power plants were most often designed for a Type GM- 12, 25- kw gasoline- electric
generating set, or sets, manufactured by General Electric Company (Fig. PP- 39). This included
the power plant destined for Fort Constitution. The selection of this engine as a preferred
standard within the War Department’s coastal defense system was marked by experimentation
and exploration into different engines.

5

Bolling W. Smith, “Emplacement Power Plants,” The Coast Defense Study Group Journal [now The
Coast Defense Journal], Vol. 7, No. 3 (August 1993), p. 45. (See Appendix F- 8 for a facsimile of this
article.)
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A 1917 article that appeared in the Journal of the United States Artillery, titled “The 25 Kw.
Gasoline Driven Generating Set Used in the Coast Defenses of the United States,” by electrical
engineer Lorimer D. Miller, tells the story of the generating set’s adoption by the War
Department. The history spans the years from 1906 until 1917. Miller begins his discussion
with the following:
To generate electrical energy at our seacoast fortifications under the
unusual conditions caused by the military nature of the installations,
there has been developed a compact, semi- portable, easily operated,
gasoline driven power unit generally known as the “25 Kw. Generating
Set.” As this set has become such an important part of our defense
materiel6 and is so extensively used at the fortifications (270 having been
installed at an outlay of about $1,250,000), a description of it and the
events which led up to its adoption may be of interest to those of the
Coast Artillery Corps who are charged with its care and operation.7

The author continues the discussion by providing a history, description, and a discussion of the
installation of the set. According to Miller, U.S. Army engineers worked closely with the
General Electric engineers to perfect a generating system that would meet the rigors of its
special uses. The results of this collaboration would advance the industry as a whole.

Electric Power Plant Typology
An understanding of the evolution of the electric power plant’s typology within the larger
context of the War Department’s coastal defense program would enhance the history of the
1921 Power Plant. Further research is required, however, to develop a more explicit and
conclusive power plant structure typology than currently exists. For the present, the following
may be generally said about the evolution of coastal defense power plants. This assessment will
likely require modification as further analysis is forthcoming.
The plants in the early Endicott period were introduced into pre- existing emplacements,
indicative of the department’s directive that batteries and their supporting features be contained
in a single structure. Its engineers soon realized, however, that the generating equipment and
storage batteries were quickly compromised by the dampness and moisture problems caused by
poor ventilation in the concrete batteries . By 1903, the general policy was to integrally design
8
within all new batteries well- ventilated and protected plant rooms. Subsequently, the TaftSystem period (1906- 1914) initiatives would move the plant more commonly outside into
temporary structures. Once outside, the plant’s design continued to evolve dependent upon the
general building philosophy within the War Department at the time, the current motive power
and the needs of its equipment, and the conditions of the site. Further affecting the design of
the power plant was whether the plant was considered a “central” plant or a “reserve” supply.
6

The term matériel was commonly used by the War Department to mean equipment, apparatus and
supplies of a particular branch of the department.
7
Lorimer D. Miller, “The 25 Kw. Gasoline Driven Generating Set Used in the Coast Defenses of the
United States,” Journal of the United States Artillery, 48 (1917), pp. 54- 79. Coast Defense Study Group
Reprint, February 2000, pp. 1- 22.
8
Smith, p. 46.
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Reserve supplies were an integral component of the program from the beginning. Designed to
come to the aid of a failing central supply, they initially consisted of extra storage batteries, but
later evolved into self- contained structures, either within or outside emplacements, equipped
with generating sets.

Endicott- Era Interest in Electricity, 1886- 1905
The advantages of using electricity in coastal defense works first became apparent during the
Endicott- System period, reflecting the emerging national trend and promotion of powering
with electricity. The earliest batteries built during this period were not designed to use electric
power, however. As explained by Glen Williford,
the guns could be elevated, traversed, and fired solely through
mechanical means. The battery interior was lighted with oil lamps, and
the primitive ammunition cranes or winches were hand powered. This
began to change fairly early in the generation. As early as 1895
experiments and provisions for the use of electricity and storage batteries
were beginning to appear.9

Recommendations for Emplacement Lighting, 1896
The Board of Engineers in February 1896 issued Mimeograph No. 4 on the “essential
10
requirements of the construction of emplacements for high power guns.” In this mimeograph
“Lighting” took a prominent place along such headings as “Cover,” “Command,” “Field of
Fire,” “Observing Stations,” and “Drainage,” illustrating the growing importance of this feature
in battery construction. The board specified that magazines and passages be illuminated and
that electric lighting was “best suited to this purpose.” Reserve power, wiring, and lamp
installation were discussed in the mimeographs, and references were made to apparatus used in
batteries at Sandy Hook and San Francisco, previously published in the 1893, 1894, and 1895
11
editions of the Annual Reports of the Chief of Engineers.

Electric Lighting Proposed for Battery Elon Farnsworth, 1896- 1898
No doubt cognizant of the aforementioned Mimeograph No. 4, the District Engineer (Lieut.
Colonel A. N. Damrell) for Portsmouth Harbor defenses chose to include a provision for
9

Glen M. Williford, “Time Capsule Battery: The Problems at Battery Farnsworth,” The Coast Defense
Journal, Vol. 16, Issue 3 (August 2002), p. 11.
10
Mimeograph No. 4, p. 1; collection of Glen M. Williford. Mimeographs were periodically issued
papers on critical subjects that were driven by War Department policy. They generally provided design
guidance and direction to first- line District Engineers and second- line Division Engineers in charge of
the nation’s coastal defense system.
11
Mimeograph No. 4, p. 4; collection of Glen M. Williford.
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electric lighting via storage batteries in his November 17, 1896, specifications for Battery Elon
Farnsworth at Fort Constitution, as follows:
62. ELECTRIC LIGHTING. The several magazine rooms and
passageways are to be lighted by incandescent electric lights, each of 16
candle power, the number and grouping of the lamps to be as shown on
plan of electric lighting. Storage batteries, of pattern and form to be
approved by the Engineer, are to be placed in the storage battery room.
Each battery is to have sufficient capacity to run the lights in the
magazines, rooms, and passageways for at least 24 consecutive hours.
The storage batteries and lights are to be connected by wires of approved
size and character, secured to a strip of white pine 6 by 2 inches [see Fig.
PP- 16], painted with 3 coats of white paint, and set in the side walls of
magazines and passageways, or as otherwise directed, to receive the
electric fittings. 12 [See Appendix E- 1.]

Curiously, the drawing of the same date did not specify the location for the Storage Battery
Room, and at the request of the Chief of Engineers, Damrell submitted revisions on December 1
13
and December 16 which included such a room (see Fig. PP- 16). The Chief of Engineers
subsequently approved its location, adjacent to the Shot Room at the left of the semicircular
gallery of Gun Emplacement No. 1. Its counterpart in Gun Emplacement No. 2 is identified as a
14
Store Room.

Storage Battery Room versus Electric Light Plant Installation
The bids were opened on December 10, and those for Item 17—Electric Lighting (1 complete
plant) came in between $2,040 and $7,900. The large gap between bids no doubt reflected the
difficulty in estimating a new technology. The Hartford Paving and Construction Company, the
enterprise ultimately awarded the contract, bid $6,800 for this item. Curiously, Damrell wrote
Hartford Paving six days later asking how much it would cost to include an “electric light plant.”
Apparently the District Engineer was prompted by the Chief of Engineers, who in subsequent
15
correspondence alluded to “the matter of lighting modern batteries, by electricity.” On
December 21, Charles Crawford, secretary of the Hartford Paving and Construction Company,
replied to Damrell that Hartford Paving was prepared to
… install a direct connected engine and dynamo with the necessary
boiler, all proportioned to run an Electric Light plant consisting of one
hundred incandescent lights of 16 candle power each, including
furnishing and installing said lamps and the necessary wiring, for the
same, for the sum of eighteen hundred and fifty ($1850) dollars, should
you decide to put in such a plant instead of the storage battery [room]
covered by our original proposition, or our letter of the 16th inst....16

12

File 16183- 8 (November 17, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 16183- 6 (1st Indorsement, November 21, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
14
File 16183- 6 (3rd Indorsement, December 4, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB. Williford notes that a
battery would have only one Storage Battery Room, not one for each gun emplacement.
15
File 18510- 15 (December 22, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
16
File 18510- 15 (December 21, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB. (The exact specifications of the
proposal are unknown, i.e., the appearance of the power plant and its exact location.)
13
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It is not known why a substantial difference in bid quotes existed between the original proposal
for the Storage Battery Room setup ($6,800) and the Electric Light Plant ($1,850). The structure
was ultimately provided with a Storage Battery Room (without equipment) and nailers for
electric wiring (Fig. PP- 16). Williford points out in Section 1 that plans for similar 8- inch
batteries at Fort Columbia (Washington) and Fort St. Philip (Louisiana), submitted by their local
engineers in one case only two months after the plans for Battery Elon Farnsworth, specified
17
electric light plants integral with the gun batteries. Further research is required to determine
why these batteries were fitted with electric light plants and Battery Farnsworth was not.
Subsequently discussed Supplemental Articles of Agreement imply that it might have had to do
with funding issues and the need for ammunition lifts not previously considered.

Supplemental Articles of Agreement, 1898
In March 1898, as Battery Elon Farnsworth was nearing completion, another attempt was made
to introduce electric power capabilities to the structure. Supplemental Articles of Agreement
between the Hartford Paving and Concrete Company and the Office of the Chief of Engineers
were transmitted by the District Engineer to the Chief of Engineers for approval. The
transmittal letter explained that
At the time of awarding this contract the electric lighting was omitted and
partial provision was made for putting in ammunition lifts not provided
for in the contract. In contemplation of the ultimate construction of
such lifts, and the installation of an electric lighting plant, it is necessary
that certain minor details should be built into the work during
construction, and these are provided for in this supplemental agreement,
while the prices appear excessive, they are not unreasonable considering
the insignificance of the additional amount of work; the aggregate cost
will be $205.18

The documentation does not offer any insight into what the items might have been, but they
seemed to have been approved. Whether these items were actually installed requires a more
extensive study of the existing physical structure. It is a fact, though, that Battery Elon
Farnsworth would never be electrified – either by means of a storage battery or an electric plant.

Chief of Engineers’ Request for
Electric Light Plant Information, 1899
In the summer of 1899, the Office of the Chief of Engineers began gathering information
“respecting the character and extent of the electric light and power plants installed in seacoast
batteries.” A letter dated August 21 to district officers (engineers) from the Office of the Chief of
Engineers requested “a brief description of the main features of each electric plant now
19
completed, under construction, or authorized, for batteries in your charge.” District officers
17

Williford, “Time Capsule Battery,” p. 15.
File 18510- 43 (March 8, 1898); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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File 32361- 32 (August 21, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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were to consider a dozen separate categories in their descriptions, including locations served by
the electric plant, types of engines, types of generator, switchboards, storage batteries, character
of wiring, number of lamps installed, number and types of motors, connections to searchlight
plants and submarine mine systems, cost of plants, active status of plants, and description of
searchlights plants. District Officer Solomon W. Roessler, in Portland, responded promptly to
the request. On August 31 he wrote:
The electric outfits consist of one illuminating plant for the mortar
battery at Fort Preble, and four search light plants, one at Fort Williams,
one at Great Diamond Island, south fork, one at Fort Constitution, N.H.,
and one at Fort Scammel, Me.20

Searchlight Plant for Fort Constitution
21

The searchlight plant for Fort Constitution was not described in detail, but it was a “duplicate
22
of the one at Great Diamond Island.” It was housed in a frame building with a concrete floor.
At the time of Roessler’s letter, the searchlight plant had not yet been transferred to Artillery
troops. Indeed, in December 1899, the searchlight plant (engine and generator) was only
partially installed, and the searchlight and the switchboard apparatus were still in their shipping
box. An Artillery inspector further noted in a report that month that
The electric plant is partially mounted on a solid concrete floor in its
permanent position on the land side of the old masonry Fort. …The
engine and dynamo were run two or three times without load when first
set up during the Spanish war and have not since been used. The
Searchlight has never been used. …Post lighting by Electricity for 1 or 2
batteries will be practicable and cheaper than kerosene.23

As the last sentence of the quote attests, even at the district level the merits of electricity was
lauded over other means of lighting.

20

File 32361- 15 (August 31, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
Searchlight history for Portsmouth Harbor is beyond the scope of this study, but an important
element in the history of electric power for coastal defense. Searchlights are occasionally mentioned
herein, as the documentation supports discussion related to the 1921 Power Plant history. See Appendix
F- 7 for a Report of Completed Works –Searchlights.
22
The Great Diamond Island engine was described as follows: “The engine is an oil engine of the
Hornsby- Akroyd type and the electrical parts were made by the General Electric Co. and are similar in
type to those at Fort Williams but larger, the engine being 25 H.P., the generator 11 K.W. 110 volts, and
the projector 36" diameter.” File 32361- 15 (August 31, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB. The HornsbyAkroyd engine was manufactured by the De La Vergne Refrigerating Machine Co., New York, NY. It
was popular during the Spanish- American War era as a reserve unit (Smith, p. 45).
23
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Report of a Board of Officers on Lighting and Power Plants, 1900
By 1900 interest in “the character of electric light and power plants best adapted to military
service in sea- coast works” had markedly increased, along with the empirical knowledge to
offer recommendations for further advancement. Early in the year, the national Board of
Engineers apparently solicited comments from its cadre of officers in the field. A particularly
insightful response was forthcoming from the Boston U.S. Engineer Office. Colonel Suter
offered, in late March, a detailed reporting based on the experience of that office in installation
24
and operation of several such plants. (See Appendix F- 1.) The report advised under the
following headings: Central Plant, Steam vs. Oil Plants, Oil Engine, Steam Plant, Engines,
Dynamos, Storage Batteries, Switch- Board Appliances, Lamps, Motors, Exterior Wiring,
Interior Wiring and Tools. By this date, the advice concerning storage batteries was to omit
them except in exceptional cases.
In May, a Board of Officers was convened by Special Order No. 19 at the Headquarters of the
Corps of Engineers, U.S.A., in New London, CT, to produce a report that outlined most of the
requirements to support the electrification of emplacements. Presumably their efforts benefited
significantly from reports like Colonel Suter’s. The board recommended that an installation’s
mechanical and electrical details be guided by the following conditions (listed here in order of
importance):
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The greatest probability that the plant will be ready for service at any
future time, having in view simplicity of design and freedom from
deterioration.
Uniformity of methods of operation, and of methods of
construction, so far as the latter involve the former.
Economy of operation.
Economy of first cost.
High commercial efficiency. 25

Centralization was considered desirable and steam as the standard prime mover. Protection,
light, ventilation, and dryness were to be considered when placing the installation. Rooms of
ample size and height, with arched ceilings, were preferred.
Over the course of the decade, most of the specifications for electrifying batteries continued to
be refined, and attempts were made to standardize as much as feasible. District Engineers were
encouraged to design gun batteries with rooms to house electrical storage and generation
equipment. In cases of older batteries, the engineers generally recommended retrofitting them
to the current standard.

24
25

File 34414- 1 (March 31, 1900); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Battery Farnsworth’s physical condition, however, precluded the installation of an electric plant.
This is evident from correspondence dated June 10, 1901, in which the Chief of Engineers wrote
the District Engineer in charge of the Fort Constitution 8- inch gun emplacements, stating that
the correction of the magazines’ moisture problems was a matter that is
of vitally more importance than the installation of an electric plant, to
which it is supposed the balance of $4,000 is now intended to be
applied.26

Status of Electric Power at Portsmouth Harbor Forts, 1903
Several years later, in 1903, the Office of the Chief of Engineers issued Mimeographs Nos. 48 and
50, requiring District Officers to once again evaluate the condition of the use of electricity for
communications, lighting, and gun operations in their region, and provide estimates of any work
necessary to equip forts with some basic electricity at prominent batteries. Supporting critical
harbor communications by electrical means became a priority as the Endicott era waned. This
interest can be directly seen in the Portsmouth’s U.S. Engineer Office response to the
mimeographs. On May 5, 1903, Captain Harry Taylor reported as follows:
No electric plants have been provided for any of the posts in Portsmouth
Harbor, nor have any of the emplacements been wired. No range finders
have been built and no conduit systems or means of communication have
been placed. Plans and estimates for the range finders are now being
prepared and will be submitted in a short time. Plans and estimates for
power plants will be submitted as soon as they can be prepared. The
estimates for the power plants will include the means of communication
between the power plants and the batteries and range finder stations and
also lighting of the batteries and range finders stations. All of the posts in
Portsmouth Harbor are very limited in area and it is probable that it will
be found that power plants can be transferred from some of the posts in
Boston Harbor where they are too small to meet present requirements
but which will fulfill all of the requirements of all of the posts in
Portsmouth Harbor.27

Mimeograph No. 48
Mimeograph No. 48, titled “Installation of telautographs in range- finder stations,”
recommended that the Gray telautograph be
adopted as a type instrument for transmitting tactical and ballistic data
from the fire commander’s station to the battery commanders’ stations
and from the battery commanders’ stations to the guns.28
26

File 16183 (June 10, 1901); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 41420- 154 (May 5, 1903); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB. The summary of the estimate of cost of the
work required by the mimeographs for “Fort Constitution, two 8- inch emplacements” was recorded at
$2,277.
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Mimeograph No. 48; collection of Glen M. Williford.
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The lengthy mimeograph provides extensive guidelines, with drawings, on the installation of the
telautographs. Included was guidance on the chain of communications and the method for
those communications, whether by telephone, telegraph, or telautograph. The Board of
Ordnance and Fortification’s intent was to install telautographs in each fire commander’s
station and battery commander’s station, and in each mortar and gun emplacement where the
caliber of the gun was 8 inches or greater.

Mimeograph No. 50
29

Mimeograph No. 50, titled “Electric wiring for gun maneuvering,” included several
supplements: Third Supplement on “Electric current required for night lights and for
maneuvering and firing guns”; Fourth and Fifth Supplements titled “Wiring in emplacements in
connection with gun and mortar carriages.” Because of scheduled Army and Navy maneuvers in
the vicinity of Portland, ME, during August 1903, the wiring of the carriages in that locality
became a priority.

Estimate for Gun Emplacement Wiring at Fort Constitution
Taylor submitted the following cost estimate with his May 5, 1903, correspondence to the Chief
30
of Engineers. The estimate totaled $1,006.05, and was for firing circuit work, including wiring
the two 8" gun emplacements at Fort Constitution.
Estimate for firing circuit work, including telautograph niches and wiring for Fort
Constitution Two 8" Guns
QUANTITY
2
50 ft
4
100 ft. 4–in.
300 ft. 1- in.
4
2
200 ft.
200 ft.

ITEM
Niches in walls with iron doors
Platform cut out and relaid
Handholes built
Soil pipe
Iron pipe installed
Receptacle boxes
Lamp boxes
#10 Duplex lead cable, purchased and installed
Telautograph cable, installation only
Labor wiring up

UNIT COST
@ 210.00
@ 2.00
@ 20.00
@
.50
@
.30
@ 7.50
@ 10.00
@
.30
@
.20

10% Superintendence and contingencies
TOTAL

COST
$420.00
100.00
80.00
50.00
90.00
30.00
20.00
60.00
40.00
25.00
915.00
91.50
$1,006.50

This work was presumably not accomplished, since the battery still did not have electricity by
August 1903. At that time, the commanding officer at Fort Constitution submitted a requisition

29
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File 41420; Mimeograph No. 50; collection of Glen M. Williford.
File 41420- 154, 197 (May 5, 1903; Fort Constitution Estimate); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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for 20 tubular lanterns to use for night drills, “as there is no means of lighting the emplacements
31
the lanterns asked for are necessary.”

Loading Platform Illumination Discussions, 1903
Shortly thereafter, the nuances of lighting loading platforms became a subject of broad
discussion – initiated by Major Roessler of the Portland, ME, Engineer’s Office. Major Roessler
explained in a letter to the Chief of Engineers that during August maneuvers, several questions
arose concerning the lighting of loading platforms. He noted the difficulty of providing “the
requisite amount of illumination for working the guns” while preventing “an inconvenient glare
32
into the eyes of the observers in the position finding stations in the rear.” He alluded to
experiments being conducted under his direction, but felt the subject was worthy of study by
other District Engineer Officers who confronted similar conditions. Several engineers took up
the question in indorsements. The Division Engineer for the Northeast Division reported that
he had
never been in favor of brilliant illumination of gun platforms in action.
When the observation stations are directly behind them the objections
are obvious, but, even when this is not the case, the light reveals the
position of the battery too plainly. Some light is of course necessary, but
it should be minimized and special operations illuminated as needed by
electric candles as recently recommended by the Board of Engineers.
The portable electric lights alluded to by Major Roessler are a nuisance
on account of the wires which are continually getting in the way.33

As a follow- up, the District Engineer submitted to the Chief of Engineers the results of a survey
undertaken by four post commanders in his district, related to lighting loading platforms.
Recommendations were offered based on empirical information. These recommendations
provided detailed instructions as to type, position, and number of lights to be used. Interest in
this critical topic continued at the national level even into the 1930’s, as documented by Circular
34
Letter dated August 24, 1932, on the “Illumination of Fixed Gun Emplacements.”
The following April, the Board of Engineers submitted to the Chief of Engineers a report on the
development and testing of “an independent and self- contained portable electric lamp as a
st
reserve for emplacement lighting.” The Chief of Engineers’ responded in the 1 Indorsement
with the state of funding for electric plants, as follows:
At the present time, however, the appropriation of $35,000 for electrical
plant[s] is so small and the calls upon such appropriation are so great that
it does not appear permissible to provide for the issue of such reserve
lamps, even to the extent of the 100 proposed. Estimates to the extent of
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$750,000 for central plants are now on file, and many points are entirely
unprovided with lights.35

The estimate of $750,000 for central power plant needs would continue to rise over the next
decade. By 1915, the Report of the Board of Review estimated that additional power plants for
the continental United States would cost $1,140,000, while completing the accessories for the
36
same would require $160,000.

General Order No. 139: Request for Information
On Power Plant and Searchlight Material, 1904
The summer of 1904 brought another comprehensive attempt to catalog existing electrical
power plants and searchlight material by the War Department. General Order No. 139, issued
August 23, 1904, stated that:
A board of officers will be constituted in each artillery district consisting
of the artillery district commander and the corresponding district officer
of the Corps of Engineers, to examine existing electrical power plants
and searchlight material and consider such other matter relating to
searchlight installations as may be covered by special instructions from
the Chief of Engineers. The reports of the board will be submitted direct
to the Chief of Engineers.37

The Board of Officers for the district that included Portsmouth reported in March 1905 that
2. … except one Hornsby- Akroyd engine plant, of 4 k.w. capacity, and
storage battery of 40 cells, in use in the torpedo storehouse, there is no
electrical plant, and no searchlight in the defenses of Portsmouth Harbor.
3. …The only garrison in the defenses of Portsmouth Harbor is one company
in temporary barracks at Fort Constitution.
4. It is the opinion of the Board that for this company one movable target will
be sufficient, to be towed in the same night through the field of fire of the
guns and to the mine fields; that one 36- inch searchlight is the least number
absolutely necessary in the whole harbor to permit the garrison “to conduct
night drills at the guns and the mines in connection with vessel tracking by
searchlight”; that it should be placed at Fort Constitution, and that a shelter
should be provided for it on the old fort in the vicinity of the light- house as
far as practicable from the B' station, to give at the target the largest angle
attainable between the direct and reflected rays.38
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By this date, Fort Constitution had acquired a new battery, Battery Hackleman, and an
assortment of structures to support the harbor’s submarine mining operations. (See Section 2 of
this HSR, “Battery Elon Farnsworth” and “The Mining Casemates at Fort Point,” for more
detailed information on these essential structures.)

Recommendation for Wood- Framed, Steam- Powered Electric Plant
The Board of Officers concluded that electrical power was indeed needed for operating the
searchlight, and for lighting the emplacements and observation stations. It recommended that
one temporary steam electrical plant of 30- kw capacity be placed in a temporary frame building
39
at Fort Constitution. Frame buildings at this time were being promoted by the War
Department for coastal defense auxiliary functions such as mining casemates and power plants,
due to continual moisture problems associated with the massive Endicott- period concrete and
earth structures.

First Detailed Proposals for Central Power Plants, 1905
The power needs for the Portsmouth Harbor forts (Fort Constitution, Fort Foster, and Fort
Stark) are generally discussed collectively in most correspondence generated during this era. A
letter dated May 2, 1905, from the Northeast Division, Corps of Engineers, to the Chief of
Engineers, War Department, reports that despite the above- referenced General Order No. 139
and the findings from the district’s Board of Officers, no provision had yet been made “for
40
supplying electric light and power for the defenses of Portsmouth Harbor, N.H.” (See
Appendix F- 2.)

Proposal for Fort Constitution
In the letter, specific estimates were laid out for consideration, including – for the first time – a
detailed proposal for one central power plant for Fort Constitution. This proposal read as
follows:
Should it be decided to supply power and light to the various localities
from one central station, located say at Fort Constitution, a central
power house could be built with capacity sufficient to permit a future
installation of all power required. With one 75 K.W. unit installed
sufficient power would be available for lighting all batteries and fire
control stations, for the other fire control requirements, and or operating
two search lights. For economical working under present needs the first
unit installed should contain two 40 K.W. generating sets. For economy
of distribution a 3- phase, 2,200- volt,41 alternating current should be
used, with step- down static transformers for local light circuits, and
motor generators for search lights and power. The first installation
39
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should include submarine cables large enough to carry the necessary
lighting currents, and land cables for fire control service. A gas
producer- gas engine plant is the most economical in operation and is
that provided for in the estimates.42

A grand proposal, the estimated cost of the installation as described was $26,962. (See Appendix
F- 2 for a detailed accounting of this estimate.)
A subsequent letter to the Office of the Chief of Engineers indicates that locating the power
plant behind Battery Elon Farnsworth was first suggested at this time. The August 15 letter read:
A project for a central power plant for the defenses of Portsmouth, to be
located at Fort Constitution, was submitted May 2, 1905. A good
location for a power house is in the rear of the rock ridge in rear of
Battery Farnsworth. This would be protected from hostile fire excepting
from the rear.43

This proposed location is close to where the 1921 Power Plant was ultimately built. In
September 1905, the location is mentioned again in an estimate for “sheltering emplacement
plants.” The “shelter” to be built in the “rear of traverse, Battery Farnsworth” was estimated to
44
cost $2,000. The reduced cost might have been due to the fact that minimal construction
would be required if it were sheltered by Battery Farnsworth, and to reduced expectations of
what the proposed plant would be.

Proposals for Fort Foster and Fort Stark
The recommendation for Fort Foster was to “combine the two rooms under right half of loading
platform, emplacement #3, Battery Bohlen ($1,600.).” That for Fort Stark was to “combine the
45
two rooms under left half of loading platform of gun #2, Battery Hunter ($1,700.).” By the
decade’s end, power plants at Fort Foster and Fort Stark would be constructed within the
emplacements as products of Taft- System initiatives. A power plant for Fort Constitution
would be postponed until Board of Review period funding enabled its construction.
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Taft- System Initiatives, 1906- 1914
Debate over the power needs of Fort Constitution and its sub- posts, Fort Stark and Fort Foster,
continued as the Taft System began to direct the administration of coastal defenses in 1906. At
the commencement of the era, electricity was recognized as being fundamentally important to
the gun defenses of the United States, and central power plants were identified as being “the
most economical and efficient method of producing the current.” A National Coast Defense
Board appointed by President Theodore Roosevelt provided the following assessment under the
heading “Electrical Appliances,” in its February 27, 1906, report on the coastal defenses of the
United States and the insular possessions:
Electricity has become of vital importance to an efficient system of gun
defense. First applied to lighting the various rooms of the emplacements,
its use has extended to raising ammunition to the loading platform; to
supplying current for communications in connection with range finding,
fire control and direction, to motors for retracting the guns, to
searchlights and to devices for firing guns and mortars.
It can not be questioned that the most economical and efficient method
of producing the current needed for the various purposes cited is by
means of a centrally located plant equipped with standard type of
generators of sufficient capacity to supply all the wants of the defense. At
the same time, with all the generating machinery concentrated in one
house, the entire electric power of the defense is liable to be paralyzed by
a single well- directed shot, notwithstanding the protection to be given to
the power house.
To guard against such a contingency reserve power should be provided,
in order that the efficiency of the defense may not be impaired. This
reserve can be supplied most economically by small individual units in
ample size to supply each battery or group of batteries.46

Lorimer D. Miller, in his aforementioned 1917 article on the 25- kw gasoline generating set,
offers some background on how the War Department tackled this immense challenge. Miller
noted that a then- assistant to the Chief of Engineers realized that funding would not be
immediately forthcoming for central plants, and he “adopted a policy of installing reserves first.”
He assigned two Corps engineers to “procure a satisfactory internal combustion engine” that
could be installed in the emplacements until such time a central plant could be built. Over the
course of the next year, a suitable engine was sought. By 1908, a gasoline- driven generating set
was developed by the General Electric Company in collaboration with the U.S. Army engineers.
47
The set would be adopted as a standard by the War Department. This engine type, GM- 12,
would ultimately be used in Fort Constitution’s 1921 Power Plant.
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U.S. Congress, Senate, Message from the President of the United States Transmitting A Letter from the
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Programming Electrical Needs
For Portsmouth Harbor Coast Defense
While a suitable engine was being sought at the national level, the district effort of programming
the electrical needs continued. The engineer for the Artillery District of Portland set forth his
recommendation in September of that year, stating:
While there is only sufficient garrison to care for the Armament at the
posts in this locality at present, (one half company in all) power should
be furnished for all three posts in view of the fact that there is none
whatever available now and the consideration that the garrisons of these
posts will probably be increased before installations are completed. In
any event if furnished in the near future the respective plants could be
kept out of commission until required for use.48

A written review of an Artillery Corps inspection report on the Portsmouth Harbor posts made
earlier that month attributed the absence of electric plants at Forts Foster and Stark to a lack of
49
funds. Funding issues aside, the discussions about type, configuration and location of power
plants would continue, with each year of proposals and estimates bringing Fort Constitution’s
power plant closer to its eventual design and construction in 1920.

Proposal for Temporary Wood- Framed Power Plant
At Fort Constitution, 1906
In October 1906 a report was submitted to Brigadier General A. Mackenzie, Chief of Engineers,
relating to the “electrical generator equipment required in the Portland District for batteries
50
now erected and not supplied with sufficient power.” (See Appendix F- 3.) Under the heading
“Defenses of Portsmouth” was a lengthy assessment of Fort Constitution, particularly
concerning the recommendations made by the Taft Board. The Taft Board recommended that
51
one 25- kw set be installed at Battery Farnsworth. (Eventually two such sets were installed in
the Power Plant.)
The October report provided the following recommendations for Fort Constitution:
Battery Farnsworth is in very poor condition, and its reconstruction has
been recommended. There is not sufficient room in the rooms of the
battery for the installation of the necessary plant. In view of the fact that
extensive changes may be made in the future in Battery Farnsworth and,
further, since an excellent site is available in the rear of the battery under
48
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cover of a rocky ridge in addition to the cover supplied by the battery, it
is recommended that a temporary building with wooden frame covered
with reinforced concrete plaster and a metal roof be built in the rear of
Battery Farnsworth, having space for 2- 25 K.W. units. From the table
(see Appendix F- 3) it will be seen that there is required at Fort
Constitution a total of 23.7 K.W. (including 16 K.W. for one 36- inch
searchlight and exclusive of power for hoists and for maneuvering the
guns of Battery Farnsworth).

Cost Estimate for Building a Power Plant
The proposals for a power plant were beginning to approximate the structure that was
eventually built. The estimated cost for this 1906 version of the plant was $5,400, broken down
as follows:
One temporary building
Erecting and connecting apparatus
Ducts to batteries
Cable to connect with batteries
Wiring batteries
Engineering and supervision

$2,000.00
325.00
1,050.00
400.00
965.00
660.00
$5,400.00

The gasoline tanks will be placed in the ground adjacent to and outside of
the building.52

Cost Estimate for Wiring Mining Structures
An estimate of $1,425 was submitted to the Chief of Engineers in June 1908 for lighting by
electricity the mine wharf, cable tank, torpedo storehouse, and “explosive room” at Fort
53
Constitution. These submarine- mining related structures would be a component in
subsequent plans. The costs broke down as follows:
Torpedo storehouse
Cable Tank
Loading room
Service dynamite room
Wharf
Connecting duct lines and cables

52
53

$165.00
45.00
100.00
15.00
200.00
900.00
$1425.00

File 60565- 52 (October 8, 1906); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 46294- 99 (June 25, 1908); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Battery Farnsworth Not Programmed for Electrical Wiring
Battery Farnsworth was not included in the wiring estimate. An explanation may be found in an
indorsement submitted by the District Engineer concerning cost estimates at the harbor forts.
Lieut. Col. Zinn explained on August 25, 1909, that conditions had not changed at Battery Elon
Farnsworth since the Chief of Engineers had commented on January 27, 1908:
This battery is in poor condition and its reconstruction has been under
consideration several times, and if it is to be rebuilt it is advisable not to
install any wiring in the battery in its present condition. If it should be
needed suddenly for any purpose, temporary wiring could be quickly
installed.54

Proposal for a Reinforced- Concrete Power House
At Fort Constitution, 1909
In October 1909, plans and estimates were again submitted to the Office of the Chief of
Engineers for the installation of a “25 k.w. gasoline generating set at Fort Constitution” (Figs.
55
PP- 17, PP- 18, PP- 19). The description of the project had advanced to include a concrete
power house (no longer the temporary wood- frame structure described in 1906):
At Fort Constitution it is proposed to erect a reinforced concrete power
house of the type described in Mimeograph No. 11656 [italics added], in
the rear of Battery Farnsworth, there being no room for the power plant
in the battery. The estimated cost of the installation at Fort Constitution
is $8,500.00, which includes wiring the batteries, fire control stations, and
torpedo buildings, and laying connecting ducts and cables.

1908 Standard Power House Plan
Designed for “Dock” Gasoline Generating Sets
Mimeograph No. 116 includes a floor plan of the proposed structure (Fig. PP- 17). The structure
is shown as a two- room rectangular box. The rooms are dedicated to specified functions, as
follows: to the left is a narrow rectangular space called the Fan Room, and to the right is a larger,
almost- square space identified as the Engine Room. The openings are designed to best serve
the equipment, which is composed of engines, generators, fans, and a switchboard. The Fan
Room is designed with three sliding doors to the exterior. The Engine Room has one door to
the exterior, which swings inward. The dimensions of the doorways are large enough to
accommodate the installation of the equipment. The windows are shown with six- over- six
double- hung sashes.
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The functions were segregated into separate rooms, because of the noise and draft issues related
to the fans. The fans of the Fan Room are aligned along the partition wall and situated
transversally, while the engines of the Engine Room are situated longitudinally. The fans are
designed to blow in opposite directions, with the air entering through a double sliding door at
the end wall. The switchboard is centered at the right wall of the Engine Room between
manholes. The gasoline tanks are positioned outside the Engine Room, and a trench for the
gasoline- supply pipes stretches between the switchboard manhole and the engines.
An accompanying memorandum to the Mimeograph No. 116, from the District Engineer to the
Chief of Engineers and dated September 10, 1908, provided additional details on the structure
type, as follows:
1. In accordance with request contained in Department letter of August
28, 1908, (E.D. 60565). I have the honor to forward herewith a tracing of
plan of the power house designed for the new Dock gasoline generating
sets. Two of these buildings, each designed for two generating sets, have
been erected in the Portland District in connection with the searchlight
installation.
2. Concrete reinforced with Clinton electric welded fabric was used in
the construction, the roof being designed to receive a standard five- ply
tar and slag coating. The foundations for the superstructure and for the
generating sets were carried to ledge. Ducts and covered trenches for
cables and piping were placed in the concrete floor.
3. The principal feature of the design lies in the arrangement of the fan
room. By means of sliding doors the room may be made in effect an open
shed providing an adequate supply of outside air for the radiators. The
fans are so placed as to draw cold air through the large doorway and
force the hot air from the radiators through the smaller doorways.
4. Some slight modification of the arrangements in the engine room is
necessary to provide for the installation of the gasoline sets
manufactured by the General Electric Co. (Figure PP- 20 shows the
modified version of the design.)57

The plan was developed for the Dock engine (Fig. PP- 18), but it would be modified to
accommodate a G.E. engine as noted in “item 4”of the aforementioned memorandum. The
reason for the change in the generating equipment is explained next.

Selection of a G.E. 25- kw Generating Set
For Use in Coast Defense
Electrical Engineer Miller’s previously mentioned 1917 account of the history of the 25- kw
gasoline- driven generating set includes a lengthy discussion of the Dock engine shown in Figure
18, and it provides answers as to why the War Department replaced the Dock engine with
58
generating sets manufactured by the General Electric Company (Fig. PP- 39). It seems that the
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Dock engine, built by the New York Safety Steam Power Company, Hope Valley, RI, won a War
Department contract, but the company was not able to build a second satisfactory engine and
eventually ended up in bankruptcy. The General Electric Company submitted two bids, a
Dock- style engine and one of an alternative design. The latter bid was rejected because G.E.
could not exhibit an engine in time. The Chief of Engineers, however, fortuitously made an
open market purchase of 10 G.E. engines of the alternative design. The alternative design, with
some improvements, would be adopted by the War Department and used extensively
throughout its seacoast defense system. Miller concludes his discussion of the history of the
G.E. engine with the following:
The history of the purchase of the 25 kw. set has been dwelt upon
somewhat at length in order to show how thoroughly the officers having
the matter in charge searched the field for a suitable engine. All the
engines above described were built by well known and responsible
manufacturers, but all failed in some respect. In the end a new engine
had to be designed from the ground up. That this design did not have as
many defects as the first efforts of engine designers generally have, is due
to the personal attention which the General Electric Company’s
engineers gave the matter and to the careful attention to details by those
who were looking after the Government’s interests.59

Modified Standard Plan of Power House
To Accommodate G.E. Generating Sets
The two- room rectangular structure is maintained in the modified plan (compare Figs. PP- 17
and PP- 20), but many of the details linked to the Dock- style engine have been redesigned. The
Fan Room is now called a Radiator Room, with the radiators situated longitudinally and linked
to windows on the side exterior elevation. The position and details of the window and door way
openings are changed throughout. The principal doorway is placed adjacent to the partition
wall on the front elevation of the structure. The partition doorway is wide (3 feet) and tall (8
feet) to allow for equipment installation.
Although the gasoline tanks are in a similar location outside the Engine Room, mufflers are now
shown hung on the front and rear elevations in line with the interior generating sets. Miller
describes the gasoline engines as follows:
the gasoline tank is placed underground outside the emplacement. Each
tank, which as already stated, has a capacity of 370 gallons, is placed
horizontally with the top about 2 feet below ground level. The gasoline
pump on the engine will lift the gasoline only about 6 feet and it is
therefore essential that the bottom of the tank be not more than 6 feet
below the pump.60
One of the main considerations in the design of the sets was the
elimination of the fire risk. Gravity feed of gasoline was out of the
question because the leakage or the breakage of the supply pipe, which
might be caused by the concussion incident to gun fire, would flood the
59
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657
Gun Emplacement
No. 1

“Storage Battery Room”

Figure PP- 16. “Sketch of Two Gun Emplacement at Fort Constitution, N.H., Showing Ammunition Lifts,” by A.N. Damrell, Lieut. Colonel of
Engineers, December 16, 1896, and existing- conditions photographs as documented by HABS.

Gun Emplacement
No. 2

“Store Room”

Nailer for
Electric Wiring

engine room with gasoline. The gasoline is accordingly stored
underground outside the emplacement in a 370- gallon tank, furnished
with each engine, and is lifted to the carburetor by means of a
mechanically driven plunger pump.
As the carburetor must be filled with gasoline before the engine starts, a
hand operated plunger pump is provided as a part of the mechanically
operated pump. Suitable check valves are placed in the pumps and at the
bottom of the supply pipe in the gasoline tank to prevent the return of
the gasoline to the tank and to keep the pump primed.61

The fans in the Radiator Room have been modified to blow in the same direction with the air
entering from the end wall openings. The switchboard location has not changed, but it is now
shown in front of a square cable pit, where incoming cables would terminate and rise to the
terminals of the switches on the switchboard. The trench configuration is different from the
earlier plan, because it now extends to the radiators. The power house’s interior is further
outfitted with a work bench, sink, oil tank, waste cans, lockers, and a telephone booth.

Comparison of the Modified Design
To the 1921 Power Plant Design
The essential design components of Fort Constitution’s 1921 Power Plant are already present in
the modified plan (compare Figs. PP- 20 and PP- 34). Some distinct differences are apparent
between it and the as- built design, however. These differences, in part, were necessitated when
the structure was sited adjacent to a pre- existing battery. For example, in the 1920 design the
Radiator Room would switch sides of the plant with the Engine Room; the Engine Room would
be reduced in size, and the generating sets placed transversely rather than longitudinally; the
switchboard would be positioned along the rear wall along with and in front of the cable pit; the
gasoline tanks would be moved adjacent to the side wall of the Radiator Room; the openings
throughout would be modified; and the structure would be constructed almost entirely of
Portland cement concrete. For the 1921 Power Plant, an improved and remarkably compact
design would emerge, with every architectural feature integral to the vital equipment that the
structure housed. The prototype for the design, however, can be found in this era’s power plant
design as first published in Mimeograph No. 116.
Apparently, the District Engineers had a certain amount of leeway in modifying the
recommended design, contingent upon available materials, site constraints, and the specific
intent of the particular installation.
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1909 Site Plan For
Fort Constitution Power House
A site plan dating to October 1909 does survive and is included as Figure PP- 19. This site plan
for the “Light and Power Plant” shows the Power Plant located behind the north gun
emplacement (not behind the central traverse, as it is today). Cables are seen running from the
power plant to the following critical structures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battery Elon Farnsworth and its fire- control station;
the 1901 Mining Casemate;
Battery Hackleman and its fire- control station;
the Cable Tank;
the Torpedo Loading Room; and
the Torpedo Storehouse.

The plan suggests that the electricity was to be used primarily for lighting purposes, but it may
have been intended for use with the batteries’ guns, as well. Nevertheless, the Chief of
Engineers decided that “The installations at Battery Farnsworth will have to await a new
62
appropriation, and the generator and engine ordered [will be] sent elsewhere for this year.” Its
sub- posts, however, received auxiliary electric plants installed directly within batteries.

Power for Fort Stark and Fort Foster
The Report of Completed Batteries for December 31, 1909, for the Portland District mentioned
the installation of the Battery Hunter power plant (Fort Stark), but stated that at Battery Bohlen
63
(Fort Foster) there was “no electric plant.” The Report of Completed Batteries for the following
year confirmed that an auxiliary electric plant was being installed at Battery Bohlen. Affirming
the interest in “electric plants,” the same report offered a summary of “Electric Plants,
64
Portsmouth Harbor, N.H.” (See Appendix F- 5.) It gave the vital statistics on each of the two
plants, as described subsequently.
Fort Stark’s Battery David Hunter received a 50- hp vertical, four- cylinder, G.E. gasoline engine
and one 25- kw 125 volt, G.E. direct current generator. The installation was to light batteries
Hunter, Kirk, Hays and Lytle, and the mining casemate and primary mine station. In addition, it
was to serve the ammunition hoists of Battery Hunter and provide occasional power for the
mining casemate.
Fort Foster’s Battery Henry Bohlen was to receive similar equipment, which was designed to
light batteries Bohlen and Chapin and a secondary mine station, as well as provide power for the
ammunition hoists and retracting motors at Battery Bohlen. The estimate for an “Electric Plant”
at Fort Foster is provided in Appendix F- 4. (The Fort Constitution estimate was not found
during research.)
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Electrical Installation and Searchlight Estimates
For Portsmouth Harbor, 1910
The Fortification Estimate Data Sheet for the Artillery District of Portsmouth, NH, for Electrical
Installations, dated November 25, 1910, includes the following. Note that the number on the
right identifies the relative importance of the facility. The total estimated expenditure
65
amounted to $93,000.
Fort Constitution
1
Auxiliary Plant
3
Central Plant

$ 2,500.
22,200.

Fort Stark
2
Central Plant

$33,000.

Fort Foster
4
Central Plant

$28,300.

Recommendations were also included in the report for installing six searchlights for the
Artillery District of Portsmouth, NH, at a total cost of $105, 996. The installation of a 36- inch
66
light at Fort Constitution was rated as priority #2, and estimated at $5,000. This searchlight
apparently would be installed during the Board of Review period per A Report of Completed
Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Searchlights), Form 4, corrected to September 22, 1921. This
form identifies a 36- inch fixed Searchlight No. 4 on the military reservation near Fort
Constitution. (See Appendix F- 7.)

Status of Electrical Power at Fort Constitution
At Taft System’s End
The condition at the end of the Taft- System period regarding electricity at the Fort Constitution
reservation is summed up in a May 1, 1913, indorsement, in which the Portland U.S. Engineer’s
Office reported to the Chief of Engineers the following:
B¹ Farnsworth, a small fire control station at Fort Constitution, was wired
for electric lighting during the latter part of March. There is no electric
lighting plant at Fort Constitution. It is recommended that the usual
practice be adopted, viz., if the commercial company from whom the
current is purchased is unwilling to place a meter at its own expense that
the Quartermaster’s Department furnish one if that Department desires
to have a record of consumption.67
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Status of Generating Sets
At Taft’s System’s End
The advancements made in electric power generating sets during the Taft era would
significantly impact the 1921 Power Plant’s eventual design and construction. Extracted below
is Lorimer Miller’s 1917 concise summary of the generating set type to be used in the Fort
Constitution plant.
Summarizing briefly the foregoing remarks, the 25 kw. generating sets
were developed to provide a reserve source of electric power at the
seacoast fortifications in case the central power plants, recommended by
the “Taft Board” as the primary source of power at each fortification,
became disabled in action. Two hundred and seventy sets have been
purchased. The sets are sufficiently compact to be installed in the small
rooms of the older emplacements, are self- contained and designed to be
independent of the local water supply, are adaptable to tropical and
frigid climates, and are practically “fool proof,” as they will run without
attention provided they are supplied with sufficient fuel and cooling
water. The only serious complaint which has been made against them is
that they are noisy—to remedy this, means have been devised and are
now being applied. Notwithstanding the fact that the set was designed
ten years ago, the coast artillery have in it as dependable and as durable
an internal combustion engine driven generating set as can be found on
the market today.68
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Figure PP- 17. Mimeograph No. 116. Power Plant for “Dock” Gasoline Generating Sets, September 10, 1908.

669
Figure PP- 18. 25- kw “Dock” Gasoline Set proposed for the 1909 Power Plant, as illustrated in
Mimeograph No. 116. (Not installed in the 1921 Power Plant.)

670
Figure PP- 19. Proposed location of a “Light and Power Plant,” October 12, 1909.

Proposed Power Plant

Figure PP- 20. Alternative Plan of Power- House for Two Generating Sets.
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Planning During the
Board of Review System Period,
1917- 1920
World War I Emergency Power Needs for Portsmouth Harbor
Nothing appears to have been done about installing a power plant at Fort Constitution until
1917, when the United States entered World War I on April 6. One week later, the District
Engineer Office in Portland sent a memorandum to the Office of the Chief of Engineers, ranking
Fort Constitution as its top Portsmouth Harbor priority to receive some type of electric power.
The locations at which the sets [25 K.W. generating sets] should be
placed in the order of their importance is as follows:
Fort Constitution Fort Stark Fort Foster -

1 set.
1 set.
1 set.

No power at present.
Most important fortifications.
Next most important fortifications.69

A memorandum dated December 6, 1917, from the Coast Defense Commander to the District
Engineer Portland, ME, requested “in view of the present emergency” that the Torpedo
Storehouse, Loading Room, Cable Tank, and Test Room and Explosive Storeroom be wired and
equipped with electric lights. Since Battery Farnsworth had been de- armed in the early summer
of 1917, wiring it was not included in the request. The Commander stressed “the extreme
importance that this work be done without delay, the need being far greater than the probable
70
st
cost.” The 1 indorsement indicated that an estimate for the wiring the buildings was
submitted June 22, 1917, along with an estimate for the installation of a 25- kw set at Fort
Constitution, but no funds were available for the work. Since Portsmouth “is now almost
entirely dependent upon its torpedo defense,” it was recommended that an allotment be made
71
72
covering the wiring of the four buildings. The allotment was approved on January 2, 1918.
The actual document detailing the estimate has not been located.

1918 Circular Letter: Electrical Installations in Seacoast Fortifications
Official interest in building electrical power plants heightened during the Board of Review
System. The Chief of Engineers sent the District Engineers a lengthy Circular Letter concerning
“Electrical Installations in Seacoast Fortifications” dated August 24, 1918. (See Appendix F- 6.)
The letter laid out the War Department’s policy regarding the provision of electrical plants at
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73

seacoast fortifications. It represented a general policy meant to apply to all seacoast
fortifications, and was therefore not site- specific to Fort Constitution. It does, however,
provide a good description of basic expectations and specifications concerning electrical
installations that would apply to the ultimate design of the 1921 Power Plant. One of the
principle items within the policy was that:
Except in those cases where local conditions indicate the advisability of
utilizing alternating current for both battery and post systems, to provide all
batteries or groups of batteries requiring power for fortification purposes
and in general all searchlights with suitable local direct connected direct
current generating sets, preferably driven by engines of the internal
combustion type, these plants to be interconnected and so provided with
reserve sets as to insure continuity and flexibility in service.

Special Instructions for Electrical Installations
Special instructions were outlined for actually preparing projects for electrical installations.
They are excerpted here because they are directly applicable to the construction of the 1921
Power Plant. Drawings were made for the Power Plant within six months of the Circular Letter,
so the policies set forth in it surely guided its design and specifications.
2. In addition to the principles above laid down, the following ideas should
guide District Engineers in preparing projects for electrical installations at
seacoast fortifications:
(a) The installations should be based upon the utilization for primary power
of the standard 25- kw. set with standard accessories which have heretofore
been used extensively in fortification work. Additional or non- standard
apparatus will only be used under special circumstances, the nature of which
must be clearly set forth by the District Engineer.
(b) In general, a reserve set will be supplied for each primary plant. If such
plants are so located as to be susceptible of interconnection so as to furnish a
mutual reserve, extra reserve sets need not be supplied, provided tie- lines
inter- connecting the plants can be installed under adequate protection. The
inter- connection of electric plants for emergency service is regarded with
favor and should be effected in every instance where such inter- connection
appears advisable and practicable.
(c) Wherever possible, the generating sets should be placed in battery rooms
where they will be under bombproof protection. If such a location is not
practicable, they should be housed in locations having as much protection as
possible and preferably in separate bombproof power houses, which should
be protected on the roof and on at least three sides. Where conditions make
73
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it necessary, protection on all four sides should be supplied. The overhead
protection should not be less than the equivalent of five feet of concrete and
eight feet of sand. Where subject to direct hits, the side protection should be
that given to the magazines of major caliber batteries; where not subject to
direct hits, it should be the equivalent of four feet of concrete and fifteen feet
of sand. If the power house can be placed in a naturally protected position,
the thickness of the walls need not exceed that required for proper structural
design. Particular attention should be paid to the protection of gasoline
tanks from shell fire.
(d) The interior arrangement of power rooms should conform in general to
the designs shown on pages 58 and 59 of Instruction Book No. 1,
Installations, Care and Operation of 25- kw. Gasoline Electric Generating
Sets. Where special conditions make it necessary to effect material modifications in these plans, the necessity therefore should be clearly set forth.

In addition, it provided policy for the character and extent of electrical installations in
bombproof mining casemates as follows.
(d) Bomb- proof mine casemates have recently been constructed in many
of the coast defenses, and in others plans have been submitted for the
provision of bomb- proof casemates. All bomb- proof casemates should
receive complete electrical installations and all mine structures which are
of such nature as to make it probable that they will form a permanent
part of the coast defenses should receive similar treatment.

This policy presumably would have applied to the 1920 Mining Casemate at Fort Constitution.

Guidelines for Submittals of Plans and Estimates
The Circular Letter directed District Engineers to submit to the Office of the Chief of Engineers
plans and estimates for electrical installations in the seacoast fortifications under their charge
(searchlight plants were not to be included). These plans and estimates were to be
accompanied by a report describing “the entire situation,” including history, existing conditions,
and power requirements. The District Engineers were ordered to consult with the local Coast
Artillery authorities, and if there was disagreement on any item, the opinions of both were to be
included in the report. The projects were to be received no later than September 30, 1918.

Fort Constitution Submittals
Research did not produce any of the noted documents for Fort Constitution – reports,
estimates, or plans submitted by the specified date. A sheet of plans for a “Protected Power
House,” dating to February 13, 1919 (Fig. PP- 26), was located at the Cartographic Branch of the
National Archives and Records Administration building in College Park, MD. Although not the
final design for the 1921 Power Plant, it presumably was generated in conjunction with the
aforementioned Circular Letter: Electrical Installations in Seacoast Fortifications, and represents
a stage in the final design’s development. This design, because it is closely related to the as- built
design, is subsequently discussed in detail in the next chapter of this HSR, titled “Construction
Period.”
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CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

Knowledge of the construction planning for the 1921 Power Plant is currently dependent upon
several sets of plans – the aforementioned 1919 Protected Power House drawing titled “Fort
Constitution, N.H. Protected Power House for Two 25 Kw. sets,” dated February 13, 1919 (Fig.
PP- 26); a second drawing titled “Fort Constitution Electric Power House,” dated October 22,
1920 (Fig. PP- 31); and a floor plan titled “Fort Constitution, N.H. Electric Power Plant,” dated
November 4, 1920 (Fig. PP- 37). Note that the name of the structure shifted from “Protected
Power House” in 1919 to “Electric Power House” in October 1920 to “Electric Power Plant” in
November 1920. The shift from Protected Power House to Electric Power House reflected a
significant alteration in design.

Purpose and Use of the Proposed Power Plant
The proposed power plant was planned to be a centrally located plant that would provide
auxiliary (reserve) power in time of need to a select group of defenses on the Fort Constitution
74
reservation. A gasoline- powered generating set would produce the electricity, which would be
conducted through cables to the designated structures. Each structure would be electrically
wired.
The 1919 plan includes a site plan (Fig. PP- 21) and a cable diagram (Fig. PP- 22) which identifies
the following structures as receiving power from the proposed plant: Hackleman and its battery
commander’s station, the Cable Tank, the Torpedo Loading Room, and the Torpedo
Storehouse. These were the same structures shown on the October 1909 plan to receive service
(Fig. PP- 19), minus Battery Farnsworth and its fire- control station (B¹Farnsworth), and the
1901 Mining Casemate. A similar diagram has not been located for the 1920 plans. Either the
plan is missing or, equally as likely, the 1919 cable diagram did not require revision and was
considered suitable for the 1920 design.
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Commercially purchased electricity was the primary source of power for the Fort Constitution
reservation.
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Figure PP- 21. Detail of Protected Power House plan [February 13, 1919], showing site plan.

Proposed Protected Power House
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Figure PP- 22. Detail of Protected Power House plan [February 13, 1919], showing cable diagram.

Siting the Power Plant
The engineers charged with siting and designing the 1921 Power Plant had to ensure that the
generating sets would be situated in a protected shelter and that the associated gasoline tanks
would be guarded against shell fire. Optimal siting to enable concealment and protection was a
coastal defense system priority. The structure’s type and design would in turn be contingent
upon the physical conditions of the selected site.
Presumably, the engineers were guided in their siting of the 1921 Power Plant by the direction of
the aforementioned August 1918 Circular Letter for Electrical Installations in Seacoast
Fortifications (Appendix F- 6). This laid out several possible scenarios for the siting of power
plants, with the preferable location being inside batteries where they would be given natural
bombproof protection. The second recommendation of the Circular Letter was to house the
power plant in a separate structure that would be either bombproofed (that is, protected on the
roof and three or four sides, depending on the location). If the freestanding structure could be
situated in a naturally protected position, the bombproofing would not be required.
Even before Battery Elon Farnsworth was determined obsolete, its moisture problems
presumably precluded introducing a power plant within its walls, along with the fact there was
75
not adequate space. Attempts had been made to correct the inherent problems, but they were
not successful. Additional mitigation would be required to make the environment suitable for
generating equipment, and this was not a fiscally viable solution. The second recommendation,
of building a separate structure for the power plant, would be the course ultimately pursued.
The idea of constructing a central auxiliary power plant for Fort Constitution in or near Battery
Elon Farnsworth had been accepted since at least 1905. The then- District Engineer promoted
as a good site the rear of the rock ridge behind Battery Elon Farnsworth, as the plant “would be
76
protected from hostile fire excepting from the rear.” A year later placing the plant in or near
the battery was considered again. Lack of space in the battery itself for this function, coupled
77
with its “very poor condition” and the then- current recommendation to reconstruct it, led the
same engineer to recommend a site outside the battery. In his October 1906 report to the Chief
of Engineers, he echoed his findings of 1905 by reporting that “an excellent site” for its
protective merits would be “in the rear of the battery under cover of rocky ridge … [and] the
78
cover supplied by the battery.” Clearly the vicinity behind Battery Farnsworth and along its
gangway was the preferred location, but without drawings or a site plan it is difficult to know
exactly the position proposed by the engineer.
The first tangible evidence of a site location is found in the 1909 plan for a “Light and Power
Plant” (Figs. PP- 19, PP- 23). This plan shows the plant as being located directly behind Gun
Emplacement No. 2. Since the drawing does not include the band of rock ledge that borders the
75
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gangway, it is not clear exactly how the building would interface with the ledge. By 1919, as
evident in a site plan of February 13, the auxiliary Power Plant at Fort Constitution (Figs. PP- 21,
PP- 24) has been moved to a position between the two gun emplacements, tucked against the
northwest central traverse of Battery Farnsworth. Positioning the Power Plant in this location
would require the removal of more than half of the earthen berm along the traverse to make
room for the new structure (Figs. PP- 5; PP- 25, top photograph).
The destruction of a portion of Battery Farnsworth’s traverse was not considered an adverse
action to the defense system, because by this date the battery itself had become obsolete. The
two 8- inch guns of Battery Farnsworth had been removed two years earlier (in the summer of
79
1917). The unmodified and inherent flaws in the battery’s design made it clear that the battery
would never be rearmed, unless it was rebuilt. It seemed highly unlikely that funding would ever
be appropriated for the latter action. Therefore, the massive battery became useful as a large
obstacle that would effectively shelter this essential element of the Board of Review system (Figs.
PP- 2; PP- 25, bottom photograph). The original low retaining wall around the removed part of
the berm would be retained, to form an enclosure for the new structure (Figs. PP- 4, PP- 5, PP6).
Since the site chosen for the Power Plant was in a naturally protected location, created by the
massive bulk of Battery Farnsworth (Fig. PP- 1), the previously described bombproof design was
not needed or used in its construction. The plant was designed (and built) of concrete as a
simple, freestanding, two- room box to house critical equipment (Figs. PP- 4, PP- 5, PP- 8).
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Front Elevation of Battery

Figure PP- 23. Detail of “Light and Power Plant” plan [October 12, 1909], showing proposed location.

Gun Emplacement No. 1

Gun Emplacement No. 2

Proposed Power House
14' x 24'
Mem. 116
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Gun Emplacement
No. 1

Figure PP- 24. Detail of Protected Power House plan [February 13, 1919], showing proposed location.

Gun Emplacement
No. 2

Front Elevation of Battery

Walbach
Tower

1921 Power Plant
introduced at this
berm
(Photo dates to
1903)

Ledge
Rock

Gangway

As- built location
of 1921 Power
Plant
(Photo dates to
2004)

Gangway

Figure PP- 25. Top: Battery Elon Farnsworth, northwest (rear) elevation in 1903, prior to Power Plant.
Bottom: Battery Elon Farnsworth, 1921 Power Plant, and 1943 Observation Station in 2004.
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The 1919 Design:
Protected Power House
Plans
(See Figs. PP- 21, PP- 22, PP- 24, PP- 26 through PP- 30)

The February 1919 plans consist of one sheet of drawings, which include a site plan (Fig. PP26), a section along the length (Fig. PP- 27), a section across the width (Fig. PP- 28), a top view
(Fig. PP- 29), a floor plan (Fig. PP- 30), and a cable diagram (Fig. PP- 22). Although very
detailed, this sheet (Fig. PP- 26) shows a version of the structure earlier than the one built. The
interior arrangement and configuration of the rooms is similar to the as- built conditions, but
the design of the exterior walls and the means of accessing the building are quite different. The
following description of the Protected Power House is taken from the plan.

Design Precedent
The 1919 design shows the concrete walls and roof of the Power Plant virtually encased in a
concrete and earthen bunker – hence the title of the drawing, “Protected Power House.” The
War Department during this era was recommending bombproofing as a building type in
response to long- range fire now deemed possible by hostile fleets, and the increasing
probability of effective attack from aircraft. It was felt that the angle of fall of a shell would be so
great to make it impossible to protect the “essential materiel” of defense by either concealment
80
or parapets.
The adjective “protected” before the building type in its name implied that the structure was
bombproofed. Bombproof construction generally consisted of a masonry core within a
concrete and earthen shell, separated by an interstitial space around three sides and between the
roof and ceiling; i.e., an inner and outer structure separated by an air space. The exterior
structure for these “protected” buildings was most often built of concrete and earth, while the
interior structure’s materials would vary. Siting, access, and equipment placement in these
bombproof structures was predicated on the principal of protection. The 1919 design is
discussed at length herein because it provides insight into this building type, to the evolution of
planning and final design for the 1921 Power Plant, and to some construction details of Battery
Elon Farnsworth.
It should be noted that another bombproof structure was being built on the Fort Constitution
reservation at this time – the 1920 Mining Casemate. Initial plans for this structure date to
March 1918, preceding those for the Protected Power House. (See Section 2, “The Mining
Casemates at Fort Point, The 1920 Mining Casemate, Construction Period” for additional
information on this structure, and Figures MC- 57 through MC- 60 for plans.) It, too, was
designed to be bombproof, with an inner and outer structure separated by an air space. The
80

Files 84844- 74 (August 10, 1916) and 84833- 76 (March 1, 1916); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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chosen materials for the inner structure included brick, terra- cotta tile and concrete, while the
outer structure consisted of a concrete shell and earth embankment. The local engineers had
experience with the details of this construction type, which would have been applied to the
construction of the Power Plant if it had been built as a bombproof structure.

Protected Power- House Structure
Outer Structure
The outer structure consists of a thick shell of new concrete at the northwest façade and
southwest (end) walls and roof. In the longitudinal section the concrete is shown to vary in
81
height from 24 feet to 30 feet (from the datum point, which is presumed to mean sea level).
The roof is further embanked with a mound of earth 40 feet high. The earth is shown to rise
higher than the parapet of Battery Farnsworth by 2 feet.

Air Space
A narrow air space separates the outer concrete shell from the inner structure on all sides and at
the roof. The southwest (end) wall air space is 4 feet wide, while the others are 18 inches wide.
The former is wider because it was programmed to contain the submerged gasoline tanks. Two
gasoline tanks are positioned in tandem to one another. This placement was because of the
narrow dimensions of the air space. The northeast and southeast (rear) walls of the interior
structure are shown to abut the existing masonry of Battery Farnsworth. The southeast (rear)
wall has a thin shield of new concrete, separating the older concrete.

Inner Structure
The inner structure is designed as a rectangular box with walls 9 inches thick throughout. The
walls are shown to be primarily brick, while the ceiling is steel- reinforced concrete finished with
hollow porous tile and waterproofing. The floor is concrete and features cast- in- place
equipment bases and trenches.
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The plan does not contain a note identifying the datum point, so it is assumed that the datum point is
sea level.
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Exterior Features
Elevations
The two end and rear elevations are shown as shielded by Battery Elon Farnsworth, so they are
not visible. The only elevation that would be visible would be the northwest façade. A drawing
of this elevation is not included in the set of plans, so its details can only be inferred from the
sections and floor plan. The elevation may have looked similar to that of the 1921 Mining
Casemate, consisting of a flat plane of concrete to a height of 31 feet. This concrete would have
been in plane with the existing retaining knee wall. The façade would have been pierced by only
one opening situated near the west corner, leading to the air space containing the gasoline tanks.

Ventilators
Ventilators would have penetrated the roof at strategic positions. The ventilators are described
as 8- inch and 12- inch pipe ventilators and would have ventilated the toilet, interior rooms and
air spaces. The interior rooms and air space ventilators are rendered at a height of 41 feet 5
inches. The ventilators would have been the only projection visible from the earthen mound.
They are drawn with roof caps.

Battery Elon Farnsworth Details
The 1919 plan informs of the heights of Battery Farnsworth walls and some of its details.
Particularly interesting is a note found in the longitudinal section (Fig. PP- 27), which states that
the “Wood Bridge between Loading Platforms to be removed.” This refers to the exterior
passage linking the two gun emplacements of Battery Farnsworth.

Water Pipe and Sewer Line
The 1919 floor plan (Fig. PP- 30) shows the proposed positioning of water and sewer pipes.

Openings
The number, type, and positioning of the openings were a reflection of the requirement to
control access to the building.

Entrance Doorways
The principal entrance to the power house was in the northeast wall of the Engine Room – an
interior doorway cut through the side wall of the existing passageway leading to the magazine
area for Battery Elon Farnsworth’s no. 2 gun. A second opening, in the northwest façade, leads
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to the wide air space housing the buried gasoline tanks. Both doorways are shown fitted with
double doors. The Engine Room entrance doors are five- paneled and swing inward; the
exterior doors on the northwest façade swing outward, presumably designed to open from the
inside for protective purposes. The latter doors are not rendered, so it is not known whether
this feature was intended to be fitted with five- paneled doors, as well.

Interior Doorways
Three interior doorways are drawn, one linking the two rooms at the northwest end of the
partition wall, and two linking the airspace to the Radiator Room. The Radiator Room doors to
the airspace are positioned directly across from one another at the east end of the front and rear
walls. It is thought that these doors were designed to slide on overhead tracks. Only the rear
wall door is included in section, and it is shown to be five- paneled.

Windows
The structure is without windows that open to the outside. There appears, however, to be at
least two openings in the brick walls directly aligned with the radiators of the Radiator Room,
presumed to be windows. They are shown to open into the air space. The details of these
openings are difficult to read in plan. They may have been fitted with shutters installed on the
air- space side of the wall.

Interior Features
The floor plan (Fig. PP- 30) shows two rooms within the inner structure. An almost square
Engine Room is situated to the left and a narrow rectangular Radiator Room to the right, with
gasoline tanks buried outside the Radiator Room in the wide air space.
The Power Plant is directly linked to Gun Emplacement No. 2 of Battery Elon Farnsworth. The
pre- existing passageway from the outside that led to the interior of Emplacement No. 2 is
utilized. Since a toilet was never introduced to Battery Farnsworth, the engineers took this
opportunity to incorporate one into the plan of the Power Plant. They situated it midway along
the passageway, across from the entrance to the plant.
The walls of the interior structure are shown to be brick. No painted finishes are identified on
the drawings.
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Engine Room
The Engine Room is designed with the following equipment and fittings:
•

Two cast- in- place concrete bases for two engines (type of engine not described, but
drawing title states the generating sets to be “25 Kw. Sets.)” These bases are rectangular
in shape and are laid transversely, commencing several feet from the front wall.

•

A pipe trench that stretches along the bases’ northwest side, wrapping the north corner
of each base and continuing to the bases in the Radiator Room.

•

A cable pit situated along the rear wall, with pipe ducts flaring out to the engine bases
and the radiator bases.

•

A large switchboard installed in front of the cable pit.

Radiator Room
The Radiator Room is designed with the following equipment and fittings:
•

Two cast- in- place concrete bases for two radiators (type of radiator not described).
These bases are rectangular in shape and are laid longitudinally, butting the southwest
(end) wall.

•

A pipe trench that travels from the Engine Room bases to the Radiator Room bases.
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Figure PP- 26. Plan for Protected Power House, February 13, 1919.
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Figure PP- 27. Detail of Protected Power House plan [February 13, 1919], showing longitudinal section.
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Figure PP- 28. Detail of Protected Power House plan [February 13, 1919], showing transverse section.
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Figure PP- 29. Detail of Protected Power House plan [February 13, 1919], showing top view.
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Figure PP- 30. Detail of Protected Power House plan [February 13, 1919], showing floor plan.

The 1920 (As- Built) Design:
Electric Power House
Plans
(See Figs. PP- 31 through PP- 35)

The 1919 design for the plant was modified in a sheet of drawings dated October 22, 1920 (Fig.
PP- 31). The 1920 drawing includes a section through the length (Fig. PP- 32), a section across
the width (PP- 33), a floor plan (Fig. PP- 34), and a diagram of electric connections (Fig. PP- 35).
The 1920 sections and floor plan show the Power Plant as constructed – a single- story,
rectangular, reinforced- concrete building with two interior rooms equipped with the engines,
radiators, ductwork, and switchboards necessary to generate auxiliary electricity for select
coastal defenses at Fort Constitution.

Modifications to the 1919 Plan
The most significant modification to the 1919 plan (Fig. PP- 26) that appears in the 1920 plan
(Fig. PP- 31) was the elimination of the outer protective concrete shell, earthen embankment,
and air spaces. This change eliminated the structure’s “protected” shell, and the structure’s
name was accordingly changed from Protected Power House to Electric Power House. The
inner structure was maintained as a freestanding, traditionally designed structure. The
modification, however, triggered a series of smaller changes to the design of the former inner
structure. A summary of these modifications follows.
•

All walls of the interior structure became exterior walls, requiring a set of new openings.

•

The interior walls of brick were changed to concrete, such that the entire structure was
designed of reinforced concrete, with the exception of the ceiling finishes.

•

Two entrances designed to lead directly from the outside on the northwest façade
replaced the interior access from Emplacement No. 2’s passageway and the exterior
doorway to the air space near the west corner.

•

Two windows to the outside were introduced on the northwest façade where there were
none previously.

•

Windows in the Radiator Room were clearly designed for interior shutters.

•

A single gasoline tank with a filling pipe behind the tank replaced two tandem- situated
tanks with filling pipes situated outside the exterior entrance to the 1919 air space.

•

Multiple vent pipes were eliminated, except for one at the south corner of the rear wall
of the Engine Room.
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•

The switchboard was reduced in size and placed at the northeast end in front of the
cable pit.

•

The toilet was removed from the design. It had been situated across from the
passageway at the position of the proposed 1919 entrance to the Engine Room.

Since no correspondence or reports were located during research providing an account of the
planning for the 1921 Power Plant, it can only be surmised why the War Department chose to
scrap the bombproof design in favor of a traditionally designed building. Its engineers probably
realized that situating the plant within the knee retaining wall for the berm at the central traverse
would afford the structure natural protection by the emplacements of Battery Farnsworth, the
knee wall, and the ledge of the gangway. In cases where the structure could be naturally
protected, the 1918 Circular Letter directed that the thickness of the walls did not have to
82
exceed that required for proper structural design. Another reason may have been that a
freestanding Power House would not be affected by any large- scale reconstruction or removal
of Battery Farnsworth, should such action be undertaken in the future.

Exterior Features
Elevations
As with the 1919 plan (Fig. PP- 26), the 1920 plan (Fig. PP- 31) does not include renderings of
the exterior elevations. Therefore, some of the exterior details of the as- built appearance must
be obtained from surveying the existing structure and surmising from the sections and floor
plan. Fortunately, the exterior of the as- built structure survives basically intact.
Reflecting its utilitarian purpose, the exterior was designed with little embellishment. The walls
were smooth reinforced concrete, with only the concrete’s composition and finishing methods
giving texture to the walls. The horizontal lines remaining from the placement of concrete in
wooden forms (7 inches wide) are visible (Figs. PP- 7, PP- 8). Although the plans show all walls
as equal in dimension, field measurements indicate that the rear wall was slightly thicker than
the other walls. The former wall is 12 inches thick, and the others are between 9 inches and 9 ½
83
inches thick.

Windows and Doorways
The window and doorway openings on the façade were designed with raised cast- in- place
lintels. The windows throughout had raised cast- in- place sills (Figs. PP- 6, PP- 7, PP- 8).
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File 524- 1 (August 24, 1918); Boston District Fortifications, Series 615; Box 59; RG 77; NARANortheast Region (W).
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Part II.
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As previously noted, the northwest façade was redesigned with two means of egress – a doorway
leading to each room. A double doorway opened into the Engine Room with inward- swinging
doors; a single doorway opened into the Radiator Room with a sliding door bolted to a metal
track. All doorways appear to have been designed with five- paneled wood doors. The double
doorway was flanked by a single window on each side, both containing double- hung sashes.
Physical evidence suggests that the Engine Room windows had a wood casing and were fitted
84
with double- hung wood sashes.
The southwest end wall featured two windows, equipped with sliding wood interior shutters of
85
three panels and no sashes (Figs. PP- 14, PP- 15, PP- 31).
The longitudinal section (Fig. PP- 32) and the floor plan (Fig. PP- 34) include conflicting
information about the southeast wall’s openings. The section shows a doorway and fivepaneled door at the wall’s east end, while the floor plan does not include this opening. Field
investigation is required of this wall to determine whether it originally contained a doorway in
this location.
The northeast wall had no openings, since it was to be built nearly flush against Battery
Farnsworth’s walls and berm.

Roof
The roof was designed and built of reinforced concrete. It featured a slight pitch and an 8- inch
overhang that encircles the structure (Figs. PP- 4, PP- 5, PP- 7, PP- 8).

Interior Features
The 1920 floor plan (Fig. PP- 34) is essentially identical to the 1919 plan (Fig. PP- 30) in its
placement and shape of rooms and internal circulation. The placement of the Engine Room’s
equipment bases have shifted slightly from their placement in the 1919 plan, possibly due to a
slight increase in the building’s floor area. The interior design of the Power Plant purportedly
was to conform in general to the designs shown on pages 58- 59 of Instruction Book No. 1,
86
Installation, Care and Operation of 25- kw. Gasoline Electric Generating Sets. A copy of this
Instruction Book has not been located. The location of ceiling- mounted lighting fixtures are
designated on the floor plan. The Engine Room is drawn with five fixtures and the Radiator
Room with two, one over each radiator.

84
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The instruction book was published by the United States Army.
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Engine Room
The October 1920 design (Fig. PP- 31) followed the 1919 plan (PP- 26) in its placement of the
Engine Room at the northeast end of the building. It was separated from the Radiator Room by
a concrete partition wall. The two rooms are seen to be connected by a doorway in the
northwest end of the partition wall, which also had a five- paneled sliding door bolted to a metal
track. The Engine Room is shown as containing one “25 K.W. Gas Gen. Set.” Gasoline and
water were to be brought to the engine by pipes in a shallow trench, covered with quarter- inch
steel plate that ran through the connecting doorway to the Radiator Room. Fresh air was
brought to the engine from the radiator in the Radiator Room by a pipe that ran through the
partition wall and along the ceiling. Exhaust from the engine was carried by a similar but larger
pipe back to the Radiator Room. In the floor along the rear wall of the Engine Room was a cable
pit through which 2- inch pipe ducts carried electrical cables out of the Power Plant. The
switchboard for the electrical cables was located just in front of the cable pit.
The plans do not offer any information on the painted finishes.

Radiator Room
The Radiator Room is seen in the October 1920 drawings (PP- 30) as equipped with a radiator
with a motor- driven blower, which sucked air in through the closer of the two windows and fed
it to the pipe running near the ceiling to the engine in the Engine Room. The shallow pipe
trench running from the Engine Room continued to the radiator, and also to the southwest wall,
to bring in gasoline from the gasoline tank buried along the outside of this wall. The exhaust
pipe running from the Engine Room along the ceiling crossed over the Radiator Room and
exited the southwest wall, where it entered a muffler and exhaust pipe mounted along the
outside of the Power House.
The plans do not offer any information on the painted finishes.
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Figure PP- 31. Plan for Electric Power House, October 22, 1920.
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Figure PP- 32. Detail of Electric Power House plan [October 22, 1920], showing longitudinal section.
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Figure PP- 33. Detail of Electric Power House plan [October 22, 1920], showing transverse section.
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Figure PP- 34. Detail of Electric Power House plan [October 22], 1920], showing floor plan.

Figure PP- 35. Detail of Electric Power House plan [October 22, 1920], showing
diagram of connections at rear of switchboard.
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Construction in 1920
Research Issues
Exactly when the structure was built (period of construction), by whom (contract or army),
vendors (for the building materials), and the day- to- day progress is not known. Historical
research did not produce any documentation of substance that would enable a detailed
accounting of the construction process. Construction correspondence, reports, specifications,
working drawings, invoices, or photographs were not forthcoming. Presumably, such
documents would be contained in the field records for the Portsmouth Harbor Defenses, which
have not been located. Fortunately the structure appears to have survived over eight decades
with only minor change, offering in its structural remains an excellent record of its appearance
at construction. Much of the equipment, fixtures, wood trim, and original finishes have been
removed or altered, however.

Building Cost Per Cubic Foot and Appropriation
In the fiscal year 1921 tally of “Construction Work ~ Unit Cost” for the Boston District –
to which Portsmouth Harbor then belonged – a new power plant at Fort Constitution is listed as
87
having cost $8,146.24. The unit cost was specified as $2.10 and the quantity as 3,888 cubic
88
feet. The funding for the plant came from the appropriation “Searchlights and Electrical
Installations at Seacoast Fortifications, 1921.”

Construction Date
Since so little information on the actual construction of the Power Plant has surfaced in
research, it is difficult to say with certainty when the concrete shell was built. There is the sheet
of drawings dated October 22, 1920 (Fig. PP- 31), which shows the structure as built. According
to a notation on the drawing, it was submitted with a November 29, 1920, letter that requested
approval to transfer the structure. Complicating the issue of date, however, is a drawing which
is corrected to March 1, 1920 (Fig. PP- 36). This drawing (Form 7) is part of the May 20, 1920,
Report of Completed Works (Form 1) for Battery Elon Farnsworth. The latter shows the Power
Plant in place between the two gun emplacements with the notation “Power Plant for 2- 25 Kw.
87

“Construction Work ~ Unit Costs, Fiscal Year 1921 for Appropriation Searchlights and Electrical
Installations at Seacoast Fortifications, 1921”; File 369; Boston District Fortifications, Series 615; Box 49;
RG 77; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
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It has been noted in other histories of the Power Plant that the 3,888 cu. ft. referred to cu. ft. of
concrete. According to the document referenced herein, it appears to refer to the total cost of the plant
per cu. ft. In addition, it should be noted that when $2.10 is multiplied by 3,888 cubic feet, the total is
$8,164.80. The reason for the discrepancy between the recorded amount and the calculated amount is not
known. It simply could be a mathematical error.
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Sets.” Whether this rendering reflects the “intended” Power Plant or the “constructed” Power
Plant is not known.

Request for Authority to Transfer
The structure was completed by November 29, 1920, as an entry of that date in the file log
reported that “electric plant, Ft. Constitution, completed and reqs. auth. to transfer same to
89
Artillery. Tracing accompg.” According to the aforementioned note on the plan of October
22, 1920 , this drawing was the tracing presumably transmitted with the request. This plan was
considered the completed design for the structure. The floor plan on the sheet of drawings
presumably would serve as the model for the November 4, 1920, floor plan (Fig. PP- 37), which
ultimately became part of the Report of Completed Works for the January 7, 1921, transfer (PP38).

Installation of Equipment
Initially, only one generating set was installed. This occurred in 1920, but the exact date remains
elusive, since no documentation was forthcoming in the research except for one comment on
the muffler installation. An entry in the file accounting for File 675.1 Portsmouth, N.H. Harbor
Defense under “Lighting and Power – Power Plants” makes mention on December 15, 1920,
90
that the “Transfer of plant appvd. after instltn. of sheet metal hoods to protect mufflers.”
According to Lorimer D. Miller in his 1917 article on the 25- kw gasoline- driven generating set,
he states that each engine would be rigorously tested by the purchasing officer prior to
acceptance. In addition, he notes that complete records would be made and forwarded to the
District Engineer Officer, who installed the set, and to the Coast Defense Artillery Engineer,
91
who operated it after installation.
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“Lighting and Power – Power Plants”; File 675.1 (Portsmouth) November 29, 1920; Box 123; Entry
1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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“Lighting and Power – Power Plants”; File 675.1 (Portsmouth) December 15, 1920; Box 123; Entry
1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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Miller, CDSG Reprint, pp. 16- 17.
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“Power House for
2- 25 Kw. Sets”
Figure PP- 36. Drawing of Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Battery Plan),
Form 7, corrected to March 1, 1920, showing the Power Plant.
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Transfer to the Artillery Corps:
Electric Power Plant
The Power Plant was transferred to the Artillery Corps on January 7, 1921, according to the
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5, corrected to that
date (Fig. PP- 38).

The 1920 (Approved) Floor Plan:
Electric Power Plant
Accompanying the Report of Completed Works is a floor plan dated November 4, 1920 (Fig. PP37). Herein this floor plan will be referred to as the “Approved Floor Plan.” This plan
presumably shows the plant as it was constructed and fitted. Note that the name of the structure
has been changed from “Electric Power House” to “Electric Power Plant.”
The floor plan is almost identical to the October 1920 floor plan (Fig. PP- 34), with several
notable exceptions. As previously noted, only one generating set was installed at construction.
(This plan describes the generating set as a “25 Kw. Direct Connected Gas Motor Set.” The
radiator is described as featuring a Motor Driven Blower.) It appears, however, that equipment
bases and other structural accommodations were provided during construction for the eventual
installation of a second 25- kw direct- connect gas motor set (engine and generator), a second
radiator with motor- driven blower, and a second gasoline tank on the exterior of the southwest
wall. The equipment (or intended space for equipment) has been given identification numbers,
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

east engine and generator - No. 1
west engine and generator (space) - No. 2
the south radiator with motor driver blower - No. 1
the north radiator with motor driven blower (space) - No. 2
the north gasoline tank - No. 1
the south gasoline tank space - No. 2

The approved floor plan includes a rendering of the doorway and window treatments more
detailed than found in the October 1920 plan. An opening on the southeast (rear) wall at the
east end of the Radiator Room is shown. Again, this requires further verification as to whether it
was ever constructed.
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Listing of Original Equipment
The Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Form 5) corrected to January 7, 1921
(Fig. PP- 38), lists the type of equipment installed in the electric plant, including:
•

one 43- 54 h.p. engine, type G.M.- 12, gasoline- fueled, manufactured by the General
Electric Company, activated Jan. 7, 1921;

•

one generator, type M.P.C. 25 K.W., manufactured by the General Electric Company,
activated Jan. 7, 1921;

•

one radiator, type F.F. 54, manufactured by the General Electric Company, activated Jan.
7, 1921; and

•

one two- paneled, marble switchboard, 84" x 40" x 1 ½", manufactured by the Walker
92
Electric Company, activated Jan. 7, 1921.

Description of the 25- kw Gasoline Set (Engine and Generator)
Miller in his aforementioned 1917 article on “The 25 Kw. Gasoline Driven Generating Set Used
in the Coast Defenses of the United States,” describes the equipment as follows (Fig. PP- 39):
The 25 kw. set consists of a four- cycle, four- cylinder, vertical gasoline
driven engine direct connected to a 115- volt or 230- volt generator. The
engine has a maximum capacity of 54 h.p. at a speed of 560 r.p.m. which
corresponds to a generator capacity of 33.3 kw. This is what is called the
two hour overload capacity of the set. The normal capacity for
continuous operation is 27 kw., including about 2 kw. required to run the
fan of the radiator, and this represents 43 h.p. The useful output of the
set is 25 kw. and it is accordingly known as a 25 kw. set. The cylinders are
7- 1/4 inches in diameter and the stroke, 7- 1/2- inches. The mean
effective pressure is figured at 75 lbs. per sq. in.93

See the article for a detailed description of the set’s operation, including the carburetor,
governor, ignition system, cartridge starter, water pump, and electric heater. Miller notes that
the War Department may claim the distinction of having established a new standard of speed
regulation for internal combustion engines.
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Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications, (Electric Plants), Form 5, January 7, 1921; File 662
(Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 19181945; RG 77; NACP.
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Miller, CDSG Reprint, p. 7.
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Description of the Radiator
Miller describes the radiator and motor- driven blower as follows (Fig. PP- 39):
With each engine is a radiator and motor driven fan for cooling the jacket
water. This radiator is an unusual adjunct to a stationary engine,
although common in the case of an automobile engine. Stationary
engines are generally connected to a water supply system and the water is
allowed to run to waste after it has passed through the jackets. Radiators
are necessary with the 25 kw. sets because of the scarcity of water at
many emplacements and also because of its poor quality, which causes
scale in the jackets of the engine. The radiators permit the use of the
water over and over. They are practically air- tight and the loss by
evaporation and leakage is small. If the water is scarce or of poor quality
the radiator may be filled with rain water or even distilled water if the
latter is obtainable. The radiators have straight, cylindrical tubes in order
that they may be readily cleaned.94

Description of the Switchboard
Miller describes the switchboard as follows:
A standard marble switchboard, is provided with each set, and a feeder
panel is added when necessary. The boards are placed about 2- 1/2 feet
from the wall in front of a pit in the floor about 18 inches deep. The
cables from the generator run in conduit underneath the floor and
terminate in this recess or pit. 95

94
95

Miller, CDSG Reprint, p. 9.
Miller, CDSG Reprint, p. 21.
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Figure PP- 37. Approved floor plan for Electric Power Plant, November 4, 1920.

Figure PP- 38. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5,
corrected to January 7, 1921.
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Figure PP- 39. 25- kw Gasoline Generating Set and Accessories, manufactured by the General Electric Company.

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY

Post- Construction
Board of Review Period
(1922- 1939)
Miscellaneous Installations of Electrical Accessories, 1920’s
The historical documentation includes references to the installation of miscellaneous electrical
accessories at Fort Constitution during the 1920’s; however, most of these items do not appear
to directly relate to the Power Plant. For example, “Estimate Data Sheets” for the fiscal year
ended June 20, 1922, included an item under “Coast Defenses of Portsmouth” for “installation
96
of gasoline tanks, Fort Constitution,” without an identification of the tanks’ specific location.
These could have been for the searchlight installation. For the following two fiscal years, an
item included under the same category is “Installation of 5 k.w. set, Fort Constitution.” The use
and location of this generating set is not recorded, either.

Installation of a Second “Gas Motor Set,” 1934
In 1934, a second engine, radiator, and gasoline tank – identical in make and manufacture to
those installed originally in 1921 – were installed in the Power Plant. In addition, a storage
battery was introduced. This battery was a “3 sec.” type manufactured by the General Electric
Company. The switchboard for the latter was three- paneled slate. The new equipment was
97
officially transferred on November 15, 1934. A floor plan of the building dated June 21, 1935,
shows this equipment in place (Fig. PP- 40), and a Report of Completed Works – Seacoast
Fortifications (Electrical Installations), Form 5, corrected to July 9, 1935, documents it as well
(Fig. PP- 41). In the transmittal of the report to the Chief of Engineers, it was noted that “The
additional 25- KW Set has been placed in the power plant in Battery Farnsworth, as
98
recommended in the approved harbor defense project for Portsmouth.”
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“Estimate Data Sheets,” Fiscal Year 1922 for Appropriation Searchlights and Electrical Installations
at Seacoast Fortifications (August 1, 1922); File 562; Boston District Fortifications, Series 615; Box 60; RG
77; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
97
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5, July 9, 1935; File 662
(Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 19181945; RG 77; NACP.
98
File 660B (Portsmouth) July 9, 1935; Box 122; Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Unclassified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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The 1935 floor plan shows a modification to the equipment layout seen in the November 1920
approved floor plan (Fig. PP- 37). The gasoline tanks are situated side- by- side rather than in
tandem position, as drawn in all previous plans. Gasoline Tank No. 1 is buried directly adjacent
to the southwest (end) wall of the Power Plant, while Gasoline Tank No. 2 is aligned with No. 1
along its southwest edge. The filling pipes have been placed in the front of the tanks, rather than
behind them.
The rear doorway in the Radiator Room is again rendered in this drawing.

Maintenance of the Equipment
During this period “Technical Regulations” were regularly issued by the Coast Artillery Corps
for the “Preservation and Care of Seacoast Defense Matériel.” These regulations provided
detailed instructions on how to maintain the power plants. In the 1933 edition, it was stated that
99
“All power plants will be operated under normal load at least 1 hour per month.

Maintenance of the Structure
Only one item related to post- construction maintenance of the structure surfaced during
research. For 1929 the following work is listed as being performed: “Cleaned, painted exterior
100
woodwork and interior woodwork.”

99

File 602 Technical Regulations No.1160- 20, issued by the War Department (July 1, 1933), Coast
Artillery Corps, Preservation and Care of Seacoast Defense Matériel, pp. 9- 10; Boston District
Fortifications, Series 615; Box 59; RG 77; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
100
“Appropriation for Seacoast Defenses, Engineers, 1929, List of Allotments”; File 95; Boston District
Fortifications, Series 615; Box 25; RG 77; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
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713
Figure PP- 40. Floor Plan for Electric Power Plant, June 21, 1935.

Figure PP- 41. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5,
corrected to July 9, 1935.
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The 1940 Program Period
(1940- 1948)
Removal of 25- kw Generator Sets
Presumably the 1921 Power Plant continued in service through the early years of World War II.
However, early in 1944, the Corps of Engineers began to consider deactivating many of the 25kw generator sets used in power plants such as the one at Fort Constitution. A memorandum
titled “Discontinuance of Fortification Elements” and dated January 28, 1944, read as follows:
In view of the great number of fortification 25 KW generator sets, which
are becoming available due to the discontinuance of fortification
elements and the replacement of 25 KW searchlight power plants with
mobile power plants, it is contemplated to declare as surplus all 25 KW
generator sets no longer required for fortification purposes and place
them on the surplus equipment list. This decision was made as the result
of conversation between this office and Antiaircraft Equipment Section
of the Supply Division and the statement from the ASF Depot,
Schenectady, that augmentation of depot stock at this time by
reclamation of additional 25 KW sets is not necessary.101

According to a confidential memorandum written a few months earlier, one of the 25- kw
102
generator sets at Battery Farnsworth was being considered for removal. The Report of
Completed Works – Seacoast Fortification (Electric Plants) for the Fort Constitution Power Plant,
corrected to July 9, 1935 has a handwritten note at the bottom of the typed sheet stating that
103
“Removal of one of these units approved by C. of S. See 662 (Portsmouth) CM 71596.” A
date is not provided with its removal, but the reference to the aforementioned file is the same
document that is quoted above, dating to January 28, 1944. Presumably, the unit was removed
during this year. It is not known when the second set was removed.

101

“Discontinuance of Fortification Elements,” CM- 71596- A, 1st Indorsement (January 28, 1944);
File 662 (Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 115; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified,
1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
102
“Discontinuance of Fortification Elements,” 9th Indorsement (October 29, 1943); File 662
(Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 115; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 19181945; RG 77; NACP.
103
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Electric Plants), Form 5, corrected to July 9,
1935; File 662 (Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 115; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Classified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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The Post- Military Period
(1949 to Present)
Post- Military Use
No reuse or other activity occurred at the 1921 Power Plant after the U.S. Army relinquished its
ownership of the Fort Point military reservation.

Physical Decline of the Power Plant
The removal of its equipment made the structure nonfunctional as a power plant, so during the
post- war years it received no maintenance and subsequently began to decline. It is not known
when the structure began to be stripped of architectural details such as doors, windows, and
lighting fixtures.
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THE 1943
OBSERVATION
STATION
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The 1943 Observation Station
was transferred to the
Artillery Corps on March 13,
1943. It was a product of the
1940 Program for seacoast
defense for Portsmouth
Harbor. Historically, the
station was identified by a
location code, as follows: No.
147, Site IB. At the left, note
the structure’s footprint and
position in relation to Battery
Elon Farnsworth.
Existing Conditions, HAP Map

The 1943 Observation Station
was built on top of Battery
Farnsworth’s Gun
Emplacement No. 1 and its
parapet, 28.73 feet above the
mean low water mark.
Although the battery had
been disarmed in 1917, its
obsolete structure was
recycled for use as a
foundation for the station.
HABS Photos

The design, details, and location of the station were dictated by its function as a mine command
station (M1- P1) for spotting and plotting target vessels for the inner line of minefields at
Portsmouth Harbor. The structure has not been significantly modified since construction, such
that its architectural and historical integrity are intact. Its critical equipment has been removed,
however, and the building has suffered varying degrees of deterioration due to its abandonment.

* * *
Note: Descriptive details were extracted from Part II of this report, “Existing Conditions Survey
and Assessment, Treatment Recommendations and Cost Data, and Preservation Plan,” by
Elizabeth S. Sasser, AIA, and Naomi D. Kroll, APD/NPS.
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Exterior Elements
The 1943 Observation Station at Fort Constitution is essentially a square concrete box two
stories high, with a flat concrete roof. The lower story rests on the Loading Platform of Gun
Emplacement No. 1 (Figs. OS- 4, OS- 5). The upper story extends up 14 feet past the concrete
parapet of the battery (Fig. OS- 1 through OS- 3).
The walls of the station are composed of reinforced concrete 12 inches thick; the roof is 13.5
inches thick. The lower level has a doorway in its northwest wall, protected by a cast- in- place
concrete hood, and two small window openings in its northeast wall (Fig. OS- 5). The doorway
holds a nonhistoric wooden door; both window openings have a wooden frame containing a
three- light casement sash, side- hinged to open inward.
The most distinctive feature of the station is its wide observation slit at the level of the upper
story (Fig. OS- 3). This slit runs the full width of both the southeast and northeast walls of the
station, and extends around onto the southwest and northwest faces for approximately half of
their lengths, as well (Figs. OS- 2, OS- 5). A concrete overhang protects the slit on all walls and
reduces glare for observers inside the station looking outward. The slit contains single- light
wooden casement sashes top- hinged to open outward. The sashes are set in a continuous wood
sill and header cast integrally with the concrete wall (Fig. OS- 9). When open, these sashes are
held by hinged iron strap attachments that hang from the concrete overhang, one strap per sash.
Many of the sashes are missing.
A concrete chimney ascends the southwest wall of the station near the west corner (Fig. OS- 2).
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Walbach Tower

Walbach Tower

Figure OS- 1. Views of Observation Station, showing its location on Battery Elon
Farnsworth and its proximity to the historic Walbach Tower.
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Figure OS- 2. Views of Observation Station, looking northeast, showing
portion of structure above the battery’s parapet, its projecting window
hood, and its chimney.
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Figure OS- 3. View of Observation Station, looking northwest, showing portion of structure above
the battery’s parapet and its wraparound observation window.
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Figure OS- 4. View of Observation Station, showing its location on Battery Elon
Farnsworth’s Loading Platform, and its projection above the battery’s parapet.
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Figure OS- 5. View of Observation Station, looking south; shows entrance.
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Figure OS- 6. Views looking southeast from Observation
Station toward Atlantic Ocean.
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Interior Elements
The floor plan of the station consists of one room at each level, each measuring 12 feet square.
The lower room (Figs. OS- 7, OS- 8) originally housed the Plotting Room for the mine field’s fire
control. A steep wooden “ship’s ladder” in the west corner of the Plotting Room ascends to a
hatch in the room’s ceiling. This is the only entrance to the upper room, called the Observation
Room (Figs. OS- 7, OS- 9).
Two support structures for equipment remain in the Observation Room. Near the middle of the
room is an octagonal concrete instrument base, measuring 3 feet 3 inches in diameter and 8
inches high. This was drawn on the plan included in the Report of Completed Works – Seacoast
Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures), Form 2 for the station, corrected to March 13,
1943, and so is original to the construction of the station (Fig. OS- 11). The other is a cast- iron
pipe 10 inches in diameter and 4 feet high, filled with concrete, situated near the south corner of
the room. It is not on the Report of Completed Works plan, and so is likely a later addition.
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Figure OS- 7. Floor plans for the 1943 Observation Station at Fort Constitution. Top:
floor plan of the upper level; bottom: floor plan of the lower level.
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Figure OS- 8. Interior of Plotting Room, looking west; shows ladder to Observation Room.
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Figure OS- 9. Interior of Observation Room, looking east. Seen from left to right are the iron railing
around the hatch in the floor, the concrete base for the M1 observation instrument on the floor,
and the instrument pedestal.
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BACKGROUND

Mining casemates were always built with some type of protection from enemy attack. The firstand third- generation casemates were covered with thick layers of earth and concrete; the
second- generation ones were built behind something solid – such as a gun battery – that could
shield them from hostile fire. As a result, personnel in the casemates could not themselves see
the enemy ships they hoped to sink. Separate mining observation stations were thus built in
more exposed locations, where observers tracked the course of enemy ships and relayed firing
information to the men in the protected casemates.
No mining observation station appears to have been built for the 1901 Mining Casemate,
located inside Battery Elon Farnsworth. This seems most likely due to the fact that the facility
saw virtually no action before it became obsolete. The first mining observation stations for
Portsmouth Harbor were built in 1909, soon after the harbor’s mine command was moved from
Fort Point to a new, second- generation mining casemate at Fort Stark. One of the two stations
was built at Fort Stark, behind Battery Kirk; being closest to the mining casemate, it was
designated the primary station (M'). The other, designated as the secondary station (M"), was
1
built at Fort Foster, behind Battery Chapin. Both were two- story wooden structures.
Both of the observation stations contained an upper observation room. Observing telescopes at
both stations would “sight” on the same target and report their data to the plotting room, where
the range would be calculated using a horizontal base line. However, only the primary station at
Fort Stark contained a plotting room.
When the mine command was transferred from Fort Stark back to Fort Constitution after the
construction of the 1920 Mining Casemate, a mining observation station was needed to support
it. Close at hand was a wooden, two- level structure originally built in 1904 as an artillery firecontrol tower for Battery Elon Farnsworth (Fig. OS- 10). When Battery Elon Farnsworth was
disarmed in 1917, the tower was retained, and in 1921 it was converted for reuse as the primary
2
mining station for the harbor. The station at Fort Foster continued in use as the secondary
station.
The 1940 Program for Portsmouth Harbor called for an additional line of mines placed farther
out (Mine Command No. 2) than the established minefields (Mine Command No. 1). A second
mining casemate was built at Fort Foster to control this outer line. At the same time, it was
3
realized that mining observation stations needed to be more strongly built. In 1943, the
wooden observation stations at both Fort Constitution and Fort Foster were replaced with new
4
concrete observation stations. The station at Fort Foster was located behind Battery Bohlen,
1

Website www.geocities.com/nhfortress/Towers/towers4.html (Feb. 9, 2005, p. 5). Also, Glen
Williford to Sharon Ofenstein, July 10, 2005.
2
Website www.geocities.com/nhfortress/Towers/towers3.html (Feb. 9, 2005, p. 8).
3
Nelson Lawry, “A Determination of the Historical Significance of Battery Elon Farnsworth, Fort
Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire” (February 15, 2001), p. 12.
4
Section 1 of this report, “Contextual History of the Coastal Fortifications at Fort Point,” by Glen
Williford, p. 207. Hereinafter Section 1.
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giving it an excellent view of the harbor. The station at Fort Constitution was built into the
corner of the old Gun Emplacement No. 1 (at the southwest end) of the otherwise unused
5
Battery Elon Farnsworth. This location of a mining observation station – in an emplacement of
6
an abandoned Endicott- era battery – is unique.
The new stations were relatively short, since their crews would directly observe the position of
enemy vessels passing through the minefields. The new stations closely resembled, but were not
the same as, the base- end stations used to direct the fire of the gun batteries during the 1940
Program period. Both types of facilities did contain observation equipment on upper levels and
plotting equipment on lower levels. However, the base- end stations covered much more
territory than the mining observation stations; they only served gun batteries; and they were
connected by time- interval bells that rang synchronously throughout the entire system,
7
enabling the location of ships by several stations at the same time. The two mining observation
stations only worked with each other, to triangulate target vessels.

5

Section 1, p. 207.
Lawry, pp. 12- 13.
7
Website www.geocities.com/nhfortress/Towers/towers.html (Feb. 9, 2005, p. 2).
6
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Figure OS- 10. Circa- 1907 view of the fire- control tower for Battery Elon Farnsworth, situated
between Walbach Tower and the Officers’ Quarters. The wooden, two- level tower was built
in 1904 and retained when Battery Farnsworth was disarmed in 1917; it was reused as the
primary mining observation station for Portsmouth Harbor from 1921 to 1943.
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CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

The best information about the construction of the 1943 Observation Station is contained the
Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures), Form 2,
for the station, corrected to March 13, 1943. This two- page document is reproduced as Figures
OS- 11, OS- 12. During the research for this report, it was discovered that the second sheet of
the report contains a typographical error, stating that the form was corrected to March 13, 1942,
instead of the actual date of March 13, 1943 (which appears twice on the first sheet of the
report).
The construction of the observation station presumably proceeded quickly, since its concrete
walls were poured directly on top of the concrete Loading Platform of Battery Elon Farnsworth.
In fact, the southwest and southeast walls of the lower, Plotting Room were actually two sides of
the old gun emplacement. The emplacement’s ammunition- hoist opening was thus visible in
8
the southwest wall of the Plotting Room. During construction the opening was covered with a
sheet of half- inch asbestos board.
There is a chimney on the southwest wall, and a lined flue in the west corner of the south wall of
9
the Observation Room. However, the Report of Completed Works says that the station was not
heated, at least originally. The station also lacked water and sewer, although it did have electric
lighting. The portion of the station that extended above the battery’s parapet was painted with
10
camouflage paint to try to conceal this distinctive feature.
On March 13, 1943, the station was transferred to the Coast Artillery, with the construction cost
being reported at $4,061. A letter of that date from Colonel Raymond Watt, commanding the
nd
22 Coast Artillery, states the following:
I have this date received from the District Engineer, Boston District,
custody of the following structure:
M1 Station, Battery Farnsworth, Fort Constitution, Site 1 B, New Castle,
New Hampshire.
The condition of this structure is as follows:
The workmanship and general appearance of the structure is good and is
built in accordance with approved plans and specifications.
The suitability for the purpose for which intended is as follows:
Satisfactory.11
8

Sasser and Kroll.
Sasser and Kroll.
10
Lawry, p. 12.
11
File 600.914; Box 114; Entry 1007; Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files, Classified, 1918- 1945;
RG 77; NACP.
9
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Figure OS- 11. Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Fire Control or Torpedo Structures),
Form 2, corrected to March 13, 1943.
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Figure OS- 12. Drawing accompanying Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortification
(Fire Control or Torpedo Structures), Form 2, corrected to March 13, 1943.
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DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY

Upon completion, the 1943 Observation Station continued to serve as the primary mining
station for Portsmouth Harbor. Observers in its upper Observation Room, and their
counterparts in the Fort Foster station, recorded the positions of vessels entering Portsmouth
Harbor, and transmitted this information to the Plotting Room on the lower level of the Fort
Constitution station. Here distances were calculated, based on the angles of sight, and the
information was sent to whichever mining casemate controlled the mine(s) that needed to be
12
detonated.
The most important piece of equipment here was the depression position finder (Fig. OS- 13),
an optical instrument that operated in conjunction with its M2 counterpart at Fort Foster to
triangulate the target vessel. The device was a simple instrument, capable of measuring angles of
sight only, not distances. (These were calculated on the plotting board in the room below.) It
13
had an axis- of- instrument height of 45 feet above mean low water. It is thought that it was
mounted on the octagonal concrete base extant in the Observation Room.
The Fort Constitution station appears to have fulfilled its main functions of spotting and
plotting target vessels for the primary mine command (M1) until the reservation was deactivated
14
in 1948. The “spotting” occurred in the upper Observation Room. According to Williford,
It appears that the upper room also functioned initially as the Harbor
Defense Observation Post No. 2, although documentation is not
conclusive. Its crew would thus have been responsible for the general
observation of both friendly and unfriendly maritime traffic. By May
1943 this role had been transferred to the newly completed Harbor
Entrance Control Post at Fort Stark.15

As explained previously, the Observation Room now contains a concrete- filled cylinder not
shown on the Report of Completed Works plan corrected to March 13, 1943. This suggests that
the Observation Room received additional equipment after that date, perhaps an azimuth scope
as seen in Figure OS- 13.

12

Lawry, p. 12.
Lawry, p. 12.
14
Website www.geocities.com/nhfortress/Towers/towers4.html, Feb. 9, 2005, p. 5.
15
Section 1, p. 207.
13
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Figure OS- 13. View of a depression- range finder (left) inside a base- end station for artillery firecontrol at Fort Standish. A similar instrument was used in the Observation Room of Fort
Constitution’s 1943 Mining Observation Station. At right is an azimuth scope.
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The Post- Military Period
(1949- Present)
No reuse or other activity occurred at the 1943 Observation Station after the U.S. Army
relinquished its ownership of the Fort Point military reservation.
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SECTION 3.
SUMMARY OF
PRESERVATION HISTORY:
1948 TO PRESENT
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INTRODUCTION

Fort Point has been a strategic setting for coastal- defense works guarding access to Portsmouth
Harbor, at the confluence of the Piscataqua River with the Atlantic Ocean, for more than three
centuries. Protection of these historic structures and the picturesque quality of Fort Point’s
landscape has been promoted during the past century and a half. Commemorative societies,
antiquarians, U.S. Congressmen, and concerned citizens have actively participated in the cause,
along with state and federal environmental and regulatory agencies. Their efforts have been
effective in preserving select coastal defenses situated on the peninsula, some of whose origin
date back two centuries.
Walbach Tower, a defensive structure dating to the War of 1812, became an early focus of
preservation concern. Even while Fort Constitution was an active military reservation and
under federal control, protests were raised when any threat was made to demolish the ruins of
Walbach Tower. Appreciation for the relic was expressed in a published pamphlet as early as
1865, written by a student at Dartmouth College. The student poetically sought to convey his
reverence for the lost history of the tower in these words:
Look on its broken arch, its ruined wall.
Its chambers desolate, and portals foul:
Can all saint, sage, or sophist ever writ,
Re- people this lone tower, this tenement refit:
This was stern round tower of other days,
Firm as a fortress, with its fence of stone.1
th

Veneration of this vestige of the War of 1812 continued throughout the 19 century and into the
th
early part of the 20 century. The ruined tower became a romantic and picturesque subject for
the musings of antiquarians, poets, artists, and travelers. When rumor of its demolition by the
War Department arose during this period, the New Hampshire chapters of the Colonial Dames
of America and the Daughters of the Revolution both issued stern letters of objection.
The Town of New Castle has had a vested interest in the development of Fort Point, by
proximity. Traditionally the community has accepted, and quietly supported, a limited military
presence on Fort Point. Even long before the town was incorporated, it was home to coastal
fortifications. The town has historically expressed a desire to see Fort Point’s cultural resources
protected, along with the preservation of its picturesque and “off- the- beaten- path” ambience.
Although Fort Point has continuously featured a military reservation that at times encompassed
almost the entire peninsula, and today is home to a state historic site, these uses have not had
significant impact on this ambience. Excessive numbers of troops or visitors have not clogged
its narrow roads. The population of New Castle grew by only 49 people from 1790 (the federal
government obtained its first parcel of land at Fort Point in 1791) to 1950 (two years after Fort
Constitution was deactivated). The following chart shows growth through the year 2000.

1

Thomas Bell Frost, History of Fort Constitution and “Walbach Tower,” ed. George B. Griffith
(Portsmouth, NH: C.W. Brewster & Son, Printers, 1865), p. 7.
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Comparative Population Statistics
For New Castle and Portsmouth, NH

New Castle
Portsmouth

1790
534
4,720

1950
583
18,830

1957
680
18,678

2000
1010
20,784

(See Appendix B- 3 for a survey of Newcastle Village in 1892 and Appendix G- 2 for a 1973
walking tour map of New Castle.)
After the military reservation was deactivated in 1948, the Second- System fort dating to 1808
became the subject of repeated efforts – initiated at the grassroots level – to make it a
“protected” park. The first endeavor was to have the fort become a part of the National Park
Service system, preserved and interpreted as an historic site and symbol. When that attempt
failed, another effort was made and achieved in 1960 to acquire the status of state historic site.
Surplus land amounting to 1.75 acres was transferred from the federal government to the state
for historic monument purposes. This action was followed by the listing of Fort Constitution
(“Site of Fort William and Mary”) on the National Register of Historic Places in July 1973.
These actions are described in more detail under the pertinent headings listed below.
Since then, preservation interest has expanded beyond the walled fort to focus on all of the
cultural resources and landscape (above and below ground) at Fort Point. Preservationists now
understand the site’s significance as a continuum of more than three centuries of seacoast
defense history – 1631 to 1948. In the future, the latter date could possibly be shifted to
encompass the U.S. Coast Guard presence on the site. Also, an attempt has already been made
to link the Fort Point coastal defense history with that of the other forts that ring Portsmouth
Harbor.
An overview of these post- 1950 efforts to protect the cultural resources on Fort Point is
presented in this chapter. It is meant to offer a general understanding of this important period
in the site’s history, and to provide a better understanding of the actions that led to the
Determination of Eligibility (DOE) for the establishment of the Fort Constitution Historic
District. This “post- significance” period was not a principal focus of the HSR research, and
thus its research was limited to those documents that happened to appear in the files under
study. However, enough data was gathered to provide background data for what could be the
development of a more expansive history of preservation efforts for Fort Point.
The headings for the chapter are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early State and Local Initiatives
Establishment of Fort Constitution (State) Historic Site
Planning and Research at Fort Constitution (State) Historic Site, 1960- 1970
Revived Efforts to Achieve National Historic Site Status for Fort Constitution
National Register of Historic Places Nomination for Fort Constitution
Fort Constitution (State) Historic Site, 1970’s
Fort Point, 1980- 2001
Determination of Eligibility for Fort Constitution Historic District, 2002
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EARLY STATE AND
LOCAL INITIATIVES

Interest in protecting the history of Fort Constitution and the picturesque landscape of Fort
Point appears to have been a recurring theme at the state level at least as early as 1929. Several
th
documents uncovered during research date to the first half of the 20 century and reveal state
initiatives to obtain national assistance in the preservation of the historic site. It appears that the
Town of New Castle was a principal player in these initiatives, as well.

Inquiry to Establish a National Park
at New Castle, 1929
U.S. Representative Fletcher Hale (Rep- NH) sent an inquiry to the Secretary of War in April
1929, concerning the possibility of creating a national park at New Castle, NH. Representative
Hale desired “to know attitude of W.D. [War Department] if efforts were made to make Nat’l
Park of that region,” considering it contained “the Forts of William and Mary and
1
Constitution.” No response was found; however, the inquiry is important because it illustrates
an early interest on the part of the state in establishing a national park at New Castle.

State and Local Interest
in Fort Constitution, 1950
Two decades later, in 1950, another request was made of Congress regarding the historic
potential of the area. New Hampshire Governor Sherman Adams and the Town of New Castle
expressed their interest in the history of the area and a desire for action in Washington, D.C.
Undoubtedly, this appeal was related to protecting the historic site from development: Fort
Constitution had just been deactivated and its future was under negotiation. (See Appendix B- 5
for information on the deactivation of Fort Constitution and maps showing the distribution of
the land.)

1

Synopsis of letter, Fletcher Hale, House of Representatives, to Secretary of War, April 16, 1929; File
688- Fort Constitution; Box 438; Entry 1891; RG 92; NACP.
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New Hampshire Governor Adams wrote Kenneth E. Maxam, chairman of the New Castle
Board of Selectmen, stating “I will see if we can get some action [regarding the Fort Constitution
situation]. I will get it if it can be had. I am fed up on temporizing and if I have to write to the
1
President will do that.” He sent a second letter several days later, explaining that he had heard
from Washington and that “the decision about Fort Constitution will be made within the next
2
two weeks.” No other documentation was found related to this exchange, but it can be
surmised from the letter and its timing that it had to do with the deactivation of the fort and the
future of Fort Constitution. In the state’s 1959 application to obtain the site of Fort Constitution
for use as a state park, mention is made of a brief on the early history of Fort Constitution,
3
prepared under the direction of Governor Sherman. A more in- depth study of town and state
records is required to understand more completely the background history of the Governor’s
interest in the property.

1

Letters, Sherman Adams, Governor, State of New Hampshire, Concord, NH, to Kenneth E. Maxam,
Portsmouth and New Castle, NH, November 11 and November 14, 1950. Town of New Castle Archives.
2
Sherman Adams, November 14, 1950.
3
Application for Public Park, Public Recreation Area, and/or Historic Monument from State of New
Hampshire, Recreation Division, to the General Services Administration (GSA), Region 1, Boston, MA,
October 9, 1959. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
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ESTABLISHMENT OF
FORT CONSTITUTION
(STATE) HISTORIC SITE

Surplus Property Transfer
to the State, 1960
A formal declaration of excess property at Fort Point was made by the Department of Defense
6
(U.S. Navy) on June 16, 1959. The designated excess property included approximately 1.75
acres of land and improvements (eight buildings) comprising a portion of the original Fort
7
Constitution. (See Appendix B- 6 for information on the 1960 Surplus Property Transfer.) The
General Services Administration (GSA), the agency responsible for disposal of such property,
8
offered the surplus property first to other federal agencies, as it was required to do. GSA also
notified the Town of New Castle and the State of New Hampshire – through its Director,
Recreation Division, New Hampshire Forestry and Recreation Department – requesting that
they record any interest they might have in the property. Both the town and state responded
9
affirmatively: the town expressed interest for historic monument purposes , while the state
10
wished to make application for public park, recreational, and historic monument purposes.

6

Letter, R.W. Heald, Chief, Disposal Branch, Acquisition & Disposal Division, GSA, to Russell B.
Tobey, Director, Recreation Division, New Hampshire Forestry and Recreation Department, Concord,
NH, August 10, 1959. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
Declared surplus real property was made available for disposal in accordance with provisions of Section
13(h) of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, and the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949, as amended. Property was reported excess by Department of the Army, Corps of
Engineers, New England Division, Report Number NED- 3D, dated June 16, 1959.
7
Memorandum, Heald to Regional Appraiser, 1PRV, GSA, August 7, 1959. Real Property- Fort
Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W). The U.S. Coast Guard controlled the property
surrounding the subject parcel, and access to public roads was to be provided by grant of a perpetual
easement over an existing road through other lands of the Government and a portion of the property was
subject to an electric power line easement.
8
GSA is responsible for disposal of federal surplus property “pursuant to provisions contained in
Section 202 of Public Law 152, 81st Congress, and in accordance with procedure established by
Regulations of the General Services Administration, Title 2, Real Property Management.” Letter, Heald to
Federal Agencies, Notice of Availability of Excess Real Property, August 6, 1959. Real Property- Fort
Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
9
Memorandum, Heald to Regional Appraiser, 1PRV, GSA, August 13, 1959. Real Property- Fort
Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
10
Letter, Tobey to Heald, September 2, 1959. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARANortheast Region (W).
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Shortly thereafter, on September 9, the Director of Recreation for the State of New Hampshire
wrote the Regional Commissioner, GSA, summarizing conversations he had with a selectman of
the Town of New Castle, as follows:
He [Selectman Kenneth E. Maxam] informed me that the Town of New
Castle has strong interests in the future of Fort Constitution as part of
their town and a large part of its historic background. However, it was
mutually understood between us that State application for this site would
protect the Town’s interest. It is felt that the State, rather than the Town,
is more able to assume the overall responsibility for maintaining this as a
public historic site and that the Town and the State would have a
harmonious relationship in its care, maintenance, and use.11

Selectman Maxam forwarded a letter to the GSA Commissioner concurring with the New
Hampshire’s Director of Recreation, adding that the town
will be permitted to retain a token interest in Fort Constitution because
of local pride in that venerable institution, and that the writer has been
requested by Mr. Tobey [State Director of Recreation] to prepare a
history of the old Fort for use as publicity.12

He further stated that
In the event that the “Walbach Tower” area becomes available, both the
State and Town would certainly be very much interested because the old
Tower was built as an emergency measure by the townspeople under the
direction of Colonel Roemer [sic] in the War of 1812.

It was felt that the acquisition of Fort Constitution and its development would benefit the
overall Portsmouth Historic Area Development Plan. In this regard, the state stressed that the
development could be
as important to the Portsmouth area as is Fort Ticonderoga in upper
New York State. In fact, perhaps even more importance could be
attached due to the fact that the Fort has seen active use as a military
reservation and observation and communications point since its original
fortification in 1631.13

11

Letter, Tobey to J. J. O’Connor, Regional Commissioner, GSA, September 9, 1959. Real PropertyFort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
12
Letter, Kenneth E. Maxam, Chairman, Selectmen of New Castle, NH, to O’Conner, October 6, 1959.
Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
13
“Background Information, Fort Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire,” prepared by
Recreation Division, New Hampshire Forestry and Recreation Commission, circa 1960. History FileFort Constitution, NHDHR; and Fort Constitution Files; NHDRED.
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GSA’s Disposal Plan identified the “highest and best use” of the property would be as a historic
14
monument. The State of New Hampshire applied on October 9, 1959. The application noted
that the Recreation Division would seek research and development advice from the National
Park Service (NPS), privately endowed historical societies, and a state historic- site committee;
local groups and individuals who had supported having the fort restored; and the New
Hampshire National Guard.
Pursuant to the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, the Secretary of the Interior must
make a determination that the property
be suitable and desirable for public park and public recreation areas or as
historical monuments, for the benefit of the public and which, in the case
of historical properties, have been recommended for historical
monument use by the Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites,
Buildings and Monument.15

In compliance with this legislation, the NPS evaluated the historical significance of the property,
the suitability of the proposal, and the applicant’s ability to undertake the responsibility. The
analysis fell to Frank Barnes, Regional Historian, Region Five, NPS. Mr. Barnes produced a
thorough and insightful report, dated April 1960, in which he recommended “transfer to the
Recreation Division, State of New Hampshire without monetary consideration for historic
16
monument purposes.”
th

The property was transferred pursuant to Public Law 616, 80 Congress, on August 23, 1960, for
17
“historic monument purposes.” The southwest bastion of the 1808 fort was retained by the
U.S. government because it was still being used by the U.S. Coast Guard. This latter parcel
would be acquired in 1967.

Assessment of the Site’s Significance
By the National Park Service
In his report Historian Barnes offered an articulate and astute summary of the site’s historic
significance as follows:
The property requested is a natural point for interpreting the evolving
defense patterns of a key New England port. The “composite” fort of

14

Application for Public Park, Public Recreation Area, and/or Historic Monument from State of New
Hampshire to GSA, October 9, 1959. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast
Region (W).
15
Frank Barnes, “Report on Application by State of New Hampshire for Portion of Fort Constitution
Reservation, GSA Control No. DNH- 417 for GSA, Region 1, April 1960”; “Authority and Purpose,” pp.
1- 2. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
16
Barnes, “Recommended Determination,” p. 12.
17
Disposal Plan (Real Property and Related Personal Property) for Fort Constitution, New Castle, NH,
D- NH- 417, September 18, 1959. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region
(W).
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today is a symbol of defense arrangements initiated in the early 17th
century. Because of site association with Paul Revere and the patriot
seizure of the earlier Fort William and Mary in December 1774, it is also
an appropriate point for dealing with local and regional impact of the
American Revolution. Additionally, the truncated remnant of the fort of
1808 is a reminder of that forgotten “War for the Completion of
American Independence,” the War of 1812.18

Later in the report he elaborated on the history of the site, as follows:
The property requested has been associated with defense arrangements
for Portsmouth harbor since the seventeenth century. Because of the
association of its earlier fortification (Fort William and Mary) with Paul
Revere and an early act of colonial aggression against the Crown, the site
itself is perhaps more significant than the curiously composite fort (an
1863- 66 “unfinish” around a War of 1812 [sic] remnant) standing
thereon today. At the same time, the Fort Constitution of today is a
physical symbol of the defense arrangements at this location which have
protected the important harbor of Portsmouth from early in the 17th
century. Archeological investigation, meanwhile, may well find remains
of the earlier Fort William and Mary; and, the 1808 fort remnant is worth
preserving for its age alone, as well as its association with the “War for
Completion of American Independence.” All this apart, the fort
composite of today (together with adjacent dependencies) served as a
key defense installation at this outermost approach to Portsmouth
harbor as recently as WWII. Both as historic site and symbol, it is most
fitting that this property be preserved and interpreted as an historical
monument.
…and the earlier fort was ceded to the US by the terms of the first land
cession of 1791. One source indicates that the first step the government
took was the rebuilding of that fort (in 1796) according to the plans of a
French engineer. This is in line with similar activity undertaken at this
period elsewhere along the coast, notably at Fort McHenry and at Fort
Mifflin in Philadelphia.
…Incomplete as the old fort was, it was still a key position in the defences
commanding the approaches to Portsmouth harbor; to its rear, of course
(not on property currently requested) additional gun emplacements had
been built in the “end of the century” fortification fever. These remain
today – in a state of growing deterioration – along with the remnant of
the interesting tower built during the War of 1812.19

It is noteworthy that even in 1960, Historian Barnes saw the importance of preserving and
interpreting as a historic monument the expanded Fort Constitution, describing it as a “historic
site and symbol” of a history of seacoast defense more than 300 years long.

18

Barnes, “Summary of Findings, 1. Suitability of Land and Facilities for Proposed Use, f. Historical
significance; property description,” p. 8.
19
Barnes, “Supporting Data, Historical Summary and Justification,” pp. 12- 16.
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PLANNING AND RESEARCH
AT FORT CONSTITUTION
(STATE) HISTORIC SITE, 1960- 1970

Over the next decade, the State of New Hampshire began planning to “restore” Fort
20
Constitution Historic Site through its designated agencies – first through its New Hampshire
Forestry and Recreation Department, Recreation Division; then through its newly formed
21
Department of Resources and Economic Development (NHDRED), Division of Parks. A first
step was the compilation of a background report, which consisted of a historical summary and
22
data on the region, similar to NPS Historian’s Frank Barnes 1960 study. The well- intentioned
efforts of the state officials, however, were thwarted by lack of funding and a bureaucratic
reorganization. Little had been accomplished at the historic site by the mid- 1960’s. At that
time, the state was seeking to acquire the southwest bastion of Fort Constitution, which had
been held out of the 1960 transfer. The General Services Administration (GSA) and the
administering agency, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR), were concerned by the state’s
lack of progress on the development of Fort Constitution and the deficient utilization of the site.
Letters sent by New Hampshire Division of Parks Director Russell Tobey to the NPS at this time
expressed his frustration over the reorganization of his agency, and its inability to proceed with
23
the development of Fort Constitution.

Requests for Financial Aid
and Professional Advice
Tobey’s letters to the NPS illustrate, however, the state’s desire to move forward in a cautious
and well- programmed manner. The state sought professional advice from a variety of sources,
as promised in its application for the surplus property transfer. It also hoped that the passage of
a national Historic Preservation Act (P.L. 89- 665) in 1966 would generate financial aid to states
for preservation projects such as Fort Constitution: Director Tobey sought federal assurance
20

Additional research is required to determine when the current official name for the site “Fort
Constitution Historic Site” was designated. In addition, it should be noted that the “restoration” of Fort
Constitution is beyond the scope of this report. The history of the “restoration” process would be worthy
of a future research effort and a possible graduate history thesis.
21
NHDRED is an umbrella agency that includes the former Forestry & Recreation Department, now
divided into Forests & Lands and Parks & Recreation.
22
“Background Information, Fort Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire,” prepared by
Recreation Division, New Hampshire Forestry and Recreation Commission, circa 1960. Fort Constitution
Files, NHDRED; and History File- Fort Constitution, NHDHR.
23
Letter, Russell B. Tobey, Director of Parks, NHDRED, State of New Hampshire, to Lemuel A.
Garrison, Regional Director, Northeast Region, NPS, November 9, 1966. Real Property- Fort
Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
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24

that New Hampshire would be considered for some of the potential grants- in- aid. In 1966, a
NPS staff member suggested that a historic site report be produced by a competent historian
before any physical investigation or archeology take place. NPS Regional Archeologist John L.
Cotter also provided the state with reference materials that included a sample research contract
25
and the NPS’s Handbook for Ruins Stabilization.

Contract for a Master Plan
The state contracted with J. Duncan Campbell, Director of the William Penn Memorial Museum
in Harrisburg, PA, for a master plan. Mr. Campbell was engaged to furnish
a master plan including a detailed outline of component projects
arranged chronologically which together will constitute the complete
redevelopment of Fort Constitution for its recommended restoration to
reveal to the public appropriately its historical significance.26

The contract was not to exceed $800, and was to extend from July 1, 1968, to June 30, 1969. The
state at this time obtained from the Public Record Office in London, maps and early colonial
plans of Great Island, Fort Point, and related fortifications, which they had agreed to forward to
27
Mr. Campbell.
Due to illness, Mr. Campbell had to abrogate the contract. A subsequent contract was made
28
with Colonel Edward Hamilton, Fort Ticonderoga.

Biennial Investigations and Reports
A compliance investigation and report was made biennially to the BOR, to assure that the state
was complying with the requirements of the surplus property transfer for historic monument
purposes. The first biennial report, submitted October 5, 1962, explained that historical
background research was undertaken, but that the state had held back any action until the longrange plans could be identified, support facilities introduced, and funding made available. The
second biennial report, submitted September 17, 1964, still alluded to the fact that no schedule
had been developed for work on the site.

24

Letter, Garrison to Tobey, January 17, 1967. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARANortheast Region (W).
25
Letter, John L. Cotter, Regional Archeologist, Northeast Region, NPS, to Tobey, September 1, 1966.
History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
26
Service Agreement between NHDRED and J. Duncan Campbell, Approved by the Governor, July 8,
1968. Box #436143; NHDARM.
27
Letter, Tobey to J. Duncan Campbell, Assist. Director, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission, June 17, 1968. Box #436143; NHDARM.
28
5th Biennial Report, NHDRED, to Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR), August 23, 1970. Town of
New Castle Archives.
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The 1964 report informed that research and planning were underway, and it was hoped that by
the next biennium “concrete progress will be made toward the development of Fort
29
Constitution.” Interestingly, the investigator reported on discussions that were held with
several residents of New Castle, as follows:
many of whom expressed hope that the Fort would never be developed.
Although they would not give a direct reason, I assume that they were
fearful of the increased volume of traffic the restoration would attract to
their neighborhood.

Russell Tobey, Director of Parks, NHDRED, added that the state had been seeking to obtain a
staff “person trained in historical matters, such as a curator, although the position had not been
30
funded heretofore.”
The Regional Director for BOR, Northeast Region, responded with disappointment on behalf of
the agency “that the preservation and development of historic values have not yet been initiated
on the Fort Constitution Reservation.” Concern was expressed over whether precautions had
been made to prevent further deterioration. He concluded that in spite of the state’s
deficiencies, BOR would accept the state’s pledge to do better based upon its good- faith
31
knowledge of the state’s fine historic site program.
In subsequent correspondence and reports with BOR, Director Tobey stressed the strides that
had been made in the interim since the last report was submitted. In an August 1968 report,
Tobey highlighted accomplishments in the area of the master plan, historical research, and
archeology. He mentioned that historical data and maps had been obtained from the National
Archives and the London Public Record Office. Some excavated artifacts were listed, along with
an overview of the archeology performed thus far. The Director stressed that the site was open
32
to visitors during the excavation work. Supervision for the archaeological research was
provided by Frederick Johnson of the Robert S. Peabody Foundation, Phillips Academy,
Andover, MA. The archeology was undertaken by Professor Howard Sargent of Franklin Pierce
33
College, NH.

29

Biennial Report, Fort Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire (D- NH0417), R. Rieke, December
16, 1964, submitted with memo of January 27, 1967. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARANortheast Region (W).
30
Letter, Tobey to John Sullivan, Regional Director, Northeast Regional Office, BOR, September 17,
1964. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
31
Letter, Sullivan to Tobey, October 14, 1964. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARANortheast Region (W).
32
Letter, Tobey to Rolland S. Handley, Regional Director, BOR, August 26, 1968. “Fort ConstitutionReports”; Box #436143; NHDARM.
33
The letter states “Franklin Pierce College, Hancock, New Hampshire.” The college is in Rindge,
New Hampshire.
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Surplus Property Transfer, 1967
In early 1963, New Hampshire’s Director of Parks corresponded with the U.S. Coast Guard
about an earlier request to return the southwest bastion of Fort Constitution to the State of New
Hampshire. In this correspondence, Director Tobey provided a summation of the state’s
commitment to the site, and to the state’s historic resources under his agency’s control. He
explained that state historic sites had been under his agency’s administration since 1950,
including the Franklin Pierce Homestead, the Daniel Webster Birthplace, and the WentworthCoolidge Mansion, among others. He further explained that
This structure is regarded as one of New Hampshire’s outstanding
historic spots and worthy of considerable thought and planning to
preserve it and expose it the public in its historical context. We have not,
at this time, any definite plans or policies to follow except that we shall
seek competent advice and counsel from such agencies as the National
Park Service, the Society for the Preservation of New England
Antiquities, the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New
Hampshire State Historical Commission to guide us. Ultimately our goal
is to preserve that which is valuable in the interpretation of this site to the
public as a site of State and national significance.
…Where indicated we conduct archeological research and where
necessary, qualified architectural services. Two professionals in this field
recently engaged are Roland Wells Robbins, Archaeologist, Concord,
Massachusetts and Mr. William Perry of Perry, Shaw, Hepburn and Dean
Architects of Boston. As advisors, we frequently turn to the Society for
the Preservation of Antiquities.34

On June 10, 1964, the U.S. Coast Guard submitted a Report of Excess Real Property to GSA.
35
The property included the state- desired southwest bastion of Fort Constitution. GSA waived
offering it to other federal agencies, because it was felt that no other federal agency would be
36
interested in the site. The site was described as follows:
The subject property consists of a 40' x 34' area, formerly the Southwest
Bastion of Fort Constitution. The site includes stone works originally
constructed as part of the fort, (built in the 1800’s) and an underground
[sic] concrete observation station (built during World War II). Access to
the property is across the adjoining Coast Guard Station, or the fort now
owned by the State of New Hampshire.

34

Letter, Tobey to Rear Admiral C.L. Harding, U.S. Coast Guard, Commander, 1st Coast Guard
District, February 7, 1963. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
35
Report of Excess Real Property, GSA Control No. T- NH- 426, From the Treasury Department, U.S.
Coast Guard, Washington, D.C., to GSA, Region 1, June 10, 1964. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG
291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
36
Memorandum, R.W. Heald, Chief, Real Property Division, Region 1, GSA to Files, August 17, 1964.
Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
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This 1300 square foot area was retained by the Government when most
of the fort was transferred to the State in 1960 for historic monument
purposes. The holding agency now has no further need for the
property.37

On December 29, 1964, the state filed an application
under provisions of Sec. 13(h) of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as
amended, to acquire for historic monument purposes, without monetary
consideration, a bastion which is part of the original walls in the
construction at Fort Constitution. This is a property identified as GSA
T- NH- 426.38

Shortly thereafter, in March 1965, the Assistant Director, BOR, wrote to the Regional Director,
stating that GSA had inspected the property and in their opinion the property conveyed in 1960
“has not been developed in accordance to the program of utilization and is not open to the
39
public.” Over the course of the next year, the matter of use was discussed at the Washington
40
level by GSA and BOR representatives. A revised program for utilization was submitted by the
state, under advisement from the federal agencies, and eventually a determination was made that
the
bastion property is an integral part of the property previously reported
on [1960 surplus property transfer] and conveyed to the State for historic
monument purposes with the approval of the Advisory Board on
National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings and Monuments.41
42

An amendatory deed was filed on August 23, 1967, and dated July 28, 1967. The land area
associated with the southwest bastion and the current application was 0.036 of an acre identified
as T- NH- 426, with “a restriction of the entire property to historic monument use in perpetuity,
43
together with other provisions agreed to in the State’s application dated June 6, 1967.” The
total acreage of the state historic site now amounted to 1.786. (See Appendix B- 7 for
information on the 1967 surplus property transfer.)

37

R. W. Heald, August 17, 1964.
Application for Public Park, Public Recreational Area and/or Historic Monument, From State of
New Hampshire to GSA, Region 1, December 29, 1964. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291;
NARA- Northeast Region (W).
39
Memorandum, Assistant Director Underhill, BOR, to Regional Director, Northeast Region, BOR,
March 8, 1965. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
40
Disposal Plan (Real Property & Related Personal Property), GSA, Region 1, April 9, 1965. Real
Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
41
Letter, Underhill to Curtis A. Roos, Acting Assistant Commissioner, Property Management and
Disposal Service, GSA, November 23, 1966. Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast
Region (W).
42
Memorandum, Assistant Regional Counsel to Regional Director, Region 1, GSA, August 23, 1967.
Real Property- Fort Constitution; RG 291; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
43
Memorandum, Realty Specialist, Region 1, GSA, to Regional Counsel, June 21, 1967. Real PropertyFort Constitution, NH; RG 269; NARA- Northeast Region (W).
38
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REVIVED EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE STATUS
FOR FORT CONSTITUTION

As previously noted, a New Hampshire Congressman solicited the War Department in 1929
44
concerning the possibility of establishing a national park at New Castle. Not until 1971 did the
idea of making Fort Constitution a national historic site re- emerge, inspired by the approaching
bicentennial of the American Revolution. Interest in celebrating and protecting American
Revolutionary War monuments was being generated at all levels of government.

Proposed U.S. Senate Bill (S. 707)
for Fort Constitution NHS
In the early 1970’s, New Hampshire Senator Norris Cotton introduced a bill (S.707) in the U.S.
Congress , which was quoted in a newspaper article as follows:
in order to preserve in public ownership the historically significant
property known as Fort Constitution, which is the site of Fort William
and Mary, seized from British troops by American patriots in December,
1774, the Secretary of the Interior...is authorized to acquire...not to
exceed twelve acres of lands and interests in...together with buildings and
improvements thereon...which, upon establishment, will be known as the
Fort Constitution National Historic Site.45

The same newspaper article commented that New Hampshire had neglected the property in the
13 years since the state had received the property. Bills of similar intent were introduced by
New Hampshire’s U.S. Representatives James C. Cleveland and Louis C. Wyman. The Wyman
bill moved through the House to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, where the
Interior Department “urged that congressional action be delayed until a special study can be
46
made with emphasis on Ft. Constitution’s role in the American Revolution.”

44

Synopsis of Letter, Fletcher Hale, House of Representatives, to Secretary of War, April 16, 1929. Box
438; Entry 1891; RG 92; NACP.
45
“Restoring Fort William and Mary Supported by Bills in Congress,” by Kenneth Whipple.
Unidentified newspaper, n.d.; History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
46
“Study Proposed: Ft. Constitution National Memorial.” Unidentified newspaper, n.d.; History FileFort Constitution; NHDHR.
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Newspaper coverage of the proposed legislation to make Fort Constitution a national historic
site was varied, with some citizens preferring the continued development of the U.S. Coast
Guard station on the site. An editorial in the Portsmouth Herald titled “A Growing Coast Guard
Base Is Fit Tribute to Old Ft. William and Mary” read as follows:
However, and we can’t over emphasize this point, the present occupants of
the old fort – the United States Coast Guard – are doing it proud. We know
of no more beautiful sight on the river than the infrequent times when
those two cutters are both tied up in the sunset hours.
As a matter of fact, it’s our great fear that the Interior study will show that
restoration, if not an impossibility, will be financially prohibitive. Our own
drawings of the 1705 fort show that little can be left of it.
With that in mind we know of no better memorial to John Langdon and
John Sullivan and their men than letting the Coast Guard continue to
expand on the site. A marker or two, perhaps a scale model of the old fort,
suitably housed, and the fine men of the Coast Guard. What better way?
So, while we appreciate the efforts of Sen. Norris Cotton and Rep. Louis C.
Wyman toward historical development, our disappointment won’t be all
that great if it doesn’t come to pass.
Too much was destroyed back in the 1870’s to ever get a real picture
because the engineers must have blasted off half of the rocky peninsula
solely to build Battery Farnsworth (that heavily weathered concrete
revetment half way down the entrance road).
Sen. Cotton had the right idea when he started the Coast Guard expansion
there, and we think that’s the path best to follow.47

Inspired by the previous editorial, Thomas C. Wilson, Secretary of the Piscataqua History Club,
wrote:
The future of Fort Constitution may still be up in the air despite the fact
that a small appropriation was budgeted by the legislature in the last
session.
The future of this Fort lies, of course, not in any national defense set- up
but in the educational and recreational fields and the way it can go forward
to a greater service to the people is, paradoxically, to dig back to history.
…In view of the forthcoming anniversaries, the 350th of the planting of New
Hampshire, the 200th of the Fort William and Mary raids, and the 200th of
the Declaration of Independence, it is our belief that archeological digging
and historical research on the Fort are of paramount importance and that
same should continue without delay whenever weather permits.48

47

“Editorial Opinion: A Growing Coast Guard Base is Fit Tribute to Old Ft. William and Mary,”
Portsmouth Herald, January 17, 1972. Box #436143; NHDARM.
48
“Constitution’s Future Still in Air.” Letter to the Editor, unidentified newspaper (presumably the
Portsmouth Herald), n.d. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
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He listed 15 points in response to the Herald editorial, several which are excerpted below:
10. The present owners and occupants of the “old fort” are the
Department of Resources and Economic Development, under which the
state park system operates. Under present bills pending, the Department
of Interior might send a surveyor in 1972 or 1973 to see if it wants to
“designate” the old fort for a “national historical site.” Thereafter, it may
do something to make use of it as and when it decides that the fort is
significant to the Bicentennial. We have heard no claim that the Coast
Guard needs the old fort area or the remnants of the Civil War and
Spanish War alterations around it.
10 & 11. We are all proud of the growing importance and reputation of
the Coast Guard service. It should get anything that is needed by it, but
destruction of the unexplored old fort may be an irreparable loss to
history. If, after all of the archeological and historical facts have been
gotten out, and proves that nothing can be restored, then let the
bulldozers in.
12. “A marker or two, perhaps a scale model …” located in an obliterated
spot that will attract no one to study its history is as useless a waste of
money as many of the markers already in place. Even if only the
structural remains of old colonial walls and buildings are exposed – and
some have already been – there can be things to show that are instructive
in the surroundings of a pleasant park.49

National Survey Identifying
American Revolution Sites
The National Park Service undertook a national survey (“special survey”) of sites associated
with the American Revolution. The NPS contacted New Hampshire in mid- 1971 as part of the
study. Robert M. Utley, Chief Historian, NPS, wrote Commissioner George Gilman,
Department of Resources and Economic Development (NHDRED), State of New Hampshire,
asking for suggestions about potential national historic landmarks in New Hampshire associated
50
with various aspects of the American Revolution.
Commissioner Gilman’s response highlighted Fort Constitution (Fort William and Mary),
noting that
New Hampshire is proud to claim that the first overt action of the
Revolution took place at Fort Constitution in December, 1775 when

49

“Public Forum: There Shouldn’t Be Delay at Old Fort.” Portsmouth Herald, January 17, 1972. Box
#436143; NHDARM.
50
Letter, Robert M. Utley, Chief Historian, NPS, Washington, D.C., to George Gilman, Commissioner,
NHDRED, August 18, 1971. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
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local militiamen seized arms and ammunition from the British troops
manning the Fort. We would appreciate your consideration of this site.51

The survey data was compiled into a report entitled “Sites in New England Associated with the
War of Independence,” prepared by NPS Survey Historian Charles W. Snell and dated February
52
23, 1972. Mr. Snell noted on the cover that it included 91 sites, 65 of which were “new.” The
following New Hampshire sites were included. (An asterisk next to a site name signified no
structural remains.)
V.
26.

Sites Associated with Political Events
Fort Constitution (Site of Castle William and Mary), New Castle,
(Commitment Site)
Old State House, Portsmouth (Further Study)
Site of Revolutionary- Period State House, Exeter

27.
28.
VII.
*60.
61.
*63.
64.
*65.
*66.
*67.
68.
83.
84.
85.
86.

Military Leaders from New England
New Hampshire Leaders
General Henry Dearborn House Site, North Hampton,
John Paul Jones House, Portsmouth
General Enoch Poor House Site, Exeter
General John Stark House, Manchester
General John Stark Birthplace Site, Derry Village vicinity
General John Stark House Site and Grave, Manchester
General John Stark Mills Site, Page’s Corner vicinity
General John Sullivan House, Durham
New Hampshire Political Leaders
LM- Josiah Bartlett House, Kingston (Signer)
LM- Matthew Thornton House, Derry Village (Signer)
LM- Moffatt- Ladd House, Portsmouth
(1767- 1779 home of William Whipple) (Signer)
Governor Mesheck Weare House, Hampton Falls

Pursuit of National Landmark Status
for Fort Constitution
In the following months, correspondence ensued between the NPS and New Hampshire
officials, including U.S. Senator (NH) Thomas J. McIntyre, concerning the landmark status of
the Fort Constitution site. The state was informed that the Snell report was to be presented at

51

Letter, Gilman to Dr. William Murtagh, Keeper of the National Register, Washington, D.C., July 22,
1971. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
52
Report, Charles W. Snell, Survey Historian, NPS, “Sites in New England Associated with the War of
Independence,” February 22, 1972. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
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the fall meeting of the Secretary of the Interior’s Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic
Sites, Buildings, and Monuments, with the following intention:
Aided by the Advisory Board’s recommendations in accordance with the
Historic Sites Act of 1935 (49 Stat. 666), the Secretary will determine
whether the fort possesses national significance in illustrating the history
of the Revolutionary period. Should a determination of national
historical significance be made, the fort will have met the prime criterion
for inclusion in the National Park System. In response to such legislation
as has already been introduced, the Service would then study the
suitability and feasibility of administering the fort as a unit of the system.
… Of course, the Congress – assisted by the findings of the Service and
this Department on these matters – would ultimately decide whether the
fort warrants designation as a national historic site.
Even if the fort is not judged nationally significant and worthy of
addition to the System, it could still be placed on the National Register of
Historic Places as a site of State or local significance. In accordance with
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (80 Stat. 915), sites
entered on the National Register and included in an approved statewide
preservation plan are eligible to receive Federal funds for rehabilitation
or impairment by federally assisted undertakings.53

Rejection of National Recognition
for Fort Constitution
In December, Robert Utley, Director of the Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation,
informed the U.S. Senators and Representatives of New Hampshire of the results of the Interior
Department’s Advisory Board meeting of October 2- 4, 1972. He stated that the board did not
recommend Fort Constitution for recognition as a national historic landmark. He summarized
the board’s findings as follows:
The Board fully appreciated the significance of the capture of Fort
William and Mary in 1774 and that the old 18th- century fortification was
rebuilt in 1808 and renamed Fort Constitution. Subsequent and drastic
alterations followed with succeeding wars. Alterations in 1862- 1866
were far- reaching, but never completed. Largely abandoned after the
Civil War, Fort Constitution is a mixture of incomplete alterations of
several periods, including the Spanish- American War, and World Wars I
and II. The 19th- century walls are in very poor condition.
The Advisory Board judged that Fort Constitution did not meet the
important criterion of historical integrity and recommended placing it in
the “Other Sites Considered” category.54
53

Letter, Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D.C., to Hon. Thomas J. McIntyre, Washington, D.C.,
April 13, 1972. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
54
Letter, Robert M. Utley, Director, Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation, NPS,
Washington, D.C., to U.S. Senator Norris Cotton (New Hampshire), Washington, D.C., December 21,
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NATIONAL REGISTER OF
HISTORIC PLACES NOMINATION
FOR FORT CONSTITUTION
(Site of Fort William and Mary)

State Efforts
Mr. Utley directed the U.S. Senator and his constituents to another “more encompassing
55
program,” the National Register of Historic Places. He suggested that the “group wishing to
restore Fort Constitution may wish to explore the possibility of having the Fort considered
within the state- wide survey,” and for that effort they should contact the State Liaison Officer in
New Hampshire, Commissioner George Gilman, NHDRED, at Concord. U.S. Senator Norris
Cotton immediately sent a letter to Commissioner Gilman expressing his disappointment that
“the Department of the Interior has turned the Fort down as a National Historic Site.” He
continued by expressing that
When the Congress convenes I shall consult the New Hampshire
delegation about reintroducing S. 707. We will have to bear in mind that
the professional judgment of the National Park Service has now ruled
against us. That action will have a critical effect on the Interior
Committee’s consideration of the bill.56

A March 2, 1973, newspaper article titled “Cotton Urges Historic Fort as U.S. Site” read as
follows:
A bill to provide for the designation of old Fort Constitution in New
Castle, N.H., as a National Historic Site has been reintroduced by Sen.
Norris Cotton (R- N.H.) on behalf of himself and Sen. Thomas J.
McIntrye (D- N.H.).57

In the previous Congress, the Senate Interior Committee – to which identical legislation has
been referred – had postponed action on the bill while the National Park Service completed a
study of sites proposed for recognition in conjunction with the Bicentennial observances of the
American Revolution. The results of the study were announced in December, after the
Congress had adjourned, and Fort Constitution was not among the sites selected.
Many New Hampshire historians urged me to resubmit my bill, and
having done so, Senator McIntyre and I will urge the Senate Interior
55

Letter, Utley to Cotton, December 21, 1972. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
Letter, Cotton to Gilman, December 29, 1972. Box #436143; NHDARM.
57
“Cotton Urges Historic Fort as U.S. Site.” Unidentified newspaper; History File- Fort Constitution;
NHDHR.
56
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Committee to give it prompt and favorable action so that this historic
landmark can be restored for the education and enlightenment of
students, tourists and all others interested in our history and heritage.58

This failure to receive national historic site status unified a number of local organizations that
were gearing up for the American Revolution Bicentennial. Mary M. Jeglum, Consultant in
Historic Preservation Planning (and later the first director of the State Historic Preservation
Office), informed Dr. J. Duane Squires, chairman of the New Hampshire American Revolution
Bicentennial Commission (NHARBC), that she was prepared to work with the commission and
others on a project to inventory Revolutionary- era properties. She noted that the Fort William
and Mary Committee – through its chairperson, Mrs. David D. Merrill – was planning to see that
59
the fort was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.

National Register Nomination
On June 18, 1973, Commissioner Gilman, now the designated State Historic Preservation
Officer, notified the Fort William and Mary Committee that the New Hampshire Review Board
for Historic Preservation had approved the nomination of Fort Constitution to the National
60
Register of Historic Places at the board’s June 14 meeting. The authors of the nomination
application included: Mrs. Merrill, Chairman; Mr. Joseph Copley; and Mr. Leonard Rhodes,
Fort William and Mary Committee, NHARBC. It was entered on the Register on the basis of
“Military” significance on July 2, 1973. (See Appendix G- 1 for copy of the National Register of
Historic Places Nomination Form.)

National Register Listing
In July 1973, NPS Director Ronald H. Walker sent letters to the Congressional members from
New Hampshire, stating that “Fort Constitution (Fort William and Mary Site), New Castle,
Rockingham County, was entered into the National Register of Historic Places on July 2,
61
1973.” The actual nomination form, however, states that “Fort Constitution and site of Castle
William and Mary” was entered into the National Register of Historic Places on July 9, 1973
(Entry Number: 73000169). The nomination’s preparer was Charles W. Snell, Survey Historian
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“Cotton Urges Historic Fort As U.S. Site, March, 2, 1973.” Unidentified newspaper; History FileFort Constitution; NHDHR.
59
Letter, Mary M. Jeglum, Consultant in Historic Preservation Planning, New Hampshire, NHDRED,
to Dr. J. Duane Squires, N.H. American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, New London, New
Hampshire, April 4, 1973. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
60
Letter, George Gilman, State Historic Preservation Officer, to Joseph Copley, Fort William and Mary
Committee, NHARBC, Exeter, New Hampshire, June 18, 1973. History File- Fort Constitution;
NHDHR.
61
Congressional Notification of entry in the National Register of Fort Constitution Fort William and
Mary Site) by Ronald H. Walker, Director of the NPS, undated. Box #436143; NHDARM; and History
File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
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in the Washington office of the NPS, Division of History, Office of Archeology and Historic
Preservation. Historian Snell prepared the form in January 1972.
The “Area of Significance” identified on the National Register nomination is “Political,”
although as previously mentioned, the basis of significance was identified as “Military.” The
reason for this discrepancy is not identified in the extant historical documents. The following is
the Statement of Significance:
The Sons of Liberty’s assault and capture of Fort William and Mary,
December 14, 1774, was a planned uprising against the general authority
of the King and the event as such was probably the first overt act of the
American Revolution. Nothing remains, however, of the 18th century
Fort William and Mary and its former site is occupied by the ruins of Fort
Constitution, built in 1808 and modified in 1862- 66.62

It was reported by New Hampshire officials that “Fort Constitution is accepted as the oldest site
63
of a continuous military installation in the U.S.” One such report stated the following:
Fort Constitution is situated on the south shore of Portsmouth Harbor
with a commanding view of the water from the Kittery shore on the west
to the ocean on the east. This location has been important for various
fortifications there have guarded New Hampshire and the Piscataqua
River since the early 1700’s. Because of this long use Fort Constitution
has figured in the history of the development of coastal New Hampshire.
During the past three hundred years the fort has been rebuilt and
remodeled several times so that in addition to its political history there is
an architectural record of considerable interest.
In view of these observations it is proposed to create a park area at Fort
Constitution where people may take advantage of the beautiful location,
using it as a lookout, a picnic spot or simply a place to relax. While they
are there the interpretation of the historic significance of the site can be
presented by means of exhibits, short tours explaining features of the site
and so on. Certainly such an area will be of value and interest to people
of New Hampshire and to many visitors from other parts of the
country.64

Three other New Hampshire Revolutionary sites were added to the National Register at the
same time, as follows: the John Wentworth House, the Governor Meshech Weare House, and
the Boyhood Home of John Stark.
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National Register of Historic Places Inventory – Nomination Form, Fort Constitution and site of
Castle William and Mary, prepared by Charles W. Snell, Survey Historian, Division of History, Office of
Archeology and Historic Preservation, National Park Service, January 11, 1972. Site was entered on July
9, 1973, Entry Number 73000169. History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
63
“Restoration of Old Fort.” Unidentified Newspaper, n.d.; History File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
64
Letter (August 13, 1970) and preliminary report (August 14, 1970) from Frederick John, Robert S.
Peabody Foundation for Archeology, to Tobey. “Fort Constitution- Frederick Johnson”; Box #436143;
NHDARM.
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FORT CONSTITUTION
(STATE) HISTORIC SITE, 1970’S

Planning and Research
The state concentrated on planning, archeology, and visitor involvement in the 1970’s. This
focus was due to both the nudge from BOR to more actively utilize the site, and the upcoming
American Revolution Bicentennial, scheduled to be celebrated nationwide in 1976. Planning for
the celebration of the Bicentennial at Fort Constitution appears to have been a collaborative
effort of many organizations, including the New Hampshire American Revolution Bicentennial
Commission (NHARBC), the Fort William and Mary Committee (FWMC), the New Hampshire
Daughters of the Revolution (NHDAR), and the Division of Parks (NHDRED). Consultants
were engaged from Fort Ticonderoga, the Society for the Preservation of New England
Antiquities, and Old Sturbridge Village, among others.
As previously noted, the consultant from Fort Ticonderoga was hired to complete the “master
plan” work begun by J. Duncan Campbell, who had to quit his contract because of ill health.
When the state was seeking to obtain the site in 1959- 1960, the fort was compared to Fort
Ticonderoga in importance, so obtaining guidance from that New York historic site seemed
appropriate. The Director of Fort Ticonderoga, Colonel Edward P. Hamilton, was engaged in
1971 for an analysis of maps, and for recommendations for a restoration and museum program.
He evaluated the maps and noted the existence of “a most interesting combination of three forts
of three different periods.” He recommended that the 1808 fort be repaired and repointed; its
inner parade be cleared and grass planted; a small museum be built, after a design of the 1808
fort, with toilets (either integral or in a newly constructed small building); and a small museum
collection be assembled. He invited the New Hampshire parks people to visit Fort
65
Ticonderoga.
The state forwarded Mr. Hamilton’s findings and recommendations to Old Sturbridge Village
for comment. Reply came from Richard M. Candee, Researcher in Architecture, who stated
that he questioned whether any of the 1699 wall still survived. He cautioned against any loss of
the later history of the fort; he also recommended against reconstructing buildings when others
on the site might be rehabilitated to serve the necessary functions. Mr. Candee stressed that it
might be more appropriate, if new construction was indeed necessary, to build in a modern
design, and not create a “fake ‘old’ building.” He concluded by mentioning that even the
66
National Park Service was moving in that direction.
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Letter, Edward P. Hamilton, Director, Fort Ticonderoga, to Tobey. “Harriet Lacy, Fort
Constitution”; Box #436143; NHDARM.
66
Letter, Richard M. Candee, Researcher in Architecture, Old Sturbridge Village, to Jeanette Mitchell,
NHDRED, March 1, 1971. “Fort Constitution- Col. Edward Hamilton”; Box #436143; NHDARM.
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NHDRED entered into a contract with a historian, Harriet Lacy, on April 3, 1974. The fee was
67
for $1100; the contract’s duration was two months (ending on June 1, 1974). Ms. Lacy’s
mission was defined as follows:
It is the purpose of the Department to cooperate with the New
Hampshire American Revolution Bicentennial Commission in
commemorating the December, 1774 raid on Fort William and Mary.
The principal objective is to assure that the proposed renovations and
interpretive program are of historical accuracy.

The Scope of Services included the following:
•
•
•

review, analyze, and compile the history, development, military occupation and use,
architectural construction and renovations, etc. relevant to the facility known as Fort
Constitution.
provide research assistance to the NHARBC and SPNEA in the restoration and
interpretation of the fort; and
turn over all pertinent documentation to the state, at the end of the contract period.

Ms. Lacy submitted her report on May 27, 1974, entitled “Fort Constitution: Report of
Historical Research undertaken for the bicentennial celebration of the capture of the fort in
1774.” The report included a time line and extracts of research documents. Copies of some
primary source material from the National Archives in Washington, D.C., and from state
repositories are appended to the report. This study appears to be the most extensive state68
sponsored historical- research effort undertaken on Fort Constitution.

Biennial Reports, 1970’s
The Biennial Reports continued to be produced and sent to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
Following is a brief summary of the Biennial Reports submitted in the 1970’s. (See Appendix G2 for a map of the Fort Constitution Historic Site and a newspaper article describing the placing
of the portcullis.)

1970 Biennial Report
•

69

archeology performed under the general guidance of Frederick Johnson, Director,
Robert S. Peabody Foundation for Archeology, Andover, MA; Professor Howard
Sargent of Franklin Pierce College

67

Miscellaneous contract materials, 1974. “Fort Constitution- Harriet Lacy”; Box #436143;
NHDARM.
68
A copy of Ms. Lacy’s report is in the Fort Constitution files of NHDRED, Division of Parks and
Recreation, Concord, NH. A photocopy of the same exists in the research files compiled for this HSR.
69
“5th Biennial Report to Bureau of Outdoor Recreation of the Administration of Fort Constitution,”
August 23, 1970. New Castle Town Archives.
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•
•

•

request made of the General Court for $50,000 to carry out indicated preservation of
important military and historical significance (not successful)
contracted services of J. Duncan Campbell, Director, William Penn Memorial Museum,
Harrisburg, PA, to develop a report and recommendations as to the significant aspects of
the Fort (due to illness had to abrogate contract; contract subsequently made with Colonel
Edward Hamilton, Fort Ticonderoga)
improvements to make the site safe for public use and interpretatively more meaningful
were not carried out

1972- 1973 Biennial Report
•
•
•

•

1971 Legislature appropriated $50,000 for construction and engineering expenditures at
Fort Constitution (work completed is listed)
while no new facilities were developed since the previous report, the fort was opened to
the public for the first time in 1973
no regular maintenance was provided in 1972; however, general maintenance was
provided in 1973 in the form of trash pick- up, grass cutting, etc. by the Seacoast work
crew supervised by manager of Dearborn State Park (later Odiorne’s Point State Park)
long- term plans: reconstruct the 1814 Walbach Tower and missing sections of the 1808
walls

1974- 1975 Biennial Report
•

•

•
•
•

70

71

1974 Special Session of the NH Legislature (Chap. 38) appropriated $25,000 for
reconstruction and renovations to the fort; another $25,000 was appropriated in the
regular 1975 Legislative Session, Chapter 504
old Mine Building converted to a Visitors Center; NHDRED, NHARBC, FWMC
undertook the conversion of the old Mine Building in preparation for the upcoming
Bicentennial; construction of a small parking lot on Coast Guard property; restoration
plans evolving from the efforts of citizen’s group: FWMC, NHARBC, NHDRED
of the total $75,000 appropriated in 1971 and 1974 for construction and engineering,
$73,349.10 had been expended as of December 1975
received substantial contributions in the form of materials, labor, and services: NHDAR;
Curator for MDC, Boston Harbor Forts; NHARBC; FWMC
attendance: 1974 est. attendance 6,647; 1975 est. attendance 7,500

70

“Biennial Report 1972- 1973,” by the State of New Hampshire, NHDRED, Division of Parks, August
1974. “Fort Constitution- Reports”; Box #436143; NHDARM.
71
“Biennial Report 1976- 1977,” by the State of New Hampshire, NHDRED, Division of Parks, August
1978. “Fort Constitution- Reports”; Box #436143; NHDARM.
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•

•

events:
- July 18, 1974: a replica of the original portcullis was lowered into place (white oak,
originally chestnut); DAR sponsored the project; Milton Graton of Ashland who had
become known as a builder of covered bridges was hired by the state to build the
replica of the portcullis
- October 12, 1974: re- enactment of the 1774 storming
long- term plans – reconstruct the 1814 Walbach Tower

1976- 1977 Biennial Report
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

72

1975 New Hampshire Legislation Session authorized an appropriation of $25,000 to be
used in the further improvement of the Fort Constitution facility; work completed in
September 1976
general maintenance provided by the Seacoast work crew
interpretative and informational signs were posted in and around the fort; only visitor use facility was a parking lot; no public transportation was available to the site
annual visitor usage was an estimated 6,000 in 1976 and 6,200 in 1977; property received
more use from out- of- state visitors, perhaps due to its location
sought to amend the Revocable License with the U.S. Coast Guard to include additional
land; area would include the old lighthouse keeper’s residence
sought special 1978 N.H. Legislative Session to appropriate $50,000
long- term goals: reconstruct the 1814 Walbach Tower

Request for Additional Land Acquisition, 1974
NHDRED approached the U.S. Coast Guard in May 1974, expressing the state’s keen interest in
acquiring title to Coast Guard property that abutted the Fort Constitution (State) Historic Site.
The property consisted of approximately one acre they felt “relates more immediately and
73
logically to the old fort than it does to the rest of the Coast Guard’s lands and facilities.” The
area included the lighthouse and light- keeper’s house.
In the event we are able to acquire the indicated property, our intentions
would be as follows: For the strip of land along the fort’s west wall, we would
establish and maintain an attractive grassed area identical to what we are
planning for the similar strip which we presently own along the north section
of the west wall. For the area between the fort’s south wall and the sea, we
would envision restoring most of this area to a well- maintained lawn and
constructing a paved walk to lead visitors on a tour, which would encircle the
old fort and interpret such things as the south sally port, the Civil War granite
wall, the seaward views, and the old lighthouse functions. Following the
advice of State and local historians, we propose that both the lighthouse and
72

“Biennial Report 1976- 1977.”
Letter, George Gilman, Commissioner, NHDRED, to Rear Admiral Robert W. Goehring,
Commander First Coast Guard District, May 17, 1974. Fort Constitution Files; NHDRED.
73
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the lightkeeper’s [sic] house be retained, with the latter utilized as an
interpretive museum dealing with the history of Coast Guard life- saving
efforts on the New Hampshire seacoast.…
By way of further assurances, we are not presenting this proposal as a first
step in any larger plan to periodically seek more and more of the Coast Guard
property. It is merely that, unless the Coast Guard has truly critical needs
regarding this portion of its installation, its utilization as part of the State
historic site makes a great deal of practical sense to us and, expectantly, to the
many citizens who will be visiting the site in the years to come.

Although correspondence continued throughout the 1970’s regarding this property, the U.S.
Coast Guard determined in 1980 that the sought- after property was not excess to their needs.
74
They intended to reactivate the light and reuse the light keeper’s house. (See Appendix B- 8 for
a map of the Portsmouth Harbor Coast Guard Station.)
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Memorandum, J.P. Driscoll, Chief, Logistics and Property Branch, by direction of the District
Commander, U.S. Coast Guard, to Mr. Doherty, Division of Parks and Recreation, NHDRED, April 3,
1980. Fort Constitution Files; NHDRED.
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FORT POINT, 1980- 2001

Over the next two decades, two themes figured prominently in the planning and development of
the peninsula of Fort Point:
•

the presence of the University of New Hampshire (a state university), with an interest in
developing the site for marine studies, which included:
- the conversion of the Mines Building (1901 Torpedo Storehouse) into its Coastal
Marine Laboratory by the UNH Marine Program in the mid- to- late 1980’s; and
- the acceptance of a donation from the U.S. Coast Guard in June 2001 of a 5- acre
parcel of land, including an existing unsound pier, for continued development of
their Marine Program.

•

the rising interest in the preservation of seacoast defense history of Fort Point, which
included:
- the monitoring of the cultural resources by federal and state regulatory agencies and
preservationists; and
- the monitoring of the historic seacoast defenses by private organizations such as the
Coast Defense Study Group (CDSG), Council on Abandoned Military Posts –U.S.A.
(CAMP), and Seacoast Portsmouth.

Fort Constitution
(State) Historic Site
During these years, New Hampshire continued with its program of repair and maintenance at
th
the state historic site. Lean funding throughout the last two decades of the 20 century hindered
development and interpretation of the site, however. The 1980’s commenced with the
“restoration” of the south sally port and related masonry repairs. In the late 1980’s, the U.S.
Coast Guard developed several parking lots for visitor use. This effort was initiated by the Coast
Guard’s need to upgrade mooring facilities for use when President George H. W. Bush was at
nearby Kennebunkport, ME. Associated with the project was the expansion of automobile
parking areas, repaving of one existing parking area, and resurfacing of existing paved roadways
75
and a helicopter landing pad (see Appendix B- 8 for a map).
The New Hampshire Daughters of the American Revolution continued their interest in Fort
Constitution (State) Historic Site. In 1999, the organization donated $5,340, which they raised
for masonry and brick repairs. This donation was made “not only because historic preservation
is one of the objects of the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, but also to
75

R.T. Bartlett, P.E., Commander, U.S. Coast Guard, Supervisor Shore Maintenance Detachment, NY,
to R. Stuart Wallace, Director, Division of Historic Resources, State Historic Preservation Office, March
22, 1980. USCG File- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
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indicate the continuation of the commitment New Hampshire Daughters made in 1974 during
Mrs. Chase’s administration,” in which funding was provided for the portcullis replacement.
th
The portcullis replica was dedicated at the 200 anniversary of the fort (see Appendix G- 2 for
76
more information on the portcullis).

University of New Hampshire’s
Presence at Fort Point
UNH emerged as an entity on Fort Point in the 1980’s, when it obtained and subsequently
renovated the former Torpedo Storehouse for use as a coastal marine laboratory.
In 1989, the U.S. Coast Guard notified NHDRED and NHDHR that it was interested in
transferring property at the west end of the peninsula to NHDRED, Division of Parks. The
parcel contained the 1814 Walbach Tower, the 1898 Battery Elon Farnsworth (with integral
1901 Mining Casemate), the 1920 Mining Casemate, the 1921 Power Plant, and the 1943
Observation Station. NHDRED and NHDHR were well aware of the poor condition of the
structures, and realized that it would be important to have a combined historic structure report
and feasibility study. NHDHR commented that if the transfer happened, then the entire harbor
defense system (Kittery to Rye) would be in the hands of preservationists. The looming
question, however, was whether the state could manage the site, considering the magnitude of
structural issues associated with the fortification structures. The state at that time felt it could
not take on the responsibility.
Subsequently, the Coast Guard divested itself of more than 7 acres of land: approximately 1.85
acres were transferred to the Town of New Castle, and approximately 5.5 acres went to UNH
77
(see Appendices B- 8 and G- 3 for maps). The former tract was authorized by Congressional
legislation, and a quitclaim deed was executed between the U.S. Coast Guard and the Town of
New Castle on September 8, 1999. The latter property was transferred on June 6, 2001, when a
quitclaim deed was executed between UNH and the Coast Guard for approximately 5 acres of
land and an existing unsound pier at Fort Point.
Prior to its acceptance of the donation, UNH undertook the following studies to assess the site:
“Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and Limited Subsurface Investigation,” by R.W.
Gillespie & Associates, Inc., Portsmouth, NH (1999)
“Waterfront Inspection and Conceptual Design Study at USCG Cutter Pier,” by
Appledore Engineering Inc., Portsmouth, NH (2000)
“Technical Report – Cultural Resources Reconnaissance – New Castle Coast Guard
Station,” by Victoria Bunker, Inc., Alton, NH (2000)
76

“NH DAR donates $5,340 to State.” The Union Leader, Manchester, NH, June 10, 1999. History
Files- Fort Constitution; NHDHR.
77
See http://facilities- dc.sr.unh.edu/Project_Files/MarineResearchFacility/new_castle_docs/
Project_Chronology.pdf for a project chronology for UNH’s Marine Research Facility.
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“Documentation of Historical Resources at Fort Constitution, New Castle, New
Hampshire,” by the Preservation Company, Kensington, NH (2001)
“A Determination of the Historical Significance of Battery Elon Farnsworth, Fort
Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire,” by Nelson H. Lawry, Rollinsford, NH
(2001)
“Masonry Conditions Report: Battery Farnsworth, Walbach Tower, Mines Casemate,”
by John P. Wastrom, Rollinsford, NH (2001)
Also in 2001, UNH made application for and received a $14 million federal grant from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for the construction of a marine
research laboratory building and pier on the subject property. The intention of the proposed
research facility – estimated at approximately 23,000 gross square feet – was to accommodate
marine science research and technology, with a focus on mariculture, fisheries science, and
marine biology. The associated pier was intended to provide berthing for various research
vessels, and also support the activities of the laboratory programs. U.S. Sen. Judd Gregg helped
to secure the grant as a member of the Senate Appropriations subcommittee that funds NOAA.
The five previously noted historic coastal fortification structures – the subjects of this report –
are located on the UNH land tract. Although outside the boundaries of Fort Constitution
(State) Historic Site, these structures are associated with the historic site, which is on the
National Register of Historic Places. A historic preservation covenant was written into the
quitclaim property deed between the Coast Guard and UNH, requiring the university to
“prepare an historic structure report and an itemized list of photographs documenting the
78
appearance and conditions of the property at the time of the transfer.” In addition, all plans
affecting the historic structures are subject to review and approval by NHDHR.
Section- 106 compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act, U.S.C. § 470 et seq
(hereinafter “Section 106”) is also applicable to this project, due to UNH’s intended use of
federal funds for study and development of the property.
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Quitclaim Deed Without Covenant from the United States of America to the University of New
Hampshire, Durham, NH, June 6, 2001; Historic Preservation Covenant, Paragraph 12 (A), p. 5. Partial
copy of quitclaim deed provided to the NPS in package of project background materials from the UNH.
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DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY
FOR FORT CONSTITUTION
HISTORIC DISTRICT, 2002

A Determination of Eligibility (DOE) was undertaken to expand the boundary of the entry “Fort
Constitution,” placed on the National Register of Historic Places in July 1973, to include the
UNH parcel. This expanded boundary constitutes the proposed Fort Constitution Historic
District (FCHD). (See Appendix G- 3 for maps.) The FCHD was found to be eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places in May 2002. NHDHR determined that essentially
all of Fort Point (i.e., the UNH parcel, the active U.S. Coast Guard station, and previously
registered Fort Constitution) was eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
Among the contributing resources in this district are Walbach Tower, Battery Elon Farnsworth
(including the 1901 Mining Casemate, 1921 Power Plant and the 1943 Observation Station), and
the 1920 Mining Casemate. A DOE was prepared for each of these contributing resources. The
battery and the 1920 Mining Casemate were determined to be individually eligible for the
National Register, while further field investigation would be needed to determine whether
Walbach Tower retained sufficient integrity to be eligible for listing as an individual resource. A
DOE identified the period of significance for the entire district as ca. 1805- 1948 (pending future
79
archeological investigations of potentially earlier resources).

Historical Research and Inventory
The Determinations of Eligibility for Fort Constitution Historic District and each of its
80
contributing structures were approved and signed on June 27, 2002, by NHDHR. The research
that served as the foundation for these was funded by the University of New Hampshire and
undertaken by the Preservation Company of Kensington, NH, in the winter of 2000- 2001. The
Preservation Company followed inventory guidelines established by NHDHR to ensure
consistent documentation of historic properties that have potential for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. The principal surveyors for the Preservation Company were Lynne
Emerson Monroe, Kenneth Story, and Nelson Lawry. The Preservation Company’s submittal
relied heavily on a 2001 analysis of the historical significance of the structures prepared by Mr.
81
Lawry, a local researcher of Portsmouth Harbor coastal defenses.
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It has been recommended that the earlier date of significance be moved to 1808. See Section 4,
“Significance, Fort Constitution Historic District: 1808- 1848, Period of Significance.”
80
The DOE signifies that a property is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
The State Historic Preservation Officer applies National Register of Historic Places criteria to confirm the
subject property’s eligibility, without actually listing the structure on the National Register.
81
Nelson H. Lawry, “A Determination of the Historical Significance of Battery Elon Farnsworth, Fort
Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire” (February 15, 2001).
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Submittals to UNH consisted of a report (Area Form FC), individual inventory packages for the
following, and recommendations.
82

NHDHR Inventory #NWC0002
Battery Elon Farnsworth, including a
1901 Mines Casemate
1921 Power Plant
1943 Observation Tower
NHDHR Inventory #NWC0003
Walbach Tower
NHDHR Inventory #NWC0004
Mines Casemate
NHDHR Inventory #NWC0005
U.S. Coast Guard Picnic Shelter
The inventory form for each principal structure included the following components:
Architectural Description, Historical Background, National Register Statement of Significance,
Period of Significance, Statement of Integrity, Bibliography and/or References, Existing
Conditions, and Historic Photographs.

Archeological Research
In May 2002, NHDHR requested that UNH perform further archeological study of specific
portions of the subject property, as recommended in the 2000 technical report by Victoria
Bunker, Inc. In response to this request, UNH contracted the following study (see Appendix
G- 4 for a synopsis of the archeological survey’s findings):
“Technical Report, Phase 1- B Archeological Survey, New Castle, NH,” by Victoria
Bunker, Inc., Alton, NH (2003)

82

The NHDHR inventory refers to the “mining casemates” as “mines casemates” and the “observation
station” as “observation tower.”
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NHDHR Rulings
In March 2003, NHDHR stated that complete or partial removal of any of the historic structures
on the UNH parcel would not be permitted, according to its interpretation of the subject deed’s
83
historic preservation covenant language. Said ruling was formally issued in May 2003.

Request for Additional Baseline Documentation
Also in March 2003, UNH was advised by NHDHR that the studies already submitted by UNH
were insufficient to fully satisfy the requirements of the deed’s historic preservation covenant
regarding baseline documentation. NHDHR further advised UNH that an historic structures
report (HSR), prepared according to NPS standards and guidelines, would satisfy the covenant’s
requirements. UNH subsequently contracted in December 2003 with the NPS to prepare the
HSR.
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According to NHDHR, the deed language specifically requires the Grantee to “rehabilitate, preserve
and maintain the property in accordance with plans approved in writing by the state of New Hampshire’s
SHPO (NHDHR) in order to preserve and enhance those qualities that make the property eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places…Said rehabilitation, preservation and maintenance
shall be in accord with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, see 36 C.F.R. Part 67.” In a
position letter to UNH, dated May 12, 2003, the New Hampshire State Historic Preservation Officer and
the NHDHR Director interpreted the deed language, in consultation with the Advisory Council for
Historic Preservation, as follows: “The covenant requires, as a logical beginning point under section (a),
that the University prepare a historic structure report that accurately and completely identifies the
condition of the property at the time of its transfer (2001). This report becomes the baseline from which
all maintenance, care, and treatment are measured. Section (a) also requires a preservation plan, prepared
by the University and approved by the SHPO, to preserve and enhance those qualities that make the
resource eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. Section (f), the clause that
permits the SHPO to modify or cancel any provisions of the covenant for good cause, is a provision that
recognizes that natural or catastrophic events beyond the control of either party may so negatively impact
the historic resources that the requirements of the covenant cannot be met. The intentional demolition of
any or all of the historic resources, to replace them with another structure, would not be within the
definition of good cause.” Letter, James McConaha, Director (State Historic Preservation Officer),
NHDHR, to Paul Chamberlain, Director, Facilities Design and Construction, UNH, May 12, 2003. Letter
in HSR Project Files and footnote from Project Agreement, p. 6, Fn. 1.
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SECTION 4.
SIGNIFICANCE and
CHARACTER- DEFINING
FEATURES
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SIGNIFICANCE
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INTRODUCTION

The National Register of Historic Places is the official list of properties recognized as having
“local and State significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and
1
culture, and worthy of preservation.” The list is maintained by the National Park Service on
behalf of the Secretary of the Interior.
A Determination of Eligibility (DOE) enables the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) to
apply National Register of Historic Places criteria to confirm a property’s eligibility, without
actually listing the property on the National Register. As noted in Section 3 of this HSR, the
NHDHR has approved DOEs dated June 27, 2002, for the following: Fort Constitution Historic
District, Battery Elon Farnsworth, including its 1901 Mining Casemate, the 1921 Power Plant,
and the 1943 Observation Tower; Walbach Tower; and the “Mines Casemate” (identified herein
as the 1920 Mining Casemate).
This chapter on significance includes vital data from the DOE assessment that enabled the
SHPO to make a determination of eligibility of the Fort Point district and structures, including a
statement of significance and integrity evaluation. In addition, the chapter contains a summary
of recommended themes for further exploration – themes that offer potential for enhancing the
significance and understanding of the structures, collectively and separately.
Organized according to the following headings, this chapter groups the structures according to
the categories used in the DOEs, except for the last category, which is organized according to
the theme of submarine mining.
Fort Constitution Historic District: 1808- 1948
Walbach Tower: 1814- 1948
Battery Elon Farnsworth: 1898- 1948
1901 Mining Casemate
1921 Power Plant
1943 Observation Tower
Submarine Mining Operations: 1901- 1948
1901 Mining Casemate
1920 Mining Casemate
1943 Observation Tower

1

National Register Bulletin #15: How to apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, Preface.
Website, http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb15/.
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Note that the 1901 Mining Casemate, the 1921 Power Plant, and the 1943 Observation Station
are discussed within the context of Battery Elon Farnsworth, because of their physical
relationship to the battery. The 1901 Mining Casemate and 1943 Observation Tower, being
components of Portsmouth Harbor’s mine defense system, are also discussed in the submarine
mining thematic category.
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FORT CONSTITUTION HISTORIC
DISTRICT: 1808- 1948

Background
An evaluation of the boundaries, significance, and integrity of the Fort Constitution Historic
District is beyond the scope of this study. It is critical, however, to understand the criteria used
to evaluate this district, as the historic structures that are the subject of this study are
contributing structures. The DOE for the district is the source for the data provided here.
The boundary of the proposed Fort Constitution Historic District has been identified in the
DOE as follows:
The eligible boundary for this district would include the current 6- acre
Coast Guard Station, the 2 + - acre Fort Constitution State Historic Site,
and the 5.5 acre parcel recently transferred to UNH.

The DOE acknowledges that it might be worthy to augment the boundary to include two
additional parcels, as follows:
Although they are not discussed in this area form, the 1.1 acre parcel
retained for Coast Guard housing and the 1.85 acre parcel now owned by
the town of New Castle at the western edge of Fort Point were
historically part of the fort; it may be appropriate to include these two
parcels as well within the district.

Period of Significance
The DOE identifies the period of significance for the Fort Constitution Historic District as “ca.
1805 to 1948,” the period of “occupation as a fort.” However, documentation indicates that the
fort was principally constructed and completed in 1808, so it is recommended that the start date
for the period of significance be changed from ca. 1805 to 1808.
The DOE also notes that “unexcavated archeological resources may document periods of
significance prior to 1808.” Limited archeological testing and excavation has occurred on Fort
Point: the first documented effort occurred in the 1970’s in the area of the Second- System fort,
with the most recent archeology occurring in 2001/2003 at the UNH parcel. An archeological
assessment of the last effort has been summarized in a chart. (See Appendix G- 4.)
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Areas of Significance
The DOE identified the areas of significance as follows: Archeology, Engineering, Exploration
and Settlement, Maritime History, Military, Politics, and Government. These areas encompass
the major activities associated with Fort Point over the past several centuries.

Statement of Significance
The DOE offers the following succinct statement of significance:
Fort Constitution is eligible for the National and New Hampshire State
Registers of Historic Places as a historic district for its significant history
as an important federal coastal defense installation from c. 1808 to 1948.
Defensive coastal fortifications are known to have existed on Fort Point
as early as 1631; the earliest extant resources are the c. 1808 brick and
stone fort walls. Unexcavated archeological resources may document
periods of significance prior to 1808.
Contributing resources at the fort document the country’s maritime and
military history and evolving defensive threats and technological
responses. Contributing resources in the district include all structures
built between c. 1808 and 1948, although, as noted, archeological
resources may date from even earlier.
The eastern portion of Fort Constitution (approximately two acres) was
listed on the National Register in 1973 as the historical site of the Sons of
Liberty’s 1774 raid on Fort William and Mary.
This area form and determination of eligibility recognizes the entire fort’s
continuing significance through its deactivation in 1948.

Integrity
The historic district was found to have integrity in the following areas: Location, Design, Setting,
Materials, Workmanship, Feeling, and Association.

Criteria and Level of Significance
The National Register Criteria listed in the DOE are Event, Archeology, and Architecture/
Engineering. The DOE identified the level of significance as being “National.”
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WALBACH TOWER:
1814- 1948

Background
Walbach Tower will be 200 years old in 2014. Constructed on the highest elevation of Fort
Point – a rock outcrop known as Jordans Rock – the brick and stone tower was so situated to
present a commanding view of the main channel, Town Beach, and the neck of Fort Point. The
2
tower was never completed: it was intended to be higher. The circular mass did not receive any
maintenance, and so fell into disrepair within 50 years of its construction. Once the process of
deterioration began, it was not mitigated.

Rarity
Walbach Tower was considered a rare type of defensive work at construction. Today, even in
its ruinous condition, the tower maintains its stature as an extremely rare North American
example of a type of seacoast fortification known as a “Martello tower.” Ivan Saunders offers a
good definition of Martello tower in his study on Canadian towers. He states:
Strictly speaking, the name “Martello tower” applies to the ovoid or
circular brick coast defence towers erected in the British Isles in the
Napoleonic era. The name itself was first popularized in that context in
England after 1803, and was derived from a stone tower on Cape
Mortella in Corsica which was valiantly defended against English naval
attack in the years 1793- 94.3

According to the legend, shortly after the aforementioned incident occurred, the name
“Mortella” was corrupted to become “Martello,” and the name was applied to similar defensive
towers constructed on coasts throughout Western Europe in the ensuing decade. Although a
true Martello tower is one that was constructed after1794, and possesses certain design
characteristics similar to the prototype, the name has been applied to similarly designed towers
that were constructed prior to the Corsican standoff. In addition, towers built significantly later,
and with highly modified designs, are sometimes referred to as Martello towers.

2

Letter from Lt. Horace C. Story, reporting upon the defenses and the conditions of the works under
his command, March 31, 1816. War Department, Book Corp. of Engineer Reports. Internal Revenue
Office, Portsmouth, NH. Correspondence with Washington D.C. Lighthouse, Fort Constitution, Vol. III,
Bound Volumes with Transcribed Documents at Portsmouth Athenaeum (F44.N6MS Ref OV), p. 151.
3
Ivan J. Saunders, A History of Martello Towers in the Defence of British North America, 1796- 1871
(Canadian Historic Sites: Occasional Paper in Archaeology and History, No. 15, 1976), p. 9.
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The majority of defensive towers broadly called Martello towers were built by British engineers
4
between 1796 and 1857 (more than 200), with most situated along seacoasts of the British Isles.
Sixteen such towers were constructed by the British in Canada between 1794 and 1840. Another
10 were planned and/or constructed by Americans along the east coast of the United States
extending to the Gulf Coast and New Orleans between 1800 and 1870. Further research is
required to determine the provenance of the towers that were constructed in the U.S. between
1800 and 1815.
Of the 10 Martello- type towers built in the U.S., only one of the truer- type Martello towers still
5
stands. It is Tower Dupre in New Orleans, LA. Otherwise, the towers are gone or survive in a
ruinous state. The latter are Walbach Tower and James Island Tower. (See Table WT- 1, “U.S.
Seacoast Martello Towers” in Section 2, “Walbach Tower”; and Appendix D- 1 for a description
of the Walbach Tower in 1821.)
The Canadian towers have survived in a better state of preservation than those in the United
States, and most have been declared national historic sites. Of the 11 Canadian towers built
between 1796 and 1815, six survive. (See Appendix D- 2 for an annotated list of Canadian
Martello towers.)

Walbach Tower: Ruin, Site, or Structure?
A prerequisite to applying any criteria for evaluation of Walbach Tower’s historical significance
and integrity is a determination of how to classify its physical state. Walbach Tower does not
contain an intact building envelope, an intact roof, or an intact continuous wall surface. The
extant portion of the tower survives in less than half of its as- built condition. Its rubble,
however, contains potential for providing insight to the structure’s former mass and details at
the time of construction.
th

Since the mid- 19 century, 50 years after Walbach Tower’s construction, it began to be referred
to as a ruin. It has been classified – at the national, state and local levels – as a ruin for
approximately 140 years.
The National Register of Historic Places criteria define a ruin as follows:
The term structure is used to distinguish from buildings those functional
constructions made usually for purposes other than creating human
shelter.…If a structure has lost its historic configuration or pattern of
organization through deterioration or demolition, it is usually considered
a ruin and is categorized as a site.6

4

W. H. Clements, Towers of Strength: Martello Towers Worldwide (South Yorkshire, England: Leo
Cooper, imprint of Pen Sword Books Limited, 1999), p. 163.
5
The Key West towers survive, but they are not considered true Martello towers.
6
National Register Bulletin #15, Part IV. How to Define Categories of Historic Properties, 2. Structure.
Website, http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb15/.
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7

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties does not
consider ruins in its treatment recommendations, whereas The Venice Charter: International
Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites8 does. The latter’s
philosophy for treatment of ruins is as follows:
Ruins must be maintained and measures necessary for the permanent
conservation and protection of architectural features and of objects
discovered must be taken. Furthermore, every means must be taken to
facilitate the understanding of the monument and to reveal it without
ever distorting its meaning....All reconstruction work should however be
ruled out a priori. Only anastylosis, that is to say, the reassembling of
existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. The material used for
integration should always be recognizable and its use should be the least
that will ensure the conservation of a monument and the reinstatement
of its form.

Period of Significance
Walbach Tower – built during the War of 1812 at a time of heightened fear – never witnessed
enemy attack. As previously noted, at the time of the Civil War 50 years after construction, it
was characterized as a ruin. In its ruined state, the tower took on added local and national
significance. As a contributing “site” to the Fort Constitution Historic District, its period of
significance would be 1814 to 1948.

Statement of Significance
The DOE offers the following statement of significance:
The Walbach Tower is eligible for the National and New Hampshire
State Registers of Historic Places for its historical and engineering
significance as a rare example of an early 19th century fortification known
as a Martello tower and for its historical role in the development of Fort
Constitution. It dates from the same defensive period as the c. 1808
granite fort walls.

7

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, 1995. Website,
http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/secstan1.htm.
8
The Venice Charter: International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and
Sites, 1964. Website, http://www.icomos.org/docs/venice_charter.html, under Excavations, Article 15.
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Walbach Tower is highly significant:
•

for its association with the War of 1812
- Daniel Webster’s call and the grassroots efforts to defend East Coast harbors

•

for its association with General John B. Walbach

•

for its building typology as a Martello tower

Walbach Tower as a ruin is highly significant:
•

for its association with the picturesque movement
- painted by artists
- subject of poems and antiquarians’ musings
- highly prized as a landscape feature

•

for its association with the Historic Preservation Movement in the United States
- Daughters of the Revolution, State of New Hampshire
- National Society of the Colonial Dames of America, State of New Hampshire
- War Department
- U.S. Department of the Interior and National Historic Preservation legislation
(post- significant period)

Integrity
Walbach Tower as a ruin offers a high degree of integrity for its potential in revealing
information on the following aspects: Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Workmanship,
Feeling, and Association. Each aspect is considered subsequently.

Location
Walbach Tower was never moved, and exists in ruin on its original foundation of ledge rock.
The tower was constructed on the highest point of the peninsula, and at the time of construction
held a commanding position.

Design
Even though in ruin, the round massing of the structure – as it was constructed – is suggested by
the remains. It is highly possible that the dimensions, proportion, architectural relationships,
and the location of some significant features could be discerned and calculated. If it were
deemed philosophically appropriate, it is presumed that enough evidence could be gleaned from
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physical evidence, a 1820 drawing (Figs. WT- 12, WT- 13), and historic photographs to permit a
reconstruction of the tower’s external form.

Setting
At construction, Walbach Tower – at the neck of Fort Point – was essentially isolated from the
th
principal fortification of Fort Constitution. As the 19 century progressed, and with the
acquisition of additional land, the military reservation expanded to include the western end of
the point. The Endicott- period building campaigns encroached upon the tower. The setting of
Walbach Tower ruins, however, has not been altered significantly since the deactivation of the
fort in 1948. The lack of maintenance in the area has visually impacted the setting, but not
diminished its integrity.

Materials
No record of the tower being deliberately altered has been found. The materials that reside in
the ruin are part of the original tower. Surviving are brick, stone, and mortar. Wood fragments
exist around the structure, but whether they are related to the tower has not been verified. No
metal components are known to have survived.

Workmanship
The workmanship employed in laying the bricks and the stone foundation is apparent in the
tower’s surviving elements. The wall construction is similar to that found in the 1808 walls of
Fort Constitution: rubble rock interposed between brickwork.

Feeling
One of the reasons the tower has survived as a ruin is because it evokes a feeling of antiquity.
This evocation probably interfered with it being restored. John Albee, the local antiquarian who
th
wrote in the late 19 century on the “historic and picturesque” of New Castle, commented that
the ruin of Walbach Tower belied a certain stature. He explained that it conveyed a feeling of
being much older, clarifying that its placement and design suggested at a glance medieval towers
of England. The nostalgia and sentimentality of the period enhanced the perception and led to
veneration, as he so aptly describes below:
It is so small as to suggest a fortification in miniature or model, rather
than for actual use. It is of the size of the round towers of the Middle
Ages; and on this account, perhaps, appears of greater antiquity – of the
age the imagination easily renders it. Indeed, it seems incredible that
seventy years should have wrought so complete and perfect a
resemblance of ruined castles and towers long antedating this.
The United States military engineers had threatened to destroy this
venerable and quaint relic at the time when they were constructing the
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new walls of Fort Constitution, in 1863- 65; but their intention was
frustrated by their own work being found ineffectual, and only fit to be
abandoned to that decay which is the fashion of all government property
in this neighborhood.9

The town of New Castle has traditionally revered Walbach Tower. A photograph of it (Section
2, Fig. WT- 34) was chosen for the cover of the publication 1693- 1893 Bi- centennial Souvenir of
New Castle. In the publication, Albee proclaimed that “Local history is the only important
10
history.” In most histories of the town or region examined during research for this report, the
tower is a prominent feature of discussion. It does not seem, however, that the townspeople
made any effort to restore or maintain the tower.

Association
The associative values of the site are preserved within its ruins: a Second- System fortification at
Fort Constitution, the War of 1812, General Walbach, and the historic preservation movement.

Criteria and Level of Significance
The National Register Criteria listed in the DOE are Event and Architecture/ Engineering. The
archeology survey undertaken by Virginia Bunker suggests that the site “may also carry
archeological importance as a ruin.” (See Appendix G- 4.)
The DOE identified the level of significance as being “National.”

Themes and Context for
Additional Exploration
Fort Constitution Historic District Contributing Site
Walbach Tower was constructed during the Second System of U.S. coastal defense, which
extended from 1807 to 1815. Additional research, both locally and at the National Archives, is
required to better understand how the tower was perceived by the War Department and the
fort’s commander, John B. Walbach. Was it considered at the national level to be a vital element
of the Second- System fortifications at Fort Constitution?
9

John Albee, New Castle. Historic and Picturesque. Illustrations by Abbott F. Graves (Boston: 1884), p.

28.
10

Chester B. Curtis, ed., Bicentennial Souvenir, 1693- 1893, New Castle, New Hampshire (Concord,
NH: The Republican Press, 1893), p. 31.
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War of 1812
The association of the tower with the War of 1812 is a subject worthy of exploration. Hopefully,
research developed in the coming years to honor the war’s upcoming bicentennial in 2012 will
offer insight into the defensive efforts made in New Hampshire, and how those efforts may have
been linked to a national effort. A better understanding of the tower’s association to this war
effort has the potential of enhancing the tower’s significance.
The newspapers published around the time of the tower’s construction reported that local forts
were being repaired by townspeople, aroused initially by orator Daniel Webster’s call for action.
Further research is required to better understand how actively involved the private citizens may
have been in building the tower, how long it took to construct the tower, and how these citizens
might have interacted with the War Department.

General John B. Walbach
John B. Walbach was a noteworthy figure in American military history during the first half of the
19th century. While a captain, he commanded Fort Constitution from 1806 to 1820, and he
oversaw the construction of the tower in 1814. At that time, Fort Point was known as Castle
11
Point. The tower was thus given the name of “Castle Walbach.” Further exploration into
General Walbach’s military history and associations with Fort Constitution might uncover
additional associative significance for Walbach Tower.
The questions to be posed include the following:
•

Did Walbach base the design of his tower on an existing tower? Did he actually design
the tower himself? He appears to have been in Europe at the time of the Mortella tower
incident. In addition, he took part in the Battle of Chrysler’s Field in Canada on
November 11, 1812. Is it possible that he may have seen Martello towers in Canada?
What was the nature of the interaction with War Department officials during design and
construction? It is recorded in an 1865 historical account that Capt. Marshall’s company
12
(posted at Jerry’s Point) was ordered to assist in the construction of the tower. More
extensive National Archives research into this period and research into the papers of
Captain Marshall (if they exist) might offer information on the construction of Castle
Walbach.

•

Is General Walbach a figure of national significance? Further study into his career as a
U.S. military officer is necessary to answer this question. Shortly after his arrival in the
United States, he became aide- de- camp to General Alexander Hamilton. He then
became Assistant Adjutant General to General William North, and was later assigned to
the staff of General Charles C. Pinckney, whom he assisted in preparing a reorganization

11

Portsmouth Defenses, 1821 Description. Reports of the Board of Engineers Relating to Fortifications
and Defenses, 1821- 1834; Entry 223; RG 77; NAB.
12
Thomas Bell Frost, History of Fort Constitution and “Walbach Tower,” ed. George B. Griffith
(Portsmouth, NH: C.W. Brewster & Son, Printers, 1865), p. 6.
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of the cavalry. At the time of his death, General John B. Walbach was described as the
13
oldest officer in the U.S. Army. He died in Baltimore, MD, in 1857 at 93 years of age.

Historic Preservation Movement
in the United States
Even in its ruinous state, the tower has been revered for its association to an actual event – the
14
th
War of 1812. This reverence, however, was colored in the mid- to- late 19 century by a
commemorative movement in the United States that celebrated – with nostalgia – the
picturesque and ancient relics associated with previous wars and cultural activity. In this spirit,
th
Walbach Tower captured the romantic imagination of 19 - century antiquarians and
commemorative organizations such as the Daughters of the Revolution and the Colonial Dames
of America. In 1893, local antiquarians referred to Walbach Tower as a “Martello tower.” This
knowledge expressed a certain understanding of the tower’s origins. Its rarity was lauded in
New Castle’s bicentennial publication of that year, as follows:
The Martello Tower, a little west of the fort, is the most picturesque
object in New Castle. It is built on a ridge of a high ledge, anciently called
Jourdan’s Rocks. Artists have painted it, and poets love to relate its story,
relying upon each other for imaginary embellishments. Its date is so
recent and its history so small, that it is almost necessary to invent some
facts in order to properly celebrate so rare a ruin.15

Even the War Department expressed a desire in 1896 to preserve “these old land marks,
provided it can be done without sacrifice of any material interests attending the construction
16
and service of the new works.” Its Chief of Engineers wrote those words to Battery Elon
Farnsworth’s first engineer, when it became clear that the construction of the new Endicott
Battery might impact the time- worn and nonfunctional Walbach Tower. The Daughters of the
Revolution of the State of New Hampshire protested in 1898 when they heard of the War
Department’s plans for a modern battery at the site of the Walbach Tower:
We earnestly deprecate such action which would deprive this locality of
an historical landmark of the greatest interest and that we pledge
ourselves to put forth all the influence in our power to cause the United
States Government to reconsider its reported decision.17

The tower’s significance is thus heightened by its associative value to the historic preservation
th
movement in the United States, which grew out of the 19 - century grassroots efforts to save
America’s historic and picturesque past. Further analysis of this relationship is warranted.
13

“The Brick Tower at New Castle.” War Department, Corp. of Engineers Reports. Internal Revenue
Office, Portsmouth, NH. Correspondence with Washington D.C. Lighthouse, Fort Constitution, Vol. III,
Bound Volumes at Portsmouth Athenaeum (F44.N6MS Ref )V), p. 136- A.
14
The War of 1812 has historically received less attention than other wars, such as the Revolutionary
War, World War I, and World War II.
15
Curtis, p. 17.
16
File 16183- 6 (December 4, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
17
File 28381 (September 15, 1898); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Concerted research at the federal, state, and local levels would no doubt generate valuable
material on this subject.

Martello Tower as a Fortification Type
Several scholarly studies have been produced on Martello towers as a fortification type. They
focus primarily on European and Canadian examples. Ivan J. Saunders, in his expertly
documented and well- written study of Canadian Martello towers, describes the years of 17961815 as the “Era of Great Construction.” The tower at New Castle was built during this period.
It is widely understood that considerable variation in design is common in towers referred to as
Martello. Saunders aptly describes the British Martello tower, and in turn acknowledges its
precedent for the Canadian towers of his study, as follows:
The characteristic English Martello tower was a circular masonry
structure two storeys high, with a terreplein on top designed to take from
one to four guns. It varied in exterior top diameter from 35 to 55 ft.,
depending on the number of guns to be mounted, and was from 30 to 35
ft. in height. It had a bombproof arch above its second storey covered in
masonry to the level of the terreplein and sustained at the centre by a
masonry pillar. The platform was surmounted on its periphery by a
parapet some 6 ft. in height with a banquette step all round. The upper
interior storey was fitted as a barrack floor and the lower contained a
magazine and storage facilities. The characteristic entry to the tower was
by a door in the upper storey, reached by a moveable ladder or
drawbridge. In essence these English towers were elevated gun
platforms, high enough to make escalade difficult, and capable of
independently housing and defending their garrisons against all but a
sustained regular attack assisted by artillery. All of the Canadian towers
fall within this functional definition, and all but the first three Halifax
towers are structurally compatible with it.18

The standard features varied somewhat in design, as the towers were dependent upon available
materials, topography, and goals of the particular defense.
W.H. Clements suggests in his book Towers of Strength that several of the U.S. towers may have
had a connection with a Martello tower constructed in Nova Scotia, as follows:
only three of those remaining, or of which we have detailed descriptions,
appear to have resembled the British towers reasonably closely. It is
probable that the design of these towers was influenced by the design of
the Prince of Wales Tower at Halifax, but it is not certain to what extent
the first two towers to be built in the United States followed the British
design as neither the towers nor their plans exist today.19

18
19

Saunders, p. 9.
Clements, p. 154.
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Concerning Walbach Tower, Clements argues that although it is similar to Halifax towers in
placement of armament, the actual design of the tower did not resemble the Canadian towers.
Saunders includes drawings of the Canadian towers in his thorough analysis of the same.
Walbach Tower in its truncated state appears to resemble more closely the Carleton Martello
Tower in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and the towers constructed in Quebec City.
The project’s scope prohibited more detailed research at the National Archives, Washington,
20
D.C., for the period 1814 to 1890. Additional research of time period might produce drawings
and documents that would convey a better insight into historical and architectural precedent, a
clearer understanding of the tower’s design at construction, and a plan for its completion.

20

Research into this period of War Department records is tedious and time- consuming, because of the
lack of an all- inclusive index. The researcher must creatively search for relevant items in subject and
name volumes. The documents then must be individually requested.
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BATTERY ELON FARNSWORTH: 1898- 1948
(With 1901 Mining Casemate, 1921 Power Plant, and
1943 Observation Station)

Background
Battery Elon Farnsworth was constructed in 1897- 1898, as an Endicott- System fortification.
Proclaimed by the War Department in a contemporary account to be the first modern works for
Portsmouth Harbor, the massive concrete structure was transferred to the Artillery Corps on
July 23, 1898, prior to its completion. The battery consisted of two gun emplacements,
mounting 8- inch guns (Model 1888, MII, Nos. 38 and 43, manufactured by Watervliet Arsenal)
on disappearing carriages (Model 1894, Nos. 22 and 23, manufactured by the Providence Steam
Engine Co., in 1897). The guns were mounted in 1898 and removed in 1917, with the
disappearing carriages being removed a year later. The Report of Completed Works – Seacoast
Fortifications (Gun and Mortar Batteries) Form 1, corrected to May 20, 1920, directs “the
Engineer Department to abandon maintenance work on this battery as soon as Ordnance
supplies shall be removed. The transfer of the battery to the Q.M.C. was approved by the A.G.
21
March 9, 1929.” (See Section 2, Figs. BF- 61, BF- 62.)
Four alterations have affected the massing of Battery Elon Farnsworth. The first occurred
during construction planning, the second occurred during the battery’s active life, and the
remaining two occurred after the battery’s disarmament, as follows.
•

The alteration during construction planning consisted of the introduction of a mining
casemate into the east flank of Gun Emplacement No. 2. This mining casemate (1901
Mining Casemate) became an integral part of the massing for the battery.

•

The alteration during active service involved the ca.- 1903 removal of the top part of the
earth berm against the battery’s center traverse, to make room for the construction of a
walkway connecting the two gun emplacements.

•

The third alteration was made in 1920. A larger portion of the earth berm against the
battery’s central traverse was removed so that a freestanding power plant (1920 Power
Plant) could be built very close to the battery. Constructed of concrete, the two- room
power plant was designed to house two 25- kw generators that would provide auxiliary
power to the fort as necessary. Constructed in 1920, the Power Plant was transferred to
the Artillery Corps on January 7, 1921.

21

Report of Completed Works – Seacoast Fortifications (Gun and Mortar Batteries), corrected to May 20,
1920; File 662 (Portsmouth), Vol. II; Box 114; Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic Files,
Classified, 1918- 1945; RG 77; NACP.
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•

The final alteration to the battery’s massing, specifically to Gun Emplacement No. 1,
occurred in the early 1940's: an observation station (1943 Observation Station) was built
on its Loading Platform. Designed to serve as an observation station for mining
operations, the concrete tower was two stories high. It was transferred to the Artillery
Corps on March 13, 1943.

Period of Significance
The battery was active from 1898 until 1917, although its ordnance was never used against
hostile forces. The addition of the 1943 Observation Station expanded the serviceability of the
battery beyond its disarmament. The concrete mass of Battery Elon Farnsworth became the
foundation for the station, with access provided via the battery’s circulation system. As a
contributing structure to the Fort Constitution Historic District, the battery’s period of
significance has been determined to be 1898 to 1948.

Statement of Significance
The DOE offers the following Statement of Significance:
Battery Elon Farnsworth is eligible for the National and New Hampshire
State Registers of Historic Places for its significance as a pioneering
example of the Endicott system of coastal defense and for historic role in
the development of Fort Constitution. As noted in this informative
inventory form, it is a unusual and well- preserved example of this era’s
ordnance. The Battery is also a contributing resource in the Fort
Constitution Historic District.

Battery Elon Farnsworth is highly significant:
•

as the “first modern works for the defense of Portsmouth Harbor,” designed for and to
accommodate the latest technology in building materials (concrete) and armament
(large- caliber guns on disappearing carriages);

•

as an example of the “early standard” type of 8- inch disappearing gun battery, designed
during the second wave of Endicott- System battery construction (1894- 1897); and

•

for its transitional role in the advancement of concrete technology and emplacement
design.

22

22

File 16183- 10 (December 9, 1896); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Specific design elements and materials that contribute to Battery Elon Farnsworth’s
relative uniqueness include:
•

hand- operated ammunition lifts;

•

lack of some vital improvements found in other contemporaneous batteries, including
latrines, integral electric lighting, and extended emplacement platforms;

•

mixed use of natural and Portland cements, representing a transitional period in the
development of concrete as a large- scale building material;

•

principally unreinforced concrete;

•

a mining casemate designed within the battery;

•

a freestanding auxiliary power plant that supplanted part of an earth berm behind the
battery, being built inside the retaining wall for the berm; and

•

an observation station built on top of one of its emplacements.

In addition, it should be noted that Battery Elon Farnsworth was built by a civilian contractor,
which was unusual at the time.

Significance of the 1921 Power Plant and 1943 Observation Tower
The 1921 Power Plant and the 1943 Observation Station are significant in the physical context of
Battery Farnsworth, and in the larger context of the Fort Constitution Historic District. Battery
Elon Farnsworth, the Power Plant, and the Observation Station each reflects a different era of
concrete construction. The fact that they exist in physical relationship to one another heightens
the collective significance of these structures as examples of the evolution of concrete as a
building material. Further comparative research into power plant history, both within the War
Department and in the larger industry, is required to determine whether the structure holds
additional significance as a building type.
The 1943 Observation Station’s significance relative to Portsmouth Harbor mining operations is
discussed more thoroughly in a subsequent section of this chapter, “Mining Operations: 19011948.”
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Integrity
Battery Elon Farnsworth displays a high degree of integrity for a number of aspects, if one looks
at the massive concrete battery as:
•

a laboratory for advancements in both battery design and concrete as a building material,
and

•

as a contributing component in Fort Constitution’s physical evolution.

These aspects include Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Workmanship, Feeling, and
Association.
The furnishings and equipment of each structure no longer survive in situ.

Location
Battery Elon Farnsworth, as a large- scale concrete battery, survives in its original location. It
was the introduction of long- range guns that enabled the construction of the battery at the west
end of the Fort Point peninsula, at a distance from potential targets. The battery was situated to
face due southeast, so that its guns could be aimed toward the main channel.

Design
The massing of Battery Elon Farnsworth and its associated structures (1901 Mining Casemate,
1921 Power Plant, and 1943 Observation Station) has not been altered as a result of a planned
action since the fort’s deactivation in 1948. The massing, however, has been impacted by neglect
and internal decay mechanisms working within the concrete itself. These forces have not
depreciated the overall integrity of shape, circulation, plan, and relationships of the forms (the
battery, the Power Plant, and the Observation Station). Although equipment has been removed,
evidence for its location is still apparent, such as the alcove for the ammunition lift in each
emplacement.

Setting
Fort Point has been historically considered a military reservation. With deactivation of Fort
Constitution in 1948, its principal activity became that of a U.S. Coast Guard station. Because of
the temporal nature of coastal defenses, Fort Point has been modified significantly over time to
accommodate the changing needs of the military and Coast Guard. Several structures formerly
in the vicinity of the battery have been removed. The area immediately around Battery Elon
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Farnsworth has been neglected since the deactivation of Fort Constitution, but this neglect has
not adversely affected the integrity of the site.
The construction of a picnic shelter in front of Gun Emplacement No. 2 by the Coast Guard,
and the introduction of a chain- link fence surrounding the site, are minor and reversible
intrusions. In the event the date for the Fort Constitution Historic District is expanded to
include the Coast Guard period, the picnic shelter may be declared significant in the context of
the district.

Materials
The materials, though suffering from age and neglect, for the most part convey integrity in
appearance. The essential concrete and earth masses have been preserved, and no other
building materials have been introduced since deactivation. The differences in the types of
concrete used are visually conveyed. The double- thick wood doors and metal bolts and
anchors surviving in situ provide physical evidence of the existence of missing features, such as
the guns and carriages formerly on the two platforms of the battery.

Workmanship
The use of materials and how they were crafted into the massive concrete surfaces is evident in
the finish of those surfaces. It is the workmanship apparent in those finishes that betray a
transitional period of concrete construction, and offer a laboratory for understanding the
developments of that building material.

Feeling
The 8- inch guns and their disappearing carriages have long since disappeared (1917 and 1918),
and the massive concrete structures are showing signs of structural and material failure.
Nevertheless, the structure still evokes a sense of strength, protection, security, and secrecy.

Association
Its uninterrupted surfaces of concrete massing and earth embankment walls, and the manner in
which it is sited, are emblematic of Endicott- System batteries, evoking a time when coastaldefense design was guided by the principle of form following function and monumentality.
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Criteria and Level of Significance
The National Register Criteria listed in the DOE are Event and Architecture/ Engineering.
The DOE identified the level of significance as being “National.”

Themes and Context for Additional Exploration
Spanish- American War
Analysis of the Spanish- American War and the East Coast defense operations might shed
further light on the significance of Battery Elon Farnsworth in the broader context of war. The
post- construction claim papers of the Hartford Paving and Construction Company, the private
contractor awarded the contract for Battery Farnsworth, alludes to the battery’s construction
23
being hastened to the war threat.

Endicott- Period Defense
A comparative analysis of Battery Elon Farnsworth with other batteries designed for 8- inch
guns on disappearing carriages would provide a clearer understanding of its significance in that
context. In addition, it would be beneficial to study the design of each to determine how battery
design evolved during this short time period. A comparative study of this nature has been
commenced in the work of Glen Williford and Nelson Lawry. The highlights are summarized
subsequently.
According to Williford, 32 8- inch Endicott gun batteries were constructed during the decade of
24
the 1890’s. He describes these batteries as designed and authorized in four different waves, as
follows:
Three very early batteries were designed between 1891 and 1894. Eleven
more were funded from later 1894 to mid- 1897, and can be called
“early- standard” designs. Twelve more advanced designs came
specifically out of the Spanish- American War emergency funding, and
six later ones from 1898- 1900 completed the initial deployment.25

23

File 18510- 61 (January 26, 1899); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
Verification of the number of 8- inch batteries constructed and their evolutionary history is
necessary. Numbers vary between sources.
25
Glen M. Williford, “Time Capsule Battery: The Problems at Battery Farnsworth,” The Coast Defense
Journal, Vol. 16, Issue 3, Aug. 2002, p. 20.
24
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Battery Farnsworth belonged to the second wave of batteries, the “early- standard” type.
Williford explains that the earlier concrete batteries were less standardized, but as the decade
progressed and experience with the new construction and equipment technology was gained,
the Board of Engineers issued mimeographs and gave direction for increased standardization.
Attention was focused on the ammunition- handling devices, the shape and size of loading
platforms, the installation of electric power, the battery commander’s stations, and latrines.
Nelson Lawry compiled comparative data on types of ammunition lifts employed in each
26
battery. He produced two sets of data, as follows: the first for Model 1894 8- inch
Disappearing Gun Carriages and Associated Projectile Hoists and the second for Model 1896 8inch Disappearing Gun Carriages and Associated Projectile Hoists (see Appendix E- 11 for
27
charts showing comparative data). His intent was to show the uniqueness of Battery
Farnsworth relative to hoist installations. While the other batteries of the early- standard design
had been upgraded, Battery Farnsworth maintained its original hand- operated platform lifts.
Williford made the following comparison to the one other Endicott- System battery that was
most similar to Battery Elon Farnsworth:
Even though today the battery is in poor structural condition and of only
limited access, it represents a unique picture of early Endicott design.
With one exception every other 8- inch (and for that matter all majorcaliber disappearing gun batteries, except for unique designs) received
modifications in loading platforms, electrification, and chain hoists. That
exception is Battery Duane at Fort Wadsworth. Unlike Farnsworth,
three of Duane’s five guns were moved to Battery Arrowsmith at Fort
Hancock. The condition of what remains at Fort Wadsworth is so poor
and fragmentary as to be virtually unrecognizable. Battery Elon
Farnsworth, due to its chronic dampness problems and early design, is
the only location that survived in unmodified form – a true “timecapsule” of this generation of coast artillery.28

The Gun Emplacement Book for Battery Elon Farnsworth contained a section entitled
“Engineer Defects Reported,” divided into two parts, one for each emplacement (Appendix E29
10). As early as 1899, the following defects were recorded: magazine too damp for powder;
rooms and passages leak through roof; Loading Platforms of emplacements not connected; no
electric wiring or communications; and no latrines. Over the course of the battery’s active
period, only one of these items was remedied – the connection of the Loading Platforms of the
emplacements. Attempts were made to correct the moisture and water problems, but inherent
design and construction flaws prevented a permanent solution. By 1906 it was reported in the
same list that the emplacement was hardly serviceable except for drill. The guns and
emplacements received regularly performed general maintenance, however. The War
Department chose not to allocate funding for large- scale improvements, due to the inherent
water problems within the structure. It must be understood that moisture problems were an
26

This data was compiled in conjunction with the inventory work undertaken by the Preservation
Company for UNH in 2001.
27
The charts were created by HAP, based on data Nelson Lawry supplied in the aforementioned
inventory and in subsequent e- mails to HAP.
28
Williford, “Time Capsule Battery, p. 20.
29
Battery Emplacement Book, 1904- 1917, Fort Constitution; Entry 265; RG 392; NARA- Northeast
(W).
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ongoing concern for this era’s concrete and earth works. The War Department devoted much
attention to these problems, particularly in the northeast of the country.

Transitional Structures –
War Department Battery and Auxiliary Structure Design
and Concrete as a Building Material
As a relatively early Endicott battery – constructed of “modern” concrete for “modern” largecaliber guns – Battery Farnsworth and its contemporaries became a laboratory whose lessons led
to better engineering and construction techniques for subsequent structures. Further
investigation into the evolution of War Department battery design, and concrete as a building
material (locally and nationally), has potential for enhancing the significance of Battery
Farnsworth.
Battery Elon Farnsworth was constructed during a transitional time in the advancement of
th
th
concrete as a building material. The last years of the 19 century and the early years of the 20
century saw natural cement being replaced by Portland cement as the preferred cement in
concrete. This transition was fostered by emerging field data, which led to rapid improvements
in the technology associated with mixing, pouring, and finishing concrete. These improvements
are reflected in the 1921 Power Plant and the 1943 Observation Station. Also occurring were
advancements in steel reinforcing, and in ventilation to minimize internal condensation.
Finally, experience with the large- caliber guns on disappearing carriages led to better- designed
platforms and hoisting equipment. National advancements in electric lighting at the turn of the
century benefited subsequently built batteries, as well, and this technology would be utilized in
the 1921 Power Plant.
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MINING OPERATIONS: 1901- 1948
(1901 Mining Casemate, 1920 Mining Casemate, and
1943 Observation Station)

Background
Three of the structures under study are grouped here because of their relationship to the mining
operations at Portsmouth Harbor. They include the 1901 and 1920 Mining Casemates and the
1943 Observation Station. The 1901 Mining Casemate is integral to Battery Farnsworth, but its
significance is more aptly discussed in relationship to the harbor mining operations as a whole.

1901 and 1920 Mining Casemates
It is broadly recognized that minefields were one of the most effective coastal defense weapons
th
in the late 19 century. The mines were controlled from a land- based structure known as a
mining casemate. Each mining casemate contained a control room with a switchboard that
enabled detonation of floating or ground mines by an electrical charge.
As a structure type, mining casemates are classified into three distinct construction periods,
based on design and materials. A design goal was to protect the structure and its contents
through use of materials and thick walls, or by location. As mining technology evolved, the
design of the casemates became more sophisticated.
•

First- generation (Endicott System) design: concrete/earth; single- room casemate;
arched ceiling; no windows; few vents; single doorway; cable gallery; portable oil lamps

•

Second- generation (Taft System) design: freestanding wood- frame structure often built
behind a gun battery; walls plastered with cement; windows for light and ventilation;
more rooms, for the increasingly complex equipment

•

Third- generation (1915 Board of Review) design: bombproof concrete/earth
construction (heavily protected); four rooms

The 1901 Mining Casemate at Fort Constitution is an example of the first generation, while the
1920 Mining Casemate represents the third generation.
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1943 Observation Station
Harbor mining required an assortment of ancillary structures to support the loading, transport,
planting, and detonation of mines. For example, the first generation of mining casemate at Fort
Constitution was supported by a Torpedo Storehouse, Cable Tank, Dynamite Room, Loading
Room, and a tramway. Observation stations were an essential element in the operations.
Until the 1940 Program, observation stations were generally constructed of wood. In the early
1940’s, concrete became the preferred material. Siting for a tower on Fort Point was limited.
Since Battery Farnsworth was deactivated as a battery, it was decided to build on top of the
platform for Gun Emplacement No. 1. The squat tower featured two levels: the lower level
contained plotting equipment, while the upper was outfitted with observation equipment.

Period of Significance
The 1901 Mining Casemate is not treated as a structure separate from Battery Farnsworth in the
DOE. Thus, its period of significance would be the same as that for the battery. As a
contributing structure to the Fort Constitution Historic District, the battery’s period of
significance has been determined to be 1898 to 1948.
The 1920 Mining Casemate is treated as a structure separate from Battery Farnsworth in the
DOE. Its period of significance extends from the date of its construction in 1919- 1920 to 1948.

Statement of Significance
The following Statement of Significance relates to only the 1920 Mining Casemate. In the DOE
it was referred to as a “Mines Casemate.”
The Mines Casemate is individually eligible for the National and New
Hampshire State Registers of Historic Places for its engineering and
historical significance as “the last incarnation” of harbor mine control
and defense at Fort Constitution. It is also a contributing resource in the
Fort Constitution Historic District.

The 1901 and 1920 Mining Casemates are significant:
•

in association with the larger Portsmouth Harbor mining operations, and with the
national program for mining defense; and

•

as being examples of first- and third- generation mining casemates, reflecting the
evolution of the technology and a building type.
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First- generation characteristics of the 1901 Mining Casemate:
•

its location as structurally integrated into Battery Farnsworth; and

•

its design as a typical first- generation mining casemate, including one room with
passageway from the outside, arched ceiling, no windows, few vents, and no integral
lighting.

Third- generation characteristics of the 1920 Mining Casemate:
•

its design and setting;

•

its bombproof façade and structure, featuring an inner building and an outer shell
separated by an interstitial space; and

•

its four- room plan.

The 1943 Observation Station is significant:
•

in association with the larger Portsmouth Harbor mining operations, and to the national
program for mining defense; and

•

being the only World War II observation station known to have been constructed on top
30
of an Endicott- System battery.

Integrity
The 1901 and 1920 Mining Casemates and the 1943 Observation station all retain a high degree
of integrity for all of the aspects of consideration (Location, Design, Setting, Materials,
Workmanship, Feeling, and Association), with one exception. The 1920 Mining Casemate has
suffered alteration to the wing walls of its façade, and the loss of its wooden floors, since the
1948 deactivation of Fort Constitution. A detached sample of the wooden floor survives, and
physical and photographic evidence survives for the original configuration of the wing walls.

Location
All three structures maintain integrity of location, by surviving in their original locations. The
immediate area around the structures has not been altered significantly since deactivation of
Fort Constitution in 1948. The roads and parking lots adjacent to the 1920 Mining Casemate
have been modified, however.
30

Nelson H. Lawry, “A Determination of the Historical Significance of Battery Elon Farnsworth, Fort
Constitution, New Castle, New Hampshire” (February 15, 2001), pp. 12- 13.
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Design
The concrete massing of the 1901 Mining Casemate and the 1943 Observation Station have
undergone little change since construction. The 1920 Mining Casemate, however, was impacted
by two modifications to its façade. The first modification, which occurred during the
historically significant period, was the addition of a bombproof cover. The second
modification, which took place after the historically significant period, was the cropping of the
wing walls of the façade. The latter alteration has not severely impacted the structure’s integrity,
although it has altered its historic appearance.

Setting
The setting of the structures has not been significantly altered since the deactivation of Fort
Constitution. Invasive growth of vegetation has not been controlled, but it has not
compromised the integrity of the setting.

Materials
The materials, which are principally concrete, have survived without loss of historical integrity.

Workmanship
The 1901 and 1920 Mining Casemates and the 1943 Observation Station are all constructed of
concrete, but they were built during three distinct eras of construction. As a consequence,
collectively they offer insight to the materials and workmanship employed for each era. The
details of the concrete pouring and finishing are clearly evident, providing insight to the
technology employed.

Feeling
The two mining casemates, lacking windows and placed in highly sheltered settings, convey the
feeling of protection, security, and secrecy. The observation station, in a more exposed
position, conveys the feeling of being a protector and sentinel of the coastline and its
inhabitants.
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Association
th

The association of each of these structures to 20 - century military activities is visibly conveyed
by their design and massing.

Criteria and Level of Significance
The National Register Criteria listed in the DOE for Battery Farnsworth, and thus the 1901
Mining Casemate, are Event and Architecture/ Engineering. The National Register Criteria
listed for the 1920 Mining Casemate are the same.

The DOE identified the level of significance as being “National” for Battery Farnsworth (and
thus the 1901 Mining Casemate), and also for the 1920 Mining Casemate.

Themes and Context for Additional Exploration
History of Submarine Mining in the National Context
and Its Operations at Portsmouth Harbor
A brief history of submarine mining in the U.S. and specifically at Portsmouth Harbor is
provided in Section 1 of this HSR, by period of coastal defense and in Section 2, “The Mining
Casemates at Fort Point.” Further analysis of this military defense type would increase our
contextual understanding of how Fort Constitution was a critical component of mining defense
of Portsmouth Harbor for almost 50 years.

Submarine Mining as a Technology
The technology of mining evolved as the overall defensive tactics and programs developed,
th
particularly during the first half of the 20 century. More extensive research into the
development of this technology would offer a better understanding of the structures, and of
how they functioned at Fort Constitution and in the greater Portsmouth Harbor defenses.
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Typology of Submarine Mining’s Associated Structures
A more thorough review of the submarine mining literature presumably would offer further
insight into the physical evolution of the structures associated with this category of defense.
Glen Williford has provided a foundation for this work in his discussions in Section 1 of this
HSR on the three generations of mining casemates. Further analysis of the evolution of
observation station typology is warranted. Greater understanding of these structures in context
and in comparison to other structures of similar type has potential for heightening the
significance of the structures under study.
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CHARACTER- DEFINING
FEATURES
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to identify the character- defining features (CDF’s) for the project
study area and its related historic structures. When, and if, any treatment of the historic
structures of Fort Point is planned and/or performed, it is imperative that each structure’s
architectural and/or historical character be preserved in the process of change. Doing otherwise
has potential for irreversibly diminishing or changing a structure’s architectural or historical
integrity. A first step in assuring the preservation of this character is the identification of those
features that give a structure its unique character – that is, character- defining features.
CDF’s are founded on visual, historical (associative), and/or architectural merit. A characterdefining feature can be described as an element or historical treatment that imparts a certain
quality or distinction to the structure, and without which the architectural or historical integrity
of that structure would be diminished or lost. A CDF may relate to the structure’s shape,
materials, craftsmanship, decorative details, interior spaces, and related architectural/
engineering components; it may also relate to aspects of its site, landscape, and environment.1 A
CDF may be solely of an architectural nature, or have historical association with a particular
event, person, or complex/district. A CDF may date to the structure’s initial construction, or be
a later alteration within the period of significance. Finally, if appropriate, a CDF may be a
missing or earlier- period architectural element that was extant during the historically significant
period.
The project study area consists of the five- acre parcel of land located on the Fort Point
peninsula in New Castle, NH, owned by the University of New Hampshire. The parcel is
bounded on the north by the Piscataqua River and a parcel of land owned by the town of New
Castle; on the west by both private residential property and a parcel of land retained by the
USCG for housing; on the south by the Atlantic Ocean; and on the east by the USCG Station.
Further east, beyond the USCG Station, is Fort Constitution (State) Historic Site, under the
stewardship of the New Hampshire Division of Parks and Recreation, Department of Resources
and Economic Development (NHDRED).
The five historic coastal defense structures situated on the UNH Fort Point parcel include the
1814 Walbach Tower; the 1898 Battery Elon Farnsworth, containing an integral 1901 Mining
Casemate, a freestanding 1921 Power Plant, and an attached 1943 Observation Station; and the
1920 Mining Casemate. The dates in the names of the structures do not necessarily correspond
to their construction dates: they are the dates the structures were transferred to the Artillery
Corps of the War Department.
The historic photographs used to illustrate the following discussions of character- defining
features are all dated at the bottom right of the photograph. All other photographs postdate
2001.
1

Lee H. Nelson, Preservation Briefs 17 – Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects of
Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving Their Character (Washington, D.C.: Technical Preservation
Services, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, September 1988), p. 1.
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Methodology Used To Identify
Character- d efining Features
Review of Philosophical and Technical Guidelines
The Secretary of the Interior Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties
Since the subject structures of this report have been determined eligible for listing on the
National Register, the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards will be the guiding standards used in
determining treatment.
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (Standards) –
based on more than a century of preservation ethics in both Europe and North America – have
2
guided historic preservation initiatives in the United States for almost three decades. Simply
defined, they are principles designed to promote consistent historic preservation practices, with
the aim of protecting the nation’s cultural resources from treatments that would cause
irreparable harm to this heritage. The Standards embody two important goals: 1) the
preservation of historic materials; and 2) the preservation of a structure’s distinctive character.
Character refers to all those visual aspects and physical features that comprise the appearance of
a structure. The Secretary’s Standards are skillfully crafted so that they can be applied
3
effectively to the diverse types of properties listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Four standards for treatment have been developed by the Secretary of the Interior:
Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials and
retention of a property’s form as it has evolved over time. (Protection and Stabilization
have been consolidated under this treatment.)
Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to meet
continuing or changing uses while retaining the property’s historic character.
Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history, while
removing evidence of other periods.

2

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Buildings (Washington, D.C.: Preservation
Assistance Division, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1995), p. 1. Website:
http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/secstan1.htm. Significant legislation that has determined historic
preservation policy in the United States includes the following: Antiquities Act of 1906, the Historic Sites
Act of 1935, and the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.
3
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 led to criteria that would recognize properties with
national significance (National Historic Landmarks), and local and state significance (National Register of
Historic Places).
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Reconstruction recreates vanished or non- surviving portions of a property for
interpretive purposes.4
Part II of this historic structures report will offer treatment recommendations for the Fort Point
structures.

NPS Preservation Briefs
Two NPS publications were also consulted for guidance in the identification of CDF’s for the
Fort Point structures. These were:
Preservation Briefs 17 – Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic
5
Buildings as an Aid to Preserving Their Character
Preservation Briefs 18 – Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings: Identifying and
6
Preserving Character- defining Elements

Seacoast Fortifications Preservation Manual
The NPS combined with KEA Environmental in 1999 to produce a manual for seacoast
fortifications preservation, which focused on the fortifications for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. Its Chapter 3: Character- Defining Features of Coastal Fortifications provided
sound and thorough guidance in the preparation of the Fort Point CDF’s. The citation for the
report follows:
Joe C. Freeman, AIA; Stephen A. Haller; David M. Hansen; John A. Martini; and Karen J.
Weitze. Seacoast Fortifications Preservation Manual, Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, San Francisco, CA (GGNRA, San Francisco, CA: National Park Service and KEA
Environmental, July 1999).

Review of Extant Architectural and Historical Data
The first step in the selection of CDF categories for the study area, and the identification of
individual CDF’s, was to review the architectural and historical data collected about the site and
its structures.

4

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards,“Four Treatment Approaches.”
Nelson, Preservation Briefs 17.
6
H. Ward Jandl, Preservation Briefs 18 –Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects of
Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving Their Character (Washington, D.C.: Technical Preservation
Services, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, October 1988).
5
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Field Investigation
The second step was to conduct a field investigation at the site. This investigation followed the
three- step approach prescribed in Preservation Briefs 17 for identifying materials, elements, and
spaces that contribute to the visual character of a building, as follows:7
•

the structures were first examined from a distance, with the intent to understand overall
setting and architectural context;

•

a closer look was then taken to appreciate materials, craftsmanship, and surface finishes
evident in the materials; and

•

finally, the interior was surveyed, to perceive and understand those spaces, rooms and
details that comprise its interior visual character.

The Fort Point structures under study are either fortifications, whose chief purpose it was to
mount artillery (Walbach Tower and Battery Elon Farnsworth), or auxiliary structures
(appliances) designed to aid and support in the deployment of weaponry (1901 and 1920 Mining
Casemates, Power Plant, and Observation Station).
The underlying principal of design for these coast defenses can be said to be “form follows
function.” This utilitarian functionality permeates every aspect of their appearance, from the
manner in which they are sited and massed to their design, detailing and materials.
Characterizing the assemblage as a whole are large volumetric shapes, combined with flat or
curvilinear façades and portals. The masses are either buried into the landscape, partially
concealed and buttressed by the surrounding earthworks, or they figure prominently on the
landscape in the manner of citadels and keeps. In their sculptural, minimalistic simplicity, the
structures resemble ancient tombs or, in the case of Walbach Tower, medieval ruins.
The complex of structures are physically interwoven into the land topography that their
construction helped redefine. They are clustered in such a manner that an external alteration to
one has significant potential to impact the appearance of the composite. For these reasons the
structures must initially be viewed together as integral to that topography and as components of
a cultural landscape. Critical to an analysis of CDF’s is an understanding of this physical and
visual interdependence of the parts to the whole, and an understanding of the landscape
characteristics.

Use of Categories to Organize Character- defining Features
To help organize the individual CDF’s observed, the investigators followed the
recommendation of the Preservation Briefs: they grouped the CDF’s into categories such as
setting, shape, openings, materials, craft details, individually important spaces, surface finishes,
and exposed structure. The Briefs acknowledge that each property or structure will require the

7

Nelson, Preservation Briefs 17, p. 2.
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development of categories that capture the uniqueness of the subject’s architecture/engineering.
Thus, the CDF categories developed for the Fort Point structures were based on suggestions
contained in the Briefs, but geared to adequately reflect the type and class of coastal defense
structure being studied.
The CDF categories selected for the Fort Point study area, and the individual CDF’s that fell
8
within these categories, were organized as follows:
Cultural Landscape (includes an analysis of all structures)
The CDF’s for the cultural landscape were identified from the following vantage points:
distant (peninsula’s edge), at parcel boundary (marked by chain- link fence), and from
above (via aerial photographs and plans). The categories into which the CDF’s were
grouped were Setting, Siting, and Scale/Massing/Elevations.
Structures (includes all structures, except Walbach Tower)
The CDF’s were identified for the exterior- related categories first. This was done by
viewing all structures collectively and at elevation. The CDF’s for the interior categories
were identified secondly and individually for each structure, by walking through each.
The categories selected were: Openings; Battery Elon Farnsworth: Parapet, Observer’s
Station, and Emplacement Gun Platforms; Roof Coverings and Related Elements;
Concrete, Earth, and Workmanship Details; and Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes.
A final category that was identified is as follows: Remains of, or Evidence, for Missing
Features and Equipment. This category takes into account the historic evolution of the
structures during the historically significant period and respects significant details
removed during that period or afterwards.
Ruin (includes only Walbach Tower)
The CDF’s were divided into two categories for Walbach Tower: Walbach Tower as
constructed, and as a ruin. The “as constructed” category is presented first, so that the
reader will have a framework for comparison.
The CDF’s address the structures within the context of the historical continuum of the Fort
Constitution Historic District (1808- 1948). They are geared to reflect the appearance of the
military reservation at the time of its deactivation in 1948. Consequently, they do not necessarily
represent the appearance of the structures at construction. They most accurately reflect almost
a century and a half of cyclic construction activity, marked by growth and decline of the military
reservation and its defenses.

8

The UNH structures are not necessarily listed chronologically in the CDF’s. It seemed more
appropriate to group with Battery Elon Farnsworth those structures that are physically connected to it,
i.e., the 1901 Mining Casemate, 1921 Power Plant, and the 1943 Observation Station.
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Influence of Requirements of the
Various Defensive Systems
The period of significance for the cultural landscape under study has been defined as 18081948. The study structures were built between 1814 to 1943, spanning four periods – or systems
– of American seacoast defenses. Each system tended to have its own philosophy as to the
proper way to construct defensive works. Thus, a structure built during a particular period
would reflect the official thinking of that period. Knowing the salient characteristics of the
various systems helped in the identification of CDF’s for the Fort Point study area. These
characteristics should be considered and preserved and/or restored as part of any treatment
plan.

The Second System (1807- 1815)
The Second System of coastal defense promoted by the U.S. War Department was responsible
for the construction of the 1808 masonry (brick and stone) Fort Constitution. Constructed at
the very end of the period, in 1814, Walbach Tower can be considered an element of the Second
System of defense at Fort Point.
Constructed according to the design principles of a type of tower known as Martello, Walbach
Tower was situated outside the walls of Fort Constitution on the highest point of the peninsula.
The peninsula was called Castle Point in an 1821 description of the tower, which may have led
9
to the name of “Castle Walbach” being conferred on the tower shortly after its construction.

1814 Walbach Tower
Typical Martello Tower details displayed by Walbach Tower, as constructed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prominently situated
circular in shape
two stories in height
finished with a terreplein and parapet on top
masonry central pillar
barrel- vaulted powder magazine on first story
barrel- vaulted casemates (three) on second story, ending at embrasures in exterior walls
door with controlled or protected access
- generally on second story (with movable ladder)
- in Walbach Tower at first story, on more protected northeast side of tower

9

Portsmouth Defenses, 1821 Description. Reports of the Board of Engineers Relating to Fortifications
and Defenses, 1821- 1834; Entry 223; RG 77; NAB.
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Second- System building technology displayed by Walbach Tower:
•

•

wall construction
- exterior and interior facing of brick
- brick between broken- stone infill
- ledge rock foundation
similar source of materials
- brick
- stone

Endicott System (1886- 1905)
The Endicott System saw the construction of a massive battery at Fort Point – Battery Elon
Farnsworth, which contained an integrally designed mining casemate. The battery and mining
casemate were essentially completed in 1898, although the mining casemate was not transferred
to the artillery until 1901. Constructed under contract, the massive battery and accompanying
mining casemate were typical of the “early- standard” period of Endicott- System battery design.

1898 Battery Elon Farnsworth
Endicott- System characteristics embodied in Battery Elon Farnsworth:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

massive and strongly built design, enabling the mounting of heavy guns
concealment and protection, promoted as the guiding principles
guiding principles manifested by choice of materials: concrete and earth
- earthwork could better absorb the force of the more powerful ordnance and enabled
concealment by manipulating it so as to simulate landscape topography
- concrete had physical properties such as
strength to support heavy guns and their disappearing carriages
fluidity to promote concealment, by being combined with earth
topographical- sensitive landscape design, so that the fortification would appear to blend
with landscape
placement of battery at an optimal distance from coast line
- permitted by the long range of fire of the 8- inch guns with disappearing carriages
battery containing more than one emplacement
- emplacements situated side- by- side
- each mounting heavy guns
gangway along the rear access of the battery, enabling protected external communication

Early- standard period battery characteristics embodied in Battery Elon Farnsworth:
•

two- story appearance
- magazines on lower story
- guns on upper story
- connected by ammunition hoists
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•

•
•
•
•

controlled and limited circulation
- lack of a direct connection between emplacements
no direct circulation from magazines to gun platform
required going outside to access through separate entrance
hand- operated hoists
lack of an integral ventilation system
integrally designed battery commanders’ observation stations
relatively narrow platforms for gun loading

First “modern” defensive works designed for Portsmouth Harbor, characterized as modern
principally because of the chosen construction material – concrete
•
•
•

concrete a material of modernity
concrete was completely different from all previous techniques of fortification
construction
a state- of- the- art construction material used in both civil and military architecture from
this period through the 1940’s

1901 Mining Casemate
First- generation mining casemate features embodied in the Battery Elon Farnsworth mining
casemate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

well- concealed and protected siting
concrete
single room
barrel vaulted
no windows
no integral ventilation system
limited and controlled access
cable pit and gallery

1915 Board of Review System (1915- 1939)
Shortly after World War I, two structures were constructed close to Battery Elon Farnsworth: a
third- generation mining casemate in 1920 and an auxiliary power plant in 1921. Both were
designed for maximum protection and concealment, as specified by the Board of Review for
such structures of the coastal defense system. Significant advancements had been made during
the earlier Endicott- System and Taft- System periods, particularly in regard to concrete and
earthwork building practices. Concrete materials and practices had become better understood.
Portland cement had replaced natural cement, and structural- reinforcement practices had
become more standardized and sophisticated. Design details were incorporated to minimize
moisture problems.
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The recommended design specified by the Board of Review for structures such as the 1920
Mining Casemate and the 1921 Power Plant consisted of an outer shell of concrete covered with
earth, containing an interstitial space between it and an interior building. The walls of three
sides and the roof of the shell received this treatment. This method of protection was described
as “bomb- proof.” Exacting specifications were developed for the amount of sand and earth to
be applied to the exterior vertical surfaces and to the roof. The combined interstitial space and
the three- sided earth and concrete mass was preferred over an all- around protection of earth,
because it was thought that moisture could be controlled more successfully and efficiently.
In cases where it was possible to site such a structure in a naturally protected position, it was
recommended that “the thickness of the walls not exceed that required for proper structural
10
design.”

1920 Mining Casemate
In the third generation of mining casemates each element of the interior was carefully designed,
with the maxim “form follows function” as the overriding determinant for every detail. The
seriousness of the mining operator work was paramount in the design. The Operating Room
was designed to ensure a quiet and focused environment, with minimal interruption. The
typical interior plan consisted of four rectangular rooms side- by- side, with a communication
corridor along one side of the casemate. It was felt that having one corridor would minimize
interruption to the operators. In addition, the Operating Room had no doorway from the
outside: it was deemed critical that the operators would not be disturbed by persons entering
the casemate.
The typical plan placed a narrow service area as a barrier between the Engine Room and the
Operating Room. The space ran front- to- back, and contained a lavatory, storeroom, and
closet. This arrangement was desirable because this space would prevent the noise of the
gasoline engine from being heard by the operators in the Operating Room. A small storeroom
was felt to be adequate to store cleaning materials, paints, and oils. These items were
recommended to be stored in a fireproof locker. Access to these rooms/closets was via the
Engine Room.
Board of Review (third- generation mining casemate) features embodied in the 1920 Mining
Casemate:
•
•
•

10

well- concealed and protected siting (built into the back side of an existing hill)
combined earthwork and concrete on three sides, with concrete on the façade
bombproof design of a structure within a structure
- containing a masonry core within a concrete shell, separated by an interstitial air
space around three sides and between the roof and ceiling

File 524- 1 (August 24, 1918); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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•

•

•
•

•
•

typical floor plan of:
- four long rectangular rooms devoted to specific activities:
Storage Battery Room
Engine Room
Operating Room
Dormitory
- narrow service space separating the Engine Room and Operating Room, including:
storeroom
closet
toilet
rolling steel shutters for windows and doors
- for protection of building when not in use
- to make it fireproof from the exterior
openings critical to equipment layout
- on outside corridor wall
drop lighting suspended from ceiling
- in all rooms, except Operating Room
- in Operating Room, lighting placed in receptacles on the ceiling, considered best
general illumination
wood floors in the Dormitory
- wood floors provided “for comfort of those who occupy the room”
wood floors and rubber matting in the Operating Room
- to help deaden the sound
- felt that if the floors were concrete, the rubber matting would soon rot because of
inevitable dampness

1921 Power Plant
The site chosen for the Power Plant was in a naturally protected location created by the massive
bulk of the deactivated Battery Elon Farnsworth. Thus, the previously described bombproof
design was not needed or used in its construction. The plant was built as a simple, freestanding,
two- room box, with concrete floors and roof.
A “circular letter” entitled “Electrical Installations in Seacoast Fortifications,” dated August 24,
1918, explained the then- current War Department policy for electrical plants (see Appendix F6, for this circular). It contained a reference to an Instruction Book No. 1, Installation, Care and
11
Operation of 25- kw, Gasoline Electric Generating Sets. This instruction booklet was not found,
but pages 58 and 59 apparently provided detailed information on the interior arrangement of
the rooms. Reference to this publication would offer further insight into how the Fort Point
power plant conformed with the recommended interior arrangement for such structures.

11

File 524- 1 (August 24, 1918); Boston District Fortifications, Series 615; Box 59; RG 77; NARANortheast Region (W).
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Board of Review features embodied in the 1921 Power Plant:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

protected and concealed siting (behind Battery Elon Farnsworth)
free- standing structure
concrete construction
- without added bombproofing because of protected siting
two rooms, devoted to specialized functions
- Engine Room
- Radiator Room
arrangement of openings predicated on equipment placement
sliding wooden shutters at windows to provide protection
shell- proof gasoline tank outside structure

1940 Program (1940- 1948)
The 1940 Program called for more extensive submarine minefields in many harbors, as well as
better structures for the surveillance of the mine fields. This prompted the construction of
concrete observation stations to replace the earlier wooden stations. By this time, concrete was
a reliable building material, with many of its earlier deficiencies having been worked out.
Advancement in air warfare made it prudent to keep the height of the stations to a minimum,
and to try to make them blend into the landscape. Fortunately, improved observation
equipment made it unnecessary for the stations to be very tall.

1943 Observation Station
The 1940 Program’s interest in improving mining operations at Portsmouth Harbor caused the
construction of two of the new concrete observation stations – one at Fort Point and one at Fort
Foster. The one at Fort Point was constructed on top of Gun Emplacement No. 1 of Battery
Elon Farnsworth, which provided both protection and height. The station was outfitted with
the usual optical and plotting equipment, and it was transferred to the artillery in 1943. It is the
only World War II structure in the cluster under study.
1940 Program features embodied in the Observation Station:
•
•
•
•
•

situated to enable unobstructed, panoramic views of harbor
constructed of concrete
two stories, with specialized functions
- first story fitted with plotting equipment
- second story fitted with observation equipment
limited and controlled access
openings strategically designed and placed to benefit operations
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

The study area can be considered to be a cultural landscape. It includes the high ground of the
Fort Point peninsula, defined as the summit of Jordans Rock and the land immediately around
it, and the portion of the former military reservation lying west of the high ground. The strategic
location of the peninsula has caused the study area to be built up with coastal- defense
structures beginning in 1814. This specialized human interaction with the natural terrain has
been highly instrumental in forming, shaping, and organizing the setting as we know it today.
The topography and the man- made additions to the landscape are intricately interwoven and
interdependent, from a physical, a functional and a design point of view.

Setting
Background
The setting for the cultural landscape being studied was determined by Fort Point’s suitability
for defensive works to protect the harbor and city of Portsmouth. The peninsula is on New
Castle Island (earlier known as Great Island), at the confluence of the Piscataqua River and the
Atlantic Ocean. The main channel historically ran within 100 yards of the tip of the peninsula.
This fact caused the earliest batteries, armed with guns of limited range, to be emplaced as close
to the tip as possible. As weaponry improved, new defensive works could be situated farther
away from the tip, on the high ground to the west. Defenses positioned here enjoyed panoramic
views of approaching ships, sweeping fields of fire, and direct surveillance of submarine mine
field locations. This high ground has been a valuable contributor to the harbor’s defense since
1814 – i.e., for most of the historic period.
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Character- defining Features
1.

Island peninsula, at the strategic entrance to Portsmouth Harbor:

Town Beach
Atlantic Ocean

Piscataqua River

Ca. 1966

•
•
•
•

2.

rocky, windswept headland
at the confluence of the Piscataqua River and the Atlantic Ocean
open, exposed setting on the south
protected cove on the north

Unimpeded, panoramic views of:

•
•
•

water and shorelines to the south, east and north
the land to the west
Town Beach
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3.

Vital relationship to:

1938

•

the complex of forts protecting Portsmouth Harbor, including Fort Stark (deactivated
1946); Fort Foster (deactivated 1946); Camp Langdon (deactivated 1948); Fort
Dearborn (deactivated 1948); Pulpit Rock Military Reservation (deactivated 1946);
Fort McClary (disarmed 1898; State of Maine Park 1924); and several earthwork
batteries

•
•

the Second- System Fort Constitution, with later accretions
navigational aids of Portsmouth Harbor

•
•

residential structures dotting the coastline beyond the neck of the peninsula
historic roads and paths
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4.

Natural and manmade barriers:

•

shorelines visually and naturally defined by rocky shoreline (both angular brokenrock and natural rounded geologic rock formations)

•

topography
- peninsula, with limited land
- geological rock outcropping on the peninsula
- ledge promontory at the west end and sloping down toward the walled
Second- System Fort Constitution

•

land deeds
- deeded boundaries of the project study area
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5.

Vegetation:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.

natural windswept coastal vegetation, supporting defense activities
perennial grasses
annual broad- leaf plants
young successional growth of shrubs
lack of mature tree growth, due to military need for clear lines of sight
apple trees to the west of Walbach Tower
maintained turf (crisp and groomed)

Small- scale landscape features, reflecting mixed use of peninsula:

•
•
•
•

roads
paths
fences
stairways
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Siting
Background
The topography of the Fort Point peninsula consisted of three distinct areas. The east end of the
point is an exposed ledge standing 12 feet above sea level. The middle of the peninsula is a large
plateau sitting approximately 20 feet above sea level. West of the plateau was the highest point
of the peninsula, a bedrock outcropping known as Jordan’s Rock, which stands at
approximately 40 feet above sea level. This point offered sweeping views of Portsmouth Harbor
to the north and the Isle of Shoals to the southeast. As a result,
six defensive structures were built here over the years, beginning with the
Martello- type tower called Walbach Tower in 1814. The tower was later
joined by the Endicott- era battery Battery Elon Farnsworth (1898) with
1901 Mining Casemate, the 1920 Mining Casemate, the 1921 Power
Plant, and the 1943 Observation Station.12

The selection of sites for the individual structures, and the resultant overall site plan, was driven
by the design needs and capabilities of the defensive works built, constrained by natural and
manmade limitations. The defensive weapons associated with the study area included landbased artillery and submarine mine fields. Emplacements for the artillery had to accommodate
both the minimum and maximum ranges of the guns, and their relationship to other
emplacements in the harbor. The laying of the mine fields depended on a group of specialized
support structures that had to be situated properly with respect to both each other and the water
line. Such requirements had to be accomplished within the constraints of the peninsula’s varied
topography and narrow dimensions, and the amount of land owned by the U.S. government.
The overarching principles that guided the development of the site were the desirability of
prominence and panoramic views on the one hand, and of protection and concealment on the
other hand. The earliest structure – the 1814 Walbach Tower – needed an elevated site, to get
the most effect from the pivoting cannon on its roof. It was thus situated on the highest point of
the peninsula – Jordans Rock. By contrast, the next structures built were situated for maximum
protection and concealment. In characteristic Endicott- System fashion, Battery Farnsworth
was recessed into the ground, and covered with massive amounts of earth. The role of the earth
was two- fold: to absorb the force of hostile artillery shelling, and to make the front of the
battery resemble a natural hillside. The 1901 Mining Casemate needed similar protection, and –
faced with the limited amount of land available at Fort Point – it was built deep inside the
northeast flank of Battery Farnsworth.
The desire for protection and concealment received renewed emphasis after World War I,
during the Board of Review period, and so affected the siting of the 1920 Mining Casemate and
1921 Power Plant. The casemate was buried in the northwest side of the high ground; thus,
three of its sides were protected from attack, and the fourth side faced the protected river cove
area. The Power Plant was located so that it would be protected by the bulk of Battery
Farnsworth. As early as 1905, it was recommended that the “a good location for a power house
12

“Introduction, Cultural Resource Data, Physical Evolution of the Site, 1806- 2004.”
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13

is in rear of the rock ridge in rear of Battery Farnsworth.” It was not until the Board of Review
Period that a free- standing power plant was constructed on the site. As with the newly
constructed mining casemate on site, the siting for this era’s power plant was driven by a desire
to house it in a location having “as much protection as possible and preferably in separate
14
bomb- proof power houses, which should be protected on the roof and on at least three sides.”
It was further stated that the power plant could be placed in a naturally protected position, that
the thickness of the walls need not exceed that required for proper structural design, and that
particular attention be paid to the protection of gasoline tanks from shell fire. In fulfillment of
these recommendations, the Fort Point Power Plant was placed tight against the central traverse
of Battery Farnsworth and its gasoline tanks were submerged in the ground to the west of the
plant. It was not, however, fortified with earth on three sides and the roof.
The last structure built in the study area, the 1943 Observation Station, needed some elevation to
be effective, although technological advances in the equipment housed in such structures had
made excessive height unnecessary. At the same time, the 1940 Program recommended that
mining observation stations be more strongly built and resistant to attack than the previous
generation of stations. These two considerations, plus the lack of available land at Fort Point,
caused the 1943 station to be built on top of the Loading Platform of Battery Elon Farnsworth’s
Gun Emplacement No. 1. The station’s lower half (plotting room) was protected by the
battery’s parapet, while its upper half (observation room) rose above the parapet. This clever
siting gave the station both prominence and protection – and at a presumably lower cost than
otherwise.

13
14

File 56385- 73 (August 15, 1905); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
File 524- 1 (August 24, 1918); Entry 103; RG 77; NAB.
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Character- defining Features
1.

Visual and physical interdependent relationship of topography, land use, and structures:

•
•

2.

organic development of site
use of topography, and modifications thereof, to weave structures into the landscape
fabric such that they appear indistinguishable from that landscape in elevation

Enhanced topography for defensive purposes (results of blasting and the creation of
manmade earthworks):

Observation
Station

Walbach
Tower

1920 Mining
Casemate

Battery
Farnsworth
1901 Mining
Casemate

1921 Power
Plant

Ca. 1966

•
•
•

1814 Walbach Tower: set into the rocky outcropping on which it stands
Battery Farnsworth and 1901 Mining Casemate: reconfiguration of natural topography
and creation of earthwork berms; removal of ledge rock to create concealed gangway
along north (back elevation)
1920 Mining Casemate: creation of earthwork trapezoidal mound; rocky buffer on
ocean side
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•

3.

1921 Power Plant: partial removal of central traverse of Battery Elon Farnsworth to
accommodate the one- story concrete structure; enclosed within Battery Farnsworth
berm embankment retaining wall

Strategic orientation of structures:
Walbach Tower

Battery Farnsworth

Ca. 1945

•
•
•

4.

unimpeded strategic site lines for fields of fire
Walbach Tower: 360 degrees at terreplein (missing); south, north and east embrasures
(missing)
Battery Elon Farnsworth: Atlantic Ocean to the south, thus it is sited diagonally on the
peninsula’s neck

Choice of natural and man- made promontories for the sentinel structures:
Observation Walbach
Station
Tower

•
•

Observation
Station

the 1814 Walbach Tower on the promontory of Jordans Rock
the 1943 Observation Station on the manmade Battery Elon Farnsworth’s
Gun Emplacement No. 1
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Walbach
Tower

5.

Concealment by natural and man- made topography and structures:

Power
Plant

•
•

6.

positioning of entrances and more functional elevation on the more concealed and
protected cove side of the peninsula
Power Plant placed in protected position sheltered tight against the northeast (rear)
elevation of Battery Elon Farnsworth at its center traverse

Compact and economic use of limited land area, with constraints promoting:
6
5

2

3
1
4

•
•
•

a cluster arrangement of structures on the site, within a circumscribed area
visual linkage of overlapping structural volumes
a terraced effect of architecture (six different levels)
1: top of knee wall
2: roof of Power Plant
3: Loading Platform
4: Battery Commander’s Post
5: top of parapet
6: roof of Observation Station
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7.

Access to land transportation and navigational systems:

•
•

8.

dock
roads

Circulation systems providing controlled internal access:

•
•

long protected access in the gangway corridor
ravine- like cul- de- sac
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Scale/Massing/Elevations
Background
The scale and massing category focuses on the three- dimensional organization of the physical
forms and visual associations; the articulation of ground and structures viewed in elevation and
aerially; and the vertical planes that define and create space. The scale and massing of the
complex were a product of the armament needs, the physical properties of the building
materials, and the site restrictions.
Battery Elon Farnsworth is an Endicott System battery with two gun emplacements. As
previously noted, these Endicott batteries were massive structures constructed of concrete and
earth to mount enormous guns and their disappearing carriages. Typically, if more than one
heavy gun was slated for the fort, its battery would feature emplacements side- by- side, one for
each gun. This would contribute to the typically long, squat horizontal structure, characterizing
this period of battery construction. In the case of Battery Farnsworth, the squatness was
enhanced by the integral 1901 Mining Casemate.
The use of earth contributed to the overall massing and was a critical element in the design, as
described in the following assessment:
Earth remained an essential feature in the 1890’s. Each battery was
designed to resist the penetration of a projectile, the resistance calculated
in so many feet of earth placed in front of so many feet of concrete. In
addition to its protective values, earth was graded into the natural
contours surrounding each structure. It remained equally important in
later years, as earth cover protected fortifications from attack and
observation by both sea and air.15

The 1920 Mining Casemate is a “bombproof” structure of concrete and brick covered with
earth. The 1921 Power Plant and 1943 Observation Station are principally concrete structures,
built on or contiguous to Battery Farnsworth.
In the 1940’s, the 1920 Mining Casemate received a new façade designed to make it even more
resistant to bombs and gas attack. Portions of the original façade remain visible today behind
the 1942 facade, as a narrow line of concrete in the earth mound, and as the wing- like retaining
walls on either side (the wings were altered in 1993).

15

Joe C. Freeman, AIA and others, Seacoast Fortifications Preservation Manual, Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, San Francisco, CA (GGNRA, San Francisco, CA: National Park Service and KEA
Environmental, July 1999), p. 47.
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Character- defining Features
1.

Long, consistent and squat horizontal trace, punctuated by the vertical rise of two towers:

•
•

2.

horizontal expanse, articulating protection and concealment
vertical rise of towers, serving as sentinels on the harbor
- irregularly shaped ruins of Walbach Tower
- rectangular box of the Observation Station

Massive horizontal ribbon of Battery Elon Farnsworth layered with:

•
•
•

more compact, self- contained, rectangular box of 1921 Power Plant
bombproofed trapezoidal façade of 1920 Mining Casemate
wing walls of 1920 Mining Casemate were altered in 1993
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3.

Heavy, dense, close- to- the- ground, mounded structures that hug and become one with
the earth:

•

4.

contrasting and interspersed with lighter, box- like structures with clear definition of
shape:
- 1921 Power Plant
- 1943 Observation Station

Rhythm of forms along northeast elevation of Battery Elon Farnsworth:

•
•

berms at two- story walls
one- story semi- circular gun emplacements
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5.

Massive sculptural, geometric, and volumetric shapes constructed of:
Battery Farnsworth view
from USCG Station

•

earth

Battery Farnsworth

•

1920 Mining Casemate

earth and concrete

Battery Farnsworth and
Gangway; Walbach Tower
at rear

•

earth, concrete, masonry, and ledge rock

Walbach Tower

•

brick, granite, and ledge rock
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6.

Contrasting broad planes:

•
•

7.

contrast of angular with round planes
round and sloping planes including:
Walbach Tower ruins
Battery Farnsworth’s semicircular gun emplacements
berms and mound of Battery Farnsworth and 1920 Mining Casemate

Viewed aerially the massive plane of concrete:

•
•

Battery Farnsworth’s parapet and gun platforms
Power Plant and Observation Station roofs
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STRUCTURES
(Battery Elon Farnsworth, 1901 Mining Casemate, 1921 Power Plant,
1943 Observation Station, and 1920 Mining Casemate)

Openings
Background
The openings, consisting of exterior doorways and windows, are limited in number and
characterized by functionality. The defensive needs of the structures were paramount in the
selection and placement of openings. The doorways were situated to provide controlled access,
while the windows were placed to either provide light and/or access to views for observation
purposes. Because of the utilitarian nature of the structures, the openings are virtually without
embellishment. The Power Plant and the Observation Station openings feature cast- in- place
details, representing a more advanced period of concrete technology. Collectively, the
placement of openings and their details give visual character to the cluster as a whole.
The openings – in terms of arrangement and size – exist essentially as constructed, except at the
1920 Mining Casemate, whose original façade was clad with a new façade, in 1942. Thus, its
current openings reflect that modification, but are still within the historically significant period.
Wood and metal details of the varied openings throughout the site – including doors/trim,
window sashes/trim, and shutters – have for the most part been removed. Many of these
architectural elements are extant on- site, albeit in a compromised condition. They could
possibly be remounted, stored or else serve as patterns for fabricating details from new
materials.
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Character- defining Features
General Features
1.

Placement of doorways designed for functional needs and controlled and limited access:

2.

Placement of windows designed to either provide interior light or to enable access to
panoramic views:

3.

Openings consisting of rectangular voids in wall plane, generally without embellishment:
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Battery Elon Farnsworth and Integral 1901 Mining Casemate
4.

Balanced and symmetrical placement of doorways, defined by functional needs of battery:

•
•
•

at ground level
stretching along entire length of the battery’s more protected river side
no doorways elsewhere

5.

Lack of windows emphasizing the need to protect and conceal activities:

6.

Heavily linteled rectangular and battered doorways into berms, with buttressing side walls:

•
•
•

doorways lead to tunneled passageway
designed to retain surrounding earth berms
providing access to the
- 1901 Mining Casemate
- lowest level (magazine) of Gun Emplacement No. 2
- lowest level (magazine) of Gun Emplacement No. 1
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7.

Unembellished rectangular openings into emplacements, reflecting the utilitarian nature of
the structures:

•

8.

providing access to
- stairways to top level (Loading Platforms) of emplacements
- curved galleries at mid level of emplacements
Guard Room (two doorways)
Shot Room

Double- thick wood doors, providing strong barriers to weather, forcible entry, and enemy
fire:

•
•
•
•
•

1

type of wood not verified; cypress suggested by UNH
tongue- and- groove boards
vertical boards on interior face
diagonal boards on exterior face, laid at a 45° angle
assembled with galvanized wrought- iron nails, clenched
- strap hinges and bolts
- at Guard Room
doors designed to slide
hung on metal track

1

The wood can be identified by microscopic analysis. The construction specifications called for
double- thick doors of “well seasoned, clear, selected white pine boards, tongued and grooved, and 1- 1/2
inches thick and four inches wide, making each door 3 inches thick.” File 16183- 8 (November 17, 1896);
RG 77; NAB.
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1921 Power Plant
9.

Façade facing gangway characterized principally by large rectangular openings, providing
natural light and access to the two- room structure (Engine Room and Radiator Room):

•
•

rhythm of window, doorway, window, doorway
double- wide doorway at the Engine Room, to provide access for large equipment, and
a single- wide doorway at the Radiator Room
- five- paneled wooden doors (noted on construction drawings)
- sliding track for Radiator Room door

10.

South and east elevations void of openings, due to their close proximity to Battery Elon
Farnsworth on these elevations:

11.

West elevation pierced by two windows, placed near center:
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12.

Gangway façade openings embellished with cast- in- place projecting lintels (doorways
and windows) and sills (windows only); the lesser, west elevation features only cast- inplace sills:

13.

Radiator Room window openings fitted with interior sliding shutters:

1943 Observation Station
14.

One doorway on protected northwest side of structure:

•
•

with pitched cast- in place concrete hood
swing- in five- paneled wooden door
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15.

Two small rectangular windows at first- story Plotting Room, providing natural light to
interior:

•
•
•

16.

symmetrically placed at lower third of elevation, near corners
- below horizontal crest of parapet
view of Loading Platform of Gun Emplacement No. 1
wooden casement windows, with three lights

Narrow, continuous band of windows at the second- story Observation Room level:

•
•

•

completely spans two elevations and half of the other two
- iron rod (approx. 2” diameter) support at two corners
providing at eye level unimpeded sweeping and panoramic views of the water and
shorelines

rectangular wooden casement sashes
- four sashes on full elevations
- three on half elevations
top hinged to open outward
secured by hardware mounted on soffit of roof overhang
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1920 Mining Casemate
17.

Minimal and unbalanced placement of doorways, providing limited access to classified
activities:

•
•

east end of concrete façade, main access to interior rooms
west elevation, access to interstitial space

18.

Lack of windows reflecting “bombproof” function of façade:

19.

Doorways consisting of narrow rectangular voids in wall surface, without embellishment:
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Parapet, Observer’s Station, and
Emplacement Gun Platforms at
Battery Elon Farnsworth
Background
The parapet, the Observer’s Station (also referred to as Battery Commander’s Station and crow’s
nest), and the Loading Platforms of the gun emplacements serve a dual function, acting as both
roofs and functional exterior spaces. This duality is particularly characteristic of the Observer’s
Station and the Loading Platforms. The visual linkage from feature to feature, and the obvious
functionality of these features, give the battery character and visually define its use.
Consistent with its “early standard” Endicott- battery design, Battery Elon Farnsworth was
constructed with a narrow platform depth, a low parapet, an Observer’s Station integral to the
structure, and no walkway between its two gun emplacements.
The parapet and the Loading Platforms are expansive when viewed from both above and in
elevation. Aerially, they appear as a relatively flat plate of uniform concrete, while in elevation
only the parapet’s narrow beveled edge is visible for the length of the battery.
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Character- defining Features
Parapet
1.

Expansive concrete slab parapet, covering entire second- story of battery:

•

2.

uninterrupted plane of concrete, except for the rise of the 1943 Observation Station
- slight slope downward toward Atlantic Ocean side
- seams
- beveled vertical top edge

Lack of a designed link between two gun emplacement platforms, which is characteristic
of the “early standard” Endicott- battery design:

•

use of ladders to provide this function (ladder missing)
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Observer’s Station
3.

Integrally designed Observer’s Station:

•
•

notched- out area of wall at west corner of platform, providing a keep
accessible by ladder from Loading Platform

Emplacement Gun Platforms
4.

Single battery with dual, semi- circular gun platforms, one at each emplacement:

•

5.

identically designed side- by- side

Gun platforms exhibiting multi- leveled, circular design, amphitheatre like in concept:

•
•
•

gun well with center raised gun mount
steps up to Loading Platform
counterweight well
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Roof Coverings and Related Elements
(1920 Mining Casemate, 1921 Power Plant, and 1943 Observation Station)

Background
The roofs of the Power Plant and Observation Station are substantially flat Portland- cement
concrete, while that of the 1920 Mining Casemate is mound- like earth covered in vegetation
and trees. The design of these roofs visually reflects the defensive nature of these structures.
Although showing the wear and tear of a half century of neglect, the roofs survive in their as
constructed form. The 1942 bombproof façade of the mining casemate did not substantially
alter the profile or details of the structure’s original roof.
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Character- defining Features
1921 Power Plant – Reinforced Concrete Roof
1.

Flat, reinforced concrete slab roof:

•
•
•

slight pitch
8- inch overhang on all sides
slightly raised perimeter band

1943 Observation Station – Reinforced Concrete Roof
2.

Flat, reinforced concrete slab, with beveled upper edge (45° pitch) roof:

3.

Window overhang with top surface sloped (45° pitch):

•

projecting wraparound observation window at the second story
- critical design element, to enhance operators’ observation and shield eyes from
light and weather
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4.

Concrete chimney at northwest corner:

•
•
•

projecting from wall surface
rising above roof
stepped cap

1920 Mining Casemate – Mounded Earth Roof Covering
5.

Earth and maintained turf covering over roof:

•

6.

appears as an extension of the natural topography on the southwest

Punctuated by four projecting concrete stacks (one chimney; two ventilator stacks and one
combined chimney and ventilator):

•
•

rectangular
raised slab cap supported at corners by exposed rebar pipe
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Concrete, Earth, and Workmanship Details
Background
Concrete and sod/vegetation- covered earth are the dominant construction materials used
throughout the UNH parcel. Battery Elon Farnsworth, along with its integrally designed mining
casemate and the 1920 Mining Casemate, are combined concrete and earth works. The Power
Plant and the Observation Station are principally concrete. Collectively spanning a period from
1898 to 1943, the structures reflect different levels of understanding and practices for concrete
use and military fortification engineering.
The character of the cluster of structures derives primarily from the visual quality of the
concrete and earth surfaces as seen from both distant and close- up perspectives. From these
perspectives, the color and varied textures of the materials visually play off one another to help
define the character and history of the setting, and of the individual structures.
Contributing to the visual character of the site is the manner in which the earth mounds were
finished, i.e. with sod, vegetation, tree growth. The details of the concrete surfaces – which
reveal to the discerning eye the practices employed in laying, finishing, and setting of the
concrete – are important visual factors, as well. As concrete technology evolved over the early
th
decades of the 20 century, finishing practices evolved as well. For example, by the time of the
1940 Program, large sheets of plywood were used for forming concrete, replacing the narrow
boards of the Endicott and 1915 Board of Review systems. In addition, the methods of laying
concrete varied for vertical and horizontal surfaces. The signs of these practices and
workmanship that visually remain in the concrete give character to those surfaces and reveal
history as well.
Battery Farnsworth, as an early concrete structure, was an unusually porous mass. The
engineers did not adequately design it to minimize water penetration. Over the subsequent
years, attempts were made to remedy these conditions. Visible remains of both the physical
conditions and treatments are not only important to the structure’s history, but have characterdefining qualities as well.
Paint was typically applied on both exterior and interior surfaces, to aid in concealment or
protection, or to provide a more functional and comfortable working environment. Whether a
surface received paint or remained unfinished affects the character of the parts and the whole.
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Character- defining Features
General Features
1.

Extensive use of concrete and earth, typical of Endicott- System batteries and later
auxiliary structures:

2.

Patterns of materials creating visual uniformity:

3.

Contrasting textures of building materials juxtaposed to one another:

•
•
•

broad- flat bands of concrete
- minimalistic, curvilinear, and flat man- made surfaces
rounded, sod- covered berms
rugged, faceted planes of ledge rock (natural stone)
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4.

Contrasting color of building materials juxtaposed to one another:

•
•
•
•

different types, mixes and finishes of concretes
- on vertical and horizontal surfaces
red brick
gray- blue- black ledge stone
earthwork sod

Earthwork
5.

Use of earth to protect and conceal concrete battery and mining casemates:

6.

Well- maintained finish of gangway surface:

1903

•

original finish, not identified
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7.

Manicured sod covering earthworks:

•
•

berms surrounding concrete mass of Battery Farnsworth
mound on top of the 1920 Mining Casemate

Concrete
8.

Use of concrete, reflecting stage of technical development:
•

•

9.

Endicott System, the first U.S. defense period where concrete was recommended
building material; prior to this period, brick and stone were employed
- transitional period (Endicott System) in concrete developmental history
- both natural (Rosendale) cement concrete and Portland cement concrete used
- no integrally constructed drainage or ventilation systems
- telltale signs of this early use of concrete on such a large- scale evident in
workmanship details
comparative details between different periods of concrete construction
- advancements in the development of concrete evident by comparing visual and
analytic details of the other structures on site with one another and with Battery
Farnsworth and its 1901 Mining Casemate

Plainness of wall surfaces and minimal use of decorative detail dictated by the functional
use of the structures:

•

Battery Elon Farnsworth
- frieze band encircling façade of emplacements
commencing at lintel of gallery doorways
extending up to the parapet level
iron lintels above doorways
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•

Power Plant
- projecting lintels and sills

•

Observation Station
- projecting doorway hood and roof overhang which acts as a window slit shield

•

1920 Mining Casemate
- 3- inch by 12- inch projecting “belt course” stretching the length of the façade
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10.

Reinforcement of concrete typical for the different periods of construction:

•

Battery Elon Farnsworth
- equally spaced steel I- beams in ceilings and over openings

•

Power Plant
- integrally reinforced with ridged rebar

•

Observation Station
- integrally reinforced; ½ inch steel rebar (appears to be smooth)

•

1920 Mining Casemate
- integrally reinforced
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11.

Concrete finishes, varying between periods:
•

wood- form marks on all concrete structures
- resultant patterns vary from structure to structure

•

Battery Elon Farnsworth

cold joint

-

walls: horizontal cold joints at intervals of 1 to 2 feet, visible on walls of passageway,
room and arched ceilings; wood forms 7" wide

granolithic finish

-

wood forms mark

granolithic finish

parapet and gun platform: granolithic finishes

wood forms mark

•

Power Plant
- 7- inch horizontal wood forms
- no coatings evident
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•

Observation Station
- poured in forms made of plywood sheets 3 feet square
- form boards secured by bolts; later patched
- concrete surface features an angular black aggregate
- variations in surface textures and surface smoothness
evidence of ochre paint, notably on the underside of the roof overhang and
the door hood

plywood

•

plywood

plywood (left); wood planks (right)

1920 Mining Casemate
- poured in forms made of smaller wood planks (1920 structure)
- poured in forms made of plywood sheets (1942 façade)
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Remains of, or Evidence for,
Missing Features and Equipment

Background
Many significant architectural features have been removed over time. Remaining are tell- tale
signs of these features, in the form of fragments left in place and/or of scars surviving on
surfaces. Removal of architectural elements occurred principally for three reasons, as follows:
•

deactivation of equipment, such as guns;

•

modifications to the structures, such as partial removal of the berm behind the central
traverse to accommodate Power Plant; and

•

WWII salvage of metal components to be used in the war effort, such as the iron stairway
and ladders.

Evidence for removed architectural elements offers visual insight and physical evidence for the
site’s layered history, and thus can be classified as character- defining features.
Note that the list in not all- inclusive; rather, it is suggestive of the types of fragmented details to
protect.
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Character- defining Features
(list of elements surviving in a fragmented state)

Battery Elon Farnsworth

Ca. 1910

1.

Sign identifying the battery as Battery Elon Farnsworth, which typified how batteries were
physically identified:

•
2.

wood panel remaining above berm scar at center traverse, but lettering not visible

Metal railings (placement indicated by fragmented iron remains in concrete):

railing in
situ, 1903

remains after
removal

•

iron anchors at rear edge of each gun emplacement
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3.

Metal stairways (placement indicated by fragmented iron remains in concrete):

stairs in situ, ca. 1910

•

4.

remains after removal

iron anchors remaining in a V- shaped pattern at rear center of each gun
emplacement, at Guard Room door

Metal ladders (placement indicated by fragmented iron remains in concrete):

ladder at center traverse in situ,
ca. 1910

•
•
5.

ladder at center traverse at
Observer’s Station after removal

iron anchors on battery’s center traverse wall, from Loading Platform to parapet
iron anchors leading from berms to Observer’s Station (right photo)

Guns (placement indicated by hardware remains on Loading Platforms and walls):

guns
in situ;
1903
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6.

Berm remains at central traverse (partial removal made way for Power Plant):

7.

Conveyance systems remains of shot trolleys and hoists:

trolley system remains in ceiling

hoist system remains, including winch

8.

WWII instrumentation remains mounted in parapet adjacent to Observation Station:
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1921 Power Plant
9.

Concrete mounts on floor for equipment in Engine Room and Radiator Room; and
Switchboard in Engine Room:

1943 Observation Station
10.

Plotting Room

•
•

11.

southwest wall contains recess that is winch shaft for Battery Farnsworth’s Gun
Emplacement No. 1, with remains of winch drum
hidden by wood doorway

Observation Room

•
•
•

10- inch diameter cast- iron instrument pedestal remains for missing instruments; filled
with concrete; mounted on floor
low octagonal concrete mount on floor for equipment
switchboard remains
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1920 Mining Casemate
12.

Remains of 1920 façade on exterior and interior:

•

•

13.

Wood flooring:

•

14.

exterior: concrete strip in earth mound above 1942 concrete façade modification and
abbreviated wing walls; winged walls (formerly extended to cornice height of 1920
façade, but were modified in 1993)
interior: windows filled- in with concrete

wood floors in Operating Room, Dormitory and toilet, addressing functional and
comfort needs of those spaces (floors so deteriorated, they have been removed)
- plan dated March 7, 1918, shows two layers of floor; 7/8” spruce and 7/8” birch,
separated by sheathing paper

Low concrete mounts on floor for engines and generators:

•
•

three in Engine Room
two in Operating Room
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Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes
Background
For the most part the cluster of historic structures on the UNH Fort Point parcel was
constructed based on strict guidelines issued and controlled by the War Department.
Functionality was the overriding criteria in all design decisions. Interior spaces were designed
for specialized uses. The circulation and visual linkage of the spaces, and the manner in which
the spaces’ details are finished, contribute to the character of the structures.
All floor plans have survived essentially unaltered, except at the 1920 Mining Casemate. The
latter was modified when the structure received a new reinforced- concrete façade in 1942 to
make the casemate bombproof and gas- proof. This façade created a new circulation system
within the casemate, in that a communication corridor was introduced extending along the
entire length of that elevation. This modification is within the historically significant period,
designated as ending in 1948.
The selection of interior materials and finishes was driven by practicality and functionality, as
was the exterior selection of the same. Battery Elon Farnsworth, the 1901 Mining Casemate,
and the 1943 Observation Station are principally finished with concrete on the interior,
reflecting the monolithic nature of their construction. The 1920 Mining Casemate and the 1921
Power Plant have more varied systems of interior finishes. Both feature brick walls and tile
ceilings. The 1920 Mining Casemate contained several spaces finished with wood flooring.
Stenciled signs are important remnants of the past use of the structures, providing additional
visual and historical character.
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Character- defining Features
Battery Elon Farnsworth: Gun Emplacements No. 1 and No. 2
Battery Farnsworth was designed to accommodate two identical gun emplacements side- byside. The plan of the interior has not been modified since construction. The gun emplacements
are abbreviated as follows: Emplacement No. 1 (E- 1) and Emplacement No.2 (E- 2).
1.

Each emplacement contains three primary functional levels, with rooms and spaces
designed for specialized uses:

Gun Emplacement No. 1

Gun Emplacement No. 2
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•

Level 1: ground story at level of gangway
- entered through buttressed doorway in berm

access passageway (E- 2)

access passageway (E- 1)

Powder Magazine (E- 2)

hoist lobby (E- 2)

Shell Room (E- 2)

manual winch alcove
(E- 2)
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Relocating Room
(E- 2)

•

Level 2: semicircular gallery with three rooms around perimeter
- access from Level 1: stairway ascending from hoist lobby
- access from exterior: three doorways, equally spaced along gallery façade,
including one into Shot Room, two into Guard Room

Shot Room (E- 1)

Shot Room (E- 2)

Shot Room (E- 2)

Guard Room (E- 2)

Shot Room (E- 2)

Guard Room (E- 2)

Store Room/Storage Battery Room (E- 2)
Noted on December 1, 1896, plan as
“Storage Battery Room” for Gun
Emplacement No. 1 and “Store Room”
for Gun Emplacement No. 2.
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Guard Room (E- 1)

•

2.

Level 3: (discussed under Parapet, Roof, ...)
- gun platform
- gun mount
- counterweight well
- access from doorway and exterior stairway at Level 2: adjacent to Storage Battery
Room
- Observer’s Station serving as a crow’s nest for battery commander
- parapet

Controlled access between the different levels:

E- 1

3.

E- 1

E- 2

E- 2

Concrete interior (walls, ceiling, and flooring), similar in workmanship details to the
exterior walls, reflecting the monolithic construction:
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4.

Simple wood details, including doors to specialized rooms and nailer band in some
locations:

5.

Reinforcing bars at regular intervals in the ceilings:

6.

Walls and ceilings whitewashed throughout for light enhancing qualities and sanitation
(requires microscopic analysis to identify properties):
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1901 Mining Casemate
(structure within Battery Elon Farnsworth, Emplacement No. 2)
The 1901 Mining Casemate represents the first generation of this type of coastal defense
structure. Characteristic of this period of mining casemates is a single windowless room,
without ventilation. The plan has not been modified since construction.

7.

Single room, 16 feet by 16 feet square:

•
•

8.

structurally integral to Battery Farnsworth, although inaccessible from Gun
Emplacement No. 2
separate access from doorway in berm at northeast end of gangway

Windowless walls, barrel- vaulted ceiling, and single ventilation shaft characterizing
bombproof construction:
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9.

Cable gallery in floor leads to Piscataqua River:

•

10.

Concrete interior (walls, ceiling, and flooring), similar in finish to the exterior walls
reflecting the monolithic construction:

•

11.

to enable detonation of harbor submarine mines, by sending signals to the mines
through electrical cables housed in the concrete- lined tunnel

walls finished with a cementitious finish (requires microscopic analysis to identify)

Simple wood details, including a door and nailer band:

•
•

door (removed) from passageway
nailer band encircling wall
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1921 Power Plant
(structure in close proximity to Battery Elon Farnsworth, but freestanding)
A simple two- room structure, the Power Plant’s plan remains as constructed. The structure’s
design appears to have been dictated by War Department policy for such structures.

12.

Two rooms, functionally designed:

Engine Room

Radiator Room

Engine
Room
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13.

Functionally designed doorway between rooms:

•
•

14.

one doorway at the north end of partition wall separating rooms
five- paneled sliding door (now missing)

Interior finishes characterized by utilitarian function of spaces:

concrete walls and terra- cotta
ceiling

•
•
•

painted wainscot

trench

concrete walls
- painted wainscot (3 feet, 2 inches high)
terra- cotta tile ceiling
concrete flooring
- with steel- plate covered trench that stretched from the pedestal mount for the 25
kw generator in the Engine Room to the radiator pedestal mount in the Radiator
Room
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1943 Observation Station
(structure built on Battery Elon Farnsworth)
The Observation Station was built on Battery Farnsworth’s no. 1 emplacement platform, to
house submarine- mining surveillance activities. Its design and details were all calculated to
enhance the station’s functionality. To provide maximum space for observation on the upper
level and plotting on the lower level, circulation between the two levels was limited to a ship’s
ladder and hatch opening.
15.

Two levels, with a single room on each level, functionally designed:

Plotting Room

16.

Observation Room

Plain concrete surfaces throughout without extraneous detail, reflecting the utilitarian
nature of the structure:
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17.

18.

Functionally designed openings:

•

hatch opening between floors, to enable access by a ship- ladder
- wooden hatch door that swings up
- iron- pipe railing at hatch

•

doorway to winch shaft for Battery Farnsworth Gun Emplacement No. 1

Painted finishes characterized by the function of the spaces:

•

walls and trim finished (microscopic paint analysis required to identify properties of
the finishes)
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1920 Mining Casemate
For the most part, the plan and finishes of this structure reflect the design philosophy then
promoted by the War Department for third- generation mining casemates, containing four
rooms devoted to specialized uses.

19.

Bombproof, cavity- wall structure; a structure within a structure:

•
•

concrete exterior structure
brick interior structure
- separated by an air space (referred to herein as interstitial space)
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20.

Four rectangular rooms devoted to specialized uses:

Storage Battery Room

Engine Room (toward entrance)

Lavatory

•

Engine Room (toward back wall)

Operating Room

Dormitory

situated side- by- side, all running the full depth of the building
- Storage Battery Room
- Engine Room
Engine Room and Operating Room separated by service area containing a
storeroom (opening to Engine Room), closet (opening to Operating Room),
and toilet (opening to both Engine Room and Operating Room)
- Operating Room
- Dormitory
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view toward entrance

•

21.

view toward west wall

accessed by a bombproof corridor added in 1942

Exposed mechanical systems; no embedded systems:

•

radiators

•

lighting fixtures: glass- globed incandescent and fluorescent
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•

22.

Operating Room; cable pit and gallery with openings to access water

Interior finish materials are of an industrial nature: concrete and buff- colored, runningbond brick walls; terra- cotta tile ceilings; concrete and wood floors:

•

utilitarian concrete floors in the Storage Battery Room, Engine Room, storeroom,
closet, toilet, interstitial air space

•

doors of either wood or steel
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23.

Painted finishes and signs on doors and walls (requires microscopic paint analysis to verify
color and finish):

•

painted ceilings, floors, walls and trim
- walls polychromatic, with painted details
base course (three brick courses high)
chair rail course (one brick course high)

•

painted warning and directional signs
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RUINS

The following CDF’s are divided into two parts, as noted in the introduction to Section 4. The
CDF’s have been compiled for the tower “as constructed,” followed by CDF’s for the tower “as
a ruin.” For the latter, the CDF’s should ideally be based on the condition of the ruin in 1948,
the outer end of the period of the significance. This proved to be a difficult task, because little
photographic or other documentation was uncovered; therefore, a decision was made to focus
herein on the ruin as it appears today.

1814 Walbach Tower as Constructed
Background
Classified as a Martello tower, Walbach Tower was constructed in 1814. An early War
Department description of the tower, written seven years after construction in 1821, noted the
following:
A Round- tower has been raised at the distance of 214 yards westward &
landward so as to occupy a rocky elevation which screened the ground
beyond from the view of the fort: it will at the same time take in near all
attacks upon the land front of the fort.1

Photographs taken ca. 1896 of Walbach Tower taken from the Portcullis
of the 1808 gate to Fort Constitution.

1

Portsmouth Defenses, 1821 Description. Reports of the Board of Engineers Relating to Fortifications
and Defenses, 1821- 1834; Entry 223; RG 77; NAB.
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The Tower is 58 ft exterior diameter; its height varies from 11 to 16 feet
according to the inequalities of the surface of rock on which it stands &
the interior diameter is 50 ft. In the center is a pier of masonry of 7 feet
thickness which sustains a platform of timbers and planks. On this
platform is an earthen parapet behind which a gun traverses upon a
center pivot. The thickness of this parapet varies from 9 to 12 feet; and
the interior diameter of the tower at this platform is 33 feet— The crest
of the parapet is 64 ft 9 inches above low water & commands the fort
from 8 ft 3 in. to 8' 9"— There is within the tower a little powder
magazine, & four embrasures for guns— This Tower is very well
contrived in its general plan & in all its details.2

A few years earlier, Lt. Horace C. Story reported “upon the defences and the conditions of the
works under his command” to the Secretary of War. In a March 31, 1816, letter he makes the
following reference to the Walbach Tower at Fort Constitution:
During the summer of 1814 Col. Walback constructed a small tower on a
rocky eminence about 250 yds. from the fort commanding it & flanking
one of its faces. It is about fifteen feet high on one side, and twenty- five
on the other. The anxiety of the citizens of the town for its completion
prevented Col. Walback from constructing it to the height he intended,
and he is now desireous of building up it. It contains a magazine and
rooms for its defenders. The entrance to it however is immediately from
the ground. The expence in erecting it was about three thousand five
hundred dollars – and it is calculated that fifteen hundred more would
raise it to its proper height.3

Of importance in Lt. Story’s account is the fact that the tower had not achieved the height
intended by its constructors in 1814. It seems that the money was never appropriated to
complete it as Col. Walbach had hoped.

2

Portsmouth Defenses, 1821 Description. Reports of the Board of Engineers Relating to Fortifications
and Defenses, 1821- 1834; Entry 223; RG 77; NAB.
3
Letter from Lt. Horace C. Story, reporting upon the defenses and the conditions of the works under
his command, March 31, 1816. War Department, Book Corp. of Engineer Reports. Internal Revenue
Office, Portsmouth, NH. Correspondence with Washington D.C. Lighthouse, Fort Constitution, Vol. III,
Bound Volumes with Transcribed Documents at Portsmouth Athenaeum (F44.N6MS Ref OV), p. 151.
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Character- defining Features
Massing and Plan
1.

Circular plan (characteristic feature of Martello tower typology):

1820

•
•
2.

58 feet exterior diameter
50 feet interior diameter

Two stories high (characteristic feature of Martello tower typology):

1820

3.

Constructed on ledge outcropping, with walls varying in height from 11 to16 feet
depending on the variation in the ledge rock on which it was constructed:

Early 1890’s
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Openings
4.

Embrasures, three in number (photographs date to ca. 1890- 1900):

East & North
Embrasures

North
Embrasure

South
Embrasure

South
Embrasure

•

4

the 1821 account says the tower had four; however, photographic evidence suggests
there were three (could the doorway have been counted as a embrasure?); an 1865
4
account described the embrasures as three, each contained a small 4- pounder gun
- east side, provided view of the Second System Fort Constitution
- north side, provided view of the neck of Fort Point and the River
- south side, provided view of Town Beach and the Atlantic Ocean

Frost, page 6.
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5.

Doorway concealed and protected on the northeast side:

1820

•
•

•

1875

limited access by one doorway on northeast side
generally a Martello Tower had its doorway on the second story, accessible by a ladder
that could be pulled in for security; however, Walbach Tower’s doorway appears to
have been at ground level; it was described in the 1865 account as being small,
5
requiring a stooping posture to enter
protected entrance characteristic feature of Martello tower typology

Parapet and Roof
6.

Terreplein at top:

1898

•

5

finished with peat

Frost, page 6.
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7.

Parapet (characteristic feature of Martello tower typology):

1842

•
•
•
•
•

earthen parapet behind which a gun traverses upon a center pivot
the thickness of this parapet reported as varying from 9 to 12 feet
interior diameter at parapet reported at 33 feet
crest of the parapet reported at 64 feet 9 inches above low water & commands the fort
from 8 feet 3 inches to 8 feet 9 inches
6
supported a 32- pounder pivot gun

Materials and Workmanship
8.

Walls constructed using local building materials and practices:

Fort Constitution
Stone/Brick Walls

Walbach Tower
Stone/Brick Walls

Early 1890’s

6

Frost, page 6.
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Walbach Tower
Whitewashed
Exterior/Interior Walls

Ca. 1900- 1905

•

9.

masonry
- similar to the walls of Fort Constitution in construction
- brick over rubble construction
- random- cut stone foundation (local ledge stone and granite)
- whitewashed (further research required to determine if whitewashed originally)

Details (typical of Martello tower typology) and constructed of local materials and
practices:

1941

1941

•

vaulted arches for casemates

Early 1890’s

•

1919

split and hammered granite and lime mortar framing embrasures
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1941

1896

•
•

7 feet thick stone and lime mortar central pier
designed to sustain a platform of timbers and planks

Interior Spaces, Details and Finishes
10.

Central gun mount pier which sustained a wooden platform (characteristic feature of
Martello Tower typology):

1896

11.

Lower story included a powder magazine and storage facilities (characteristic of Martello
tower typology):
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12.

Upper story would have contained embrasures, possibly a barrack as well:

1903

1903

13.

Circulation pattern not clearly defined; although in the 1865 account it was noted that “the
way to the top is circuitous:”

1896
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1814 Walbach Tower as a Ruin
Background
Within 50 years of its construction, the circular tower was already showing signs of benign
neglect, such that it was reported to be a ruin. As a ruin, it became revered and protected in the
th
19 century, although no efforts were made to stabilize the ruin or restore the original
th
configuration of the tower. During the 20 century, the masonry remains have continued to
decline. Today, less than 50 per cent of the ruin survives in its constructed state. The southwest
elevation is the most intact, with remains extending from the foundation to the upper level. The
power magazine, a barrel- vaulted room at the lower level of the tower, is the only interior space
that visibly survives intact. The ruined tower displays a decidedly different profile from each
compass direction.
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Character- defining Features
Massing and Plan
1.

Interrupted circular plan:
Walbach Tower

2.

Irregularly shaped mound of rubble and partial walls, prominently situated on Jordans
Rock:

3.

Variation of massing from one elevation to next:
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1

2

3

4

5

Elevations, top to bottom:
Row 1 – west elevation (view toward New Castle residences)
Row 2 – northwest elevation (view toward New Castle Land and Piscataqua River)
Row 3 – northeast elevation (view toward Fort Constitution)
Row 4 – southeast elevation (view toward Atlantic Ocean)
Row 5 – southwest elevation (view toward Town Beach)
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Openings
4.

Arched openings to vaulted casemates:

1903

•

embrasures

•

powder magazine with vaulted brickwork

Roof
5.

Consisting of rubble and vegetation, typical of a ruin:
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Materials and Workmanship
6.

Contrasting textures and color of building materials juxtaposed to one another:

•

•

red brick over rubble construction

ledge rock foundation
embrasure sill

•

split and hammered granite; remains of
- embrasure sills, quoins and lintels
- doorway threshold
- central gun- mount pier
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Interior Spaces, Details and Finishes
7.

Remains of Powder Magazine on lower level:

•

vaulted spaces

•

two rooms, whitewashed finish

•

split and hammered granite; remains of
- embrasure sills, quoins and lintels
- doorway threshold
- central gun- mount pier
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
FOR SECTION 4
Guide
An editorial decision was made to include abbreviated credits for the illustrations selected for
Section 4 of the HSR. The proliferation of existing conditions images used and the repetition of
sources argued in favor of short- hand method for identifying the illustrations. Included is the
name of the source, the illustration’s identifying number (if available), and the date. Historic
photographs from collections and private sources are given a more extensive credit line.
A summary follows of the existing conditions photo sources, dates and photographers.

National Park Service
APD: Architectural Preservation Division, National Park Service
Photographer—Lisa Sasser (September 2003 and June 2004)
HABS: Historic American Buildings Survey, National Park Service
Photographer—James Rosenthal (May 2004)
HAP: Historic Architecture Program, National Park Service
Photographers – Carole Perrault (June 2003, Autumn 2004)
Lauren Laham and Carole Perrault (May 2005)

Other Organizations
UNH: University of New Hampshire
Photographer—Richard A. Rouleau, Project Manager,
UNH Facilities Design & Construction
(September 2003; June 2004; May 2005)
The illustrations are numbered by CDF category, CDF number, followed by a lowered- case
alphabetical number. The latter is designated from left to right in each row. For example, if
there are four photos in a CDF category and they are arranged in two rows of two photos each,
the numbering would read from left to right (a and b) for the first row and (c and d) for the
second row.

CDF Category

CDF Number

Setting, 1- a, 1- b, 1- c …
Illustration Letter
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Cultural Landscape
Setting
1- a

Armsden ca. 1966

2- a
2- b
2- c

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 10)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 12)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- C- 07)

3- a
3- b
3- c
3- d

NAB, RG 407, Entry 366, Harbor Defense Project; 1938
Williford 2001
Williford 2001
Williford 2001 (detail)

4- a
4- b
4- c

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- 03)
UNH 2003
HAP 2005

5- a
5- b

HAP 2005
HAP 2005

6- a
6- b

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- 04)
HAP 2005

1- a

Williford 2001

2- a

Armsden ca. 1966

3- a

Archives and Records Town of New Castle, ca. 1945

4- a
4- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 510)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 01)

5- a
5- b

HAP 2005
HAP 2005

6- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 057)

7- a

Williford 2001

8- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 009)

Siting
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Scale/Massing/Elevations
1- a
1- b
1- c
1- d

UNH 2003
UNH 2003
APD 2004 (UNH- 034)
APD 2004 (UNH- 014)

2- a
2- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 018)
HAP 2005

3- a
3- b
3- c

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- F- 02)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 01)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 09)

4- a
4- b

HAP 2005
UNH 2005

5- a
5- b
5- c
5- d
5- e

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- 05)
HAP 2005
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 04)
APD 2004 (UNH- 009)
APD 2004 (UNH- 421)

6- a
6- b
6- c
6- d
6- e

APD 2004 (UNH- 051)
UNH 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 007)
HAP 2003
APD 2004 (UNH- 482)

7- a

Williford 2001

Structures
Openings
General Features
1- a
1- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 008)
APD 2004 (UNH- 481, detail)

2- a
2- b

HAP 2003
APD 2004 (UNH- 177)

3- a

UNH 2005
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Battery Elon Farnsworth and Integral 1901 Mining Casemate
4- a
4- b

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- 06)
APD 2004 (UNH- 027)

5- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 028)

6- a
6- b
6- c

APD 2004 (UNH- 006)
APD 2004 (UNH- 010)
APD 2004 (UNH- 016)

7- a
7- b

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 03)
APD 2004 (UNH- 326)

8- a
8- b
8- c

APD 2004 (UNH- 164)
HAP 2005
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 31)

1921 Power Plant
9- a
9- b
9- c

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 03)
APD 2004 (UNH- 011)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 04)

10- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 012)

11- a

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 02)

12- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 012)

13- a HAP 2005
13- b HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 09)

1943 Observation Station
14- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 181)

15- a APD 2004 (UNH- 188)
15- b APD 2004 (UNH- 184)
16- a
16- b
16- c
16- d

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 07)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 11)
APD 2004 (UNH- 185)
APD 2004 (UNH- 167)
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1920 Mining Casemate
17- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 481, detail)

18- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 064)

19- a

HAP 2005

Parapet, Observer’s Station, and Emplacement Gun Platforms
at Battery Elon Farnsworth
Parapet
1- a

HAP 2003 (detail)

2- a

HAP 2003 (detail)

Observer’s Station
3- a
3- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 038)
APD 2004 (UNH- 040)

Emplacement Gun Platform
4- a
4- b

Williford 2001
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 09)

5- a
5- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 434)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 11)

Roof Coverings and Related Elements
1921 Power Plant—Reinforced Concrete Roof
1- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 235)
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1943 Observation Tower—Reinforced Concrete Roof
2- a

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 06)

3- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 050)

4- a
4- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 048)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 04)

1920 Mining Casemate—Mounded Earth Roof Covering
5- a

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 05)

6- a
6- b

HAP 2005
UNH 2005

Concrete, Earth, and Workmanship Details
General Features
1- a
1- b

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- 06)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- F- 02)

2- a
2- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 433)
APD 2004 (UNH- 008)

3- a
3- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 034)
APD 2004 (UNH- 016)

4- a
4- b
4- c

HAP 2003
HAP 2003
APD 2004 (UNH- 034)

Earthwork
5- a
5- b

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- 05)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 01)

6- a
6- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 034)
NAB, RG 94, Oversize Document File 1805- 1917, File 483452,
1903

7- a
7- b

HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 482)
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Concrete
8

no photos

9- a
9- b
9- c
9- d
9- e

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 03)
HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 011)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 08)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 03)

10- a
10- b
10- d
10- e
10- f

APD 2004 (UNH- 360)
APD 2004 (UNH- 326, detail)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 04)
APD 2004 (UNH- 180)
HAP 2005

11- a
11- b
11- c
11- d
11- e
11- f
11- g
11- h
11- i

APD 2004 (UNH- 201)
HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 221, detail)
APD 2004 (UNH- 216)
HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 049)
HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 464)
HAP 2005

Remains of, or Evidence for, Missing Features and Equipment
Battery Elon Farnsworth
Postcard postmarked October 2, 1910, courtesy of the private collection of Glen
Williford
1- a
1- b

HAP 2003
HAP 2003 (detail of 1- a)

2- a
2- b

NAB, RG 94, Oversize Document File 1805- 1917, File 483452, 1903
HAP 2005

3- a

Postcard postmarked October 2, 1910, courtesy of the private
collection of Glen Williford, (detail)
HAP 2005

3- b
4- a
4- b

Postcard postmarked October 2, 1910, courtesy of the private
collection of Glen Williford (detail)
HAP 2005
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5- a
5- b

NAB, RG 94, Oversize Document File 1805- 1917, File 483452, 1903
NAB, RG 94, Oversize Document File 1805- 1917, File 483452, 1903

5- c
5- d
5- e

APD 2004 (UNH- 257)
HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 236)

6- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 020)

7- a
7- b
7- c
7- d
7- e
7- f

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- D- 14)
APD 2004 (UNH- 360)
APD 2004 (UNH- 360, detail)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 26)
APD 2004 (UNH- 289)
APD 2004 (UNH- 032)

8- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 047)

1921 Power Plant
9- a
9- b

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 08)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 06)

1943 Observation Tower
10- a APD 2004 (UNH- 147)
10- b APD 2004 (UNH- 247)
11- a HAP 2005
11- b HAP 2005
11- c HAP 2005

1920 Mining Casemate
12- a HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 01)
12- b HAP 2005
13- a HAP 2005
13- b HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 16)
13- c APD 2004 (UNH- 462)
14- a

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 08)
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Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes
Battery Elon Farnsworth: Gun Emplacements No. 1 and No. 2
1- a
1- b
1- c
1- d

UNH 2004
UNH 2004
UNH 2004
UNH 2004

Level 1
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 19)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- D- 14)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 20)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 22)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 25)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 24)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 26)

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

APD 2004 (UNH- 259, detail)
APD 2004 (UNH- 360)
APD 2004 (UNH- 269)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 29)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 30)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 32)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- D- 25)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 33)

Level 2

2- a
2- b
2- c
2- d

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- D- 18)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- D- 06)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 27)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 08)

3- a
3- b
3- c
3- d

APD 2004 (UNH- 269)
APD 2004 (UNH- 407)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- D- 14)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- E- 20)

4- a
4- b
4- c
4- d

APD 2004 (UNH- 245)
APD 2004 (UNH- 346)
APD 2004 (UNH- 259, detail)
APD 2004 (UNH- 075, detail)

5- a
5- b
5- c

APD 2004 (UNH- 360)
APD 2004 (UNH- 303)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- D- 14)
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6- a
6- b
6- c

APD 2004 (UNH- 407)
APD 2004 (UNH- 358, detail)
APD 2004 (UNH- 304)

1901 Mining Casemate
7- a

UNH 2004

8- a

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- F- 06)

9- a

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- F- 08)

10- a HABS 2004 (NH- 239- F- 07)
10- b APD 2004 (UNH- 166)
11- a APD 2004 (UNH- 165)
11- b APD 2004 (UNH- 161)

1921 Power Plant
12- a
12- b
12- c
12- d

UNH 2004
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 05)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 08)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 06)

13- a

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 05)

14- a HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 06)
14- b APD 2003 (UNH- 114, detail)
14- c HABS 2004 (NH- 239- H- 08)

1943 Observation Tower
15- a
15- b
15- c
15- d

UNH 2004
UNH 2004
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 12)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- I- 11)

16- a APD 2004 (UNH- 172)
16- b APD 2004 (UNH- 170)
17- a HAP 2005
17- b APD 2004 (UNH- 182, detail)
18- a

APD 2004 (UNH- 184, detail)
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1920 Mining Casemate
UNH 2004
19- a HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 25)
19- b HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 24)
19- c HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 26)
20- a
20- b
20- c
20- d
20- e
20- f
20- g
20- h

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 12)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 09)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 08)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 13)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 14)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 16)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 19)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 20)

21- a
21- b
21- c
21- d
21- e

HAP 2005
HAP 2005
HAP 2005
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 18)
HAP 2005

22- a
22- b
22- c
22- d

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 12)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 07)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 10)
HAP 2005

23- a
23- b
23- c
23- d

HAP 2005 (detail)
HAP 2005 (detail)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 11)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- G- 22, detail)

Ruins
Walbach Tower as Constructed
a
b

Portsmouth Athenaeum (S- 851- a) ca. 1896
Portsmouth Athenaeum (S- 851- a, detail) ca. 1896
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Massing and Plan
1- a

NAB, RG 77, Drawer 16, sheet 2, 1820

2- a

NAB, RG77, Drawer 16, sheet 2 (detail), 1820

3- a

Portsmouth, NH (PI- 630), early 1890’s

Openings
4- a
4- b
4- c
4- d
4- e
5- a
5- b

Chester B. Curtis, ed. Bi- centennial Souvenir 1693- 1893 New Castle,
New Hampshire, 1893, cover and page 18
Portsmouth Athenaeum (PI- 627), early 1890’s
Portsmouth Athenaeum (PS- 1281), ca. 1900
Strawbery Banke Museum, Patch Collection, 1898 (detail)
Portsmouth Athenaeum (PI- 630) early 1890’s (detail)
NAB, RG 77, Drawer 16, sheet 2 (detail)
Nooks and Corners of the New England Coast by Samuel Adams Drake,
1875, p. 199 (detail)

Parapet and Roof
6- a

Strawbery Banke Museum, Patch Collection, 1898 (detail)

7- a

NAB, RG 77, Drawer 16, sheet 2 (detail)

Materials and Workmanship
8- a
8- b
8- c
8- d

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- A- 02)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- A- 01)
Portsmouth Athenaeum (PI- 627) early 1890’s (detail)
Portsmouth Athenaeum (S- 469) ca 1900- 1905 (detail)

9- a
9- b
9- c
9- d
9- e
9- f

NAB, RG 111, SC1841- 45, Constitution Ft., #118585, 1941
NAB, RG 111, SC1841- 45, Constitution Ft., #118585, 1941 (detail)
Portsmouth Athenaeum (PI- 627) early 1890’s (detail)
Archives and Records Town of New Castle, NH, 1919 (detail)
NAB, RG 111, SC1841- 45, Constitution Ft., #118585, 1941 (detail)
Portsmouth Athenaeum (PI- 631) 1896 (detail)

Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes
10- a

Portsmouth Athenaeum (PI- 631) 1896
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11- a APD 2004 (UNH- 435)
11- b HABS 2004 (NH- 239- C- 06)
12- a NAB, RG 94, Oversize Document File 1805- 1917, File 483452, 1903
12- b NAB, RG 94, Oversize Document File 1805- 1917, File 483452, 1903
13- a Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, NH (PI- 631), 1896

Walbach Tower as a Ruin
Massing and Plan
1- a
1- b

NAB, RG 77, Entry 225, Drawing Revised to February 1921
NAB, RG 77, Entry 225, Drawing Revised to February 1921 (detail)

2- a
2- b
2- c

HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 449)
HAP 2005

3- a
3- b
3- c

HABS 2004 (NH- 239- C- 05)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- C- 01)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- C- 02)

Row 1
a
b
c

HAP 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 054)
HAP 2005

a
b
c

APD 2004 (UNH- 510)
UNH 2005
APD 2004 (UNH- 421)

a
b
c

APD 2004 (UNH- 025)
HAP 2005
HAP 2005

a
b
c

APD 2004 (UNH- 451)
APD 2004 (UNH- 043)
APD 2004 (UNH- 044)

a
b
c

APD 2004 (UNH- 415)
APD 2004 (UNH- 432)
APD 2004 (UNH- 059)

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Row 5
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Openings
4- a
4- b

NAB, RG 94, Oversize Document File 1805- 1917, File 483452, 1903
APD 2004 (UNH- 436)

5- a
5- b

APD 2004 (UNH- 432)
APD 2004 (UNH- 431)

Roof

Materials and Workmanship
6- a
6- b
6- c
6- d
6- e
6- f
6- g
6- h

APD 2004 (UNH- 426)
APD 2004 (UNH- 427)
APD 2004 (UNH- 429)
APD 2004 (UNH- 423)
APD 2004 (UNH- 420)
APD 2004 (UNH- 418)
APD 2004 (UNH- 419)
APD 2004 (UNH- 418, detail)

Interior Spaces, Details, and Finishes
7- a
7- b
7- c
7- d
7- e
7- f

APD 2004 (UNH- 416)
APD 2004 (UNH- 435)
APD 2004 (UNH- 446)
HABS 2004 (NH- 239- C- 06)
APD 2004 (UNH- 089)
APD 2004 (UNH- 441)
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SECTION 5.
GLOSSARY AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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GLOSSARY
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Barbette, en barbette: Construction form of fortification where a gun can fire over a parapet
(literally, platform). In older usage it meant raising a mound of earth (often faced with masonry
on the interior) so that ordinary field or seacoast carriages could just barely raise the level of the
barrel to clear the parapet. Heavy guns sat on permanent foundations of stone or concrete.
Barbette carriage: Specially designed seacoast carriages allowing guns to be held in a fixed
position with their barrels always above the level of the parapet (as compared to disappearing
carriages). Older models often moved on traversing circles (iron rails embedded on the
rampart) that allowed the carriages to be readily rotated from side to side. In later usage it was
frequently used to describe any carriage that held its weapon fixed above ground level, with or
without a protecting parapet.
Base- end station: Observation stations used as part of a horizontal base- line system of seacoast
fire control. Designed to hold an optical instrument to measure the azimuth reading of a
potential target, the information was sent to a plotting room where it was combined with similar
data from other stations to compute range settings for large guns. Often the stations could also
contain other types of fire- control instruments.
Bastion: A projection from a work possessing two main faces, flanks with a gorge opening into
the main work. In classical works, it was most often an arrowhead- shaped extension off the
converging corner of a four- , five- , or six- sided enclosed work, with the ability to provide
covering fire along the scarp walls of the main work. It also provided an earth- filled salient at
the weakest point of a fortification.
Blockhouse: A small fortified structure, often of two stories, used as a place of retreat or for
flanking defense in forts. Generally constructed of logs, although other materials such as earth
and stone were also used.
Cable gallery: A trench built from a submarine mining casemate to the low water line for
carrying the electrical cables used to detonate the mines. The trench was often concrete- lined,
and covered with a shallow layer of earth.
Capital ship: a warship of the largest class, such as a battleship.
Caponier: A type of ditch defense; a covered passageway, often constructed across a ditch, to
provide protected communication. Also, a small vaulted outwork constructed in a ditch – or in
the absence of a ditch, along the scarp wall, to which it may or may not be attached. Often
holding either musket or cannon stations for scarp- wall protection.
Casemate: A bombproof vault in a fort, often contained within the main curtain walls of a
fortification. They can contain armament (guns firing out through an embrasure), or be used for
storage, barracks, or other garrison purposes. Some Second- System forts and many ThirdSystem forts contained hundreds of guns mounted in tiered layers of specially designed gun
casemates.
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Columbiad: A type of heavy seacoast cannon used by the United States from about 1840
through the Civil War. Usually of 8- inch or larger size, the guns could fire either shot or shell at
a high angle for maximum range. A series of such guns were produced, culminating in the
Rodman- design weapons of the 1860’s.
Curtain wall: That portion of the main rampart or wall between two bastions or gates, thus the
section that often holds the greatest portion of the defensive armament.
Demi- bastion: A single face and flank projection of a main work, resembling half a bastion.
Often erected on the rear or gorge wall of a fort, providing flanking fire to cover the main
entrance, but not projecting or protecting along the adjacent scarp wall.
Disappearing carriage: A specialized type of gun carriage allowing the gun to be raised to fire
above the parapet (usually by dropping a heavy counterweight), and then allowing the recoil to
lower the gun back below the parapet for reloading and servicing. The American type of
disappearing carriage was developed by two Ordnance Department officers – Lt. William
Crozier and General Adelbert Buffington. It was extensively used in American fortifications
beginning in the mid 1890’s, and was not phased out until late in the Second World War.
Embrasure: An opening made specifically for a gun to fire through; can be either in a parapet
(where the embrasure is open on top), or within a casemate wall (where the opening is a
“window”). In later Third- System works, the protection of embrasures with iron throats and
moveable iron shutters became quite elaborate.
Glacis: A slope extending down from a fortification.
Gorge: The opening of the side of a fortification work towards the “rear,” or the space being
protected. Since it is assumed to be the friendly side, or at least the side away from enemy fire, in
seacoast works it is often the least- defended front.
Grand group: In submarine mining, this term was used to describe the larger “unit” or
increment of numbers of mines. Often dictated by the physical attributes of the type of cable
and connecting junction boxes, in American usage the grand group was usually a unit of 19 or 21
individual mines.
Martello tower: A type of small defensive work popular circa 1790- 1860. Modeled after a
specific French work at Cape Martella on Corsica that defeated a British attack, it consisted of a
round tower with a single gun on a traversing carriage on the roof, and entry into the tower via a
second- story doorway reached only by ladder. Many copies were made around the world by
several nations, and the term was sometimes applied to any detached, armed tower used for
seacoast defense.
Mining casemate: See torpedo casemate.
Mortar: a muzzle- loading cannon used to fire shells at high angles over short distances,
sacrificing range for the ability to drop plunging projectiles onto the relatively vulnerable decks
of opponent warships
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Operating room: In submarine mining warfare, the room that contained the operating
apparatus for detonating seacoast mines. Typically located in the torpedo casemate, this room
held a switchboard that directed electrical current into the cables leading from here out to the
deployed mines, as well as the testing (signal) and firing keys. Depending on the design and time
period, this room or separate rooms could also contain the electrical storage battery, and a
engine and dynamo to charge it.
Palisade: A row of stakes set firmly in the ground and presenting sharp points to an advancing
party. Often placed at the foot of a sloped wall, or independently with a ditch as a stronger
substitute for a fence.
Panama mount: A type of emplacement used to hold a 155- mm mobile gun. Developed first in
the Panama defenses, the emplacement consisted of a center pintle to hold the base of the
wheeled gun carriage, and a circumventing outer rail (of either 180, 270, or 360 degrees
circumference) to hold the extended split trail of the carriage. The emplacement allowed this
gun and carriage (generally used as a normal piece of mobile field artillery) to be used when
necessary as a fixed seacoast gun on a stable, pre- existing platform.
Parapet: A mass of earth erected on the rampart directly in front of the defenders. It provided
immediate shelter to guns or defending troops firing over it. Usually the parapet represented the
highest point of a fort.
Pedestal carriage: A type of gun mount where the weapon is held in position by a fixed- height
standard. In modern usage (1890- 1948), it was a term usually applied to lighter, rapid- fire
seacoast guns, whereas the term barbette tended to continue in use for larger weapons.
Portcullis: A suspended frame of iron or wooden bars that can be lowered to close a gateway,
with or without a corresponding door across the same gate.
Rampart: An earthen mound raised above the natural level of the ground and upon which the
parapet sits – the mass of a fort. Meant to provide the defenders and their artillery with a
commanding view and an advantage in close- in defense.
Redoubt: A small work or protected emplacement, often placed at the extremity of the
outworks of larger fortifications. Was frequently placed in the most vulnerable salient positions
of the fort’s defenses. It could assume any of a variety of shapes, but did not itself contain
bastions. Is sometimes used vaguely to describe any detached strong point less than a full “fort.”
Revetment (revetted): A facing to a wall, ditch or embankment; often of substantial masonry
(stone, brick, or concrete).
Sally port: A gate or passage by which the garrison of a fort may make a sally or sudden attack
on the besiegers. Its most common application is to an opening cut through the glacis and wall
for an entryway or gate.
Scarp: The outer wall of the main work. The side of a fortification ditch immediately adjacent to
the parapet. (The opposing “outer” wall is called a counterscarp.) Often the scarp is faced by a
retaining wall of masonry and termed a scarp wall, providing a steep obstacle to enemy ascent.
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Shot truck: A cart used to transport shot.
Tampion: In artillery, the device or plug that is used to fill the muzzle of a gun to protect its
interior during times when not in use.
Terre plein: The top surface of the rampart, in the immediate rear of the parapet. The space
provides shelter (from view and opposing fire) for gun crews, and room to work and supply
guns. It often contains a path or road to facilitate the defenders’ access between guns or
positions.
Torpedo casemate: Originally a casemate or protected gun casemate of an older work used to
hold the operating apparatus for defensive submarine torpedoes. There were about half a dozen
examples of this reuse. Later the term “mine” replaced the word “torpedo,” and the rooms were
often referred to as mining casemates. Even after structures began to be built especially for this
purpose, the old term “casemate” persisted.
Tower bastion: In late Third- System works, a relatively tall bastion with a small trace. Similar
to conventional bastions, they held flanking howitzers to fire along the exterior scarp walls, and
sometimes were topped with a gun emplacement mounted on a carriage allowing a wide field of
fire.
Trace: The general outline or plan (horizontal configuration) of a fortification work.
Traverse: A parapet across a covered way, terre plein, or other location to prevent reverse fire
from striking a work. In independent gun batteries starting in the 1860’s, a covering mound of
earth built to either side of the gun mountings for protection of the gun, crew, and magazine.
Traversing rail: a circular rail on which rode the wheels of a traveling gun carriage; this allowed
the carriage and its gun to rotate easily from side to side when following or changing targets.
Water battery: That part or front of a fortification that is designed to defend against the passage
of vessels. Often the most important front of a seacoast fortification, with the heaviest
armament. Sometimes in earlier works a small, detached emplacement of guns designed to fire
directly on the narrowest or most critical part of a channel or other water passage.

Glossary sources:
The American Heritage Dictionary, 2nd College Ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1982).
Office of Naval Intelligence, Navy Department, Some of the Terms Used in Fortification
and Their Definitions (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office,1895).
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William Bridgwater and Seymour Kurtz, eds., The Columbia Encyclopedia, 3 ed. (New York and
London: Columbia University Press, 1963).
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University of Illinois Press, 1977).
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Additional Research Sources
Defending America’s Coasts, 1775- 1950: A Bibliography.
By Dale E. Floyd. Published by the Office of History, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alexandria,
VA, 1997. Excerpts are as follows:
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UNH FORT POINT HSR RESEARCH SUMMARY BY REPOSITORY
Research Performed by NPS/HAP
FEDERAL REPOSITORIES
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)
REPOSITORY
CONTACT
REASON FOR CONTACT
Research Room Staff
District and Field Records for Portsmouth Harbor Defenses and Fort Constitution
Northeast Region,
Waltham MA
[NARA- Northeast
Region (W)]
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ASSESSMENT: A thorough research of records related to Fort Constitution was undertaken at this repository. Few records were found.
Other researchers of Portsmouth Harbor Defenses have reported minimal results at this NARA- Northeast Region facility. Complicating the
th
research on Portsmouth Harbor Defenses is the fact that it was classified under different district offices during the early 20 century, shifting
between Portland and Boston. The NARA staff suggested that the district field records for Portsmouth Harbor Defenses may have been
destroyed or were transferred elsewhere. They recommended focusing the research effort on the NARA facilities in Washington, DC, and
College Park, MD. The most significant find was the Battery Emplacement Book for Fort Constitution, 1907- 1917, in RG 392, Records of the
U.S. Army Coast Artillery Districts and Defenses 1901- 1942, Entry 265 (photocopied in its entirety).
RESULTS: The following record groups produced a modicum of pertinent data on Fort Constitution; no data on Walbach Tower. Documents
related to the structures under study were photocopied for the HSR research files.
RG 77, Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers.
Entry 615, Boston District, Construction and Reports relating to Fortifications, 1903- 1935 (files researched are noted in HSR research
folder for this repository)
Portland District Index, Cards, Ca. 1900- 1920 (photocopied pertinent cards; documents for this index missing from repository)
Portsmouth Harbor Exams & Surveys 18 (18- 198), Portland District Office—Civil Works Files, 1907- 1921; descriptions of Portsmouth
Harbor dated 12.10.09 and 12.18.15 were located in these records
RG 181, Records of the Naval Districts and Shore Establishments. Records, Real Property—Fort Constitution, NH; Disposal of Buildings

RG 269, Records of the General Services Administration. Real Property, Fort Constitution, NH; transfer for historic monument purposes to
the State of New Hampshire, including deeds and resolutions
RG 291, Records of the Federal Property Resources Service. Real Property, Fort Constitution; USDI, NPS Report on Application by Frank
Barnes; Application Notebook; New Castle, NH folder
RG 392, Records of the U.S. Army Coast Artillery Districts and Defenses 1901- 1942.
Entries 262, 263, 264, Coast Defenses of Portsmouth, NH—Fort Constitution, including General Orders
Entry 265, Battery Emplacement Books—Fort Constitution, 1907- 1917 (photocopied in its entirety)

RESPOSITORY
National Archives
Building, Washington,
D.C. [NAB]

CONTACT
General Research Staff;
Old Military and Civil
Records (in person)

REASON FOR CONTACT
War Department Central Office Records for the Fort Constitution and specifically
Battery Elon Farnsworth and Walbach Tower
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ASSESSMENT: A thorough research was undertaken of the Office of the Chief of Engineers for the period 1894- 1917 (principally the
Endicott- System and Taft- System Periods, and some of the 1915- System Period), resulting in a large amount of primary source material on the
construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth, Portsmouth Harbor Defenses, and submarine mining for that period. Minimal research was
undertaken on earlier periods (due to the time constraints of the project), resulting in very little information on Walbach Tower.
RESULTS: The following record groups produced varying amounts of data relevant to this HSR.
RG 26, Records of the U.S. Coast Guard. Time constraints prevented research into this record group, although a finding aid was obtained.
Research of the Portsmouth Harbor Light Station might yield relevant information on Fort Constitution, because of its proximity to the fort; the
Keeper’s Dwelling is known to have been moved twice—first, because of the construction of Battery Elon Farnsworth, and second, because of
the construction of Battery Hackleman. It would be prudent to research this RG for those years, since, they might contain photos or
descriptions of the site
RG 77, Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers.
Entry 12, Index, Correspondence 1789- 1942 and General Correspondence, 1787- 1870, Name & Subject Indexes 1825- 32, 1846- 1848,
1864- 1866; information mostly relates to the Second- System Fort Constitution; nothing on Walbach Tower was found

Entry 99, Indexes for Entry 103; photocopied the indexes for the following: Constitution, Fort—and Comdg. Officer Part 1 and Part 2,
Constructing Quartermaster, Post Surgeon, Ordnance Officer, Post School; Portsmouth NH Coast Defenses; Walbach Tower; Walbach John De B;
Walbach Cottage
Entry 103, Correspondence File, Chief of Engineers 1894- 1917, all pertinent files designated in the aforementioned indexes (Entry 99) were
requested, reviewed and photocopied, if relevant (included over two hundred files; a list of files requested was maintained and can be found
in the research files); the record group files are not well organized because careless users have not returned the material to its proper order;
some files that have been documented by others in other publications were missing, presumably due to careless refiling of the documents;
the research of this RG was time- consuming and tedious, but significant results were forthcoming
Entry 220, Fortifications and Defenses, 1810- 1920; Coast Defense Fortifications File 1898- 1920; began this research, found nothing in
Boxes 1- 3
Entry 223, Reports of the Board of Engineers Relating to Fortifications and Defenses, 1821- 1834, description of Fort Constitution at
Portsmouth, including a description of Walbach Tower.
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RG 92, Records of the Office of the Quartermaster General. Entry 225, Consolidated Correspondence File, Boxes 398 and 399, researched
all files related to Fort Constitution, as follows: 1802- 1806; 1807- 1808; 1809; 1903; 1810; Land at Ft. Constitution; 1811- 1818; 1819- 1821;
1824- 1825; 1826- 1834 (good file for plans of buildings and supplies at Fort Constitution); 1841- 1844; 1844- 1851; and 1852- 1883; information
relates most to the Second- System Fort Constitution; nothing on WalbachTower was found
RG 94, Records of the Office of the Adjutant General.
Entry 13, Box 257, File 483452 AGO, includes photographs of the site taken in 1903 (photographs copied for HSR)
Entry 25, Document File, viewed relevant documents according to numbers identified in Entry 27 index; mostly repetitious documents
already seen in RG 77, Entry 103 search
Entry 27, Index to Doc File (M- 698—1890- 1917); reviewed Index to Document File for Constitution, Fort and Walbach Tower
Entry 464, “Reservation File,” relevant material on Fort Constitution

REPOSITORY
Archives II, College
Park, MD
[NACP]

CONTACT
Cartographic and
Architectural Drawings
Branch (Raymond
Cotton), Still Pictures
Branch and Modern
Military Research Staff
(Mitch Yockelson)
(in person)

REASON FOR CONTACT
cartographic records—for maps on Fort Constitution and Portsmouth Harbor
Defenses
textual records—for historical documentation on the construction of the 1920
Mining Casemate, 1921 Power Plant, and 1943 Observation Station; on submarine
mining; on overall maintenance and landscaping of Fort Constitution
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ASSESSMENT: Research of the Cartographic and Architectural Drawings Branch resulted in locating numerous maps of both Portsmouth
Harbor and the specific structures under study in this HSR, with the exception of the Observation Station (maps of the Second System Fort
Constitution were not copied; copies of many of these maps are available at the Division of Archives & Records Management, State of New
Hampshire and are beyond the scope of this study). A card index included references to plans for the Observation Station, noting that they had
been transferred to the “Mil Files.” The archivist suggested that the drawings might be in the Suitland Archives building, whose records are
boxed and not available for research. A photocopy was made of the “Map File Card” and is included in the HSR research files. It would be
prudent for a researcher to pursue this search in the future; there may be additional maps related to this site. Numerous references are made in
textual records of working drawings for Battery Elon Farnsworth’s construction, but these drawings are not at NACP. A search was undertaken
for the papers of the Hartford Paving and Construction Company, the contractor employed for Battery Farnsworth’s construction, with hope
that working drawings might have survived with these papers. However, the Hartford company’s papers have not been located. (See entries
below for Hartford, CT, repositories.)
RESULTS: The results that follow are organized according to the different sections within Archives II.
CARTOGRAPHIC and ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS BRANCH: obtained inventory for Fort Constitution, Castle Point, Great Island
(Newcastle Island), Portsmouth Harbor, NH
RG 77, Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers.
Fortification Map Files, Drawer 189 (copied) and all maps viewed in Drawers 14, 16, and 247 (all maps that are relevant to structures under
study and contextual study were copied)
Misc. Forts File, Fort Constitution #1; Fortifications Fort File, Drawer 14, Sheet 4

RG 92, Records of the Office of the Quartermaster General. Portsmouth Harbor, NH, General Bound Volumes of Plans, 1904- 05 (page
141); Blueprint File—Fort Constitution
STILL PICTURE BRANCH: conducted a general search with minimal results; several photographs of Fort Constitution were found in RG 111,
Records of the Office of Chief Signal Officer; miscellaneous photographs of several other Martello- type towers were located
TEXTUAL RECORD SECTION: researched record groups recommended by archivist (both unclassified and classified files), with minimal
specific results on the subject structures
RG 77, Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers.
Entry 391, Construction Completion Reports 1917- 1943, Box 69
Entry 393, Historical Record of Buildings and Record of Equipment and Condition of Buildings at Active Army Posts 1905- 1942; useful
record sheets of non- defense structures
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Entry 398, Annual Reports on Construction Maintenance and Repair of Buildings at Posts, 1924- 1938, Fort Constitution (Box 4); not
beneficial
Entry 1006, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic, Unclassified, 1918- 1945, Portsmouth Harbor, NH, Boxes 121- 123; miscellaneous
correspondence related to subject structures
Entry 1007, Harbor Defense Files, Geographic, Classified, 1918- 1945, Portsmouth Harbor, Boxes 114 and 115; includes Report of Completed
Works—Seacoast Fortifications at Fort Constitution and miscellaneous correspondence related to subject structures
RG 177, Records of the Officer of the Chief of Artillery/Coast Artillery 1901- 1917. Entry 4, Correspondence; viewed finding aid and
selectively researched some files; not beneficial

Other Federal Repositories
REPOSITORY
CONTACT
Michael J. Brodhead,
USA Corps of
PhD, Historian (phone;
Engineers, Office of
e- mail)
History,
Alexandria, VA

REASON FOR CONTACT
general photographic inquiry for
images of district engineers and
structures

RESULTS
photographic scans of Battery Farnsworth
(1908) and portraits of district engineers

U.S. Coast Guard,
CEU Providence, RI

Georges Bockstael
(e- mail)

U.S. Coast Guard cartographic
and textual materials on Fort
Point

several maps of Fort Point; no textual materials

U.S. Military Academy
Library, West Point,
NY

Susan Lintelmann,
Manuscript Curator,
Special Collections and
Archives
(phone; e- mail)

general inquiry on Fort
Constitution and West Point
officers affiliated with Fort
Constitution

correspondence to Col. Henry Burbeck dated
July 23, 1806, from the officer- in- charge at
Fort Constitution, presumed to be Capt.
Walbach, describing the conditions found on
his arrival; photographs of A. N. Damrell,
Richard L. Hoxie, and Walter L. Fisk

CONTACT
Ann Bardou, Site
Manager
Carleton Martello
Tower NHS
(e- mail)

REASON FOR CONTACT
Canadian Martello towers for
comparative study

RESULTS
several scholarly studies on Canadian Martello
towers, undertaken by Parks Canada, as follows

Canadian Contacts
REPOSITORY
Parks Canada
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Hedy Armour,
Information
Management Officer,
Atlantic Service Centre
Library, Halifax, NS
(e- mail)

Ivan J. Saunders, “A History of Martello
Towers in the Defence of British North
America, 1796- 1871.” Canadian Historic Sites:
Occasional Papers in Archaeology and History,
No. 15. Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1976.
R. H. McDonald, “A Narrative and Structural
History of Carleton Martello Tower.”
Manuscript Report No. 233. Ottawa, Parks
Canada, 1978.
R. H. McDonald, “The Saint John Fire
Command During World War Two.”
Manuscript Report No. 388. Ottawa: Parks
Canada, May 1978.

NEW HAMPSHIRE REPOSITORIES
State Departments
REPOSITORY
CONTACT
Elizabeth H. Muzzey,
Department of
Historian and State
Cultural Resources,
Survey Coordinator
New Hampshire
(in person)
Division of Historical
Resources

REASON FOR CONTACT
active files held by NHDHR
related to compliance, history
and documentation of historic
resources on Fort Point

RESULTS
primary source material— compliance files;
national register documentation;
correspondence files
secondary source material— miscellaneous
articles on the history of Fort Constitution/Fort
William and Mary; newspaper clipping file
(photocopied relevant documents)
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Department of
Resources and
Economic
Development, Division
of Parks and
Recreation

Torene Tango- Lowry,
Recreation Resource
Specialist; Thomas C.
Mansfield, Architect
(in person)

historical files on Fort
Constitution

Department of State,
Division of Archives
and Records
Management

Douglas R. Gourley,
Records Clerk
(in person)

maps and historical files on
Fort Constitution and Fort
Constitution (State) Historic Site

Harriet Lacy’s 1974 historical study; several
maps of Fort Constitution, dating to the postdeactivation period
(NHDRED provided photocopy of report and
maps; some maps were scanned by HAP)
National Archives maps of Fort Constitution
that were copied by the State of New
Hampshire in the 1970’s; historical files related
to the establishment and early management of
Fort Constitution State Park (Box #436143)
(photocopied relevant documents)

Local Repositories
REPOSITORY
Portsmouth
Athenaeum

REASON FOR CONTACT
large collection of historic
photographs, books and
documents related to
Portsmouth and vicinity

Portsmouth Public
Library

reference librarian
(in person)

local history

Strawbery Banke
Museum

Tara Webber, Registrar
and Librarian
(in person)

extensive collection of historic
photographs of Portsmouth and
vicinity

CONTACT
Sarah Hartwell, Reading
Room Supervisor
(phone; e- mail)

REASON FOR CONTACT
an 1865 pamphlet Fort
Constitution was written by
student of Dartmouth College;
questioned whether there might
be textual material (or images)
related to this publication or
student or Fort Constitution
large collection of historical
photographs of Ft Constitution
and related textual records
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CONTACT
library and reference
room staff; principal
contact—Ursula Wright
(in person)

Other State Repositories
REPOSITORY
Dartmouth College,
Rauner Library,
Special Collections,
Hanover, NH

New Hampshire
Historical Society

David M. Smolen,
Special Collections
Librarian (in person)

RESULTS
primary source material—historic photograph
collection (researched both notebooks and
catalog; scanned numerous historic
photographs of Fort Constitution, including
Walbach Tower, Mining Operations, USCG
Station); lettercopy book of U.S. Inspector
Walker (transcribed Battery Farnsworth
construction entries from April 14, 1897, to
April 26, 1898)
secondary source material— many books and
articles on New Castle and Fort Constitution
researched for structures under study
brief visit with minimal results; researched with
Williford, Lawry, and Polaski (scanned images
and photocopied relevant data); additional
research might be beneficial
numerous historic photographs of Fort
Constitution, including Walbach Tower;
researched with Williford, Lawry and Polaski
(scanned images)
RESULTS
1865 pamphlet; testimony dated September 11,
1810, of Jonathan Warner related to explosion
in 1809 at Fort Constitution

many historic photographs of Fort
Constitution, including Walbach Tower
(obtained copy photographs)

OUT- OF- STATE REPOSITORIES
Connecticut
REPOSITORY
CONTACT
Connecticut Historical Judith Ellen Johnson,
Genealogist
Society Museum,
(phone; e- mail)
Hartford, CT

REASON FOR CONTACT
Hartford Paving and
Construction Company

RESULTS
company profile on the Hartford Paving and
Construction Company; biographical sketch on
principals
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Connecticut State
Library, History and
Genealogy Unit,
Hartford, CT
Hartford Public
Library

Jeannie Sherman,
Librarian
(e- mail)

Hartford Paving and
Construction Company

promotional literature on Hartford, dated
1912, includes a write- up on the Hartford
Paving and Construction Company

(e- mail)

Hartford Paving and
Construction Company

library closed for renovations, so their local
history collection was not researched

University of
Connecticut,
Dodd Collection,
Hartford, CT
Maine
REPOSITORY
Kittery Historical and
Naval Museum,
Kittery, ME

(e- mail)

Hartford Paving and
Construction
Company

photographs of several Hartford Paving and
Construction Company’s bridges

CONTACT
Wayne Manson,
Director
(in person)

REASON FOR CONTACT
historic images of Fort
Constitution

RESULTS
historic photographs of Fort Constitution,
including Walbach Tower; researched with
Williford, Lawry, and Polaski (obtained scans
of historic images)

Kittery Public Library

(in person)

no results

Maine Maritime
Museum, Bath, ME

(phone; e- mail)

historic images of Fort
Constitution
historic images and textual
documents on Fort Constitution

catalog and photographic collection were
researched by a staff member with no results

Massachusetts
REPOSITORY
Boston Public Library,
Boston, MA
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CONTACT
Aaron Schmidt, Fine
Arts Section
(e- mail)

REASON FOR CONTACT
historic images of Fort
Constitution

RESULTS
historic photograph inventories were
researched with no results

Harvard Graduate
School of Design,
Frances Loeb Library,
Cambridge, MA

Mary Daniels, Special
Collections Librarian
(phone; e- mail)

biographical sketch on Sidney Nichols
Shurcliff; Ms. Daniels reviewed finding aid for
the Shurcliff papers and did not find any
reference to Portsmouth Harbor or Fort
Constitution

Harvard University,
Widener Library,
Cambridge, MA
Massachusetts
Historical Society,
Boston, MA
Society for the
Preservation of New
England Antiquities
(now Historic New
England),
Boston, MA

Microfilm Room
(in person)

Loeb Library holds the papers of
Landscape Architect Sidney
Nichols Shurcliff, whose firm
produced Camp Development
Plans in 1941 for Portsmouth
Harbor Defenses
New Hampshire newspapers for
1814; Walbach Tower
construction
historic images of Fort
Constitution
historic photographs of Fort
Constitution

a handful of photographs, most of which were
available in New Hampshire repositories; one
photograph is identified on the back as
“Emerson Yorke and the Ninth State”

(e- mail)

library
(phone)

researched the New Hampshire Gazette for
1814
no response from MHS

(the latter photograph includes a man holding a
moving picture camera; NPS researcher found
that Emerson Yorke was a film maker –
possibly from Puerto Rico – who was affiliated
with a distribution company in the 1960’s called
Emerson Film Enterprises; might be worth
verifying whether he did indeed produce a film
on Fort Constitution)

New York
REPOSITORY
New- York Historical
Society

CONTACT
Ted O’Reilly,
Manuscript
Department, Library
( phone; e- mail)

REASON FOR CONTACT
Sketch of Fort Constitution
(Portsmouth, NH) drawn by
Capt. Walbach (no date)

RESULTS
sketch of Fort Constitution (Portsmouth, NH)
drawn by Capt. Walbach (no date), presumed
to date to 1806 (obtained photocopy of sketch)

CONTACT
Cathy Williamson,
Public Services
Librarian
(e- mail)

REASON FOR CONTACT
historic images and textual
documents on Fort Constitution

RESULTS
researched catalog and photographic collection
with few results, as follows: map showing Fort
William and Mary in 1779, Atlantic Neptune,
Vol. 2, 1779, VK985.A88; they also have 3 maps
of the New England area from 1778 and 1781,
and several books on privateering from 17751815 around the Portsmouth area

INDIVIDUALS CONTACTED
INDIVIDUAL
CONTACT
(phone;
U.S. Mail)
Armsted, Douglas
photographer (ret.)

REASON FOR CONTACT
historic photographs of Fort
Constitution

RESULTS
historic photographs of Fort Constitution and
aerial images of Fort Point (scanned
photographs)

(in person; phone)

historic photograph research

scans of historic photographs; NPS researcher
accompanied Williford, Lawry, and Polaski in
their photo research visits to Kittery Historical
and Naval Museum, Strawbery Banke,
Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard, Portsmouth Public Library,
Strawbery Banke

Virginia
REPOSITORY
The Library at the
Mariners’ Museum,
Newport News, VA
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Lawry, Nelson

Lowenthal, Larry
historian (NPS retired)

(in person; phone; U.S.
Mail)

advisor for contextual history

Payette, Pete

(e- mail)

creator of the following website
on Portsmouth Harbor Defenses:

historical research including some 1814
newspaper articles and some War Department
annual report entries on Fort Constitution
(photocopies and transcriptions provided)
bibliographical information; lead to Library of
Congress photo of Walbach Tower

http://www.geocities.com/Fort_
Constitution/index.html
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Polaski, Leo

(in person; e- mail)

historic photograph research

scans of historic photographs; NPS researcher
accompanied Williford, Lawry and Polaski in
their photo research visits to Kittery Historical
and Naval Museum, Strawbery Banke,
Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard, Portsmouth Public Library,
Strawbery Banke

Smith, Bolling
Williford, Glen

(e- mail)
(in person; phone; U.S.
Mail)

historic photograph research
author of Section 1 of the HSR;
historic photograph research;
textual research

two photographs of Fort Constitution
scans of historic photographs and photocopies
of select historic documents; NPS researcher
accompanied Williford, Lawry, and Polaski in
their photo research visits to Kittery Historical
and Naval Museum, Strawbery Banke,
Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard, Portsmouth Public Library,
Strawbery Banke

